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HOW TO USE THE ACRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX

Index entries are arranged alphabetically under subjects and proper names. In most instances material has been filed under specific rather than under general headings. Examples: Baseball news is under BASEBALL and not under SPORTS; news concerning the New York Central Railroad is under that name and not under RAILROADS or TRANSPORTATION. With few exceptions names of organizations appear under the key word of the name. Examples: NGM W M S S CLAYS IN OHIO, SEGM OF: SOCIAL WORK, WEL

CONF OF; LABOR, OHIO FED OF: Exceptions: Chambers of commerce, companies, and some well-established names. Whenever necessary, headings are subdivided by geographical and topical subheads. Examples: FRANCE - Politics and Government; SCHOOLS - Ohio - Textbooks.

The proper name or subject heading is followed by a brief descriptive sub-entry and by a reference line. The following arrangement of sub-entries under headings is generally observed: Unrelated sub-entries are paragraphed singly in chronological order. In the case of related sub-entries continuity is maintained by arranging the items chronologically within the same paragraph. In a few other instances, where material is entered only under general headings (e.g., BOOKS, MOTION PICTURES, BIRTHS, DEATHS, MARRIAGES), the sub-entries are arranged alphabetically.

The reference line indicates date, page, and column, Example: N 1, 9:2, meaning November 1, page 9, column 2.

When the location of an event is not expressly designated or otherwise indicated under subject, the place of action is local.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wr</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mgr</td>
<td>municipal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mun</td>
<td>municipal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>North; November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAACP</td>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NABC</td>
<td>National Broadcasting Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NECTA</td>
<td>Northeast Ohio Teachers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nati</td>
<td>national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFL</td>
<td>Ohio Federation of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>Ohio National Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU</td>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orch</td>
<td>orchestra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ord</td>
<td>ordinance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org</td>
<td>organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Protestant Episcopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA</td>
<td>Parent-Teachers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUCO</td>
<td>Public Utilities Commission of Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pho</td>
<td>photograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pk</td>
<td>park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pltl</td>
<td>plaintiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps</td>
<td>post office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pol</td>
<td>political; politician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pop</td>
<td>population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>por</td>
<td>portrait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pres</td>
<td>president; presidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presb</td>
<td>Presbyterian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priv</td>
<td>private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pro</td>
<td>professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prod</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prof</td>
<td>professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pub</td>
<td>public; publication; publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qr</td>
<td>quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qly</td>
<td>quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qtrs</td>
<td>quarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Roman Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTC</td>
<td>Reserve Officers Training Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rd</td>
<td>road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rec</td>
<td>receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recd</td>
<td>received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recg</td>
<td>receiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recr</td>
<td>receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recs</td>
<td>receives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regl</td>
<td>regiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regm</td>
<td>reorganization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regpr</td>
<td>representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rep</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repd</td>
<td>reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repn</td>
<td>reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repub</td>
<td>republican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res</td>
<td>residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revFr</td>
<td>Reverend Father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revl</td>
<td>review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revsd</td>
<td>reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revng</td>
<td>revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revn</td>
<td>reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rr</td>
<td>railroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ry</td>
<td>railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>September; South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sen</td>
<td>Senate; Senator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sgt</td>
<td>sergeant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soc</td>
<td>social; society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st</td>
<td>steamship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str</td>
<td>saint; street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strm</td>
<td>streamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup</td>
<td>supreme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supr</td>
<td>superintendent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tech</td>
<td>technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tran</td>
<td>translated; translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trm</td>
<td>treasurer; treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twp</td>
<td>township</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>United Mine Workers of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>United Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Soviet Socialist Republics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Veterans of Foreign Wars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vet</td>
<td>veteran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v chm</td>
<td>vice chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vp</td>
<td>vice president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCTU</td>
<td>Women's Christian Temperance Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRI</td>
<td>Western Reserve Univ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wk</td>
<td>week; work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wks</td>
<td>working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wkr</td>
<td>workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMCA</td>
<td>Young Men's Christian Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YWCA</td>
<td>Young Women's Christian Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yr</td>
<td>yard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yrk</td>
<td>year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yrbk</td>
<td>yearbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1993

ACADEMY OF MUSIC (cont)

Type of programs criticized, ed, N 21, 2:1
Curtis Delahozzer to be given by chair of Main St Me ch, O 2, 1:8
Presents Melville co for M's engagement, U 4, 1:2

ACADEMY OF MUSIC BLOCK

Damaged by fire, O 17, 4:3

ACCIDENTS

Note: Collisions between different vehicles are entered under larger vehicle. Follow-up stories and damage suits resulting from accidents are entered under name of individual involved

See also Fires; Insurance; Traffic; weather: Workman's Compensation Inc; Floods

ASHMOXATION

Aron

Edward Neville revives from effect of escaping gas. O 29, 8:4

Chicago

Elze Benson, Ap 10, 3:4

Cleveland

Mrs Fred (Laurel) Hunt, son, and infant daughter die in apt block fire, M 27, 1:1; M 24, 3:1

Gran Top

Ira Blanchard 2-year old child, D 30, 2:2

Youngstown

Michael McMahon and William Sanders killed by escaping gas. D 7, 3:4

BASEBALL

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured at practice or in games

Aron

Bert M Johnson collides with another player during game, Ap 29, 2:2

Malak spiked by player, Je 9, 3:3

William Fisk hit by ball, D 13, 4:2

Cleveland

Charles Zimmer, Ju 14, 3:3; 4:5

BICYCLES

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured
ACCOLENTS - BURNS (cont)

Barberton
William Smith scalped to death in vat, 6, 6, 21

Baker Hill
Mrs. Randall Long dies when clothing catches fire from open grate, 6, 23, 2

Cause and Prevention
Rept of p's factory and shops inspection given by Henss, 8, 30, 4:3
Bill to force town and hotel owners to provide jumping nets for use in case of fire passed by sen, 8, 6, 17

Chagrin Falls
Mrs. Catherine Howard burned when taken in a seizure, 4, 2, 5

Cleveland
Joseph Tipton infant fatally burned, 4, 19, 2:1

Columbus
Mrs. Kredo's infant daughter Minnie burned to death, N, 2, 3
James Hanson fatally burned in fall into vat of boiling brine at United Salt Works co, 6, 8, 3:3

Columbus
Anna Mulcahey fatally burned when clothing ignites, 17, 2:5
Iva Bowers killed when gasoline ignites, 18, 12, 1:6

Columbus
M. H. Thompson burned to death when oil trolley is destroyed, 18, 27, 3:3

Duluth
W. G. Arness injured when bandages on hands catch fire, 4, 21, 3:4

Dubuque
William Durst burned when he falls into fire, 4, 8, 2:4

Elgin
Mrs. Christian Steinberg burned to death when clothing catches fire, 4, 11, 2:8

Elyria
John H. Nettles burned to death when clothing catches fire, 4, 11, 2:8

Findlay
John Hammon burned when gas accidentally turned on in boiler, 4, 22, 2:2
Mrs. John Snyder burned pouring oil on fire, 4, 28, 3:3

Kent
Julia Conlan injured by lye, 4, 21, 8:4

Loyal Oak
David Blanken infant fatally burned to death, 5, 26, 3:5

Milan
Mrs. Agnes Chapman burned to death when res is destroyed by fire, 5, 22, 2:1

Millersburg
Harry Donnan, Mrs. Calhoun, William Egle, M. W. Evans, Bertha Nast, and W. H. Bennett burned when candle ignites Santa Claus costume, 5, 27, 2:4

Negroes
Mrs. Thomas Mitchell and child injured in attempt to start fire with kerosene, 5, 11, 4:3

Newark
Mrs. George Buckingham and infant daughter Bertha burned to death by grape fire, 8, 20, 1:4

North Springfield
Henry Funk scalped by hot lamp, 5, 11, 3:5

Painesville
L. H. Meader daughter injured when clothes ignite from kerosene flames, rescued by brother, 5, 9, 2:5

Peebles
Lindy Cooper's infant burned to death when mother accidentally drops it into bottle of hot lamp, 5, 20, 2:2

Ravenna
J. C. Miller burned while cleaning r. locomotive, 5, 17, 2:4

Sandusky
Frank A. and Livingston Hubbard injured by hot naphtha gas, 4, 11, 3:4

Sidney
William Shiff burned to death when he falls and falls into brush fire, 5, 13, 2:7

Springfield
Frank Oates injured when he applies lye instead of limetone to legs, 5, 14, 4:4

Stow
John Larkin scalped to death by steam, Mike King burned, 4, 11, 2:8

Swiders
William Shiff killed while burning brush, 5, 27, 2:2

Van Wert
Mrs. W. H. Andrews burned when benzine ignites, 5, 26, 7:2

Wadsworth
Katheryn Waddell burned when clothing catches fire, 5, 30, 8:5

Westerville
Gideon Steinberger daughter dies when clothing catches fire, 5, 30, 3:5

DROWNING

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are drowned

Albany
Benjamin Bond killed when clay bank gives way, 5, 22, 1:4

Dayton
Jacob Miller fatally injured while working at Keller Brick co, 4, 10, 4:1

Edenton
Clarence Lewis and Charles Stead injured in sewer excavation, 5, 29, 2:3

Fishingtown
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are drowned

Akron
Anna Sintebottom, 4, 30, 4:2

Kent
G. C. Robinson, 7, 23, 3:3
Harry Eckert, 3, 31, 2:8
Charles Lucas, 9, 9, 2:3

Lacrosse
Clifford Groves run into by sled, 7, 7, 2:3

Logan
Tobe Applegate and Ruth Redmaker in sled collision, 7, 7, 2:3

Norton
Robert Layman, 5, 25, 7:2

Peninsula
Willie Meitl, 4, 16, 2:6

DRAINERS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are drowned

Akron
Augustus Pfeiffer rescued from Ohio Canal, 6, 11, 4:1
Porter rescued, 6, 24, 2:4

Kent
Matthew Shuler, 7, 31, 1:3

Niebuhr infant daughter Mary, 8, 29, 1:3

Arcadia
Daughter of Postmaster Bessie drowned, 5, 3, 3:4

Ashtabula
Patrick Corley falls overboard from steamer, 4, 10, 4:4
1893

ACCOLMENTS - ELECTRICITY (cont)

Adrian

V R Stander's horse electrocuted, No 9, 1:6

Columbus

Thomas Morris killed, Jy 11, 1:2

Mt Gilead

Tom Waken dies from shock received while adjusting

trolley, Jy 6, 3:2

Toledo

Louis Hagekilled, Jy 11, 3:4

Zanesville

Frank Kelly killed in Galletson's Dry Goods store

by contact with live wire, F 8, 3:2

ELEVATORS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Adrian

J Oehl, Jr caught in grain elevator, D 5, 1:2

Lizzie Naughton, N 10, 1:4

Canton

Ed Rath and Charles Sells injured when elevator

falls, N 8, 2:4

Cincinnati

Four injured when car in Adams & Doherty store

falls, Ja 10, 3:2

Cleveland

A F Fairbanks killed, Jy 3, 7:1

Findlay

Mrs E R Graham and son caught, Jy 19, 3:4

Springfield

Johnny Calhoun killed, Jy 25, 4:3

EXPLOSIONS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured and buildings are damaged

Adrian

Dr N K Fitz killed when furnace explodes, Jy 6, 1:4

Thomas Hays barber shop damaged by fire resulting

from oil stove explosion, Ap 15, 2:2

Tommy Naughton res damaged in careless blasting by

Adrian & New Casto co., Jy 3, 1:4

James Case drug store damaged by gasoline explosion,

Jy 6, 3:4

ACCOLMENTS - EXPLOSIONS (cont)

J D Davis's milk depot destroyed by fire when lamp

explodes, N 6, 3:6

William Basmacher, Jr burned when gasoline

ignites, N 22, 1:4

Bennington Top

John Katel, Frank Bell, Bill Skilleen, Joseph

Bowers, and Joseph Schip killed, 2 injured when

thrusting machine engine explodes, Ag 2, 2:2

Bowling Green

Robert Hendrixon and Joseph Tapper killed when

gas explosions, O 13, 3:3

Bridgeport

John Rodgers and William Kueher injured by red

hot metal, Jy 27, 3:5

Canton

Henry Mielke and John Miller injured when oil

tank explodes, S 16, 2:4

Celina

Edward McClurg and Harry Rex killed in boiler


Cincinnati

Rube Simons, Billy Lightbody, Perry Redan, and

W F Ross injured when steam boiler explodes,

O 25, 4:5

Dayton

Mrs E A Williamson and 4 children injured when

explosion is thrown against stone, D 16, 2:3

Findlay

Glancy Davis killed, Fred Myers injured in boiler

explosion, Ap 10, 4:4

Fred Slaughteibach burned, Harding pump house

and other property destroyed when oil well

boiler explodes, O 25, 3:3

Gallipolis

Jacob Williams killed by premature coal tank

explosion, S 14, 2:2

David Hoffert and Anna Clark killed in boiler

explosion, S 28, 2:4

Hillsboro

David Woods killed when cartridge strikes stove

and explodes, Jy 8, 2:4

John Rounds killed in dynamite blast, N 20, 2:3

Kent

Frank Snyder, George Sprague, and Charles Rush

burned by exploding cannon, Jy 6, 4:4

Laymen

J W Kemp and son killed in boiler explosion,

D 20, 2:2

Lima

James and 3 others killed when thrusting machine

boiler explodes, S 15, 1:2

Marietta

Charles Fulkerson injured by premature explosion

of cannon, S 22, 1:4

Martin's Ferry

Scott Neal burned when benzine explodes, S 15,

3:1

Mogadore

John Clark killed when boiler explodes, Jy 13,

3:4

Massillon

John T Wemple injured when dynamite explodes,

D 29, 2:2

New Canton

John Lilley, Robert McCloud, and Jesse Smith

burned, Ag 8, 1:8

North Lawrence

P, Ft W & C rr co cars and property damaged,

no one injured, D 10, 1:1

Oak Harbor

Edward Gordon and Edward Monroe killed, David

Wright fatally injured in Scott Harvest saw

mill when boiler fails explodes, N 30, 3:1; O 1,

2:2

Piqua

Ira Grimes, John Gallaway, and Will Bicknell

injured when boiler explodes, N 11, 2:2

Raysville

Ohio express engine partially destroyed, no

injuries, O 25, 3:3

Reading

Consolidated Fireworks of North Amer's drying

house wrecked, Henry Horn killed, 12 injured,

Ja 30, 1:6
1903

**ACCIDENTS - FALLING OBJECTS (cont)**

**Columbus**

John Yalt struck by falling load of iron, Jy 12, 3:3
Daniel Oskell killed by falling chimney, Ap 22, 3:4

**Delaware**

Charles Swan struck by falling basket, D 21, 2:2

**Guernsey**

Frank Gilley killed when rock falls on head, D 16, 2:2

**Long Run**

William Shanley killed by falling soap stone, N 9, 4:1

**Meigs**

Frank Hall killed when struck by car door falling from train, Jy 26, 1:3

**Niles**

F. Percy struck by falling plank, N 23, 2:3

**North Creek**

Cyrus Priest infant son killed by falling rail, Jy 17, 2:5

**Piqua**

Edward Cooper killed by falling log, Jy 29, 2:8

**Ravenna**

Henry Bender struck by falling log, D 22, 3:1

**Steubenville**

William D. Crow killed by falling bridge timber near Portland sta., Ap 22, 3:4

**Uniontown**

Herman Myers injured when stone falls on foot, D 18, 4:4

**Wadsworth**

Isaac Kreider killed by falling plank, D 30, 8:1

**Yorkshire**

Philip Sibauk killed by falling tree, S 2, 2:4

**FALLS**

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Mrs. Vernece Haller, Jy 4, 1:6

1903

**ACCIDENTS - FALLS - Akron (cont)**

Mrs. A.W. Berry, Jy 7, 2:2
William Fain, Jy 16, 1:4
C.T. Parks, Jy 17, 4:2
John Vashal, Jy 21, 8:2
Mrs. James T. Yelme, Jy 24, 1:5
Olive S. Judson, Jy 24, 1:2
John Chamberlain, Jy 25, 3:3
Fred M. H. Hone, Jy 27, 3:5
George Single, Jy 28, 1:4
Lillie Humphrey, Jy 30, 4:2
J. Rutherford injured in fall from wagon, F 1, 4:1
Fred Haberholtz falls from roof of Buckeye works, F 10, 1:4
Hale Stark, F 10, 1:5
Mrs. William Morin, F 10, 1:5
T.A. Pratt, F 21, 4:2
John Pringle, F 27, 2:6
John Bell, M 22, 1:3
William Hall, M 24, 3:3
Robert Pringle infant, F 1, 7:2
Fred Gump, M 9, 3:3
E. C. Lofredo, M 3, 1:9
Fred Gump, M 6, 4:3
E. I. Leek, M 9, 7:3
Mrs. Nathaniel Barnett, M 10, 1:2
Clarence Corney falls from horse, Ap 13, 4:1
Unnamed girl escapes injury in fall from porch roof at Dr. Thomas Maltroyd res., M 2, 1:1
S.N. Wilson, M 6, 7:2
Unnamed man falls from roof at Boggs Roller works, M 13, 6:1
A. Marlowe and A.J. Brown, M 10, 3:3
O.J. Smith, M 17, 2:6
Carrie Monroe falls from circus apparatus, M 19, 6:4
John D. O'Keefe, M 28, 1:4
Charles Finchson, Jy 14, 3:2
Perry Breslow, Jy 17, 4:3
James Brennan injured, Jy 24, 4:2
Burton Dour, M 18, 1:5
Ed Smith, son, M 20, 1:6
John Hatt, M 25, 3:5
Joseph Kemle, Jr., M 26, 8:2
Mrs. John M. Willetz, S 2, 1:8
John Nott, S 25, 1:5
James Murray injured in fall on tracks, O 6, 1:3
S.W. Passeen, O 8, 1:8
Thomas Coughlin, O 9, 1:8
Art Viall, O 20, 1:5

1903

**ACCIDENTS - FALLS - Akron (cont)**

Mrs. A. Clark, O 1, 4:2
Graham N. Bremner, O 5, 4:2
Mrs. J.S. Taggart, O 9, 2:4
William H. Sprinling, O 11, 1:4
Edward Gray, O 14, 4:2
County Recorder H.F. Clark falls on ice, O 15, 4:3
Hann, O 26, 4:6
Susie Kline, O 30, 1:6

**Amelia**

William Nekidell fatally injured in fall through trap door, O 20, 2:2

**Berea**

Mrs. Lydia Ingersoll killed, Jy 27, 2:3

**Berea**

John Ellis, D 7, 2:3

**Boston**

Herbert Smith, O 18, 4:4

**Bucyrus**

Mrs. William Rose, Mrs. Duffield, and Mrs. S. Cherry, D 26, 4:8

**Canton**

Mrs. W. Shelton, D 29, 2:3

**Cleveland**

Paul Engelhart, Andrew Cole, and Thomas Neuhart, Je 16, 3:4
William Sterling killed, Je 21, 2:2
John Sargent, Je 10, 4:5

**Clinton**

Mrs. Daniel Wehr, Jy 21 (20), 4:4

**Copley**

Mrs. Maria Snyder, N 25, 4:5

**Gahanna Falls**

Johnston, Jy 17, 1:4
August Schadinger, Jy 31, 3:6
Will Hayden killed, Ap 10, 1:4
William Shidley falls at Glens, S 5, 4:2

**Mrs. Fonten, N 1, 1:5

**-everedfield**

Jacob Springer killed, M 1, 3:2

**Elmworth**

Chester Allen, O 7, 2:3

**Everett**

Harry Solomon, O 10, 4:4
1993

ACCIDENTS - FALLS (cont)

Wadsworth
Harry Blackburn, Jr, 11, 3:2
Jack Richford, Jr, 20, 1:6
James Toder, Jr, 8, 3:3
Herman Geisel killed in fall down mine shaft, N 25, 8:4
While Holich, Jr, 9, 8:5

Kent
-west Richfield
Mrs Samuel Kelton, Jr 14, 7:3
Harvey Hart, Jr, 2, 3:7

West Richfield
Oliver Hoffman falls from window, Aug 18, 2:8

Zanesville
John Casey, Jr, 3, 3:5

FARM

Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Alliance
Chris Reichenbach falls after breaking beam, Jr 3, 3:7
Dona Shumsky injured by moving machine, Jr 1, 3:3

Clinton
Harrison Haulk injured whileblanking stumps, N 25, 4:5

Harrisonville
John Waltz cut by moving machine, Jr 15, 3:8

Jefferson
James Clark injured when corn stalk enters eye, 0 4, 2:6

Kent
Levi Plum attacked by cow, F 11, 3:2

Millersburg
Carl Schuler caught in fodder cutter, D 30, 2:3

Springfield
William Nuttle falls from hayway, Jr 28, 3:2

Twinsburg
Mrs Samuel Meiser kicked and trampled by cow, 0 4, 4:3
Fred Lloyd cuts self with corn knife, D 21, 3:4

Wadsworth
Ralph Hendalek injured by feed cutter, Jr 21, 3:4

1989

ACCIDENTS (cont)

FIREWORKS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Akron
Arthur Kurbach injured by dynamite cracker, Jr 5, 1:2

Northern Star
Charley Rubina drops firecracker into fire, D 30, 2:2

Wadsworth
Royal Fox burned, Jr 8, 2:3

FARM

Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Alliance
Chris Reichenbach falls after breaking beam, Jr 3, 3:7
Dona Shumskv injured by moving machine, Jr 1, 3:3

Clinton
Harrison Haulk injured whileblanking stumps, N 25, 4:5

Harrisonville
John Waltz cut by moving machine, Jr 15, 3:8

Jefferson
James Clark injured when corn stalk enters eye, 0 4, 2:6

Kent
Levi Plum attacked by cow, F 11, 3:2

Millersburg
Carl Schuler caught in fodder cutter, D 30, 2:3

Springfield
William Nuttle falls from hayway, Jr 28, 3:2

Twinsburg
Mrs Samuel Meiser kicked and trampled by cow, 0 4, 4:3
Fred Lloyd cuts self with corn knife, D 21, 3:4

Wadsworth
Ralph Hendalek injured by feed cutter, Jr 21, 3:4

1989

ACCIDENTS (cont)
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of A Andrews and P E Tanner & Co damanged, F 21, 1:2
Frank Harmel, F 24, 1:3
Gottlieb Meier thrown from horse, Jr 13, 1:2
H M Ott's horse ailed in mud, killed by officer, Jr 22, 4:1
John Windsor kicked, Ap 1, 7:2
State owned horse runs away, damages cart, no one injured, Ap 6, 1:5
Kassens ambulance damaged, no one injured, Ap 6, 4:3
John Spellman in runaway, Ap 13, 4:2
Burt Ellis unjured in runaway, Ap 20, 2:8
William Trumper, Jr 21, 1:2
Clevan Providence on wagon damaged, Ap 26, 1:6
Will Good's buggy damaged, Jr 19, 2:2
Ursuline woman injured, buggy demolished, Jr 20, 1:2
Jacob Hinkle's horse thrown after backing into feeder, Jr 25, 1:7
Ginther run over by wagon, Jr 25, 4:1
Mahler injured in runaway, Jr 26, 1:8
Lawrence Siler dropped by pony, Jr 3, 1:6
Samuel Bender in runaway, Jr 7, 1:4
John Guilhot horse shot when neck is broken in collision with past, Jr 14, 3:3
Hollis Preston in runaway, Jr 15, 1:6
John Sussman carriage damaged in wagon collision, Jr 20, 1:3
US Baking co wagon upset and damaged, Jr 20, 4:2
William O'Neill injured while tying horse to tree, Jr 29, 1:1
Jack Sutliff's buggy collides with Dr H C Thieh in runaway, no one injured, Jr 6, 1:2
Carper injured in attempt to stop runaway, Jr 7, 3:3
John Sutliff in carriage collision, Jr 12, 1:8
Daniel Leen thrown, Jr 13, 1:8
Harvey Cramer horse injured, Jr 17, 4:7
Patrick Weston thrown by horse, Jr 19, 4:3
Thomas Edwards road cart damaged, no one injured, Jr 21, 4:2
Albert Brewer thrown from buggy, Jr 23, 1:6
Angela Andrew kicked in head, Jr 24, 1:4
D D Hardy wagon and horse, Carr & Heywood circus property damaged, Jr 7, 1:7
George W Conrads thrown from wagon, Jr 9, 1:8
W H Holz and companion injured when buggy overturns, Jr 10, 1:5
1903  
ACCIDENTS - HORSES (cont)  
Liberty Yp  
John Jackson bitten by horse, taken to Fastoe  
Inst in New York, N 22, 2:4  
Lima  
Cara Lantz and Emma Perry injured in runaway,  
Ja 20, 2:5  
Manchester  
Empire House sild damaged in upset, Ja 10, 1:5  
Munroe  
Phillip Gann dies from injuries reed when killed,  
Ja 16, 4:2  
Medina  
Barley Road son run over by wagon, Ag 5, 3:2  
Niles  
F V Howe buggy damaged by runaway horses, Ag 25,  
4:2  
Willow  
William Irwin's buggy demolished, no one injured,  
Ag 6, 2:3  
Mason  
Marcus Lapinsky killed, O 13, 2:4  
Northville  
Levi Row's buggy damaged in runaway, Ag 9, 4:5  
North Springfield  
Horse Haggerty son Ed falls off horse, Ja 11,  
1:4  
Norwalk  
C V Smith thrown under wagon, N 4, 2:7  
Paterson  
Mrs Emmie Durand thrown from carriage, Ja 23,  
2:2  
Riverside  
William's horse injured as it damages front  
of I C Beatty & Son store, Ja 9, 1:6  
Mrs Clarence Shirk in runaway, Je 2, 1:4  
East Bros east wagon crashes into fruit stand,  
no one injured, Ja 12, 1:8  
Ripley Yp  
Tom Devanea fatally injured when wagon overturns,  
N 2, 3:4  
Russell  
C Gales killed when kicked, N 28, 2:3  

1903  
ACCIDENTS - HORSES (cont)  
Sherrard  
Fred Frager fatally injured when kicked, O 6,  
3:2  
State Mills  
Charles House and Harry Harrison in runaway,  
N 22, 1:4  
Stewart's Corners  
Mrs Berry run over, My 26, 1:6  
Suffield  
L H Sheenberner, Ja 24, 4:4  
Hudson  
Patrick Gurnan thrown from buggy, N 4, 3:5  
Roanoe  
Hendrie's horses killed by falling from trestle, Je 17, 5:2  
Wayne County  
Rev Johnson and wife injured when carriage over- 
turns, O 14, 7:5  
West Richfield  
Mrs E O Hancock thrown from sleigh, F 15, 2:4  
Evans Bros wagon damaged in runaway, Ag 9, 4:6  
Western Star  
Mrs A P Fritz and mother Mrs Nesthal in runaway,  
Ja 3, 3:7  
Wheatfield  
Louis Shaffer injured when thrown from load of hay,  
Ja 29, 4:3  
Peter Hoagney fatally injured in runaway, U 14,  
2:2  
Jamestown  
James Bristler killed when run over by wagon,  
Ag 13, 4:5  

1903  
HUNTING  
Aira  
Charles Groves, Ja 23, 4:2  
Bellefontaine  
Frank Ludwig injured, Ja 19, 3:1  
Circle Hill  
John Reed injured when gun accidentally dis- 
charges, O 27, 2:4  
Dalton  
Duck Hunter wounded when gun is discharged while  
crossing fence, O 11, 2:2
<p>| 1890 | 1890 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1890</th>
<th>1890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS - INDUSTRY</strong> (cont)</td>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS - INDUSTRY</strong> (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>Akron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td> </td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Graber injured when gun discharges, D 15, 3:5</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medina</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Gunkelmann shot when gun discharges, S 30, 3:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Lisbon</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. Salem killed when gun discharges, N 20, 2:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racoon Island</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis King shot by William Nixan, D 30, 2:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richfield</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A C Faible killed when gun is discharged, D 4, 1:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising Sun</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlington Byers killed when dog jumps up and snaps trigger of gun, D 2, 2:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Richfield</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert Faible killed when gun discharges, D 9, 3:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janesville</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Bauer shot and mortally wounded by 2 boys, D 27, 2:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE SKATING</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bygman</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will F. Alleece ruptures blood vessel while skating, D 20, 2:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto Koek</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Luster's leg caught in machine at the Twine and Cordage works, J 36, 4:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Mettle</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J 36, 4:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Koens</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J 27, 1:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Vancampfort injured when grind-stone bursts, J 38, 1:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Wolvens hand caught in every wheel, F 17, 4:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Hardley caught in machinery, F 21, 4:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Davis</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 27, 1:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hal McConkey struck by belt on sawmill engine, W 6, 3:5</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS - INDUSTRY</strong> (cont)</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leetonia</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Thurpee killed at Leetonia Rolling mill, A 4, 1:7</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Robinson</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinheffer's foot caught in saw, A 46, 7:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piqua</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert C. Chapman killed in machinery, D 25, 3:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant Twp</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Kick injured while tightening bolt and wrench slips, N 20, 2:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usan Smith fatally injured when caught in cog wheels, J 25, 1:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.M. Griffith injured in planting mill by piece of timber, D 26, 1:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richland</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dee Schofield killed when caught in sawmill pulley, J 4, 6:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Solon</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe Vangundy's arm cut off in sawmill, S 2, 2:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steubenville</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William B. Brown killed by falling bridge timber near Portland station, A 42, 2:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.W. Harris injured pitching boxes at Injector works, J 2, 6:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Carrollton</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Clara McGregor killed when clothing catches in revolving shaft, N 1, 4:5</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Salem</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry Vanchester injured when drum under pulleywhile greasing belt, N 20, 2:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winton</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bruce injured in sawmill by rolling logs, My 13, 7:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERURBAN RVS</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clevel</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnes Glessen, Hattie Tobin, Mrs. M. M. Booth, Nina Dustin, and Marian Hamlin injured when sleigh is struck by car, J 19, 1:1</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujohoga Falls</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron and Guy Falls NY and Peers co. car jumps track, no injuries, J 35, 1:2</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS (cont)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS (cont)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANSING</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Cave-In</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured and buildings named are struck by lightning and damaged.</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses Filer barn and contents destroyed by fire when struck, A 12, 1:8</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Rhoads horse killed, J 22, 1:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. L. Vaili res damaged, J 3, 1:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.C. Storbery res damaged, J 3, 1:4</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis Randall barn destroyed, J 28, 4:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Twp</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Brown res damaged, J 28, 4:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James L. Patterson son killed, J 1, 2:5</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copley</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Settage barn damaged, J 54, 2:5</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterford Twp</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Keen barn destroyed, J 28, 4:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Stanley barn destroyed, J 28, 4:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Kneuer horse killed, 1 person injured, A 5, 4:7</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massillon</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement Gallatin barn and contents destroyed, no one injured, A 35, 2:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithville</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanas Burkholder barn destroyed, J 26, 4:3</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNES</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Hall seriously injured by cave-in, A 16, 4:1</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of miners' lives disputed, M 19, 2:1</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canal Fulton</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Fántz killed when struck by coal car, D 13, 1:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Phelan struck, D 18, 1:6</td>
<td> </td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACCIDENTS - MINES (cont.)
Carrollton
Frank Treasell and John Shawer injured when thrown from car, 0 25, 3:3
Coalton
Lee Spencer fatally injured by premature discharge of blast, 2 1, 1:5
Hollister
James Stern injured in mine car collision, N 23, 2:3
Long Run
William Stanley killed when struck by falling soap stone, N 6, 4:1
Munisalon
Robert Williams fatally injured, 0 22, 3:1
New Chamberburg
Thomas Lucas injured in roof cave-in, 0 5, 2:4
North Lawrence
Michael Hatfield injured by fall of coal at Mingo mine, N 15, 2:4
Seavalia
George Walker killed, 3 injured by fall of slate, F 6, 3:3
Wadsworth
Bennie James struck by mine car, Ja 21, 3:4
Ross Wagner struck by piece of coal, Ap 1, 3:2
Harry Wills burned by coal gas explosion, Ap 6, 3:3
Louis Holley run over by coal car, Ap 22, 3:0
Thomas Jones dies in mine, Aug 9, 2:2
Youngstown
Charles Sones killed in coal bank, U 28, 2:2

ACCIDENTS - MISCELLANEOUS (cont.)
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured
Aken
William Wild while unloading grain car, Ja 25, 1:6
G Gleaves while chopping wood, Mar 3, 4:2
Charles McGinnon when iron gratings falls, Mar 9, 1:4
Eli Hardin, N 9, 3:3
Nash Mettenger was damaged by water when main brakes, Mar 13, 4:1
George Vleck while wrecking house, N 30, 1:6

1893

1893

ACCIDENTS - MISCELLANEOUS (cont.)
Cincinnati
Fate Hean while wrestling with circus follower, 0 20, 2:2
Guyanport Falls
Fred Gilbert jumps from load of hay, Ja 30, 2:5
Dayton
Ed Wacker finger cut in hitching horse ring, 0 27, 2:4

Mansfield
Royal Jim killed when struck by horse, 0 27, 2:2
Espanola
Silas Garman killed when crushed by iron ore, Ja 21, 3:4

Everett
Jean Nau struck by auto, Ag 5, 4:8
William Roper stung by yellow jackets, S 9, 2:5
Salton
Mrs Charles Keith injured when diving needle is accidentally thrust into her side, N 27, 2:2
Kent
Andy Breister bitten by spider, S 2, 7:1
Marigot
Mrs Anna Wright fatally injured when struck by stone thrown by son George, U 15, 2:2

Millersburg
Mrs M Van Gaudt jumps through window while trying to escape fire, 0 27, 2:4

Mansfield
Mrs Mary Donaldson cuts foot, Ja 12, 2:4

Newark
E O Harris son knocked down by boy, N 18, 7:3
Nashville
Charles Geisle is caught in saw belt, U 2, 3:7
North Springfield
Irma Mother child injured by piece of chipped crockery, Ag 5, 4:7

Six Points
Robert McAlpin killed when struck by stone thrown from oil well, U 4, 2:6
Southbrooklyn
Jacob Rumanssen feet frozen, N 28, 1:3

1893

1893

ACCIDENTS - MISCELLANEOUS (cont.)
Wadsworth
Harvey Hollman's hand cut by saw, N 10, 3:3
J E Holcomb injured while pruning trees, Ag 1, 3:2

Cassville
Guy Yam killed by meat hook, Ja 10, 2:3

Newark
O V Jumble cut while opening bottle, Ja 2, 2:2
West Richfield
Charles Williams caught in machine belt, F 15, 2:4

POISONING
Aken
Simon Terrick's infant daughter ill from swallowing strychnine, M 12, 1:3

Cleveland
Braun Eberhardt von Wiesenberg died from overdose of morphine, Ja 27, 1:3

Columbus
Jean Wheeler dies after eating soap, 0 7, 2:3

Dayton
Emmanuel Tumble and 3 children dead, 2 children ill as result of corrosive poisoning, 0 15, 3:6

Fostoria
John Faulkner infant son ill after drinking acetic, S 20, 2:3

Granger
F F Ferguson sick after eating poisoned ice cream, Ja 27, 2:6
ACCIDENTS - POISONING (cont)

Kent
James Henry son and 7 other children swallow carbonic acid, My 13, 2:2
Stella Parks and Gusie Applegate ill from eating toadstools, N 15, 8:2

Mansfield
Twelve citizens seriously poisoned by cheese, sample sent to state health dept., Jy 12, 3:2

Newcomerstown
T E Hart family poisoned by cheese, Jy 19, 2:5
David Morris wife and daughter poisoned by cheese, Jy 19, 2:5

Ravenna
Tim Ryan ill from dose of horse medicine, My 9, 4:1

Springfield
Clifford Guy Ryan dies from smoking cigarette, Ap 29, 3:5

Wadsworth
Mrs William Lee loses fingers by blood poisoning, My 23, 1:6

Zanesville
Lewis Williams infant daughter ill after eating camphor gum, N 17, 3:2

RAILROADS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured, cars referred to are damaged.

Akon

N F Kidd, Jy 4, 4:2
B&O freight train derailed, Ja 6, 3:5

C&O coach collides with B&O engine, no one injured, Ja 13, 3:2

Detective switch derail train, traffic delayed, Ja 31, 4:8

John Ruggles run over by car, My 1, 1:3

B&O ex car, caboose and car in collision, no one injured, My 1, 2:4

 Erie RR engine damaged by broken connecting rod, no one injured, My 3, 1:4

Frank Runoff killed when struck, My 4, 8:5

Pittsburgh, Akron & western train derailed, no one injured, My 11, 2:2

ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS - Akron (cont)

Mrs Barbara Schaefer killed when struck by train, My 13, 1:4

C&O cars damaged while making connections, no one injured, My 20, 1:4

Charles Miller injured by engine, My 20, 1:4

Henry Killifer foot crushed between cars, Ap 4, 4:2

Henry Killifer killed between cars, Ap 12, 2:7

Injured by cars, Ap 19, 4:4

Lancet Hardy killed when struck by car, Ap 19, 4:4

C&O and B&O train damaged in collision, My 17, 4:2

George Guner killed when struck by train, My 20, 1:7

J H Stevens killed by switch engine, My 22, 1:2

Valley RR ex freight train wrecked, no injuries, My 20, 1:4

Stephen Grewley killed when run over by train, Jy 6, 1:4

Charles Pfenninger, Jy 9, 1:2

Dr William Sisler in train-buggy collision, Jy 10, 1:2

Valley RR ex cars derailed, Jy 28, 1:5

Harry Ritter falls from train, Jy 3, 1:4

Riley Harris, Jy 10, 1:6

Smith Jumper horse killed, Jy 17, 3:1

Tanner fatally crushed when train is derailed at Finkeville crossing, Jy 21, 1:3

Persons injured in P&O train wreck transferred from baggage car to ambulances at Akron depot, Jy 25, 1:3

recked at Akron City hosp, Jy 25, 1:3

Vincennes Caros killed, Jy 31, 1:4

Three unidentified men injured when flat car is struck by engine, Aug 13, 1:2

BBW wreck, no one injured, Aug 28, 1:8

Martin Friedman killed in train-wagon collision, S 7, 1:3

Joseph Hennig son thrown from boxcar, S 7, 1:5

C&O train crashes into Akron Elk St Ry car, no one injured, S 14, 1:5

James Rous killed, S 16, 1:2

Unknown man struck and injured, S 23, 1:3

Fanny Horan injured in fall between coaches, S 28, 1:2

Erie ex freight cars damaged in wreck, no one injured, G 9, 4:2

Mrs William Shiltziffs jumps from train, O 13, 4:3

Frank F Coffey injured when hand rail breaks, O 17, 4:3

ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS - Alliance (cont)

George Gray thrown from caboose, O 24, 4:2

Hugh Lowry in at car-train collision, N 11, 1:8

Ed Heekel injured in Erie yard while coupling cars, N 17, 2:2

Frank Crutshall, N 21, 1:4

Valley ry sylar rod breaks, no one injured, N 25, 1:5

Adam Pecky run over by switch engine, u 2, 1:5

James Reed killed when struck by train, U 18, 1:3

Erie train jumps track, no one injured, U 18, 4:3

Fabrizi Sculley and James Hayes in train collision, U 26, 1:5

Wagon demolished at high st crossing, no one injured, w 22, 1:6

Edward Hally injured in getting off train, w 26, 1:4

Allegany

Benjamin Loop run over by train, N 1, 3:2

Alliance

Thomas Halen killed in fall under train, Ja 4, 3:2

Frank Myers fatally injured in fall under train, S 22, 2:4

Charles McLaughlin and William Hahn injured in fall from train, u 27, 2:3

Ashland

Two Erie ex cars collide, no one injured, Ap 7, 3:4

Ashtabula

Peter Gillen killed, Ja 20, 4:3

Curtis G Seabold killed, Ag 8, 2:8

Athens

John Six killed, Jy 7, 2:2

Attica

Short line train jumps track, 2 unnamed persons injured, Jy 24, 3:3

Barberton

No one injured in derailment of C&O train, Jl 10, 1:1

Erie cars splintered in collision, no one injured, Ag 30, 1:3

NNSE cars derailed, N 30, 1:5

Belleire

Ephraim Remington fatally crushed, S 28, 2:4

Belleve

T A Cherry injured while coupling cars, U 29, 2:2

Boulevard

360 trains crash, no one injured, Ap 10, 1:2

Bowden

Thomas Dodson struck by train, O 30, 2:2

Braceville

Frank Sweeney killed, Jl 5, 2:2

Bridgeport

Jim O’Neill killed by train, Jl 10, 2:5

Frank Perkins, Jy 29, 2:8

Truman Duncan in train-ent car collision, S 25, 2:7

Bridgeport

Scott Hadley

C&O trains in collision, no one injured, My 24, 3:3

Bucyrus

James D Hurley killed by train, O 7, 2:3

Canon

Nancy Jameson killed and Spike Witch injured, Ja 21, 1:3

Gilliam Mifco boiler room damaged when freight car jumps track, F 2, 1:3

Fred Kasler killed, Joe Baker injured, My 16, 7:4

Matt Royly injured while working in yards, N 8, 8:3

Carver

Gustavo L Larson killed when struck by train, N 8, 4:5

Cassie Mills

No one injured in Valley RR collision, Jl 10, 1:2

Cause and Prevention

United action by city and railroad to prevent accidents urged, Jy 7, 2:1

Installation of safeguards at grade crossings urged, ed, Jl 10, 2:1

Mill st crossing repair urged as aid to pedestrians, Lr 3, 3:6

Gates at Brewster’s switch urged, ed, Jy 14, 2:1

Effect of P&O train wreck at Monroe Falls cited, Jy 25, 1:2

Extinguished lights deemed cause for low mortality of wreck, Jy 26, 2:1
1893

ACCDENTS - TRAUMA (cont)

Delaware

Herman Schultz killed in fall between cars, Ap 14, 2:2

Columbus

Harry G Hallway killed when struck by freight, N 1, 4;6

Columbus

Howard Ault injured in fall between cars, Ap 25, 2:8

M&H freight engine damaged in collision, no injuries, O 25, 1, 2

Congress Lake

Frank Kelly fatally injured in jump from moving train, F 11, 8;1

Cononoga

Mitchell and Salkiger injured, Gaiines and Kirk killed in collision, N 28, 1, 5

Cortland

Nysmo trains damaged by collision, no one injured, O 15, 4;5

Creighton

W&LE trains crashed, 2 unarmed persons injured, Ap 5, 2, 7

Irving Peak killed when run over by RR car, Je 29, 4;4

George Holloway uninjured in train-bogie collision, O 23, 3;7

J D Soper injured while coupling cars, O 23, 7;4

Cuyahoga Falls

Cassey killed while working on H&RN line, F 27, 2;5

Weber's fingers crushed, M 31, 4;2

Train kills runaway horse, demolishes buggy, no one injured, Ap 6, 4;3

No one injured in derailment on H&RN road, Je 13, 1;3

F&O trains collide, no one injured, S 7, 4;1

Walton

John Amsbary and sister Martha injured in train-bogie collision, N 28, 2;3

Dayton

Milton Galloway killed, George Falsjo injured in train-on-car collision, Je 14, 3;4

Deфесс County

Mabah freight derailed, S 13, 2;2
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ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS - Kent (cont)

Ununied man injured when thrown under train, Je 17, 2:5
Fred A. Weis killed when run over, Jy 5, 4:4; dies, Jy 7, 2:2
John Price injured when boxcar overtops, Ag 21, 4:6
Gideon Strock falls from train, S 2, 7:1

Kirkersville
Frank Fetteroff killed when car runs over body, 0 14, 2:2

Lima
Trumorey
Robert Patterson, Ag 7, 1:3

Leavittsburg
Nicholas McNair killed, U 19, 2:4

Lima
Several unidentified men believed killed in freight train-bridge collapse, M 7, 2:5
Three unidentified men believed killed when bridge collapses under ORE freight train, M 7, 4:5
John Stembough and son struck by train, Je 22, 2:5
Charles Keller and wife struck by switch engine, Je 21, 2:5
George Davis injured or killed in fall under wheels of train, Je 22, 2:5
Ed Hoagland killed, Jy 11, 3:4
John Westlock injured when crawling under train, 0 11, 2:5
Golpin in collision, N 11, 2:2
Dr. James A. Neil killed fatally injured, N 22, 7:3

Lindsay
E. LaFerly and 2 others killed, B injured, Ag 7, 2:3

Loxti
William Soules killed when struck, M 4, 7:3

Loxain
Jack Huddleston killed when run over by train, Ap 14, 3:3
Davis killed and Edward Rappach injured in collision, N 11, 7:4

Loudenville
John Reppard, George Bell, and Adam Westenberg injured in train collision, F 2, 1:5
D. M. Repard, Adam Westenberg, & others, F 3, 3:3

Loxaneville

Mansfield
Melville Munroe killed by train, U 19, 2:4

Massillon
Mrs. George Herman injured in fall under car, Je 22, 2:2

Mayfield
Mrs. E.L. Whitmore killed in attempt to step from moving train, Jy 11, 3:3


Morrow

Mrs. Catherine Marvin struck by train, D 28, 2:8

Monton
H. Morris, W. E. Ellison, C. E. Lee, James S. Lewis, and Thomas Lee killed, Ag 17, 3:3


Monday Station
Van McCaffrey killed when run over by train, 0 14, 3:3

Moscowville
Conan, Stevens, Dally, Fred Neum, Mrs. W. E. Ralston, W. P. Whitacre, Miss B. Sheidze, Edward E. Hayes, Nettie Wilson, and Mrs. Anna Smith injured in collision, S 21, 3:4

Nelsonville
Elsie Stanchfield killed while coupling cars, Ag 26, 7:1


North Lawrence
P. W. & B. C. rr cars and other property damaged by explosion, no one injured, 0 10, 1:1

North
John Kegel injured when thrown from train, U 19, 1:4


Ontario
Erie freight car breaks down causes 0 cars to be thrown down embankment, U 28, 2:2

Owensville
James B. E. Thompson killed when struck by train, Je 27, 2:5

Painesville
Clev & Marietta rr tracks and cars damaged in freight train wreck near Point Pleasant, F 9, 1:5

Pomeroy
Phil Thompson killed in fall under brake beam, S 19, 1:4

Pomeroy

Dr. M. B. Bell killed when struck by train, D 4, 2:6

Portsmouth
William Buringer killed by train, M 24, 2:7

Quincy
Big Four and Ohio Southern collision, no one injured, O 11, 2:2

Riden

Robert Little and Marion Weaver killed, Frank Armit and George Glogora injured in collision, S 6, 3:5

Rivanna

PW train wreck blocks truck for several hrs., Ap 26, 3:4

PW freight trains wrecked, M 3, 2:8

Ritten
Joseph King killed in train collision, S 21, 1:1

Rittman
CL&W cars damaged in freight wreck, no one injured, M 3, 2:8

Richard

Four killed, many injured when train jumps track, N 4, 2:3

James Beyer killed, M 22, 7:4

Joseph Fox arrested for starting a switch engine then jumping off, engine knocks 5 cars off track, N 20, 2:2

Sterling
Albert Plastic killed, Louis Orser injured when train strikes wagon, 0 26, 1:6; 0 31, 3:5

Stevensville
Charles W. Baker killed, Jy 27, 4:5

Joseph Phillips killed when struck by train, 0 26, 3:2; 0 27, 3:3

Streetsboro
CGS rr train wrecked, no one injured, Jy 31, 4:3

Struthers
Michael Conroy killed in fall under wheels, 0 7, 3:7

Tadmor
Five unidentified men killed in train collision, 0 6, 1:3

Tiffin
Arnold Groff killed, Jy 6, 7:3 (3:3)

B&O passenger train collides with Fenicia freight train, both trains derailed, no one injured, 0 28, 4:7

Toldeo
Mrs. M. M. Wik killed by train, 4 uninsured women injured, M 3, 3:2

Northam killed, Jy 26, 4:5

Trumorey

George W. Adams killed, Jerry Gray injured when struck by train, N 21, 2:3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twinsburg</td>
<td>E C Harkey (ct) killed when struck by train</td>
<td>My 31, 4,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Jewell killed when struck by train, Ag 31, 3,6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unionport</td>
<td>Howard Trelles killed by train, U 27, 2,3; 2,4; 0 26, 2,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana</td>
<td>David Stump struck, Ap 10, 3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Wert</td>
<td>Hiram Bowling killed when struck by train, Je 20, 2,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train wreck, Je 6, 3,3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Killed when run over by Pennsylvania train, Je 9, 2,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona</td>
<td>Henry Reese killed, U 5, 2,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadworth</td>
<td>Larnell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedalia</td>
<td>U 31, 3,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren</td>
<td>Sam Davis killed, My 20, 1,3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Massey killed, Ag 10, 4,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas McCall killed, U 19, 3,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carleton</td>
<td>Bartolomew Tweedy killed, 2 injured, M 31, 3,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrick</td>
<td>Clev, Akron &amp; Gala ry engines collide, no one injured</td>
<td>U 19, 1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weirville</td>
<td>G &amp; D Garthorn, Alex Frazier, Tom Jackson, Robert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ferry killed, 3 injured in train collision</td>
<td>K 17, 1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>Thomas Conner, U 2, 2,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>Erie train collision, no one injured, S 26, 2,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louis Cogg killed when struck</td>
<td>U 11, 2,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Morrison killed when struck</td>
<td>U 23, 7,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACCIDENTS - SHOOTINGS (cont)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berryville</td>
<td>I A Haggard injures wife while playing revolver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>George Noonan killed by Ralph Smith, O 3, 1,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correction: George Noonan wounded, Ralph Smith arrested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conea</td>
<td>William Bailey killed, S 22, 1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td>Walter Stevens wounded while playing with revolver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Tilden Hurst wounded by brother Albert, Ap 20, 1,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden</td>
<td>Elmer Kuenz accidentally shot, U 28, 2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipolis</td>
<td>Mrs Hannah Callaway wounded by stray bullet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenford</td>
<td>William Zartman killed by bullet fired at target, U 27, 2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington</td>
<td>Joe Baker killed by Jesse Denny when mistaken for burglar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Charlie Myers injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancaster</td>
<td>Clement Blizzard killed, S 16, 2,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Sander killed while playing with gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin's Ferry</td>
<td>Alice Walters killed while playing with shotgun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marysville</td>
<td>Harvey Peterson killed while playing with gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>H. Stael wounded while playing with gun, My 10, 1,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnest Davis Monday wounded by Arthur Daniels while practicing with revolver, O 25, 1,8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rtman</td>
<td>Peter Manee killed by Lenard, Je 6, 1,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>Effie Childers killed by Charles Anderson, S 20, 2,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Emma Grove shot when gun discharged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathan Vincent shot when gun discharged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadworth</td>
<td>Scott Coleman injured when shot by Willie Lewis while playing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapoketa</td>
<td>Ray Campbell injured while playing revolver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weirville</td>
<td>Clyde Russell killed while playing gun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STREET COLLISIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>otherwise specified persons named and vehicles damaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>U S trucking co bread wagon damaged, Je 20, 1,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louis Seabell injured in fall from car steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two cars collide, no one injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Myers injured when thrown from car on curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Painter injured when struck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Neal injured when he steps off car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dreeser injured when thrown from car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Like Feder's delivery wagon upset when car strikes horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Las Weis daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kimber C Gahlapleer injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry Vohden's cow killed by car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Louise Muller injured in car collision, Ag 11, 1,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Ritten, Ap 22, 3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Heuer, S 16, 4,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Long injured when thrown under wheels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N W Tanne uninjured in street car-nagon collision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eli Koes injured in collision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collision, no one injured, U 23, 1,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1933

ACCIDENTS (cont)

VEHICLES, NON-MOTOR

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured.

Akron
John Hower buggy damaged when king bolt breaks, no one injured, on N 9, 1:12
Mabel Robenbaugh injured when run over by carriage, Ap 4, 1:4
Will Gaffin and Phil Spiller injured when buggy wheel breaks, Ag 21, 4:3

Barberton
Horse and buggy stung by Swarts from Harry Daughman damaged in collision with another buggy, Ap 10, 4:3

New Berlin
Clarence Kyle killed when crushed by wagon wheels, G 13, 3:6

WRESTLING

Hart
Will Helip injured while wrestling with friend, Ja 28, 3:5
John Harvey son injured while wrestling, My 15, 3:11

AKRON, TRIBUNE

Honored with benefit concert, G 3, 4:5

AKRON, LOUIS

Weath, Ja 12, 1:2; funeral, Je 14, 2:5; blog, Ja 27, 4:4

AKRON, WILLIAM (Fayette)

House store destroyed by fire, G 9, 2:5

AKERMAN (Ohio),

Jamestown suit brought by Anna Mohlgren dismissed, G 3, 1:4

AKERMAN, JEROME

See also Ackerman, Daniel and Staste

injured when bitten by dog, Ap 8, 1:6

Sue for divorce by wife Stasie, Ag 25, 1:3

AKERMAN, JEROME AND STASIE

Name Fred Seymour in equity suit, F 8, 1:4; suit dismissed at costs to plaintiffs, F 15, 2:3

Named by John Strayer in collection suit, G 8, 1:7; loss suit, My 20, 1:4; property offered in sheriff sale, Ju 10, 3:5; file petition to set aside judgment in collection suit brought by John V. Strayer, Ju 30, 1:7; sheriff's sale confirmed, G 11, 1:6

1935

ALKISS, JOHN

Aptly city prison keeper, My 11, 1:4

Wine barrels corpus brought by Fred Bean, S 25, 1:8

ALKERMAN, JOSEPH. See Ackerman, Daniel

ADEO GLASS WORKS (Cleveland)

Knight Henry Schacht resigns, G 23, 7:2

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

Feature article on life romances of famous actresses, Je 21, 4:3

ANNES, A W (North Baltimore)

Aptly postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, Je 13, 1:2

ANNES, ED

Robbed, U 13, 8:2

ANNES, FRANK B

Guardianship found unnecessary, My 3, 4:4

ANNES, FRANK

Named in bastardy suit by Hettie Wellinger, My 31, 1:7; suit brought by Hettie Wellinger continued, U 23, 1:6

ANNES, GEORGE V (Trinity)

Killed in train-wagon collision, N 21, 2:3

ANNES, JOHN F

Fined for intoxication, G 36, 3:3

ANNES (Rev.), MADISON D

Addresses armed St Ch of Christ on India, Ja 9, 3:2

ANNES, R COY FALCO


ANNES, WILLIAM F

Held in robbery of Dr. C W Bean, My 2, 4:3; dismissed from theft arrest, My 3, 4:4

ANNES EXPRESS CO

Insolvency suit against Summit County dismissed, My 27, 1:7

Robbed, Frank X ("Skates")Ohm and 3 others held, S 8, 1:11; recovers money, S 9, 1:7

Wagon robbed at Dayton, Ag 10, 4:4

ANNES FAMILY

See Spaller-Adams Family

ANNES & FORD

Names V G Good & Co in collection suit, Ag 3, 1:2

ANNERT, COL.

Faculty holds meeting to plan abolition of Fr Kappa frat, N 22, 2:4

ANNREJERGER, C C (Springfield)

Arrested for alleged abduction of Bartenske Wilcox, S 25, 3:3

ANNINGS, LUCIA R

Estate partial account filed, N 20, 1:2

1936

Aiken, (Cincinnati)

Floor destroyed by fire, G 26, 3:4

ALGER, ELIAS E CO

Names V C Richards in attachment suit, S 1, 1:3

AIRIT, WALTERS D (Cont)

Held on suspicion of forgery, My 3, 3:4

ANNEXING

Bill to prohibit obscene ads or notices of medicines for private diseases passed by Sen, Ap 13, 1:2

Stock bill pertaining to newspapers passed by house and sent unsigned by presidency officials, legality questioned, Ap 15, 1:1

Bill reconsidered and sent to com on judiciary by Sen, Ap 18, 1:1

Principle of Great & Wm Fostough show cited to show great value of adv, Jy 1, 3:2

Airman悬挂和Reub praised as adv medium, ed, N 23, 2:1

Fed authorities investigate false recipes to preserve fruits, My 13, 7:3

ANTIN LIVESTOCK INS CO

Names Fryce N Harris in recovery suit, Je 15, 4:3; wine judgment against Fryce N Harris, G 20, 1:7

Named in lien foreclosure suit by Charles Corwin, Ag 28, 1:5

Named in collection suit by August Seiff, Ja 13, 3:3

ARGON T. OH

Cassett, My 19, 1:4

Ohio court holds 27th annual session, S 28, 1:7; continues session, S 29, 3:3; continues session, S 30, 1:7; closes Ohio court, O 2, 1:7

Members get party for Rev W R A Cypres, N 11, 1:3

Library aid sec holds debate, U 6, 1:4

Library sec holds meeting, program given, U 21, 4:3

ARGUS

Subject of lecture by Rev David Way, My 29, 4:4

ARGUS-LEADER (Cont)

Report of com onigation, U 2, 3:8

AGRICULTURAL INS CO (Waketon, N 7)

Collection suit against David Herboist et al dismissed by plfnt, Je 22, 1:5

AGRICULTURAL LABOR

Subject of paper read by Rev Charles Cutler before meeting of Summit County Agricultural soc at Tallmadge, Ap 13, 2:4
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Farmers respond to Europe's demand for hay
supplies, ed, y 17, 2:3

Delmar county crop values reported, Ag 1, 3:2

Ohio acreage decreases, N 7, 1:4

November Ohio bulletin, N 7, 2:4

Downward trend of farm prices blamed on bad
standard policy, ed, p 6, 2:1

AGRICULTURAL SOC (Russe County)

Mortgage foreclosed, Russell J as heir uprd master
com, N 23, 3:1

AGRICULTURAL SOC Commet County

holds annual meeting, elects dir, J 28, 1:3

Elects officers, F 3, 1:3

announces date for county fair, other business
transactions Listed, F 27, 1:3

Vets held meeting, M 25, 1:2

Holds business meeting, fair arrangements discussed,
M 30, 4:3

Irma held meeting, discusses routine business,
J 24, 1:3

Names James Glenn in real estate occupancy
suit, Ag 9, 1:5

Fair dirs held meeting, Ag 22, 4:3

Ed of dirs held pre-fair session, S 23, 1:2

Committed for prohibiting sale of horse race
pools at county fair, ed, p 25, 2:1

Ed of dirs issues financial report on fair, awards
scholarship to Charles H Gilfield, G 26, 7:3

AGRICULTURAL SOC. OHIO STATE

Raises from county farm 2 miles for each person
in county, J 17, 2:7

AGRICULTURE

Grasshoppers damage western crops, Ag 15, 2:2

State bdi reports crop production, B 6, 1:2; B 6, 3:2

Diversified system advocated if farmers are to
escape poverty and ruin, ed, N 15, 2:1

ANKRILL, WILLIAM

Drowned in wreck of SS Minnehaha near Matistee
Zhatch during storm on Lake Erie, O 16, 2:3

ARMS, JAMES

Named with Kate Sendel in collection suit by
Casper L Kempel and John R Horst, S 26, 1:7

ASHING, O.M AND H.R., HENRY

Celebrate 27th wedding anniversary, O 5, 4:4

ARMS, ALFRED

Name Elizabeth Smerek in property damage suit,
S 20, 1:1

ARKS & HAVRAN

Name URSUS C Ogden, Morris Pauley, George

1882

ARKS & HAVRAN (cont)

Selman, and L W Bell in foreclosure suit, J 14,
1:7

Named in collection suit brought by Sugarsville
Roofing slate co, N 6, 1:4; U 16, 1:7

ARKS, LESTER

Arrest injured when struck by car, J 18, 4:3

ARKS, OHIO

Constr of opera house urged, ed, J 23, 1:2

Need for music reform cited, ed, ap 11, 2:1

New system of govt believed best for city, ed,
Ap 25, 2:1

Prized as city, ed, M 11, 2:1

Burch directory co publishes 1893-1894 ed, J 26,
1:6

Expect voluntary waiver of property damage by
J Park Alexander, J 5, 1:4

South Akron residents hold picnic at Long Lake
park, J 14, 1:2

Deemed ideal for opening of repub conv, ed,
Jefferson Gazette, J 22, 2:1; endorsed for
opening of repub conv, ed, J 22, 2:1; deemed
ideal place to hold repub state conv, ed,
J 26, 2:1; endorsed for repub conv, ed, Elyria
Republican, J 28, 2:1; ideal city for opening of
repub state campaign, ed, (Nawthon Warner),
J 1, 2:1

Deemed financially sound in spite of receiptiveness
of Citizens' Savings & Loan assn, ed, J 28,
2:1

Financial stringency blamed on writer's endorse-
ment of dem admin, ed, G 5, 2:1

Abandoning flooding under guise of skipping
urgent ed, S 7, 2:11

Enthusiastic welcome of Gov William McKinley
at repub state conv commanded, ed, S 12, 2:1

Republicans' policies cited as cause for city's
prosperity, history revd, S 12, 6:2

City delighted to honor Gov McKinley at repub
meeting, ed, S 13, 2:1

CHURCH

Bill to extend Youngstown music charter law to
 Akron passed by sen, Ap 18, 1:1

House passage of music reform bill praised, ed,
Ap 20, 2:1

必要的资格条件为了针对 Aurora, ed, Ap 20, 2:1

必要条条件为了针对 Aurora, ed, Ap 20, 2:1

CITY HALL

Bill asked for new hall by city council, J 28,
1:3

26a

ARKS, OHIO - CITY HALL (cont)

Engine room fire, no damage, N 16, 1:4

CITY COMMISSIONERS, AU OF

William Oakley, John H Baker, Olin L Saddler,
and Henry Young elected to be by Probate Judge
E W Stuart and Mayor L R Watters, Ap 22, 1:5

apptae praised, ed, Ap 22, 2:1

Members sworn in, Ap 24, 1:1

Held meeting, William Buchtel elected pres,
Ap 25, 3:5

Frank C Wilson elected clerk, Ap 25, 3:3; selec-
tion of wilson praised, ed, Ap 27, 2:2

Resume of business meeting, Ap 26, 3:3; Ap 27,
1:6; Ap 28, 1:3; Ap 29, 1:2

Com pets, routine business transacted, My 2,
1:2

Meet, proceedings summarized, My 4, 1:2; My
5, 1:6; My 6, 1:3; My 6, 1:5; My 9, 1:4; My 10,
1:2

William Buchtel denies resignation rumors, My 12,
1:4; resignation denied by bd, ed, My 12, 2:1

Meet, activities summarized, My 15, 1:2; My 15,
1:5

Proceedings read, My 16, 1:4; My 17, 1:3; My 18,
1:2

BD appts Lillie Wagner official stenographer,
other business, My 17, 2:3

Activities summarized, My 22, 3:1; My 24, 1:3;
My 31, 1:3; Je 1, 1:5; Je 3, 3:4; Je 5, 1:2;
Je 9, 1:6; Je 10, 1:5; Je 17, 1:2; Je 19, 1:2;
Je 20, 1:2; Je 23, 3:1

Gives complimentary fish fry to city officers
and council, Je 24, 1:7

Hold meeting, no business of importance, Je 27,
1:2

Seeks new fire station for 6th ward, resume of
other business, Je 29, 1:8

Rev of proceedings, Je 30, 1:2

Resume hearings on pending claims for property
damages, Je 31, 1:2

List of proceedings, Ag 28, 1:3

D L Saddler resigns, N 16, 1:6; Howard E Sears
apptd, S 22, 1:2

List of proceedings, S 25, 1:5; resume of busi-
ness meeting, S 6, 1:4; S 7, 8:4; S 21, 1:7;
S 10, 1:2

Awards coal contract to Klagie Ice & Coal co,
D 23, 1:2

Resume of business meeting, O 28, 8:4; O 31, 1:2;
N 9, 1:7

ARKS, OHIO (cont)

CITY COUNCIL

Helds meeting, hears reports and reads petitions,
J 4, 1:1

Resume of meeting, J 17, 4:3; J 31, 4:4

Petitions and reports of meeting listed, other
transactions, F 7, 1:1

Ordinances, M 7, 1:3; M 14, 1:6

Fire, water, and other comms meet, M 15, 1:2

Petitions, resolutions, and bids listed, M 21, 1:3

Summary of business transacted, M 26, 4:4; ap 5,
1:7

Action in electing Joseph C Price scout of streets
upheld, ed, ap 5, 2:1; clerk Hershey's salary
raise upheld, ed, ap 5, 2:1

Urge to adopt Erie (Penn) proposed system of
regulating utilities, ed, ap 6, 2:1

Resume of business transacted, Ap 11, 4:3; Ap 18,
4:4

Plans installation of new members following last
session of old council, ap 17, 1:3

Retiring members honored at banquet by prominent
citizens, Ap 10, 1:3

George T Watters elected pres, Warren
Backer appointed, new members take oath of office,
Ap 19, 4:5

New council holds 1st meeting, resume of business

Repub controlled council criticized for appy
deals to head com, ed, Ap 25, 2:1

Names A H Sargent and William B Miller to bd
of health and Louis Seybold and William C
Allen to library bd, other business, My 2, 1:4

Use members criticized for attempt to hold up
pay of Sgt of its Joseph C Price, ed, My 2, 2:2

Activities summarized, My 9, 2:4; rev of pro-
ceedings, My 16, 4:3; My 23, 1:7

Unloading of duties on city com members critica-
ed, My 30, 2:1

Ord granting J A Long and L L Huback franchise
for street ley on Main and Furnace sts presented,
resume of other business, Je 6, 3:4

Resume of business activity, Je 10, 1:7; Ag 1,
1:3; ap 22, 1:5

Grants of ry franchise to Thomson-Houston,
other proceedings listed, S 6, 1:3

Vindicates City hoop management, list of pro-
ceedings, S 10, 2:5
ARLON, OHIO - CITY COUNCIL (cont)
List of proceedings, S 19; 3/2; S 26; 4/4
Tanks at Exchange at x-facture to John F.
Seibering, proceedings listed, 0 1; 17
List of proceedings, 0 17; 115; N 7; 115; N 21; 17
Nobles business session, st reports referred to
convey, N 28; 4/3
Resume of day business, U 5; 4/5; U 10; 3/2

CONSTABLE
Constable John Gallins resigns, Ap 10; 1/6

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS & POLICIES
Superiority over Canton cited, ed, My 9, 2/1
Improves favors with Youngstown, ed, My 18; 2/2
Mills repwd excellent for coming yr, U 5; 1/7

ELECTIONS
Rules it has no power to introduce a bill
on behalf, 0 11; 1/4
Votes count to print spring ballots to Akron
Engraving co, My 13; 1/1
Habib meeting, reveals new registration figures,
Mr 27; 2/7
Test trial for new state law permitting election
of at by council favored, ed, Ap 7; 2/2

ELECTIONS
Nomination of candidates by straight primary
advocated, ed, F 16; 2/1
Registration days announced, F 28; 1/5
Pre-election excitement predicted, ed, F 28; 2/2
Several candidates for nomination to public offices
criticized, ed, 0 8; 2/3; ed campaign manager
chided, ed, Mr 10; 2/1
Candidates urged to turn in their names, Mr 10;
2/3
Policies of all primary activities criticized
(ed, Akron Gannett), My 14; 2/6
Proclamation giving location of booths, Mr 23;
3/6

En party warned not to make issue of west Market
at improvement program, 0 20; 2/2; mistakes
made by dem councilmen and marshal in
Market at improvement criticized, ed,
Ap 1; 2/2

En circulars sent to voters asking support for
whole ticket criticized by AR, Mr 21; 1/1
Feature article on manner of dem leaders' cam-
paign in saloon districts, Mr 31; 1/3; dem
campaign tactics in saloon regions criticized,
1930

ARLON, OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
ed, Mr 31, 2/1: dem's denial of campaigning in
saloons criticized, ed, Ap 3, 1/1
Dem leaders criticized for chg that repub third
ward votes were fixed, ed, Mr 31; 2/1
Voting election dismissals from Galas criticized,
Mr 31; 2/1; election of republic ticket urged,
ed, Ap 1, 2/1
Dem statements concerning bars to bridge
criticized, ed, Mr 31, 2/1
Dem campaign methods criticized, ed, Ap 1, 2/2
Dem's circular criticized, ed, Ap 1, 2/3
Dem platform criticized, ed, Ap 1, 2/3
Dem chg re change made in bars to bridge come
refuted, ed, Ap 1, 2/3; dems' appeal for truthful
campaign criticized, ed, Ap 1, 2/4
Demands of 2 reps for vindication supported,
ed, Ap 1, 2/4
Dems ridiculed for chg that nominations of Price
and Hason were fixed, ed, Ap 1, 2/5
Rcpub ward ticket, ed, Ap 1, 2/6
Voters turn out in 3-way fight for city council,
Ap 3; 1/1
Quiet scene at repub and dem booths during vote
count, Ap 4, 2/4
Bf of elections and City Clerk Ed A. Hersey can-
vass vote to obtain official figures, Ap 4, 1/4
Repuls' indifference to campaign blamed for de-
fault at polls, ed, Ap 4, 2/1: gains made since
primary elections commended, ed, Ap 4, 2/2
First and 2nd ward republicans who failed to vote
criticized, ed, Ap 4, 1/4
Repubs at polls came from dem wards, ed,
Ap 4, 2/2
Fee changes noted in official vote figures, Ap 5,
1/2
Registrars for precincts apptd, Ap 31, 1/3
Rcpub campaign parade and plans outlined, S 5;
1/3
City cops apt judges and clerks for Nov election,
U 27; 1/2
Booths erected by the same, 0 10; 1/2
Heavy precinct registration result, 0 13; 1/2;
ward registrations large, 0 31; 1/2
Dobson gang criticized for arraigning workmen
against employers, ed, 0 14; 2/4
Precinct registration listed, 0 26; 1/2; 0 30;
1/8
Voters urged to register, ed, 0 27; 2/3
City cops burdened with queries, N 3; 1/6

ARLON, OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
Number of ward elections listed, N 6; 1/1;
ward voting listed, N 7; 1/1; booth policemen listed,
N 7, 1/2
Dem judges and clerks criticized for ballots with
voters names, N 8; 1/3

Assessors
A 0 French announces third ward candidacy, Mr 16;
2/1
Four republics, 2 dems elected, ed, Ap 4, 1/3

CONSTABLE
H L Montemayoh nominated for repub primary, Mr 22,
2/1
Faupsh's candidate's refusal to tie in with dems
praised, ed, Mr 31; 2/1
Election of H L Montemayoh urged, Ap 1, 2/1
John H Gaddad chgs dems tried to brine him into
supporting their candidate, ed, Ap 1, 2/7

Dems Peter Raleigh defeats repub Henry L
Montemayoh, Ap 4, 1; 11; Peter Raleigh blog,
Ap 4, 2/5

COUNCIL
Election of repub Harvey F Miller in first ward
urged, Ap 1, 1/2; of repub J C Evers
Underwood in second ward, blog, Ap 1, 1/2; of
repub R A Waud in third ward, blog, Ap 1, 1/2;
of repub J L Wollum in fourth ward, Ap 1, 1/2;
of repub John R Oders in fifth ward, Ap 1, 1/2;
of repub Harry Hart in sixth ward, Ap 1, 1/3
Dem attack on Henry W Hart criticized, ed, Ap 1,
2/6
Repuls and dems elect 3 members each, Ap 4, 1/2

Education, Bd of
Clint Berger's candidacy praised, Mr 30, 3/4
Election of repub George W Weeks in first ward,
blog, of repub L C Miles in second ward, blog,
of repub Charles R Orms in third ward,
blog, of repub H O'Neill in fourth ward, of
Clintton F Berger in fifth ward, blog, with
Arthur J Key in sixth ward urged, Ap 1, 1/3
Four republics, 2 dems elected, Ap 4, 1/3

Judiciary
Chgs by dems of corruption at polls criticized,
ed, Mr 30, 2/1

MAYOR
William Hanson nominated in repub primary, Mr 22,
1/2; election urged, blog, Ap 1, 1/2; repub

ARLON, OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
William Hanson defeats Jep Huglin Harrison,
ap 4, 1/1; election praised, ed, Ap 4, 2/2;
William Hanson blog, Ap 4, 2/5

Mayor
Dems candidates criticized, ed, Mr 30, 2/1
Henry Young chances for nomination weak, backed
by weak group, ed, Mr 14, 2/1
Harvey Backwater denies dropping from primary,
Mr 20, 1/1
Peter H Hoffman gains large primary plurality,
Mr 22, 1; denies conducting campaign in
saloons, Mr 30, 1; candidacy defended against
criticism, ed, Mr 28, 2/2
Control of low watters' campaign by liquor dealers
criticized, ed, Mr 30, 2; candidacy criticized,
ed, Mr 30, 2; dems' use of liquor dealers' funis to elect L low watters critic-
ed, ed, Mr 20, 2/2
Pol chgs made by dems refuted, ed, Mr 30, 2/1;
dem attempt to falsify repub campaign criti-
lized, ed, Mr 30, 2/2; chgs made by dems
against repub candidate Hoffman criticized, ed,
Mr 31, 2/1; dem chg that repub candidate Pete
Hoffman is high fee artist refuted, ed, Mr 31,
2/2; dem statement that low watters would tend
to business if elected refuted, ed, Mr 31, 2/2
Election of repub candidate Peter H Hoffman
urged, blog, Ap 1, 1/1; defeat of dem
Dems watters urged, Mr 1, 1/6; popularity
of low watters questioned, Mr 28, 2/1; dem
chgs that Hoffman is potential office seeker
refuted, ed, Ap 1, 2/5
Dem campaign in saloon district criticized,
Ap 31, 1; inconsistency in campaign against
Squire Hoffman criticized, Ap 31, 1
Dems low watters defeats Peter H Hoffman by 11 votes,
ed, Ap 4, 4/1
Mayor-elect watters' pol supporters criticized,
ed, Ap 4, 2/1
Lorence low watters blog, por, Ap 4, 2/5

Populist Caucus
Populist party conv nominates candidates, passes
resolutions, Mr 21, 4/13; Mr 21, 1/8

Repub Primary
Candidates listed, Mr 30, 1/1; ticket nominated,
Mr 22, 1/1
Council candidates nominated, Mr 22, 1/2; bd of
educ candidates nominated, Mr 22, 1/3; assessor-

AKRON, OHIO - ELECTIONS - Repub Primary (cont) candidates nominated, 12/21, 1/8; solicitor candidate Frederick C Bryan nominated, 12/22, 1/8; candidates praised, ed, 12/22, 1/8
Solicitor
Two attack on ability of Maj F C Bryan criticized, ed, 12/29, 2/1: Police Prose Sawyer's offer to trade votes with reps criticized, 12/29, 2/1: choice of Major Frederick C Bryan as repub candidate urged, blog, por, Ap 1, 1/8
George H Anderson's connection with Liquor Dealers' association defended, ed, 1/1, 1/8
Street Commissioner
Charles State is candidate from 4th ward, 12/18, 1/3; Joseph C Price nominated in repub primary, 12/22, 1/2; candidacy defended against anti-union charge, Mr 28, 1/3; 2/2; election urged, blog, Ap 1, 1/2; dem reps that Price is anti-union rebutted, 1/1, 1/7
John C Wobler sworn in, office claimed unconstitutional by republicans, 12/18, 1/8
Office of city comptroller abolished by council, Joseph C Price electedupt of streets, Ap 5, 1/11; Joseph C Price sworn in, constitutionality of office attacked by dems, Ap 10, 1/12; Price named in court suit brought by Summit County Prose Samuel G Rogers, Mr 12, 1/3
COMPETITION, BD OF
Meets, organizes, 12/23, 3/1; hours request of Standard Oil to reduce appraisal of property near Mill at Erie tracks, Ap 27, 1/5
FINANCE
Taxation on franchises advocated, ed, 1/6, 2/2
Rept, Mr 21, 1/8; Mr 22, 2/1
Improvement funds appropriated by council, Ap 24, 2/5
Payroll rep, Ap 4, 1/7
Ord to establish new salary rules for pub ems passed by council, Ap 7, 3/6; condition of city treasury after extensive pub improvement program praised, Ap 11, 2/2
City in fine condition according to rep by finance com, 11, 4/4; official rep supported, ed, 12/3, 2/2
1903
AKRON, OHIO - FINANCE (cont)
Fires collected for north of June, Jr 3, 1/7
Council passes pay claim ord, Jr 5, 1/4
City clerk's salary queried, ed, Jr 6, 2/1
Viewed as solvent despite financial depression, ed, Jr 8, 2/2
Auds aptd to probe cts verify records, make report, Jr 6, 1/8
Resolution for refunding of improvement assessments on West Market st passed by council, Jr 9, 7/8
Benefits from Ripper bill discussed, ed, Jr 14, 2/4
Auds draws bills upon county treas for payment of claims allowed by com, Jr 16, 1/4; county treas issued orders to pay bills drawn by auditor and allowed by county, Jr 16, 1/8
Bonds for Arlington and Exchange st sewers sold to Geo Slaywood & Co, Jr 20, 1/5
FIRE DEPT
Enlargement support by council lauded, ed, Jr 14, 2/1
Annual rep submitted to council, Jr 14, 4/2
Mrs urk new buildings and equipment to petitions to council, Jr 5, 1/7
Proposed additions to facilities favored, ed, Jr 5, 2/2
Bill to provide funds for improvements passed by house, 2, 1/4; new bond issue approved, Jr 12, 1/6; bill to authorize bond issue passed by sen, Jr 19, 1/6
Loses compared to previous yr, Jr 1, 1/4
City coms seek new fire house for 6th ward, Jr 20, 1/8; council favors ord for const of engine house, Jr 5, 1/14; ord authorizing issue to pay expense of building engine house, Jr 7, 3/7
Ord for repair of No 2 engine house passed by council, 2, 3/5; No 2 station's steamer and hose cart damaged in collision, 3, 10, 1/2
Improvement bonds favored by voters, Jr 13, 1/5
HEALTH, BD OF
Holds meeting, hears health officer's rep, Jr 7, 3/1
Resume of special meeting attempting to overcome smallpox epidemic, Jr 15, 2/4
Resume of regular meeting, Jr 23, 2/3
Res rep of health officer, other transactions, Jr 4, 2/4
1903
AKRON, OHIO - HEALTH, BD OF (cont)
Praised for handling of smallpox epidemic, Jr 18, 2/1
Holds meeting, transactions listed, Jr 18, 3/1
Meets, February meeting rept submitted, other business transacted, Jr 4, 2/3
Meets, reunion of business, Jr 20, 1/2
Lack of quorum prevents meeting, Jr 8, 1/4
Asked to refund salary increase granted by bd, Jr 10, 2/1; salary paid dem members for extra services criticized, Jr 12, 2/1
Summary of activities, Jr 22, 2/4
Suggested removal for negligence of Dr S A Cooklin as head of state bd of health praised, Jr 24, 2/2
Files chgs against pres of state bd Dr Cooklin, finds no record of apptd confirmation, Jr 20, 1/8
Members praised for fidelity during smallpox epidemic, ed, Jr 2, 2/1
Reorganizes, activities summarized, Jr 6, 2/4
Members and officers held banquet, Jr 16, 3/4
Activities of bd summarized, Jr 3, 3/1; rev of proceedings, Jr 17, 5/3; holds regular session, Jr 22, 3/1; routine business, Jr 19, 3/1; resum of proceedings, Jr 2, 3/8; resum of meeting, Jr 2, 3/5
INFIRMARY
Joseph Armstall reappt dir, Jr 30, 1/4
JAIL
Wm Owatt escapes following arrest for intimation, Jr 17, 1/4
John Ackermanappt city prison keeper, Jr 11, 1/4
LAW COMMISSIONER
Office of swamp com abolished by legis, Jr 15, 1/6
LIBRARY BOARD
Holds regular meeting, Jr 29, 1/6; Jr 28, 7/2
LAWYER
Annual rept, Jr 5, 1/2
February financial rept, Jr 2, 4/2
MEETING
Annual rept given by Mayor H W Miller, recommendations for dept changes, Jr 11, 1/1
Wm Waters takes oath of office, Jr 11, 1/5
Ernest C Hougal aptd mayor pro tem by Mayor Waters, Jr 10, 1/7
1903
AKRON, OHIO - NOTICES (cont)
Ripper bid urged to settle city problem, ed, My 25, 2/1
MUNICIPAL COURT
Rip on fines and license fees for May, Je 1, 1/7
PARK COMMISSIONERS, BD OF
Transactions listed, F 7, 1/2
Holds special meeting, orders mailer for west side pk, Mr 13, 1/2
Resume of April meeting, ep 11, 3/2
Criticalized for naming pk Neptune, change of name urged, ep 10, 2/1
Holds business meeting, ep 30, 1/3
POLICE DEPT
Annual rept of work by patrol wagon and drivers, Ja 3, 6/3; new patrol system explained, F 25, 3/7
Marshal William Mason takes oath of office as police chief, Jr 11, 1/5
Officer Mahoney attpt union union depot night policeman, ed O'Neill aptd day policeman, Jr 12, 1/4
Funds of new adjoin given, ep 13, 3/2
Single beat policemen ask change of hrs, ep 17, 1/3
Julius Nickelason aptd policeman by Mayor L D Walters, Mr 13, 1/4
Personnel reapptd by bd of city coms, Je 10, 1/3
Policemen to ask for bids for furnishing uniforms, Je 19, 1/1
To get vacations with pay, Je 20, 1/3
Marshal authorized by city coms to appt 12 special police for controlling circus crowd, Jr 11, 1/2
Warren France and 9 others aptd special police for circus day, Jr 12, 4/4
Sherman France aptd policeman by city coms, Jr 14, 1/3
Police study legal catechism, Jr 24, 1/6
Ord to bond special police passed by council, Jr 30, 1/7; ord for appt and bonding of special police passed, Jr 3, 3/5
POLICE PROCEDURE
Three aspirants seek job, Mayor Waters in quandary over appt, Jr 13, 1/2; appt T W Kalbman, My 10, 1/7
PUBLIC SERVICE, SECT OF
Sewers
Improvement bonds bought by Spitzer & co, Jr 12, 1/4
Arnon, Ohio - Public Service, Dept of - Streets

1893

Ord passed providing assessments for constr on Main st, F, 3, 3/5; on Crosby Hall, and Wilton st, F 3, 3/7; on Maple and Glendale ave, F 3, 3/7; on Spruce st, F 3, 3/7; on Ash st and Park Place, F 3, 3/7; on Walnut and North st, F 3, 3/7; on Holland ave, F 4, 7/6; F 4, 2/6; 7/6; F 7, 3/6

Resolution to construct storm sewer from Union place to Carroll st passed by council, Ap 1, 7/7; in parts of Main, Broad, High, and Coburn st, Ap 1, 7/8; on Lake St ave, Jy 7, 3/6

Street Cars

County cars and trams of J F Satterling and King Bridge can seek use of new cut in laying line to Gay Falls, Ap 12, 1/7

Streets

Spruce st improvement bonds bought by Spitzer & co, Ja 12, 1/4

Ord passed providing for condemnation and assessments for creation of alley between W Exchange and Cedar st, F 3, 3/7

Resolution adopted providing for assessments for improvements on Walnut st, F 4, 7/6; for appropriation of property to extend alley between Cross and Thornton st, F 24, 3/7; to extend Palmer st, F 24, 3/7; to levy assessments for improvement of Howery st, F 24, 3/7; of Bersey st, F 24, 3/7

Ord passed laying assessments for improvement of North st, F 24, 3/8; of Sherman st, F 24, 3/8; of Spruce st, F 24, 3/8; of Main st, F 24, 3/8

Collect of modified improvement assessment for East Market st passed in ordinance by council, Mr 9, 3/4

Ord to improve Walnut st passed by council, Mr 9, 3/5; to improve Main st, Mr 10, 7/8

Ord to appropriate private property for purposes of widening passed by council, Mr 24, 3/5

Improvement program praised, ed, Ap 5, 2/3

Petition to improve Carroll st from 3rd C crossing to East Market st passed by council, Ap 11, 4/3

Protest by bicyclists of sprinkling method upheld, ed, ap 13, 2/5; new system of dust and mud prevention favored, ed, ap 14, 2/1

Bid of city coeurs urged to purchase sweeper, ed, Ap 28, 2/1

1893

Arnon, Ohio - Public Service, Dept of - Streets

Improvement assessment ord for section of Exchange st passed by council, Ap 28, 3/5; for Arlington st, ap 28, 3/5

Ord to establish grades on Exchange st, M 12, 3/5

Road issue for improvement of Balch st passed by council, My 16, 4/3; My 19, 3/6; for improvement of Arch st, My 16, 4/3; My 19, 3/6; of Sumner st, My 16, 4/3; My 19, 3/6

Assessing bd for paving Main st voted by council, M 10, 4/4

Ord to establish grade on Valley st, My 19, 3/4

Ord for sprinkling Ashkel ave from Main to Spicer st, My 19, 3/4

Bids asked for on bonds for improving Balch st from Maple to Averill, M 20, 7/5; for improving Arch st from Market to Forge, M 20, 7/5; for improving Sumner st from Exchange to South, M 20, 7/5

Ord to sprinkle Main st between Chestnut and Thornton passed by council, My 25, 2/6; ord to assess property owners for sprinkling passed by council, J 2, 3/6

Ord assessing property owners for sprinkling East Market st passed by council, J 2, 3/6; west Market st, J 2, 3/6

Coors' proposed junket to inspect at equipment at expense of building co opposed, ed, J 10, 2/1

Dirty condition criticized, ed, J 15, 2/1; cleaning urged, ed, J 17, 2/1

Resolution passed to levy tax for improvement of Balch alley, J 20, 4/4

Ord for special assessment to sprinkle North High st passed by council, J 23, 3/6

Resolution for special assessments to improve Bank alley from Hill to Market st passed by council, J 24, 3/6; to improve Campbell st from Coburn to the canal, J 26, 7/5

Cleaning urge, ed, J 26, 7/5; removal of obstructions urged, ed, J 30, 2/1

Ord authorizing sprinkling at West Market st, J 7, 3/8; improvement of Summer st, J 7, 3/8; improvement of Balch st, J 7, 3/8; improvement of Arch st, J 7, 3/8; special assessment for sprinkling College st, J 7, 3/8

Citizens petition for improvements on Campbell and 3 other streets, Jy 13, 3/5

Arnon, Ohio - Suits and Claims (cont)

Named in property damage suit by Petta M Lobo, Mr 25, 1/7

Named in property damage suit by Isaac Reeder, Mr 25, 1/7; suit dismissed, My 22, 1/1

Named in property damage suit by Jane Smith, Mr 25, 1/7; suit referred to common pleas ct by circuit ct, J 29, 1/7; awarded in damage suit by Jane Smith, J 15, 1/5; suit continued, J 16, 1/7; J 18, 1/7; 0 19, 1/7; 0 19, 1/7; suit dismissed by Jane Smith, J 21, 1/6; motion for new trial filed by def, J 23, 1/6; motion for new trial overruled, J 25, 1/5

Named in property damage suit by Margaret A Wright, Mr 25, 1/7

Named in property damage suit by Lena L, Clara G, and Lena Stull, and Nellie Huntley, ap 0, 1/7

Settles claim of Mrs Jennie A Flower, ap 11, 4/3

Suit brought by Philander O Hall ordered to file, Ap 22, 1/7

Compromise filed by plaintiff in suit brought by S B Lafferty, My 3, 1/3

Settles property damage suit brought by B C and P F Guellich, W 0 Villon, Noble McCullough, and Henry C Sanford, My 8, 1/3; 4/3

Application to assess compensation filed in condemnation suit against John Bergman, My 15, 1/3; jury trial granted, My 22, 1/1; date for return of jury venire set, My 23, 1/4; appropriation suit begun, My 27, 1/3; awards property damages to John Bergman and Henry Schillme, My 25, 1/3; suits losses brought by John Bergman and Henry Schillme, My 26, 4/1

Applications to assess compensation in suit against Catherine Snyder filed, My 15, 1/3; suit settled, My 22, 1/1; date of hearing set, My 23, 1/4; losses compensation suit against Catherine Snyder, My 26, 1/3

Suit brought by John O'connell, motion sustained, plaintiff accepts, My 16, 1/3

Suit brought by John Randerburg dismissed, My 22, 1/1

Suit brought by William Fisher dismissed, My 22, 1/1

Suits brought by J Cooper Kellars and Frank Keister settled, J 7, 1/8

With Arnon water works co and Myer & Hauerset named in personal injury suit brought by Frank N Fuchs, J 14, 4/3; suit contd, J 20, 1/3; decision reserved, J 23, 4/4
ARON, DINO - SUITS AND CLAIMS (cont.)
Names W. L. Seiden et al in damage suit, Jo 8, 2, 2; losses verdict, other claims pending, Jo 10, 1, 6; motion for new trial overruled, Jo 16, 1, 3.
Petition filed and notice ordered in assessment of damage suit against CARLE Rehco, Jr., Jo 16, 3; claim against CARLE dismissed, Jo 26, 1, 5.
Litigation with Nover Cereal Co. over possession of part of Mill st, agreement reached, Jo 19, 1, 9, 7.
Suit to determine damage from improvement of mill at Mill st, filed by property owners, Jo 26, 1, 5.
Suit brought by R. G. Thomas to trial, Jo 27, 1, 5.
Names of education in assessment suit, Jo 3, 1; Jo 8, 3, 5; in jury selection suit, Jo 24, 1, 2; damage suit dismissed, Jo 25, 2, 1, 5.
Named in tax restraint suit by Orlando Gage, Jo 3, 1, 1.
Named in assessment suit by Mary J. Hall, Jo 3, 1, 2.
Named in impeachment suit by John C. Vomler, Jo 5, 1, 17.
Names Joseph C. Price in salary termination suit, Jo 7, 1; wire suit against Price, Jo 21, 1, 7.
Named by Mrs Sarah Flower in property damage suit, Jo 6, 2, 1, 2; Jo 21, 1, 2.
Name property damage suit brought by Exchange at residents, Jo 19, 1, 4.
Loss property damage suit brought by Ken and James F. Smith, William H. Mann, Emma J. Blackwell, Frank J. Knapp, and Louis J. and George Richards, Jo 14, 1, 17.
Losses property damage suit brought by Eugene Hopperston, Jo 26, 2, 4, 16.
Claudes brought by C. H. Cleveland and Martha H. Jones dismissed, Jo 26, 1, 16.
ARON, DINO - SUITS AND CLAIMS (cont.)
Named in personal injury suit by Thomas MacDonald, Jo 29, 1, 8; files answer, Jo 25, 1, 7.
Named in property damage suit by Lelia Henry, Jo 17, 9, 1; wins suit brought by Lelia Henry, Jo 6, 1, 6.
Property assessment suit brought by O. Case complaining, Jo 26, 2, 12.
BOG and Akron & Chicago Junction RR co file demurrer in suit against H. O. Hope, Jo 26, 1, 7; city wins suit against H. O. Hope, Jo 26, 1, 7.
City Solicitor H. H. Anderson asks that suit brought by A. Mahlows be dismissed for lack of prosecution, Jo 24, 1, 2; suit dismissed, appeal dismissed, Jo 15, 1, 15.
Named in property damage suit brought by Charles F. Hurley, Jo 25, 1, 7.
Capital relief suit brought by Robert Gray dismissed by agreement of both parties, Jo 21, 1, 6.
Loss judgment suit brought by Mary C. Smee, Jo 22, 1, 5.
Names Celie A. Baldwin in collection suit, Jo 20, 1, 6.
Names William C. Louise E. Lewan, and Haydon Doyle and William H. Wilcox in property possession suit, Jo 17, 1.
WILFIRE, Dept. of
Lack of funds revaluation, Jo 10, 1, 2.
Plan of Union Charity ason outlined, Jo 18, 1, 2.
Ambulance service contract awarded to C T Parks, Jo 1, 1, 4.
ARON TOWNSHIP
Contestable John Collins resigns, Jo 18, 1, 1.
Joseph Loomis appointed by county, Jo 18, 1, 2.
ARON ART CLUB. See Art Club, Akron.
ARON ATHLETIC CO
Incorporates, Jo 24, 3, 3.
ARON BASEBALL CLUB
Support by public urged, Jo 22, 1, 21.
ARON BEACON AND REFLECTION
Praised for help given in handling smallpox cases in city, Jo 5, 1, 4; criticized for not printing cause of smallpox cases, Jo 10, 4, 9.
Denies allegation that it is working for the removal of "W. G. Beagle as postmaster, Ed 24, 21; denies statement attributed to it by I. M. Royce, Ed 25, 2, 12; denies printing derogatory statements about Postmaster Garden, denial upheld, Ed 11, 2, 21.
ARON BEACON AND GEORGIAN (cont.)
Seventeenth installment of symposium, Jo 18, 1, 6; inaugurates phone connections with NY and Chi., Jo 29, 1, 3.
Statements concerning Baptist ministers' corp., criticized, Jo 30, 1, 3.
Defended against statements made by the Daily Democrat re selection of J. C. Price as street compt., Ed 7, 2, 11.
Statement that J. C. Price was angry with ads of Daily Dem refused, Jo 7, 4, 3, 4.
Size and contents defended against competitor, Ed 4, 2, 3.
Fallop cited, Ed 7, 2, 2.
Criticized for calling conditions of Barberton workers chaotic, Jo 18, 1, 4.
Reporting of dem campaign news declared impartial, Jo 14, 2, 4.
Deemed better friend of labor than Daily Dem, Jo 2, 2, 2, 1.
Praised as adv medium, Ed 23, 2, 1, 1.
ARON SELTZING CO.
Stockholders held annual meeting, elect dirs., Jo 5, 1, 4.
Reorganized, elects A. R. Rinehart gen mgr, Jo 1, 1.
Named in damage suit by Natl Bank of Commerce, Jo 22, 1, 7.
ARON BOILER CO
Incorporates, Jo 2, 2, 6.
Elects dirs. and officers, Jo 16, 1, 14.
Factory destroyed by windstorm, Jo 25, 1, 11.
ARON JAFFIN COMPOSITION CO
To open new plant, Jo 18, 1, 15.
ARON BLOG AND LOAN ASSN
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Jo 9, 1, 2.
Names Charles and F. L. Myers and Thomas Lumber & Blog co in foreclosure suit, Jo 19, 1, 7.
Semi-annual statement, Jo 6, 4, 3, 3.
Names M. P. and Mrs. William H. Stierler and L. D. Goodwin in collection suit, Jo 18, 1, 1.
Names Emma W. and Henry H. Tubbs in collection of foreclosure suit, Jo 7, 1, 4.
Files judgment suit against Charles W. McManus and John, Rose, Susan, and Elizabeth Lavery, Jo 14, 1, 2.
7th wire suit against Charles W. McManus, Et al, Jo 19, 1, 7; suit against John Lavery et al refused, Jo 24, 23, 1, 3.
Names Mrs. Miller et al in collection suit, Mary H. Stierler given leave to file answer and cross petition, Jo 21, 1, 6.
ARON CYCLE CLUB
Elects officers, Jo 25, 1, 2.
ARON DALE A. NAKEMILLER CO
Elects officers, Jo 5, 1, 4.
Suit by PIKA co dismissed, Jo 21, 1, 6; Jo 21, 1, 6.
ARON & CUTHBERT WINTON CO
Wine collection suit against C. V. Cayrall, Jo 23, 2, 2.
Wine collection suit against J. H. Sturgeon, suit granted, Jo 23, 2, 11.
ARON & CUTHBERT WINTON CO
Namas William C. Bryant and Samuel H. Sturgeon in stock subscription suit, Jo 6, 4, 3; suit appealed, Jo 21, 4, 15.
ARON & CH. JUNCTION RR Co.
Named with Sally rr, Moody rr, and BOG & CH. RR co in appropriation suit by Akron & New Castle RR, Jo 26, 1, 8.
Appraiser of property in counties through which it passes made by auditors, Jo 18, 1, 15; apprised by county auditors, Jo 19, 3, 4.
Files with BOG demurrer in suit of City of Akron against NYGRR, Jo 26, 1, 7.
ARON CAR CO
Names Sandersky, Miller & Akron Hc in attachment suit, Jo 15, 4, 12.
ARON CITY HOSP.
Bill introduced in legis providing for election of trustee for an indefinite period of time, Jo 21, 3, 1.
Method of admitting applicants explained, Jo 11, Jo 5, 3, 2.
Chips against management not sustained, Jo 9, 8, 3, 3; case not expunging management of various chips made against them welcomed, Ed 15, 2, 2; management vindicated by circuit court after investigation by city coaches, Jo 12, 2, 5.
First arrest observed by trustees, financial statement issued, Jo 21, 1, 6.
Physicians held meeting, Jo 4, 1, 2.
ARON CLAY CO
Named with James Morgan in collection suit by Adam W. Holman, injunction granted, Jo 1, 4, 16.
ARON COLD SPRING CO
Losses judgment suit to J. H. Vagle, Jo 15, 1, 2.
Wine invasion suit brought by city of Guy Falls, Jo 13, 1, 17.
Continues case of suit by adverse action by county, Jo 10, 1, 13.
ARAB & NEW CASTLE RY CO (cont)

Jury selected in suit to hear Homer Hise and Foster Co., ap 20, 4:3; Harriet Hunt and William Buchtel & Son made party defts., ap 27, 2:2; suit concluded, jury considers damages, My 4, 1:8

Laws appropriation suit against Henry J. and Edward Wodrow, ap 4, 1:6; My 5, 3:1; My 10, 1:5

Names Valley ry co., Akron and Chicago Jct ry., B&O & Chi rr, and B&O rr in appropriation suit, ap 35, 1:8; petition and preceed filed, ap 29, 1:4; suit contd., My 11, 1:6; Central Trust Co. v Y M Sales deft., My 20, 2:2; hearing contd., My 30, 1:6

Names Marshall Martin and others in appropriation suit, My 22, 1:1; date set for preliminary hearing, My 25, 1:1; hearing contd., Je 1, 4:3; case contd., Je 11, 3:5

Laws property damage suit brought by George F. and Ellen Ewers of Ravenna, Je 15, 4:3

Complaint that contractor left excavation unguarded made by Last Akron citizen, Je 16, 1:6; city council instructs city crews to stop excavation work on East Market at pending formal permission, Je 20, 1:7

Granted authority by city council to cross certain sts., Jy 1, 7:5

Begins crossing of bridge across Little Cuy river near cantin, Jy 20, 4:4; Jy 21, 4:4

Hains damage East Market at crossing, impede traffic, Jy 28, 1:2; reordered by county crews to complete East Market at crossing or fill up st., Jy 5, 1:8

Named in railroad suit against Demage & Averyll, S 1, 1:6; answer filed by John Lappar and W F Heyrick, S 11, 1:5; files cross petition, S 15, 1:6; railroad permission granted to A W Demage and others, S 21, 1:6

O & W take appel rpr, S 25, 1:7; rpr's duties limited by cl., G 2, 1:3; O & W take files bond, G 3, 1:4

Answer and cross petition filed by O'Brien, Chapman & Reynolds in suit brought by Demage & Averyll, G 28, 1:8; files answer to petition brought by Alfred W Demage, N 22, 1:7; resr rpr of O & W take confirmed, J 22, 1:8

ARAB & NEW CASTLE RY CO

Purchased by Myer Whitelaw, N 7, 4:2

ARAB & NORTH CANTON OR CO

Begins constr of 2 bridges across Little Cuy river, My 2, 1:8

ARAB - NORTH MILL WIRER

Assaemption to Aaron discussed in citizens' meeting, My 2, 1:7; citizens urged to have free discussion against annexation question, ed, My 2, 1:2

ARAB NOVELTY CO

Elects dir's and officers, considers moving to Fostoria, F 15, 1:4

ARAB POULTRY & HENEL CLUB

Files fifth annual show, J 4, 2:2

Holds exhibition, J 20, 1:3

ARAB PRINTING AND PUB CO

Announces Herbert S Saxon new mgr., J 5, 2:1


ARAB PUB LIBRARY

Reca new shipment of books, Je 4, 4:4

Library praised, const of new lib advogated, ed, F 14, 2:1; reopning date announced, F 14, 4:3; passage of taxation plan for const of new lib advogated, ed, F 15, 2:1; ed, F 16, 2:2; ed, F 18, 2:2; work praised, const of new lib advogated, ed, F 20, 2:1

Reopned after closing because of smallpox epimemic, F 23, 4:2

Id of control meets, business transactions started, F 30, 1:3

New books, M 13, 1:5; M 24, 2:5


New books listed, Ap 6, 6:1; Ap 12, 2:24; Ap 26, 2:3

Id of control holds meeting, Ap 6, 6:3

New books receivd, M 8, 4:1

Id of control meets, elects officers, M 27, 3:4

New books added, J 10, 4:12

Annual rep., J 30, 1:3

Patronized by many people who seek knowledge, W 9, 1:7

ARAB TELEGRAPH CO

Files assignment deed, Prof Charles C Hules appel assignee, J 1, 1:7; 3:6

Property offered for sale by assignee, Ap 14, 3:6

Sold to Wilson & Noah, My 15, 1:2

Assignment sale confirmed and deeds ordered, M 20, 3:1

Named in railroad suit by Clev branch of Natl Lead co., S 29, 1:7

ARAB TELEPHONE CO


Collection suit brought by Harkey lumber co settled, My 16, 1:3

ARAB SAVINGS BANK

Elects dir's and officers, Ja 4, 4:5

Names Excelsior Coal co and Loomis & co in collection suit, F 15, 1:2

Financial statement, Ap 8, 7:1

Walter F Stair dismissed as co оф in collection suit against Excelsior Coal co, judgment rendered against Harry V Cleveland and Harry E Loomis, Ap 25, 1:7

Names Harry J Judge in aid of execution suit, Je 17, 12:4; trial continues, Je 22, 1:6; suit against Excelsior Coal co and Harry J Judge transferred to common pleas ct, Je 24, 1:13; suit certified to common pleas ct, Je 26, 1:1; declars 45 divd, Jy 5, 4:1

App't William Buchtel ree, Jy 31, 1:1; ree banned, Jy 31, 1:7

Laws railroad suit brought by Frye & Wiles, Jy 31, 1:7; additional ct order granted ree, Jy 10, 1:8

Deemed financially sound in spite of railroad, ed, Jy 31, 2:1; ed, ig 1, 2:1

Holds meeting, depositors endorse motion to assist temporarily from withrawals, ig 4, 1:11; depositors praised for meeting which restores citizens' confidence in local banks, ed, ig 4, 2:1; const signed by depositors approves, ed, ig 4, 2:2

Issuance of deposit certificates deemed feasibly safe, ed, ig 4, 2:2; depositors consented for contracting to redeposit savings, ed, ig 5, 2:4

Names business after brief shut-downs, depositors sign agreement, ig 8, 1:4

Aknowledges confidence of depositors, ig 4, 1:4

Reopenนg held, susens operations, S 11, 1:7

Rear files receivd, J 1, 1:6; rear approved, S 21, 1:6

Rear's final rep., S 22, 1:5

ARAB SCHOOL OF STANDARD PHARMACY

Announces opening, F 14, 1:4

ARAB SELLER PH CO

Urs meet, elect officers, J 5, 1:4

ARAB SELLER PH SHOPS

Resume operations, S 26, 1:1
ALEXANDER, Merv
Warrant issued for arrest on theft charge, 45, 3:11; arrested and sentenced to jail in robbery of Joseph W. M. Russian, My 16, 1:1

ALEXANDER, Louis
Arrested on suspicion charge, 24, 1:17; pleaded not guilty to robbery charge, 25, 1:18; acquitted, 2, 4:5

ALEXANDER, W. J. (Hamlin)
Robbed and slain by 2 unknown men, 7, 2:4

ALEXANBER, John (Hamlin)
Killed in boiler explosion at Camp creek, 4, 2:5

ALTON
French, Turk gambling incident discussed, ed, 1:1

TRANSPORTED LABORERS refused food, intimidate Charleston farmers, 5, 2:7

EMOTION of unemployed foreigners welcomed, ed, 30, 2:1

Index depression causes emigration fromailleurs, 23, 4:2

ALL SOILS' OPHELIE, CLEV
Applicated (The Universalist), 4, 1:6

ALLEN (OF A. J. CO.), (Owenham)
Forsyth evicted from aged families' home, 5, 2:7

ALLEN, aside
Finds human leg buried on farm, 20, 1:2

ALLEN, Alice C.
Suit against Norton Mutual Fire assure settled, 2, 1:5

ALLEN, C. L. (Fayette)
Grocery store burned by fire, 9, 2:5

ALLEN, Chester (Ellsworth)
Injured in fall through hatchway in barn, 7, 2:3

ALLEN, Ethel
Trail toward Owattu files partial estate, 4, 4, 2:6

ALLEN, Frank H
Inventory of partnership filed by estate, 20, 4:2; appraisers appointed, My 10, 3:3; order files inventory, 23, 1:14; files estate final, order published, 24, 1:2

ALLEN, George
Names Charles Myers in failure-to-fulfill contract suit, 21, 4:11; estate final account approved, distribution ordered, 22, 1:14; appraisers appointed, 10, 1:5

ALLEN, (J. R. (Utica)
Heat blast injures fire, 2, 1:4

ALLEN, John
Named with Joseph Flaiman in collection suit brought by R. W. Tate, 25, 1:3

ALLEN, (J. H. (Utica)
Injured in Erie saw shop, 14, 4:3

ALLEN (OR AND NE), MINOR J
Named in contract suit by Jeremiaheline, 24, 1:1

ALLEN, S. E
Wine collection suit against Root-Tea Herb Co., 21, 1:7

ALLEN, Thomas
Fined for intoxication, 17, 4:2

ALLEN, William C
Named to Akron library bd by city council, 2, 1:4

ALLEN, street
Files cross petition in suit of City Natl bank of Akron vs Jacob Good, 26, 1:1

ALLEN SCHOOL
Bids opened for constr of annex by bid of ed, 14, 3:8; bids referred to, 20, 2:13; bids for heating and ventilating equipment, 26, 2:15; notice to contractors for bids on heating and ventilating equipment, 26, 3:6

ALLEN WAREHOUSE
Damaged by fire, 6, 4:2

ALLEY, George
Fined for intoxication, 17, 4:13

ALLIANCE, Ohio
Council favors repealing prohibition liquor ord, 6, 2:5

ALLIANCE, Ohio (cont)
5 V. Seabright announces candidacy for first assistant at arms, Ohio house, 20, 2:2

ALLIANCE BONDS BLOCK CO
Incorporates, 30, 2:8

ALLISON, Edward (Fremont)
Arrested on intoxication charge, 18, 1:8

ALLISON, H. M
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western RR as defendant in contract suit, 2, 1:7

ALLMEN
Injured in PMW train wreck at Munroe Falls, 25, 1:1

ALMOND
Commercial possibilities outlined, ed, 14, 2:2

ALSO-DIABLA DE EXCERVANT UNION
Incorporates, 26, 1:5

AMERICAN LEWIS HAVENS' ASSN
Terminates Twentieth meeting with manufacturers, scale met settled, 7, 8:2;2:3

ENTERPRISE lodge adopts resolution condemning Pres Garfield's ass, to appear before Congress, 30, 2:6

Youngstown workers to protect Wilson tariff bill, 5, 1:1

ANONY (SOUHEI)
Leaves slander suit brought by Mrs Smith, 10, 2:1

ANSON, Nicola
Names James F. Brown in collection suit, 19, 1:6

AMERICAN BEE CO (cont)
Plant damaged by fire, 21, 4:5

AMBER BLOG, AMJ, INVESTMENT CO
Named in collection suit by John A. Kelly, 26, 1:2

AMERICAN CO
Elects dir and officers, 14, 1:5

Nominated with NMEB and MPND for co in injunction suit by Valley ro co, 1, 1:1

Damage suit brought by围绕 hull settled, 2, 1:7

Litigation with City of Akron over possession of part of Mill st, agreement reached, 19, 1:3
AMERICAN HELEN, LEAGUE OF
One interim meet favored, ed, Ag 3, 1:1
AMERICAN UNION
Correction of flag pole at W Harbor to bid travelers welcome praised, ed, Ag 30, 2:1
Unwarranted acts of James H Mount criticized, ed, Je 30, 2:1
AMERICAN, C F
Named in lien foreclosure suit by Charles Garvin, Je 20, 1:5
Cornell estate files answer in suit brought by George E Tucker, U 30, 1:7
AMERICAN LEAGUE (Talesa)
To resume operations, U 15, 3:13
ANNEST, BARKLEY
(Riverbank shelter)
Destroyed by fire, N 1, 4:6
ANNO, WILLIAM J (Emlyn)
Praised for efforts to find care for tuberculosis, ed, Ap 28, 2:1
Names or J C Guelberth in libel suit, N 7, 2:2
AMISH PEOPLE
Subject to study of certain subjects in Troy school, ho 10, 2:2
ANSON, OILIA
Names Iona Riley in property conversion suit, Je 21, 2:2; suit settled, Jy 12, 1:1
ANUIK
C F Lumpke recovers memory in Tacoma (Wash), O 18, 1:8
AMOS, WILLIAM H
Secures writ of habeas corpus in Clev to prevent return to Akron on chg of failing to support wife, My 2, 2:4; habeas corpus writ dismissed, returned and bound over for trial, My 3, 4:1; sure wife liable for divorce, Ag 21, 1:6
ANNEK ADAMS MILLS
Opening as sign of des prosperity refuted, ed, C 7, 2:1
AMOT, JAMES (Griswold)
Son and daughter fatally injured when struck by train, N 25, 2:4
ANNOUNCE RECORD
To publish daily edition, My 3, 4:2
ANNAND
Govt theories of French group in Brazil analyzed, ed, Ag 15, 2:3
ANNO, JACQUE LEROY
Death, Ag 20, 1:8; funeral S 6, 4:5
ANNO, CHARLES (Springfield)
Accidentally hit fatally shoots Effie Cloud, S 20, 2:7
ANNO, DAVID
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & western rr co in collection suit, U 2, 1:7
ANNO, GEORGE
Fine for fighting, S 3, 1:2
ANNO, GEORGE B
Prepares plan for reform of local govt, Itr, Ja 14, 3:1
Named as city solicitor praised, ed, Ap 11, 2:1
Defends self in connection with city of Akron vs Welsh suit, Itr, M 26, 8:4
ANNO, GEORGE G
Rents plaster cast of newly discovered Excalibur diamond, N 20, 2:8
ANNO, JUDITH (Ontonagon)
Stable destroyed by fire, Ag 16, 3:3
ANNO, LEWIS (Steubenville)
Burned destroyed by fire, Ag 10, 3:3
ANNO, LETA (Galesville)
Breach of promise suit against Dr James F Hobson settled, Je 24, 2:7
ANNO, LURENCE (Urbana)
Cope and sworn commended for navigation of tiny craft, ed, Jy 12, 2:1
ANNO, PATRICK
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Je 5, 1:2
ANNO, PETER
Fined for intoxication, F 9, 1:5
Fined for intoxication, F 17, 1:8
ANNO, STANLEY M
Names Richard C Thomas in suit, Je 5, 1:5; Je 20, 1:2
Names Henry A, Henry E, and O H Hardy in negligens suit, S 29, 7:2; names Henry A, Henry E, and O H Hardy and George Tuttle in collection suit, O 13, 1:13
ANNO, THOMAS
Fined for speeding, Jy 26, 1:6
ANNO, WILLIAM
Fined for non-support, My 15, 1:1
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, Ag 31, 3:3
ANNO, WILLIAM
Delivery wagon damaged when struck by runaway team, F 21, 1:2
Fifth ward dem candidate for bd of eduq defeats C F Berger and 2 others, Ap 4, 1:3
Injured when kicked in head by horse, Jy 24, 1:1
ANNO, ROBERT L
Takes oath as county treasurer, S 5, 1:14
ANNO, CHARLES H
Ring stolen, Charles McGinnis arrested, Je 2, 1:8
ANNO, CHARLES T H ADAMS A
Million acres bought from Gov, M 8, 4:3
ANNO, CHARLES H
Death, U 26, 2:3; funeral, U 27, 2:2
ANNO, JAMES
Jailed for assault, Jy 10, 1:13
ANNO, ROBERT
Fined for intoxication, Ap 17, 4:2
ANNO, SETH W
Named with Frederick J Bauer in collection suit brought by Ewdm wacker, Ap 20, 1:8; motion for trial for costs sustained in collection suit brought by wacker, Je 3, 1:7; replevying order issued to prevent disposition of any rights, Je 3, 1:7; answer to reply and cross petition filed by wacker, Ag 29, 1:4; amended petition filed, U 30, 1:6; issues with others collection suit brought by wacker, Jy 21, 1:6
ANNO (OBOE), W H (Karn) Burred from ignited benzene, Ag 30, 7:2
ANNO, ULYSSES (Gardner)
Arrested and fined for intoxication and disorderly conduct, S 11, 3:3
ANNO, JOHN W
Fined for intoxication, Ap 17, 4:2
ANNO, JAMES R
Speaks of history of Sons of St George at conv in Massillon, Ag 10, 8:4
ANNO-ANDERSON CO (Clev)
Issuasion suit by Samuel J Hobson dismissed, F 26, 1:7
ANIMAL KENNY CO
Elects officers and dir, Jy 4, 4:5
ANNOLES
Grid regulating disposal of carcasses passed by city council, F 10, 3:5
Study of alleged monkey language by Prof Gurner discussed, ed, Je 6, 2:1
ANN ARBOR RR CO
Placed under control of John Jacob Astor, Je 20, 2:2
Settlement of damage suit vs B L E ordered, Ag 29, 2:7
ANNA ELLA (Tinora)
Murder attempted by unknown person, N 17, 2:2
ANNO, GEORGE
Fixed for intoxication, My 15, 1:1
ANNO, WILLIAM
Arrested and sentenced to workhouse for intoxication, Je 24, 1:2; committed to Clev workhouse, Je 24, 1:4
ANNO (COB), (Springfield)
Secret investigation authorized by ct of inquiry, ap 14, 3:3
ANNO, SUSAN B
Subject of lecture at Woman Suffrage club by Mrs Grace C Gilpin, F 4, 3:5
Personal status on marriage questioned, ed, Ap 25, 2:1
ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE
Names Rev M Henry V Bennett to state exec com, U 6, 1:2
Organizes branch in Akron, elects exec com, U 12, 1:4
ANTI-TRUST ASSN OF US
Theodore Horstman, C N Braas, and W H Lawrence app'd to assn to reap Ohio, Jy 21, 1:2
ANTIOCH
Ohio Academy of Science advocates preservation by state, N 4, 3:4
ANNO
Consols with Clev wacker, G 3, 4:2
ANNO PUBLISHING CO
Increases stock, renamed German Press and Plate co, G 3, 2:3
APP, YOUNG & GARR
Vannevar partnership, F 18, 1:5
APPELGATE, GUS (Kent)
III after eating toastots, N 15, 8:2
APPELGATE, TIDE (Lagco)
Injured in sides collision, U 7, 2:3
APPELGATE (REV), N C
Jenks remarks made at Akron Baptist Ministers' conf caused confusion and disorder, Ap 1, 3:1
APPEND, HENRY
Appled to presidential bd of myrs by Gov McKinley, U 7, 2:3
APPEND, ROBERT (Athena)
Burned in Athens Township and E Lohrke's res fire, N 4, 2:7
ANNO, JONAH
Named assignee of property by Michael Metzler, N 15, 1:5
Suits brought by Leopold & co, Michael Vondola, Nancy and Michael W Metzler settled, U 14, 1:7
1883

ARMSTRONG, S C
With George Turner announces opening of brokerage firm, W 17, 11; 12; new fire to be called Turner & Co Investment Office, N 18, 7; 4

ARMSTRONG, THOMAS
Fired for drunkenness, F 17, 4; 2

ARMS, JOHN
Injured in train-accident collision, N 28, 2; 3

ARMY OF CUMBERLAND, SSO 4F
Hold 24th annual reunion at Clay, S 20, 4; 4; close reunion, elect officers, S 22, 2; 5

ASHLAND (Kentucky)
Bar damaged by fire, S 30, 1; 4

ASHLAND, KENTUCKY
Adam C. Frederick files estate account, D 28, 1; 6

ASHLAND, JOHN (Melbourne)
Disposition of wife-murder ch gargoned, N 1, 2; 3; ch-lg mailed, N 20, 2; 5

ASHLAND, JOHN F
Named in collection suit by Clev Provision co, J 30, 1; 7

ASHLAND, JOSEPH
Suit against Fred A. Goffa dismissed, plaintiff assessed costs, Ap 13, 2; 3

ASHLAND, SAMUEL
Named with others by Elmer Jones in partition suit, F 14, 1; 5; Nelson E. Slabaugh hired as guardian over Harry Chandler and Forest Snyder for duration of suit, Ap 11, 1; 7; rent of cows confirmed, part of land ordered sold, My 3, 1; 5; suit settled, D 10, 1; 7

ASHLAND, THOMAS

ASHLAND, WASHINGTON
Loss and slander suit brought by Anna Weeks, N 17, 2; 2

ASHLAND, LOUIS (Massillon)
Criticism of action of ways and means committee on green glass schedule, J 30, 2; 4

ASHEN
John Evans, Allentown, res arrest, Bailer Yorker shot and wounded by Incominaries, W 25, 4; 4

ASHMAN, CLAUDE
Unremorseful assault by unknown peddler, N 15, 2; 4

ASHLEY RAILWAY (Anderson) Trip
Bill passed in an authorizing improvement, F 4, 2; 2

ASHLAND
Ord to establish grade from Mill to meet abutment of Ohio canal bridge passed by Ashorn council, N 31, 3; 5

ASHNOR (cont)
Refined T. Watl's barn and contents destroyed, S 5, 3; 3

A. Graft's barn destroyed, rent damaged, G 5, 1; 3

Robert Hammond's Bellais barn destroyed, chicken thieves suspected, W 29, 2; 7

George Schultz's barn and contents at Guy Falls destroyed, D 12, 3; 2

Samson Calhoun's Gallipolis destroyed, J 30, 2; 2

John C. Fair's Harrison top tobacco warehouse destroyed, D 30, 2; 2

Attempt made to burn western part of City of Lima, J 27, 2; 2

Bucher's opera house occupied by Nicholas Hansen's shoe store damaged, Massillon, D 5, 1; 5

Owen Smith corn destroyed by fire during war between South Charleston saltmenists and pro-unionists, D 26, 2; 2

Attempt made to burn Good Shepherd Church at Toledo, names of American Protective association alleged as alleged culprits, N 16, 2; 3

Tuscumac bridge burned by unknown persons, D 10, 2; 4

Attempt to burn Youngstown's Holdman block frustrated, N 28, 2; 3

ART
Prof. John Langher's drawing of Blue Pond discussed, J 2, 1; 2

Landscape watercolor portrait of Miss Helen Baird, N 16, 7; 5

ART CLUB, ASHLAND
Hold annual meeting, elect officers, J 12, 1; 2

Hold election, W 21, 1; 6

ARTHER (Tolano)
Conspiracy suit withdrawn by plaintiffs, Ap 30, 3; 1

ARTHER, PETER M
Blog, pos, M 22, 3; 2

ARTHER, SAM (Kemington)
Frustrates attempted assault by unknown peddler, N 15, 2; 4

ASIBURY ROAD (Anderson) Trip
Bill passed in an authorizing improvement, F 4, 2; 2

ASHLAND
Ord to establish grade from Mill to meet abutment of Ohio canal bridge passed by Ashorn council, N 31, 3; 5

ASHLAND (Kentucky)
Residents notified to remove sidewalk obstructions, Ap 1, 1; 4

ASHBAUGH, L V
With others purchases Ohio Sun of Youngstown, will be moved to Kansas City, D 11, 2; 2

ASHLEY STORE, J O (Moore)
Apprentice to John A. Wilson for missionary frauds, D 21, 2; 3

ASHLAND COUNTY
Infamy condemned by state bd of visitors of pub institutions, N 11, 2; 2; 3

ASHLAND HARDWARE STORE
Two unseemly suspects held in robbery, lost recovered, J 9, 1; 6

ASHLEY, J.H
Apprld delegate to deep water conv by Gov. William McKinley, J 7, 8; 6

ASHLEY, OHIO
Bill for improvement of sta passed by house, J 12, 2; 2

ASHBURY, OHIO
Investigation of diplomas issued in Ohio ordered by state bd of health, D 7, 3; 4

ASHBOURNE
Condemn and Ashbula Harbor jail repeated crowded, S 30, 3; 8

ASHBURN, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ap 15, 1; 3

ASHBURN, E. (Lee)
Assigns to W. L. Lees, W 11, 2; 5

ASHBURN STATISTICAL CONTEST
Harry W Clark wins 1st place, Webster 2nd at Buchtel coll, O 16, 8; 3

ASSAULTS
ASHLAND
Robert Parrish cut and wounded, Washington bought by police, Ap 5, 1; 7

ASHLAND, NOAH
Martin Kline, Marcus Giam (Coln) fined, J 11, 3; 2

Herman Pedronini beats vita, arrested, fined, and sentenced, J 20, 1; 3

Clyde C. Mays beat John, Solomon Robb arrested, J 30, 1; 6

Pat Shy and Theodore Krueger injured in fight, F 8, 1; 3

George Cartright beaten, Harry Walker held, F 15, 4; 1

Supt. Robison injured by non-union workmen at Ohio iron works, N 10, 1; 3
ASSAULTS - MORON (cont)

1903

ASSAULTS - MORON (cont)

Lawrence H. Kellner shot, Herman Gold and Andrew Fromm held, Oct 10, 1:3

Harvey Grimes arrested and charged with assault on wife, Oct 10, 1:3

John Davis fined and sentenced for assault on wife, Nov 11, 1:8

Goliah Myers killed, assailant George Siegel sentenced, Nov 14, 1:7

Harry Gustavson killed, Ed Wickersham arrested, Dec 17, 1:1

William Walters and William Gottlieb arrested and fined for fighting, Dec 18, 4:3

Proprietors of H A Smith saloon held, Dec 18, 1:6

Morris Kester arrested, H F Testers held, Dec 21, 1:6

William McKeen, George Dorsey held, Dec 27, 1:3

George Mann arrested, John J Green held, Dec 29, 1:6

Ike Bendman attacked, Dell Neigh held, Jan 20, 8:2

David assault wife and officers, Jan 31, 4:4

Mike Geller arrested, Mary Glennen held, Feb 1, 1:4

John Mulligan struck, Jacob Greenfield held, Feb 3, 4:2

Mrs. Rose Lowery assaulted, Joseph Baugh held, Feb 4, 4:3

Mrs. Harriet Quirch arrested, Arthur W. Free arrested, Feb 12, 1:5

Kate Pickler struck, brother Siebrich arrested and fined, Feb 16, 1:1

Philip Schillingler arrested for assaulting woman, Henry, Feb 18, 1:3

William Lumbkebger and John Rayer arrested on disorderly conduct charge following fight, Feb 21, 4:3

Albert Brown by unknown assailants, Feb 21, 4:3

George Huddell by William H Christman, Feb 22, 3:5

John Jenkins assaulted, Warren Deely held, Feb 23, 1:1

Horace O. Monroe, William Hammond held, Feb 25, 1:3

Alexander Roman, James McCormick and Joe Sander held, Feb 29, 1:3

Harry Chase dies, Emmett Penney held, Feb 19, 1:7

Mike Jelletty, Feb 19, 3:3

William Brown’s eyes damaged by Mike, John Ross arrested, Feb 22, 1:2

Ada Halstead beaten, C A McCool arrested and fined, Feb 11, 4:2

ASSAULTS - MORON (cont)

Mrs. Hattie Ellsworth escapes alleged attack by husband, Mar 14, 1:2

Louis Wilke beaten, Jacob W V Powell arrested, Mar 20, 1:5

Mayor L. W. Waters struck with stone thrown by unknown assailant, Mar 25, 1:2

Harry N. Smith attacked, Jacob Wolf fined, Mar 26, 1:2

Lewis English dismissed from assault and battery charge brought by wife, Mar 24, 1:2

William Ebboltz arrested and fined for assaulting Fred Edsbergh, William Wallace assists Christ Losacker, Mar 25, 1:8

John Lowery arrested for assaulting wife Susan, Mar 27, 3:3

John Myers assaulted by Or F. Down, Mar 28, 8:1

F. D. Hopper arrested, Jan Hocks arrested, Mar 30, 1:3

J. L. Dunkin arrested, Steele, O. 31, 1:5

Samuel Boss arrested, Elmer Ellsworth arrested, Mar 31, 1:8

Sam Hinkley shot, Uriah and Frank Leclair held, Mar 30, 1:3

John W. N. and John L. L. fined for fighting, Mar 11, 1:3

Will Morgan struck, Joe Killinger held, Mar 15, 1:6

William struck by unknown assailant, Mar 15, 8:2

Jesse Abel by unknown assailant, O. 2, 2:2

After being assaulted Mrs. Charles Schultz beats and throws unknown assailant out of depot, O. 3, 2:4

Thomas Gillamens says he witnessed arrest for assault of Nick Lewis charging abusive language, left fined, O. 9, 1:7

John McFarlin injured, police investigate, counsel Frank McNeely, Agnes McNeely, Abe Williams, Mike and Tom Bolan, Jan Sevans, Hardy Keran, and Tom Collier arrested, O. 11, 1:5

Fred Henderson assaulted, Harry F. Mills held, O. 14, 1:8

Sidney Harron beaten, John Reichert and John Neumann arrested, O. 21, 3:6

James Vest stabbed, St. Morris held, O. 28, 2:3

Inmate Oxford Retreat for insane, J. E. Morris attacks attendant, O. 28, 2:3; O. 30, 2:2

ALLIED

B婴儿 Yorke shot and wounded by 3 unknown men who attempt to set fire to John Evans res, Mar 25, 4:4

ASSAULTS - MORON (cont)

Fred Osterhilt and Louis Fickar with their families injured in fight, Louis Fickar arrested, son James and Lloyd sought, Apr 21, 4:6

BRIDGEPORT

Martin Sporn injured, John Heinsz accused, Apr 13, 2:2

CANTON

Mrs. Henry S Butler and Mrs. Anna Thomas assaulted, Henry S Butler shoots assailants George McKeeney and William Howard, Apr 29, 2:5

CAMBRIDGE

Norwich Spring shot, James Skidde held, Apr 31, 3:5

CANTON

Rose Murphy’s daughter assaulted, Harvey McGurty held, Apr 14, 2:3

Officer Stanley hit by stone, Charles E. Kennedy and 2 unnamed men held, N. 25, 2:3

Police Officer Ruby beaten by Thomas Burke, N. 25, 2:1

COLEBROOK

Nat Tish stabbed by unknown assailant, Apr 8, 2:3

CINCINNATI

Tony Nillman and wife injured in family quarrel, My 13, 2:5

Or A. King beaten, James Welton held, My 16, 2:8

William Kletzing cuts wife’s throat, attempts suicide by cutting, O. 19, 3:1

William Spottine shot, William Hughes held, O. 28, 2:3

CLEVELAND

F. A. McNeely attacked, Thomas Murphy (Burrus) held, July 27, 3:4

O. R. Patterson shot at by unknown assailant, N. 27, 2:2

CLIFTON

Charles Crockett beaten by William Stewart, Ag 10, 4:4

CLIFFORD

George Shaw stabbed by unknown assailant, D. 28, 2:4

COLUMBUS

William J. Elliott injured when vitriol is thrown in face, William V. Harvey accused, Je 13, 1:2
ASSAULTS - COLUMBUS (cont)
Ja 17, 1:4
August Nudermeyer held on chg of whipping wife
and daughter, Ag 25, 2:8

CROCKSVILLE
W E McAllan shot, Virgil Gregg alleged assailant,
O 12, 2:2; correction: W E McAllan shot in
gun fight with Virgil Gregg, O 14, 2:2

DAYTON
W A Hulbert shot by unknown assailant, N 22, 2:4

DAYTON
Henry Moshier burned when gasoline is thrown on
him and lighted by companion, Ja 28, 3:2
Albert Shafer shot, Charles Lacey sought, Ag 18,
4:5

EAST LIVERPOOL
George Huffman shoots Miss Eff, attempts suicide,
O 13, 1:3

FT RECOVERY
H Neyers beaten, Smith Brothers sought, O 6, 2:5

FOSTORIA
Albert Kissner annals wife, Ja 29, 4:3

GALLIPOLIS
John Calvin stabbed by James Mason, W 21, 2:3

HAMILTON
Anna Umstead's hair cut while sleeping, assailant
sought, O 15, 2:2

HARRISVILLE
James Hall beaten, Jacob Moore held, Ja 15, 3:8

HERKIMER
Mary Frizzle stabbed by unknown persons, O 12,
2:2

HOMESTEAD
Sarah Asher frustrates attack by unknown peddler,
N 15, 2:4

KENT
George Murphy slashed by unknown man, N 2, 2:4
Nash assaulted by unknown man, Ag 17, 1:8
Gregory attacked, John Dean, Tom Rooney, John
Barr, and William Ganmon arrested, Ag 25, 1:3

LARE
Mike Hennagan stabbed, Ellis Brown alleged
assailant, O 7, 2:3

1893

LIUS
Michael Schiffel beaten by older brother, F 9, 3:3

MADISON COUNTY
David Howard escapes punishment from Whitecapa
after wife's plea, D 27, 2:3

MAHONING
S O Whitaker shot at by unknown man, O 5, 2:4

MANSFIELD
Mrs Theodore Pfliedt and Anthony Ruder shot and
wounded, Theodore Pfliedt held, Ja 16, 1:1

MARION
Policeman James Dilley assaulted William Plunkley,
Plunkley arrested on chg of fighting and reasisting
an officer, O 28, 2:3

MICHIGANSTOWN
Nathan Vages daughter assaulted, Mrs Emma Lang
arrested, Jy 12, 2:3

MELIA
Charles Singer attempts to kill sister, O 8, 2:4

NRAINSBURG
Anna Brauer allegedly assaulted by T J Steely, 
D 2, 1:5

MT PLEASANT
Miss McKinley, Sampson, and Robert Linton
allegedly by Mrs Carrie Bukirk, D 27, 2:4

MAYSVILLE
Mrs John Sellers shot, Isaac Edwards alleged
assailant, Jy 7, 2:2

NAPOLEON
Charles Davis and Leonard Farley shot in
sword duel, N 22, 2:4

NEER
William Hart stabbed after release from jail,
appeared at court, Ap 1, 8:5

NORMAL
J M Linder shot, Fred Leffler accused,
_attempts suicide by shooting, Ja 25, 2:2

OBERLIN
Mrs Ferdinand Duffin beaten, husband held, O 19,
2:5

OHIO PENITENTIARY
William Chambers assaulted by Frank Williams,
Ag 24, 2:2

1893

OREGONIA
Alice Goodale beaten by unknown assailant, D 8,
2:4

OSWEGIE
Charles Madden assaulted by unnamed trig, N 20,
2:3

PEMOSVILLE
William Cook allegedly injures 4 children in
drunken rage, Jy 15, 3:6

PONTIAGH
James Platt fatally stabbed, Henry Marahan
alleged assailant, O 21, 2:2

RAHANA
George Wilson and Charles Jensen beaten in
dueling free-for-all fight, both arrested, 
Ap 14, 3:1
L Willard son, Mrs Adeline Sutton fined, Jy 13, 4:3
Charles Hartzall beaten, J Wesley held, N 2, 4:1
Julius Mortoia stabbed, Joseph Bedenheiser held, 
N 16, 4:4
Lester Sherman stabbed, James Remy held, O 2, 8:6

RIPPLE
Police Chief John A Thompson shot, Nathanial
Braupt held, O 2, 2:2

ST CLAIRSVILLE
Thomas Ayers stabbed, Charles Metzal held, Ag 9,
3:5

SALEM
Eph Franklin stabbed, Charles Gallagher held, 
D 26, 2:3

SPRINGFIELD
Anton Russe stabbed by R Raffaelli, Ja 27, 2:7
Rober assaulted by W D Douglas in fit of insanity, 
O 20, 2:3
Mike Connors beaten by unknown assailant, D 26,
2:4

SHEFFIELD
G H Fritz stabbed, boy assailant thrashed, Ag 17,
3:5

TAYLER
J R Bodine shot and wounded by tramps, S 22, 2:3

TOLEDO
William Sales held on chg of striking wife, Ja 23,
1:8

1893

TOLEDO (cont)
John Cling beats children, Ja 22, 3:2
Barrett Mailey arrested for attempting to murder
wife, O 16, 3:1
Capt James Cummins injured when struck with
belaying pin, Capt J A Moore held, N 27, 3:2

TRUMBULL
William Kline shot, Samuel Gallagher alleged
assailant, O 12, 2:2

WAGGONER
Lewall T Campbell beaten in fight, Cort Hudman
and Peter Koffer arrested, Ap 21, 4:3
V Gerstensheimer injured in fight, John Roberts
fined, My 13, 2:8
Holsey and Finn arrested and fined for disorderly
conduct, Ag 31, 4:3
Joseph Smartis attacked, Michael Goldie fined,
brother James held, S 16, 7:2; S 16, 7:2
James Heath assaulted, John Thomas Taylor arrested
and fined, O 26, 3:7
Claude Youngs assault at night, D 28, 3:7
Marshall Charles Aerts injured in fight, James
Goldie held, O 2, 8:5

WASHER
George Campbell attacked, Ed D'Urion and Charles
Holmes arrested, S 16, 7:2; S 15, 7:2

WESTERLY
John Shepper and Tim Nash injured when stabbed
by unknown man, Ag 5, 3:3

WEST LEBRA
Goat Jackson beaten, A S Platt, Jr held, O 27,
2:3

WEST NEWARK
David Cochrane and J Holler held after assaulting
each other, Ag 29, 2:7

WILMINGTON
Underwood and cousin Savage injured in fight,
Jy 12, 2:5
Pat Jones shot by Will Trouble during fight, 
Ja 28, 4:5

WOOSTER
Bert Musky shot by unknown assailant, N 23, 2:4
Sidney Miller beaten by unknown assailant, N 25,
2:4

YOUNGSTOWN
George Lewis assaulted by neighborhood women for
abusing wife, N 2, 3:4
ASTRONOMY
Feature article on position of heavenly bodies in April, Apr 3, 2:2
Relationship to religion discussed by Prof O P Faust, Ag 7, 4:4

AUSTIN FOR THE EISME, COLUMBUS
Shows least per capita cost in its history, N 20, 2:3

ATHLETIC BALL CLUB, AURORA
Organizes, Ja 18, 3:3

ATHENS, OHIO
Sylvester Wren escapes from asylum, commits suicide, Ja 28, 2:2

ATHENS TANNERY
Destroyed by fire, Robert Aranett burned, N 4, 2:7

ATHLETIC ASSN
Elects officers, Ap 18, 4:1

ATHLETICS
Ablehig at Yale subject of address by H N Butler before Bucshel Gall Athletic assn, F 29, 1:3

ATHLETICS (ORS), L D (Clev)
Names Seaman & Smith co in collection suit, N 3, 3:4

ATHLETICS (ORS), JOSEPH M (Saline)
Deaths F 21, 1:7; bing F 21, 1:8; funeral F 28, 1:2

ATTORNEY, F M
Named in coal foreclosure suit by Charles Carvin, N 27, 1:5

ATTORNEY, EUGENE W
Sued for divorce by wife Isabell, case continued, Jy 3, 3:1

AUBLE, JOHN A
Named in collection suit by Thomas A Dixon, Ap 24, 1:1

AUBLE, JOHN H
Name judgment suit against John H Ballume, case against F L Ballume continued, O 30, 1:7; names John H Ballume in aid of execution suit, N 10, 1:4

AUBLE, JOHN
Arrested on charge of attempting Halloween prank, N 2, 4:5; disorderly conduct charge dismissed, N 6, 1:2

AUBURN CIGARETTE CLUB (Conti)
Incorporated, N 25, 4:4

AULT, HOWARD (Cula)
Injured in fall between rr cars, Ag 25, 2:8

AULTMAN, C & CO (Canton)
A Lynch arrest as demanded by Lewis Miller, 1891

AULTMAN, C & CO (Canton) (Cont)
0:11, lists reasons for not wanting premises, D 12, 1:6

AULTMAN, MILLER & CO
Stockholders hold annual meeting, elect dir, Ja 8, 1:14
Announces trained shipment of farm implements to Texas, O 8, 3:3; train of farm machinery leaves Akron for Texas, M 15, 1:14
Feature article on exhibit of machinery, M 15, 3:1

AULON, JOHN
Fireman in fire in new foundry in Clev (Iron Trade Rev), O 14, 3:6

AULON, JOHN
Plans to reopen plant, U 6, 1:5; facilities described, O 9, 1:6; resumes operations, O 10, 1:4

AULON, TAILOR CO
Buys Ashland clover miller patents and machinery, moves to Mansfield, M 17, 2:5

AUSTIN PONDER, WILDS
Receives 3,000 votes in Wash Co election, M 15, 2:4

AVERY STAMPING CO (Clev)
Applies fence on co assignment, Ja 27, 4:6

AVONDALE PRESS CO (Conti)
Rev N. Victor Hall assumes duties as pastor, N 21, 2:3

A YELL (ORS), ADALINE S
Death, Jy 20, 2:5; bing, Jy 27, 2:5; will and application for probate filed, Ag 9, 1:5

A YELL (ORS), ADALINE S
Funeral, Ag 9, 4:6; will probated, Ag 11, 1:5; estate executed, appraisers appointed, Ag 12, 1:7

AZZAR, THOMAS (C Clairesville)
Slashed, Charles Hetzal held, Ag 5, 3:5

AYLESWORTH (ORS), WARREN
I H B E
Rapheal's $25,000 to Wister Univ, S 19, 2:5

BARBER, JOSEPH
Sold out by First Natl Bank of Ravenna, settled, Jy 11, 1:3

BARD, SULLON
Held for assault on Gury C Murham, Ja 30, 1:6; fined, F 6, 3:1

BARD, MISS
Divorce granted to wife, Mary, M 7, 1:7

BARD, E L
Notice of city to rebid on constr and operation of all rts, Jy 1, 7:6

BARD, HENRY
Notified by city to rebid on constr and operation of all rts, Jy 1, 7:6

BARRON, JOHN
Funeral, Ap 22, 8:2

BARD, DAVID (Canton)
Killed when struck by train, M 26, 4:4

BACHTEL, HARVEY
Dismissed from embezzlement chg, Ja 30, 4:2

BACHTEL, JACOB (Lisak)
Barn burned, Jy 27, 8:6

BACHTEL, CARL
Suicide, Ap 17, 1:1

Suicide article in AUB does grave injustice to daughter, Jy 10, 2:2

BACHTEL, CHARLES
Arraigned for forgery, case continued, S 11, 1:6; disorderly conduct charge dismissed, S 14, 3:13

BACON, SAM
With Mrs Mary Lacy, wife, attachment suit against Charles E Groesew, S 18, 1:5

BAKER, MERRILL
Dismissed from disorderly conduct chg, S 3, 4:4

BAILEY, (Clev)
Attached by employees of Starling Fencing co, S 6, 3:5

BAILEY, CYRUS
Named in collection suit by James Brown, S 30, 7:3

BAILEY, DAVID ON Gilead
Killed in fall, Ag 5, 3:3

BAILEY (ORS), C B
Sermon, M 13, 4:3

BAILEY (ORS), ED L
Attempts suicide with morphine to win back wife, M 18, 1:3

BAILEY, HENRY J
Wine collection suit against John J Cook et al, My 1, 3:4

BAILEY, SAM
Res robbed, U 11, 4:2

BAILEY, ALICE G
Sought in Akron by Chicago police, Jy 16, 1:1

BAIRD, GEORGE
Dog stolen, 2 suspects held, Jy 15, 1:2

BAIR, WASHINGTON
William F Snyder appointed asst of estate, Jy 17, 12:4; Jy 19, 1:3

BAIRD, CHARLES (Covington Ky)
Endorses protective tariff at repub meeting, O 27, 4:4

Addresses repub club meeting, N 1, 1:1

Addresses repub meeting, N 3, 1:3

BAIRD (ORS), CLARA
Death, Ag 2, 1:8; 4:2

BAIRD, HELEN
Portrait completed by Lucius W Hitchcock, N 18, 7:5

BAIRD, GLIN (Kent)
Killed when hit by train, Ap 7, 4:3

Funeral, Ap 8, 1:8

BAKER, FRED (Springfield)
Assaulted by W D Douglass in fit of insanity, O 26, 2:3

BAKER, A A
Placed under bond or chg of maintaining a nuisance, F 24, 1:6; given suspended sentence, F 26, 1:6

BAKER, A J (Perry)
App'd vice president of Pres Grover Cleveland, N 17, 2:2

BAKER, ANDREW
Dismissed from chg of vagrancy, F 21, 1:2

BAKER, ARTHUR
Named in property settlement suit brought by Peter Fox, D 12, 3:3

BAKER, BENJAMIN
Suit against Nathan Snyder dismissed, My 29, 1:14; same brought by Minna Snyder continued at cost to plaintiff, 0 12, 3:3

BAKER, CHARLES (Tomsamoet)
Coal house robbed, D 11, 4:5

BAKER, CHARLES K (Cleveland)
Killed when struck by train, Jy 27, 4:5

BAKER, POLLY (Cincinnati)
Robbed, James R Reilly and 2 others held, Ag 24, 1:5
1883

BALKIN, J H
Reen damaged by fire, 189, 1; 12; 0 20, 1; 3
BALKIN, J R
Fire damanged by fire, 189, 1; 12; 0 20, 1; 3
BALKIN, J W
Fire patents "Rights and duties of Labor" presented, 14, 1; 2
BALKIN, JOSEPH, See Baldwin (Capt), A P
BALKIN, LOUIS
Funeral, 2 9, 1; 8
BALKIN & BISBEE
Burnt owned by Andrew Jackson destroyed by fire, 12, 1; 1
BALKIN & BISBEE
Names William Pink in collection suit, 0 30, 1; 7
BALKIN, JOHN
Suicide, 0 24, 2; 7
BALKIN, JOHN N
Suicide, 0 30, 1; 7
BALKIN, WILLIAM
Taxed for disorderly conduct, 1 1, 1; 8
BALKIN & WILLIAM CO
Gen mg of Baker & Millin co, 29, 3; 13
BALKIN ST
Ord to improve passed by council, 17, 1, 3; 3
BALKIN, WILLIAM C
Order of estimated assessment for improvements, 10, 7; 5
BALKIN, WILLIAM
A motion for postponement of assessment tax, 15, 1; 3
BALKIN, WILLIAM
Sixth annual improvement proposed by residents, 21, 7; 3
BALKIN (CAPT), A P & JOSEPH
Deny desh closng accoations to assure state repub victory, 20, 20; 1; 3
BALKIN, ALFRED
Report to make 1st word assessor of any kind in collection suit, 4, 1; 3
BALKIN, CILLA A
Name of city of Akron in collection suit, 28, 1; 16

1983

BALKIN, JOSEPH, See Baldwin (Capt), A P
BALKIN, JOHN
Fire patents "Rights and duties of Labor" presented, 14, 1; 2
BALKIN, JOSEPH, See Baldwin (Capt), A P
BALKIN, LOUIS
Funeral, 2 9, 1; 8
BALKIN & BISBEE
Burnt owned by Andrew Jackson destroyed by fire, 12, 1; 1
BALKIN & BISBEE
Names William Pink in collection suit, 0 30, 1; 7
BALKIN, JOHN
Suicide, 0 24, 2; 7
BALKIN, JOHN N
Suicide, 0 30, 1; 7
BALKIN, WILLIAM
Taxed for disorderly conduct, 1 1, 1; 8
BALKIN & WILLIAM CO
Gen mg of Baker & Miller co, 29, 3; 13
BALKIN ST
Ord to improve passed by council, 17, 1, 3; 3
BALKIN, WILLIAM C
Order of estimated assessment for improvements, 10, 7; 5
BALKIN, WILLIAM
A motion for postponement of assessment tax, 15, 1; 3
BALKIN, WILLIAM
Sixth annual improvement proposed by residents, 21, 7; 3
BALKIN (CAPT), A P & JOSEPH
Deny desh closng accoations to assure state repub victory, 20, 20; 1; 3
BALKIN, ALFRED
Report to make 1st word assessor of any kind in collection suit, 4, 1; 3
BALKIN, CILLA A
Name of city of Akron in collection suit, 28, 1; 16

BANFIELD & OHIO R R CO (cont)
Cabin of and car damaged in collision, no one injured, 1, 2
Train crash at Benterville, no one injured, 10, 1; 2
Time table changes west of Ohio river affects Akron trains, 10, 1; 2
With Valley, Akron and Chicago Ltd, and B & O Cherrstown named in appropriation suit by Akron & New Castle, 20, 1; 1
Trucks damaged at Newark by high water, 3, 1; 2
Signal tower at Greenwich destroyed by fire, 3, 1; 2
Cars derailed and damaged in collision with CAC train, 27, 1; 2
Neves Baille freight station and shops to Benwood (Ohio), 20, 2; 2
Tarenton Tangent stop in run from Pittsburgh to Akron, 11, 1; 5
With CAC cars begin consist of platform at Clinton depot, 12, 2; 4
Consist of branch from Wooster to Millersburg, 17, 1; 2
Train inspection, 10, 1; 2
Resumes consist of road bed from Wooster to Millersburg, 5, 1; 2
With Wooster & Muskingum Valley branch starts laying track to Millersburg, 30, 2; 2
Stand pipe damaged when coal-delivery, 20, 1; 1
With Akron & Chicago Junction ree cars to file damage or injury to city against WPO., 25, 2; 2
Passenger train derailed at Tippecanoe in collision with Penna freight train, 28, 1; 2
Losse damage suit brought by William Sutherland of Homew, 10, 1; 2
Good train service praised (Pittsburgh Chronicle Telegraph), 30, 2; 2
Shelby Junction depot damaged by fire, 0 2, 1; 5
Seven unnamed employees fatally crushed at Wellington when roof of ice house collapses, 30, 2; 2
In personal damage suit brought by Albert Eraser estate, Wooster, 10, 3; 2
US N R CO
Incorporates following consent with Ohio & Muscatappppe Co, 6, 4; 5
BANFIELD & OHIO R R CO
Freight train damaged when derailed, 0 25, 2; 1
Plana extension of old Wooster & Loud rr line into Clevel and Zanesville, 20, 3; 4
Anncnues div changes affecting Akron area, 2, 8; 5
BANFIELD, WILLIAM (Cambridge)
Assaults Mrs Henry S Butler and Anna Thomas, shot and wounded by Henry S Butler, 29, 2; 2
BANCROFT, WHITNEY CO
Named in attachment suit by Werner co, 1, 1; 3
BANIZ, LEVI (Alliance)
Burnt destroyed when struck by lightning, 20, 3; 4
BANK, HARRY
Death, 14, 1; 2
BANK ALLIE
Improvement contracted Daniel McGarry, 10, 1; 5
Ord for improvement from Mill to Market st approved by city council, 25, 2; 2
Rep on estimated assessment of cost of improving Mill to Market st asked for by city council, 13, 1; 5
BANK OF FAIRFAX
Destroyed by fire, 2; 2
BANKRUPTCIES
Failure of house of reps to pass bill critical, 3; 1
BANKS AND BANKING
Bill providing exam for state and private banks introduced in house of reps, 6, 3; 3
Anson insr rev financing problems of city, 10, 1; 4
Resolution introduced providing for establishment of a state banking dept, 30, 1; 5
Banks organizing to defeat proposed bill providing for inspection by state bank exiners, 8, 1; 3
Failure of australian bank and effect on eng markets discussed, 11, 1; 2
Extra exam of banks favored by fed comptroller ridiculed, 11, 1; 2
U S sec of treas urged to enforce suit bank regulations to prevent failures, 27, 2; 1
Withdrawals of deposits deemed impediment to business (ed, Cleve Leader), 30, 2; 2
N Y City limits compelled to enforce 30- to 60-day day clauses because of deposits' withdrawals, 21, 2; 2
Depositories urged to replace withdrawn money to avert further financial panic, 21, 2; 1
Deposit rapid to overbalance withdrawals, believe confidence restored, 2, 1; 1
N Y banks deemed financially sound because of clearing house assn, 2, 1; 1
BARBER, JOHN C
Assignee's collection suit brought by A T Paige cont'd, My 12, 1/3
Urges temporary decrease in interest as assurance for recovery of Citizens' Savings & Loan assn, My 9, 1/6
Cites BCR for calling conditions of Barberton workers chaotic, 11r, Ag 18, 4/4
Begs, 12, 6, 3
Steady flow of capital and employment security dependent on protective tariff, 11r, O 28, 1/1

BARBERS
Cleveland & Akron bargains held picnic at Cottage Grove, Je 17, 1/4
BARBERS ASSN, Akron
Elects officers, Je 10, 4/2
Holds picnic, committed for Labor day celebration, S 6, 2/3

BARBERTON, OHIO
Fire dept plans 4th of July celebration, Je 3, 1/1
Unemployment causes relief chaos, Ag 17, 1/3
Dem election judges accused of permitting dem to commit fraud, N 9, 1/4
BARBERTON BRECKINRIDGE BANK CO
Elects directors and officers, M 20, 1/4
Appraiser by A C & F Dick, Je 2, 1/3

BARBERTON BRICK & TILE CO
J Park Alexander and 2 others appointed appraisers, Ja 17, 1/4
Makes assignment, Simon Duckerhoff appointed assignee, Ja 17, 1/4
Assigns assets, F 7, 4/2; assigns files schedule of debts and liabilities, F 16, 4/3
Purchased by David O'Mara, F 24, 1/6; sale confirmed, F 29, 4/3
Assigns files remaining on claims allowed, My 24, 1/5
BARBERTON LAKESIDE CEMETERY ASSN
Incorporated, N 29, 8/3

BARBERTON REDEVELOPMENT CO
New office dedicated, N 20, 4/2

BARBERTON SAVINGS BANK CO

BASCOM, CHARLES (Youngstown)
Wine personal damage suit against Penna r.r. co, My 28, 2/2; N 30, 2/1

BARCIA, ANNA
Nursed by Rosa Alberson in collection suit, Ja 27, 3/4

BARDOLEY, SAMUEL
Injured when caught in machinery at Howar mills, F 21, 4/2

BARRETT, DAVID A
Robbery attempt frustrated, M 21, 3/4
BARRETT, WILLIAM H
Res robed, Ag 19, 1/4
BARDEN, JOE (Akron)
Saloon r.d, D 22, 2/1
BARGAIN, BENJAMIN
Infant son of S E Barfoot dies, funeral, S 21, 1/8

BARFIELD, JEPH
Arrested on charge preferred by William Redding of permitting vicious dog to run at large, Ja 12, 1/8; dismissed from charge, Je 19, 1/2

BARROWS, CARL
Suicide, My 24, 1/1; death by apoplexy in widows of coroner, My 25, 1/2; conflicting rumors circulating on cause of death, My 26, 1/1; death due to natural causes, rules Coroners, Ke 25, 1/5
BARRE, L A
Claim filed (mit) by Elias Radcliff, Eng svndl, Ap 27, 1/6
BARRENS, C E
Speaks on horticulture at Tallmadge meeting of Summit County Horticultural soc, U 14, 4/4
BARRETT, ROBERT
Fells for intoxication, F 3, 1/6
BARRETT, THOMAS
Arrested, pleads not guilty to charge of disposing of unpaid-for wine, Ap 14, 1/2
BARRETT, TRUMAN C
Death, Je 22, 1/3; blog, Ja 22, 1/3; funeral, Ja 27, 2/6; will filed for probate, Ag 5, 4/7
BARNEY, ALEXANDER
Suicide, M 1, 3/2
BARRES, L T (Mill Grove)
Appointed postmaster by Free Grove Cleveland, O 1, 2/3
BARRETT, WILLIAM
With F B Dodge purchases Western Reserve roofing co, M 28, 4/2
BAR, ANNA
See B. E and Anna
BAR, ED E AND ANNA
Loan collection suit brought by Herman Sather, household effects attached, S 20, 1/5
BARK, JOHN (Kent)
Arrested on charge of assault with intent to kill, Ag 25, 1/3

BARRETT, FRANK
Serial story commended, 0 10, 2/1
BARRETT, JAMES
Candidate for 6th ward assessor defeated by repub Nathaniel Swope, Ag 4, 1/3
BARRET, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, My 15, 1/1
BARRET, WILLIAM
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western r.r. co in collection suit, U 2, 1/7
BARRY, J P
Fined for drunkenness, M 1, 4/3
BARRETT BREWING CO
Names Leander F Shaw in injunction and equitable relief suit, S 26, 1/7; demurrer sustained, O 4, 1/6
BARTLE, JOHN (Hoover)
Arrested for robbery, Ag 17, 3/2
BARTZES, S W
Final acct of estate filed, M 13, 1/3; hearing on exceptions cont'd, M 1, 3/5; esse files report, M 3, 3/4; exceptions to filing final acct sustained in part, overruled in part, My 6, 1/6; final acct corrected and approved, My 8, 4/3; agreement and receipts in final distribution filed, My 15, 1/3
BARTIES ST BRIDGE
Boat on constr ready by city clerk, F 11, 1/2
BAUGH, EMMA (Niles)
Injured when bitten by dog, Ja 20, 2/2
BARFIELDEN, STELLA
Missing for second time, Je 22, 1/7
BARTLEK (OR), EMMA. See Jackson (OR), Emma
BARTLETT, A A
Rapid loss in Gulf of Mexico, drowning feared, F 14, 1/1; eloped, F 14, 2/3
Search vessel begins journey to British island for Hurricane lost in Gulf of Mexico, F 15, 1/7; with Harry S Snook reported to be safe at Corpus Christi, F 16, 1/5; escapes death at storm at sea, F 17, 1/2; congratulated for escape from store in waters of Gulf of Mexico, F 17, 1/2; missing, F 18, 1/1; rapid loss at Pensacola (FLA), F 20, 1/8
Further news of his safety read, F 21, 1/6
Debts stories concerning escape from death in Gulf storm, F 28, 1/5
Best trip to Florida with Harry Snook, feature article, Ap 15, 3/1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>1893 BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL (cont)</th>
<th>1893 BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL - Canton (cont)</th>
<th>1893 BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL - Cleveland (cont)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td><strong>Armon</strong></td>
<td>vs <strong>Saginaw</strong>, My 25, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Pittsburgh</strong>, Je 20, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td><strong>Saginaw, dh, 1 game</strong>, My 29, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>St Louis</strong>, My 26, 3:3</td>
<td>vs <strong>Armon</strong>, Je 14, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Saginaw</strong>, Je 5, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Armon</strong>, Je 16, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Cleveland</strong>, Je 23, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Saginaw</strong>, Je 6, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Saginaw</strong>, My 29, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Cleveland</strong>, Je 25, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Chicago</strong>, My 29, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Cleveland</strong>, Je 29, 3:2</td>
<td>vs <strong>Armon</strong>, Je 26, 3:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Games are listed under names of winners only. Box scores and minor items are not included.

- **Northern Ohio Baseball League**
  - Attempts to organ., Je 5, 3:2
  - City Baseball League holds organization meeting, My 10, 3:3
  - Sudden jump in popularity shown by attendance records, ed, Je 1, 2:1
  - Life of O & H baseball league doubtful, Je 14, 3:3

- **Citizens urged to support club,** ed, 5a, 1, 2:1

**PROFESSIONAL**

- Frank New to play with Atlanta in Southern League, F 29, 3:5
  - Buck every sign with Clev. My 1, 3:3
  - League of Ohio cities planned, Armon invited, My 23, 3:7
  - Akron men raise funds to outfit team, Ap 8, 1:2
  - Citizens' support of local team urged, ed, Ap 14, 2:1
  - Akron team signs prominent players, Ap 19, 1:2
  - Joe Arnold and Hogan signed by Armon, Ap 24, 1:5
  - Opening of National League season hailed, ed, Ap 24, 2:1
  - Akron team members signed, Ap 27, 2:4
  - Ohio and National League formed, My 2, 1:2
  - Akron O & N League players rejoin for spring training, My 8, 3:2
  - Org of Akron team approved, ed, My 9, 2:1
  - Akron players in O & N League selected, My 13, 2:3
  - Ohio-National League assured of success (Clev Plain Dealer), My 13, 6:5

- New and more convenient location for pit urged, ed, My 25, 2:1
- Support of Akron team urged, ed, Je 9, 2:2
- Progress of Akron club praised, ed, Je 13, 2:1
- Akron's playing praised, ed, Je 26, 2:1
- Ohio League disbands, My 5, 1:5
- Frank King logs signs contract with Clev., Ag 7, 3:3
BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL (cont)

Pittsburgh
vs Conti, My 9, 3:2
vs Conti, My 10, 3:4
vs Conti, My 11, 3:3
vs Conti, My 26, 3:3
vs Conti, My 27, 7:2
vs Clev, Je 19, 3:3
vs Clev, Je 22, 3:2

Seguin
vs Canton, ch, 1 game, My 29, 3:2
vs Mansfield, My 25, 3:3
vs Sandusky, My 22, 3:3

St Louis
vs Conti, My 16, 3:3
vs Conti, My 22, 3:4
vs Clev, My 13, 2:5

Sandusky
vs Akron, Je 10, 2:2
vs Bay City, My 22, 3:3
vs Bay City, My 25, 3:2
vs Canton, Je 2, 3:3
vs Canton, Je 3, 3:3
vs East Liverpool, Je 29, 3:2
vs Mansfield, My 26, 3:3
vs Mansfield, ch, My 29, 3:3
vs Saginaw, My 19, 3:2
vs Saginaw, My 20, 2:4
vs Toledo, Je 19, 2:3

Washington
vs Conti, Je 2, 3:3
vs Conti, Je 30, 3:2

SEMI-PROFESSIONAL (cont)

Akron AC
vs Mansfield, Jy 1, 7:1
vs Mansfield, Jy 3, 3:2
vs Old Leaguers, Je 12, 3:2
vs Young Men's Inst, S 20, 3:2
vs Young Men's Inst, S 25, 3:1
vs Young Men's Inst, D 10, 3:5

Cleveland AC
vs Conti AC, ch, My 31, 3:3

Crickecks
vs Redstars, My 22, 3:3

Cuyahoga Falls
vs Rivet Works, My 31, 4:2

1932

BASEBALL - SEMI-PROFESSIONAL (cont)

East Liberty
vs Thomasstown, Je 29, 2:4

Lake View
vs Greenburg, Je 29, 2:4

Sandusky
vs Clev East End Grays, Je 12, 1:4

Werners
vs Knife Works, Je 19, 3:3

YMI
vs AC, S 13, 3:3

AKIETE

Akron Union, org, Ap 6, 1:4

City league organizers, Jy 17, 3:5

Akron AC
vs Eclipse, Jy 24, 3:2
vs Russell of Massillon, Ag 7, 3:3
vs Young Men's Inst, Ag 28, 3:2

East Akron

Rubber Works, Je 26, 3:3

Ridex Corporation

Rubber Works, Je 26, 3:2

Clay Athletic Club
vs Detroit Athletic club, Je 26, 3:3

Manchester

YMI, 0 8, 0:1

Marines
vs Rocks, Je 26, 3:3

Sharon
vs Hadsworth, Jy 8, 2:3

YMI
vs Akron AC, Ag 11, 3:2

YMI
vs Akron AC, S 5, 3:4

YMI
vs Maple Lodge 100F, Jy 31, 3:2

Hadsworth
vs Sharon, Jy 8, 2:3

Werners
vs Rocks, Jy 5, 1:6

COLLEGE

Buchtel plans to apply coach for team, Je 9, 1:2

apples con to arrange winter practice, Jy 10,
BAUER, FREDERICK J (cont)
and cross petition filed by deft, answer to cross petition filed by Sigurd Wehr and Ag 39, 1:4; suit goes to trial, Je 3, 1:7; restraining order issued to prevent disposition of any rights, Je 3, 1:7; amended petition filed, D 20, 1:6
BAUER, HENRY
Escaped horse thief captured, S 28, 1:2
BAUERL, JOHN
Named in injunction suit to prevent W E Slabough's removing whiskey from Mepham distillery warehouse, N 23, 4:3
BAUGHER, ISAAC (Alliance)
Criminally attached and murdered by Curt Davidson, N 15, 1:8
BAUGH, JOSEPH
Arrested for assault and battery on Mrs Rose Lanen, Ag 4, 4:3; arraigned, case contd, Ag 5, 1:2; acquitted, Ag 7, 3:4
BAUGHAN, ASA AND CHARLES (Medina County)
Robbed, John Whitfield and John Shaffer arrested in Akron, D 21, 7:3
BAUGHAN, CHARLES, See Baughan, ASA
BAUGHAN, JOHN (Barberton)
Horse and buggy stolen, buggy damaged in collision with another buggy, Swartz sought, Ap 10, 4:3
BAUGHAN, NORT (Canton)
Injured in shaw battle staged on July 4th, Je 5, 1:7; recovering from injuries, citizens start relief fund for him, Jy 7, 1:5; ignorant of loss of hands in July 4th accident, collection of investment fund proposed, Jy 10, 1:6
BAUGHAN, JAMES
Arrested for violating fish laws, Ag 24, 1:5; released on bail, Ag 25, 3:3; fined, Ag 30, 1:3
BAUGHAN, JAMES (Nashport)
Appl'd street car, Ap 22, 6:3
BAUGHAN (MRS), JAMES
Funeral, Ap 22, 6:3
BAUGHAN, NORA
Estate adum files final acct, M 6, 4:3
BAUGHAN, WILLIAM
Attacked, William Hanselman sought, M 15, 1:1
BAUM, GEORGE
Arrested on intoxication chg, Jly 31, 4:4
BAUM, JOHN (East Liverpool)
Fined and sentenced for selling liquor to habitual drunkard, O 30, 2:3
BAUMANN, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Caroline, J 8, 15, 4:3
BAUMANN, J J (Galion)
Child drowns, N 18, 2:3
BAUER, GEORGE
Benefit concert given in her behalf, Ja 14, 1:4
BAUS, GEORGE
Attested burglar of carriage shop thwarted, Ag 28, 1:6
BAUS, WANDA
Dirt dissolved, Jacob Baus to continue business, Jy 21, 1:3
BAUER, JAMES (Ulimont)
Attested for robbing Moses & Sons dry goods store, S 7, 4:4
BAY (CAPT), WILLIAM (Coal Grove)
Injured when jumping on train, D 5, 2:4
BAY CITY BASEBALL CLUB
Loss collection suit brought by Conrad House, S 21, 4:1
BAYES, FRANK (Hancock)
Kills wife, commits suicide, Jy 10, 2:2
BEACH, T S
Swath, Ag 15, 1:0; funeral, Ag 24, 3:3
BEAL, CHARLES (Callowsville)
Injured in run away, Jy 7, 2:2
BEAN, (Kant)
Suit against Erie r'r co dismissed, M 6, 3:2
BEAN (MRS), ELIZABETH
Death, M 26, 3:3; funeral, Ag 5, 4:7
BEAN, FRED
Arrested for desertion from OMG and unlawfully concealing military goods, Ag 19, 1:5; arraigned for refusal to accompany req't to camp, case contd, J 1, 1:6; held for desertion, petition for writ of habeas corpus filed, case contd, Ag 21, 1:6; rearrested for desertion, Ag 22, 3:3; trial date set, Ag 23, 1:2; tried at battery court; verdict returned, Ag 29, 3:4; loses habeas corpus suit, S 23, 1:8; fined for failure to attend military camp, D 12, 3:2
BEAN (WIFE, L H (Greenville)
Indicted on concealed weapons chg, J 13, 3:3; pleads guilty to chg of attempting to shoot and wound, J 16, 3:5; fined, F 15, 2:7
Robbed, M 23, 4:3
BEAN (MRS), THOMAS (Canton)
Name Erie r'r co in damage suit, J 20, 3:5
BEARD, WILLIAM D (Coffin)
Name personal injury suit against E H Freme
BEAR, WILLIAM D (Coffin)
Fined and sentenced on assault chg, J 9, 4:3
BEARLEY, HANNAH D
BEATTLE, TIMOTHY
Admit files final acct of estate, F 15, 2:3
BEARLEY, L C CO (Circa)
Files assignment to Berry Prentice, J 13, 4:1
BEARDS & SEDLACK
Name & H Fisburn in collection suit, M 8, 1:4
BEARMAN, THEOBALD
Injured at Van Buren Point (N Y) in wreck of SS Dean Richmond during store on Lake Erie, O 10, 2:3
BEATTY, (Ravenna)
Total removal, F 9, 4:1
BEATTY, R G (Ravenna)
Indicted on morals chg, J 13, 3:3
BEATTY, ROBERT J (Coffin)
Carriage and equipment damaged by vandalism, J 26, 4:5
BEATTY ELLEN (Coffin)
Plant burning, total loss probable, M 22, 1:2
BEATTY, I C & S (Ravenna)
Store front damaged by runaway horses, J 9, 1:6
BEARD (MOE), F & T
Censured for his connection with Louisiana Lottery, ed. F 10, 2:2
BEAKERS, CHARLES (Greenvile)
Arrested and bound to ct on robbery chg, N 11, 2:2
BEDFORD, H
Fixed on intoxication chg, J 5, 1:4
BEDFORD, P
Dismissed from chg of vagrancy, F 20, 1:6
BECKER, H O (Sharoon Tap)
Chickens stolen, barn and contents destroyed by fire, O 14, 6:3
BECK, STEPHEN W
Death, J 28, 1:3; funeral announcement, J 29, 1:3; funeral, J 1, 8:3
BECK, GEORGE
Attempted robbery of ree fallas, Ap 24, 2:2
BECK, MICHAEL
Being tried on non-support chg, J 26, 1:6; acquitted and dismissed from chg of failing to provide for family, J 27, 1:2
Arraigned for intoxication, J 24, 1:6
BECK, MICHAEL (cont)
Sued for divorce by wife Barbara, Ag 26, 1:7
BECK & JOHNSTON
Assignee ordered to file acct, D 30, 1:5, 1:4
BECK, ADA
Pronounced insane, S 8, 3:4; H H Heilinger appointed guardian, D 14, 1:8
BECKER (BISHOP), HENRY J
Lectures on Jerusalem before audience at North Hill Trinity Reformed ch, M 21, 4:5
BEECH, MARY
Estate named in collection suit brought by Adam and Emma Gillman, Ag 4, 4:3
BEECH, WILLIAM H
Named in collection suit by Adam and Emma Gillman, J 20, 1:7; Jy 21, 1:7
BEECH, KLEINHEIS WILHELM
Injured at Long Lake pk, J 16, 1:4
BEECHLEY, MARY (cont). See Beckley (Mrs.), Mary
BEECHLEY, N (MRS), MARY ANN (MRS)
(Contil.) Injured when car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
BEDONNER, JOSEPH (Ravenna)
Fined and sentenced for assault on Julius Mantcho, N 16, 4:4
BENDFORD, OHIO
Bill passed in an authorizing transfer of funds by bd of educ, F 1, 2:5
BELL, FANNY S
Distribution of proceeds ordered in suit against William Underwood, F 14, 1:5
BEECHMANN, HARRY (Ottawa)
Wine liquor-selling damage suit against Larry Weaver, N 25, 2:5
BEECHMAN, ROBERT (Lincoln)
Res robbery attempted, O 10, 2:3
BELLER, HENRY
Held on conspiracy chg for Persson authorities, Ja 15, 1:7; surrenders to Detective Sill on chg, J 16, 1:1; released, J 17, 1:7
BEELEY, J (Ravenna)
Held for assault on Charles Hartszell, N 2, 4:1
BEER AND BREWIN'g MARKS
Staid's competition growing acute, ed. Ja 12, 2:3
BEERS, LEONARD (Pinknoodles)
Appellant as postmaster to stand, Jy 11, 1:5
BESSE, CHARLES J
Estates file inventory and application for order of public sale, S 12, 2:3; Executrix Kitts Bessie returns order of private sale unexecuted, D 22, 1:6

BESSE, FRED N
See 2nd ward candidate for bd of educ elected by repub Lincoln C Miles, Ap 4, 1:3

BESSE, JOHN, JR
Assigns, William G Good appt assignee, N 24, 2:2; returns order of sale of chattels, property sold, sale confirmed, U 12, 3:3

BESSE, JOHN, Sr
Death, Jy 29, 1:6; 4:2

BESSE, SAMUEL
Sued for divorce by wife Dora, Jy 25, 1:4; petition for annulment dismissed, S 15, 1:8; O 20, 1:4

Assaulted, met wt maliciously damaged, Elmer Ellsworth arrested, O 31, 1:6

Named in collection suit by Cleveland Guarantee Co, N 1, 4:2

BESSEL, (Amanda)
Daughter drowned, M 3, 3:4

BESSON, CLAUDIA
Effects a permanent org, elects officers, Jl 31, 1:7

Concert, Ap 5, 1:5; N 18, 1:8

BEHM, CATHERINE
Will filed, My 15, 1:3; will filed for probate, My 17, 2:6; will probated, Cyrus H Dalaharn appt executor, My 22, 3:4; Cyrus H Dalaharn appt asser of estate, My 22, 3:5

BENNER, MARY A. See Behmer, Moses A

BENNER, MOSES G and MARY A
Named in collection and foreclosure suit by Oliver Moore estate, O 14, 1:3; lease suit, mortgaged property ordered sold, N 13, 1:4

BEIGHTER, GEORGE
Arraigned for shooting at Claude Lilly, Mr 29, 1:7

BEIJER, JOSEPH AND ROSA
Named in property damage suit by Anna Urban, S 26, 1:7

BEIER, ROSA. See Heier, Joseph and Rosa

BEIER, GEORGE

BELER, LENA
Suit brought by Stephen Stahr, property sale confirmed, My 3, 4:4

BEIR, JOSEPH AND ROSA
Fined for neighborhood quarrel, Jy 8, 1:6

BELAIR, ROSA. See Beair, Joseph and Rosa

BELINDA F M
Robbed, hawmoks returned, Jy 24, 4:4

BELFORD, ORR E
Named in recruit suit by J Wells Court, N 1, 1:8

BELIS, JAMES (Summitville)
Held on chg of beating and robbing Hugh Wright, U 10, 2:4

BELIC, HENRY
Dismissed from assault chg, Jy 17, 1:8

BELIS, KATHERINE

BELK, (New Lexington)
Killed with brother when thundering machine engine exploded, Ap 2, 2:2

BELLOWS (CPT), A R (New Lisbon)
Convicted of shooting with intent to kill, N 25, 2:4

BELLS, CHARLES
Fined from vagrancy chg, Ap 4, 3:2

BELSCH, EUGENE
Dismissed from chg of vagrancy, J 7, 1:4

BELKE, EMMANUEL
Named in Foreclosure suit by Reuben Swarthout, S 15, 2:4; order of private property sale issued, Mr 13, 1:3; order of sale confirmed, ordered, Mr 22, 3:4

BENDEN, GEOFFREY
Arrested for shooting at Claude Lilly, Mr 29, 1:7

BEIER, JOSEPH AND ROSA
Named in property damage suit by Anna Urban, S 26, 1:7

BEIER, ROSA. See Heier, Joseph and Rosa

BEIER, GEORGE

BELER, LENA
Suit brought by Stephen Stahr, property sale confirmed, My 3, 4:4

BEIR, JOSEPH AND ROSA
Fined for neighborhood quarrel, Jy 8, 1:6

BELLAIRE, JAMESVILLE & CNTL OR
Part of line owned by Summit county sold at loss, corruption chgs made, Ap 14, 1:1

ENJOYMENT by U S ct against transfer of 9 miles of track to C&G, Shannan & Rocking rpr expect, ed, My 5, 1:3

BELLISI, JOHNNY
Injured in train collision near Mansfield, I 11, 1:1

BELLEDGE, ORR E AND MRS. JEFFERSON (Cronton)
Fined for criminal intemity on chgs preferred by Patrick Wilson, S 9, 4:5

BELLOWS, JOHN H
Judgment suit brought by John H Ashby contd, O 30, 1:7; loss suit, O 30, 1:7

Named in aid of execution suit by John H Ashby, N 10, 1:4

BELLOWS (MS), LUDOVIA
Charles D Bellows appt executor of estate, legal notice, Jl 25, 3:6; willing to probate, Ja 25, 4:4

BELLS, S A (Findlay)
Horse and cutter stolen at Marysville, Harry Hoover confesses theft, O 12, 2:2

BELMONT COUNTY
George McPherson, Phillip Hall, and Charles Gately escape from Bellaire jail, Je 6, 2:8

BELT, GEORGE
Injured in train collision near Loudenslie, F 2, 1:5

BELT LINE R CO
Trestle damaged by fire, Ag 8, 1:8

BENNETT, MARVIN (Gilmoreville)
Resigns as postmaster, Ag 4, 3:2

BENNETT, HARRY (New Portage)
Fined for violation of Sunday observance law, N 22, 1:8

BENNETT, HENRY (Stevens)
Injured by falling log, O 22, 3:1

BENNETT, HENRY (Stevens)
Injured by falling log, O 22, 3:1

BENNETT, HENRY (Stevens)
Injured by falling log, O 22, 3:1

BENNETT, HENRY (Stevens)
Injured by falling log, O 22, 3:1

BENNETT, HENRY (Stevens)
Injured by falling log, O 22, 3:1

BENNETT, HENRY (Stevens)
Injured by falling log, O 22, 3:1

BENOIT, WILLIAM
Named in promissory suit by estate exec John A Prickett, My 10, 1:2

BENNETT, RAY ARTHUR
Amber and cross petition filed by O'Brien, Chapman & Reynolds in suit against Honor & New Castle railroad, O 29, 1:8

BENNETT, JAMES
Admitted to the bar, Je 9, 1:2

BENNETT, CAROLINE E
Estate ader H S Denler files final acct, O 5, 1:5

BENNETT, HENRY
Blg, O 25, 1:6; funeral, O 25, 4:3; estate exor files inventory, N 20, 1:7

BENNETT, HENRY D
Swindled, Frank Rinehard held, Ag 5, 1:2

BENNETT, FRANK (Coll)
Named in gambling chg, U 1, 2:2

BENNETT (Rev), LECTURES ON LOVE, COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE, M 30, 8:6

BENNETT, CYSTA (Morris Fork)
Appled vice postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, N 17, 2:2

BENNETT, EDWARD (Sandusky)
Named for failure paying William W Sullivan, S 22, 2:4; stealing deemed act of self defense by coroner's verdict, S 22, 4:2

BENNETT (MS), DAVID
Married, Jl 3, 1:3; blg, Ja 3, 1:7; funeral, Ja 5, 1:4; will probated, Ja 7, 4:1; Lena Francis appt executor, Ja 14, 7:6; application to sell chattels granted, Ja 25, 4:4

BENNETT (REV), HENRY W
Lecture on marriage at North Hill ME ch, F 25, 2:4

Address NCTU meeting on temperance, Mr 18, 1:5

Describes beauty and curiosities of Yellowstone Hll park, Ap 6, 4:4
1893

BESMAN, JOHN (cont)

Trial granted, My 21, 1;1; date for return of jury muster set, My 23, 1;4; appropriation suit brought by City of Akron begins, My 25, 1;3; awarded property damage against city, My 26, 1;3; wins suit, My 26, 4;4

BESMAN & HEILEN

Saloon raided, D 16, 7;3

BEYER, WASHO P

Conviction on chg of illegal moving of goods upheld by state app ct, My 2, 1;1; ;surrenders to sheriff, My 3, 1;1; returned to Ohio penitentiary to finish sentence, My 13, 8;1; petition for release from penitentiary, Ag 31, 1;3

BEMERTZ, H B

Saloon damaged by fire, Ag 14, 1;5

BENJAMIN, JOHN (Fairfield Tp)

Burn injured, N 23, 2;4

BERNARD, CHARLES B

Blog, por, Nr 27, 4;4; funeral, Nr 28, 3;3

BERNARD (SRS), M

Escaped lunatic recaptured, Ja 24, 1;8

BERNESS, HERMAN

Released from insanity chg, Je 2, 4;5

BERNITT, JOHN

Death, F 13, 1;5; funeral, F 13, 1;7; Gustav and Ernest Bernitt appld adms of estate, F 20, 4;2; F 21, 3;8

BERRY (MRS), T (Stewart's Corner)

Injured when run over by horse, My 26, 1;6

BERRY (MRS), A H

Injured in fall down stairs, Je 7, 8;2

BERRY, ED

Assignes files rept of final distribution, F 20, 4;2

BERRY (MRS), C

Addresses first session of YCUC conf, Ap 7, 1;1

BERRY, JAMES (Kent)

Son 7 injured by accidentally swallowing carbolic acid, My 13, 2;2

BESAN (DORSEY), WELLMONT

Sermon, Ja 17, 4;5

BESAN (CLIVER), WELLMONT

Speaks on non-religious subject, U 12, 1;5

BESCHERER, WILLIAM

 Held on chg of robbing Frank Mason res, Ag 29, 1;3

BESCHERER, WILLIAM, JR

Burned when gasoline ignited, N 22, 1;4

1893

BROCK, LOUIS

One 2nd ward candidate for council defeated by repub Dr E S Underwood, Ap 4, 1;2

BROOK, WILLIAM (Uniontown)

Held in robbery of George Stempke, D 29, 2;2

BROOKS, CHARLES

Assaulted, brother Dietrich arrested and fined, Ag 16, 1;1

BROOKS, WILLIAM (Piqua)

Injured when boiler explodes, N 11, 2;2

BICYCLE CLUB

Spawns race, Ernest B Gray and Frank Wink win honors, Ja 26, 1;7

BICYCLES AND BICYCLING

Coaster patent issued to John Gammert, Ja 13, 2;5

Feature article on growth of sport, Nr 25, 3;3

Sid Black gives trick riding exhibition, Ap 13, 1;6

Riders warned against developing curvature of spine, ed, Ja 1, 2;1

Possibility of gain in ladies' favor discussed, ed, Ja 26, 2;1

Possibility of women riders queried, ed, Ag 5, 2;2

RACING

Relay races behind schedule at Perryburg, My 4, 1;7

Cross country relay riders provide reason for improvement of highways, ed, My 5, 2;1

C & G Middlina win 1st place in annual meet held by Cleve Wheel club, My 31, 3;3

Informal race postponement contemplated, Ag 29, 3;3

Resume of races sponsored by Canton Bicycle club, S 5, 4;4

Akron Bicycle club program, S 27, 3;5

Fred E Harvey wins main event in Akron Bicycle club's 3rd annual race, S 25, 4;4

Cyclists commended for surpassing horse racing records, ed, D 4, 2;1

BIXLE, HENRY C & CO

Names assignee of William H Gretzmuth in real estate suit, Ap 11, 1;7

BIXL, FRANK

Suit against D H Grubhale, ansn filed by deff, Ap 29, 1;3

BIXL, ROSA

See also Bixler, Joseph and Rosa

Fined for assault on Anna Urban, My 8, 1;6
BILLMAN, SIMON  
Sutter's, S 4, 3:2

BINKER, FRANK (Oberlin)  
Arrested on chg of robbing Goodrich Book store, 0 29, 2:2

BINNEMAN, B N  
Funeral, 0 9, 8:3

BINNEMAN, CHARLES N  
Files deader in suit of S J Ritchie against Stevenson Burke and others, 0 23, 1:7

BINKS, JACOB  
Horse backs into feeder, drowns, My 20, 1:7

BINKE, JOHN  

BIRD, THOMAS (Callipolis)  
 Held on chg of shooting Mrs Hannah Callaway, 0 28, 2:4

BIRK, W A, SR  
Funeral, Mr 25, 3:2

BIRKING BROS (Lynchburg)  
Appra C Cassandra assigns, Ag 24, 2:2

BIRD, CHARLES  
Arrested in Columbia (Florida) for alleged murder of Anna Salls, Jy 12, 2:7

BIRKETT, HARRY  
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western RR co in collection suit, V 2, 1:7

BISHOP, MILDRED (SITZMARK), MIN  
Investigation of ships held by cases paper held by city courts, 0 13, 1:8; exalted in feminization and misconduct ships, 0 16, 3:5

BIRDS  
Akers, Harry S, G 20, 1:8

Albertson, William, D 6, J 7, 1:8

Alexander, A D, twins, son and daughter, G 6, 1:8

Andrews, J H, D, J 20, 1:8

Baker, Clay, d, Jy 12, 2:3

Ballard, H J, D, G 24, 1:8

Barrow, John, s, Ap 21, 1:6

Barlow, Cyrus, F, s, J 24, 1:8

Burcham, Norethal, s, J 2, 1:7

Baum, Orin W, F 27, 1:8

Beck, George, s, G 18, 1:8

Beck, Henry, d, J 18, 1:6

Bennett, Curtis, s, D 21, 1:8

Bergstrom, Frank, d, J 4, 1:8

Billig, Charles, d, My 10, 1:6

Booseker, R, s, J 20 (20), 1:8

Bolander, Clark, d, F 9, 1:5

Bozeman, John, s, G 20, 1:8

Bates, Samuel, s, G 11, 1:6

Bowen, John, d, G 11, 1:6

Bowen, Nathan, J 30, s, J 31, 1:7

Branham, Andrew, s, F 10, 1:8

Doolittle, Caramel, D 29, 3:5

Douglas, T C, d, J 20, 1:8

Dunn, Ed, twin daughters, G 21, 1:8

Dunn, George H, s, G 23, 1:6

Dun, John, s, J 23, 1:6

Dunkel, C L, s, J 21 (20), 1:8

Dunlap, E, s, G 8, 1:8

Dunlap, E, D, G 8, 1:8

Eckstein, Harry, s, G 5, 1:3; 1:8

Elliott, W K, s, G 10, 1:7

Eppes, Stephen, s, Ap 15, 1:8

Ets, E S, s, Ap 19, 1:8

Evans, Party, s, G 20, 1:8

Farr, John, d, G 13, 1:6

Fassnacht, F, s, Jy 12, 2:3

Fassnacht, Samuel, s, G 5, 1:3

Fassnacht (Alta), Lewis, D, G 5, 4:4

Farr, Samuel, s, J 10, 1:8

Farr, Philip, H, s, My 27, 1:6

Fay, John, s, H 4, 8:4

Fisher, W K, s, Ap 1, 1:7

Fitzgerald, John, s, J 9, 3:5

Foust, Charles, s, F 17, 1:6

French, J 4, s, Jy 7, 1:8

Frederickson, W E, s, G 14, 1:5

Frey, William, s, Ap 12, 1:8

Gage, Henry F, s, Jy 21, 1:8

Gang, Sherr, s, J 12, 2:4

George, Martin, s, F 15, 2:5

Giles, William, s, F 11, 3:2

Goodwin, C, s, Jy 18, 1:8

Gordon, Joseph, s, G 18, 1:8

Graham, Valentine Z, s, G 27, 1:8

Greenhaw, Alva S, s, J 11, 1:7

Greenup, George, s, G 19, 1:7

Gregg, Samuel, s, Ap 27, 1:6

Gregory, J M, d, Jy 20, 1:7

Gristwood, Charles, s, G 30, 1:8

Gross, Frank, s, G 21, 4:2

Gross, John, s, Jy 12, 1:6

Gwinnell, R L, s, G 6, 1:8

Hackett, James, s, Ag 12, 1:8

Hal, George, s, J 30, 1:8

Hal, J P, s, J 22, 1:8

Hall, D L, s, Ap 25, 1:8

Hans, Frank, s, G 14, 1:5

Hendryx, J A, s, Ag 5, 1:8

Hunt, John, s, My 3, 1:8

Hass, Roscoe, s, G 5, 3:1

Hawker, W S, s, G 8, 1:8

Hornberger, D, N 9, 4:5

Hooks, W J, s, F 22, 1:8

Huber, Harry, d, G 18, 1:8

Huber, William, d, G 20, 2:2

Hull, E J, s, J 14, 1:8

Irie, E E, d, G 9, 8:5

Ingersoll, H, s, F 20, 1:8

Isaacs, E C, d, H 3, 3:7

James, William, s, My 12, 1:8

Jewel, F M, s, G 28, 4:4

Jewell, F M, d, G 12, 1:8

Johnson, Adam, s, G 31, 1:5

BINGHAM, WALTER  
Lottie names Hesses of Bigelow, Elizabeth Secrett, Sarah A Porter, Louisa J, Eugene, and George Parker and John Wyckoff in real estate recovery suit, Ag 3, 4:2

BISCELL, WILLIAM  
Wine receipt suit brought by Emma Burt and 2 sisters, S 9, 7:1

BISHER, ORF, HAMILTON F  
Names John F Newton in collection suit, S 18, 3:4

BISSET, ESTHER S  
Named in collection suit brought by Blue Pond Co, N 27, 1:4

BISSET, L M (Indianapolis)  

BILES, SAMUEL (Kent)  
Held on insanity chg, N 11, 8:5; transferred to Portage County Jail in Ravenna, N 16, 4:4

BILLS, JACOB  
See Riles, Faneul

BILL POSTING CO  
Wine collection suit against Akron Daily Democratic, Jz 20, 1:6

BILLINSETT, J J  
Lectures on women suffrage before audience of Evening League at North Hill ME ch, Ap 22, 7:2

BILLMAN, A G (Northampton Twp)  
Horse stolen, S 25, 4:3
BIRTHS (cont)
Jay, H E, d, Ja 18, 1:8
Kens, James, d, S 26, 1:6
Kellum, John, d, Ja 19, 1:8
Keller, F W, s, Ap 11, 1:6
Keller, William, C, s, N 28, 1:8
Kennedy, Martin, s, F 10, 1:8
Kennedy, Samuel, A, s, Ja 11, 1:7
Kidd, F D, o, S 6, 1:6
Kilgore, John, twin daughters, My 8, 1:8
Kirk, M S, d, 0 21, 1:5
Kline, Frank, s, N 10, 1:8
Kuder, Lurine, s, N 16, 1:8
Kurtz, Harry S, s, Ja 17, 1:8
Lucy, William, D, s, N 3, 1:8
Lambright, J L, d, Ag 30, 1:6
Lanner, David, s, S 21, 1:8
Leiter, John, d, 0 6, 1:7
Lindsay, Ed, N 7, 1:1
Lippert, George, s, Ja 26, 1:8
Lovell, F L, s, N 6, 1:6
McCaughey, T J, s, Ja 28, 1:7
McCaugh, N G, s, N 18, 1:8
McGinty, James, d, D 24, 1:4
McLernon, James, s, N 21, 1:5
McKee, John, d, D 11, 1:7
McManus, Al, s, N 10, 1:3
McKitter, Robert, d, Ja 27, 2:5
McNaught, J A, s, Ja 25, 1:4
Mann, John, d, 0 19, 1:6
Maxwell, Al, s, N 10, 1:3
Maxwell, Fred, d, Ap 25, 1:8
Mason, William, d, Ap 24, 1:8
Mason, George, s, Ja 23, 2:4
Meikle, Marvin, s, My 8, 1:8
Miller, A L, s, N 25, 1:8
Miller, Billy, d, Ja 26, 2:3
Miller, Howard, s, My 4, 1:8
Miller, Samuel, s, 0 5, 1:8
Mize, George, d, Ja 12, 2:2
Morgan, Tom, d, Ja 12, 2:4
Morris, William, s, Ap 24, 1:8
Nance, C, s, Ap 14, 1:8
Nance, Edward, d, N 25, 4:5
Narol, Arthur, s, Ja 26, 1:8
Mueller, Adolph, d, S 25, 1:6
Nash, C, s, D 12, 1:8
Neely, H A, s, Ja 25, 1:8
Newton, Frank, s, D 24, 1:8
Northcutt, James, d, Ag 28, 1:8

BIRTHS (cont)
Quinn, Charles, d, F 20, 1:7
O'Brien, Cluver, s, Ap 29, 1:8
O'Dell, W H, d, Ag 9, 1:8
Orr, W A, s, Ag 4, 1:7
Padgett, J F, d, Je 20, 1:8
Palmer, L E, s, N 1, 1:8
Palmer, Thomas, s, N 10, 1:6
Parker, C E, s, Ja 14, 1:6
Parshall, W S, s, 0 4, 1:7
Peterson, Louis, s, Ja 21 (20), 1:8
Petitt, Louis H, s, Ja 21, 1:7
Phillips, George, s, Ja 11, 1:7
Plagert, Peter, s, N 20, 1:6
Plumley, F J, twin sons, 0 26, 1:8
Prince, Herman, d, Ap 12, 1:8
Pringle, Robert, s, Ja 11, 1:7
Proctor, Enoch, C, s, 0 11, 1:8
Ralph, E C, d, F 20, 2:2
Rash, George, s, Ja 27, 2:5
Redding, Vernon, d, Ja 10, 1:8
Reiser, Frank, s, 0 18, 2:7
Rentenberg, William, s, (Ostenburg), N 3, 1:8
Rhodes, Perry, s, Ag 5, 4:7
Roberts, John, d, My 18, 1:8
Roberts, William, A, s, Ja 10, 1:8
Robinson, R W, s, E 14, 1:8
Roy, s, D 23, 4:6
Roy, A E, s, Ja 5, 1:7
Sabin, John, s, N 9, 1:8
Schroeder, Charles, s, N 3, 1:6
Schumacher, F D, d, Ap 15, 1:8
Schumacher, Joseph, s, N 10, 1:3
Selzer, Casper, s, N 6, 1:8
Selzer, Philip, s, D 22, 1:8
Seward, R H, s, 0 26, 1:6
Slaby, George, s, F 22, 1:8
Slattery, Charles, s, N 10, 1:3
Smith, Jacob, d, 0 4, 3:4
Smith, Robert, s, D 23, 4:7
Snyder, Maurice, S, twin daughters, Je 18, 1:2
Solomon, Ap 18, 1:8
Squires, Frank, s, Ap 6, 1:2
Spangler, Elnora, s, Ja 11, 1:7
Spangler, Perry, s, W 20, 0:3
Stanford, Robert, H, s, 0 1, 1:8
Starr, John C, d, My 5, 1:8
Stegert, William, s, N 30, 1:4
Straton, (Rev.), W H, s, N 10, 1:6
Strohl, John, s, 0 10, 1:8

BISHOPS (cont)
Sibley, Samuel, s, N 18, 1:8
Sullivan, John, F, twin sons, N 11, 1:6
Sykes, D, s, O 14, 7:5
Tyler, George, s, E 30, 1:8
Thomson, Adolph, s, Ag 14, 1:8
Thomson (Rev.), W H, d, N 15, 1:7
Thomas, Sam L, s, 0 10, 1:8
Taber, W T, d, Ag 5, 1:8
Tomson, John, s, N 7, 1:4
Truby, Elmer, s, D 23, 7:4
Tunnhoft, O, d, Ja 12, 2:5
Tuttle, James, d, My 15, 1:6
Vail, Arthur H, s, Ap 17, 1:8
Vass, Albert, s, U 2, 2:6
Wallace, N E, s, D 21, 1:5
Wallin, T F, s, N 7, 4:3
Weaver, E C, s, O 23, 1:4
Welch, John, s, D 26, 4:4
Wells, (Rev.), W H, s, N 29, 2:5
Wetmore, Frank R, s, Ag 5, 1:8
Wetzel, John, s, Ja 29, 1:8
White, N 25, 4:5
Wilhelm, A J, s, Ap 20, 1:8
Williams, Thomas, s, D 26, 2:4
Williams, W H, d, D 25, 1:8
Wilson, Charles, s, Ap 14, 1:8
Wise, Grant, d, Ap 18, 1:8
Wolfer, Alvin, s, N 16, 4:6
BIRLEY, ORLANDO J (Harberton)
Killed when kicked by horses, D 4, 1:4
Property found on body filed by coroner Houston
Keller, D 9, 1:5
BISHOFF, FERDIE (cont)
Arraigned on disorderly conduct charge, released,
Ag 25, 1:8
BISHOFF, AGW
Robbed, S 14, 1:8
BISHOFF, ALFRED (Marion)
Convicted of robbery, D 20, 2:2; sentenced to
penitentiary, 0 21, 2:2
BISHOFF, CLARK H
Named in collection suit brought by Jessie E
Parshall, My 13, 1:6
BISHOFF, FRED
Named in collection suit brought by Elizabeth Merritt,
Ag 7, 1:8
BISHOFF, JOSEPH
Appried to estate bd of arbitration by Gov William
McKeeley, Ap 6, 1:2; appraised confirmed by se?
BLACK, JACOB

Breach of trust suit against Charles Carpenter, Ag 7, 1:8

BLACK, GEN., JOHN C

Receipt of Civil war pension criticized, ed, Je 3, 2:1

BLACK, STEPHEN

Escapes from Harkness jail, Je 10, 2:5

BLACK, SID


BLACK BEAR HAT STORE

Defraded by check, H N Kaufman held, Yd 31, 4:4

BLACK, SCHOLLY DUNBAR

John Newsel child dies at East Liverpool, D 30, 2:3

BLACKBURN, CLEM

Sentenced to penitentiary for bribery, F 24, 3:3

BLACKBURN, HARRY (Wadsworth)

Injured in fall from ladder, N 11, 3:2

BLAINE, EMMA J

Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1; lease suit, Yj 14, 1:4

BLAINE, JAMES SULLIVAN

Illness lamented, ed, Ja 9, 2:2; death inevitable, ed, Ja 13, 2:1; this house passes resolution of sympathy, Ja 27, 1:6; tribute, ed, Ja 27, 2:1

BLAIR, FRANK

Escapes from Portsmouth jail, JU 22, 3:3

BLAIR, JOHN (Cont.)

Known also as John Cole and John Peal. Held for standing in door from Dr and Mrs Gobert, D Belle Bauer, and 3 others, D 15, 3:2

BLAIR, WILLIE

Gang store destroyed by fire, D 21, 3:5

BLAIR, KENNETH

Held for murder of William Slocum, S 26, 2:2

BLAKE, ORIS, SAMUEL (Surely)

Fatally shot, William K Hill escapes, D 7, 3:7

BLACKLY, HARRY D

See Blakely, Harvey D

BLAKESLEY, HAROLD D

Knee collection suit brought against Chris Reinhall, My 1, 3:4

Knee collection suit brought by Chris Reinhall, Ja 13, 1:3

BLANCHARD BROS & Co. See Blaschul BROS & Co

BLANEY, JAMES

Fattily injured in train collision near Edgerton, D 2, 1:4

BLANCHARD, IRA (Gran Top)

Two-year-old child killed by asphyxiation, D 30, 2:2

BLAND (Cook)

Hospital as chief of house com on collapse discussed, ed, Yj 5, 2:1

BLANDIN (JUDGE), F J

Executive meeting, N 6, 1:5

BLANK, J

Ran away by fire, D 30, 1:5

BLANK, JOHN, SR (Canal Fulton)

Appointed postmaster, Yd 12, 2:4

BLAINE & AUGUSTA

Henry Blankenhagen secures injunction in suit for equitable relief, S 15, 1:8

BLAINE & MARY

Names August Blankenhagen and John Guiltch in injunction and equitable relief suit, S 15, 1:8

BLAINE & MARY (Huron County)

Convicted for assault with intent to rape, N 29, 2:2; found guilty on charge of assaulting Mrs Patterson, N 30, 2:2

BLATTOFORD (Lewis Justice)

Death pays for her successor, ed, Yj 8, 2:1

BLAINE & MARY (OR)

Injurious to car-buggy collision, N 30, 2:2

BLAINE & MARY (OR), (Lisa)

Claim three of mayor, ed, Yj 11, 1:6; named mayor by city council, Yj 14, 1:2

BLAIR & ALLISON, CATHERINE

Death of Mary, Ja 1, 1:6; funeral, My 1, 3:5

BLOSE, AUGUST

Name William Blakes in collection suit, N 1, 1:6; files supplemental petition in pending infringement suit, N 10, 1:15

BILLER, GEORGE

Gentleman files final account, My 5, 3:1

BILL, JAMES (Massillon)

Chainsawing after giving 3 men impersonating 'U.S. revenue officers' sailor, D 31, 4:6

BLISS, FRED

Res robbery thwarted, Ag 25, 1:8

BLISS, PHILIP N

Death, Yj 6, 1:1; burial, Yj 6, 1:6; funeral, Yj 7, 1:6

Property found on body deposited, Yj 8, 2:2

Will filed, Yj 10, 1:5; estate accountant, Yj 12, 2:2; apportioned, Ag 9, 1:15

BLICK, CLEMENT (Lancaster)

Killed by shotguns blast, S 16, 2:2

BLOOM, JACOB

Money suit brought against Charles H Carpenter, My 29, 1:3

 BLOCKER, GEORGE

Arrested for destroying newspapers belonging to Karl DeBlen, Ag 14, 1:2; arraigned for tearing up newspaper's papers, case contd, Ag 15, 4:2; Ag 17, 1:3

BLOCKER, JOHN

Supplied saloon robbed, Ja 13, 1:7

BLOCKER, MARTIN

Named by Charles Dressler in collection suit, Ja 30, 1:3

BLOCKER, M

Sentenced to labor on site for vagrancy, U 5, 4:2

BLOCKER, EDWARD C

Names Nathan Snyder in reappraisal suit, Yj 14, 1:4

BLOCKER, DAVID (Loyal Oak)

Infant scalded to death by boiling water, Ap 26, 3:5

BLINN, WILLIAM

Named by Albert A Miller in collection suit, N 24, 2:6

BLUM (CONROD),


Excitement favored, ed, Yj 8, 2:1

BLUM (ORS), EDNA B (Barberton)

Charges City Marshal & Cruiser with attempted extortion, Ja 13, 1:6

BLUE FORD PAPER CO

Elects officers, Yj 7, 1:6

Diva criticized for allowing baseball game on Decoration day, ed, Yj 30, 2:1

Desert most beautiful picnic grounds in Northern Ohio, Ye 8, 3:3; 7:2


Names Thomas W McCue in collection suit, N 20, 1:6

Names Chris and Mary Koch in collection suit, N 27, 1:4

Names Esther S Higgins in collection suit, N 27, 1:4

BLUEFOX, MINT

Arraigned on fighting charges, Yj 5, 2:2

BLOOF, J

Undersigned repairs, Ag 5, 1:7

BLUMENHOLT, BROS & CO (N Y)

With Falmouth Bros takes over close house of C F Shattuck for mortgage claim, D 21, 1:4

BLUMENTHAL, BROS & CO (OHIO)

 named in debt suit against Christian G Hubler, D 11, 2:2

BOEHM, WILLIAM

Named in debt suit against Christian G Hubler, D 11, 2:2

BOERS, HENRY

Naturalized, D 18, 1:7

BOESTERELLE, ELI J (Barberton)


Names & A Eberly and Wallace Nucifer in collection suit, N 20, 1:7

Went out robbed, D 27, 8:3

BOESTERELLE, JACOB E

Collection suit brought by Jacob Kurtz settled, no record made, My 12, 1:2; My 13, 1:3

BOSTIC, SUGAR (Youngstown)

Names C F McComber in damage suit, U 14, 2:3

BOSS, JOHN (Middlesboro)

Killed by dynamite, N 28, 2:3

BOATS & BOATING

Graft bill restricting time shanty barges may dock passed, U 10, 1:7

Result of race across Atlantic ocean between Campa and Paris awaited with interest, Yj 8, 2:1

BORDERTON, JOHN (Fairfield Top)

Haunted robbed, N 22, 2:4

BOW, ADA ECKMAN

Florida is disappoint as wonderful place to live, N 10, 3:6

Describes Florida unfavorably, lr 14, 5:3

BOY, CHARLES, SR

Citation issued to Charles Beek, Jr. to file estate account, D 9, 1:5

BOYOUTH, GLEN

Fined for intoxication, Yj 5, 1:2

BOYER, ALBERT

Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western RR co in collection suit, D 30, 1:7

BOYER, CHARLES A

Sues wife Jennie for divorce, Yj 3, 1:1; granted divorce, D 24, 1:5

BOYER, FREDERICK A

Named on 6 others in collection and foreclosure suit brought by Cornwall estate, N 10, 1:6

BRINE, J W (Temple)

Shot and wounded by troops, S 22, 2:3

BROOKER, EMIL

Money stolen, L H Wyberg and J Jones suspected, Je 28, 1:2

BROOMILL, WILLIAM

Ran to prove ct on assault and battery charge, S 14, 2:2; fined, D 26, 1:6

Fined in suit brought by State of Ohio, D 27, 1:7

BOORS, HENRY

Naturalized, D 18, 1:7
BOETTLER, FREDDIEK
Will suit brought by Joseph Boettler reversed on error, Ap 22, 1:7

BOETTLER, JACOB
Estate exec files partial acct, M 13, 6:3

BOETTLER, JOSEPH
Will suit brought against Frederick Boettler reversed on error, Ap 22, 1:7

BOGART, ANNA
Named by William Bogart in right-of-dower suit, Ja 16, 3:3

BOGART, WILLIAM
Names Anna Bogart in right-of-dower suit, Ja 16, 3:3

BOK, EDWARD
Injured at Hatch works, U 22, 1:3

BOLLAIR, C L
Golden coop damaged by fire, M 4, 1:8

BOLLAN INK
Workers call strike at J C McNell Roller works, Je 5, 1:7; situation unchanged, Je 6, 4:2

BOLAN, ED
Arrested for assault on Harry Smith, Ja 12, 1:3; bond to produce ct on chg of assault and battery, Je 13, 11:3

BOLAN, JAMES and MATT
Cited with disorderly conduct, case postponed, U 12, 4:6

BOLAN, JOHN
Hold on chg of maliciously destroying John Watters’ wagon, W 2, 4:5; property destruction chg dismissed, N 6, 1:2

BOLAN, MICHAEL and THOMAS
Arrested for disorderly conduct in connection with John McFarlin injuries, D 11, 1:6

BOLAN, WIESE. See Bolan, James and Mike

BOLAN, PATRICK
Sentenced for stealing, D 2, 1:6

BOLAN, PATRICK, JR
Fined and sentenced for assault and battery, U 20, 8:3

BOLAN, PATRICK (Wadeview)
Remedies by fire, U 23, 7:3

BOLAN (WES), JOHN
Deaths, Ja 7, 1:2; Ja 7, 1:6

BOLAN (WES), HANNAH
Deaths, U 26, 3:9; funeral, U 26, 4:8

BOLL, J K
Suit against Akron St ry co contd, D 13, 1:3

1601

BOLLAND, JOHN
Hog stolen, Queos Bittner held, D 21, 1:7

BOLLAR, (Deaver)
Damage suit against FSM settled, Ja 20, 4:3

BOLLAR (GIV), CR
-Attested for misrepresenting Iowa’s corn production, ed, Y 29, 2:1

BOLIT, J W (Bolster)
Cared for escape from Toledo asylum, Ja 19, 2:5

BOLIO, HENK
Sues wife Naunds L for divorce, Ja 25, 1:6; cross petition filed by wife, N 4, 1:5; divorce granted wife, D 1, 1:5

BOLIO, WILLIE (Wadeview)
Injured in fall on sidewalk, D 9, 8:5

BOLIO, JOHN (Bridgeport)
Sought on chg of slaying John Paul, S 6, 3:5

BOLLING, MRS, D S
Funeral, Y 21, 2:5

BOLLINGER, ISMAIL and JACOB
Arrested on theft chg, case contd, S 27, 1:8

BOLLINGER, JACOB; See Bullinger, Ismail

BOLLON, ORIN (Camasville)
Remedies by fire, N 17, 2:2

BOLSON, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, M 22, 1:5

BOLSON, C E
Given lecture at Cong ch, N 9, 4:5

BONFONI, MARI
Win equitable relief suit brought against Theodore Kraft, Ja 12, 1:3; suit settled, Ap 19, 1:2

BONNER, CHARLES
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 22, 1:6

BONNER, WILLIS H
Estate adm files final acct, N 13, 6:3

BONSTEDT, ADOLPH
Files deed of assignment to Hugo Schumacher, Ag 9, 1:5; Schumacher applyr assignee, Ag 11, 1:9; files statement of assets and liabilities; S 14, 1:2; offers property for sale, S 21, 3:8

BONSTEDT, C Y (SOM)
Files deed of assignment to Hugo Schumacher, Ag 9, 1:3; 1:5; assignee issued order for private sale, S 14, 1:2; sells stock, S 26, 1:2

BOOK CLUB, FORGE ST
Organizes literary club, F 20, 1:5

BOOMER, ISAAC (Jeffersonville)
Res robbed, D 18, 2:3

BOOMS
Addams, Charles Francis: Massachusetts, It’s Historians and It’s History, S 16, 1:8

COME, DR GRENZ: The Gospel and Its Earliest Interpretations, S 7, 1:4; S 9, 1:4

KIMBER, GEORGE L: Remains of Bible, Ja 14, 3:4

LAMIN: Fifty yrs and Over of Akron and Summit County, Je 24, 2:2

Mahone, Walter H: The Hidden City, Ja 6, 2:2

Stevenson, Robert Louis: David Balfour, ed, My 18, 2:1

BONNAN, WILKINSON
Suited for divorce by wife Pheobe, D 18, 2:3

BOONE (CL), C L
Deaths, U 21, 1:4; blog, U 21, 3:5

BOOP (WES), M B (Lima)
Missing with 2 children, S 7, 3:4

BOOTH, EDWIN
Tribute, ed, Ap 21, 2:1; obituary, Je 7, 2:1

BOOTH, SAMUEL D
Suicide, D 30, 7:4

BOOTH, JOHN (Yellow Springs)
Saloon bldg destroyed by fire, Ja 20, 2:2

BOOTH (WES), H M (Rebecca)
Injured when sleigh is struck by interurban car, Ja 9, 1:1

BOOTH, ORIN B and RUPERT D
Named by Buchel call in mortgage foreclosure suit, M 22, 1:3; M 24, 3:6; foreclosure and equitable relief suit brought by trustee Albert Tinker settled, Je 5, 1:5

BOOTH, RUPERT D, See Booth, Orin B

BOODER, D H (Pawtucket)
Robbed, My 27, 7:1

BOOGER, LIZZIE
Acquittal of murder chg supported, ed, Ja 21, 2:1; proposed departure for Eur approved, ed, Ja 23, 2:1

BOK (MRS), M J (Toledo)
Killed by train, 4 women injured, My 3, 3:2

BOK (MRS), PETER (Cambria)
Missing with daughter, D 20, 2:2

BOSTON, OHIO
Official candidates list for two certified by Bd of elections, N 26, 3:1

BOSTON COMEDY CO
Reorganized by C Riley Soloman, Ag 22, 1:6

BOSWELL, HELLEN (Newark)
Placed in jail on chg of kidnapping 9-yr old Oregon girl, D 6, 2:5

BOSWORTH, JESSICA E
Sued for divorce by wife Martha, Ap 28, 1:7; divorce granted, My 7, 1:7

BOSWORTH MRS, REBECCA (Cory Lake)
Res destroyed by fire, M 1, 1:6

BOSWORTH, WILKINSON
Res destroyed by fire, F 25, 1:4

BOYDING BROS (Lima)
Livestock and contents destroyed by fire, S 20, 3:6

BUT, L W
With George Delius and 3 others named in foreclosure suit by Akers & Harpman, Ja 14, 1:7

BUT, TRENTON
Dismissed from suspicion chg, D 6, 1:8

BUTTFURST, H A
Arrested for theft of funds from Philadelphia concern, Mr 31, 1:6

BOTTOM, BEATRICE and HENRY
George Botman appr guardian, My 17, 2:6

BOTTOM, JOHN A
Arrested in Akron, will continue around the world on foot trip, Ja 3, 3:2; relates experiences and impressions of round-the-world hike, Ja 4, 4:4; speaks to Akronites on travel, Ja 5, 4:4; arrives at Massena on walking trip around the world, Ja 6, 2:5; tells of travels thru Egypt, Ja 7, 3:7; addresses members of First Presb ch, Ja 11, 1:2; defends lecture on Christianity in foreign lands, lr, Ja 13, 2:6; lecture at Willingbghy praised, lr, Ja 18, 4:3; resumes round-the-world walking-lecuring tour, Mr 30, 1:2; discusses round-the-world lecture tour, lr; around-the-world-on-foot tour continues from Council Bluffs (Iowa), Ap 8, 3:8; describes trip through Iowa, Ap 29, 3:1

BOTTOM, JOHN B
Estate adm files final acct, M 20, 2:2

BOTTOM, MICHAEL
Trial for termination of guardianship filed, Ja 26, 1:6; postponed, Ag 26, 1:7

Examined for sanity, files petition for removal of guardian, S 1, 1:1; removal of guardianship refused, S 2, 7:3

Guardian George Botman files partial acct, D 8, 1:4

BOTTOM, WILLIAM
Names Summit county in injunction suit, M 22, 1:7
BOUGHTON, RONALD J
Named by M L Sprinkle in liquidation suit, sale of property, F 15, 2:3

BOUGHTON (OR AND WES), TRUMAN
Injured in runaway, S 13, 1:6; Mr Boughton dies from injuries, S 14, 1:5; death, S 15, 1:4; funeral, S 16, 1:7; will filed, S 20, 3:4

BOUGHTON, TRUMAN
See also Boughton (Or and Wes), Truman
Estate exec files for sale of property, N 28, 1:6

BOUGHTON, N G & SONS
Thugs robbery, S 6, 3:3

BOGDANOFF, THE
Ord to establish grade from Thorncliffe to west corner line passed by council, Ap 7, 3:6

BOJELLER (Ogdon), P.rised for rebuking dem party election frauds, ed, M 16, 2:2

BOND, C A
Granted patent for wheel cultivator, N 16, 1:4

BONI, LARA L
Wife injection suit against Philip Schillingman, both parties appeal, M 22, 1:1

BONES, THOMAS (or Gills)
Rice from shock feed while adjusting trolley, Ja 4, 3:2

BOKE, HENRY (Isdale)
Found guilty of misfeasance in office of corr. F 3, 3:2

Fined for neighborhood quarrel, Ja 8, 1:6

BOKE, WILLIAM (Gerrit)
Injured when struck by yellow-jackets, S 9, 2:5

BOKERS, GEORGE F AND ELLEN (Ravena)
Wife property damage suit against Aaron & New Castle re co, Ja 15, 4:3

BOKERS, IV (Culis)
Fatally burned when gasoline ignites, O 12, 1:6

BOKERS, JACOB
Estate adver files final acct, N 13, 1:4

BOKERS, JOHN E
Sheriff’s sale, Ja 10, 3:6

Name on 0 since in suit, continuation of sale and execution of deed ordered, F 20, 1:1

BOKERS, JOSEPH (Cleveland Top)
Killed when threshing machine engine explodes, Ag 2, 2:2

BOKERS, MARSHALL (Cantos)
Hold on robbery chy, N 20, 2:2

BOKERS, RALPH (Cantos)
Purchased by McCork & Faust, S 23, 4:2

1983

BOLEY, RODES B
Injury to trojan train wreck at Monroe Falls, S 25, 1:3

BOLES, L F (Oenster)
Stare robbed, N 15, 2:4

BOLENG, HARRY (Van Wert)
Killed when struck by train, Ja 20, 2:2

BOLLON, A L
Named in answer and cross petition in assignment suit against People’s Savings bank, Jy 1, 1:7

Named in prejudice suit by Hathaway, Selee & Harrington, Ag 28, 1:2; will filed, O 25, 1:5

BOLY, JESSE
Death, M 17, 1:4; blog, M 17, 1:7; funeral, M 20, 3:3; will filed, Ap 25, 1:4

BOLYON (OR), S S
Thugs attempted robbery, George Lane fined and sentenced, S 20, 1:7

BOLYON, DANA L
File owner in suit brought by State Savings Bank of Cleveland against Summit County Abstract Co, Ap 3, 1:8

BOLYON, J W (Canton)
 Held as accomplice in robbery of Sell Bros grocery, M 13, 2:4

BOLYON, JAMES
Held on highway robbery chy, N 17, 4:3

BOLYON (OR), LAURA L
Names Philip Schillingman in suit to prevent constv of barn, M 22, 1:7

BOMBS, ACTORSHIP
Alleged pol protection of prize fights in N Y City condemned, ed, F 20, 4:2


Return bout planned for George Bennett Heathman and Edmund Otto, My 15, 3:1

Believed doomed in Crewe City (New Orleans), ed, J 1, 2:1

Indiana officials’ attitude toward sport criticized, ed, Ja 20, 2:1

Corbett and Mitchell called “stalest” for failure to arrange bout, ed, Jy 26, 2:1

Contests for points only criticized, ed, S 29, 2:1

Resume of amateur exhibition at Assembly hall, S 26, 1:4

BONDS, ALEXANDER
Expected to be next speaker of house of reprs, O 30, 2:1; selection as speaker endorsed, ed, O 30, 2:1

1983

BOYCE, W A
Wives to commence life sentence, Jy 19, 2:5

BOYD, CORNELIUS
Fined for intoxication, J 13, 1:3

BOYD, S H
File application for appeal of guardian for father William, or, O 26, 1:6

BOW, WILLIAM
Wanted on conspiracy chy by York (Pennsylvania) authorities, Je 12, 1:5

BOYER, CLARENCE (Eilda)
Killed when run over by train, Ja 17, 3:3

BOYER, JAMES (Springfield)
Killed when run over by train, N 22, 7:4

BOYER, JESSE
Sentenced for calling wife names and for nonsupport, O 5, 1:6

BOYER, JESSE AND ANNIE
Named with Owen Schwartz in collection suit brought by S N Wilson, N 20, 1:6

BOYER, JOHN (Gallaire)
Robbed and slain, O 14, 2:2

BOYER, L F (Medworth)
Missing, Ja 7, 4:2

BOYER, N P
Injured in train train wreck at Monroe Falls, Jy 25, 1:1

BOYER, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Jy 10, 1:3

BOTTON (OBIS-EGO), H N
Called exemplary soldier, ed, N 11, 2:1

BOTY, IXUIG (Canley)
Plans march to Chicago World’s fair, Je 12, 4:3

BOTS AND GIRLS OF 30 YRS AGO
Held annual reunion, Ag 31, 1:5

BOTTINO HOME (Canley)
Investigation of cruelty to Alexander Lindsey ordered, O 15, 3:2

BOTYEN, GEORGE
Drunk at Van Buren Point (N Y) in wreck of SS Dekum Richmond during stor in Lake Erie, O 16, 2:3

BOTY, J W
Fined for intoxication, N 10, 4:3

BRAHMIN
Discussed by Rev J F Thompson, N 6, 4:4

BRAHNON, BENNET A
Estate adver files final acct, M 9, 4:3

BRAHNON (OR), E P
Death, M 30, 1:3; Ag 19, 3:7

BRAKEL, JOHN
Estate adver Mattie A Braley files final acct, B 5, 1:5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>ARION BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80a.</td>
<td>BRAUN, FRANK X (&quot;Skates&quot;) (cont) on chg, S 25, 4:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indicted for grand larceny, O 19, 1:4; pleas not guilty to grand larceny chg, O 23, 1:7; demands trial by jury, O 27, 1:8; waves special jury, N 1, 1:8; trial on chg of robbing Adams Express co begins, N 2, 1:7; continues, N 3, 1:5; N 4, 1:15; jury out, N 6, 1:44; found guilty, sentence postponed, N 7, 1:14; motion for new trial denied, N 9, 1:12; motion heard, N 24, 2:6; motion for new trial overruled, sentenced to penitentiary, N 27, 1:17; taken to penitentiary, N 29, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BREIN, W C SKEE CO Names Holloway &amp; Saulain in collection suit, S 1, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>BRENNAN, GEORGE (Geo), MARGUERITE Funeral, Apl 8, 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRENNEN, WILLIAM Arrested on theft chg, case contd, S 16, 1:7; chg dismissed, O 25, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRENNER, FRED Funeral, N 18, 3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRENNER, J A (Campanile) Named in collection suit by sheriff's office, N 17, 2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRESLET, PATRICK Escapes from Tompkins jail, N 25, 2/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRESTLINGER, WILLIAM (Parnwell) Injured when struck by train, N 24, 2/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BREDER, SAUL C Estate names Fred R Gaffey, Fally Kellog, John Mon, and Rossand D Peck in collection suit, S 35, 1/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRETHER, Freed from robbery suspicion chg, Jr 13, 1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRETHER, ALBERT Injured when thrown from buggy in runaway, Jr 22, 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRETCHER, ANDY (Kent) Biten by spider, S 2, 7/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRETHER, W R Divorce granted wife Helen, My 6, 3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRENNER, ROBERT (Robert) Arraigned for obtaining money under false pretenses, Jr 14, 1:7; released from chg, Jr 15, 1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRIAN, WILLIAM Will filed, N 20, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRIAN, WILLIAM Estate adum app'd, Jr 20, 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRESER, CALVIN S (Luma) Provides coal and liming for poor, Jr 18, 3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRICK AND TILE INDUS Ohio sewer pipe co sues to unite in stock co, Bellarie, O 30, 4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRIDGE, HENRY H Name Amos Bunn &amp; Oli co in collection suit, Ag 25, 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRIDGER, WILLIAM (Wm Vernon) Held on chg of highway robbery, O 29, 2/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BROAD ST CH OF CHRIST (cont)
Addressed an India by Rev Morton D Adams, Ja 9, 3:2
Fifteenth dist Ohio Christian Missionary soc program listed, Ap 12, 1:4
Financial rep't favorable, elects elders, Ap 12, 1:7
Flame contaIed, O 21, 1:2
BROUGHTON, H S
Sue in, O 26, 2:3
BROUGHTON HS CO (N Y)
Financial statement issued by local agent Hall & Harter, Ap 15, 8:7
BROUGHTON ST
Notice of ord to provide for sprinkling, Ja 10, 7:6
BROST, JOHN
Death, Ja 6, 1:6; funeral announcement, Ja 7, 1:5
BROST (Mrs.), CATHERINE
Death, Ja 6, 1:3; funeral, Ja 5, 1:7; will probated, Judge J L Marvin app'd executor, Ja 6, 1:1
BRODROTHFURG, L R
App'd traffic age of CAC rr, O 27, 3:5
BROOKWAY, W
Nine liquidation suit against Alvin M Heath, F 17, 4:5; order for sale issued, appraisers appointed, F 28, 4:2
BROWN, HENRY
Arrested on delinquency chg, S 15, 3:3
BROWN, LIZZIE (cont)
Arrested on chg of robbery of Louis Geisman, S 15, 3:3
BROWN, C J
Named in collection suit by Harvey Lumber co, F 11, 1:4; suit dismissed, Ja 30, 1:8
BRODY, CATHERINE
Arrested to probate, U L Marvin app'd exec, Ja 12, 2:4
BROWNSFORD, FRANK
Fatally injured in train collision near Edgmont, O 2, 1:4
BRODMAN, GREGORY M
Injured in fall on sidewalk, D 5, 4:2
BRODNE, WILLIAM (Galipolis)
Injured when he falls under wheels of tender, O 7, 3:7
BROBSTON, CALVIN (Toledo)
Will set aside by jury, F 11, 7:3
BROOKLYN, N Y
Wm to pros all corrupt officials, ed, Ja 10, 2:2
8d of alimony vote away 3 in try franchisees, criticized, ed, Ap 13, 2:1
Police dept's treatment of Nurse Seaman criticized, ed, Ja 22, 2:1
BROOKS, CHARLES
Fined for drunkenness, M 14, 4:3
BROOKS, CHARLES
Fined for drunkenness, M 14, 4:3
BROOKS, FRED
Fined for intoxication, Ag 31, 3:3
BROOKS, WILLIAM (Clay)
Shot and robbed, F 14, 3:3
BROUGHTON, HENRY
Arrested, S 23, 1:6
BROWN, ED
Arrested for battery in canal, pleas guilty, dismissed, Ja 15, 1:3
Fined for intoxication, M 2, 8:5
BROWN, GEORGE
Placed under bond on chg of maintaining a nuisance, F 24, 1:6; chg dismissed, F 28, 1:6
BROWN, GEORGE (Buren Top)
Resp damaged when struck by lightning, Ja 28, 4:3
BROWN, HARRY
Pleads not guilty to larceny chg, released on bond, M 5, 1:5; pleas guilty, sentence deferred, N 6, 1:2; sentenced to Clc workhouse, N 7, 4:2
BROWN, HENRY
BROWN, HENRY (Springfield)
Defrauded of money by unknown man, N 17, 2:3
BROWN, JACOB
Arrested for failure to keep pos Jacob in school, M 6, 1:2; released on bond for violating truancy law, M 9, 4:2
BROWN, JACOB, JR
Arrested on suspicion of selling stolen property, Ja 28, 4:4; arraigned on larceny chg, Ja 29, 8:2; held on robbery chg, dismissed, Ja 31, 4:4
1893

BROWN, JAMES
Plants not guilty to chg of driving through funeral procession, Ap 8, 1:6; dismissed, Ap 11, 1:3

BROWN (Rev), JAMES A

BROWN, JAMES J
Named Cyrus Bailey in collection suit, S 30, 7:3

BROWN, JOHN
Death, My 1, 1:6; funeral, My 1, 2:6

BROWN, JOSEPH (Cats)
Transferred from penitentiary to insane asylum, F 2, 1:8

BROWN (Rev), KATHERINE
Named warrant for Thomas Muster, issued, My 13, 1:8

BROWN, LUTHER
Bound to common pleas ct on chg of rape, F 14, 1:7; indicted by grand jury, F 17, 1:2; convicted, My 7, 1:2; sentenced to penitentiary, My 13, 1:7

BROWN, MARGARET
Appointed insane, U 7, 3:4

BROWN, NORT (Cats)
Sworn complaint against George Miller for assault with his weapon, U 25, 2:2

BROWN, NICHOLAS (Northampton)
Arrested for violation of Sunday observance law, case contd, N 22, 1:8

BROWN, NINA (Dayton)
Rapid death, revived by elec battery, N 10, 3:5

BROWN, O T (Tiffin)
Secured attachment against Charles Foster, My 26, 1:4

BROWN, PETER
Robber, John R Carr held, S 6, 1:6

BROWN, R M (Cats)
With Thomas D Williams, Charles F Shue, W N Miller, W Frost, A Hetla, and T R Rosenthal incorporates to build elec interurban, U 19, 3:8

BROWN, ROBERT F
Death, My 6, 1:6; funeral service My 6, 4:3

BROWN, THOMAS
Removed to county infirmary, Jy 26, 1:4

BROWN, THOMAS
Death, U 20, 1:7; funeral arrangements, D 21, 1:3

1893

BROWN (Rev), W O (Mooster)
Heard motions of W A Mackey, U 8, 2:4; named with Mrs Sarah Smell and James C Wiggins in damage suit brought by W A Mackey, U 29, 4:6

BROWN, WILLIAM
Sentenced to st labor for vagrancy, U 5, 4:2

BROWN, WILLIAM A
Bound to perdue county grand jury, Ap 7, 2:7

BROWN, WILLIAM C
Injured in fall from scaffold, S 13, 1:5
Eyes damaged by lime, June Ross arrested, S 22, 1:2

BROWN, WILLIAM:
Ader files final estate acct, M 3, 4:4

BROWN, WILSON T
Falls from St Vincent de Paul's ch steeple, condition serious, S 14, 1:8; dies from injuries, U 2, 4:2

Death, U 2, 1:4; funeral, O 2, 1:8

BRONM-CAMPBELL (Cats)
Shuts down, Jy 15, 7:2

BROWN, H N & CO (Clev)
Appellate Court assignee, Jy 27, 3:4

BRONMELL, WILLIAM I
Replevin suit brought by Kusch, Meckel & co settled, Jc 3, 1:7

Named in judgment suit by Jacob Wise, Jc 15, 1:4

BRONCHING, JOHN
Missing, M 3, 4:3

BRONING, ROBERT (Greenport)
Gives self up after slaying George McCauley, U 15, 2:2

BROWNLESS, KOSMUTE E
Named in collection suit brought by Arthur F Berger, U 10, 1:7

Named in collection suit brought by Dr Herman C Thomas, U 16, 1:7

Sued for divorce by wife Sophronia M, D 21, 1:6

BROWNLESS, THOMAS
Candidate for 3rd ward assessor defeated by repub A V French, Ap 4, 4:13

BROWNLESS, THOMAS
Death, U 7, 1:8; blog, U 8, 1:8; funeral arrangements, U 8, 4:2; Augustus T Brownlee appointed ad of estate, O 15, 1:5

BRUCE (Rev), TERRE H "Purloin" (Swa)
Arrested in Terre Haute (Ind), picture taken in Kimmersfield provides clew to jewelry store robbery, Jy 1, 3:3

BRUCE, JAMES (Mooster)
Injured in assault by rolling log, M 13, 7:4

1894

BRUCK, AUGUSTUS W (Cont)
Aka that rear be apptd for Cinti Tribunum, N 14, 2:3

BRUMBERG, JACOB
Money suit brought by Mill White settled by guardian, M 26, 1:3

BRUMBERG, JACOB J
Named Frank Lukehart et al in collection suit, Jy 24, 1:5

BRUM (Rev), CATHERINE
Death, Ag 26, 1:8; funeral, Ag 28, 1:8

BRUNDE, JAMES (Cats)
Shot and killed, father Charles held, N 27, 3:3

BRUM, CHARLES J
Named by Park & Co in collection suit, O 20, 1:6

BRUNHOLIC, KATHLEEN
Takes over defunct pool table operated by Fairbanks Bros, M 21, 3:4

BRUST, JAMES F
Named in collection suit by Ina Area, S 19, 1:6

BRUSH (Rev), E C
Praised for suggesting ONG staff be selected from ranks instead of civilians, ed, J 13, 2:1

BRUSS, MARIA
Application for appfit of guardian filed by Herman Bruss, M 22, 3:4

BRUSH, JOHN
Bill authorizing extension of waterworks passed in sen, M 3, 2:3

BRUSH (Rev), ELIZABETH
Blog, N 25, 7:3

BRYAN (Rev), F C (Covington Top)
Registered candidate for city collector defeated by dem James V Walsh, Ap 4, 1:1

Endorses protective tariff at repub meeting, U 37, 4:4

Names Henry B Hardy in reaplin suit, O 27, 1:4

BRYAN, JENNIE (Lisa)
Held in robbing of Rev R J Thompson res, N 30, 2:1; pleads guilty, sentenced to girls' industrial home, O 2, 1:8

BRYAN, WILLIAM (Cats)
Arrested on chg of stealing flour from car, U 20, 2:2

BRYANT, S D
Body with hole in head discovered in Lake Erie, identified as Buffalo (N Y) man, O 27, 3:4

BRYANT, WILLIAM C
Named in stock subscription suit brought by Akron and Canton Check Register Co, J 6, 4:3; loses
BUCHTEL COLLEGE (Cont.)
Activities described, U 23, 1/6
Trustee A E Timken names Milton and Lucinda Lance in collection suit, U 28, 1/6

ALUMNI
Arrange annual Alumni day program, J 13, 1/6
Resume of annual Alumni Assn meeting, J 21, 4/3; exec. com. resolves scholarship, S 23, 1/3

ARTS AND SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS
Musical dept. gives recital, J 15, 1/6
Science dept. holds exhibit on natural science work of past school yr, J 20, 1/6
Prospective camera club sponsors casual excursion, 0 8, 4/2; organizes, elects officers, N 22, 8/3
Saturday afternoon art class exhibits work, D 21, 1/5

ATHLETIC ASSN
Sponsors address on athletics at Yale by H N Ritter, F 20, 1/3
Athletic activities discussed, F 25, 3/1
Program for gym exhibition, N 18, 8/2
Assn holds 4th annual exhibition, N 21, 1/5
Athletic program praised, pub support urged, ed., A 19, 2/2
Jr program outline, compiled, N 20, 4/2; program presented, N 22, 7/1
Plans annual field day, activities outlined, My 24, 1/6
Inter-collegiate field day with Kenyon and Adelbert ends in row, J 1, 1/5
Abandonment of field day program criticized, ed., A 23, 2/1
Buchtel to be expelled from Ohio inter-collegiate athletic assn, J 2, 3/2

FACULTY
J M Helmick appol. instructor of athletics, J 30, 3/4; congratulated on acquisition of trained athletic dir., J 3, 2/2
Clyde Frazier resigns as instructor of piano, Carla Style fills vacancy, N 14, 1/2

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Delta Gamma frat house address by Judge S N Owen, J 14, 3/6
Eta chapter Delta Tau Delta incorporates, J 23, 4/2
Phi Delta Theta and Lion Star frats held joint picnic at College Grove, J 20, 1/4

1892

BUCHTEL COLLEGE - UNIVERSITY OF OHIO
Kappa Kappa Gamma to give concert, U 35, 1/4; 4/2; holds concert, D 10, 1/4
Ladies of Lambda chapter Kappa Kappa Gamma give concert, U 20, 7/5

STUDENTS
Orig debating soc. officers elected, J 20, 4/3
Feud over selection of business mgr for Buchtelite discussed, F 4, 1/8
Buchtel holds 4th in Ohio State Oratorio assn contest, Barton O. Myers represents school at Martella meet, F 17, 1/4
Announcement program for annual Artson contest, J 26, 4/1; sophomore class holds annual Artson declamatory contest, J 27, 1/6; holds annual Artson oratorical contest, program listed, D 16, 8/3
Student activities and personnel listed, U 6, 4/3
Senior preparatory and 2nd-yr normal classes hold annual rhetorical exercises, J 19, 1/5
Women winning 3 scholarships praised, ed., A 24, 3/1
Class of '93 holds class day exercises, J 22, 4/3
Student loyalty queried, ed., 0 11, 2/2; lack of loyalty and discontent refused by Pres Corp, J 13, 1/7; disloyalty deemed manifest as result of dormitory problem, ed., 0 13, 2/1; exposure of facts of alleged disloyalty urged, Dr., 0 14, 1/6
Investigation of inharmonious relations urged, ed., 0 17, 2/1
Effort by Buchtelite to recent accusations against col. refused, ed., 0 18, 1/8
Students present petition to trustees for renewal of Pres Corp, ed., 0 25, 1/3
Occasion for existence of malice queried, ed., 0 26, 2/2
Student com. says Pres Corp indifferent to well-being of inst, 0 27, 4/3
Juniors tender reception for other students, N 7, 4/2
Freshmen and sophomores both claim victory in class row, N 8, 1/4; battle over class colors continues, N 9, 1/4
Students sign second petition asking resignation of Pres Corp, George Repp, N 13, 2/2

BUCHTEL HOTEL
Damaged by fire, J 16, 1/4
1903

BURN, H. S. See Johnson, H. S
BURLA, JOHN
Killed by fragment from broken army wheel, Je 14, 11; funeral announcement, Je 15, 12
BURLINGTON, (Ontario)
Roo robbed, Mr 1, 2, 7
BURLINGTON, OSCAR (Ontario)
Roo robbed, F 13, 4, 2
BURNS, SMITH
Horse killed when struck by train, Je 17, 3, 7
Burgury damaged in runaway, Ag 24, 1, 8
BURN (Sing), AHMKA
Death, Jy 10, 1, 13; funeral, Jy 10, 1, 8
BURN, D R FRANK
Answer filed in suit brought by Wilhelma and Benjamin Hibbert, Ja 27, 3, 4
BURNS, E J and A M Stanley in appealed suit, F 21, 1, 3
BURN, DAVID R
Loses appeal suit against E E Lewis et al, Ap 28, 1, 17
Wife equitable relief suit against Michael W Hoy, M 26, 1, 3
BURNELL, EBER (Canfield)
Attempts suicide by poisoning, U 14, 2, 2
BARTON, D
Injured while working at Tapping, Rice & Co, F 8, 1, 4
BURNS, H H
Injured in train-elec car collision near Elmwood, O 9, 4, 6
BURNS DIRECTORY CO
Publishes Kear 1893-1894 ed, Je 16, 1, 6
BURTON, H V (Vista)
Arrested for sending indecent letters through mails, U 30, 2, 2
BURGOYNE, FRANK
Ordered to pay costs in robbery chg, S 11, 1, 16
BURGER (Miss), CATHERINE (Tiffin)
Barn and stock destroyed by fire, Je 14, 3, 4
BURGER, EMMETT AND J
Ned with Leroy Mccaslin in collection suit brought by F E Weesner, Je 31, 1, 7
BURGESS, F J; See Burgess, Catherine
BURGER, JOSEPH
Estate files final acct, Ag 5, 1, 13
BURKE, HARRY
Leaves collection suit brought by Thomas Redout, S 9, 4, 2
BURKE, JOHN
Races pay from employer after seeking aid from
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BARK, JOHN (cont)
Police, M 15, 1, 4
BARKER, WILLIAM
Farden pleaded for by Judge U L Martin, G 11, 1, 15
BARKER, PATRICK
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, N 27, 4, 3
BARKER (Demp),
Attempt by legend to force patent medicine firm to print formula on labels criticized, ed, Ap 14, 2, 1
BARKER, JOHN (Elroy)
Arrested on robbery chg, Je 29, 2, 2
BARKER, WALTER
Damage suit against Andrew J Richards settled, G 9, 1, 17
BARKER, JUDGE, STEVENSON (Cleveland)
With others named by Samuel J Ritchie in action and damage suit, Jy 30, 1, 11; Jy 11, 1, 30;
BURNHAM, D AUGUSTUS
Loses appeal suit against E E Lewis et al, Ap 28, 1, 17
Wife equitable relief suit against Michael W Hoy, M 26, 1, 3
BURNET, EDEN (Canfield)
Attempts suicide by poisoning, U 14, 2, 2
BARTON, D
Injured while working at Tapping, Rice & Co, F 8, 1, 4
BURNS, H H
Injured in train-elec car collision near Elmwood, O 9, 4, 6
BURNS DIRECTORY CO
Publishes Kear 1893-1894 ed, Je 16, 1, 6
BURTON, H V (Vista)
Arrested for sending indecent letters through mails, U 30, 2, 2
BURGOYNE, FRANK
Ordered to pay costs in robbery chg, S 11, 1, 16
BURGER (Miss), CATHERINE (Tiffin)
Barn and stock destroyed by fire, Je 14, 3, 4
BURGER, EMMETT AND J
Ned with Leroy Mccaslin in collection suit brought by F E Weesner, Je 31, 1, 7
BURGESS, F J; See Burgess, Catherine
BURGER, JOSEPH
Estate files final acct, Ag 5, 1, 13
BURKE, HARRY
Leaves collection suit brought by Thomas Redout, S 9, 4, 2
BURKE, JOHN
Races pay from employer after seeking aid from

BURPAH, HARRY. See Burnham, Albert
BURNETT, W B (Cont)
Rapidly indicted for looting bringing of Wm's home, G 30, 2, 3
BURNETT, W S
Delivers address on Europe at Trinity Lutheran ch, F 14, 4, 4
BURNETT, LILLIAN
Suits vs Mary M Falt in error, judgment of lower ct upheld, Ap 22, 1, 6
BURNETT (Mrs), NATHANIEL
Injured in fall down stairs, Ap 10, 1, 2
BURNHAM, D AUGUSTUS
Named in property damage suit by Andrew F Smith, Jy 7, 1, 18
BURNHAM, CHARLES S (Cleveland)
Issues invitations to vocal recital by pupils, Je 12, 1, 13
BURNHAM, DUGLAS H
Art degrees conferred by Harvard and Yale colleges approved, ed, Jy 25, 2, 1
BUNK, ELMER HARRY
Indicted for horse theft, Jy 13, 1, 3; sentenced to penitentiary on chg, Jy 19, 1, 8
BUNK, FRED J
Arraigned for vagrancy, dismissed, Ag 30, 3, 3
BUNK, HARRY. See Burns, Elmer Harry
BUNK, HARRY
Named in collection suit by Pearl F Stovall & Co. Loan Assn, S 13, 3, 3
BUNK, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, M 15, 1, 1
Fined for intoxication, M 20, 1, 3
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, S 5, 2, 2
BUNK, WILLIAM
Ordered out of town for vagrancy, O 9, 3, 2
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 9, 1, 7
Sentenced to 30 days in vagrancy chg, G 11, 4, 6
BUNK, J W
Property attached for debt to James R Humphill, Jy 24, 1, 15
BUNKEL, MART
Injured in fall, Ag 10, 1, 5
BURROUGHS, WILLIAM HARRISON
Death, Jy 2, 1; 2, 1
BURROWS (Com), JULIUS CAESAR
Commissioned for enforcing protective tariff and sound currency, ed, Ag 21, 2, 3
Praised good for at least trailing repub policy, ed, Ag 28, 2, 3
BUSINESS

Citizens urged not to spread roots that firms may financially embarrass, ed, Ag 3, 2:2
Nineteenth century progress cited, ed, Ag 15, 2:1
Depression attributed to lack of orders and money, ed, O 10, 2:1; attributed to free trade policy, ed, O 14, 2:2; due to uncertain admin policy, ed, O 14, 2:2; attributed to uncertainty of admin's tariff policy, ed, O 21, 2:2
Nineteenth Akron can say days' proposed free trade policy responsible for indus depression, O 28, 1:1
Wed admin drg with responsibility for depression, ed, O 28, 2:1
Mrs uncomcerned about officeholders, ed, O 30, 2:2
BUSICH (OHS), CARRIE (Mt Pleasant)
Allegedly assaults Miss McHenry, Mr Sampson, and Robert Lorton, O 27, 2:4
BUTLER, HENRY H
Eulogies, ed, Ja 11, 2:2
BUTLER, FRED W
Names H Karl Butler & et al in property sale suit, Ja 10, 1:6; Ja 18, 3:3; wins suit, Ja 24, 1:5
BUTLER, H W
Name in property sale suit by guardian Fred W Butler, Ja 10, 1:6; Ja 10, 3:3; loses suit, Ja 24, 1:5
Files guardian inventory, Ja 10, 1:6
BUTLER (OHS), LOUISE
Injured in car collision, Ag 11, 1:1
BUTLER, WARD A
Estate petitions to sell claim, Ja 22, 2:6; date set for hearing on application to sell desperate claim, Ja 26, 1:1; warranty deed rec'd for claim, Ja 18, 3:2; motion to correct description of land in deed authorized and granted, Ja 26, 1:6
BUTLER, J O & (Gal)
Assign, Ja 26, 2:3

C
CINC

Clsc

Akrons held final session, Ja 6, 1:2
Organizes, elects officers, O 17, 1:4
COES RR CO
Suffield depot robbed, Ag 15, 4:3
CINTY RR CO
Thirty box cars and contents destroyed by fire at Tomato沟, N 30, 2:3
Named in personal injury suit brought by Henry H Hendricks estate, Dayton, N 25, 2:4
CAKLER, GEORGE (Granville)
Returned to inforrm after innumerate abused, J 13, 4:3
CAMPBELL, KINBER C
Injured in attempt to jump from st car, Ja 24, 1:6
CAMPBELL, GEORGE W
- Assignee files partial acct, F 20, 4:2
Assigne F J Grebe files final acct and rep't, Ja 28, 1:1
CAMP, CONRAD
Name J F Seabrock as in personal damage suit, N 20, 1, 14; suit heard, N 13, 1, 12; wins suit, motion filed for new trial, N 15, 1, 15; N 16, 1, 17; motion for new trial denied, D 23, 1, 5
CAMP, HENRY B
Named Humphrey Turbine & Machine co in suit asking for dissolution of fire and appeal of order, N 16, 1, 7
CAMP (REV), P M
App't pastor of United Brethren ch, S 11, 3, 2; accepts pastorate, S 13, 4, 3; sermon, S 25, 4, 4
CAMPBELL, GORDON
Criticized for allowing Ohio bldg at world's fair to be used by def for recruiting purposes, ed, M 11, 1, 2
CAMPBELL, ARNOLD (Hamilton)
Cattle dying from mysterious poisoning, Ohio humane soc asked to investigate, U 14, 2, 3
CAMPBELL, C A (Hudson)
Business block robbed, N 13, 1, 2
CAMPBELL, J L
Sees James M Phillips in judgment suit, J 23, 1, 2
CAMPBELL, D J
Wins collection suit against James M Phillips, M 1, 3; motion sustained to set aside default, N 24, 1, 1; judgment for plaintiff, N 25, 1, 16
CAMPBELL, FRANK
Committed to jail on larceny ch brought by Alvah Meredith, M 18, 1, 2; transcript from docket of mayor of Barberton Edson Bishop filed in probate ct, J 10, 2, 16; discharged, J 6, 1, 1
CAMPBELL, GEORGE (Warren)
Assaulted, Ed D'Orian and Charles Holmes arrested, S 19 (20), 7, 2
CAMPBELL, JAMES (Youngstown)
Held on murder ch for fatally shooting wife and murdering Patrick Tinney, D 10, 3, 4
CAMPBELL, JON
Estate final acct filed, N 1, 2, 6
CAMPBELL, JOHN (Cleveland)
Apply for release from penitentiary, Ag 31, 3, 5
CAMPBELL, LAWRENCE (Lauderdale)
Busted in fight, J 24, 1, 2; Huber and Peter Kasper arrested, Ap 24, 2, 3
CAMPBELL, MARY B
Guardian John J Hall files partial acct, D 5, 1, 15
CAMPBELL, RAY (Vipaventra)
Wounded when shot while cleaning revolver, N 16, 2, 6
CAMPBELL, VERA
Slept when she upset hot tea, Ag 4, 1, 6
CANNON, WILLIAM
C 8 Lane app'd aed of estate, appraisers app'd, J 14, 1, 4
CANNON, WILLIAM
For vagrancy, U 22, 2, 4
CAMPBELL, LUMBER CO (Canton)
Assigned to R S Skills, J 22, 2, 8
CANNON, P S
Resolution for improvement passed by council, J 20, 4, 4
CAMPBELL BROTHER (Tallmadge)
 JAined, J 13, 2, 2
CANNON
Proposed amelioration to U S opposed, ed, J 4, 2, 1
CANNON DEVELOPMENT CO (Cleveland)
Dissolution suit brought by Samuel J Ritchie dismissed, F 28, 1, 7
CANNON LIFE INS CO
Granted permission by Supt Hahn to do business in Ohio, N 23, 2, 3
CAPTAIN BATTS
Tests propelling by elac power, results endorsed by chief engineer of bid of pub works Charles E Perkins, N 21, 1, 4; tests explained by Chief Engineer Perkins, N 25, 1, 5
CARR, FRED
Fined for intoxication, S 5, 2, 2
CANTFIELD, CHARLES H
Awarded scholarship to Ohio State univ by Summit County Age soc, D 20, 7, 7
CANN, PHILIP (Youngstown)
Dies of injuries received when kicked by horse, J 22, 4, 5
CARRING FRIEDS
Barnsville stock co organizes, F 2, 4, 5
CANNON, BURT, MAY T, DANN, G, S, AND THOMAS
Named in recovery suit brought by James B Storer, Ap 10, 1, 3
CANNON, JAMES
See Cannon, Burt
CARR, G, S
See Cannon, Burt
CANNON, MAY T
See Cannon, Burt
CANNON, THOMAS
See Cannon, Burt
CANNON, WILLIAM A
Killed in train wreck at Canton, J 5, 4, 2
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL
Historical interest subject of speech by Bishop A Leonard, D 31, 4, 4
1893

CENTRAL LABOR UNION, AURON

Adopts resolution in opposition to music reform bill, M 4, 2:16; account of tricksery in obtaining passage of resolution condemning music reform bill, M 6, 2:2

Effort to overthrow the leaders' control praised, M 27, 2:1

Factional discussion viewed, M 28, 2:1

Holds meeting, refuses to act in impeachment proceedings brought by dem party against Sec, M 1, 1:7

Apples to plan Labor day observance, Jy 7, 4:4

Holds meeting, begins arrangements for Labor day, Ag 19, 1:4; continues Labor day plans, Ag 26, 1:6; holds meeting to further arrangements for Labor day parade, Ag 30, 1:2; completes preparations for Labor day celebration, S 2, 3:1

Commemorated for Labor day demonstration, ed, S 5, 2:2

Elects officers, S 9, 7:1

Arranges for purchase of library, N 4, 1:3

Protests wages paid by city workmen, passes resolutions, U 16, 7:4

Opposes Wilson tariff bill as dangerous to labor and business, U 20, 1:4

Ministers and rangers of org held debate: Why Laboringmen Do Not Attend Ch, U 29, 4:4

CENTRAL LABOR UNION, CLEW

Passes resolution recommending appointment of Evan H. Davis as last wont of the workshops and factories, Je 26, 2:2

CENTRAL PRESBY

To occupy complete section of new edifice, Je 25, 1:5

Holds special services, N 27, 4:2

CENTRAL UNION CO

Holds meeting, N 27, 4:2

CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO

Granted franchise to extend lines throughout Village of Barberton, M 21, 3:4

Summit county tax apportionment cited, O 6, 4:3

Issues annual report of number of calls made, O 19, 1:6

CENTRAL UNION TRACT CLUB

Holds meeting, Ag 27, 4:4

CENTRAL UNION TRACT CLUB

Holds meeting, Ap 27, 4:4
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CHAMPEE, COMFORT J

Trial of suit brought by George Forbes open in circuit ct, Ap 15, 1:5


Motion overruled in collection suit brought by Rosina Gertenschl, deft accepts, Jl 5, 1:5; reply filed to answer in suit, S 26, 1:7

CHAPMAN, A

Thwait's attempted robbery, Ag 24, 3:5

CHAPIN, FALLS, OHIO

Bill passed in sen authorizing $4,000 for constr of school buildings, F 8, 2:3

CHAPMAN, E. BUTLER

Names McCracken & Seiple in collection suit, attachment filed, S 5, 1:4; sale of attached property ordered, D 28, 1:6

CHAPMAN, JOHN

Robbed, Jy 12, 1:7

CHAPMAN, ANN E

With Charles C and Amanda Held named in collection and foreclosure suit by Ethelbert Still, D 28, 1:8

CHAPMAN, CAROLINE

Petition for sale of real property filed by guardian A M Ritchie, date of hearing set, Je 26, 1:1; issues suit to guardian Ritchie, Ag 22, 1:4

CHAPMAN, CLARA

Estate held for sheriff sale, Je 12, 3:6; distribution of proceeds ordered in suit brought by C Sargent, F 14, 1:5

CHAPMAN, GEORGE (Cummber)

Allegedly administers poison to son, attempts suicide by same method, F 25, 3:6

CHAPMAN, H H (Hudson)

Res robbed, M 27, 1:3

CHAPMAN, JAMES

Will filed for probate, George H Chapman appt executor, Ap 15, 4:3; 18

CHAPMAN, JOHN

Injured in fall on icy pavement, Je 26, 3:3

CHAPMAN, W E

Named by Charles Wilhelme, order to execute will issued, Jl 18, 1:7

CHAPMAN, GEORGE W

Funeral, M 20, 2:5

CHAPMAN (MS), LOVINA P

Death, M 6, 1:8; funeral, M 7, 2:2
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CHAMPION LAKES RAC CO (Canton)

Named in damage suit brought by Jacob Wise, M 20, 1:1

CHAS, ALICE H (Canton)

Request that Judd A. Wann be appointed rector of San Victor St Light Co granted, U 13, 1:4

CHASK, H. G. (Cats.)

Applies for injunction to restrain Food and Dairy Co. McNeal from pub rep on vinegar sold by him, Jy 1, 7:4

CHASK, GEORGE A (Sharon)

Burn destroyed by fire, homes of 2 persons found in ashes, O 30, 1:3

CHASE, CATHERINE (Catts.)

Feted at dinner, Jy 10, 1:7

Res robbery attempt failed by sister's screams, Jy 17, 1:2

CHASE, WILLIAM ASTOR

Commemorated for explorations in Africa, ed, M 17, 2:3

CHASEM, LILLY & CO

Named with City Hall bank in cross petition filed by W. A. Guth and J. Richardson & Co., S 6, 1:8

Brings judgment suit against Jacob Good, cross petition filed, O 4, 1:8; cross petition filed by Wallace Elliott & Co., O 9, 1:8

CHAPIN, BENJAMIN C

Lecture at Barberton commended, ed, J 13, 3:2

CHAPIN, CUTLEY (Toledo)

Application made for app't of rector, O 27, 1:3

CHAPLIN, SARAH

Said for divorce by wife Sarah, Jy 23, 1:3

CHAPMAN, WINE COLLECTION SUIT brought by Christ Rogers, J 21, 1:2

Wine collection suit brought by William Weirick, J 21, 1:2

CHAPMAN (HS) AGNES (Kyle)

Burned to death when res is destroyed by fire, N 25, 2:1; considerable money found, N 28, 2:2
CHARITY (cont)
Summit to Christian Endeavor Union to make donations to the Union Charity ason for Thanksgiving, Nov 29, 1:7
H E Cochran and Joseph Lurie donate floor, Nov 29, 4:2
High St Ch of Christ distributes donations among needy families, N 30, 1:5
Combined lodges of Odd Fellows purchase coal to be distributed among the poor, N 30, 1:5
Plans for aid to be extended into areas outside city, 15r, 8:5, 4:9
J A Nabbett makes donations to poor, N 6, 7:5
Union charity ason asks pub to help, D 6, 8:5
Citizens' aid to needy urged, ed, C 7, 2:1
New Chippewa Coal Co donates coal, CMEC. Rr transports it from mine free, D 9, 1:7
Bosidy dept employees of Warrenton Co donate $50 to needy families, N 12, 1:5
Fred E Smith establishes free soup house, D 14, 1:4
soup kitchen opened, D 22, 1:12
Union Charity ason receives donations from Our & Doll, D 14, 4:2
Salaried workers donate liberally to aid poor, D 14, 4:2
One of Hudson and citizens of Northfield gives donations to poor, D 21, 1:2
Entertainment to be held, proceeds to go to charity, C 21, 3:3
Plan in use by schools in New Brunswick (N.J.) to aid poor and needy, N 25, 1:4
Edward Dravit and John Wemer donate floor to infirmary, N 30, 1:6
Union Charity ason requests donations to needy, N 20, 1:4
Pub support needed to relieve suffering, N 22, 1:6
N 22, 1:8
Publishes contributions of AFR in effort to incite pub to do likewise, ed, N 22, 2:1
Kilgore Coal & Ice Co and Dickson Coal Co donate coal to poor of city, N 24, 1:4
Entertainment to be given by Col McClure for benefit of the poor praised, ed, N 24, 2:1
Various chs make donations, N 27, 1:4

CHARITY (cont)
COVENTRY TWP
Organizes to aid poor in district outside city, officers elected, D 29, 4:3
MAGNOLIA
Citizens give donations to Fairmont Children's home, C 21, 5:2
YOUNGSTOWN
Provides clothing to needy women and children, Salvation Army serves dinner to poor children, D 2, 2:2
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS, OHIO 69 OF
Annual conf held at Dayton, D 22, 2:4
CHAKES
Petition circulated to open from Turner to Howard sts, Ap 13, 3:2
Water main and fire hydrant constr approved by city council, D 8, 3:8
CHIVERS
Bill introduced in leg to revoke rights of Seneca County Mutual Fire Ins co, J 10, 1:7
CHASE, HARRY
Uses effects of brawl, Ensign Farnery held on manslaughter chg, S 19, 1:7
verdict of Inquest withheld by Coroner Houston Kepler, S 26, 1:3
CHICKASAW LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC CIRCLE
Africans held meeting, D 12, 3:4
COHES
Restock hotel victimized by C M Pendleton, J 6, 1:4
Mrs W J Watson victimized, W J Trainer and N B Cole sought, F 14, 17
S F Wilson name forged on check passed to Otto Jenny by unknown man, J 26, 1:3
Black Bear Nat store swindled, W F Kaufman held, D 31, 4:4
CLOVELAND
George C Wilson sought on forgery chg, N 17, 2:3
COLOR
N A Kennedy defrauded, G L Watts arrested, A 17, 3:2
OOSTHEKER
State Dairy and Food Com McNeal notifies N Y com against shipping square cheese to Ohio, D 10, 4:4

CHERRY (cont)
INCHIS
J 3 (Oboynus)
Injured in fall on icy walk, D 29, 4:8
CHEROKEE INDIAN TERRITORY
Rumination of oil by settlers ascertain ed, S 20, 2:1
CHERRY, T A (Bellows)
Injured while coupling ree cars, C 29, 2:2
CHERRY ST
Residents petition for enlarged culvert, J 10, 1:1
CHESPEAKE & OHIO RR
Freight train jumps track at Nobey, Engineer Stocker and fireman Rain killed, unnamed person injured, 4 8, 2:2
CHES, JOHN (Hobson)
Estate names "Snoo" Jovanov in recovery suit, Ag 16, 3:3
CHES, JOSEPH (Chillistoe)
Swindled, gang arrested, A 7, 3:4
CHICAGO
Advised to suspend building ord in skyscraper race with New York, ed, M 17, 2:1
CHICAGO & ERIE RR Co
Several unidentified men believed killed when freight train cause bridge near Lima to collapse, N 7, 2:5, 4:5
CHICAGO RAILWAY MG Co
Names A H Fishburn in collection suit, N 8, 1:4
CHICAGO WORLD'S FAIR
Officials app Jlaus Anderon to secret service staff, Ap 12, 2:1
Liberal financing for Ohio exhibit discussed, Ap 25, 1:5
Attendance compared with centennial of 1876, ed, M 3, 2:1
Chg for drinking water criticized, M 2, 2:1
Living expenses and leases direct real estate to success of exhibition, ed, M 3, 2:1
Critical of delay in getting bids and exhibits ready, ed, M 4, 2:1
Exhibit of old Viking ship praised, ed, M 4, 2:1
Ohio participation approved, ed, M 6, 2:1
Cows' move to prevent overcharging by concessionaires approved, ed, M 6, 2:1
Finance discussed, ed, M 12, 2:1
Ohio came sec Alberton criticized on record at expo, M 12, 3:4
Worse criticized for Sunday opening of exhibit, ed, M 15, 2:1
Sunday opening approved, ed, M 18, 2:1
CHICAGO WORLD'S FAIR (cont.)
Fees charged for entering grounds with shoes or
other canvas prohibited, ed, My 19, 2:1
Exhibition prices doubled, ed, My 19, 2:1
Trouble with foreign exhibitors foreseen in
making awards, ed, My 27, 2:1
Errors in news article corrected, My 29, 2:2
Management criticized for opening exhibit gates on
Sunday, ed, My 30, 2:1; for refusing animal act to poor children, ed, My 31, 2:1
Poor attendance discussed, ed, Je 6, 2:1
Attempts to force Sunday closing opposed, ed,
Je 10, 2:1
Sunday opening approved by Cardinal Gibbons, ed,
Je 13, 2:1
Effort to boycott fair seen failure, ed, Je 30, 2:2
Opening of World's Fair on Sunday criticized, ed,
Je 5, 2:2
Prevention of foreigners for selling ethnic goods,
ed, Je 6, 2:1
U. S. circuit court upheld Sunday opening, ed, Ja 13,
2:1
Columbian guards commended for work in cold
storage fire, ed, Ja 15, 2:1
Poor attendance decried, ed, Je 17, 2:1
Legally abolishes boxing, ed, Ja 21, 2:1
Would-be hummers criticized for making fair
butt of wit, ed, Ag 23, 2:1
Celebration of Ohio day dissolved, ed, Ag 25, 2:1
Ohioans observed Ohio day at Chicago, 5 14, 1:7
Gov McKinley center of attraction in celebration of
Ohio day, ed, S 16, 2:2
Design of Chicago day souvenir tickets criticized,
ed, S 27, 2:1
Visit called educational by S A Lane, 5 28, 1:4
Financial success, ed, S 30, 2:2
Praise of Englishman compiled by frankness, ed,
S 5, 2:2
The Ohio state building sold, will be removed to
Conti, N 15, 1:2
Rept of Ohio committee, 12 22, 3:3
CHILLS, FRANK (Springfield)
Burned when he mistakes concentrated lye for
liniment, 12 14, 4:4
CHILDES, EFFIE (Springfield)
Accidentally and fatally shot by Charles Anderson
when gun discharges, 12 29, 2:7
CHILDREN
Bill passed in house increasing number of
trustees of county homes, 10 10, 2:3
1893
CHILDREN (cont.)
Training school told in speeches by Rev Dr Mills
and Mrs Myra Goodwin Plantz at Natl Epaphth
League conf, 3 11, 3:3

CHURCH

CHURCH (cont.)
Decorated were exhibited by Gertrude Lewis,
Ap 3, 2:6

CHINESE

CHINESE (cont.)
Need for preventive measures discussed, ed,
Ag 30, 2:1

CIENNA

CIENNA ASIATICA

CIENNA (cont.)
Subject of paper read by Dr R B Rush before

CIOUSENS, ORDER OF

CIOUSENS, ORDER OF (cont.)
Oriental council held meeting, 11 13, 4:5
Holdings meeting, 11 9, 7:1
ORICER, ORIST (Rittman)
Res robbed, 11 25, 1:6
ORISON, WILLIAM H
Fined for assisting George Murrar, 12 22, 3:5

CHRISTENDOM

CHRISTENDOM (cont.)
News salary collection suit against Josie
Robinson co, 12 12, 1:3

CHRISTIAN ENCLAVE

CHRISTIAN ENCLAVE (cont.)
Union Loan fund held meeting, 11 6, 3:2
Activities listed, 11 10, 2:6
Personals and activities listed, 11 25, 2:6
False impression concerning abolishing of sect
corrected, 11r, 14, 3:4
Membership increase a surprise, ed, 11 8, 2:1
Exec com holds business meeting, activities
summarized, 11 14, 1:5
Soda plan mass meeting, 11 27, 4:3
Activities listed, 11 6, 1:5
Plans anti-saloon meeting, 11 12, 1:3
Organizes new soc at Garberian, 11 16, 1:4
Holds annual state conv at Conti, 11 26, 1:3;
N 1, 2:6

CHRISTIAN ENCLAVE UNION

CHRISTIAN ENCLAVE UNION (cont.)
Union of societies holds gryl meeting, 11 28, 4:4
Exec com repts, 11 14, 1:2
Union exec com holds meeting, 11 21, 3:1
Exec com meets, 11 9, 1:2
Holds union meeting, 11 20 soc wins honors, 11 30,
4:4
Summit county union holds annual meeting, 11 28, 4:4
Exec com organizes for coming yr, 11 12, 2:4
Exec com holds meeting, 11 10, 1:6
Holds 3rd social, 11 31, 1:3
Summit co holds gryl meeting, 11 28, 1:7
Exec com of Akron union holds business meeting,
12 19, 1:5
Huron plans reception for young ch members, 12 20,
4:4

CHRISTIAN LEADER

CHRISTIAN LEADER (cont.)
Growth and prosperity praised, ed, 12 10, 2:2
1903

CITIZENS' CLUB

Bill requiring all laborers on pub improvement projects to be citizens of US introduced, ed, 1903, 1/16

CITIZENSHIP (cont)

Bill requiring all laborers on pub improvement projects to be citizens of US introduced, ed, 1903, 1/15

Joseph kilmarn naturalized, My 13, 2/2

October naturalizations listed, N 3, 1/5

CITY BANK (Kent)

Declares div, Jv 15, 7/2

CITY BILL POSTING CO

Names Akron Daily Beacon in collection suit, Jv 15, 1/8

CITY DEPT., AROW

Citizens urged to take advantage of its facilities when an emergency arises, ed, 6 19, 2/2

CITY NATL BANK

Elects dirs at annual meeting, Jv 10, 1/8

Financial statement, M 17, 2/4

Financial rep, M 11, 2/1

Declares div, Jv 20, 1/4

Named with Chauncey Lilly & Co in cross petition filed against Jacob Good et al by Wieland & Richardson & Co, 4 6, 1/8; cross petition filed by Mary Helen Wright & Lizzie A Kellogg, O 2, 1/3; by A M Ham, O 7, 1/4; by Childs, Griffin & Co, O 16, 1/3

Financial statement, 6 6, 3/1

Motion for appeal of recent sustained in suit against Jacob Good, O 18, 1/7; demurrers to cross petition filed by Jacob Good, 4 6, 1/7; demurrer to John Kreider rendered, def excepted, 9 9, 1/5

Financial statement at close of business December 19th, O 23, 7/1

Financial statement, Jv 28, 1/4

CIVIL ENGINEERS' CLUB (Clev)

Elects Prof C S Howe vice pres, M 15, 1/2

CIVIL LIBERIES

Bill to permit women to hold estate trust positions after marriage passed by house, M 30, 1/4

Bill to permit married women to act as guardians passed by sen, Ap 14, 1/5

CIVIL WAR

Prisons subject of lecture by Rev J E Smith at So Main St ch, Ap 4, 3/3

Meeting of widows of US Grant and Jefferson Davis at West Point described, ed, Jv 27, 2/2

CLAYTON, SILAS.

See Chaplin, Silas

CLARK (OHIO)

Installed pastor of Springfield Freed ch, Jv 14, 1/6

1903

CITY BEACON JOURNAL INDEX

CITIZENS' SAVINGS AND LOAN CO

Stockholders hold annual meeting, reelect officers, Jv 3, 3/2

CITIZENS' VOTE

Bill passed in senate providing for indexing of Guaymas county's naturalization list, F 10, 2/3

1902

CITIZENS' CLUB

Date meeting, appts to arranges accommodations for visiting newspaper men, Ag 29, 1/4; ed, Ag 29, 2/1

Commission for entertaining visiting newspaper men, ed, 5 5, 2/1

Holds meeting, 6 7, 1/3

Appr charitable entertainment com, 5 9, 2/5

To present entertainment, N 16, 1/2

Holds business meeting, N 6, 1/4

CITIZENS' NATL BANK OF HILLSDORF

Debts of, Clarence H Overman arrested, Jv 28, 3/1

CITIZEI, SALTATE

Drugs assault chgs against Joseph Fisher, Ag 11, 1/6

CIGARETTES

Competition acute, blacklisting of trust urged as retaliation for boycott (ed, Citizen Tribune), 6 12, 2/1

Manufactured candy saved, ed, Ag 24, 2/1

Holcomb license tax criticized, Jv 7, 2/5

CINCINNATI, OHIO

City makes arrangements to take care of desti- tute unemployed, Jv 16, 3/3

Incorporate election returns, Ag 4, 3/2

Detectives criticized for methods employed in murder cases, ed, My 4, 2/1

New city hall bid dedicated, My 15, 3/5

CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON RR CO

On illegal possession of state land at Midtown, special house com recommends damage payment be secured, Ag 19, 1/6

Trucks submerged when Lewisville reservoir breaks, My 3, 1/7

Offers decreased rate for round trip to Chicago World's Fair, Jv 21, 1/7

Express engine partially destroyed by explosion at Ravenna, no injuries, G 25, 3/3

Named in order suit by State of Ohio, O 22, 3/3

CINCINNATI, NEW ORLEANS & TEXAS PACIFIC RY

Rear appt, M 25, 1/2

CINCINNATI TIMES-STAR

Presses an outstanding Ohio newspaper, Jv 3, 3/2

Deemed one of ablest in US, ed, My 4, 1/2

CINCINNATI TRIBUNE

Applt of rear asked by stockholders Augustus B. Truck, N 14, 2/3

Assigns, founders criticized, ed, N 30, 2/1

Internal dissension blamed for financial losses, ed, 1, 2/1

CINCEIL, OHIO

John White and Charles Seiber escape from local jail, U 13, 2/3

U 15, 3/3

CIRCUIT

Draining of citizen's purse deemed defect, ed, Jv 16, 2/1

CISCO, OHIO

Placed guilty to larceny chg, fined and sentenced, Jv 18, 1/6

CITIZENS' BANK (Clev)

Childs, 1/7; Jv 30, 2/4; Jv 21, 2/4

CITIZENS' CLUB

Elects officers, M 8, 4/3

CITIZES-INDIANA

Expropriation of land by French at the mouth of the Ohio, ed, 17, 2/1

CITIZENSHIP

By woman named as member of House committee to hear bill to provide for the protection of working women, 1889, ed, 12, 2/1

CIVIC MIONS

Congratulates, ed, 1890, 1/15

CIVIC SCHOOLS

Under direction of Superintendent James C. Smith, ed, 1890, 1/15

CLERGY

Fires one of most influential men of town, ed, My 12, 2/1

CLAYTON, SILAS.

See Chaplin, Silas

CLARK (OHIO)

Installed pastor of Springfield Freed ch, Jv 14, 1/6

CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY, AMER INSTITUTION OF

Examen of Rev E H Rider 16 member, Jv 27, 1/2

CHRISTIANITY

Work in foreign lands as told in lectures defended, 1/16

Work in foreign countries explained, 1/16

Subject of address by E W Zellers before 15th Ohi odist missionary conf of Disciple ch, Ag 20, 4/3

Expanded, 1/16, My 6, 3/4

CHRISTOPHERSON, Paul

Named for intensification, Ag 25, 2/2

CHRISTMAS

First memories summarized, ed, J 22, 2/1

Remembrance of poor and needy stressed in col, J 22, 2/1

Old time celebration told by Akron pioneers, feature article, U 20, 1/8

Observers urged to help Akron needy, ed, O 23, 2/1

CHRISTY, JAMES

Files restraining-order petition against Valley ry co, Jv 19, 1/7; plaintiff's injunction contd, Jv 20, 1/2

Announcement of new bid in Howard st, N 17, 1/2

CHRISTY, JOHN

Given suspended sentence for robbery, My 8, 1/6;

fined for petit larceny, My 10, 1/3

Raggy damaged in runway, Ag 24, 1/6

CHRISTY, ROBERT (wouster)

Uses from injuries recd in football game, N 25, 2/4

CHRISTY, JOHN

Incorporates, My 25, 1/2

CHILDREN OF THE KING, CLEV

Applt of 2 women to serve as ministers discussed, Ap 17, 2/1

CHURCHES

Lenten activities listed, F 15, 4/5

Urged to provide more interesting services, ed, 1/8, 2/2

Nineteenth Sunday school dist holds annual conv at Newbury, N 25, 4/4

Observe advent season, N 30, 1/6

Activities listed, U 16, 3/4

Hudson churches give donations to poor of Akron, U 21, 1/2

CIRCUIT, OHIO

Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 7, 4/2
CLARK, John (washington)
Rase raised, arrested on illicit distilling chg,
Ag 22, 2:2

CLARK, John (kangas)
Killed when boiler explodes, Jy 13, 3:4

CLARK, John B
Estate exec files partial acct, Je 14, 1:2

CLARK, Lida
Robbed, Abelda McCoy held, Ag 21, 1:5

CLARK, William
Sentenced for vagrancy, My 6, 2:3

CLARKSON, John N
Rosc minor naturalization papers, N 10, 1:4

CLARKSON, W H (Gay Falls)
Music referee for candidates for school board
people's candidate W H Bowes, Ag 4, 1:7

CLAY, Clara
Sentenced for assault and battery, Je 7, 4:3

CLAY, Emilio
Fined for intoxication, Je 9, 1:4

CLAY, Emilio G (Toldeo)
Assasos with funds of Shadow Detective Show Co,
My 23, 3:4

CLAY, Harry W
Wins 1st place in Ashton Gratitude contest,
O 10, 8:3

CLAY, Harry W
With Israel Izbod estate name 0 C and 0 C
Herrick in collection suit, My 20, 1:1

CLAY (Mrs), Rody (Alsoma, Clifford)
Funeral, O 2, 3:5; obit, D 23, 7:4

CLAY (Mrs), George W (Mary E)
Deaths, Ag 25, 1:8; bis, Ag 25, 3:2; funeral,
Ag 26, 1:4

CLAY, J A (Coia)
Bound over on morals chg, D 15, 2:2

CLAY, J J (Canton)
Named in personal injury suit brought by Gen J R
Sherwood, Je 2, 2:3; bound to post btl on
ch of assaulting Gen Sherwood, Je 2, 2:1

CLAY, James (Jefferson)
Injured when corn stalk enters eye, D 4, 2:6

CLAY, John (washington)
Rase raised, arrested on illicit distilling chg,
Ag 22, 2:2

CLAY, John (kangas)
Killed when boiler explodes, Jy 13, 3:4

CLAY, John B
Estate exec files partial acct, Je 14, 1:2

CLAY, Lida
Robbed, Abelda McCoy held, Ag 21, 1:5

CLAY, William
Sentenced to jail for vagrancy, My 6, 2:3

CLAYSON, John N
Rosc minor naturalization papers, N 10, 1:4

CLAYSON, W H (Gay Falls)
Music referee for candidates for school board
people's candidate W H Bowes, Ag 4, 1:7

CLAYTON, Clara
Death, N 23, 1:8; funeral, N 23, 1:8

CLAYTON (Mrs), N
Injured in fall from window, H 1, 4:2

CLAYTON, Frank
Held on robbery chg, Ja 13, 1:7; indicted by
grand jury on chg of burglary, F 17, 1:2; sentecned on
chg, My 4, 7:2

CLAYTON (Mrs), E V
Addresses this scientist on Ohio at annual
meeting in Galia, Je 7, 3:5

CLAYTON (Mrs), George W (Mary E)
Deaths, Ag 25, 1:8; bis, Ag 25, 3:2; funeral,
Ag 26, 1:4

CLAYTON, J A (Coia)
Bound over on morals chg, D 15, 2:2

CLAYTON, J J (Canton)
Named in personal injury suit brought by Gen J R
Sherwood, Je 2, 2:3; bound to post btl on
ch of assaulting Gen Sherwood, Je 2, 2:1

CLAY, James (Jefferson)
Injured when corn stalk enters eye, D 4, 2:6

CLAYTON, John (washington)
Rase raised, arrested on illicit distilling chg,
Ag 22, 2:2

CLAYTON, John (kangas)
Killed when boiler explodes, Jy 13, 3:4

CLAYTON, John B
Estate exec files partial acct, Je 14, 1:2

CLAYTON, Lida
Robbed, Abelda McCoy held, Ag 21, 1:5

CLAYTON, William
Sentenced to jail for vagrancy, My 6, 2:3

CLAYSON, John N
Rosc minor naturalization papers, N 10, 1:4

CLAYSON, W H (Gay Falls)
Music referee for candidates for school board
people's candidate W H Bowes, Ag 4, 1:7

CLAYTON, Clara
Death, N 23, 1:8; funeral, N 23, 1:8

CLAYTON (Mrs), N
Injured in fall from window, H 1, 4:2

CLAYTON, Frank
Held on robbery chg, Ja 13, 1:7; indicted by
grand jury on chg of burglary, F 17, 1:2; sentenced on
chg, My 4, 7:2

CLAYTON (Mrs), E V
Addresses this scientist on Ohio at annual
meeting in Galia, Je 7, 3:5

CLAYTON (Mrs), George W (Mary E)
Deaths, Ag 25, 1:8; bis, Ag 25, 3:2; funeral,
Ag 26, 1:4

CLAYTON, J A (Coia)
Bound over on morals chg, D 15, 2:2

CLAYTON, J J (Canton)
Named in personal injury suit brought by Gen J R
Sherwood, Je 2, 2:3; bound to post btl on
ch of assaulting Gen Sherwood, Je 2, 2:1

CLAY, James (Jefferson)
Injured when corn stalk enters eye, D 4, 2:6

CLAYTON, John (washington)
Rase raised, arrested on illicit distilling chg,
Ag 22, 2:2

CLAYTON, John (kangas)
Killed when boiler explodes, Jy 13, 3:4

CLAYTON, John B
Estate exec files partial acct, Je 14, 1:2

CLAYTON, Lida
Robbed, Abelda McCoy held, Ag 21, 1:5

CLAYTON, William
Sentenced to jail for vagrancy, My 6, 2:3

CLAYSON, John N
Rosc minor naturalization papers, N 10, 1:4

CLAYSON, W H (Gay Falls)
Music referee for candidates for school board
people's candidate W H Bowes, Ag 4, 1:7

CLAYTON, Clara
Death, N 23, 1:8; funeral, N 23, 1:8

CLAYTON (Mrs), N
Injured in fall from window, H 1, 4:2

CLAYTON, Frank
Held on robbery chg, Ja 13, 1:7; indicted by
grand jury on chg of burglary, F 17, 1:2; sentenced on
chg, My 4, 7:2

CLAYTON (Mrs), E V
Addresses this scientist on Ohio at annual
meeting in Galia, Je 7, 3:5

CLAYTON (Mrs), George W (Mary E)
Deaths, Ag 25, 1:8; bis, Ag 25, 3:2; funeral,
Ag 26, 1:4

CLAYTON, J A (Coia)
Bound over on morals chg, D 15, 2:2

CLAYTON, J J (Canton)
Named in personal injury suit brought by Gen J R
Sherwood, Je 2, 2:3; bound to post btl on
ch of assaulting Gen Sherwood, Je 2, 2:1

CLAY, James (Jefferson)
Injured when corn stalk enters eye, D 4, 2:6
1893

CLEVELAND, OHIO (Cont.)

FINANCES
Bill providing for disposal of foreign tax receipts passed in house, Ma 3, 2:3
Bill regulating act disposing of fines and forfeitures for prostitution passed in house, Ma 3, 2:3

MAYOR
Mayor elect Blee and Mayor Rose claim rights to office, legal advice necessary, Ap 11, 1:8

POLICE DEPT
Chief Schmitt resigns, Je 20, 2:1
Capt Henry Heise appointed, Je 23, 2:1

PUBLIC WORKS DIR
John Farley appointed, Ap 25, 3:3

SUITS AND CLAIMS
Names Cleve Elec Ry co in dissolution suit, My 9, 3:3

WORKHOUSE
Proposed legs for reforms discussed (Clev Leader), F 28, 4:8
Rae 18 Akron offenders in last 3 mos, JY 20, 4:2
JY 21, 4:2

CLEVELAND, ARON & COLS RR CO

Named in property damage suit by Samuel Hulton, Je 6, 3:5
With Akron Supply co and MFG & RR co named in cargo detention suit by J J Sather in, Ja 10, 1:5; answers filed, F 13, 1:3

Named in insolency suit by Edward L Mortimer who asks dismissal of drs and appointment of receiver, Ja 11, 1:3; Press Nicholon Mannarit denies signs of mismanagement filed by Edward L Mortimer, Ja 13, 4:4; answers allegations, F 13, 1:6; suit for receiver refused to be part of scheme to attack other rsrs, F 15, 4:4; suit for appointment of receiver dismissed, Ma 16, 1:4

Statements claiming co on verge of failure denied, Je 12, 4:2

South Akron depot robbed, Ja 13, 1:1
Coast damaged in collision, Je 13, 3:2

Freight train wrecked, near Hudson, Ja 25, 1:1

Named by Joseph Beal in damage suit, Ja 30, 1:3

Named by George M Hurlin in damage suit, Ravenna, F 9, 4:6

Possible acquisition by Henry S Ives discussed, (New York Herald), F 20, 4:1; control gained by Henry S Ives and Wills N Barnes, officers

1893

CLEVELAND, ARON & COLS RR CO (Cont.)

Electoral, My 21, 1:5

Freight and passenger agent H B Dunham resigns, F 22, 4:3; (Clev Leader), F 24, 3:2; appoints W J Richard gen freight and passenger agent, My 19, 2:5

Financial condition analyzed (Cals State Journal), Je 7, 1:7

Electra dir, My 16, 1:4

Cars damaged while making connections, no injuries, My 28, 1:4

Plans merger with other roads, Je 6, 1:3
Car jumps track at Nelson, damages depot, no one injured, Ap 12, 2:8

Announces operating officers, office of gen agent abolished, Ap 13, 1:8

Plans improvement of right of way, Ap 13, 3:1

Enlarges Cols office, Ap 14, 1:5

Adm's suit to settle claim against estate of Barbara Saavier granted, Ap 28, 4:4

Places order for 1,000 new cars, My 5, 1:8

Property in Ohio appraised for taxation purposes, My 13, 1:3

Cars derailed and damaged in collision with S & O trains, My 17, 4:2

Trains damaged in collision at Brinlow, no one injured, My 24, 3:3

Officers visit Akron on imp tour, new line planned from Cols to Springfield, Je 9, 1:5; bright future predicted, ed Je 9, 2:1

No one injured in train derailment near Barberton, Je 10, 1:1

Named by City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1; petition, filing and notice ordered in assessment of damage suit brought by City of Akron, Je 16, 3:5

Cals Cie-Chicago passenger round trip rate, Jy 1, 1:2

Damage suit appealed by plaintiff A J Wilkinson, Jy 3, 1:1

Applies for leave to new office of purchasing agent (Cals Dispatch), Jy 4, 4:3; with S & O co begins construction of plaintiff at Clinton depot, Jy 12, 2:4

Agrees to start construction of Park St bridge, Jy 13, 1:5

Effect to time table, Jy 17, 1:2

Granted permission to connect steam pipe to Mill st sewer main, Jy 17, 1:3

Add 2 new trains from Clev to Zanesville, Jy 24, 1:6

CLEVELAND, ARON & COLS RR CO (Cont.)

Embazoned, Joseph J Davis arrested, Jy 26, 1:1
Claim against city dismissed, Jy 26, 1:6

Losses damage suit brought by estate of George Parker, Zanesville, Jy 26, 4:3

Announces temporary 10 per cent cut in wages, Jy 30, 1:2

Renunciation of Gen Myr W C Kinnearon viewed with regret (Ohio Dispatch), Ap 28, 3:4

Train crashes into Akron Elec St ry car, S 14, 1:5

Appeals property damage suit brought by Peter H Maynard, S 26, 1:7

Named in personal injury suit by George W Walker, 07, 1:5

Coal train robbed, 07, 4:2

Trains damaged in collision near warwick, O 16, 1:2

W J Richards resigns as gen freight agent, L J Brockenbrough appointed, O 27, 3:5

Suit brought by George H and Lizzie J Dickinson settled, N 11, 1:4

Stockholders vote to issue $4,000,000 bonds, N 14, 2:3

Damage suit by S H Robinson estate dismissed, N 17, 3:4

To assume control of Clev business formerly handled by Penna co, N 24, 1:5

Expired by Mutual Company of America Holland to prevent issuing bonds for property improvements, J 1, 1:5; 2:2

Transports coalload of coal from mines to charity as an, J 9, 1:7

Names J F Satherling & co in collection suit, O 18, 1:7

CLEVELAND, CANTON & SOUTHERN RR CO

Train wrecked near Streetsboro, Jy 31, 4:3

John W Woodward and Frederick Swift appointed receivers, S 16, 1:3; S 22, 4:2

CLEVER-OK SAND CO

Ogilby of Akron cons with discriminating against small shippers, Ja 13, 2:2

CLEVER-OK SAND CO

Plans to hold banquet featuring prominent persons, Ap 13, 1:8

CLEVELAND ELEC MD CO


CLEVELAND ELEC RD CO

Named in dissolution suit by City of Clev, My 9, 3:3
CLEVELAND PRESS OFFICE (cont.)

CLINE, JACOB
Sulb brought by adm William Cline, sale confirmed and deed ordered, Je 26, 11; fined for peddling without license, N 6, 12
CLINE, MARTHA
Fined for lack of deed, F 20, 16
CLINE, PAUL (Grandpa)
Resides from heat prostration, Y 15, 3; 8
CLINE, WILLIAM
Ader suit against Jacob Cline et al, sale of property confirmed and deed ordered, Je 26, 11
CLINICAL SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Held meeting, F 2, 3; 4
CLINCH COUNTY
Wimberley inury damaged by fire, F 10, 3; 3
Elmer Long, John Carter, and John Giselbert escape from Wimberley jail, Ag 30, 3; 1
CLIVER TWP
Tract reap, Ap 14, 2; 7

COLE, JAMES E
Employed as principal of ha. by Kent bd of edu., M 31, 4; 3
COLE, JOHN (Cler)
Killed in wildfire, M 23, 1; 3
COLUMBIA JAMES (Boston)
Plan to make June 14th mud flag day approved, ed, M 24, 2; 1
COLUMBIA EXPOSITION
Fraud by S A Lane, M 27, 3; 3
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Sunday closing law for saloons enforced, Jv 13, 2; 2

CONGREGATIONAL CH (Thomastown)
Thomas Hughes elected delegate to Eastern Ohio conv of Cong Union, M 26, 2; 2

Conley, Martin
Fined for intoxication, M 25, 5; 6
Arrested and sentenced to Clev workhouse for intoxication, Je 6, 2; 6
COUNT, Sue, aged 94 in Wilson on trial, Jv 5, 1; 6
Losses suit, Jv 5, 1; 6
CORNISH, CORA
Named in collection suit brought by Alexander Fryman, M 27, 1; 7
CORNISH, CHARLES
Infant daughter burned by fire solution, Jv 3, 8; 4
CORK, ANGEL (INN)
Price raise by Cinti dealers criticized, ed, Jv 12, 2; 1
Shortage due to dealers’ refusal to sell to small consumers, Jv 12, 3; 2
Prices extreme, ed, Jv 13, 2; 1
Shortage caused by ice blocking Ohio river, Cinti prices rise, Jv 13, 3; 5
Famine imminent, Jv 16, 1; 4
Can start to complete arrangement for business combine, Jv 10, 2; 6
Bill passed in house forbidding screening before weighing, F 1, 2; 6
Operator opposed to passage of bill, F 10, 3; 4
Sen miners con considers bill to provide for weighing coal before screening, F 10, 3; 4
Operator opposed to passage of bill, F 10, 3; 4
Sen discusses Thomas bill requiring all coal to be weighed before screening, M 10, 1; 3
Mines’ convention asks wage increase, refused by Hooking Valley operators, ap 15, 3; 7
Ohio miners’ and nine operators’ conference in dispute over prize-fighting agreement, strike looms, Ap 17, 3; 3
COAL AND COAL INDUS (cont)

UM and mining officials reach agreement, D 26, 7:2

COOK, CHARLES S

Names A C & F Dick in mandatory action, Ap 12, 1:7; case ordered settled as decided by common

COOLY, ELLSWORTH (Westville)

Killed while coupling re cars, Ja 26, 7:1

COOLEY, HENRY (Youngstown)

Deferred in horse trade, J M Falkner and Clinton

COOLES, H (Sheffieldville)

Block and res destroyed by fire, Ag 16, 3:3

CODMAN, DANIEL

Fined for drunkenness, F 28, 1:6

CODMAN, HAM (West Newark)

Wanted after fight with J Neller, Ag 29, 2:7

CODMAN, HUGH B

Named in collection suit by Jeremiah Delano and

CODMAN, JOHN

Fined for assault and battery, Ap 20, 4:2

CODMAN, THOMAS

Arrested on chg of beating Bently Harnard,

COK, EMILY F

Inventory of estate filed, F 25, 8:5

COFFY, FRANK F

Injured when hand rail breaks, O 17, 4:3

COFMAN, JAMES (Greenport)

Injured by rail which melts in throat, My 9, 3:3

COHN, MICHAEL (Manhasset)

Sought for fraud, O 26, 1:4

COHN, MCGO

Changes name to Akron Tent and Aming co, D 9, 6:2

COLCHESTER IRON CO

Named in collection suit by Halloway & Sauvain,

Dodge, J W

With W N Steiner and C W Seiberling names

Elected delegate to represent miners at meeting of

Elected delegate to represent miners at meeting of

Elected delegate to represent miners at meeting of

Elected delegate to represent miners at meeting of

Elected delegate to represent miners at meeting of

Failing to appear pending suit, My 2, 1:3;

Fallen in coal mine; violence prevent suit,

Failing to appear pending suit, My 2, 1:3;
COLUMBUS, OHIO (cont)

FIRE DEPT

Bill passed in house authorizing funds to meet deficiency, F 25, 2:7

Confronted with petty lawlessness, ed, Jy 8, 2:2

WATERSKILLS

Bill authorizing bond issue for expansion of facilities passed by sen, N 1, 2:3

COLUMBUS ACAD OF MED

Urged to frame bill regulating practice of med in state, D 11, 2:3

COLUMBUS AULIN FOR INFANE

Officers file annual rept, D 1, 3:1

Investigation of ships of cruelty to infants being made by bd of trustees, D 21, 3:5

COLUMBUS BD OF TRADE

Plans inauguration ceremony for Gov McKinley, D 11, 2:3

COLUMBUS BIZZY CO

Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3

COLUMBUS FEMALE BENEVOLENT SOC

Res $25,000 gift from William G Deshler, D 11, 2:2

COLUMBUS TAXES AND LABOR ASSEMBLY

Hold meeting, Ag 30, 2:2

COLUMBUS, SHAWNEE & HOCKINGRR

Enjoyment by U S at transfer of 9 miles of Halleck, Zanesville to Conti, as expected, My 3, 1:3

Secures money for payment of back wages, Ag 19, 3:8

COVILLE, W J

Delivers lecture on psychical research, S 1, 1:8

CONVERSE, WILLIAM J

Arrested for intoxication, S 13, 1:0; fined, S 15, 3:2

CONVERSE

Export decreases and import increase cause for alarm by Pres Grover Cleveland, ed, Ap 19, 2:1

COMMODITY MARKETING CO

Incorporated, N 8, 4:3

COPPON, JOHN

Arraigned for vagrancy, discharged, S 8, 1:4

COSTOCK (MRS), ALICE

Funeral, Ag 9, 4:8

COSTOCK (MRS), STEPHEN

Funeral, J 15, 4:3

CONE (MRS), ORELLI

Delivers baccalaureate sermon to Buechel grade, Je 19, 1:4

1893

CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE

Review of pub criticized, ed, Je 18, 2:1

COWLING, O D (Wooster)

Found not guilty on manslaughter chg, D 26, 3:4

COWLING (MRS), S A

-Alleged negligence in care of smallpox victim on route to Akron results in death, mster urged, ed, Ap 24, 2:2

Negligence in state bd of health office declared unpardonable, ed, Ap 25, 2:1

No record of confirmation as pres of state bd of health found, chg filed by Akron bd of health, Ap 26, 1:8

Famly chg with negligence in performance of duty, mster urged by Akron bd of health, Ap 26, 4:4

State health bd investigates negligence of duty chgs, Dr Coglin defended by Canton bd of health, Ap 27, 3:3

Appellate to state bd of health ruled illegal by Atty-Gen Richards, My 9, 1:6

COX, JULIA (Kent)

Injured when burned by lye, D 21, 8:4

COX, CHARLES (York Terp)

Killed when mixed-separator engine exploded, Ag 16, 3:3

COX, MARVIN

Fined for intoxication, My 15, 1:1

COX (MRS), LIZZIE

Death, M 22, 1:5; My 23, 1:6

COX, MAGDA

Names Gunn and T and W R Carnahan in attachment suit, Jy 28, 3:3

COX MFG CO

Wine collection suit brought against H Lawlars, Ag 26, 1:5

COX, HULLER

Sentenced to st labor on vagrancy chg, U 11, 4:6

COX, MARTIN

Fined for disorderly conduct, J 18, 5:7

COX, THOMAS (Welling)

Injured by train, J 29, 1:2

COX, MRS, M. F. (Springfield)

Beaten by unknown assaulter, U 28, 2:4

CRANDALL, E E

Fined for intoxication, My 7, 4:3

CRANDALL, GEORGE

Killed when clay bank caves in, N 22, 1:4

CRANDALL, MRS

Killed by falling log, Jy 29, 2:6
COOPER, GEORGE
Vagancy chg dismissed, Ja 22, 1:6

CORN, CHARLES
Names Poyce Morris, F G Merriman, F A Altemeier, W H Jones, T M Parker, George C Kohler, C F Anee, Anna M Welshorn, and Areta Live Stock Inc in foreclosure of liens suit, Ja 28, 1:5

COOK HOLL (Cantebury) Destroyed by fire, S 30, 1:4

COOK, JENNA (Cant)
Injured when st car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6

COONS
Hunting dog deemed indispensable, feature article, N 2, 4:4

COOPER, ALBERT
Fixed for stealing, D 24, 1:2

COOT, F R (Ravenna)
Damage suit brought by Strahan Bros opens, Ja 24, 4:7

COPELAND, JOHN (Slaubenvale)
Robbed, N 17, 3:3

COPPER, LEONARD (Springfield)
Confesses to robbery chg by jumping bond 2 years ago, N 28, 2:3

COPLEY, OHIO
Official candidates list for top and corps as certified by bd of elections, N 25, 3:1

Swap fire spreading, S 16, 1:4; continues to spread, S 18, 1:5

COPELEY SWAMP
Property damaged by fire, S 15, 1:7

COFFEE, L
Sentenced to work on air for vagancy, J 5, 4:2

COPE, JOHN
Sentenced for divorce by wife Eliza A, Ja 14, 1:7

CORBIN, GEORGE (Fondal)
Held in robbery of William Hallwell, O 14, 2:3

Eldredge jury on trial on charge of robbing chg, D 9, 2:4

CORR, F S (Lawrenceville)
Aptd postmaster, W 21, 2:3

CORN (MCO), MAGGIE
Injured in VW train wreck at Monroe Falls, Ja 25, 1:1

CORK, CHARLES (Miamisburg)
Injured when arm is caught in saw belt, D 2, 3:7

CORNETT, C P
George H Thomas files answer in suit brought by Whetstone Co & Lane Machine co, S 30, 7:3
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CORN, ALBERT (Manipia)
WINS in suit against Charles Pfeiffer, D 4, 3:4

CORN, GEORGE
Names Charles Pfeiffer in collection suit, D 2, 3:7

CORN, JAMES
Named by Houston Kepler in partition suit, priv sale of property ordered, F 15, 2:3

CORN, JOHN (Ravenna)
Death, M 1, 1:3; funeral, M 1, 1:8; James L Porter appd admr of estate, Ap 10, 4:3

CORNELL, THOMAS
Estate pays property tax in full, Ja 12, 1:6; statement that back taxes must be paid denied, Ja 19, 4:3

Collection suit brought by assignee A T Paige entitled to mlr, N 12, 1:3

Estate names Summit county in tax suit, J 26, 1:7; J 21, 1:7; named in recovery suit by George A Turner, S 27, 1:5; files motion in suit of Samuel J Ritchie against Stevenson Burke et al, N 6, 1:4; names Joseph and Nancy A Sladen, Frederick A Boerner, C L Shipman, John School, E R Spencer, and Eliza J (Hance) in collection and foreclosure suit, N 30, 1:15

Executors Charles Baird, John R Wright, and William McFarland file partial acct, J 16, 1:8

COOK, CLAIRE
Injured in fall from horse-drawn vehicle, Ap 13, 4:1

COOK, JAMES
Sentenced to whiehouse on suspicion chg, D 8, 1:6

CORK, JOSEPH O
Death, J 10, 1:8; big, D 10, 4:3; funeral, D 20, 1:4; will filed, D 20, 4:3

CORK, JOSEPH A & SON ROLLING MILL CO (Mansfield)
Causes operations for lack of orders, O 18, 2:4

CORNIEL, NELLIS L
Estate files partial acct, Ag 22, 1:4

CORDIER
Outdevice by Union Med assn, Ag 9, 4:4

CORP, JOHN (Kent)
Still missing after elopment with Mrs Nellie Jones, J 31, 4:3; N 13, 4:3

CORPORATION
Joint resolution to amend constitution to free capital stockholders from double liability introduced in house, Ap 18, 3:5

Bill to permit appeal of rear by owners of 1/20th capital stock passed by house, Ap 25, 2:5

COTTON & COTTON INSECTS (cont)
Increased tariff urged, O 3, 2:2

COTTRELL, FRANK
Injured in rr accident, N 21, 1:4

COURT, ROBERT T
Funeral announcement, Ja 29, 1:3

COURT, HENRY
Estate admin files final acct, Ap 26, 4:3

COURT, RICHARD S
Suit brought by Lizzie Capito to recover real estate settled at def's cost, F 16, 1:8

COURT, JOHN
Injured in fall from roof, O 9, 1:8

COURT, M J (Belleville)
Business block destroyed by fire, S 25, 2:3

COUNTY AUDITORS' ASSN
Holds meeting, elects officers, N 24, 2:7

COUNTY FAIR, SUMMIT. See Summit County Fair

COURTNEY (RCS), R A (Mary A)
Death, Ap 29, 1:8; M 1, 1:6

COUNTY
Establishment of police cls favored, ed, M 8, 2:1; ed, M 10, 2:1

Cases recorded, M 5, 2:6; M 15, 4:3; N 16, 4:3; N 17, 3:3; N 18, 1:2; N 20, 3:6; N 21, 3:4; Ap 21, 4:6; Ag 27, 3:4; Ap 3, 2:5

Bowling Green
Combs of cl house begins, N 30, 2:2

Peninsula
H H Cassidy sworn in as JF, Ap 27, 1:4

COUNTY
Bill passed in sen providing for employment of usual stenographer, F 10, 2:3

Grand jury criticized for decision in assault and battery case, ed, J 24, 2:1

Bill passed in sen increasing salaries of circuit judges, F 1, 2:5

Hamilton County
Grand jury reports on investigation of smurdr in real estate mortgages, O 30, 1:1

Lorain, Medina, and Summit Salary of official stenographer increased, M 1, 3:4

COTTON FILES
Lorain, Medina, and Summit

Openings revd, applds made, M 1, 3:4
1893
DREAMER (Mrs), BESSIE
Injured woman chopped on porch by Kittie Knight, My 22, 1:1

DREAMER, THOMAS (London)
Plead not guilty on charge of murdering son Olille, N 24, 2:7; sentenced to penitentiary for manslaughter, N 30, 2:4

DRECHER, JOHN W
Wine injunction suit against PAMR co, Jy 31, 1:7
Elwood Mfg co granted leave to file cross petition in suit against PAMR co, N 7, 1:4; cross petition filed by Aaron Tingle, N 25, 1:7; trial date set, u 9, 1:6

DRECKEL, F J
Names McCracken & Seiple, George Slabey and C W McCracken in collection suit, O 9, 3:5; suit filed, N 6, 1:4

DRESGLER, JUNO E
Loss suit to Met Mfg co, J 9, 1:7

DREW, GLENN
Bill for regulating introduced in house, F 15, 1:4

DREXIT (COAL Co) (Cats)
Business involve in, order appeald, Ap 25, 3:3

DREXIT INC (Cats)
Cable with violation of law by supt of ins, M 6, 1:4

DREXTER, OHC
Businessmen and farmers accept planting plant location proposed by late Hiram, U 23, 7:4

DREXLER, LEWIS
Recovers property stolen from cigar store, U 18, 4:3

DREY, C H and JOSEPH F
Injured in PAM train wreck at Hume Falls, J 25, 1:1

DREY, JOSEPH F See Green, C H and Joseph F

DRIEGEL, JOHN B

DREXEL (COAL Co) (Cats)
Business involve in, order appeald, Ap 25, 3:3

DREXIT INC (Cats)
Cable with violation of law by supt of ins, M 6, 1:4

DREDGER, WILLIAM M
Sued for divorce by wife Hety N, J 31, 1:7; divorce granted, U 23, 1:5

DREXEL, RICHARD
Pol career discussed as jealousy in New York state's moral and financial future, ed, 0, 5, 2:1

DREXEL FERTILIZER and CHEMICAL CO
Names John F Moore and others in collection suit, S 26, 1:7

DROCKETT, CHARLES (Clifton)
Busted by William Stewart, Ap 10, 4:4

DROGOL, OHC
Tommy--affiliation deemed financially worthless, ed, J 1, 2:2

DROMBCD, JOHN (Galipolis)
Held in stabbing of William Roder, D 29, 4:6

1893
DRODE, WILLIAM N
Candida for 8th ward assessor defeated by repub Mansfield Samer, Ap 4, 1:3

DROPP, LOUIS (Lafayette)
Killed when struck by train, U 11, 2:2

DROSE SCHOOL
Boys for const of annex opened by bid of educa, ap 14, 3:18; referred to com, My 17, 2:3

DROSEY ST
Ord to reestablish grade passed by council, J 20, 4:4; residents petition for grade already fixed to be unchanged, J 5, 1:4; grading protested by J P Alexander, J 10, 11:1

DROSER, CHARLES
Trial cond in embalming chg, S 21, 1:6; dismissed from chg, U 31, 1:8

DROSTER, FRID J
Guardian Adaleine Croster files partial acct, O 14, 1:8

DROST, GEORGE W (Elyria)
Found guilty of embezzlement by jury, N 27, 2:2

DROST, HARVEY
Guardian wins suit against Oliver F Croster et al, sale of property confirmed, N 2, 4:3

DROSTE ST
Ord to establish grade passed by council, N 17, 3:5

DROSTEY, POWELL (Cont)
Indicted for looting crews of Main Hmne, U 30, 2:3

DROSS, (Boston)
Abbed, S 29, 3:5

DROSS, JOHN (Kent)
Returns after elopement with Mrs Willie Jones, N 11, 6:5; correction of error in previous article: it was John Corp who eloped with Willie Jones, N 13, 4:3

DROSSAL, JUNO D
Death, F 11, 1:8; F 13, 4:2

DROSER, EDMUND
Widow of gardentship filed, F 16, 4:3

DROSE, GEORGE W
Collection suit brought by assignee A T Paige contd, M 12, 1:3

DRP, S 12, 6:3

Named in collection suit brought by Blue Pond Park co, S 5, 1:6

Comments on business and economic conditions of nation, N 27, 1:5
CITY SOLICITOR

Sues City Clerk Henry E Williams and others to establish legality of Thomas-Houston franchise extension, W 9, 1:1

ELECTIONS

Official candidates list as certified by bd of elections, W 25, 3:1

Assessor

M H Barber, music reform defeats M H Barber, peoples, Ap 4, 1:7

GEMETARY TRUSTEES


Constable


Council


New members sworn into office, Ap 13, 1:6

Education, Bd of

W W Card and George Patterson, music reform, defeats Alex Simms and Robert Reid, peoples, Ap 4, 1:7

Justice of Peace


Street Cem


SUITS AND CLAIMS

Loses judgment suit against Averman & Guy Falls, Ry Power co, W 13, 1:7

In suit against City Clerk T E Williams, T F Walsh, Samuel Higgin, W T Randolph, and E L Babcock file answers, Ap 27, 1:4

Cuyahoga Falls and Averman & Guy Falls Co

Ord granting franchise repealed by council, Ja 17, 4:3

Ord to revoke franchise passed by council, Ja 20, 3:6

Census with Averman & Guy Falls by co, Ap 1, 3:1

Cuyahoga Falls Game and Fish Co

Organized and incorporated, D 30, 6:3

Cuyahoga Falls HS

Alumni plan banquet, Ja 15, 1:6

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio (cont.)

Cuyahoga Falls Ry & Machine Co

Name: John Williams, in personal injury suit, Ja 20, 1:6

Cuyahoga Falls Paper Co

Loses suit against Samuel E Porter, W 25, 1:5

Cuyahoga River Bridge

Approaches washed away, My 24, 1:3

Cuyahoga Valley, R A

Serves notice on non-religious subject, My 15, 2:3

Given party by members of A M Zion chg, N 11, 1:3

Delivers sermon on racial prejudice at African Sh ch, N 27, 1:2

D

Daisy, Pat (Cleveland)

Escapes from Sennec county jail, Ag 23, 4:6

Oxley, Christian

Held on chg of gill-netting, case heard, D 21, 1:6; fined and sentenced, D 22, 1:6; D 23, 1:5

Oxley, Thomas

Fined for intoxication, Jy 6, 3:5

Oxley (Mrs), J A (Alderman)

Res and contents destroyed by fire, O 21, 1:4; O 26, 3:7

Oxley, Otis (Alderman)

Injured when struck by meat hook, Ja 10, 2:3

Oxley, Ross (Alderman)

Injured when struck in arm by piece of coal, Ap 1, 3:2

Oxleyman (Rey, J)

Discusses foreign mission work at Reformed church celebration, Ap 24, 4:4

Dally, Ann

Estate under files partial acct, Ja 13, 1:3

Dally, Frederick (Cleveland)

Apptd postmaster, My 12, 1:4

Dally Democracy.

See Averman Daily Democrat

Dally and Swartz Families

Held annual reunion, elect officers, Ag 19, 3:6

Dally & Weekly Republican (Massillon)

Purchased by Thomas C Raymond and F C Whittier, M 23, 1:3

Dairy and Dairy Products

Mrs Cynthia Dean's Chagrin Falls dairy quarantined for foot disease, N 19, 7:3

Dean, Warren

Pardoned from penitentiary, Ag 5, 3:3

Daly, Aaron

Store robbery attempted, D 25, 1:4

Daisey, Anna

Arraigned for disorderly conduct, case continued, S 14, 3:3; dismissed from demurrer, S 16, 2:2

Dallay, Martin

Fined for intoxication, Ag 22, 3:5

Dallay, (Contd)

Jewelry store robbed, Je 10, 2:5

Dally, (Morrowville)

Injured in train collision, O 23, 3:4

Daltyle, Ella

Fined for drunkenness, M 1, 4:3

Dalton Shoe Co

Files answer and error petition in suit of Lilly, Braddock & co against Jacob Good, S 26, 1:7

Dallul, George & Leighton Glass Factory

Opens plant in Findlay, N 180 mm, O 12, 2:2

Dawbright, Stephen

Fifth ward candidate for council defeated by Cornelius Hallman, Ap 4, 1:2

Daysohuston, George (Youngtown)

Injured in furnace explosion, Ag 12, 2:2

Rev A James says modern ritual void of religion, Jy 31, 4:5

World's Fair critics criticized for permitting Indians to perform torture dance, ed, Ag 19, 2:2

Season to open in Akron dist, N 24, 3:1

Dawbord, Levi (Crawfordsville)

Apppt postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, D 1, 2:3

Danker Stone & Mfg Co (Cleveland)

Census operations temporarily, Ag 26, 7:2

Dankis, Arthur (Cleveland)

Accidentally shoots and wounds Ernest Davis Monday, O 25, 1:8

Dankis, G M (Crawfordsville)

Apppt postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, D 2, 2:3

Dankis, John

Fined for committing a nuisance, My 1, 3:3

Arrested for robbing Morgan, Pasco & Co, Ag 20, 1:6; fined and sentenced to Cleveland workhouse, Ag 25, 1:3

Dankis, Mary

Chicken coop robbed, Herbert Sant, Robert Hart, and James Peck held, D 18, 1:2

Dankis, Mary

Roobery attempted, S 19, 4:4

Dankis & Bolckovitz (Wadsworth)

Warehouse crane nears completion, Jy 22, 2:2

Dante, Charles (Cana Fulton)

Killed when struck by coal cars, O 19, 1:6

Dane County, Ohio

Five smallpox cases reported, D 27, 3:4

Daron, George L

Named in collection suit by sister Julia C Gaylord, Ap 7, 1:3; loses suit, My 9, 1:5

Darra, H H (Metz)

Apptd postmaster, My 12, 1:4

Darson (Mrs), A A (Grawwells)

Uses from fall, Jy 6, 4:3

Daysonnann (PSF)

Assertion that ele chair does not kill criminals doubted, ed, Ap 21, 2:2

Dawson, William (Springville)

Burned by fire into fire, O 8, 2:4

Dawson, Thomas

Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, Ag 31, 3:3; arraigned for fighting discharged, S 1, 1:2

Dawdner, Jacob

Given help in effort to reach St Louis, Ap 27, 2:4

Daugherty, James

Fined for intoxication, Ag 22, 3:5

Daughters of Francis Joseph

 Held charity ball, D 13, 7:1

Daughters of Liberty

Columbian council observes Washington's birthday, F 23, 1:4

Daughters of Rebecca

See Sarah Edwards, Independent Order of Daughters of Rebecca

Davidsone, George

Fined for intoxication, Jy 9, 1:4

Dawney, John (Kent)

Son injured while wrestling, My 15, 4:1

David, Robert

Assaults wife and officer, Jy 31, 4:4

Davidson, (Contd)

Uses after suicide attempt, D 5, 2:4

Davidson, (Contd)

Apppt as Ohio uni trustee confirmed by sen, Jy 12, 2:3

Names arrested by fire, Jy 21, 1:3

Davidson, (Contd)

Crime attacks and murders Birdie Hahn, attempts to commit suicide, N 15, 1:6; placed in Stark county jail, N 16, 1:2; denies murder
DAVIDSON, CARRIE (Alliance) (cont.)

DAVIS, Fred W
Closes meat market, Ap 27, 1:4

DAVIS, George (Linus)
Injured or killed in fall under wheel of train, Je 22, 2:5

DAVIS, George (Linus) (unile)
Floods duty to manslaughter in killing of John White, N 24, 2:7; sentenced to penitentiary, N 25, 2:4

DAVIS, GLADYS (Estes)
 Killed by boiler explosion, Ag 10, 4:4

DAVIS, Hiram
Fixed for intoxication, N 16, 4:3

DAVIS, Hiram
Milk depot damaged by fire when lamp explodes, N 6, 1:6

DAVIS, J. O
 Held for embezzlement, hearing postponed, Jy 27, 4:3; bound to common pleas ct, Jy 28, 1:1; held on chg, U 22, 1:4; makes no defense in preliminary hearing, U 30, 8:3

DAVIS (ORC), J. W
Elected treasurer of Kent school bd, S 2, 7:1

DAVIS, JOHN
Fixed and sentenced for assault on wife, Jy 11, 1:8

DAVIS, JOSIAH O
Arrested for embezzling CAMC ry co., Jy 26, 1:11

DAVIS, Mathias
Injured while working, F 27, 1:5

DAVIS, MINNIE
Probationist 2nd ward candidate for council defeated by repub by 645 underwood, Ap 4, 1:2

DAVIS,ourke
State files partial acct, Ag 9, 1:5

DAVIS, RALPH L (Osgood)
Appld postmaster, My 12, 1:4; appld confirmed, J 2, 2:2

DAVIS, REESE
Fixed and sentenced on disorderly conduct chg against Emma Stone, Mo 13, 8:4

DAVIS, EVAH H (Cleo)
Central Labor union passes resolution recommending applt as last ass't of workshops and factories, Je 10, 2:2

DAVIS, Frank
Fixed from vagrancy chg, Mo 28, 1:9

DAVIS, Frank
Sentenced to Clev workhouse for robbery, my 8, 1:6

DAVIS, Mrs
Closes meat market, Ap 27, 1:4

DAVIS, George (Linas)
Injured or killed in fall under wheel of train, Je 22, 2:5

DAVIS, George (Linus) (unile)
Floods duty to manslaughter in killing of John White, N 24, 2:7; sentenced to penitentiary, N 25, 2:4

DAVIS, Gladys (Estes)
Killed by boiler explosion, Ag 10, 4:4

DAVIS, Hiram
Fixed for intoxication, N 16, 4:3

DAVIS, J. O
Milk depot damaged by fire when lamp explodes, N 6, 1:6

DAVIS, J. O (Guy Falls)
Held for embezzlement, hearing postponed, Jy 27, 4:3; bound to common pleas ct, Jy 28, 1:1; held on chg, U 22, 1:4; makes no defense in preliminary hearing, U 30, 8:3

DAVIS (ORC), J. W
Elected treasurer of Kent school bd, S 2, 7:1

DAVIS, JOHN
Fixed and sentenced for assault on wife, Jy 11, 1:8

DAVIS, Joseph O
Arrested for embezzling CAMC ry co., Jy 26, 1:11

DAVIS, Minnie
Injured while working, F 27, 1:5

DAVIS, Mathias
State files partial acct, Ag 9, 1:5

DAVIS, Ralph L (Osgood)
Appld postmaster, My 12, 1:4; appld confirmed, J 2, 2:2

DAVIS, Reese
Fixed and sentenced on disorderly conduct chg against Ella Stone, Mo 13, 8:4

DAVIS, George (Linus) (unile)
Divorce petition filed by wife Amelia, cross petition dismissed, Jy 5, 1:1; divorce granted wife, S 9, 7:1

DAVIS, SW (warren)
Fixed for disorderly conduct, U 27, 8:3

DAVIS, Suey
Killed when run over by train, Mo 20, 1:3

DAVIS, Suey
Suicide, N 30, 2:2

DAVIS, Thomas (Youngstown)
Requests income from business block to rebuild Mission sec of Trumbull and Mahoning counties, 124a

DAVIS, Thomas (Youngstown) (cont.)

DAVIS, Thomas (Youngstown)
Requests income from business block to rebuild Mission sec of Trumbull and Mahoning counties, 124a

DAVIS, V. P
Grits in inconsistency of our laws, 1tr, F 16, 2:7

DAVIS (ORS), W. S (Alliance)
Killed when thrown from buggy in roadway, S 2, 2:4

DAVIS, William and Blanch
Fixed on chg of intoxication, F 3, 1:6

DAVIS, William E
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ap 15, 1:3

DAVIS, William H (Gorton)
Sentenced for original assault, U 7, 2:3

DAVIS, Foster (Tiffin)
Creditors granted extension of time for filing claims, N 25, 1:2

DAVIS, J. H & Co (Gallion)
Credited over by creditors to satisfy judgments, Jy 22, 3:4

DAVIS (ORS), Sophy
Threws pickpocket, F 4, Calwell arrested, fixed, and sentenced, S 13, 1:8

DAVIS, John (Young)
Arrested on chg of passing counterfeit money to Mrs. Siborin, Ag 31, 3:5

DAY, Charles
Assaulted and robbed at home, Jy 15, 1:2

DAY (ORS), David
Lecture on African natives, My 28, 4:4

DAY, John
See Welch, James (Glenville)

DAY & Gallager (Martin's Ferry)
Named in death liability suit brought by Mrs. Lucinda O'Neill, Ap 15, 2:4

DAYTON, J. W
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, N 27, 4:3

DAYTON, Ohio
Bill authorizing bond issue for const of bridge over Wolf Creek passed by house, M 1, 2:3

DAYTON, Charles (Binko)
Arrested for drunkenness, U 10, 2:4

DAYTON, Insane Asylum
Nelly Hicks removed by mother for alleged mistreatment, investigation starts, Jy 12, 2:6

DAYTON, H. H (Oaks)
Brings in all well mind at recovery, U 11, 2:3

DAY AND JAMIE ASKIN, Ohio
Mrs. Helen Rose dismissed as matron by trustees, replaced by E. T. Sigel, N 20, 2:2

DAY AND JAMIE ASKIN, Ohio (cont.)
Management and charity chg against Supt Clark ordered investigated by Geo. Robinson, D 9, 1:4; investigation of mismanagement continues, U 22, 3:3

Deaf and dumb class increase in enrollment, U 27, 8:6

DEAL, A. J
Purchases deal lock for, Je 2, 1:3

DEAL LOCK CO
Files application for incorporation, F 10, 1:2; incorporates, holds first meeting, F 22, 1:4; elects dir and officers, N 1, 1:3

Deal to J. J. Keel, Je 2, 1:3

DEAR, COR, W
Robbed, William F. Adams held, Mo 2, 4:1

DEAR (ORS), C. N
Finding for intoxication, My 3, 4:4

DEE, Miss H (Glenville)
Injury guaranteed for cattle having foot disease, N 18, 7:3

DEE, Frank
Named by Elmer E. Ellsworth in collection suit, Je 25, 1:6

DEE, John (Kent)
Arrested on chg of assault with intent to kill, Ag 25, 1:6

DEE, John (Kent)
Wrecked in storm on Lake Erie, Capt. G. V. Stoddard (Stoddard) and 15 others drowned, 5 corpses washed ashore at Ken Burns Point (OH 19), D 16, 2:3

DEATHS

Note: Listing below does not include murder, suicide, or other deaths by violence. In cases of persons carrying entries in body of index, death notice only is listed here, details being carried under name.

UNIDENTIFIED BODIES

Infant found along r. tracks near Gay Falls, strangulation suspected, F 8, 1:4
Infant found near Wilcox woods, funeral, F 9, 4:1
Man found near Apple Creek, Je 7, 1:4
Male found near Youngstown, Je 10, 2:1
Male infant found slain near New Fortage, Je 17, 1:3

Decker, Lewis. See Decker, Louis
Decker, Jacob, S 26, 1:6
Decker, Louis, Je 12, 1:2
DEATHS (cont)

Lee (Mrs), S 20, 6:4
Leight (Mrs), Elizabeth, Ap 19, 1:8
Lefrancoise, Alexander son Alexander, M 4, 1:7
Leighton, George, S 20, 3:3
Lemy (Mrs), E C
Leonard, Roland, O 16, 7:8
Lester, William, O 22, 7:8
Let (Mrs), Fally, O 6, 2:1
Lewis, Charlotte, Ap 12, 2:7
Lewis (Rev), Ebenezer, U 23, 7:2
Lewis (Mrs), Jennie, N 27, 1:6
Lewis, William, My 5, 1:8
Lewis, William O, N 10, 1:3
Ley, C J infant son Louis, N 15, 1:8
Limbert, Jefferson, M 3, 1:6
Limac, Lloyd, U 26, 4:3
Linderman, Edith A, U 20, 1:4
Lindley, Clement O son Frederick Irvine, Ag 14, 1:8
Lindley, Samuel B, N 7, 1:1
Linbaugh, Catherine, Ag 9, 1:5
Little Frank C, Ag 15, 3:8
Longacre (Mrs), Ag 23, 4:4
Lorimer (Mrs), Arthur infant daughter, F 17, 1:6
Low, N Clayton, S 27, 1:8
Lowenstein (Mrs), Jacob, M 3, 4:2
Luke, Herman, O 14, 2:2
Lusby, Lizzie, Ja 26, 3:7
Mallister (Mrs), Hetty, My 9, 4:1
Malride (Mrs), Catherine, S 3, 11:1
Mcalister (Mrs), Margaret, O 9, 1:5
McCallum, Mathias, Ag 28, 1:3
McClose, Patrick, Ag 15, 1:8
McClain, Benjamin F, My 15, 1:5
McClain, Charles, Ja 28, 3:6
McCracken, Mary Ellen, Ja 9, 1:3
McCrea, Adam, O 10, 4:3
McCu, Bernard, My 13, 1:3
McDough (Mrs), Robert (Mary), Ja 17, 3:6
McDowell, Thomas, J 5, 2:8
McDowery, Robert, Ja 3, 1:3
McFarland (Mrs), Bridget, My 5, 1:8
McGown (Mrs), Adeline, Ap 27, 1:16
McKee (Mrs), Catherine, Ja 29, 1:8
McKee, Thomas, F 23, 1:8
McKennon (Police Ld), Charles, Jr 21 (20), 2:2
McKennon, Henry, My 6, 1:6
McKenny, Ferry A, N 5, 1:4
McLain (Mrs), Anna E, F 8, 1:7
McLain, Patrick. See McClose, Patrick

DEATHS (cont)

McKee (Mrs), S 5, 0 25, 1:4
McKilhun (Mrs), Rose, O 18, 1:8
McNaughton, Fred son Benjamin, N 6, 1:8
McQueen, John, Ap 27, 1:3
McRae (Mrs), Patrick, N 15, 4:3
McScene (Mrs), Catherine. See Malride (Mrs), Catherine.
Mckibben, Anna M, U 7, 1:7
McNiven, Charles F, Jy 17, 1:8
McDuffie, Harland Glenn, Ja 23, 1:8
Mages, Charles O infant son, N 20, 1:2
Mages (Mrs), Nelly, Jy 12, 1:8
Marks, Isaac 2 sons, Jy 19, 3:4
Mariner, Henry E, F 13, 1:5
Marshall, Perry G, Mr 22, 4:3
Marshall, Robert G, F 16, 1:7
Martin, John, Ag 12, 8:5
Martin (Mrs), L, N 13, 1:6
Martin (Mrs), Rachel, S 6, 4:5
Martin (Mrs), Rebecca Way, Ap 11, 3:5
Martin, Savina, N 18, 1:6
Mawson, George, M 25, 1:8
Mazover, Mary, S 5, 1:6
Mason, Elder Oliver, Jy 29, 1:6
Mattison, Estella G, W 9, 1:4
May, Frank, Ag 17, 3:5
Meadow's son, S 7, 4:4
Metzger (Mrs), Catherine, U 4, 1:6
Melson, Joseph G, Ag 20, 1:3
Mentz, Ag 19, 2:7
Mercer, A M infant, Ja 21, 1:7
Merrill (Mrs), Emily T, F 22, 1:8
Messinger (Mrs), Leme, F 25, 2:3
Melfin, John, Ag 24, 1:3
Mekler, William son William, Ag 12, 1:8
Miller, Charles H, Ap 1, 1:7
Miller, Charles J, O 7, 1:5
Miller (Mrs), Elizabeth, D 12, 1:8
Miller (Mrs), Frank H, O 10, 2:7
Miller (Mrs), George, J 28, 4:8
Miller, Henry son Gerald, Ja 9, 1:6
Miller, Jacob, Jy 12, 2:2
Miller (Mrs), Susan, Ja 3, 1:3
Miller, William E old child, U 30, 8:5
Miller, William O, N 29, 1:2
Miller, William, A infant daughter, Je 19, 1:8
Mills (Mrs), N 20, 2:5
Mills, Alice, F 22, 1:4
Mills, Edward, My 10, 1:8
Mills, Myrtle May, M 24, 1:8

DEATHS (cont)

Minor (Rev Dr), S F, F 16, 1:6
Nahler, J P, Jr, T 7, 2:5
Mitchell (Mrs), Nancy, N 20, 2:2
Mitchell (Mrs), William (Silas), Ap 3, 4:4
Nixi (Mrs), Patrick, N 15, 4:3
Nicolson (Mrs), Catherine. See Malride (Mrs), Catherine.
Nikon, Anna M, U 7, 1:7
North, John C boy 4, 1:8
O'Neil, James, F 18, 1:6
Ott, Conrad, N 22, 2:3
Oviatt, Charles, Jy 26, 2:5
Oviatt, Edward W, Mr 14, 1:1
Owen, William, U 22, 3:3
Paine (Mrs), Sarah F, O 16, 1:2
Palmer, Frank, M 11, 1:8
Pangborn (Mrs), Lucy Adeline, F 2, 1:6
Pardee, George K, Ja 9, 1:6
Parmer (Mrs), Lydia, Ag 19, 1:7
Parshall (City Engineer), Samuel Wilson infant son James, O 21, 8:1
Parshall, Samuel Wilson, Jr, O 16, 1:8
Patterson, Peter, son Ag 15, 4:3
Payne (Bishop), O A, O 1, 2:3
Pech (Mrs), Harriet, My 20, 1:8
Peck (Mrs), Andrew, My 9, 4:6
Peit, Claus, C 5, 2:3
Peters, John, Ja 13, 2:3
Perry (Mrs), N J, O 16, 1:4
Peters, Rosalie, M 27, 1:7
Petersen, Nelson, N 25, 1:8
Pilanger, Joseph infant daughter Ruth Ada, My 9, 1:8
Pfeiffer, Louis H, U 7, 1:8
Philp (Mrs), Esther A, Ap 4, 4:4
Phillips, Jason, J 14, 2:4
Phillips (Mrs), Sarah A, J 7, 1:4
Phillips (Mrs), Laura, Ag 25, 1:8
Pike, Lyman, U 1, 1:5
Pine, B F, Ap 12, 1:2
Pine (Mrs), Rebecca, N 23, 1:8
Piper, Jacob, U 7, 2:3
Pitkin (Mrs), Ada M, Ap 17, 1:2
Pleas, Alfred, Ja 6, 1:8
Poole, Charles son John, My 9, 1:8
Pole, Mrs, O 17, 1:7
Polasky (Mrs), Abraham, Mr 11, 1:2
Polasky, Isaac infant son Paul, O 13, 1:8
Polk, Pearl, Coordination of previous article on Paul Polk, 0 14, 8:2
Porter (Mrs), Amelia, U 13, 1:6
Porter, Philip infant son, Ap 1, 3:2
DEATHS (cont)

DURKL, Daniel, Jr, 20, 2/7; 2y 21, 2/7
Dempsey, William, Jr, 18, 3/2
Deather, Myrtle, My 19, 1/8
Thayer, Homer infant, 14, 2/4
Thomas, Hattie, 14, 2/6
Thompson, Lettie, 26, 2/6
Thompson, Nelson, 24, 1/2
Thomas, Seth daughter, 17, 1/4
Thomas, Viola, 26, 2/4
Thomas, Wilson, 26, 1/2
Tomison, Cynthia, 36, 1/8
Thornton, Harriet A, My 20, 2/2
Thornton, William, 30, 2/8
Thurston, Uriah, 37, 1/6
Thurbus, George J, 24, 1/8
Thurston, Alfred J, 25, 1/12
Tillman, Isaac, 13, 1/2
Tillman, Charles 0, My 13, 7/4
Tuis, William infant, 25, 4/6
Townsend (Mrs), George, 11, 2/3
Treat (Mrs), 25, 3/3
Trelawny, James, 36, 1/1
Tribby Gove, 25, 4/3
Trisch, Mary E, 26, 1/8
Truman (Mrs), William, 14, 8/14
Trues, Ezra, 13, 1/1
Tucker, James, 20, 1/4
Turnbull, Harry, 22, 1/5
Turner, Joney J, 11, 1/8
Turner (Mrs), Thomas, 26, 1/5
Tuttle, Caroline, 14, 4/8
Tuyckman, Adam, 5, 19, 2/8
Tyler (Mrs), Laura T, 4, 3/5
Ulms, Wendell infant son Ernest, 10, 13, 3/6
Ulms (Mrs), 18, 4/5
Wall, George J, 20, 6/6
Wallace, Oscar, 2, 18
Wallace, John, 5, 6/7
Van Dorn, William M, 22, 1/6
Vandewater, H C, 3, 4/6
Wall, Ward, 18, 4/19
Vickers (Mrs), Sarah Ellen, 18, 1/6
Vogt (Mrs), Meta A, 13, 1/8
Volkman, Fred, 1, 7/4
West, Mary E, 17, 7/4
West, H C, 27, 1/3
West, Charles, 12, 1/6
Wallace, Thomas daughter Catherine, 6, 1/7
Wallace, Thomas daughter, F 15, 1/7
Walser, Hannah, 29, 1/8

DEATHS (cont)

Wells (Mrs), Mary E, See Walsh (Mrs), Mary E
Wells, Berry, 30, 1/3
Wendall, Anna May, 13, 1/2
Ward, Fannie May, 3, 1/2
Weber, Mary H, 20, 1/6
Wפך, Susan J, 25, 1/6
Waterson, Charles, 6, 1/8
Waterson, Charles, 18, 1/8
Wauchope, Emma, 4, 4/8
Wells (Mrs), Charles, 10, 3/8
Wells (Mrs), Elizabeth, 16, 1/8
Wells (Mrs), Minnie, 25, 1/8
Wells, John, 22, 2/8
Webster, Daniel, 11, 2/8
Webster, James, 10, 2/8
Webster, Joseph C, 10, 2/8
Weber, Joseph A, 20, 2/8
Weber, Joseph C, 10, 1/8
Weeks, Howard, 20, 1/8
Weeks, Howard, 3, 4/3
Weeks, John, 21, 1/8
Weeks, John, 26, 2/8
Weinberg, Jacob, 20, 2/8
Weichman, William, 8, 3/8
Weis, Amelia A, 18, 1/8
Weis, Frederick, 4, 3/8
Weis, Edward, 4, 1/8
Weiss, Daniel, 25, 2/7
White, Alba, 18, 2/8
White (Mrs), 16, 1/8
White (Mrs), Absa, 18, 4/6
White (Mrs), George H, 4, 1/8
White, William M
White (Mrs), George W, 4, 4/3
White (Mrs), Catherine, 7, 3/8
White, French, 10, 1/3
Wiegley (Mrs), John, 10, 1/3
William (Mrs), Susan D, 10, 1/3
Willis, William J, 11, 2/8
Wilder, James, 30, 3/4
Williams, Alfred, 11, 1/8
Williams, Martha, 20, 1/8
Williams, Mary A, 18, 1/8
Williams, Mary A, 20, 2/8
Williams, Mary C, 30, 8/8
Williams, John E, 26, 1/8

DEATHS (cont)

William, Lavinia, 20, 1/8
William, Morgan, 5, 2/8
Bilbrough, Eugene, 20, 2/8
Wilson, Marcia, 30, 2/8
William, Robert, 10, 1/8
Wilson, Minnie, 18, 1/8
Winger (Mrs), Sarah, 30, 2/8
Wright (Mrs), Myrtle, 18, 1/8
Wise, Charles H, infant daughter Florence, 26, 1/8
Wise, Grant infant daughter Florence, 25, 2/8
Wise, Roy, 25, 1/8
Wolcott, Alfred, 20, 2/8
Wolcott, L O, 11, 2/8
Wolf, John, 19, 3/8
Wolf, Mary, 21, 1/8
Wool, Turner, W, 3/8
Wood, John E, 29, 1/8
Wood (Mrs), Martha A, See North (Mrs), Martha A
Wood (Mrs), Mary A, 18, 1/8
Wright (Mr), 20, 1/8
Wright (Mrs), William, 27, 3/8
Wyatt, John, 20, 1/8
Wyman (Mrs), James, 10, 1/8
Yettick, Lizzie, 10, 1/8
Young, John, 22, 2/8
Youst (Mrs), Mary Read, 18, 1/8
Zahniser (Mrs), R (Elise), 13, 1/8
Zeidler, Bertha, 19, 1/8
Ziska, Mary A, 20, 1/8
Zink (Mrs), William, 16, 1/8
Zimmerman, Matt, 6, 1/8

DEATON

Robbed, 18, 1/8
DEAN, MARY (Looisville)
Shot and fatally injured by 2 unnamed boys who were hunting, 27, 3/8
DECATUR, ILL

Public sentiment on Rush lynching criticized, ed., 27, 2/8

DEDEKEY, JACOB

Petitioned by Jacob Dech for sale of property, 20, 1/8; 21, 1/8; Jacob Dech aplain grandson, 20, 1/8; 21, 1/8

DEGLI, HENRY (cont)

With Jacob Dech, jr, named in collection suit brought by Solon H Wilson, 21, 1/8
DEGLI, JACOB, JR

Injured when caught in grain elevator, 20, 1/8
Named in collection suit brought by Solon N Wilson, 21, 1/8
DEGLI, PETER

Prefers chgs of driving heifer on sidewalk against Mrs Catherine Winnsfield son Wilbur, 10, 8/3

DEKORN, CHARLES

Killed in train collision near Outington (Ill), 11, 1/1

DECKER, MAY

Kidnaps adopted son Fred Weigley, Ag 22, 1/4
Arraigned for kidnapping, case contd, Ag 23, 4/7
In court custody of son to Mrs Fred Weigley, Ag 29, 1/4
Dismissed from chgs, Ag 29, 1/4

DECKER, WILLIAM

Arrested on intoxication chg, Ap 19, 1/1; fined, Ap 20, 2/7

DECKER AND DEGAR (Carroll)

Wagons of goblins stolen, George and Charles Reberbrick, William Saltman, William Hooking, and Marshall Flowers held, N 20, 2/3

DE LAU, LEO

Injured in run away, 5, 9, 7/1

DECORATION DAY, SEE Memorial Day

DE COVEY, HANK

Names James M Starr Piano Co and Lucas McBride in contr suit, My 7, 1/4

With People's Savings bank and Patrick McPartland named in property sale suit by Lewis C Miller, My 16, 1/4

DE COVEY, CAROLINE AND KATIE

Guardian files new bond, F 11, 1/6

DE COVEY, KATIE. SEE De Covey, Caroline

DEELEY, WILLIAM

Held on assault and battery chgs, Ja 7, 1/2

DEERING, MARY

Arraigned for assault against John Hopkins, case contd, S 1, 2/2
Dismissed from chgs, S 5, 2/2

DEELEY, WILLIAM (Clay)

Knocks out Bob Masterson in pub bout to settle personal grudge, My 3, 4/4

DEELEY, WILLIAM

Rearrested after failure to pay fine and ct costs

DEER CREEK COTTON MILLS (Cont)

Shuts down, Ja 28, 2/8
DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

Central by dem newspaper claimed false, ed, 4p 5, 2:1
Effort of honest dems to overthrow the power of
Dobson praised, ed, 4p 6, 2:1

Ums held victory meeting to celebrate election,
Mayor-elect Lew Walters and James V Welsh
spoke, ap 9, 1:1

Criticism for leaders' attempt to blame miners' 
cov for defeat of screen bill, Ap 6, 1:5; for
leaders' attitude toward City Clerk Hersey's 
salary raise, ed, Ap 8, 2:1; for replacement 
of repub postmasters by dems, Ap 10, 2:1; for
letting Akron Health Bd accept salary increase,
ed, Ap 10, 2:1; for attitude toward demands of 
recent repub admin in US - Perriam dispute,
ed, Ap 10, 2:2; for replacing of repub post-
master, ed, Ap 11, 2:1; for press attitude 
toward repubs' interference in Chicago con-
necul dispute, ed, Ap 11, 2:1; for replacing 
repubs in public office, ed, Ap 12, 2:1; for 
replacing repubs in fed offices, ed, Ap 25, 2:1

State leaders discuss dates and plans for 
nominating conv, My 13, 1:4

Jailing of man accused in damage suit 
brought by F C Latham, My 18, 2:4

State Central conv plans date for state conv, 
Je 1, 3:3

Attack by Gov McKinley approved, ed, Je 10, 2:1

Criticism for alliance with populist party in 
Kansa, ed, Je 12, 2:1; for pension policy, 
ed, Je 14, 2:1

Sets date and place for state conv, Je 15, 1:1

State central conv meeting revd, Je 17, 2:1

Difficultly in securing candidate for gov revd, 
Je 26, 1:4

John Giffen's excessive ticket demand for state 
cov produces friction, Je 31, 2:6

Criticism for blaming repubs for law interpreted 
to prevent free coinage, ed, Jy 3, 2:1

Fusion with populist party discussed, ed, Jy 5, 2:1

Party proposes earlier conv, Jy 8, 1:5; proposed 
state conv deemed funeral service, ed, Jy 12, 2:1

Criticism for admin debt, ed, Jy 11, 2:1; for 
failure to act on benefit of free trade, ed, 
Jy 13, 2:5; for disregard of special conv 
session in preparation for Ohio conv, ed, Jy 13, 
2:1

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

Adoption of feeling toward admin of Illinois 
Gov alliged, ed, Jy 14, 2:1

Admin criticized for bus failures, Jy 17, 2:2; 
deemed impedit to bus, ed, Jy 18, 2:1

Party arranges state conv, Jy 22, 1:4; members 
criticism for hope of additional success, 
Jy 26, 2:1

Typical poll banner belittled (ed, Greensburg, 
Indiana Rev), Jy 27, 2:1

Criticism for free trade polcy, ed, Ag 3, 2:2; 
legis blamed for financial depression, ed, 
Ag 9, 2:1

Summit county holds meeting, elects delegates 
to state conv, Ag 5, 1:4

Federal admin criticized, ed, Ag 5, 2:1

Local 4th ward caucus for delegates to county 
cov called routine appetite, ed, Ag 5, 2:1; 
members notified of unprincipled leadership of 
Summit county caucus, ed, Ag 5, 2:1

Akron wards elect delegates to county conv, 
Ag 5, 3:1

Local caucuses criticized for perpetuating 
demagogues, ed, Ag 5, 2:2

Contemplation to divulge names of 
candidates for Summit county committees, 
ed, Ag 7, 2:2

Summit county leadership condemned, ed, Ag 7, 
2:2; election of state delegates called pol 
force, Ag 7, 4:2

Delegates confused on eve of state conv, Ag 8, 
1:6

Summit county's unprincipled leadership 
barred, ed, Ag 8, 2:1

Ex-Gov Campbell's contemplated presentation 
of Clarence VNeal to state conv for gov
cov, ed, Ag 8, 2:2

Chaos in selection of gubernatorial candidate 
at state conv conv, Ag 9, 1:1

Selection of candidates begins at state caucus, 
Ag 9, 1:1

Financial platform of state conv called 
curcaned, ed, Ag 11, 2:1

Voters' realization of error in electing 
present U S admin discussed, ed, Ag 11, 2:1

State conv called disappointment, ed, Ag 11, 2:1

Criticism for blaming depression on McKinley 
tariff law, ed, Ag 11, 2:2; for bus decline 
under present admin, ed, Ag 14, 2:1; for 
financial depression of county, ed, Ag 18, 2:2

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

J F Howard appel for dem of state exec conv, Ag 15, 
2:2

Lawrence C Neal's nomination imperturbed by re-
usal of conv to recognize rr employees, ed, 
Ag 21, 2:1

P in doem predictivist, ed, Ag 23, 2:2

County exec calling cited to show ignoring of 
old line dems, Ag 24, 1:6

Pitted for uncertainty of speakers at barbecue 
picnic, ed, Ag 28, 2:1

Party governed by agr (ed, St Louis Republic), 
Ag 28, 2:2

Dem party deemed intellectual by Cong Harrow 
for truing repub policies, ed, Ag 28, 2:2

Party criticized for employing obscurer speakers, 
ed, S 2, 2:1

William Douglas' resignation from exec 
demned subterfugio, ed, S 5, 2:1

Election Summit county central conv, S 5, 3:1; 
helds dist picnic at Silver Lake, S 14, 4:3

Methods employed in suppression of indus 
criticized, ed, S 15, 2:2

Party deemed aided by overthow of Dobson, ed, 
S 18, 2:1

Internal conflict assures election defeat, ed, 
S 18, 2:1

Summit county dems urged to eject corrupt editors 
of their organ, ed, S 19, 2:1

State central conv criticized for denouncing 
repub party in circulars distributed among rr 
employees, ed, S 20, 2:2

Organizes club, elects officers, S 22, 4:2

Dobson criticized for closing meetings of repub 
newspapermen, ed, S 23, 2:1 refusal to admit 
repub reporters called outrage, S 23, 3:2

Dissension cited, ed, S 26, 2:2

One club holds meeting, S 30, 7:1

Criticism for wanting to repel repub legis, 
ed, S 2, 2:2

Admin criticized by Gal A A Conger for indus 
depression, ed, S 3, 2:1

Admin's free trade policy cause of indus depres-
sion, ed, S 3, 2:1

Criticism for bluing bus depression on repubs, 
ed, S 7, 2:1

Holds meeting at Wadworth, S 7, 2:2

Summit county leaders criticized for endeavoring 
to array Akron workingmen against employers, 
ed, S 12, 2:2

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

Holds meeting, S 17, 2:3

Urged by Maj Charles F Buck to prove indus 
depression accusations against repubs, S 17, 1:1

Holds meeting, attacks state militia, S 17, 1:3

Criticism for transferring blame for indus 
depression to repub party, ed, S 17, 2:1; for 
denouncing repub state conv's endeavor to raise 
campaign funds, ed, S 17, 2:2; for inactive 
state admin, ed, S 18, 2:1; for illegitimate 
campaign methods, ed, S 18, 2:2; for collecting 
corrupt campaign fund to secure triumph of 
free trade, ed, S 18, 2:2

Holds meeting at Coventry, S 18, 3:6

Criticism for advocating free trade policy, 
S 21, 7:4; for extra-parli disputes (ed, 
Louisville Courier), S 23, 2:3; for perpetuating 
false indus depression accusations against 
repub party, S 28, 1:3; for causing indus 
depression, ed, S 24, 2:2

Debated by abstention of Holyoke Daily News, 
ed, S 24, 2:3

Admin deemed indicative of depressions, ed, S 25, 
2:2; responsible for commercial and indus 
depression, ed, S 27, 2:2

Admin criticized for failure to realize promises 
of prosperity, ed, S 27, 2:1

Sixth ward branch holds meeting, S 28, 1:8

Admin's free trade polcy deemed responsible for 
all indus depressions, ed, S 28, 2:2; proposed 
policy deemed responsible for decreased wage 
income, ed, S 28, 2:3

Party held responsible for indus depression in 
testimony of Akron mfrs, ed, S 28, 2:2

Holds meeting at Greensburg, S 29, 4:4; at 
Pennsylvania, S 29, 4:5

Admin's free trade policy called responsible for 
indus depression, ed, S 30, 2:2; S 31, 2:2

Claim that repeal of barber law affects Probat 
Judge Stuart, Recorder Clark, and County Clerk 
Goadsby denied, ed, N 1, 2:1

Proposed free trade policy held responsible for 
indus depression, ed, N 2, 2:2; N 6, 2:2

Holds meeting at Westbury, N 3, 2:5; at North 
Springfield, N 3, 2:5; at Magdala, N 3, 2:5

Held responsible for wage reduction of Akron 
workingmen, ed, N 4, 2:1

Holds meeting, addressed by Judge J F Jullian, 
John E. Monett, and Thomas Walsh, N 6, 1:5

Oustan checked by voters' endorsement of repubs, 
ed, N 6, 2:1
DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

Downfall contemplated in execution of promised free trade policy, ed, N 11, 21
Defeat in recent election attributed to rulings on voter petitions, ed, N 13, 21
Announced for planning to impose income tax, ed, N 14, 21; threats of tariff revision criticized, ed, N 15, 21; defeat in 1886 elections predicted by Col. L. Conger (Cottis Commercial), N 23, 1:5
Coal monopoly criticized, ed, N 30, 2:1
Holds meeting for org of county assn, J 2, 1:1
Need of additional senate votes seen in desire for Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah annexation, ed, J 7, 2:1
DEMOCRATIC PENSION Bd
Organizes, J 27, 4:3
DEMOCRATIC RING BEGUN
Criticized for making its straws vote for postmaster, ed, F 4, 2:1; straw vote satirized, ed, No 1, 2:2
Accused of prevarication in rep of music light costs for Elgin (Il.), ed, F 4, 2:1; criticized for false statements concerning Abner’s Alec light and power rates, ed, F 6, 2:1
Criticized for opposition to music reform bill, ed, M 4, 2:2
DEMOCRATIC ST LUIS REPUBLICAN
Criticized for lax regard for human life, ed, J 4, 2:1
DE MOTT (PROF.), J P
Lectures at Columbia hall on secret of character building, No 9, 1:5
DEMPSEY, WASH
Declared innocent of Homestead poisoning plot, ed, J 15, 2:1
DEMPSEY, JOHN
Midnight meeting announced, N 27, 4:3
DEMPSEY, MICHAEL (Clay)
Elected in death of Francis Antonio Carcano, J 7, 6:6
DEMPSEY, JAMES
Charges Dr. Cymyn with mishandling of suit of Clay Insane asylum, Ap 1, 1:4
DENEAL, ARTHUR
Accidentally shot Walter Rastie while playing, J 12, 1:4
DE NEER, JOHN F (Quinnea)
Estate names NY, Lake Erie & Western and NYRG RR cos in damage suit, J 26, 1:7
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DEWHAM, JAMES
Resigned by fire, Ap 3, 3:2
DEWHAM, GEORGE
Child swamps away, is found, J 17, 1:3
DEWHAM, CHARLES
Will filed for probate, N 22, 1:7
DEWHAM, WILLIAM AND WATTIE
DEWHAM, JOHN J.
In DeWen, J. F.
DEWHAM, PHILIP
Infant daughter dies, funeral, F 22, 4:4
DEWHAM, A C
Fired for intoxication, Ap 17, 4:2
DEWHAM, GEORGE
Naturalized, D 20, 1:4
DEWHAM, HANNAH
Held on suspicion chg, J 19, 4:3; dismissed, N 29, 1:8
DEMAY, JESSIE (Huntington Town)
Shoots and kills Harry Baker when he mistook for burglar, S 14, 2:3
DEWAN, NORTHERN OHIO
Program for 34th annual meeting announced, Ap 22, 4:5; holds 34th annual conv, My 9, 1:4; conv continues, session rewd, My 10, 2:3; visits Akron plants, elects officers, My 11, 1:3
DEWAN, JOHN
Fires for intoxication, J 27, 2:1
DEWAN, JOHN
رسل on clarification of Geary law cited, ed, M 27, 2:1
DEWAN "HUGG SAVINGS & LOAN CO" (Willisburg)
Incorporated, M 24, 3:2
DEWAN, WILLIAM
Citizens’ lack of confidence in natl admin deemed cause of panic, ed, Ap 1, 2:1
DEWAN, JOHN
Discharged from criminal libel chg, S 19, 4:5
DEWAN, N J (Gayton)
Accused to be unknown man killed at Troy, J 26, 4:5
DEWINER, DANIEL
Out, U 1, 3:2; bing, U 1, 1:8; memorial service, U 4, 4:7
DEWINER, JAMES N
Leaves collection suit brought by A C Robhacker, J 31, 1:6; People’s Savings Bank co made deft, My 5, 1:5; partial decree made, J 5, 1:5
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DEWINER, JAMES N & SONS
Named by firm of Robhacker & Allen in suit to enforce judgment, N 20, 1:4; property offered at sheriff’s sale on execution secured by A C Robhacker, J 15, 1:7
Named in equitable relief suit by James T. Tied, M 21, 1:7; plaintiff offers to accept judgment, J 9, 1:7
Suit brought by E S Krause & co dismissed, Ap 20, 4:4
Suit filed against Owen Lynch, J 12, 1:5
DEWINER, JOHN
Saloon robbed, John Sauers held, M 3, 4:4
DEWINER, JOSEPH H
See also Dewinham, Joseph H., Daniel J, and William H.
Sued for divorce by wife Mary E, J 18, 1:7
DEWINER, JOSEPH H., DANIEL J. AND WILLIAM H.
Named in collection suit by Fisher & Wilson co, J 26, 1:1; loses suit, N 26, 1:6
DEWIN, A T (Subtauls Harbor)
Res robbed, J 26, 4:5
DEWIVOR, WILLIAM W
Killed by overdose of bromide, N 7, 1:6
DEWIVOR, WILEY
Death, D 13, 1:6; funeral announcement, U 13, 1:7
DEWOLFE, GORDON
Bill authorizing bond issue to pay debts passed by house, M 1, 2:3
DEWIVOR, WILLIAM C
Devolves $25,000 to Cola Female Benevolent soc, U 11, 2:2
DEWIVOR, NAZI
Gives performance of La Muscotte, U 36, 2:7
DEWIVOR, RUTH
Injures William Flynn in flight, M 2, 1:6
DEWIVOR, WILLIAM
Fixed for damaging at car, Ap 3, 1:2
DEWIVOR, JOHN
Money suit against Emma S Stover settled, N 6, 1:4; wise property settlement suit, sale of property ordered, J 10, 1:17
DEWIVOR, JOHN
Hurt in auto accident, N 22, 3:4
DEWIVOR, MARIE
See Johnson, J M IV
DEWIVOR, JOHN
Attemps suicide by hanging, S 25, 1:7
DEWIVOR, JOHN
Holds annual conv in Chicago (Ill.), increases capital stock, elects officers, F 2, 1:7; issues annual rep., (Chicago Post), F 4, 2:7
Offers settlement in claim of Emma F. Postus estate, Ap 18, 1:8
1893

DICK, JOHN (cont.)

Flushed drowsily to chg of driving through funeral procession, trial set, N 10, 4:3

DICK (MRS), ELEANOR

Feted on 65th birthday by Ladies' Liedertafel soc and Liedertafel, Ja 17, 1:7

DICKENSOFF, JOSEPH

Named as estate of William F. Wolf in collection suit, F 27, 1:4; issues collection suit brought by admx Mary Ann Wolf, Je 13, 1:7

Petition brought by Francis A Nuckel asking release from confy, N 25, 1:7; files answer in suit brought by Nuckel, N 25, 1:7; suit settled, J 5, 1:5

DICKERSON, SAMUEL

Trial begins on theft chg, Je 1, 1:1

DICKERSON, SIMON

Appld assignees of Huberton Brick & Tile co, F 27, 1:4; files rep of claims allowed, J 24, 1:5

DICKINSON, GEORGE H AND LIZZIE J

Suit against C & B Ry co settled, N 11, 1:4

DICKINSON, LIZZIE J. See Dickerson, Simon

DICKSON, GEORGE H

Funeral, F 22, 4:6

DIEL, JAMES T

Names James H Herhammer & Sons in equitable relief suit, N 21, 1:7; plaintiff offers to accept judgment, Je 9, 1:7

DIEL (MRS), JAMES T

Injured in fall, Ja 24, 1:2

DIEL, JOSEPH

Daughter dies, funeral, Ag 30, 3:4

DIEL, SOPHIA

August Parochekship appnt exec of estate, M 17, 3:6

DIETER, ANNY (Tiffin)

Names Seneca county in collection suit, G 11, 4:3

DIETRICH, JOHN (Cont.)

Fatally injured when cable car jumps track, J 20, 2:5; J 21, 2:4

DIETRICH, JOSEPH

Salary collection suit against Akron Gas & Oil co settled, Je 12, 1:4

DIETZ, GOTTFRIED

Son George dies, F 20, 1:7; funeral, F 28, 1:8
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DIETZLER, JOHN

Injured in carriage collision, Jy 13, 1:8

DIETSCH (MRS), KATHARINE

Assaults William Plumberg, then arrests Plumberg on chg of killing and resisting an officer, J 20, 2:3

DIENBAUER, JOHN H

Brings forcible entry suit against Belle E Dyke et al, John K Williams made party deft, My 20, 1:3

DILLON, PATRICK

Child washed by hailing water, Jy 14, 4:2

DILLON, TUDY (Youngstown)

Injured in furnace explosion, Ag 12, 2:2

DILLON, THOMAS

Divorce brought by wife Nannie J dismissed, J 5, 1:5

DILLWORTH, WILLIAM (Marion Falls)

Body found, death believed due to delirium tremens, Ag 7, 1:3; raped due to softening of brain, Ag 9, 4:3

DILLMAN, JOHN (Ft. Meigs)

Saloon robbed, U 23, 7:2

DOWNS SAVING BANK (Cleveland)

Demurrer filed by Emma L Docum in suit against Summit County Abstract co, Ap 3, 1:8; answers filed, Ap 17, 1:4

DINAN, MARY

Fixed for intoxication, M 1, 3:3

Arrested for assault on Mike Gulliver, J 31, 4:4; sentenced, Ag 1, 4:3

DIJDUIKE, ANNA (Hamilton)

Hair cut while sleeping, assault sought, O 15, 2:2

DIPERTHIA

ARAGON

Three cases reported, J 10, 4:2

DISSON, JAMES T

Connections deemed cause of contagion, O 19, 4:2

AGAWALIE

Epidemic report, J 1, 3:3

AUSTINBURG

Epidemic closes schools, J 11, 2:2; U 12, 2:3

EAST LIBERTY

Epidemic report, O 2, 4:2

Epidemic continues, O 10, 1:2

DIPHTHERIA (Continued)

MARTIN'S FERRY

Epidemic prompts closing of schools, S 25, 4:3

MACGILL

Ten cases reported, J 19, 2:4

NEW PITTSBURG

Benjamin Lisher family afflicted, epidemic feared, U 14, 2:2

WIMELE

Epidemic, schools closed, O 17, 2:3

YORKSVILLE, JULIUS (Colt)

Killed by falling chimney, Ap 22, 3:4

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

Fifteenth dist Ohio missionary con f open, addressed by L V Collard and Rev. Herzog, Ap 20, 4:3

Summit and Medina counties hold annual conv of Wadsworth, Ag 18, 4:2; conv ends, Ag 21, 3:3

Ladies' Aid Soc holds benefit dinner and supper, N 13, 4:3

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST (Alliance)

Rev George Nason tenors resignation as pastor, F 7, 2:3

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST OF EASTERN OHIO, MINISTERIAL

ASSESSMENTS

Aids 30th annual meeting, addressed by Jasper S Ross, Rev B B Tyler, and Rev C S Lucas, Ag 30, 4:3; elects officers, addressed by Rev B B lambellle and Rev B B Tyler, Ag 31, 1:7; assn closes conv, S 1, 2:3

DISEASES

Results of contagious epidemics compared, ed, J 20, 4:1

Proposed law to fine physicians for failure to report contagious diseases approved, ed, M 10, 2:2

Ministers' duties in sickroom subject of talk by Rev E Lappart before Summit County Evangelical Alliance, Ap 10, 1:5

To amend section 50 of revised orders passed by city council, My 19, 3:4

Can named by council to act with bd of commrs and bd of health to secure contagious disease hosp in city, Je 10, 1:2; proposal to erect new contagious disease hosp made by bd of health, Je 15, 1:2

Elimination of germ breeding places urged, Je 17, 2:1
DISEASES (cont)
Proposed cost of contagious disease house approved, Je 27, 2:3; recommended in rent by city council, Je 27, 1:7
Epidemic of barbers' itch reported, S 25, 4:5
Compulsory vaccination law urged by Ohio Bd of health as safety measure, U 8, 1:2
Enforcement of laws relating to sanitary conditions and vaccination demanded by state Bd of health, U 8, 1:5
City council urged to provide source of pure water to prevent spread of infectious diseases, Mr, U 12, 3:1

DIESEMERT, O F
Infected when casting drops, Mr 9, 1:2

DIGGINER, HIRAM
Execs named Honer in property suit, Jy 11, 1:3

DIVISION 3T
Residents petition city council to stop hazing surface away, Je 16, 3:5

DIVORCE
Bill passed in en giving husband right of alimony when wife is aggressor, F 2, 1:2
DXI, MARVIN J
DXI, SPRINGFIELD
Baten by Big Four rr strikers, F 20, 3:2
DXI, JAMES W
Henry C Wilkins app'd admr of estate, Ap 22, 1:3; brings suit against his estate, petition filed to sell property to settle debts on estate, Ap 22, 7:5
DXI, GEORGE E (Sabino)
Held on chg of fraud, V 12, 2:2
DXI, JAMES (Plumfield)
Fined for renting room for gambling purposes, V 14, 2:2
DXI (HC), EMMIE (Newark)
Held as accomplice in criminal assault on Eliza Loper by Henry Reed, D 13, 2:4
DXI, JOHN
DXI, PHILLIP
Fined for intoxication, Je 17, 1:12
DXI (EVY), THOMAS, JR
Condemned for defense of Southern Lynchings, ed, F 14, 2:2
DXI, THOMAS H
Defends J C Price against anti-union charge, Mr 28, 1:3; refuses chgs made by deo that
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DODSON, THOMAS H (cont)

145a

DODSON, WILLIAM F
Fined for intoxication, Ag 7, 3:4
Fined for intoxication, S 12, 1:8
DODSON, WILLIAM M
Injured in ramsey, O 17, 1:4
DODSON, THOMAS A
JOBBS, H N
Property attached for unpaid bill released, My 29, 1:2
JOBBS, OMS (GRA)
Funeral, U 9, 3:7
JOBBS, J R
Fined for intoxication, My 13, 1:8
DODSON (ED), WILLIAM B
Criticized for stand on method of selecting city councils, ed, My 6, 2:2
Newspaper's quality criticized, ed, Ap 8, 2:2
Newsaper's poetic articles ridiculed, ed, Ap 15, 2:1
Unsung for interfering with app't of leader Bowers as Peninsular postmaster, Jy 11, 1:5
Expected to hear about repub candidate, ed, Mr 18, 2:1
Attacks on repub party deemed abortive, ed, Jy 21, 2:1
Criticized for making light of Charles Foster's financial opinions, ed, Jy 28, 2:1; for false statements against Maj Dick and county repub com, ed, Jy 29, 2:2; for repub misrepresentation, ed, Ag 1, 2:1; for unwillingness to

145b

DODSON (ED), WILLIAM B (cont)
Talk politics, reason cited, ed, Ag 1, 2:1; for importing non-resident to represent county at dem state conv, ed, Ag 9, 2:1; for accepting leadership by olde line summit county dems, ed, Ag 10, 2:2
Decision not to run again as dem of county com praised, ed, Ag 10, 2:2
Criticized for publishing fraudulent newspaper, ed, Ag 12, 2:2; for publishing misrepresentations in his newspaper, ed, Ag 16, 2:1; for publishing pitfalls newspaper, ed, Ag 19, 2:2; for pol favoritism, ed, Ag 21, 2:1
Postoffice aspirations cited, consequences bared, ed, Ag 21, 2:1
Criticized for advocating pub work improvements with payment of labor in bonds, ed, Jy 21, 2:1; for declining county dems, ed, Ag 21, 2:2
Deemed unprincipled dem lawyer, ed, Jy 25, 2:1
Manipulation of dem primary ballots anticipated, ed, Ag 25, 2:2
Criticized for contemplating unprincipled leadership in primaries, ed, Ag 25, 2:1; for contemplating manipulation of dem primary ballots, ed, Ag 25, 2:2; for contemplating betrayal of dems by primary system, ed, Ag 29, 2:1
Deemed guilty of acracy, ed, S 2, 2:1; deemed pol demagogy, ed, S 2, 2:1
Criticized for holding dem picnic at Silver Lake, ed, S 6, 2:2; for distributing politically corrupt dem circulars (ed, Massillon Independent), S 14, 2:2
Deemed liar, urged to prove accusations made against repub party for index depression, S 18, 1:1

DOCKSTEALER, Performance of minstrels a disappointment, Ag 25, 1:3

DODE, A B
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DODE, A B

Drowned in wreck of SS Dean Richmond at Van Buren Point (OH) during storm on Lake Erie, G 16, 2:3

DOHLE, W

With William Barnett purchases Western Reserve Roofing co., N 28, 4:2

DOHLE, WM
Fined
Names Lyman L Lamb (Charles E Witt) in collection suit, Ap 24, 1:4

DODE, HARRY B

Named with Eolaister Coal co in aid of execution suit by Akron Savings bank co, Je 17, 1:24; trial continues, Je 22, 1:6; suit transferred to common pleas ct, Je 24, 1:2; suit certified to common pleas ct, Je 25, 1:1

DOGE, W J

Elected school principal by Kent Bd of educ, Jy 6, 4:4
Elected principal of Ravenna high school, Jy 13, 4:3

DOUGLASS, HARRY (Crown City)
Sought for slaying of James Richards, S 7, 3:4

DOE, J A
Indicted for pocket picking, G 19, 1:4

DOES Destruction of unlicensed canines urged in bill introduced in house by vre, Jy 12, 1:6

Killing of neighbors' pets by dog owner criticized, 11r, Ap 6, 3:3

DOES, J H
Fined for intoxication, Je 13, 1:3

Vagrancy chg dismissed, G 30, 1:6

DOES, THOMAS (Howellville)
Injured when struck by train, V 30, 2:2

DOLE, CHARLES AND HENRY
Disorderly conduct chg dismissed, N 6, 1:2

DOLE, GEORGE
Arrested for fighting, Ag 10, 1:3

DOLE, HENRY, See Dole, Charles

DOLE, MARTH

Fined costs on disorderly conduct chg, D 23, 7:3

DOLE, WILLIAM A
Infant son Joseph dies, funeral, N 8, 1:6

DOLE SAVINGS & TRUST CO (Youngstown)
Run on bank caused by repub bankruptcy of Amer Tube & Iron co, Jy 29, 1:1

DOLEY, VICTOR B

Addresses repub club meeting, N 1, 1:1

DOLPHIN SS

Seamanship praised, Ap 29, 2:1

DOMES, JOHN (Canton)
Burned in fire at Stark County Agr Soc fair, S 25, 2:2

DOMER, EINAWD AND HENRY J
Win appropriation suit brought by ANNC rr, Mr 4, 1:8

Win verdict in Akron & New Castle vs Akron Woolen and felt co suit, My 5, 3:1
DONAHUE, EDWARD and HENRY J (cont)  
Given judgment in suit brought by Akron & New Castle rro against Akron woolen and Felt co.  
M 10, 1:5

DONAHUE, HENRY J  
See also DONAHUE, Edward and Henry J  
Named in damage suit by Ella S Gruke, Ju 10, 1:1  
Came killed by st car, Jy 27, 4:3

DONAHUE, JOHN  

DONAHUE, JOHN T  
One candidate for 6th ward council defeated by  
repub HENRY R Hartz, Ap 4, 1:2

DONALDSON ROSIE, HARRY (Cherokee Falls)  
Accidentally cuts foot, Jy 12, 2:4

DONAVAN, "CHAP" (Urbana)  
Named by estate of John Chew in recovery suit,  
Ag 16, 3:3

DONAWAY JAMES (Portsmouth)  
Found injured under rr trestle, thought to have been kicked off train, N 30, 2:1

DOOLEY, JOHNN  
Fined for intoxication, 0 23, 1:2

DONELLY, PATRICIA  
Fatally injured in train collision at Conti, N 7, 2:5

DONELSON, Clinton  
Appled postmaster, Je 26, 2:5

DONIOR, Clev  
Killed in boxing match at Syracuse (N Y), Ap 6, 1:4

DONOVAN, TIMOTHY  
Arraigned for arson, trial set, Ag 7, 1:6;  
remanded to jail after re-hearing, Ag 14, 1:2  
Indicted for arson, 0 25, 1:4; pleads not guilty to 2 indictments for arson, trial set, 0 25, 1:1; 0 26, 1:6; found not guilty of 6th arrest charge, U 27, 1:8; fined and sentenced on 2nd arrest, N 1, 1:8

DONOVAN, FELIX  
Injured in fall between train coaches, S 28, 1:2

DONOVAN, JAMES  
Final acct of estate filed, F 9, 4:2

DOOKEY, CHARLES  
Found exhausted, taken to county infirmary, S 15, 3:2

DOOKEY, GEORGE  
Arrested and released for fighting, Je 21, 1:8  
Held for assault on William Macke, Jy 27, 1:3;  
sentenced to Clev workhouse, Jy 26, 4:4

DOTT, CALVIN BRADFORD  
Death, 0 6, 2:5; will probated, 0 11, 2:3  
OWENSMITH CHARLES (Cleveland)  
Burns to death in Forest City Varnish co fire,  
M 31, 3:2

DOUGLAS ERWIN, See Lumsky, Anton

DOUGLAS, WILLIAM B  
Opening of former decree granted in equitable relief suit brought by Edgar Douglass Duncan,  
Q 7, 1:4

DOUGHERTY JOHN  
Fined on chg of drunkenness, Ja 5, 1:4

DOUGHERTY, MICHAEL  
Will filed for probate, N 14, 1:7; will probated,  
N 10, 1:5; A C Cassiday appld adror of estate,  
N 10, 1:5

DOUGLAS (CAMP), THOMAS E  
Names Peter Bauman in damage suit, N 20, 2:3

DOUGLAS, H. L. (Springfield)  
Assaulted Baker in fit of insanity, G 26, 2:3

DOUGLAS, GEORGE  
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 4, 1:8

DOUGLAS, JAMES  
Fined and sentenced to Clev Workhouse for theft,  
My 22, 1:5

DOW, DAVID  
Foot crushed under train at Plymouth (Ind), Je 14, 4:3

DOW, J R  
With 6 others named by PAMM in collection suit, G 29, 1:6

DOWLING, HEYM  
Sermon on the modern dance, U 20, 7:4

DOWN, LIEUT  
Presented with silver set by her dept employees at  
Amer Cereal mill, U 23, 8:7

DONE, ANDREW  
Fined for assaulting Thomas King, Je 13, 1:3

DONE, DARR R INGHAM (INDIAN CROIS)  
Performs at Blue Pond park, Jy 26, 4:3  
Properly damaged in runaway, Ag 7, 1:7

DOOLEY, ANDREW  
Dismissed from chg of playing football in pub park, S 25, 1:8

DOOLEY, ANN M  
E F Yorks appld guardian in suit brought by  
Louise E Doyle to contest will, My 22, 1:2;  
will disallowed, My 22, 1:1

DOOLEY, CATHERINE  
Death, Jy 22, 1:3; funeral, Jy 22, 1:8
EDGERTON, SUEY
Addresses mass meeting in endorsement of
billsimul, Ag 26, 4:3
EDGERTON, CLYDE
Names William H Horne in damage suit, O 26, 1:2;
withdraws suit, O 27, 1:1
EDGERTON, CHARLES
Injerd when thrown off fire engine, Ju 5, 4:1
EDERLY, A M
Named in will, Hare in collection suit
brought by Eli J Dearest, N 29, 1:7
EDGERTS, CHARLES
Relic, S 20, 2:7
EASE, MICHEL
Estate exec Levi Surnhart files inventory, N 20,
1:7
EDIL, BAG
Newspapers destroyed, George Blocker held, Ag 14,
1:2
EIGHT (OR), L S
Names Mrs Alice S Williams in judgment suit, Ja 27,
3:4
Addresses 4th ward repub meeting, O 20, 8:3
EIGHT, RICHARD (Wayne)
Returns home after 2 yrs, U 2, 2:2
EIGHTY, HARRY (Kent)
Injerd while coating, Ja 31, 2:8
EDGERTS, PHILIP
Named with William H and Margaret J Isom in
June court suit brought by Louise M Green,
Ap 5, 1:5
EDJEL, JAMES
Applet by Pres Grover Cleveland to controller of
trusts criticized, ed, Ag 7, 2:2; ed, Ap 10,
2:2
EDGERTS, NATHANIEL
Granted pardon by gov, U 14, 2:2
ECONOMICS
Amer class system criticized in essay by
Sperry, Jy 15, 3:7
EDMON, WILLIAM HOWARD
With Frank Reifelder names Globe Sign co,
George Stenze, Harce H Bender, and John
Groth in dissolution suit, Je 10, 1:1; dismissed,
Je 20, 1:3
EDG, WILLIAM
With Frank X Ille named by Thomas Arnold in
replevin suit, Ag 30, 4:2
ASSISTING, JOHN (Ann)
EDGERTON, SUEY
Addresses mass meeting in endorsement of
billsimul, Ag 26, 4:3
EDGERTON, CLYDE
Names William H Horne in damage suit, O 26, 1:2;
withdraws suit, O 27, 1:1
EDGERTON, CHARLES
Injerd when thrown off fire engine, Ju 5, 4:1
EDERLY, A M
Named in will, Hare in collection suit
brought by Eli J Dearest, N 29, 1:7
EDGERTS, CHARLES
Relic, S 20, 2:7
EASE, MICHEL
Estate exec Levi Surnhart files inventory, N 20,
1:7
EDIL, BAG
Newspapers destroyed, George Blocker held, Ag 14,
1:2
EIGHT (OR), L S
Names Mrs Alice S Williams in judgment suit, Ja 27,
3:4
Addresses 4th ward repub meeting, O 20, 8:3
EIGHT, RICHARD (Wayne)
Returns home after 2 yrs, U 2, 2:2
EIGHTY, HARRY (Kent)
Injerd while coating, Ja 31, 2:8
EDGERTS, PHILIP
Named with William H and Margaret J Isom in
June court suit brought by Louise M Green,
Ap 5, 1:5
EDJEL, JAMES
Applet by Pres Grover Cleveland to controller of
trusts criticized, ed, Ag 7, 2:2; ed, Ap 10,
2:2
EDGERTS, NATHANIEL
Granted pardon by gov, U 14, 2:2
ECONOMICS
Amer class system criticized in essay by
Sperry, Jy 15, 3:7
EDMON, WILLIAM HOWARD
With Frank Reifelder names Globe Sign co,
George Stenze, Harce H Bender, and John
Groth in dissolution suit, Je 10, 1:1; dismissed,
Je 20, 1:3
EDG, WILLIAM
With Frank X Ille named by Thomas Arnold in
replevin suit, Ag 30, 4:2
ASSISTING, JOHN (Ann)
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER - WAGSTAFF (cont)

Wallsend's new electric co-franchise passed by council, 22, 1:2

ELECTRICAL DEVICES

Two bills regulating const and maintenance of lights between substations introduced in house, 11, 1:4

ELECTRICAL WORKERS, WIDOW BROTHERHOOD OF

Hold conv in Cleve, decides women telephone operators not eligible to join org, 16, 2:2

ELECTRICITY

Incomplete election returns assure franchise for another elect light and power co, 4, 2:4

Use in med science subject of lecture by Dr. Wandel & C Phillips before Acad of Med, 10, 2:3

Believed to be salvation of canal boat, says Chief Engineer of Pub Works Charles E Perkins after watching official test, 21, 1:4

ELKING, WILLIAM B (Hayes)

Convicted of murdering Arthur Brown, 20, 4:2; sentenced on 2nd degree chg, 29, 4:6

ELLET, KINGS

Roug damaged by runaway horse, 25, 4:2

ADMIRAL DOWDING, J C & CO

 LOSS collection suit brought by John Riall, 19, 1:5; 1:4

ELLIOTT, SIMON (Jefferson County)

Sixty-four sheep killed by dogs, 16, 2:5

ELLIOTT, CAMERON

See Lamb, Lyon J

ELLIOTT, DAVID (Pigeas)

Rogued, 19, 2:2

ELLIOTT, GEORGE W

See address on naming the working class to Christ before Summit County Evangelical Alliance, 13, 3:3

SEMER, 13, 4:4

ELLIS, PATSY J

Motion for new trial denied, 20, 1:4

Pardon from penitentiary urged by citizens, 11, 2:2

Publishes petition for pardon from penitentiary, family destitute, 16, 3:3

Remuneration against parole filed, 7, 2:7

ELLIS, S H (Glavina)

Arraigned for attempting to play joke on judge, 20, 3:2

ELLIOTT, WILLIAM J (Coles)

Name H N Wallace in equity suit, 16, 1:8

1903

ELLIS, WILLIAM J (Coles) (cont)

Insolvent in face of 1,000.$ owed, 13, 1:2; 17, 1:4

ELLIS, WALTER (Nebraska)

Barn owned by Hiram Wallace destroyed by fire, 5, 3:1

ELLIS-WRIGHT CO (Rutland)

Increases factory capacity, 9, 3:5

ELLIS, GEORGE W (Nashua)

Testifies before Mclnry Investigating com., 16, 1:6

ELLIS, MERT

Uninjured when horses run away, 20, 2:8

ELLIS, C D (Adams)

Charged with forgery, 9, 4:6

ELLIS (POSTMASTER, C V (Toledo)

Indicted on chg of paying for goods with postage stamps, 14, 4:3

ELLIS, DAVE (Bowerbank)

Suicide result of fire by, 27, 2:4

ELLIS (OR), E W

Arrested on chg of disorderly conduct and intoxication, 24, 1:7; fined and sentenced to Cleve workhouse for intoxication and non-support of family, 29, 1:2

ELLIS, FRANK G

Estate adver Albert D Ellis files final acct, 20, 1:1

ELLIS, JOHN (Barnesville)

Injured in fall on icy sidewalk, 7, 2:3

ELLISON, W T

Killed when train crashes through treestile near Milton, 17, 3:3

ELLISWORTH, CHARLES (Hudson)

Res robbery attempted, 6, 4:3

ELLISWORTH, CORA

Nominated in suit brought by Robert W Thompson to break will of Harriet A Thompson, 5, 1:1

ELLISWORTH (Mrs), E B (Hudson)

Celebration 60th birthday, 20, 3:3

ELLISWORTH, EMER, SR

Said to be dead, 24, 1:7

ELLISWORTH, EMER, JR

Name Frank Dean in collection suit, 26, 1:6

Placed guilty to malicious destruction of property, not guilty to chg of painting fences, case cont'd, 2, 3:3; chg withdrawn, 20, 3:3

Arraigned on chg of malicious destruction of property, carrying concealed weapon, and assault and battery on Samuel Reese, 31, 1:6

1904

ELLISWORTH, EMER, JR (cont)

Chg dismissed, 6, 1:2

ELLISWORTH, H (Northfield)

Frustrates attempted robbery of S A Rimmer res, 17, 1:1

ELLISWORTH, MARY J

Estate declared insolvent, 1, 2:6

ELLISWORTH (Mrs), HANNA

Arrested on chg of keeping brothel, 11, 4:1; fined, 11; fined when unable to pay, 12, 1:3; escapes alleged attack by husband, 14, 1:2

ELLISWORTH (Mrs), HANNA

Journey on Lake Erie at Van Buren Point (NY) in wreck of SS Dean Richmond, 16, 2:3

ELSOLGER, LOUIS (Clev)

Injured when struck by train, 18, 2:5

ELSHOLTZ, WILLIAM

Sentenced to Cleve workhouse for stealing, 29, 1:3

Arrested and fined for assaulting Fred Reddenburgh, 25, 1:8

ELTON, WILLIAM

Sees heavy, Elton

ELWOOD MFG CO

Granted leave to file cross petition in suit of John W Groves and others against FARMER CO, 7, 1:4

ELSTON, CHARLES

Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth, 2, 7:1

ELT, ALONZO S

Name George G Sizer and John H Bratton in collection suit, 17, 4:3; 21, 4:2

ELWICK, AUGUSTA

See Edsdel, William

ELZICK, WILLIAM AND AUGUSTA

With William H Evans Bilg and Leon own lose suit brought by Frederick Van All, 8, 1:3

EMBELLISHMENTS AND DECORATIONS

Harry Long arrested on affidavit of Charles Bodd, 2, 1:6

August Bergametti sought in disappearance of Hangouts Sec funds, 25, 4:5

Edward G Clark succeeds with Shadow Detective when funds, Toledo, 23, 3:4

East Liverpool Knights of Maccabees funds missing, Curtis Ederic sought, 31, 2:6

Ft LMN & RR co boardhands seek removal of San Aggfa Patterson for alleged embezzlement, Cleve, 14, 2:3

Joseph O Davis arrested for embezzling CAC ry co, 26, 1:6

Taxel Commercial, V H Noordick arrested, Cleve, 24, 4:5

1905

EMBELLISHMENTS AND DECORATIONS (cont)

J A Wilkins, Frank Earnaker arrested, 20, 1:6

Citizens' Hall Bank of Hilieboro, Clarence M Omerman arrested, 28, 3:1

Canton bid of educ defrauded, Oliver F Shamlet sought, 19, 1:4

M A Hall and others, John W Hall abscends, Plymouth, 4, 4:5

Wells Fargo Express co Cnti office, William Orchard sought, 18, 2:3

ENGLISH, J

Contracted with neighborhood petition for filthy ress, 15, 3:5

ENROSE (Mrs), B H

Injured when train leaves track at Lindsey, 7, 2:3

ENROSE (Mrs), DANIEL

Death, 10, 1:8; ophogy, 19, 4:4

ENROSE, WALTER CONCERT Co

Concert, 28, 3:3

ENDY, CHRIST F

Sues F H and C Fenton for recovery of judgment, 4, 1:6; names F H Fenton et al in money suit, settled, 13, 1:3

ENDY, WILL

Sued for divorce by wife Bertha, 17, 3:4

ENGLAND

Irons and Hungarians leave Cleve for old country, 5, 4:5

ENGERMAN, DANIEL

Arrested for maintaining a nuisance, 29, 1:4; pleads guilty to maintaining res nuisance, sentence suspended, 22, 3:5; fined, 29, 1:3

ENGLISH, STEPHEN

Salem robbed, 27, 4:4

ENFIELD HOUSE (Manchester)

Slew damaged in upset, 10, 1:5

ENGLISH HOMER & REAPER WORKS

Damaged by fire, 17, 3:5

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment cited as cause of unrest among laboring people, 10, 2:1

One-fifth of unemployed attributed to dom admin, 16, 2:2

Lay-offs attributed to tariff, 28, 2:1

City govt urged to provide jobs through public improvements, 29, 2:1; city cars adopt...
EMERSON, FRANK
Train damaged in collision near Youngstown, S 28, 2:4
Box car and contents damaged by fire, 0 3, 1:2
Named in property damage suit by NWRA ry co, 0 7, 2:4; (Clay Plain Dealer), 0 7, 7:5
Freight cars damaged in wreck, 0 5, 4:2
With Clay & Mahoning rr co names NWRA rr co in reinspection suit, 0 16, 3:3
Hiram depot robbed, 0 23, 2:4
Named in property damage suit by Charles Merts, Ravenna, 0 23, 4:3
Train jumps track at Ravenna, cars damaged, 0 18, 4:3
Hunting car robbed at Kenton, 0 26, 1:3
Freight car breakdown at Ontario throws 8 cars down embankment, 0 29, 2:2

ERNEST, JACOB
See Ernest, Frank

ERNES, BEN
Arrested on suspicion of robbery, S 26, 1:2;
arranged for 30-day investigation on robbery suspicion chp, S 18, 3:5

ERNES, FRANK
Losses verdict in wage collection suit vs John Gabel, Ja 4, 1:6

ERTE, ALBERT, FRANK, AND LOUIS (Sterling)
Albert killed, brothers Frank and Louis injured in train-wagon collision, Ag 28, 1:6; Ag 31, 3:5
Albert Erte estate names DRD rr co in personal damage suit, D 30, 2:2

ERTE, FRANK.
See Erte, Albert

ERTE, LOUIS.
See Erte, Albert

ERDMAN, JACOB A
Fined for intoxication, F 6, 8:1
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 8:4

ESHER, EDWARD
Naturalized, N 6, 1:4

ESHER, AUGUST
Named in property suit brought by Mary Esher, Ap 29, 1:3; files answer in suit for divorce
brought by wife Mary, My 15, 1:3

ESHER, MARY
Estate esceptors files final account, D 30, 1:8
1976
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1983
EVANS, MAUD H (Lola)
- Arrested blackmailing attempt charge against
  William F. Eldridge, 33, 30; 3
EYERETT, E H & D Co (Newark)
- Reopen glass plant, N 14, 2; 2
EXPIRATION
- Funeral, Jy 24, 4; 2: will filed for probate, F 10, 2; 4: will admitted to probate, William
  H. Schaffer and Bert Everett apply executives, F 16, 4; 3
EVERY, JOHN
- Injured by stepping on piece of coal, G 23, 1; 2
EVERWOOD (Bill), W RY (Newfoundland)
- Reopen robbed, M 23, 1; 6
EVERNEW & RICKETS CLOTHING STORE (Newfoundland)
- Robbed, N 18, 2; 7
EVERHARD, DORIS
- Fined for intoxication, S 10, 3; 5
EVERHARD, MARIE
- Held on assault charge, Jy 10, 1; 3
- Arrest on charge of disorderly conduct dismissed, Jy 11, 1; 8
EVERETT, ROBERT L
- Estate files partial acct, time extended, Ag 5, 1; 3
EVANS, ROBERT (Reeber)
- Shot and robbed by masked masked attempt robbery, N 24, 3; 5
- Reward offered by county commissioners arrest and conviction gang who shot him, N 27, 2; 2
EXCLUSION CO.
- Suit by William P. Reetz settled, F 6, 1; 7
EXiles(6), BELL & LON ASON
- Held annual meeting, electors elect, Ag 30, 1; 4
- With William and Augusta Elmler issues suit brought by Fredrik Jon Al, G 8, 1; 3
EXILAND'S BLACKSMITH SHOP (Barberton)
- Robbed, D 27, 8; 3
EXILES, WILLIAM H
- Tribute, M 5, 1; 2
EVERETT, OHIO
- Storms damage crops in area, M 24, 2; 6
- Depot robbed, S 28, 3; 4

1982
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, SUMMIT COUNTY
- Held meeting, 11, 8; 3; N 23, 1; 2
- Held mass meeting, addressed by Rev Richard
  Hoff in sectarian subject, N 24, 3; 3
EVANGELICAL MESSENGER
- Clarifies position of non-seceding members of
  Evangelical Union of Ohio, Jy 7, 4; 4
EVANGELION
- Subject of address by Rev Herzog before 150th
  Ohio district missionary conf of disciple ch
- Ap 20, 4; 3
EVANS, JIM
- Arrested at Van Arnum Point (N Y) in wreck of
  SS Dean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie, G 15, 2; 3
EVANS, CHARLES, See Slim, Bob (Collins)
EVANS (NRS), CLARA
- With son assisted by Clew by Poor Ur Joseph
  Kendall, Jy 17, 1; 2
EVANS, CYRUS (Newfoundland)
- Suit brought by State of Ohio dismissed on
  error in affidavit, Ag 5, 2; 2
EVANS, H CLAY (Guy Falls)
- Addresses repub meeting, N 3, 4; 3
EVANS, JOHN (Pigeon)
- Res set aside by incontinentes who shot and
  wounded Haller Yonkers, M 25, 4; 4
EVANS, JOHN, JR
- Injured when knocked down by drive-wheel, D 15, 1; 5
EVANS, JOHN N
- Estate ador files final acct, M 5, 3; 1
EVANS, W N (Millersburg)
- Injured when candle ignites Santa Claus costume,
  Jy 27, 2; 4
EVANS, WALTER (Chamberlain)
- Rotilium files after disappearance, S 13, 2; 2
EVANS, W H & B & L (Richmond)
- Held annual meeting, electors elect, Ag 30, 1; 4
- With William and Augusta Elmler issues suit brought by Fredrik Jon Al, G 8, 1; 3
EXCHANGE ST
- Res complain of crosswalk at Exchange and Alley,
  Jy 3, 1; 2: seeking damages, Jy 5, 2; 4: lose
  property damage suit against City of Akron,
  Jy 10, 1; 1
- Citizens petition for repair of gutter bridge at corner of Pine alley, Jy 10, 1; 1

1981
EXCHANGE ST (cont)
- City council requests ratification of estimated
  assessment of cost to improve CADC rr to Locust st.,
  D 85, 7; 5: to improve NMPD rts to Market st.,
  D 23, 7; 5
EXPLORATION
- Abandoned as leaders in North Pole expedition,
  G 6, 2; 2
EXTORTION AND BLACKMAIL
- Barberton city Marshal S Custer dig with
  attempted extortion by Mrs Blinda D Davis, F 13, 1; 6
- William F. Eldridge threatens attempt, G T Fuller,{
  David H. Everett, and A.K. Shields arrested,
  S 30, 3; 8
- Elmer A. Terran sought for impersonating a US
  officer and blackmailing farmers, D 30, 1; 2
- Officers criticized, M 14, 2; 1
EXTRACTION
- Law returning political officers to Russia
  criticized, ed, M 13, 2; 1
EYMAN (DOR),
- Charged by David Guimster with mismanagement
  of duties as sup’t of Cleve insane Asylum, Ap 1, 1; 4
EYSTER, LUCY K
- Death, Jy 10, 1; 3: funeral, Jy 10, 1; 8

1980
FAGAN, RATES
- Escapes from Marion jail, Jy 10, 2; 5
FAGAN, JAMES (Bailiff)
- Chugs Maj Joseph Roberts (Joseph Morrison) with
  embarrassment, Jy 23, 2; 2
FAILOR, JOHN
- Arrested on larceny chg, Jy 27, 1; 3: acquitted,
  G 2, 4; 3
FAIR, SUMMIT COUNTY, See Summit County Fair
FAIRBANKS, A F (Clare)
- Killed in elevator accident, Jy 3, 7; 1
FAIRBANKS, HENRY
- Estate final acct filed, M 22, 1; 6
FAIRBANKS, HORACE & CO
- With A M Cole, C W Seiberling, and Frederick
  Racine named in collection suit by H A Stannier
  and William and Mary L Klages, M 31, 1; 8
FAICHNO, BOSTON (Casa)
- Killed when scaffold collapsed, Jy 14, 4; 4
FALLS
Bill introduced in house authorizing county to appropriate funds for exhibits at the World's Columbian Fair, Ja 31, 1/2
Bill passed by house authorizing county expenditures for maple syrup and sugar display at World's Fair, Ja 31, 3/4
Bill passed at Chicago World's Fair completed, description, F 8, 3/4
Bill passed in senate permitting county to make appropriations for county World's Fair exhibits of maple products, F 23, 3/3
First world's fair compared with 2nd, ed, Ag 12, 2/1
Feature article on World's Fair and Ohio exhibits, Ag 12, 3/1
Success depended on novelty, ed, Ag 31, 2/2
Relation new street fair deemed success, S 15, 2/4
FALKNER, J W (Youngstown)
Arrested for stealing horse from Henry Coelho, Ag 22, 2/7
FALLS RVET & MACHINE CO (Cuyahoga)
Bldg slightly damaged by fire, Ap 18, 2/3
Plant closed till August 1st, Ja 26, 3/3
FALKO (Owen), ALICE
Death, Ja 19, 1/3; funeral, Ja 19, 1/8
FALKO, H S
Office robbed, Ja 27, 1/6
FALKO, HIRAM
With Charles H Jennings, Charles F Hammon, and Racing Traveling Bag co named in collection suit brought by Martin Lappo & Sons co, Ja 27, 1/5
FALKO, MESES (Cuyahoga Co)
Barn, contents, granary destroyed by fire, August 10th killed, Ag 12, 1/6; barn and contents destroyed by lightning and fire, Ap 12, 1/8
FALK, OLIVER (Cuyahoga Co)
River destroyed by fire, Je 2, 4/2
Roo destroyed by fire, D 1, 1/3
FALLS & FAMILY LIFE
Feature article on living patterns of ancestors, Ap 8, 4/1
Weston popularity noted, ed, Ag 17, 2/1
FALKO CLOTHING HOUSE (Dayton)
Damaged by fire, Ja 17, 2/5
FARNLEY, JOHN N (Clerk)
FARKOS
Kawoa people's goulashness to schemes of rainmakers criticized, ed, Ap 20, 2/2
FARKOS' INSTITUTE (Hubbard Corners)
Holds annual meeting, Je 25, 4/6
FARKOS' INSTITUTE (North Springfield)
Holds meeting, D 23, 4/6
FARKOS' INSTITUTE (Springfield)
Holds meeting, D 23, 4/6
FARKOS' INSTITUTE (Summit County)
Holds meeting at Cuyahoga Falls, heals talk by Prof N R Lazebny on tree culture, Ja 3, 6/4
Holds annual picnic at Silver Lake, addressed by Rev C W Carroll, Ap 26, 4/3
Holds meeting, plans IOHN institute, D 6, 7/6
FARKOS' INS CO, OHIO
Annual meeting elects direct, Ja 13, 4/2
FARKOS, M H (Youngstown)
Names Emma J Bigelow in suit, Ag 1, 1/2
FARKOS, WILLIAM & SONS CO OF NYC
Names Toledo, Ann Arbor & Northern Mich RR co in foreclosure suit, S 2, 7/3
Ains appeal of rear for Coal Wellston Coal & Iron co of Ohio, N 4, 7/6
FARKOS, WALTER BANK (Findlay)
Closed, Ja 26, 4/3
FARNLEY, REBECCA
Hold on chg of robbing Fred Roberts, F 20, 1/6
FARRAHAN (OR AND MSJ), DANIEL
Celebrate 50th wedding annwr, D 23, 8/5
FARRAHAN, R E
Assignee files final acct, Ag 22, 1/4
FARRARD, LIZZIE (Youngstown)
Resumes natural life with bullet remaining in breast, Ja 19, 3/1
FASSEL
Wearing of hoop skirts ridiculed, 1hr, F 16, 4/3
Mrs Martha Smith speaks to WCIT on dress reform, My 11, 1/6
FASHIONS
Fashioned as dress of Cuyahoga pub works criticized, ed, Ag 17, 2/1
FASIL, FRED
Hold on suspicion of theft chg, S 20, 3/1; dismissed from chg, S 30, 1/3
FASIL, THOMAS
Dissolved from vagrancy chg, Ap 12, 1/6
FASIL, ALBERT C (Kent Richfield)
Killed while hunting when gun is accidentally discharged, D 4, 1/2; D 9, 3/6
Death, D 5, 4/2; funeral, D 9, 3/6; obit, D 16, 3/6
FASIL, JOHN (Cuyahoga)
Infant son of drinking diluted amonia, S 20, 2/3
FASIL, O C
Names F L Langen in collection suit, N 20, 2/2
FASIL, MITCHELL, MORRIS
Sought for alleged attack on A W Stanton, Ap 22, 1/6
FAUSTUS, EDNA F
Estate adverr appls appraisers, Ag 9, 1/5
FAVORITE, F A
Roo robbed, Ja 26, 1/2
FAVORITE, C (Opal)
Bldg destroyed by fire, S 22, 2/4
FAVORITE, HARRY (Troy)
Held on chg of forgery note, D 7, 2/3
FAVORITE, JOHN (Dayton)
Application for state pension files, enters Soldiers' home, Ja 19, 3/2
FAVORITE, LUCINDA
Bill passed in senate authorizing refund to A C Lindsay, F 1, 2/5
FEATHERSTON, WILLIAM (South Ferry)
Res robbed, Julius Hedge's 2 sons held, D 19, 2/4
FEATHERSTON, JOSEPH
Suit brought by Thomas Ludmer and Bldg co, D 6 Thomas sued party deft, Je 6, 3/6; suit dismissed, Je 16, 1/1; Je 17, 12/4
FECHER, FRANK
Fined for disorderly conduct, My 6, 1/6
FECHER, H H
Names G W Harring and Peter Straw in appeal of civil suit, S 6, 3/5
FEEDBLOOMED YOUTH, OHIO INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE
Annual report filled, D 6, 2/5
FEDERAL MFGS.
J Howard at block damaged by fire, S 5, 1/2
FEDERAL, HENRY O
With Robert A Myers forms general ins partnership, Ja 1, 1/2
FELI, JOHN
Infant daughter Mia dies, funeral, N 9, 4/5
FELTINA, MARY L (Clay)
Taken to penitentiary for laras, Ja 26, 3/6
FELTINA, FRANK
Infant daughter Mary dies, funeral, S 21, 1/8
FELTON, LA VIE CO & CO OF N Y
With Blemish & Bros co takes over C F Shattuck clock house for mortgage claim, D 21, 1/4
FELT, MARY M
Suit by Lillian Burnett in error, judgment of lower ct upheld, Ap 22, 2/8
FELTIS, ABRAM M
Appr A Chalder assignee of dept store, O 2, 1/3
Named in republican suit by Moses Bros & co of Clay, O 4, 1/5
Assignee app'd, O 11, 1/6; sells entire stock, O 24, 1/5
Creditors file application for investigation, O 28, 1/8
FELZ, GEORGE (Dayton)
Injured in train-sm collision, Je 14, 3/4
FELZHALD, EDMOND L
Death, D 13, 1/8; funeral, Ja 14, 1/3
FEMALE RIGHTS ASSN, Gils

Protests passage of anti-crime bill, F 21, 1:5

FEDN (OR), D E (Tallahassee)

Res. damaged, barn destroyed by fire, N 8, 6:5; dies, being away from home at time of fire, N 17, 4:1

FEDON (MD), Gary Falls

Injured in fall, N 1, 1:5

FEDON, C AND F H

Named by Christ F Emery in suit for revival of judgment, J 4, 1:8; suit settled, J 13, 1:3

FEKTIN, F M, See Fenton, C and F H

FERDINAND, Wm J

Requested $8,000 by uncle George Ferde, who died in Germany, N 23, 2:3

FERGUSON, C S

Appel age of Akron office of Mutual Benefit Ins. co., H 1, 1:3

FERGUSON, CH ARL SAVANNA

Sentenced for burglary, O 10, 3:2

FERGUSON, F F (Fariner)

Sick after eating ice cream, poison suspected, J 27, 2:5

FERGUSON, ELLIS W

Ball brought by Joy H Pendleton estate dismissed, J 5, 1:5

FERGUSON, ELAINE

Suit brought by Ferdinand Schenck dismissed, J 5, 1:5

FERRELL, ELIZA W

Death, J 26, 2:5; blog, J 27, 2:5; will filed for probate, Ag 5, 1:2; funeral, Ag 9, 4:5; will probated, Ag 19, 1:5

FERGUSON, GEORGE (Carrie)

Death, J 22, 3:3; J 26, 2:2

FERRY, ROBERT

Injured in train collision at Wellesville, O 17, 1:3

FERRY, WILLIAM D

Fined for intoxication, D 1, 4:2

FERRY & PARRODE (Staten)

Store reopened under ownership of Frank Smith, O 28, 4:4

FESSMANN, LON (Kent)

Appel fireman for music light and power plant, J 10, 4:8

FESSLER, JACOB

Siege demolished by runaway horse, J 12, 1:4

FESSLER, WILLIAM

Denied candidate for 4th ward assessor defeated by repub Alfred Baldwin, Ap 4, 1:3

FETTERLY, FRANK (Cartherville)

Killed when rr car ran over body, D 14, 2:2

FETTERLY, H N

Appel postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, N 17, 2:2

FEESE, H

Amended with final along route, N 17, 1:4

FECHEL, H A

Winds collection suit against Akron Steamboard co., D 21, 1:6

FELICITI CO

Bill passed by house authorizing org., M 16, 1:5

FIELD, KATE

Endorsed dancing as test of gymnastics, ed., S 9, 2:1

FIELDS, H E (Conti)


FIERI, MATTIE

Resigns as float instructor of piano, M 14, 1:2

FIRE, DN

Arranged for disorderly conduct, case contd., Ag 9, 1:8; fined for painting revolver, Ag 10, 1:3

FIRE, JOHN L (Ashland)

 Held on charge of robbery, D 20, 1:4

FILLIOL, ADAM

Held on larceny charge, hearing called, M 5, 4:2; released from charge of assaulting another’s pay, M 6, 1:1

FILLIS, ERNEST (Hodson)

Safe robbed, D 22, 1:2

FILLMORE, IVER

Robbery of res attempted, M 12, 2:5

FOX, HENRY (Youngstown)

Injured in furnace explosion, D 12, 1:2

FOX, CHARLES


Fox injured in fall, J 14, 1:2

FOX, CLAVER

Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 26, 4:3

FOLOLUS, LOUISE

Granted alimony, J 7, 1:5

FOLEY, WILLIAM (Savanna)

Nine persons damage suit against C & P rr co., F 22, 4:6

FOLEY, OHIO

Defiant of been discussed, ed., D 3, 2:1

FORD, OHIO (cont)

House ended, J 1, 3:7

Takes on renewed life after discovery of new supply of gas, ed., D 6, 2:1; conditions improved by discovery of gas well, J 10, 3:1

Third M ch destroyed, N 21, 2:3

Damage suit brought by Amos E Marvin taken to sup., D 14, 2:3

Counsel votes to issue more money for improvement bonds, D 28, 2:4

FORD N ELEC LIGHT CO

Damaged by fire, O 28, 2:3

FORDAY, FT WINE & WESTERN RR CO

Bondholders seek renewal of Gen Mgr Patterson for allied embellishing, J 14, 1:3

Lincoln filed against property by Gen Mgr S C Patterson, J 17, 2:2

FINCHER, J M

Resigns pastorate of Arlington St Cong ch., D 20, 1:6

FINCHER (OR), SAMUEL

Suits by Arthur C W Carrithers on error common pleas c’ts decision affirmed, Ap 22, 2:6

Resolution of sympathy for his death passed by Butlery F B. (railroad), M 21, 4:1

FINESMERS’ UNION (Youngstown)

Whores to protest Wilson tariff bill, D 5, 1:1

FINC, ISAAC

Attempts suicide by hanging, J 13, 1:5

FINCH, JOHN (Toledo)

Burned in gas tank explosion, J 30, 3:3

FINCH, WILLIAM, SR

Denied candidates for 4th ward assessor defeated repub Adm Breiter, Ap 4, 1:3

Named in repub suit by Smith & Garbe, Ag 10, 4:3

Named in collection suit brought by Baldwin & Blom, D 30, 1:7

FINCH, WILLIAM J, JR

Suit brought by George Myers dismissed, M 25, 1:4

Assimilated grocery to Laura W Wilhelm, Ag 14, 1:5; assigns bill of complaint of assets, 5 7, 1:3; is named in repub suit filed by Smith & Garbe, M 15, 1:8; application for examination of assignor filed, M 22, 1:7; exam held in probate ch., M 22, 1:7; chattels sold to Jacob Vrooth by assignee Wilhale, N 10, 4:3

FINCH, (Wadsworth)

Arrested and fined for assailing Howe, Ag 31, 4:3

FIND, OHIO

Named for intoxication, N 15, 1:5

FIRE, HARRISON (Savanna)

Held on chg of beating and robbing Hugh Wright, D 12, 4:1

FIRENDS CLUB

Old men, women and children invited to attend 5th annual name of volunteer fireman at Massillon, M 5, 4:3

FIRENDS PENSIONS

Bill passed in house amending fireman’s pension act, F 1, 2:5

FIRES

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured and buildings named are damaged

Bill passed making res liable for damage along right of way, J 31, 3:2

South Akron planing plant is under construction, investigation urged, ed., J 6, 2:1

Chicago fire cited as proof of ineffectiveness of fireproof building, J 13, 2:1

Garters of youthful incendiarist urgency, J 20, 1:1; J 21, 1:1

Ridge deceased traps, zoning urged, ed., J 24, 2:1

Inciendiarist condemned as existents of inc com., ed., J 7, 2:1

Annual loss in U S discussed, ed., N 22, 2:1

Need of more hydrants stressed, D 19, 1:6

FOB

David Demitall daughter killed, William Lantz and A Shearn burned destroyed, Ag 10, 4:4

AGRON

Charles Carvin saloon, J 3, 3:2

Enterprise N M & P co plant, J 3, 3:5

B F Goodrich co., J 5, 4:1

J Metzger wyer, J 6, 1:6

Aurora hotel, J 15, 1:4

Empire House & Cisco works, J 17, 2:5

Ahron Machine co plant, J 30, 4:2

Allen’s warehouse, F 6, 4:2

Ahron S & R car barn, F 23, 1:3

Dr F B. Callins res., M 13, 1:2

Broken gas main ignites and burns Valley bridge, slight damage, M 18, 1:2

Schaefer & Gunther block damaged, Otto Jensch overcomes by smoke, M 31, 1:6


Silver St. house res., Ag 5, 1:2
Fires - Arson (cont)
Res Ross & 8 near W Market by bridge damaged, Ap 5, 1/2
Kees Farm barn by bridge damaged, lighting and fire, Ap 12, 1/8
Thomas Hayes barber shop damaged by blaze resulting from oil stove explosion, Ap 15, 2/3
Bent Roll & Machine co slightly damaged, Ap 18, 2/3
Mrs Lorraine Woltz boarding house, My 15, 4/3
John Curry res, My 4, 1/8
Frank Fitterer res, My 4, 8/3
Sprakers' bakery shop, My 24, 1/3
Dayton & Boyle res, My 24, 1/6
E E Paine res, My 24, 4/1
Honkey Lumber Co dry house, Je 2, 4/3
C A Holmway res, Je 10, 1/2
Leslie R Lumberine res, Je 13, 1/4
Furnace at bridge, Je 26, 1/3
Aron Machine Co factory, Je 28, 4/3
Dennis O'Brien, sr's barn and shed, Je 28, 4/3
Convoy cow shed, Je 3, 3/1
J F Kennedy barn, Je 5, 1/2
Patrick Egan res, Je 5, 1/2
Honkey planting mill, Je 6, 1/2
Mrs Feddler's S Hamrad at black, Je 5, 1/2
Patrick Egan res destroyed, Je 6, 3/4
James Case drug store damaged by gasoline explosive and fire, Je 6, 3/4
John Erath barn, Je 11, 1/4
Furnace at bridge damaged, Je 13, 1/5
Wilkowski Bros outlets, May 14, 1/6
J C McNeill Baker works stables, My 14, 1/6
Oliver Overholish barn destroyed, My 20, 1/1; My 21, 1/1
Salle Gear on fire believed set by fire bug, My 21, 1/3
Dr C C Davidson res, My 21, 1/3
Andrew Jackson barn occupied by Baldwin & Babets destroyed, My 19, 1/1
Andrew C and George R Smee paint shop, My 22, 1/3
Sommer molding shop, My 24, 3/4
Joseph Sieber barn destroyed, My 24, 3/4
John Wallenberger barn, My 26, 4/3
John Metz res, My 28, 2/2
Goodrich hard rubber co stables destroyed, My 28, 2/3
Furnace at bridge damaged, Ag 1, 1/5
Tappin Rice & co molding dept building, Ag 3, 1/4
J Koch & co store, Ag 3, 1/4
Fires - Arson (cont)
Farmers & Co's damaged, Timothy Hansen held, Ag 7, 1/6
Belt line co cow stable, Ag 8, 1/8
William Carlsen barn, Ag 9, 4/2
Jacob Herold barn destroyed by fire, res destroyed, Ag 11, 1/3
Hankley Flouring mill engine room damaged, Ag 12, 1/6
Andrew Napier res, Ag 12, 1/6
H B Backemitz saloon, Ag 14, 1/5
James Harris res, Ag 24, 1/5
Harry kauss clothing store, stock destroyed, and money of over $500, Ag 25, 1/3
Ava Whittemore res, Ag 30, 1/2
Dr G J Smith co coal shed, S 8, 3/4
Coplsey coop properly damaged, S 15, 1/7
2 Strick res, S 22, 1/2
Enos rea co box car and contents, O 3, 1/2
H Graf barn burned, res damaged by incendiaries, O 5, 1/3
S O Laflerigres, O 10, 1/3
Harry hansen res, O 12, 1/4
Acad of Music block, O 27, 4/3
J J Baldwin res, O 29, 1/2
J M Baldwin res, O 30, 1/3
Frank Kaateberg res, O 20, 1/3
George Wilhelmres, O 23, 4/3
Devine res, O 23, 4/3
J Black res, O 30, 1/5
C L Belgrain chicken coop, N 4, 1/8
J D Davis milk depot damaged when lamp exploded, N 6, 1/6
Mrs Walter barn occupied by J L Kempel, N 13, 4/2
Jacob Wilderburg barn, N 14, 1/2
Eugene O'Neill paint shop and Mrs John Horton barn burned, Mrs Apallina Orth, Tom Devine, Frank Fuchs, and Hart's grocery buildings damaged, N 15, 1/7
Engine room of city hall, N 26, 1/4
Zehner Bros packing house, N 20, 2/2
T C Wallis res, N 21, 1/2
R C Gonsell saloon, N 28, 1/6
Willis Allen res, N 2, 2/2
John Walter res destroyed, O 5, 1/4; O 16; O 26
Willis Allen res, O 2, 2/2
John Walker res destroyed, O 5, 1/4; O 16
A W Crabough house destroyed, A J Read res damaged, O 18, 1/6
Aron White Sand & Stone co destroyed, O 20, 1/6
Lawrence Krause barn destroyed, O 28, 1/5
Stark County Agr ex, fair's sheds and stock dam-
Allentown
John Evans res attempt, Balser Yunker shot and wounded by incendiaries, N 25, 4/4
Asgard
Cliffes & McAllister music and sewing machine store destroyed, S 20, 2/4
Andrew Frey res destroyed, O 28, 4/6
Ashtabula
Arthur Melzalf gen store, S 20, 2/7
Athens
Athens tavern and E Robert's res destroyed, Robert Arscott burned, N 4, 2/7
Baynton
Kirkham Art Tile & Pottery co plant destroyed, N 6, 1/1
Sanner & Lyon laundry destroyed, N 6, 1/2
Bldgs owned by C A Stahl and Tiffin Drawing co destroyed, N 14, 1/6
Bellaine
M J Grant business block destroyed, S 25, 2/3
Robert Hammond barn destroyed, chicken buildings suspected, O 27, 2/3
Bellevue
Wood & Chase elevator destroyed, F 11, 7/3
Boston
Mrs Arthur Seely res, Jy 20, 2/5
Bridgeport
Lever Hawthorne barn destroyed, S 22, 2/4
Brunswick
William H Healy res destroyed, Ap 15, 2/6
Bye
Samuel Crawford lumber stable, John Katters stable and others destroyed, Harrison County jail damaged, Je 7, 2/6
Mrs Haverfield barn destroyed, human bones discovered in debris, O 25, 3/3
Canton
Walt Wrigger works and Mouser Piano factory destroyed, F 1, 1/3
Walt Wrigger plant destroyed, F 2, 3/3
Fred Fellows temple destroyed, William Rith, Frank Kelley, and Adam Rohothen injured, F 15, 1/8
Stark County Agr ex, fair's sheds and stock dam-
Canton
John Evans barn burned, S 25, 2/2
Carson & Maxwell Livery co barns and equipment destroyed, O 3, 1/4
Gov McKinley's hotel res rooms damaged, N 25, 2/2
Centerburg
Arnold's barn damaged, Lyen House, Cook, and McGiure bldgs destroyed, S 30, 1/4
Chardon Falls
David Gross barn and granary destroyed, U 28, 2/3
Cincinnati
Amer Book co plant damaged, Ja 31, 4/5
Res destroyed, John Ulrich fatally burned, Wolfe and child injured, Jy 20, 3/1; Jy 21, 3/1
Cleveland
W J Morgan apt house, Prospect st, destroyed, Mrs Jessica Hunt, Mrs Somers, Lammstein, Mrs J H Miller, and Mrs Abbey killed, one injured, M 23, 1/1; M 24, 3/1
Forest City Yarns co bldg destroyed, Charles Dubbelman killed, M 31, 3/2
Claypool & Dumas co bldg destroyed, Ja 3, 2/8
Kelley's res & depot, Ja 16, 1/2
Standard Oil co storage shed, Je 15, 1/6
W H Hulserer storehouse destroyed, Ja 24, 1/2
Willson Ave lumber co mills, Jy 27, 3/5
Thomas Allon res, Jy 27, 3/5
St John's MHC organ damaged, Jy 27, 3/5
Fred Kitzer res, barn, and granary destroyed, Jy 27, 4/5
Kocherbecker Ice co storage shed destroyed, Ag 3, 4/6
Natl iron and wire works destroyed, Vulcan Brass works burned, S 20, 3/4
C H Johnson's steam larp burned, N 11, 2/5
Ohio Brass and Iron Mfg co's foundry destroyed, S 20, 2/7
Clifton
Dr L E Elder barn destroyed, D 31, 1/4; N 4, 0/4
Ulysses Moon res destroyed, N 20, 2/3
Columbus
Ohio penitentary damaged, Ja 21, 7/4
Business district destroyed, I killed, 18 bldgs destroyed, N 27, 3/3
Herseltta and Park theaters destroyed, O 2, 3/3
Coneaut
Tug owned by T P and J Smith destroyed, Ap 7, 3/4
Fires (cont.)

Cooperville
Schoolhouse destroyed, Mabel Porter and John Johnson burned to death, Melvin and Charles Chambers severely burned, D 2, 2:4

Copley
David Frank's sugar house destroyed, Ap 1, 6:6

Cortland
Nysa era tru's barn destroyed in collision and fire, D 20, 4:5

Crescent Twp.
Olive Faller steamstack destroyed, J 2, 4:2

Moses Faller barn and granery destroyed, August Zettie held, Ag 12, 1:6

Oliver Faller res destroyed, D 1, 1:3

Crestline
Mrs Thomas Fries res damaged, N 20, 2:3

Cuthwood Falls
Thomas Stele and G W Master's barn buildings and contents destroyed, Ag 23, 1:5

George Schulte's barn and contents destroyed, by insectaria, G 12, 3:2

James Perible house occupied by Thomas Jones burned, D 27, 7:3

Dayton
Bauer, Forrester & Co drygoods store and Famous Clothing house damaged, Je 17, 2:3

Jasmin Carlow's works destroyed, D 19, 2:4

Defiance
T A Godard's barn and barn destroyed, N 20, 2:3

Delaware
Hiram Wood res destroyed, D 15, 2:2

Delphos
Cyrus Grabbs res destroyed, N 17, 2:2

East Liverpool
George Gaston's shoe store damaged, Ag 10, 2:8

Edwardsville
Dundon Bros. store, Methodist ch. and Postal Service building destroyed, My 2, 1:8

Shank Bros hotel destroyed, N 4, 2:15

Edgewood
J E North barn destroyed, res damaged, Jy 12, 2:3

Fairport
Dock destroyed, N 25, 2:5

Fayette
Bank of Fayette, Opera House, and C L Allen, Ed Perry, William Aker, and Fish & Son buildings and contents destroyed, Ag 9, 2:5

Finding
Heck M ch bob destroyed, N 21, 3:3
Finding Electric Light co damaged, D 24, 2:3

Fostoria
Fostoria Gold Storage co destroyed, J 14, 2:3

Gallia
Samuel Callahan's res destroyed, Inchoodi origin, D 30, 2:2

Garfield
Edgar Harrington res destroyed, D 27, 8:6

Gent
Furnace shed destroyed, D 28, 2:5

Gilliam
French Bros grocery destroyed, D 29, 2:2

Green
John Wise res and H C Miller household goods destroyed, D 17, 7:1

Greenville
Hoff & Jones tobacco warehouse destroyed, D 27, 1:2

Greenoch
BBQ signal tower destroyed, D 9, 4:2

Harrison Twp.
John C Parker tobacco warehouse destroyed, Inchoodi origin, D 30, 2:2

Hastings
Forest City ice house destroyed, D 23, 1:4

Hudson
Edward McCausley barn and contents destroyed, D 10, 1:1

Huron
Hanging Rock State foundry destroyed, D 27, 1:2

Jacksonburg
A G Grati's barn destroyed, N 25, 2:5

Jefferson
Horse and hay barns on fairgrounds destroyed, Jy 14, 4:4

Kent
Glass works damaged, Ap 8, 1:8

Charles Kelso res, D 8, 1:8

Ernest co's 14 cars and contents destroyed, Ag 3, 1:3

Old glass factory damaged, Ag 9, 4:1

Glass factory destroyed, N 13, 4:3

Kirimay
Pleasant Valley M ch parsonage, N 20, 3:2

Otto Harris' crops damaged, Jy 25, 2:5

Lancan
John C Shuler res destroyed following murder, D 30, 1:5

Leipsic
J D Hademan, Fanktler Bros, and H H Lamey store, D 30, 2:2

Liberty Twp.
John Gardner res destroyed, Inchoodi, D 20, 2:7

Lima
Amor Strunkard co plant destroyed, Je 3, 1:4

J O 5, 3:1

Twenty cars of timber, several fields of grain destroyed, Jy 11, 3:4

George Roberts barn destroyed, Jy 20, 2:7; Jy 21, 2:7

Bertsch Bros livery barn and contents and Joseph Faller's res destroyed, D 30, 3:1

Logan
Mrs Cynthia McCarthy res destroyed, D 22, 3:1

Louisville
High school building damaged, N 28, 2:3

Ludlow
Myers Bros store destroyed, Jy 13, 3:2

Macomb
Hiram Wallace barn leased by Walter Elliott destroyed, S 5, 3:1

High school damaged, D 2, 3:6

Massillon
Clayton Gallatin barn and contents destroyed by lightning and fire, Ag 2, 3:1

Michael Wagner barn and contents, Ag 28, 7:2

Bucher Opera house occupied by Nicholas Hansen's shoe store damaged, D 5, 1:5

Mentor
Gemma Lapham barn destroyed, D 28, 2:3

Milan
Mrs Agnes Chapman burned to death, res destroyed, W 20, 3:1

Milford Center
Business distr destroyed, Ag 11, 1:1

Napoleon
Neller, Aller & Co factory and Karl Keile and Wallace Blair properties destroyed, D 21, 3:5; much property reduced to ashes, D 22, 3:1

New Philadelphia
City Bldg and Opera House destroyed, N 15, 1:2

Newark
Kahler Slate works destroyed, N 15, 2:4

Newark Ice and Coal Storage plant destroyed, D 5, 2:4

North America
John Grates saloon, Aherst Bakery, and Fred Holt, J C Holsonhor, Alex Hunter, and Justus Ludwig houses destroyed, W 1, 4:6

North Springfield
J B Switzer wheat field damaged, Jy 20, 4:4

Jy 21, 4:4

Norwalk
Gove & Higgins foundry destroyed, D 7, 2:3

Oberlin
Mrs Morrison boarding house destroyed, My 9, 3:2

Faller's livery stable destroyed, bldg owned by C and F Fossil damaged, S 22, 2:4

Old Forge
J H Geilhet grocery destroyed, Jy 27, 1:4

Robinson Sewar Pipe co dry house damaged, Ag 7, 1:6

Patterson
Business distr destroyed, S 10, 2:3

Paulding
Business block destroyed, Jy 24, 2:3

Piqua
Urbansky block, Walker block, and Charles Hilt res damaged, D 27, 2:3

Plain City
Plain City Furniture factory destroyed, D 4, 2:6
1876

FIRE (cont)

RAVENNA
Frazier block, N 22, 1:5

E Thompson res and barn destroyed, Ap 27, 2:5

Gal Iron Works co plant damaged, My 9, 4:1

J S Allen mill destroyed, Je 2, 1:4

J E Nichols barn destroyed, U 31, 4:3

F D Pittin res destroyed, N 16, 4:4

David J Smith barn destroyed, N 22, 8:3

RIVERBANK
Van P Ellis summer res destroyed, Jy 27, 2:4

ROOSTTOWN
Win Bosworth res destroyed, F 25, 1:4

ST MARY'S
St Mary's Fountain Square destroyed, Ap 12, 1:4

Spallacy & Landergan oil derrick and several
bldgs destroyed after explosion, Ag 3, 3:5

SALINEVILLE
Furnace Fire Clay co plant destroyed, Jy 7, 2:2

SANDUSKY
Erie county infirmary barn and contents destroyed,
0 11, 2:5

SANDY LAKE
Mrs Rebecca Bosworth res destroyed, N 1, 1:6

SHERIDAN
George A Chandler barn destroyed, bones of 2
human remains found in rubble, O 30, 1:3

SHERIDAN
H D Becker barn and contents destroyed, O 14, 8:3

SHELBY JUNCTION
BBQ and Mag Four ry depot damaged, U 2, 1:5

SOUTH SALEM
Cath ch destroyed, U 12, 2:2; 2:4

SPRINGFIELD
McCall, Robinson & co bldg destroyed, Je 7, 3:4

SPRINGFIELD LAKE
Ira L Hart lumber destroyed, Ap 19, 2:5

SPRINGFIELD TWP
Owen Hardy barn and contents destroyed, Ag 14, 1:5

STEUBENVILLE
Business bldgs of William Getman and August
Fritz damaged, Ja 17, 3:3

1880

FIRE (cont)

STEUBENVILLE (cont)
W B Lindsay res and barn, Osha Press, Lawrence's,
Dr Laughlin Shoe office, Dr McLean's office,
Joseph Anderson, Pitts Henry Schaeffer,
Swearingen H. Cables, and Lewis Anderson's
business places, and Thomas Shannon, James
Carnahan, Brandenburg, Rustell, and Mrs
Simmons residences destroyed, Ag 16, 3:3

STUVE'S
David Haas res and gen store destroyed, O 23, 7:2

TALMAGE
Dr E E Evans res damaged, barn destroyed, N 8, 6:5

TARLTONVILLE
Village destroyed, no lives lost, w 25, 1:4

THOMASTOWN
Barn and hay destroyed, Ag 15, 1:6

TIFTON
William Flem res destroyed, Ja 18, 3:2

Edison Elec light works destroyed, Ja 18, 3:2

Mrs Schutz res destroyed, Ap 1, 3:5

Realty Co. works burned, total loss perhaps,
My 22, 1:2

U S Glass co factory destroyed, Peter Lindem and
Mol Calwell injured, My 23, 1:4

Barns and stocks belonging to John Buehler and Mrs
Catherine Burger destroyed, Je 14, 3:4

TIPPECANOE
Village damaged, S 20, 2:7

TILLOO
Samantha & Hoffman's for store destroyed, F 11, 7:3

Four story block housing McAllister Opera house
destroyed, N 17, 1:5

TORTOISY
Thirty OBEY freight box cars and other property
destroyed, N 20, 2:3

TROY
Charles Armstrong barn destroyed, Ap 14, 3:3

TURF
Ferdinand Grue res and contents destroyed, N 8, 8:3

TWINBURG
High school damaged, F 2, 2:3

Total damaged by destructive blaze, O 28, 4:6

1880a

FIRE (cont)

UNIONTOWN
L D Myer store damaged, Je 14, 2:5

UNIONVILLE
Adair flour mill, D 25, 3:4

UPPER SANDUSKY
W A Smalley res destroyed, O 4, 2:6

Fred Ritter barn destroyed, D 11, 2:2

WADSWORTH
Dobbs mill plant slightly damaged, N 11, 3:2

Eric depot destroyed, Mr 14, 1:1

NRF&O depot destroyed, Mr 16, 3:3

Mrs H A Jage res and contents destroyed, D 25, 1:4;
O 30, 3:7

Story Ridge mine owned by J P Loomis destroyed,
O 8, 4:3; Loomis engine house damaged, O 8, 8:5

Patrick Behan res destroyed, O 23, 7:3

WILMINGTON
Clinton county infirmary damaged, F 10, 3:3

WOOSTER
Joseph Harper, or burned to death, res destroyed,
Ap 18, 3:4

YELLOW SPRINGS
John Booth saloon bldg destroyed, Je 20, 2:2

YOUNGSTOWN
Pittsburgh & Western ry depot damaged, N 27, 2:3

A Goldberger res damaged, Thurston burned, O 21,
2:8

ZANESVILLE
Temperance Hall, B & W Hall & Co
furniture store destroyed, Ja 20, 3:1

Orrin Hall's res destroyed, N 17, 2:2

A B Tennison brick plant destroyed, N 25, 1:2

FIRE REV, M 2

Sermon, Ja 10, 4:2

Communion seventh pastoral anniv, O 4, 4:5

FIRST BAPTIST CH

King's Daughters observe George Washington's
birthday, F 23, 1:3

WCW holds temperance meeting, Rev Dr H W
Bennett speaks, N 10, 1:5

Musical program given by various artists, My 18, 1:3

Sunday school holds annual picnic at Silver Lake,
Ja 29, 1:4

1893

FIRST BAPTIST CH (cont)

Plan for sale of country served, 1tr, Ja 29, 7:2

Holds 2nd annual imp day, D 30, 4:5

FIRST CH OF CHRIST

Plans dedication service, N 16, 1:4

Sunday school holds reception for new members,
J 9, 5, 6:4

FIRST CONG CH

Ladies' soc elects officers, Ja 8, 1:4

Plans Home Gathering, Mr 23, 4:4; held Home
Gathering, honors Rev Dr T E Means on comple-
tion of 20 yrs as pastor, Ap 1, 7:1

Observe Children's day, Je 11, 4:4

Holds musicale, N 16, 1:2

FIRST CONG CH (XIaxson)

Named with 5 others in suit brought by Robert W
Thompson to break will of Harriet A Thompson,
Je 8, 1:4

FIRST CONG CH (Wilton)

Holds 20th anniv celebration for Dr James Brand,
N 15, 2:4

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL CH

Woman's Home Missionary soc observes annual day
of fasting and prayer, My 8, 1:4

Plan evening sermon by Rev Dr W H Bennett on
Ohio pentecost, Ap 10, 4:4

Christian Alliance holds conv, My 10, 2:7

Choir gives concert, My 11, 1:1

Sunday school celebrates 50th anniv of org, My 22,
1:3

Epworth league plans entertainment, caste of
characters given, Je 27, 1:1

Rosary Sunday school class holds outing at
Cottage Grove, Ja 28, 1:4

Reserve Corps Sunday school class holds picnic at
Silver Lake, Je 28, 1:4

Epworth league presents entertainment The Temple
of Fame, Ja 29, 1:4

Plans annual picnic, Ag 23, 1:7; holds picnic,
S 2, 1:5

Holds annual meeting, elects officers and com commission,
S 7, 1:3

Woman's Home Missionary soc holds annual meeting,
elects officers, D 12, 1:5

Holds revival meetings, N 21, 1:6; N 24, 2:6;
N 27, 1:2

Sunday school bd plans donation party, N 27, 1:4

Reserve Sunday school class holds entertainment,
N 27, 1:4

Holds soc, D 9, 1:7

Woman's Home Missionary soc plans annual Thank
1893

FISHER ORIO, MAGGIE
Death, N 28, 1:6; 4:3
FISHER, GEORGE
FISHER, JOHN
Estate exec files partial acct, M 29, 2:2
FISHER, VICTORIA
Elizabeth Fisher apptd adm, M 27, 3:6
FISH AND FISHING INDUS
Bill introduced in house authorizing game wardens to clear streams of destructive fish, F 10, 1:8
Food value explained, ed, M 1, 3:6
Non-enforcement of law against gill netting criticized, M 20, 2:1
Bill to give more law enforcement power to sheriffs and constables passed by sen, Ap 18, 1:1
Gill net fishing bill, M 16, 4:4
Methods of catching in lakes south of city criticized, ed, J 29, 2:2
Gill net fishing law interpretation criticized, ed, Jy 1, 2:1
Meaning of gill net and discussed, city criticized for interpretation, 10, Jy 5, 2:2
Little Guy River residents repel destructive fishermen, Jy 29, 7:2
Maintenance of additional U S Fleet deemed necessary as result of Behring Sea arbitration, ed, Ap 20, 2:1
Fishermen make effort to have fish laws amended, J 27, 2:3
FISH & SONS (Fayette)
Dry goods and clothing store destroyed by fire, O 9, 2:5
FISHERMAN, HUGH W
Named by J Delano, A Harry & Co, Bury & Saltord, Chicago Real estate, A Y Van Nest & co, and W H Van Arsdale in collection suit, M 8, 1:4
Named in collection suit by Charles J Jennings, M 9, 1:2
Makes assignment, M 9, 1:3; stock sold by assigns, Ap 13, 2:2; creditors name Jeremiah Delano, Harry B Cushman, C C Shephard, and R S Galme in collection suit, Ap 24, 1:1
Assignment, properly appraisal, M 20, 2:2
Hold on chg of retaining goods under false pretenses, Jd 14, 1:1

1894

FISHER ORIO, MAGGIE
Smelton victim, escapes from house while delicious, recaptured, F 21, 4:3
FISHER, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 3:2
FISHER, JOHN
Populist ward candidate for bd of ed, defeated by repub Judge C F Grant, Ap 4, 1:3
FISHER, JOHN (cont)
Injured in runaway, N 11, 8:5
FISHER, JOSEPH
Dominick Malo apptd guardian, F 17, 4:5
FISHER, JOSEPH
Held on chg of threatening to shoot Will Nolan; Will Turner, David Martin, and Leon Griffith, M 2, 4:3
FISHER, JOSEPH
Fined for pointing firearm, M 3, 4:4; arrested for failure to pay fine, pays, released, J 22, 1:1; pays costs as SalisburyCitizens drops assault chg, Ag 11, 1:6
FISHER, LEVI (Tiffin)
Injured in fall from roof, S 16, 2:2
FISHER, MARY (Toled)
Wife personal damage suit against Lake Shore RR co, S 20, 4:5
FISHER, WILLIAM
Suit against City of Akron dismissed, M 22, 2:1
FISHER, WILLIAM (Toled)
Body found floating in Maumee river, J 22, 2:2
FISHER, E W CO
Suit against John A Samth et al., equities between Foster and Fisher & co found with debt, Samth & Cather and Foster cross petition found with Foster, judgment rendered in favor of plaintiff against Samth & Cather, suit against J A Samth at being heard, J 26, 1:1; J W Foster given judgment in suit appealed against John A Samth and others, S 30, 7:13
FISHER & WILSON CO
Names Joseph, Daniel J, and William H Derham in collection suit, M 81, 1:1; wine suit, N 28, 1:6
FISHER, B (Ostom)
Injured when thrown from buggy, J 17, 6:4
FITZ, SPINE (Canton)
Injured when struck by train, J 21, 1:3

1895

FITZGERALD ORIO, JOHANNA
Sentenced for insanity, F 14, 1:5; conveyed to insane asylum in Cleve, F 15, 1:2; adjudged insane, application for admittance to asylum filed, F 15, 2:3
FIZEPAW, WILLIAM (Canton)
Sentenced for robbery, D 20, 2:2; sentenced to penitentiary for robbery, F 21, 2:2
FIZEPAW, WILLIAM
Yagryan chg dismissed, M 17, 4:3
FISHER, WALTER MILET (Tiffin)
First ward candidate for bd of ed defeated by repub S W Weeks, Ap 4, 1:3
FLACK, LOUIS (Buckeye)
Arrested, sons James and Lloyd sought following feud with Fred Gatterfeldt family, Ag 21, 4:6
FLACK, LEVI (Tiffin)
Arraigned for assault with intent to kill, released under bond, Ag 23, 4:6
FLAG DAY
Plan of Colonial Days of Boston to make June 14th natl Flag day approved, ed, M 24, 2:1
Observance on 118th anniv urged, ed, J 14, 2:2
FLANAGAN, JOHN
Purchased by Flashing Aker, S 30, 2:2
FLANAGAN, JOHN
Death, M 7, 1:8; 3:3
FLANAGAN, JOSEPH
Named with John Allen in collection suit brought by R H Tate, M 25, 1:3
FLANNINGAN, CAROL (Cleveland)
Drums when boat overturned, M 18, 1:7
FLEX, M S (Cleve)
Robbed, Thomas Ryan, Thomas O'Neale, and Joseph Burke held, J 25, 2:2
FLEGAL, JOHN
Cited as mentally deranged, O 17, 1:6; taken to county infirmary, O 18, 1:4
FLEMING (MS), MAGDALENA
Death, N 14, 1:8; funeral N 15, 8:2
FLEMING, SIMEONE
Arrested on suspicion, held on bond, J 24, 1:6
FLEMING, EDGAR
Resigned as rear of Ohio Valley Paper co, N 15, 2:4
FLEISHMA, FRED
 Held for stealing, S 8, 3:4
FLETCHER, EDWARD (Canton)
Killed by shifting train, D 26, 3:2; I 27, 2:4
FLEX, FRANK
Fined for stealing convict from FAM RR co cars, M 31, 1:6
FLOODS

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA

Newark
Low lands submerged, 350 tracks washed out, My 3, 3-2

OHIO RIVER VALLEY
Ohio river reaches danger line of 45 ft., rising 2 inches per hr at Cincinnati, F 11, 1-5; river continues to rise at Cinti., F 14, 3-5; reaches 5-3 ft 7 in., danger of further rise discounted, F 20, 1-5

PORTAGE LAKES
High water threatens Akron area, My 6, 1-5

SCOTIA VALLEY
Roads impassable and traffic suspended on Norfolk & Western rr., My 4, 2-5

SPRINGFIELD
Lives believed lost as river rises, 200 homes under water, power house flooded, My 3, 3-2

TUSCARAWAS RIVER
Property damage great in Stark and Tuscarawas counties, F 10, 1-5

FLOODS

AZUSA, CALIF.
Men injured in mudslide, F 22, 1-5

CAMBRIDGE
Floods threaten the town, F 25, 1-5

Erie r r tracks washed out and traffic at standstill, houses in city inundated, My 17, 1-5

CRAWFORD COUNTY
Erie r r and Valley r r damaged by high waters, My 17, 1-7; tracks inundated and traffic blocked on Lake Shore, Nickel Plate, and Erie r r's, My 17, 1-7; Wellsville Pipe plant damaged, Valley r r co traffic tied up, My 10, 1-1; Clev area damaged by high water, My 10, 1-1; Turner, Vaughn & Taylor co and Clev Paper co plants damaged, My 19, 1-1; Thomas Lumber co loses supply of lumber from dock in Gay River flooded at Clev, My 19, 1-4

EASTON
Reserve breaks, Cinti., Hamilton & Dayton r r tracks submerged, My 3, 1-7

EASTON VALLEY
Part of city inundated, My 17, 1-8

MAIN VALLEY
Main river continues to rise, Easton reservoir threatened, My 3, 3-2; bridges, roads, and crops damaged when Easton reservoir breaks, My 4, 1-2

FLYING, JOHN

Trial on larceny chg contd, My 29, 1-3

FLOYD, GEORGE

Charges dropped, My 25, 1-5

FLOYD, WILLIAM

Charges dropped, My 25, 1-5

FLOYD, WILLIAM

Charges dropped, My 25, 1-5

FLOYD, WILLIAM

Charges dropped, My 25, 1-5

FLOYD, WILLIAM

Charges dropped, My 25, 1-5

FLYING, JOHNNY

Dispossession of disorderly conduct chg withheld, My 22, 1-5

FLYNN, JOSEPH (Talbot)

Loss of wheat Opera house caves in and demolishes 2 other buildings, My 22, 1-3

FLOYD, AUGUST (Stauntonville)

Building damaged by fire, Je 7, 3-3

FLOYD, JANE

Thru's run on track by casual speech, ed, Je 8, 2-2

FLOYD, JANE

Fires additional bond in guardianship of Alice, F 3, 4-3

FLOYD, JOHN

Nosed by George A Myers in money suit, Je 28, 1-5; win, suit, motion for new trial (filed), Je 13, 1-7; names Milton Lantz and George
FOODS (cont)
Pure food bill passed by Ohio house tampered with, additional clauses inserted, Mr 20, 1:7
Bill to make retailers of adulterated soda liable to fines considered by house, Mr 30, 1:4
Shortage in western ear caused by drought, ed, Je 26, 2:1
Food Coe McNeal recep'ts of analysis of cream of tarter and cloves, Ag 17, 3:2
State chemists report adulterations, S 6, 1:5
State Food and Dairy Comm. McNeal exposes adulterations, O 7, 2:5
W Va and Penna Wholesale Grocers co chg'd with selling adulterated coffee, J 21, 3:5
FOOD, MARY AN
Wine collection suit filed against Thomas Boyle, D 18, 1:4

FOOTBALL
Note: Games are listed under winners only.
Minor items and summaries are not indexed.
History of game, feature story, N 4, 4:1
Condensed by New Century club as being dangerous sport, D 14, 1:4
Aron enthusiasts meet to org semi-professional and amateur teams, N 1, 1:7

SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
Cleveland
vs Detroit, O 1, 4:2
Manchester
vs Willport, O 25, 4:3

COLLEGE
Increased interest shown in Eastern states, Bucknell team discussed, S 22, 3:2
Ohio Wesleyan Univ withdraws from intercollegiate football, N 6, 3:2
Importance in our colls cited (December Century), D 6, 3:2
Bucknell record and players discussed, N 29, 7:1

Adelbert
vs Amherst, N 16, 3:3
vs Kenyon, N 20, 4:5
vs Otterbein, tie, D 1, 4:2
Bucknell
vs Amherst, O 8, 4:3
vs Amherst, N 16, 3:3
vs Wesleyan, N 1, 3:2

1893
FOOTBALL - COLLEGE - Bucknell (cont)
vs Mt Union, N 90, 3:7
vs Ohio Wesleyan, N 20, 4:4
vs Western Reserve Acad, N 7, 4:4
vs Ohio State Univ, O 8, 4:5
vs Bucknell, D 30, 3:4
vs Clark, N 13, 3:1
vs Oberlin, N 20, 4:5

vs Allegheny coll, N 13, 3:2
vs Youngstown, D 1, 4:2

vs Adelbert, N 7, 4:5
vs Oberlin, D 1, 3:1
vs Oberlin, N 20, 4:5
vs U of Chicago, N 6, 3:2
vs U of Illinois, N 7, 4:5
vs Bucknell, N 13, 3:1
vs U of Cincinnati, N 20, 4:5
vs Otterbein, D 1, 4:2

Adelbert
vs Otterbein, N 13, 3:1

HIGH SCHOOL
Aron
vs Western Reserve Acad, N 22, 4:3
vs Cleveland West, D 24, 3:3

Massillon
vs Canton, D 1, 4:2
vs Wooster, D 1, 4:2
vs Western Reserve Academy
vs Akron, N 6, 3:2

FOOTE, HORACE
Eroc of estate files final account, My 13, 2:2

FORAKER, JOSEPH B
App't trustee of Ohio State Univ by Gov McKinley, F 8, 1:4; app'tt approved, ed, F 8, 2:2; app'tt confirmed by sen, F 8, 2:3

FORAKER, JOSEPH B
urg's candidacy of Gov William McKinley for pres, N 6, 3:2

FOREST, ALEXANDER
Eulogism Ernestus Jackson, 1tr, Je 26, 4:1

FOREST, GEORGE
Trial of suit against Comfort J Chaffee open in
Foster, Charles (cont.)
Praised for work as sec of treasury, Ed, W 7, 2:2
Appld to state bd of arbitration by G. Will. McKinley, Ap 6, 1:2; appld confirmed by sea, Ap 8, 1:5; Ap 13, 1:2
Honors while U S sec of treas praised, My 29, 2:3

Foster, Charles (Fostoria)
See also Foster & Co
Assigns, My 20, 1:4; named in attachment by Isaac Porter Milling co and O T Brown, My 27, 1:4; blanks preferring settlement of claim. left for signatures of creditors, Je 21, 2:5; assigns J B G wasly files partial rep, Je 30, 1:8; defends integrity in reply to scurrilous attacks of Cinti Times-Star, Ag 4, 3:2; upholds legitimacy of property sale for which suit was instituted, O 25, 3:1
Named with 10 others in creditor suit by Mrs Anna Ball of Tiffin, O 25, 3:3
Creditors granted extension of time for filing claim, N 25, 1:2; proposes plan of settlement with creditors, N 25, 2:3

Foster, E C
Act store damaged by fire, Jy 5, 1:2

Foster, J M
Given judgment in suit appealed by E W Fisher on against John A Smith and others, S 30, 7:3

Foster & Co, John
Blanks to death, Jy 7, 1:6; 4:2; death, Jy 7, 1:6; funeral, Jy 8, 2:3

Foster, John
 Held for burglary, U 15, 3:2

Foster (or and MS), John
Fired for existing brothel, My 15, 1:1

Foster, Joseph
Names Peter Drummond in suit for reformation of partnership, N 1, 1:8

Foster (MS), W E
Millinery store damaged by fire, Jy 5, 1:2

Foster, N C
Store robbed, Yaga Karsans arrested and fined, Jy 5, 1:3

Foster & Co (Fostoria)
Blanks preferring settlement of claim left for signatures of creditors, Je 21, 2:6
Charles Foster meets with creditors, Jy 25, 4:3
Books examined, O 10, 3:3

Foster & Co (cont.)
Tiffin creditors granted extension of time for filing claim, N 25, 1:2
Proposes plan of settlement with creditors, N 28, 2:3; refinancing of fire sought in N Y, settlement of claims planned, O 15, 3:3

Fosteria, Ohio
Council inspect Amron elec, My 18, 1:6

Fosteria Brass & Iron Works (Toledo)
Assigns report favorable showing, Jy 24, 3:4

Fosteria Cold Storage Co (Fostoria)
Destroyed by fire, Ja 14, 2:3

Foster's, D & M A F
Estate seeks claim against Diamond Match co, settlement offered, Ag 10, 1:8; admin files final acct, Ag 19, 1:5

Fountain St
Ord to establish grade from Carroll to East each at passed by council, Je 20, 4:4; Je 23, 3:6

Four-County Fair Assn
Mortgage on Bellevue property foreclosed, D 26, 2:3

Four of July. See Independence Day

Foust (President), O P
Speaks on relation of astronomy and religion, Ag 7, 4:4

Foust, Joseph
Rec robbery attempted, N 16, 1:4

Fowler, J
Sentenced to work on site for vagrancy, O 5, 4:2

Fox, R
Rec robbed, Je 11, 1:4

Fox, Charles W
Injured in train wreck at Pana (III.), F 8, 1:1

Fox, John
Wishing, Je 1, 1:4

Fox, John (Linus)
Vict of money fraud, O 16, 7:4

Fox, Joseph (Springfield)
Arraigned for starting then jumping off stick engine, engine knocks 5 cars off track, D 20, 2:2

Fox, Miles
Schooner George wrecked at Pictures Rocks (Ohio), no one injured, O 26, 3:4

Fox, W C (Owensboro)
Lease Stedall woolen mill bid for novelty manufacturer, My 9, 1:4

Fox, Peter
Name Arthur Baker in property settlement suit, U 12, 3:3

Fox, Royal (Maryland)
Burned by fireworks, Jy 8, 2:3

Fox, William
Injured in fall down stairs, Je 15, 1:4

Fox, William (Tiffin)
Body found beside rr track, coroner to investigate, O 1, 2:2

Fox Furniture Co
Incorporated, N 14, 4:3

Frazier, Fred (Sharon)
Fatally injured when kicked by horse, O 6, 3:2

Frank, Abraham
Barn robbed, Ap 15, 1:8

Frank, Arthur
Sentenced for robbery, Jy 6, 1:4

Frank, D
Trial on dag count, Je 28, 1:5

Frank, Daniel
Barn robbed, Ap 15, 1:8

Frank, David H
Ongd with criminal slander in affidavit filed by Maxi Hertick, F 23, 3:4; bound to prosecute ct on slander dag, My 4, 8:3; trial for slander continues, S 22, 1:7; S 23, 1:8

Frank, Mabel
Sought on larceny dag, My 13, 1:6; sentenced to Girls' Home Home on dag, My 13, 2:2; sentence reversed, My 15, 1:3

Frank, Sherman
Appeal to Akron police force by city com, Jy 14, 1:3

Frank, Warren
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1

France
Instability of admin lamented, ed, Ja 11, 2:1
War with Spain predicted, ed, Je 30, 2:1
Reissue of stamping of Bill, ed, Jy 15, 2:1
Relations with Great Brit in Slomar problem deemed tense, ed, Jy 19, 2:1

Francis, Peter
Distributed from vagrancy dag, Ap 11, 3:2

Franey, P W (Shadwell)
Appel rear of Toronto Banking co, Ag 2, 3:1

Frank, Dan
Freed from vagrancy dag, Ap 25, 2:2

Frank, Catherine
See Frank, Lewis

Frank, David (Coping)
Sugar house destroyed by fire, Ap 1, 6:8

Frank, John
Guardian J W Nelson files final acct, U 27, 1:7

Frank, John C
Lice suit against William M Metzler dismissed, My 8, 4:3

Frank, L R
Named in collection suit by Andrea Greenwood, Jy 9, 1:4
Assigns Burns to T W Woodman, O 7, 1:4

Named in collection suit by Barrows Bros co, O 10, 1:5

Assigns files statement of assets, O 13, 1:7; sells stock, O 27, 1:8

Frank, Lewis and Catherine
Named in collection suit brought by Henry Lutz estate admt Candice Boudine, U 6, 1:6; lose collection suit brought by admt Henry Lutz, action for new trial overruled, U 22, 1:5; U 26, 1:6

Frank, William J
Lose collection suit brought by John T Simon, My 31, 1:5

Frank Family
Reunion at Bayless Town, Ag 25, 1:4

Frank & Laidlaw

Franklin County
Bill passed in house authorizing funds for completion of viaduct, F 25, 2:7

Franklin Tip
Official candidates listed as certified by bd of elections, My 25, 3:3
Three men and 1 woman elected, Ap 5, 2:6

Franklin, Eph (Salineville)
Stabbed, Charles Gallagher held, Ap 28, 2:3

Frazer's Grounds
Gallowed Akron Lodge, claims being bought by George W Tate and S E Keene of Boston (Mass.), N 26, 1:6

Frauds
A E Price sought in connection with fraudulent clothing, F 28, 1:3
J F Nichols victim of match fraud, My 1, 4:6
Will Drumell arrested for stealing purses of Postal Telegraph co, dismissed, My 7, 3:3
Joseph Cee swindled, Chillicothe gang arrested, Ap 7, 2:4
FRANKS, LUCY

Attacked by珀尔kins to de fraud Charles Switzer during card game frustrated, Knaresbor, My 19, 1:7

Mrs Henry W Remnold was called, Frank Remnord held, Ag 5, 1:2

The Rader arraigned for selling adulterated coffee, Ag 11, 1:3

Betsy Sutton forced to sign note to purchase sewing machine, Perth, Fe 27, 5:7, 3:4

Citizens warned against purchase of explosion-prevention stones, S 8, 3:1

Mrs McInnis in Springfield was accused in child death by burned youth, D 19, 3:2

Ulrich Miller of Massillon blackmailed by men impersonating U S revenue officers for giving them cider, D 31, 4:6

FRAZIR BLOCK (Oliverfa)

Damaged by fire, N 22, 1:5

FRAZIER, ALEX

Injured in train collision at Wellsville, O 17, 1:3

FRAZIER (Mrs), JULIA S (Harrar)

Injured when struck by train, Jy 27, 3:5

FREDDMAN, M

Robed, John Schenkert arrested, O 23, 1:2

FREDERICK, J M

Names Aaron Don Pub co in libel suit, Ap 3, 1:8; suit praised, ed, Ap 3, 2:1; answer defaulted, My 9, 1:5; leave to answer granted, My 22, 1:1; df ordered to pay, My 29, 1:4; files motion to amend defendant, Jz 7, 1:8; damage suit begun, Jz 11, 1:3; damages, deposit, and motion withdrawn, Jz 12, 1:1

FREDERICK, WILLIAM

Sentenced to stags for vagrancy, O 6, 1:5

FRECK, J N

Burg, Jy 22, 3:8

FREDERICK (Mrs), WALLACE

Death, Je 21, 3:4; funeral Je 17, 5:2

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Ed of Cinti Commercial Gazette freed of contempt chg by house, Ap 6, 1:7

FREDERICK, BERTHA

Appid teach by Guy Falls bd of edu, Je 9, 1:4

FREDERICK (Mrs), S A

Funeral Ap 24, 1:6

FREDERICK, OHIO

Bill providing for transfer of funds passed by house, N 1, 2:3

FREDERICK, A N

Fire bond intesization and disorderly conduct in assault on Alice Shuff, Ap 5, 3:4

Sought for assault and battery on Mrs Mary Shutt, Ag 12, 1:5; arraigned, discharged, Ag 15, 4:2

FREDERICK, GEORGE N AND MARGARET

Judgment suit won by plaintiff Harry G Miller appeal, Ja 25, 1:2; appeal dismissed, Ap 28, 2:2

FREDERICK, GEORGE M

 Held on chg of gill netting, D 4, 1:6

FREDERICK, J A

Res window broken by vandals, My 1, 2:6

FREDERICK, GEORGE

Fined for intesization, S 13, 1:8

FREIGHT

Bill regulating chgs for express matter passed by son, N 1, 2:3

Decreases, receipts Canal Sqpt William H Holtzbeg, Ag 15, 1:6

FREIGHT, OHIO

Storm damage propery in area, My 24, 3:1

Investigation of water supply ordered by state bd of health, O 27, 3:4

City bonds purchased by Spitzer & co, O 14, 2:2

FREIEN, A D

Rep publ candidate for 3rd ward assessor defeats Randall McCollister and 2 others, Ap 4, 1:3

FREIEN, A W

Held 2 hours in state meet of L A W, Jy 5, 1:6

FREIEN, MAY

Named in collection suit brought by Aaron Lamour co, O 28, 1:6

FRENCH, SIMON (Huron County)

Ili with fevers as result of stepping on rusty nail, D 14, 2:2

FRENCH, WILLIAM (Clarks) man killed when run over by train, Jy 27, 2:8

FRENCH BROS GROCERY (Gillian)

Dereby destroyed by fire, Jz 29, 2:2

FREITZ, S K (Gay Falls)


FREITZ, SUSIE

See Fritz, Susie

FREEDMANN, CLARA

Death, Je 2, 1:4; funeral, Je 2, 1:7

FREITZ, ANDREW (Oakland)

Man destroyed by fire, D 26, 4:6

FREITZ, GEORGE

Infant son Charles A dies, F 13, 1:7; funeral, F 18, 3:2

FREITZ, W J (Chatfield)

Busted on chg brought by Sarah Tilmon, D 20, 2:2

FREITZ, CESAR

Found guilty of assault and battery, remanded for sentence, N 6, 1:7

FREITZ, J W (Oakes)

Robbed, Elias Greisinger held, M 23, 1:2

FREITZ, J W

Inquest by Coroner Houston of 2 horses indicted, S 10, 3:4

FREITZ, MARTIN

Killed in train-egg collision, S 7, 1:3

FREITZ AND FOX FARM CO (Ontario)

File petition for appt of reor and termination of corp, O 20, 3:3

Consolidation with Amer Tablet works of Dayton, N 3, 4:5

FREITZ (Mrs),

Funeral, Jy 14, 3:8

FREITZ (Mrs), A F (Western Star)

Injured in runaway, Je 3, 3:7

FREITZ, S K (Gay Falls)

Cheated, boy assaultant threatened, Ag 17, 3:5

FREITZ, SEWARD

Sebastian Rahm, jr, appointed exec of estate, apparatus appr, M 5, 7:3

FREITZ, JOHN

Held for tiftin authorities, Ap 18, 4:3

FREITZ, SUSIE

Taken to county infirmary, Jy 28, 1:6; vindicated of attempted suicide, ed, Jy 28, 2:1

Names Harvey Kroeh in bastardy suit, Ag 8, 1:4

FREDLE, HARRY (Greenfield)

Swapped by unknown persons, D 12, 2:2

FROST

Capacity as natural barometer cited, ed, Jy 29, 2:1

FROM, ANDREW

Held on chg of convicted conduct, dismissed, Jy 11, 1:8

FROM, HENRY

Held on chg of carrying concealed weapon, D 26, 2:2

FROST, W

With Thomas B Williams, Charles F Shum, W K Miller, A Betts, R W Greve, and T R Rozenthal incorporates to build elec interurban ry, D 19, 3:3

FROST, CESAR

Indicted by grand jury on chg of shooting with intent to kill, F 17, 1:2; fined and sentenced to Clev workhouse, N 16, 1:7

FROST (Mrs), CESAR

Robbed, Anthony Rader sought, N 14, 1:4

FROST, WILLIAM

Arraigned on chg of assault and battery, case contd, Je 9, 1:2; fined and sentenced, Je 9, 1:4; committed to Clev workhouse, Je 10, 1:1

FRIE (SEI)

Urge resolution to avoid change in protective tariff, ed, Ag 22, 2:1

FRIEDMAN, ALEXANDER

Names Robert Hames, Cora Corbiner, Harvey Lamber co, and William Hurbaugh in collection suit, My 27, 1:7; S 9, 7:1

FREIS (Mrs), THOMAS (Greenfield)

Res damaged by fire, N 20, 2:3

FROTH, CHARLES

Divorce petition brought by wife Kate dismissed, Jy 3, 1:1

FROTH, ELMER

Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, pleads not guilty, Ap 25, 1:8

FROTH, FRANK N

Prefers chg of cruelty to animals against J S Nelson, My 24, 1:3

Names City of Akron, Akron Water works co, and Whyler O Rousset to personal injury suit, Je 14, 4:2; suit contd, Je 26, 1:9; decision reserved, Je 22, 4:4

Bldg occupied by Tom Devine damaged by fire, N 15, 1:7

FROTH, JOHN (Cald)

Victim of extraordinary mental disease, twice pronounced dead, still alive, O 10, 3:4

FROTH, WILLIAM

Names Commodore Perry Hesser in attachment suit, Ag 10, 1:5

FRIEST, MOSES N

Arrested for kidly without permit, My 11, 3:3; My 12, 1:3

FREDERSON, CHARLES (Mountville)

Injured in premature cannon explosion, S 22, 1:4

FULLER (Oberlin)

Livery stable destroyed by fire, S 22, 2:4

FULLER, HICK (Kent)

Held on suspicion of robbery chg, F 16, 1:6

FULLER, HENRY

Chg of peddling without license dismissed, N 9, 1:6
GARFIELD, PEARL
Arrested as inmate of brothel, S 30, 1/3

GAYN, WILLIAM
Injured when buggy wheel breaks, Ag 21, 4/3

GAYN, HUGH
Naturalized, N 7, 1/4; race minor naturalization papers, N 10, 1/4

GAYNE, FREDERICK R
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILMER, JACOB (Kent)
Wife section injunctive suit against Ette J Roa co., Je 17, 6/2

GILLAND, GEORGE
Purchased Savannah roller mills, F 30, 2/2; 4/6

GILLETTE, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Ag 10, 1/8

GILBERT, HENRY
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, HENRY (cont)
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, HENRY (cont)
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, HENRY (cont)
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalchluss monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2

GILBERT, JAMES
Name in navalłużch monitor, N 25, 1/2
GARL, ELIZA
Affidavit for revaluation for lunacy and forwarded, F 28, 6:2

GARL, GEORGE

GARL, JACOB
Estate ador George Garl seeks petition to divide real estate among rightful heirs, Ap 8, 7:5

GARL, JOSEPH
Wife foreclosed suit against Levi Myers et al, Mr 7, 1:2

GARRA, E A AND SOPHIA
Loss collection suit brought by David J Sender, Je 17, 1:7

GARRA, SOLON F
Named in money suit brought by Oliver Moore estate, Je 12, 1:5

Loss collection suit brought by Edward F Otto, Ag 7, 1:8

GARRA, SOPHIA
See Garra, E A

GARE, HARRIET
Arraigned for vagrancy, discharged, Ag 22, 3:5

GARE, MOSES
Arraigned for vagrancy, discharged, Ag 22, 3:5

GARETT, OLIVER (Lake)
Robbery, George Payne and others held, D 28, 1:8

GARETT, HARRY L (Taliesa)
Beaten and robbed, D 7, 3:6

GARETTVILLE, OHIO
Bill passing authorized at improvements, F 23, 3:3

GARRISON, W G (Kent)
Injured in fall from house, Ag 21, 4:6

GARRISON BROS
In shop robbed, D 28, 3:2

GATLEY, JAMES
Naturalized, N 7, 1:4; news final papers, N 10, 1:4

GARVEY, MARTIN
Name written Pittsburgh, Akron & Western RR in collection suit, O 2, 1:7

GAS
Waste prevention bill passed by sen, Jd 12, 2:2

Amount of profits in natural gas wells in NE Ohio questioned, ed, Ap 24, 2:1

BERA
Heavy producing well brought in by Pebble Rock & Gas co, Je 28, 3:2

BAKER
Operating co demands new franchise, Je 10, 3:1

GAS (cont.)

FINDLAY
Belt not equal to demand, Ja 4, 3:4

LIMA
Plans being made to pipe natural gas from Indiana field to Ohio cities, D 30, 7:3

OXFORD
Conclusive evidence of existence, steps taken to organize co, N 20, 2:2

Piqua
Well struck, Jy 15, 2:5

TIFFIN
City trustees city Northwestern Natural Gas co with tapping city main and supplying customers with gas stolen from city, N 20, 2:3

TOLEDO
Heavy margin on gas urged, ed, Jd 13, 2:1

UPPER SANDUSKY
Buckeye Fuel & Light co closes lines because of ine quate supply, N 3, 3:4

GASKILL (OH AND MISS), JOHN
Celebrates 25th wedding anniversary, Ap 27, 1:3; 3:2

GAST, GEORGE
Jailed for failure to pay fine, Je 10, 8:1

Jailed on warrant, Je 6, 1:3

Confined with issuance of 2d execution for failure to pay fine, Je 6, 2:5

GAST BROS (Ravenna)
Mast wagon crushes into fruit stand, no one injured, Jy 12, 1:8

GASTON, GEORGE (East Liverpool)
House damaged by fire, Ag 10, 2:8

GATLEY, CHARLES (Bellaire)
Escapes from Belmont county jail, Je 6, 2:8

GEEZ, C (Cannel) Killed when kicked by horse, N 28, 2:3

GATWOOD (OHIO), J M
Missing, D 29, 7:2

GAULT, JOHN
Named with son Joseph L in collection suit, O 6, 1:5

GAULT, JOHN & SONS
Suit brought by E S Pardee settled, My 25, 1:3

GEMER (OHIO), T M
Funeral, O 3, 4:5

GAUTHIER, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, D 12, 4:6

GEISER, ALEXANDER
Sued for conversion, alimony, and custody of children by wife Emma J, Ja 10, 5:1; divorce granted wife, My 4, 7:2

GEISER, GEORGE
Arrested in robbery of George Hanline, Mr 11, 1:1; fined and sentenced to Clev workhouse, Mr 13, 3:3

GEYER, JAMES
Fines for intoxication, Mr 6, 1:4

GEYER, STANLEY & CO
Purchases Arlington and Eastern sewer bonds, N 30, 1:5

GEYER (COUNCILMAN), WILLIAM
Celebrates 40th birthday and 22nd wedding anniversary, O 18, 1:5

GIBER, WILLIAM C
Resigns as asst county surveyor, Ap 8, 8:3

GIBLORD, A J
Appellate ador of Eli Gaylord estate, D 21, 1:6

GIBLORD, E L
Funeral, O 18, 1:6; will filed for probate, N 10, 3:3; blog, N 11, 3:6; will admitted to probate, O 8, 1:4; A J Gaylord appor ador of probate, O 21, 1:8

GIBLORD, EDWARD H
Inventory of estate filed, Mr 2, 4:3

GIBLORD, HENRY (Cleveland)
Attempts suicide by taking morphine, S 20, 1:5; dies after second dose of morphine, blog, S 30, 1:5

GIBLORD, HENRY C
Funeral, O 3, 4:4

GIBLORD, JULIA C
Name brother George L Darrow in collection suit, N 30, 1:5; wins suit, My 9, 1:5

GIBBON, ARTHUR H
Funeral, My 11, 2:6

GILB, JOHN (Clinton)
Injured while working with RR track crew, N 4, 1:2

GIBBON, FRITZ
Will admitted to probate, My 5, 3:1

GIBBON, FRED (Southfield)
Store robbed, Ag 16, 4:3

Store robbed, Ag 23, 3:2

GIBBON, HARRIS
Assaulted, H F Teeters held, Jy 21, 1:6

GIBBON, HERNAND (Nashua)
Killed in fall down mine shaft, N 25, 8:4

GIBBONS (OHIO), H W
Attempts suicide by taking laudanum, N 1, 4:3

GIBBONS, LOUIS (Cincinnati)
Res绫ed, Ritta Kassen and 4 others arrested, S 15, 3:3

GIBBONETTE, REGINE
Motion overruled in collection suit against C J Chaffe, debt except, Je 5, 1:5; files reply to answer in suit against C J Chaffe, S 26, 1:7

GIEBER (GIBER), H S
Service, N 20, 4:2

GIELL, PERRY
Dismantled from vagrancy chg, F 21, 1:2

GIELL, PERRY, ANN
Dismantled from vagrancy chg, F 21, 1:2

GIELL, PERRY, JULIA
Dismantled from vagrancy chg, F 21, 1:2

GENERAL окруse CO
Buys land to build plant in summit county, N 25, 1:1

Admits backing Guy Falls, Akron & Silver Lake ry, Ag 24, 2:8

Notified to enclose lightning arresters and ground wires on lines, Jy 3, 1:2

GENERAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO
Formed by counsel of Neaher Sprinkler co and 5 others (Warren Tribune), Ja 11, 2:5

GIBBARD, JOHN
Application for affidavit of guardian filed by Nick Smith, O 18, 1:8; application refused, O 28, 1:6

GILBERT
Bill appropriating funds for printing report passed by sen, N 1, 2:3

GIBBON BROS (East Liverpool)
Grocers arrested on chg of violating law regulating sale of opium, Je 19, 2:2

GEORGE (PRINCE)
Marriage deemed impediment to ascension to British throne, ed, Jy 11, 2:1

GIBBON, JAMES (Caldwell)
Fined for contrary-to-law sale of patent, Ag 24, 2:6

GIBBON, HENRY (Putnam County)
Indicted on 24 charges of embezzlement, D 6, 2:5; O 7, 2:4

GIBBON, FRANK
Dismissal by Ohio Wesleyan Univ for part in lasting incident criticized, ed, My 12, 2:1
GERHARD, FRANK (cont)
Exculpated from Delaware (Ohio) call for publishing
baiting outrage, My 13, 7:3
GERMANY CONSOLIDATED NEWSPAPER CO
Incorporated, O 3, 2:3
GERMAN GUARDS
E Engel, J, 1:2
Grenadines, Ap 18, 1:2
GERMAN LUTHERAN CH
Moves to org English congregation to be known as
St John's Evangelical Lutheran ch under direction
of Rev R Nelson, S 26, 1:8
Northcentral Ohio ministers hold annual conf.
O 3, 3:4; disease confirmation, O 4, 1:5
GERMAN PRESS AND PASTE CO
Incorporated, O 3, 2:3
GERMAN REFUNDED CH
Central synd op meeting, S 14, 3:2
GERMANIA CO., INC.
Holds meeting, declares div, elect officers,
Ap 25, 4:1
GERMANIA SAVINGS BANK CO (Pittsburgh, Penna)
Names C V Reilly and John H Sample in collection
suit, N 10, 1:5
GERMAN, MIKE
Secures naturalization papers, N 3, 1:5
GERMANY
Music festival and a marriage described in
reprinted letter, 1:2, Ap 17, 3:5
Struggle of Emperor with his people in coming
election summarized, ed, J 12, 2:1
People's majority over govt in future elections
predicted, ed, J 18, 2:1
Proposed army bill making 2yr service limit
supported, ed, J 22, 2:1
Election seen close, ed, J 29, 2:1
Army bill sanctioned, ed, Jy 15, 2:1
GER (MS), W N (Magie)
Death, M 16, 3:6; obit, J 23, 4:6
GERTRUDE LAGER, V (Kawashima)
Injured in fight, John Roberts fined, My 13, 3:8
GETZ, CHARLE (Cont.)
Injured when at car crashes into salon, S 5, 6:6
GESCHHEG, S P (Oakland)
Fined for dynamiting fish, S 22, 2:4
GETZ, GEORGE
With Emma S Dyer and L B D Reese named in
collection suit by John Herschberger estate,
O 7, 1:4
GREEN, MILLIE (Marletta)
Escapes from jail, J 10, 2:5
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GOREE, KIN
Inscribed to fall under rr car, J 22, 2:2
GIBBONS (Cleveland),
Advocates opening of Chicago World's Fair on
Sunday, ed, J 13, 2:1
GIBBONS, JOHN (Ravenna)
GIBBS, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, Ap 24, 4:1
GIBBS, A H (Lincoln)
Res robbed, N 27, 2:2
GILBERTS, THOMAS (Ravenna)
Named in collection suit brought by Holcomb &
Bedley, O 22, 2:1
GIERSSEN, JESS
Convinced of robbing state repr Aldrich's
father, D 20, 2:2
GIFFORD, CL
GIFFORD (MS), F H (Clev)
Injured in leap from burning apt bldg, W 24, 3:1
GILDER, GEORGE
Names Fahnal & co in collection suit, W 2, 1:7
GILDER, LEON
Threatened with gun, Joe Fishen held, Mo 2, 4:3
GIFT, A S
Arrested on gill-netting chg, P 1, 1:6
Heid on gill-netting chg, D 18, 1:7; affidavit
and information filed, D 18, 1:8; convicted;
filed motion for new trial, D 23, 1:5; found
guilty, N 23, 1:5; fined, D 27, 1:7; sentence
suspended, D 27, 1:8
GIFTS AND BEQUESTS
William S Johnsen donates $2,000 to Cola Female
Endowment soc, N 12, 1:2
GIGANTE, JUL
Deprived of 50 cents, William Brewster and
Clifford Drennan arraigned on chg of obtaining
money under false pretenses, Jy 14, 1:7
GIGGER (MS and ROBERT), ROBERT
Arrested with daughter on chg of vagrancy, dis-
charged, T 7, 3:4
GILL, FRED
Injured when boat crashes foot between
lock walls, J 26, 4:2
Gillopoly & O'NEIL
Loss of judgment in suit brought by Jones Wholesale
Grain co, apples J V Walsh assigns,
Gillopoly & O'NEIL
Loss of judgment in suit brought by Jones Wholesale
Grain co, apples J V Walsh assigns,
GILBERT, MARY L
Sold for divorce by wife Mary L, J 6, 1:6
GILBERT, FRED (Cuyahoga)
Injured in jump from load of hay, J 30, 3:5
GILBERT (OYV), LEVY
Sawmill, D 21, 1:2
GILBERT, MARY I
Granted restraining order to keep husband off
premises, O 6, 1:6
GILBERT FAMILY
Holds reunion with Barber family at Kent, Ag 11, 1:4
GILDE, ROSE
Arrested on intoxication chg, Ap 25, 2:2;
fined, Ap 26, 4:3
GILDER, DAVID
Names Elizabeth and Christmas Prize in collection
suit, S 25, 1:7
GILKIN, FRANK (Quarreysy)
Killed when rock falls on head, J 16, 2:2
GILLAM (MS and CO) (Cont.)
Railroad crew damaged when freight car jumps
track, F 2, 1:3
GILIL, HENRY
Amer suit brought by Henry C Wilcox, purchases
property involved, S 5, 5:6
GILLY, ROY
Henry C Wilcox admits debt of estate, Jy 26, 3:5;
final acct filed, Ap 29, 1:4
GILLY, VICTOR
Victim of smallpox, J 19, 1:7
GILLEN, JOHN
Nomination of 2nd ward assessor defeated by
Joseph Moore, Ap 4, 1:3
GILLEN, PETER (Anchitara)
Killed when struck by train, J 29, 4:3
GILLEN, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, S 20, 4:3
Fined for intoxication, D 27, 3:3
GILLEN, WILLIAM (Youngstown)
Named in collection suit. O 16, 4:2
GRADY
Fined for intoxication, S 16, 4:2
GRADY
Purchasing price twice that of elephants, ed,
J 27, 2:1
GIRLS' HOME
Bill passed in sen forbidding littering on
grounds and illegitimate communication with
inmates, Cols, F 2, 2:5
GILDING (Gill), WASHINGTON
Sawmill condoning use of pub funds for poor
commented, ed, J 18, 2:1
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GILLOW, DAVID
Held an chg of robbing Frank Mason res, Ag 29,
1:3
GILLIAN, THOMAS
Injured in friendly scuffle, O 4, 1:6
GILLMAN, ARNANDDINA
William H Becker in collection suit, Jy 20, 1:7;
J 21, 1:7
Name estate of Mary Becker in collection suit,
Ag 4, 4:3
GILLMAN, EMMAN. See Gillman, Adam and Emma
GILREAS, WALT (Marty's Ferry)
Wife collection suit against Wheeling Bridge
and Terminal Ry co, N 6, 3:6
GILPIN, HERM
Injured in train collision at Lima, N 11, 2:2;
dies from injuries, N 22, 2:3
GILTS, MILLIE
Missing, F 17, 1:6; located, F 20, 1:5
GINNELL, R C
Saloon damaged by fire, N 23, 1:6
GINER, JOHN
Cut while washing dishes, S 9, 7:2
GINSBUR, Injured when run over by wagon, My 23, 4:1
GINTHER, STEPHEN
Suit against Lena Butler et al, pub sale con-
formed, J 3, 4:4
GINTHER, STEPHEN
Estate wid's suit against Mary Robb et al, depts
granted leave to file answer to cross petition
of Citizens' Savings & Loan assn, N 9, 1:5;
motion for new trial overruled, depts accept,
N 26, 1:3
GIRTZ, W P
Selected as architect by Cath ch in Youngstown,
F 25, 8:2
GINZ, WILHELM
Fined for intoxication, O 16, 4:2
GIRAFFES
Purchasing price twice that of elephants, ed,
J 27, 2:1
GIRLS' HOME
Bill passed in sen forbidding littering on
grounds and illegitimate communication with
inmates, Cols, F 2, 2:5
GILDING (Gill), WASHINGTON
Sawmill condoning use of pub funds for poor
commented, ed, J 18, 2:1
GLADSTONE (PREMIER), WILLIAM E
Power to lead Irish people at polls praised, ed., Ap 24, 2:1
Effort to separate ch and state in Eng approved, My 20, 2:1
Attacks by enemies denounced, ed., My 22, 2:1
GLASGOW, MARCUS (COMO)
Fired on assault chg, Ja 11, 3:2
GLASGOW, GEORGE
Injured in r/r train collision at Rardon, S 6, 3:5
GLASGOW ORR and MOS, LEE
Injured in train-accident at railroad, S 6, 3:5
GLASGOW, CHARLES (Un.internet)
Robbed, Ag 11, 4:4
GLASS, CHARLES
 Pronounced tabulated, applicant of guardian applied for, S 2, 7:3
GLASS INDUS
Novelty works plant near Medina planned, My 3, 4:2
 U S Glass co employs non-union men in endeavor to extinguish labor org, Tiffin, O 21, 3:3
Eowners of Bridgeport factories to resume work, N 18, 7:5
 Need co employees to agree to wage reduction, Massillon, S 23, 4:2
Kent to reopen plant, N 9, 2:3
GLASS, AGNES (Gallamore)
Injured when slighl to struck by interurban car, Ja 19, 1:1
GLASWIG, JAMES
Wine equity suit against Ferdinand Rudel, sale ordered, M 3, 1:8; motion to set aside sale, Ap 24, 1:7
GLASENAP, A P
Pleads not guilty to chg of abusing horse, trial set, N 10, 4:3
GLASS WASH, JAMES
Estate files final acct, Ja 10, 3:3
GLAZER, R L (Ashland)
Arraigned for forgery chg, N 11, 2:2
GLAHEN, JAMES
Named in real estate occupancy suit by Summit County Agr Soc, Ag 9, 1:5
GLASSO, FRED
Fired for drunkenness, Mr 22, 4:3
GLICK, HARRY (Hoover)
Arraigned for robbery, Ag 17, 3:2; captured after escape from Wayne county jail (Orrville)
GLICK, HARRY (Hoover) (cont)
GOLD, WILLIAM (Colville)
Bid for property of Millard Bunker
GLICK, WILLIAM (Castle)
Bldg damaged by storm, Ag 2, 2:2
GOLD ACCIDENT INC CO
Named in collection suit by Sarah M McGloehney, My 16, 1:2
GOLD INDUS (Jackson)
Causes operations of shut-down of Naron furnace, Ag 4, 1:5
GOLD SGN CO
Elects officers, My 16, 1:3
With George Stuber, Horace G Kender, and John Sweyer named in dissolution suit brought by Frank Reifender and William Howard Eddy, Ja 10, 1:1; suit dismissed, Ja 23, 1:3
GOLE, JAMES
Fired and sentenced for fraud and larceny conduct, Ag 12, 1:6; taken to Cleveland house, Ap 13, 4:2
GOLFER, KELLY W
Death, Ja 13, 1:2; buried, Ja 13, 1:6; funeral, Ja 14, 1:2
GOLDFIELD, WILLIAM
Fired for intoxication, Ag 4, 4:3
GOLD, WILLIAM C
Appraisers appointed for sale of Charles Golden estate, Ja 5, 4:1; order of sale issued in "mere" suit against Charles Golden estate, F 28, 4:2; sale confirmed, My 8, 4:3
GOLD, WILLIAM J
Estate appraiser for Robert adler, F 1, 4:3
GOLDSCHMIDT, EDMUND (Adams)
See also Goldie, Michael and James
Held in assault on Marshall Charles Wertz, O 2, 8:5
GOLDSCHMIDT, MICHEL AND JAMES
Michael fined for assault and battery on Joseph Sir Louis, brother James held, S 19 (35), 7:2
GOLDEN, OMA
Imprisonment urged for advocating anarchy, ed., Ag 23, 2:1; light sentence for anarchy indictment, ed., S 7, 2:3
GOLDSMITH, WILLIAM (Kent)
Robbery of bakery frustrated, Ag 20, 3:5
GOLIG, FRANK E
Sued for divorce by wife Jennie A, O 25, 1:6
GOLK, (Gomer County)
Drum, M 25, 2:2
GIFF, ALBERT
Fired on assault and battery chg, N 15, 1:6
GONZER, JOSEPH
Arrested on suspicion of shooting Alexander Rames, S 10, 1:3; discharged, S 20, 1:3
Fired for intoxication, O 6, 1:8
GONNIN, WASHINGTON
Held pending hearing for lunacy, F 11, 1:4; adjudged insane, F 13, 1:3
GOOD, CATHARINE AND JACOB
Named in promissory note suit brought by Savings & Trust co of Clev, cross petition, Ag 28, 1:7
GOOD, ELLA
Made party deft in suit brought by Lilly, Brackett & co against Jacob Good, O 25, 3:4
GOOD, GEORGE P
Tells of exploration trip to Mexico, F 4, 3:3
GOOD, JACOB
See also Good, Catherine and Jacob
Named with 5 others in collection suit brought by Lilly, Brackett & co and City Natl bank, Ag 11, 1:3; J F Swan & co files cross petition, O 5, 1:3; A M Humm files cross petition, O 7, 1:4; claimants ordered to make deposit, Ella Good made party deft, O 12, 3:4; cross petition filed by Goldie, Greff & co, O 16, 1:3; dehaver filed, O 16, 1:7
Assigns to John Kreuser, Ag 14, 1:5; Kreuser appd assignee, Ag 15, 1:5; files assets and liabilities, Ag 23, 1:2; files chattel sales report, S 2, 7:3
Authority to settle claims granted rear of Citizens' Savings & Loan assoc, S 5, 1:4
Death, S 7, 1:3; buried, S 7, 1:6; funeral, S 11, 1:6; will filed for probate, S 19, 1:6; will probated, S 22, 1:6
Named with others in cross petition suit to be filed by City Natl bank and Chooing, Lilly & co, S 6, 1:8; O 4, 1:4; J Richardson & co files petition to be made party deft, S 16, 1:7; cross petition filed by Mary Helen Wright and Lizzie A Neilson, O 2, 1:3; by Wallace Elliott & co, O 9, 1:5
Assigns petition for sale of real estate, S 7, 1:3
Named in collection suit by John Lattman Shue co et al, S 20, 1:3
Answer and answer petition filed by Galtton Shue co and 3 others in suit brought by Lilly, Brackett & co, S 20, 1:7
Motion for apppell of rear sustained in suit brought by City Natl bank, O 10, 1:7; files
GOOD, JACOB (cont.)
demurrer to cross petition, W C Allen files cross petition, D 20, 1:4; J A Arboagat apptd reor in case, D 21, 1:1; demurrer to 
John Kresler rendered, def excepted, D 9, 1:5
GOOD, WILLIAM G 
Rugby damaged by runaway horse, My 19, 2:2
Named with Jacob Good in aid of execution suit 
brought by J Richardson & co, Ag 9, 1:5
GOOD, WILLIAM G & CO 
Makes assignee to J A Arboagat, Ag 3, 
1:1
Named in collection suit by Johnston & Murphy of 
Newark (N J), Ag 3, 1:1
Named in collection suit by Adam & Ford, Ag 3, 1:2
J A Arboagat apptd assignee, Ag 3, 4:3; appraisers 
apptd, Ag 4, 4:4
Named in collection suit by Mary Helen Wright and 
Lizzie A Kellogg, Ag 4, 1:5
Assignee Arboagat applies for order to sell co 
stock, Ag 23, 1:2; pub sale of stock ordered, 
Ag 24, 3:6
Ordered to clarify validity and priority of 
leases, Ag 26, 1:7
Assignee sells stock of shoes and boots, S 7, 1:3
GOOD FRIDAY 
Observed in Akron ch, N 31, 1:7
GOOD SHEPHERD CATH CH (Talesa) 
Burning attempted, members of Aner Protective 
union alleged to be culprits, N 2, 1:3
GOOD SHEPHERD CEMETARY (Cola) 
Miss Rogers recaptured after attempted escape, 
Je 16, 1:3
GOOD, JACOB 
Arrested for failure to pay fine on chg of drawing 
knife, N 3, 3:2
GOOD, ALBERT, DAVID, AND THOMAS 
Held on chg of maliciously destroying John 
Walter's wagon, N 2, 4:5; dismissed from chg, 
N 6, 1:2
GOOD, DAVID AND JOHN 
See also Goodall, Albert, David and Thomas 
Held on highway robbery chg, N 17, 4:3
GOODALL, JOHN 
See also Goodall, David and John 
Held on complaint in robbery of Elbert Undre 
and Charles Kramer
GOODALL, THOMAS. See Goodall, Albert, David, and 
Thomas
GOOD, (Springfield) 
GOODFELLOW, WILLIAM 
Fined for intoxication, Jy 27, 4:1
GOODFORD, W H 
Endorsed for re-election to office, ed, O 10, 2:2
GOODWIN, (Cola) 
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3
GOODWIN, HENRY 
Fined for intoxication, Jy 3, 1:5
GOODWIN, JACOB 
Admitted to bar, Je 9, 1:2
GOODWICH BOOK STORE (Oberlin) 
Robbed, Frank Hunter arrested, U 26, 2:2
GOODRICH, B F 
Damaged by fire, Ja 5, 4:1
Held annual meeting,南cers officers, Ja 11, 1:1 
Plant expansion, My 6, 7:1
Growth and production discussed, O 30, 1:4
GOODRICH HARD RUBBER CO 
Held annual meeting, officers, Ja 11, 1:1 
Assuming destroyed by fire, Jy 31, 4:1
GOODRICH HARD RUBBER BAND 
Electors officers, Ja 5, 4:2
General, Je 10, 1:4
GOODWIN, THOMAS H 
Bugs, My 4, 1:3; Parmelia Helen Goodwin Remick 
apptd estate executor, My 8, 4:3
GOODWIN, WILLIAM 
Fined for intoxication, Jy 22, 7:4
Names Cassiday & Bechamster in collection suit, 
Ag 2, 4:5
GOODWIN, (Mrs), JOSEPHINE 
Funeral, N 20, 1:8; will filed for probate, D 5, 
1:5; Frederick Kussmacher apptd exec of estate, 
U 5, 1:5
GOODWIN, EARL (Oak Harbor) 
Killed in explosion at Scott Ventress sawmill, 
N 30, 3:1; U 1, 2:2
GOODWIN, JOHN 
Robbery attempted, N 11, 1:1
GOODWIN, SYDNEY (Cincinnati) 
Killed when crushed by iron ore, Jy 21, 3:4
GODDLE, CH, CLEVER 
Plaza Akron congregation, My 11, 1:5
GODDLE, M 
Death, Ag 6, 8:3; Ap 15, 3:2
GODDLE, AID, CHARLES 
Barn and granary destroyed by fire, J 26, 2:3
GODDLE, W H (Delaware) 
Injured with wife in train-sleigh collision, O 8, 
2:3
GOTTFRIED, CHARLES 
N 17, 2:5
GOTTMAN, WILLIAM (Cleaveland) 
Bldg, stock, and merchandise damaged by fire, 
Ja 17, 3:3
GOTTWARD (Cle), (Mrs) (Springfield) 
Arrested for running contrary to historic 
spirit which founded Wilenbourn, Ap 5, 1:1
GOURLEY, LEON 
Warrant issued on criminal libel chg preferred 
by John and Catherine Wheelock, My 23, 4:3; 
jumps bond, My 24, 1:3
GOULDS, GEORGE (Indian) 
Injured in fall, Ja 30, 2:5
GOULDS, JOHN 
Partial acct of estate filed, time extended, 
Ja 8, 1:5
GOULDS, SUSANNAH 
 Executors H W Taylor and Levi Thornton file 
final acct, U 26, 1:6
GOULDS, JAY 
Value of personal estate raised, ed, Jy 8, 2:1
GOULDS, CHARLES WALTER (Cont)
Tentatively identified as murderer of Charles 
David, Jr, Je 23, 2:2
SOBE & HIGBES (Nora Hall) 
Foundry destroyed by fire, J 7, 2:3
GOVERNMENT 
Study of science of manic govt advocated, Jy 21, 
4:5
GRAINS, HARRY (Indian) 
Injured when gun discharged, O 16, 3:5
GRAINS, MINNIE 
Wampa, My 27, 4:3
GRAINS, VICTOR (Nora Hall) 
Owens 8-legged lamb, M 24, 1:2
GRAINS, W C
Nuns members give George Washington social, F 23, 
1:4
Sunday school elects officers, Jy 1, 1:5
GRACE PARK 
Composed with exception of a little painting, 
Je 6, 4:4
Use by drunken persons as looting place disputed, 
Ja 15, 2:2
GRACE REFORMED CH (Cont) 
Sunday school holds quite full exercises, M 27, 
4:2
Ladies missionarion soc holds monthly meeting, 
My 5, 3:1; gives Chinese entertainment, My 10, 
1893
1896
GRACE REFORMED CH (Cont) 
1:6
Young People's soc plans social, My 24, 4:2
CE soc gives musical program, My 27, 1:4
Holds picnic, Jy 12, 1:2
IFSE celebrates 4th anniv, O 9, 4:4
Holds communion services, O 20, 4:5
Social, N 9, 1:3
Minstle Fultons Sunday school class holds entert- 
ainment, N 24, 3:1
Gives Christmas party, J 26, 1:5
GORD, LEWIS. See Pearl, Lewis
GRAF, H 
Burned, dam destroyed by incendiary fire, 
O 5, 1:3
GROHAM, ANNA 
Causes arrest of Calvin Roth on abusive language 
chg, J 25, 1:6
GROHAM (Mrs), E R Vindalay 
Injured with son when caught by ascending 
elevator, Je 19, 2:2
GROHAM, HARRIES (Tallmadge Twp) 
Held on robbery chg, Ja 11, 3:3; indicted on 
burglary and larceny chg, Ja 13, 1:3; pleaded 
guilty to burglary chg, Je 17, 1:4; sentenced to 
Boys' Indus school on breaking and stealing 
chgs, Je 19, 1:8
GROHAM, RALPH G 
Wth Carl C. tadman loses collection suit brought 
by Elizabeth Merritt, Ag 7, 1:8
GROHAM, WILLIAM 
Escapes from penitentary, N 27, 3:3; recaptured 
in Forgues (M 17), Jy 12, 3:3
GROHAM, ROY & OLIVE CO 
Incorporates, M 31, 3:2
GROHAM, WILLIAM 
Disobeying conduct ch dismissed, S 14, 3:3
GREAT ARM OF THE REPUBLIC 
Buckley post 12 and Buckley Relief corps address- 
ed by Comdr William Schrider, J 7, 7:2
Memorial cos complete arrangements for observ- 
ance of inauguration day, Ap 30, 1:6
Buckley post delegates to attend Hamilton encamp- 
ment, M 12, 1:5; 27th annual encampment opens at 
Hamilton, annual rents submitted, My 17, 2:4; 
elects H W Williams capt comdr, Women's Relief 
corp elects Mrs Allie Maddox pres, My 10, 
2:3; encampment closes, My 19, 2:1
Sponsorship concert with WSC planned, M 13, 1:1
Buckley post announces Memorial day program, 
M 27, 3:1; urges proper observance of Memorial
GRANER, CATHARINE
Recruited to Cleve army, J 20, 1/7; application for reassignment forwarded, J 30, 1/2
GRAY (JASE), CHARLES R
Repud 3rd ward candidate for 1st of educ defeats
J W R.ilhul and John Fisher, Ap 4, 1/3
GRAY, D V (General)
Res. robbed, Ag 26, 2/3
GRAY, E R
Injured when buggy upset, Jy 18, 4/3
GRAY, PATRICK
Arrested and fined for jumping into train, Jy 29, 1/6
GRAY (Gen), U S
Firing of salute over grave by Army flagship praised, ed, Ap 28, 2/1
GRAYES, JOHN (Springfield)
Attempts suicide by poisoning, Ap 18, 3/4
GRAY, A G (Cincinnati)
Barn destroyed by fire, N 25, 2/5
GRAYHOPPERS
Damage to corn crops, Ag 15, 2/2
GRAYES, JOHN (North Amherst)
Saloon destroyed by fire, N 1, 4/6
GRAY, J
Trial resuming in Denver criticized, ed, Je 6, 2/1
GRAYES, WINNIE (Johnson)
Injured in train wreck, Je 9, 3/1
GRAYES, H D ELEC & MG CO
Assailant files collection suit against Akron Elec Mfg Co, N 17, 1/5
GRAY, BEATIE (Clev)
Held as witness in deliberate drowning of Kettle Harris's newborn infant, N 20, 3/2
GRAY, CARRIE C
Injed in fall on st, U 14, 4/2
GRAY, CANNA
Fired for intoxication, 5 14, 3/3
GRAY, ERNEST B
Won Akron bicycle club race, Ky 24, 1/7
GRAY, GEORGE
Injured when thrown from train car box, O 24, 4/2
GRAY, HARRY
Stolen, George Hef, arrested, M 26, 1/7
Arrested for keeping saloon open on Sunday, Ag 30, 1/3; arraigned, case cont'd, S 7, 4/3
GRAY, J H
Injured when thrown from train car box, G 24, 4/2
GRAY, JERRY (Ontario)
Killed when he becomes entangled in wires while working on untrim schoner, U 11, 2/3
GRAY, JOHN
Naturalized, 0 31, 1/4
GRAY, ROBERT
Petitioned for 5th ward assessor defeated by deg Henry Milli, Ap 4, 1/3
Equitable relief suit against City of Akron dismissed by agreement, Jy 21, 1/6
GRAY, R C
Named with 5 others in appropriation proceedings brought by Akron & New Castle rr co, Ap 12, 1/7
GRAYBILL, WILLIAM
Funeral arrangements, U 8, 1/7; blog, U 8, 1/8
GREAT BRITAIN
Probable annexation of Hawaii predicted, ed, M 22, 2/1
Home rule amendment pending in parliament discussed, ed, Jy 10, 2/2
Policy of donations to widows and orphans criticized, ed, Jy 19, 2/2
Ireland denies sinking British ship, ed, Jy 25, 2/2
House of Honour criticized for showing cowardice, ed, S 29, 2/2
GREAT NORTHERN RR
Rapids increased earnings, N 23, 1/3
GRE, CHARLES
Insulted from vagnacy chg, S 23, 8/4
GREEN, PATRICK
Arrested on intoxication chg, Ag 10, 2/6; fined, Ag 30, 3/3
GREEN, STEPHEN
Death, Je 6, 1/8; funeral, Jy 7, 1/4
Sentenced for fighting, S 18, 3/5
GREEN, STEPHEN
Killed when run over by train, Je 6, 1/4
GREEN, ALBERT
Assaulted by unknown man, Ag 21, 4/3
GREEN, CHRISTOPHER
Fined from guilt in assault and battery chg, Jy 30, 1/6
GREEN, DANIEL
Fined and sentenced to Cleve workhouse for assaulting wife, M 16, 4/3
GREEN, OCC (Youngstown)
Sentenced to jail for stealing chickens, U 21, 2/2
GREEN, F M
Describes Wilmington tornado damage, ltr, My 13, 4/1
GREEN, GEORGE
Estate exec George E Flower files partial acct, time extended, Jy 14, 1/4
GREEN, GEORGE A
Res. robbed, Ap 8, 7/1
GREEN, HENRY C
Collection suit against Akron Vitrified Brick co settled, M 1, 3/4
GREEN (DEAN), J R
Sermon, N 27, 4/2
GREEN, JOHN S
Killed in assault on George Ham, Jy 23, 1/6; ar- ranged, bound to common pleas ct, Jy 31, 1/4; seeks reduction of bond, Ag 11, 1/3; pleading not guilty to assault and battery chg, S 25, 1/7
GREEN, JOHN (Clev)
Killed when run over by st car, Ag 10, 4/4
GREEN, MATTHEW
Infant daughter Mary dies, Jy 13, 1/8; funeral, Jy 14, 1/6
GREEN (DR), NORVIN
Praised for work done in development of telegraphy, ed, F 15, 2/1
GREEN ALLEY
Property owners notified to remove fences from alley line, Ag 1, 1/4
GREEN TEA
Individual candidates list as certified by bd of elections, M 25, 3/1
GREEN TEA GRANG
Elects officers, U 23, 4/5
GREENE, A W (Alliance)
Robbed, Jy 14, 4/4
GREENE, MATT (Springfield)
Killed when struck by st car, Jy 29, 3/6
GREENE, GEORGE W (Clev)
Robbed, U 12, 1/8
GREENE, JOHN
Killed for damaging st car, Ag 3, 1/2; with William Robbins, Joe Harry, and Joseph Jones fined for clinging to st car in motion, Ag 4, 1/7; Dismissed from chg of jumping on st car, O 3, 1/4
GREENE, JOSEPH
Killed for jumping on st car, transcript from docket filed, Ag 12, 1/7
GREENEFIELD, JACOB
Killed in assault on John Mulligan, Ag 1, 4/2
GREENLEE, CHARLES (Kent)
Two daughters rescued from drowning, S 2, 7/1
GRENBOD (Ok), NARROW
Fined for assault and battery, F 28, 16, 1
GRENVILLE CENTENIAL
Ohio Hop and Arch asso authorized by sen to prepare for exp, M 16, 18, 1/3
GRENVILLE, OHIO
Bill passed in sen authorizing $75,000 waterworks dept bond issue, F 3, 7, 8, 23
GREENWALD, GEORGE AND JOHN
Catherine Gray appointed guardian, Je 29, 1, 6
GREENWOODE, AMOS
Names L A Frank in collection suit, Ja 9, 1, 6
GREENWOLD, WILLIAM
Names William H and Margaret J Daniel and Philip Eckert in land cont suit, Ap 5, 1, 4
GREEN, WILLIAM
Robbed and beaten, D 23, 4, 10
GREEN, (Kent)
GREEN, ORA
Arrested in Adam Kemple robbery, Ag 2, 1, 7; taken to Clav workhouse, Ag 3, 4, 3; released from workhouse, Ag 31, 1, 5
GREEN, URGH (Crawfordsville)
Allegedly shoots w't McClelland in gun fight, D 12, 2, 2; u 14, 2, 3; captured and held on ch of killing Edward McClelland, D 16, 7, 4
GREEN, EDWIN S
Beg, D 11, 4, 4; will probated, D 20, 1, 4
GREEN, THOMAS (Abel Hillis)
Arrested on grand larceny ch, D 21, 2, 5
GREENSINGER, ELIAS (Blake)
 Held for robbery of W K Fritz, M 23, 12; taken to Williamsburg to answer ch of theft, M 24, 1, 7
GREEN, WILLIAM
Killed in train collision near Fostoria, M 10, 2, 8
GREENHAW (see)
Drawing of undeserved pension criticized, ed, Je 13, 2, 2; 3
Golumbation of pel career discussed, ed, Je 25, 2, 11
GREHER, JOHN
Named in m oil suit brought by Frank R SANDFORD, Je 3, 1, 15; named with George Tribe and Horace G HENDER in dissolution suit against Globe Sign co brought by Frank Reifner and William Howard Eddy, Je 10, 1, 1
Takes oath as Summit county aud, S 11, 3, 5
1903
GREY, HARRY
Acquitted of ch of opening saloon on Sunday, S 20, 1, 13

GRANT, JON (cont)
Merchant, Ja 18, 4, 12
GRANT, ARNOLD (Ca'fino)
Killed by train, Jy 8, 7, 3; (33)
GRAN, SAMUEL (Moorefield)
St car-away in damage suit, Ja 29, 1, 7

GRANTING BILL
Bill providing relief for married women debarred from acting as executors or admin passed by house, Je 17, 1, 2
GRANTHAM, PHILIP
Fined for intoxication, Je 17, 11, 2
GRANTHAM, T H (Ravena)
Injured in plowing mill by piece of bismar, O 26, 4, 2
GRANTHAM, WILLS (Shreve)
Killed, belived robbed and thrown on rr track, N 28, 1, 13; report to have been killed by train, fuel play suspected, D 1, 2, 3
GRATTING, DAVID
Fined for ejecting children from st car, Ja 5, 1, 4
GRILL, ADEL
Fined for assault and battery, F 28, 1, 6
GRIMES, IRA (Ogden)
Injured when boiler explodes, H 11, 2, 2
GRIN, F (K)

Edward final act filed, M 1, 1, 5
GRIM, HARRY
Injured in intoxication ch, Ja 10, 4, 2
GRINDLE, JOHN
Killed at J F Seaborg & co by fragments from broken arrow wheel, M 30, 1, 8
GRINER, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Ap 4, 1, 7
GRIP, SAM LA GRANGE
GROODS
Contemplated picnic deemed great event, ed, Jy 16, 2, 14; Meron died to hold annual picnic, Jy 10, 1, 10; held 6th annual picnic at Cottage Grove, Jy 20, 1, 14; Jy 21, 1, 4
Daniel Jones wounded by alleged agent for wholesale grocery co, Rutherford, D 27, 2, 4
GROSSEL, CHARLES E
Loses attachment suit brought by Mrs Mary IY and Sam Bacon, S 10, 1, 15
GROSSEL, JOHN
Names Henry Merchand in property recovery suit, Ja 13, 1, 5; wins saloon-horse suit against

1904
GROST, JOHN (cont)
Merchant, Ja 18, 4, 12
GROF, ARNOLD (Tiffin)
Killed by train, Jy 8, 7, 3; (33)
GRONE, SAMUEL (Moorefield)
St care-away in damage suit, D 2, 3, 7
GRON, ANNA MARIA

Estate apportioned, appraised sale of property ordered in suit brought by Henry C Wilson, debarred, Je 16, 3, 5; sale confirmed and deed ordered, Je 22, 1, 8
GRON, CATHERINE M
Guardian Laura Gross files final acct, guardianship ordered terminated, Je 17, 12, 4
GRON, MARY S
Loses partition suit brought by Augusta A Kaiser, appeals, My 22, 1, 1
GRON, WILLIAM
Shoe store robbed, N 17, 7, 4
GRONER, WILLIAM
Assigns assets to Ed A Whetman, esq, Ap 4, 1, 5; assignee named in reappearance suit brought by Henry C Dobbs & co, Ap 11, 1, 7; inventory filed by assignee, Whetman, Ap 26, 18, 4; Ap 29, 1, 14; hearing on or for private sale continued, My 22, 7, 4; debts and liabilities filed, Ap 21, 1, 6; sale of chattels confirmed, U 18, 1, 8
GROESCH (Ok), DWYNN (Springfield)
Shot and wounded when gun accidentally discharged, D 20, 3, 3
GROESCH, CHARLES
Injured while hunting in accidental discharge of gun, Ja 25, 4, 12
GROESCH, CLIFFORD (Lagrange)
Injured when run into by sled, J 7, 2, 3
GROESCH, HENRY
Arrested on charge of animals ch preferred by Frank Watt Fuchs, Je 16, 1, 18
GROESCH, SADIE
Estate of Mrs H S Grubb files suit to collect bill, U 5, 1, 5
GROESCH, CHARLES
Death, Ap 13, 3, 2; funeral, Ap 17, 1, 1
GROESCH, EUGENE AND MARY

Named in collection and foreclosure suit by John J Lane, Ja 30, 1, 7

GROESCH, (Ok), LUCINDA
House owned jointly with Richard Whitmire ordered burned by bd of health after fumigation for smallpox is found impractical, Ap 27, 1, 2

1905
GRUER, SAMUEL, LUCINDA (cont)
house burned, Ap 18, 3, 15
GRUER, MICHAEL
See GRUER, Eugene
GRUER, LEON
Arraigned on original libel ch, case cont'd, S 15, 3, 2
GRUE, ELLA S
Names Henry J Donahue in damage suit, Je 1, 1, 1
GRUENEL, EMIL
George Coburn Kohler appointed as owner of estate, N 20, 1, 17; N 20, 7, 6; granted authority to compromise claims against J F Dobbs, co, N 20, 1, 7; files final acct, N 27, 1, 7
GRY
Epidemic anticipated for coming winter, N 10, 1, 7
GRUNDER'S CITY (K)
Refused certificate by sec of state to do business in Ohio, Je 22, 1, 2
GRUNDERS PEONY
Issued license to do business in Ohio by Io
Guarr, M 25, 2, 4
GUERNERE, NICOLA
Overruled in motion for new trial in suit of Joseph Kelley, F 4, 1, 5
GUERARD, PHILIP (Yorkshire)
Killed by falling tree, S 2, 2, 4
GUERNER, GEORGE
Named by Mary Spindler in collection suit, confession judgment, Ap 9, 4, 3
GUERNSEY COUNTY
Bill authorizing bond issue for const of turnpike passed in house, M 3, 2, 3
GUINE, SLIGHT
Fined for assault, Jy 3, 1, 5
GUINDON, JOHN
GUIDLEY, MARY
Guardian Amanda Galley files partial acct, D 15, 1, 5
GUILLOT, WILLIAM
Fined on contempt ch, F 11, 1, 4
GUILLIFORD & CO
Files 2 chattel mortgages, Ap 9, 1, 3
GUILLER, MIKE
Assaulted, Mary Ginon held, Je 31, 4, 4
GUMPER, FRED
Arrested on ch of intoxication and disorderly conduct, Ap 5, 3, 3; fined for intoxication and disorderly conduct, named in wage collection suit, injured in fall down stairs, arrested
1853

OPSYES
Deemed honorable people, Jy 11, 4:3

HARRIS
Injured in fight with Huberkrutz, M 24, 1:4
HARRIS, DAVID (Strasburg)
Res and gen store destroyed, O 23, 7:2
HARRIS, MICHAEL (Strasburg)
Injured for intoxication, O 6, 3:4
HARRIS, AUGUSTA G. (Ottov)
With James Lavery named in property rights suit by Henry L. George, and Mary Montanye, A 28, 1:7
HARRENDON, FRED
Injured by fall from roof, F 10, 1:4
Injured for intoxication, M 8, 3:4
HARRENDON
Injures hand in fight, M 24, 1:4
HARRENDON, FRANK A (Oelston)
App't postmaster by Free Grover Cleveland, J 13, 1:2
HARRENDON, JOSEPH
Threats attempted robbery of store, G 9, 4:2
HEADEN, J. D (Laplace)
Jewelry store destroyed by fire, F 30, 2:2
HARFIELD
Confronted with libelous statements, identity of person urged, ed. Jy 8, 2:2
HARFIELD, R
Deems free trade cause of England's poverty, Jy 1, 3:1
HEDMAN, GERT (Wadsworth)
Fired for assaulting Lowell T Campbell, Ap 22, 8:3
HERR, WOODWARD (Springfield)
Wife personal injury suit against Big Four railroad Co., N 4, 4:5
HECHMAN, GEORGE
Estate exec files final acct, J 16, 3:5
HAGERTY, HORACE (North Springfield)
San Ed injured in fall from horse, J 11, 3:5
HAGERTY, FRANCIS
Fired for disorderly conduct, M 1, 3:3
HAGERTY, A R
Owes money for coal, O 12, 4:2

1854

MAGGERTY OR WIRG, FRANK
Arraigned for concealing stolen goods, O 24, 1:2; remanded on charge of concealing stolen property, O 27, 1:2; Frank Huggeray adjudged insane, application for admission to Newburg asylum forwarded, N 15, 1:7; Insanity warrant returned, read at asylum, N 20, 2:17
HARM, W
With 6 others names FAM on collection suit, O 20, 1:20
HARM, W. W
Discharged as principal of Rootstown pub schools, N 28, 8:4
HARM, WILLIAM (Alliance)
Injured in fall from train, O 27, 2:2
HARM, WILLIAM H
Named in suit brought by Pema Mutual Ins co, ap't at allowance motion for an alternative writ of mandamus, O 21, 3:5
HARM, WILLIAM
Name sent to sen by Gov William McKinley for appt as super ev of Ins, Ap 13, 1:2; appt confirmed by sen, Ap 14, 1:5
HARLEY, EDMUND
Fails not guilty on charge of threatening assault, D 5, 1:5; found guilty by jury, fined and sentenced, D 8, 1:14
HARVEY, KILLED when Chesapeake & Ohio freight train jumps track at Mohawk, O 8, 2:2
HARVEY, CHRISTIAN
Death, J 12, 3:8; 4:3
HARVEY, CLOTHIERS
Denies he introduced Ripper bill in session as charge by dams, J 9, 1:11
HARVEY, CLOTHIERS
Critical for stand on proposed law to grant school be suffrage to women, Jr 21, 3:4; answered S.51 query on woman suffrage issue, Jr 21, 6:4
HARVEY, JOHN (Cleveland)
App't circuit judge, F 9, 1:8
HARVEY, SYDNEY STANLEY
Estate exec files partial acct, time extended, O 6, 7:3; files final acct, J 14, 1:2
HARVEY, JEWELRY STORE
Robbed, S 26, 1:2
HARVEY, EDMUND
Bound to proceed et on assault charge, O 1, 1:8

1855

HAYLEY, PETER
HAYLEY, WILLIAM
Date set for trial on charge of assault on William Rhodes, M 29, 1:4
HAYLE, A W
Named in collection suit by Blue Field Park co, O 9, 1:6
HAYLE, CLEMENT
Discusses religious doctrines before Baptist pastors' conference, M 28, 3:4
HAYLE, ILLA J
Authorized by house to change name to Iilla J. Clifton, Geis. J 13, 2:2
HAYLING, CHARLES
Irma J. Clifford appointed guardian, Jy 11, 1:3; Application for readmission to Clev asylum forwarded, Jy 15, 1:7; warrant issued for transfer from county to asylum, Jy 18, 3:3
HAYLIN, HARRIET
Property suit brought by admr William T. Sawyer, real estate sale confirmed, M 9, 4:3
HAYTON, PETER
Assumes duties as pastor of Akron Prebisch at Canti, N 21, 2:3
HAYTON, HENRY
Estate adw files final acct, G 5, 4:3
HAYTON, J J
Presents plan for reform of local govt, Jr 14, 3:4
HAYTON, JAMES (Maysville)
Assaulted, Jacob Moore held, Jy 15, 3:8
HAYTON (OH), JENNIE (Shakeriville)
Pronounced insane, taken to Newburg asylum, M 22, 1:5
HAYTON, JAMES AND SILL M
Named in collection suit brought by Solen M Wilson, O 21, 1:6
HAYTON, JOHN R (Cleveland)
Deposed from pulpit for defrauding congregation, O 6, 3:2
HAYTON, W. A (Plymouth)
Embarked by John Bell, makes assignmnt, D 4, 4:5
HAYTON, MARY
Names City of Akron in assessment suit, J 3, 1:2
HAYTON, PETER, JR
Assigns to C R Grant, D 5, 1:5; D 6, 1:3
HAYTON, PHILANDER
Suit vs Akron ordered tried, Ap 22, 1:7
1956
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HALL, SAM (Kaduvamatha)
Injured in m yard accident, W 10, 3:3
HALL, SID W.
See Hall, John F
HALL, SOPHIA T
Estate order filed in case of and affidavit, D 7, 1:5
HALL, WILLIAM
Served notice on estate of coal mine, Ap 10, 4:1
HALL, WILLIAM
Death, D 4, 4:1; 1:6
HALL, WILLIAM (Tiffin)
Escapes from county jail, Ag 23, 4:6
HALL ST
Ord passed providing assessments for improvement, F 3, 3:6
HALLMAN, CORNELIUS
See candidate for 5th ward council defeats
John W Hahn and 2 others, Ap 4, 2:12
HALLMAN, LAWRENCE
Awarded contract to improve Summit st, My 19, 3:4
HALLNELL, OSCAR (Hancock County)
Held inffield robbery, D 27, 2:3
HALLNELL, WILLIAM (Lincoln)
Robbed, George Corbin and Charles Jones held, D 14, 2:3
HALLMAY, HARRY B (Cambria County)
Killed when struck by freight train, N 1, 4:6
HALLSEN
Citizens celebrate, N 1, 3:3
Barbaric customs criticized, 11r, N 2, 1:6
HALTER (MOS)
Barn occupied by J L Kempel damaged by fire, N 13, 4:2
HALTON, B
Appled to sub-carrier, Ja 12, 4:1
HALTON, D
Appled to sub-carrier, Ja 12, 4:1
Anna B Slabahorn applicant guardian, My 5, 3:11
Application for sale of real estate, petition granted, appdts apptd, My 5, 3:11
Sale ordered and made, My 10, 1:5
HALTON (MOS), HERBIE
Injured when he alpns and falls, Ja 4, 1:6
HALLILL, (Mishawaka, Lake County Harbor)
Shot in attempt to capture burglar, Jy 26, 4:5
HALLON, ALBERT (Broadfield Tap)
Held on robbery chg, N 28, 2:3
HAMILTON COUNTY
Contd repubs expect plurality, heavy vote cast, N 7, 1:6

1956a
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HAMPDEN, ROBERT (Billings)
Burned destroyed by fire, chicken thieves suspected, U 27, 2:12; U 29, 2:2
HAMPDEN, CAROLINE and LATHAN
Named in collection suit brought by Elmer E Lynch, S 8, 4:4
HAMPDEN, GEORGE (Hayden)
Urges satisfactory ventilation for county and state jails at Ohio Bd of Charities and Correction meeting, N 23, 2:4
HAMPDEN, GEORGE H (Glenville)
Purchases stallion Sidney for $27,000, N 1, 3:2
HAMPDEN, LATHAN, See HAMPDEN, Caroline
HAMPDEN, LESTER
Name first N of ch of Labrador in collection suit, D 18, 1:7
HAMPDEN, WILLIAM
Arrested on chg of assault on Horace E Moore, S 16, 1:5
inj, in his person and battery, S 19, 4:5
HAMPDEN, WILSON E (Youngstown)
Estate wins damage suit against Fenn & co, N 18, 1:2
HAMPDEN, WILLIAM E (Youngstown)
Awarded damages for death of husband in steam wreck, U 22, 3:1
HAMPSTER, ALBERT
Beaten in attempted robbery, D 27, 1:8
HAMPSTER, LEWIS B
Robbed by fire, Ja 13, 1:4
HANSON WATCH CO (Canton)
Indebtedness arising from assignment paid, F 2, 1:3
HANSON, GEORGE
Injured at Weber, Camp, and Lane Machine shop, Ag 25, 1:6
HANES, JAMES
Finess for intoxication, N 8, 8:4
HARBOUR, CHARLES F
Assigned assignee files final rep, trustee applied for funds resulting from sale of property, My 5, 1:5
HANCOCK WAGON CO
Incorporated, N 25, 2:15
HANK, WILLIAM
Huron S Lane apptd agent of estate, apprised of, Ap 26, 1:1
HANICK, WILLIAM
Dismissed from vagrancy chg with injunction to leave city, U 27, 3:3
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HANEMANN, CHARLES
Released from vagrancy chg, N 9, 4:2
HANHEISS, MAX
Stabbed, Ellis Bronn alleged to be assailant, D 7, 2:3
HANPIT, F P & CO (Pittsburgh, Penna)
Sells breach of contract suit against various local merchants, My 24, 1:3
HENDER, JOSEPH
Son injured when thrown from box car, S 7, 1:5
HARGROVE, CHARLES F
With Charles M Jennings and Horon Faler named in collection suit brought by Martin Lape & Sons co, Ja 27, 1:5
HADERMEH, GEORGE
Assault and battery chg dismissed, M 15, 1:4
HADSDIG, WILLIAM
Sought on chg of assaulting Will Baughman, My 15, 1:1
HAGEN, NICHOLAS (Mansfield)
Shoe store damaged by fire, O 5, 1:5
HAGEN, P M (Findlay)
Missing, D 21, 2:3
HAGEN, JOHN
Injured by falling sewer pipe at Akron Sewer Pipe works, My 8, 1:4
HAGEN (MOS), TILLIE
Suicide, M 25, 8:3
HARVEY, MARY
James Daniel O'Meara in money suit, J 28, 1:5
HARDY, CHARLES
Convicted of disorderly conduct, N 20, 1:5
HARRIS, ARTHUR
Injured by dynamite cracker, Jy 5, 1:2
HARRIS, HENRY E
Named with others in collection suit brought by Fred R. Geary, N 23, 1:2
HARRIS, WILLIAM
Named in collection suit brought by Alexander Fryman, M 27, 1:7
HAY, PAULINE
Fined for slander, S 21, 1:8
HENDRICK, PAULINA
Retrieves unjust accusations against Mrs. Catherine Humel, N 23, 1:6
HARLEY, JOHN (Barnevilles)
Injured when floor of Barnevilles Canning & Packing factory collapses, O 21, 2:5
HARDMAN, MCM (Renfroo)
Estate names NY, Lake Erie & Western and NP&O co. in damage suit, J 29, 1:7
HARDIN, ELI
Injures knee in gymnasium, M 5, 3:3
HARDIN, JOSEPH S (Conti)
Arrested for out-of-state train robbery, S 29, 3:4
HARMER, (Fadostia)
Pump house and other property destroyed when oil well boiler explodes, O 25, 3:3
HARDY, ARCHIE AND MATHEW
Named in collection suit by Clay Provision co., O 20, 1:8
HARDY, E E
Res robbed, S 19, 1:5
HARDY, HENRY B
Named in replainsuit by F C Bryan, O 27, 1:4
HARDY, HENRY C
See also Hardy, Henry E and Orlando B
Assaulted, Richard G Thomas arrested, Ap 19, 3:4
HARDY, HENRY E AND ORLANDO B
Named in collection suit by Stanton M Anderson, Jy 29, 1:2
With George W Tuttle named in collection suit by Stanton M Anderson, O 13, 1:7
HARDY, LANCELOT
W & Hardy apptd admr of estate, N 25, 1:7; compromise claim settlement with W&LEBM re co. granted, O 5, 1:5
HARDY, LAURA
Henry C Wilson apptd admr of estate, M 3, 4:4

HARVEY, PATRICK J
Filing answer and error petition in suit of Lilly, Brackett v co against Jacob Good and others, S 26, 1:7
HARVEY, WILLIAM A
Injured at Akron Boiler co, Jy 5, 1:3
HARVEY, WILLIAM J
Named in damage suit by A & M Eberly, O 26, 1:2; suit withdrawn, M 27, 1:11
HARP, NORMA, (Anahid)
Jewel, N 17, 1:5; funeral, N 17, 1:8; Herman Harper apptd admr of estate, U 11, 1:8
HARPERS, L C (Conti)
Insane
HARPERS, E R
Prevent plan for reform of local govt, 1tr, Ja 14, 3:3
HARPERS, E R
Selection as pres of Citizens' club praised, ed, M 8, 2:1
Reelection as pres of Akron Repub club commanded, ed, Ap 26, 2:1
Denies dem ship-building-to-secure-state-repub-victory accusations, O 28, 1:4
HARPERS, EDWIN L
Debt pardon by Pres Benjamin Harrison, Ja 24, 3:3
HARPERS, E L & CO (Conti)
Named by State Bank of Syracuse (NY Y) in collection suit, N 7, 3:1
HARPHAM, C (Clytostem)
Attacked, Solomon Sabb held, Ja 30, 1:6
HARPHAM, WILLIAM
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, O 29, 1:1
HARPHAM, GEORGE
Lucern chy disabled, M 23, 4:3
HARPSTER, WILLIAM (Kapakomena)
John Schoeber appointed ass hind, S 26, 2:4
HARRID, C C (Massenburg)
Car stolen when run over by train, M 31, 4:3
HARRIS, JOSEPH W
Res robbed, Lena Alexander arrested and sentenced to jail, M 11, 1:1
HARRISON, G (Cola)
HARRISON, G (Kent)
Fined and sentenced on chg of attempt to smudg J S Sch, N 1, 1:6

HARRINGTON, DONNY (Kent) (Cont)
Arrested on chg of creating disturbance, My 27, 3:2
HARRINGTON, EDGAR (Eastfield)
Res destroyed by fire, U 27, 6:6
HARRINGTON, MARK
Drowned and honest repub official, ed, Jy 6, 2:1
HARRINGTON, R W
Suit brought by Savings & Trust co, sale confirmed and deed ordered, U 28, 1:6
HARRIS, (Lanesville)
Held on chg of using U S mails for fraudulent purposes, O 14, 2:5
HARRIS, ALBERT
Arrested on bastardy chg on warrant sworn by Nellie Leach, Ap 24, 1:5; Ap 28, 1:8; bound to common pleas ct, Ap 25, 3:3; date set for trial, J 15, 1:7; found guilty, sentence suspended, J 16, 1:1; unable to make settlement, held in jail, J 23, 1:3; brings proceedings in insolvency, S 21, 1:6; dismissed from bastardy chg after insolvency proceedings, S 22, 1:7
HARRIS, ALBERT T (Covetly Top)
Appr special parish sheriff, Jy 3, 1:1
HARRIS, BEVERLY
Fined for defmation of character, S 18, 1:2; rearrested and sentenced for failure to pay fine, S 26, 3:3
HARRIS, C H
Injured in train wreck at Delaurs, Jy 28, 1:2
HARRIS, DAVID (East Liverpool)
Found after rapid missing for 3 yrs, N 24, 2:7
HARRIS, E D (Newark)
Son injured when knocked down by boy, N 18, 7:3
HARRIS, G E
Fined for drunkenness, M 6, 1:4
HARRIS, GEORGE F
Names W J Price in collection suit, Ji 11, 1:3; given judgment suit, O 30, 1:7
HARRIS, GEORGE R
Arrested on indictment by grand jury on chg of abandoning his children, F 17, 1:2
HARRIS, J F (Covetly)
Store robbed, S 28, 3:4; S 29, 3:5
HARRIS, JAMES (Glouster)
Shot and killed in gun fight, 8 participants held, U 27, 2:4
HARRIS, DAMM
Res damaged by fire, Ap 24, 1:5
<table>
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<tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS, KITTY (Clev)</td>
<td>Held on chg of being murder accomplice in drowning of newborn infant, N 20, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS (MS)</td>
<td>MARTHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fined for operating brothel, My 15, 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS (RT)</td>
<td>GLORIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gropped by fire, Jy 26, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS [USF] (UC-SHS), R A</td>
<td>Injured in runny, Ag 24, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS, RILEY</td>
<td>Injured while boarding train, Jy 10, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON (FRES), RICHARD</td>
<td>Lauded, acceptance of professorship at Leland Stanford Univ approved, ed, My 3, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin lauded, ed, My 4, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal by Chicago bar that he resign to be at stake supported, ed, Jy 26, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON (RT), CARTER (Chicago)</td>
<td>Ability to enforce gambling ban questioned, ed, Ap 26, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-gambling crusade in Chicago ridiculed, ed, My 9, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct in presence of Princess Lulaisa criticized, ed, Jy 12, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON (RT), HUBERT H</td>
<td>One candidate for mayor defeated by repub William Mason, Ap 4, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported with by dem caucuses, Jt, Ap 10, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home endorsement of William D Tangholl as soldier candidate for postmaster, Jt, Ap 13, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graveyard against dem party backed, ed, S 2, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON, J C (Smithfield)</td>
<td>App'te vice-postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, 0 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON, JERRY</td>
<td>Jail destroyed by fire, Je 7, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON TWP</td>
<td>Bill authorizing bond issue for school grounds passed in house, My 3, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRITT, &quot;BOSS&quot; (Philadelphia, Fernald)</td>
<td>App'te as postmaster criticized, ed, My 5, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKI, JOHN</td>
<td>Held on chg of immoral conduct with young boys, 19, 11; fined and sentenced to Clev house of correction, 0 14, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS-DUGGER (RMS),</td>
<td>Fined for his work as Ohio rep, My 4, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenged remarks during debate criticized, 11r, My 20, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1980</th>
<th>ARDC BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS-MCCARTHY (RMS),</td>
<td>(cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand on school suffrage for women brings rebuke from constituents, Jt, 11r, Ap 19, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, HENRY W</td>
<td>Repub candidate for 6th ward council defeat John T Goodwin and Fred Sharp, Ap 4, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, HIRAM (West Richfield)</td>
<td>Elects adler H R McVann files final act, N 25, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injured in fall down stairs, 0 2, 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, IRA L (Springfield Lake)</td>
<td>Lumber destroyed by fire, Ap 4, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, JOHN</td>
<td>Larceny case dismissed, 0 2, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, JOHN S</td>
<td>Named with Akron Straubord in co collection suit brought by H A Tidmore, My 20, 11; suit appealed from 3rd pt, Jt, Je 22, 11; case dismissed on motion of pros ally, Jt, Je 22, 11; loses suit brought by H A Tidmore, Jt, N 25, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, ROBERT</td>
<td>Named with Hubert Joint and James P Ecke in property lease suit brought by NYWNO ry co, Jt, 0 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, ROBERT</td>
<td>Fined for disorderly conduct, 0 3, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, ROBERT</td>
<td>Held for robbing Mary Daniels chicken coop, 0 18, 2; pleads not guilty to chicken stealing chg, case contd, 0 18, 3; sentenced for chicken stealing, 0 21, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, T E FAMILY</td>
<td>(Newcomers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisoned by cheese, Jy 19, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART, WILLIAM (Merwin)</td>
<td>Stabbed, companions arrested, Ap 1, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTS, OGDEN</td>
<td>Damaged by fire, bldg owned by Mrs John Burton, 15 1, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZ, OTTO (Smithfield)</td>
<td>Criminal career barred, eloped with Mrs Chancy Tucker, Ag 12, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrested on chg of sending obscene letter through mails, D 14, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZELL, OTTO</td>
<td>Pleads guilty on chg of larceny, Jy 27, 2; fined and sentenced to Clev house for stealing, 0 7, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZEL, BENJAMIN</td>
<td>Loses collection suit brought by Oliver Harter, Je 20, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>200a</th>
<th>ARDC BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARRER, GRACE</td>
<td>See Harter, Richard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRER, HARRIET N AND JOHN O</td>
<td>Assignee A J Sheldor files final rep and act, Je 25, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRER, ISABEL WILLIS C</td>
<td>(Tiffin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secures attachment against Charles Foster, Je 26, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRER, JOHN G</td>
<td>See Harter, Harriet N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRER, OLIVER</td>
<td>Motion for new trial overruled in money suit against Benjamin Harter, F 10, 2; wins suit, 0 21, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRER, RICHARD S</td>
<td>Wins collection suit against Reuben Snyder, Je 20, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIN, WILLIAM (Canton)</td>
<td>Robbed, 0 30, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTONG, WILLIAM (MS)</td>
<td>ALLEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funeral, Ap 5, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTONG, ANNIE E</td>
<td>Estate adler files inventory, Je 15, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTONG, JESSE</td>
<td>Final act of guardianship filed, 0 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZ, A F (Clev)</td>
<td>To surrender lease for the Youngstown Opera house, 0 25, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZELL, BENJAMIN</td>
<td>Guardian files partial act, My 20, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZELL, CHARLES (Ravenna)</td>
<td>Assaulted, J Bayley arrested, N 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZELL, JOSPEH</td>
<td>Visitor to Akron gives his impression of small town life, 19, 17, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrested on chg of state bd of health urged, Ap 24, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apptd to state bd of health by Gov McKinley, N 15, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZELL &amp; NASH (Tuscaloosa)</td>
<td>Steals robbed, 0 29, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZELL, LEVI</td>
<td>Arraigned for non-support, case contd, 0 2, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTZ, E O (Dayton)</td>
<td>Robbed, S 19, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2006</th>
<th>ARDC BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL,</td>
<td>Withdraws as candidate for speaker of house, 0 30, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTIE, GEORGE</td>
<td>Bicycle stolen, Jy 13, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTIE, CHRISTINA</td>
<td>Estate final act filed, Je 22, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTIELEN, SUSANNA</td>
<td>Suit brought by Jacob Kramer, order of appraisal returned, Je 22, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATCHELL, W B (Circling)</td>
<td>Res robbed, Ag 25, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H A TON, JOSEPH &amp; LARRINGTON</td>
<td>Names A L Harris in prejudice suit, Ag 28, 2; loses suit, 0 25, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIF, CHARLES ESTATE</td>
<td>William C Ritterberger files application for citation to widow and most of him to accept or decline ader, 0 21, 1; application for appraisal of ader refused, 0 27, 1; application for appraisal of ader heard, D 20, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, HARRISON (Clinton)</td>
<td>Injured while blasting stumps, N 25, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABELMAN, WILLIAM E</td>
<td>Estate adler Mary A Fenorcher files partial act, N 18, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMEY, SUGAR RENFREYS (M)</td>
<td>Rejoicing welcomed, ed, Ag 21, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMFER, WILMERS (Cald)</td>
<td>Farm destroyed by fire, human bones discovered in debris, 0 25, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMFORD, CHUCKY R</td>
<td>Suit against Adam A Kuder, lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct, Je 28, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMM</td>
<td>Annexation by the U S advocated, ed, Ja 30, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annexation by the U S advocated, ed, F 9, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early annexation by U S foreseen, ed, F 15, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution favoring annexation of Islands defeated in house, F 22, 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annexation urged, ed, My 25, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annexation opposition revealed, ed, My 5, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable annexation by Ger Brit predicted, ed, My 22, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pres Grover Cleveland criticized for action against island, ed, My 30, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pres Cleveland criticized for action against island, ed, My 30, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For attempt to restore monarchy, other papers also protest, ed, My 30, 2; for alleged over-throw of absolute queen, ed, N 30, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARK, ALBERT N</td>
<td>Appeals case against State of Ohio, Je 9, 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HAYES, GEORGE W (Cont)
- Appointed messenger of U S capitol by Justice Howell
- Los Angeles, F 25, 3:2
HAYES, ISAAC
- Files appeal in suit of Daniel Keene v. U 24, 1:5; transcript order issued, N 1, 1:8
HAYES, REUBEN
- Tried for speech on municipal training before
- Ohio house of reps (CPS Press), J 4, 2:1
- Uses, J 18, 1:1; tribute, J 18, 1:2; elegized, ed., J 18, 2:1; obituary, pr. J 18, 3:4
- Expression of public sorrow for his death by
- Press Benjamin Harrison, J 19, 3:2
- Fremont men's death, arranges funeral, J 19, 3:2
- Ohio leg and state arrangements for funeral
- Observance, J 19, 3:5
- Funeral, J 19, 3:1; tribute, ed., J 20, 2:2
- Breg, J 20, 2:4; proclamation by Gov
- William McKinley, J 20, 3:4
- Fall biography, J 21, 2:5
- Eulogized by Rev J F Shepherd, M 13, 4:3
- Memorial service held by Kentucky club, Gambler, J 30, 2:6
HAYES, SIDNEY F
- Bill passed in house authorizing change of name
- from Sigmond F Saez, F 25, 2:7
HAYES, T F
- Appointed to office of purchasing agent of CBS radio (CPS Dispatch), J 6, 4:3
HAYES, THOMAS
- Banker shot damaged by fire resulting from all
- stove explosion, Ap 15, 2:2

HAYES, THOMAS E
- Funeral, J 3, 8:3
- Purchases Herbert's of 1st ed., J 3, 1:6
- Presented by board of education, J 3, 1:6
- Appear before council with copy of resolutions on
- death of his father ex-President Ulysses S Grant
- Hayes, F 25, 2:5
- Voted S & Co
- Purchase of improvement bonds deemed not
- fitting city's financial status, S 18, 1:3
- HAYDEN, WILLIAM
- Suicide, D 11, 1:7
HAYMAN, K V
- Appointed subpostmaster of U S post office, J 20, 2:2
HAYMAN, K V
- Files appeal in suit of Daniel Keene v. U 24, 1:5; transcript order issued, N 1, 1:8
HAYES, ISAAC
- Files appeal in suit of Daniel Keene v. U 24, 1:5; transcript order issued, N 1, 1:8

HEALTH (Cont)
- Kissing condemned as capable of spreading disease, ed., S 25, 2:2
- Gumption of refuse causes complaint, investigation
- to be made, U 28, 2:2
HARING
- Physical condition of our subject of Mr Kent D
- Folsom address before Akron Scientific club
- Ap 13, 4:4
HEATH, ALVIN D
- Loses liquidation suit filed by Caroline Brockway
- F 17, 4:6; order of sale issued, appraisers
- appointed, F 20, 2:2
HEATH, ANGIE (Wadsworth)
- Files appeal for arrest of Aurelius Howard,
- Ap 29, 4:2
HEATH, ELLA
- Found unconscious, causes interest, Ap 7, 1:7
HEATH, JAMES (Wadsworth)
- Assaulted, John Thomas Taylor arrested and fined,
- G 28, 3:7
HEATHMAN, GEORGE B
- Sued for divorce by wife Mary E, F 6, 1:7
HECHT, EMANUEL (Findlay)
- Destroyed by fire, N 21, 3:3
HEIDENAU, EDWIN (Vibratal)
- Horse stolen, M 2, 1:4; M 3, 4:1
HEIDENAU, F
- Purchases Arlington hotel, J 21, 1:4
HEIDENAU, FRED
- Assaulted, Harry F Hills held, D 14, 1:6
HEIDEL, JULIUS (South Perry)
- Two sons held in robbery of William Featherhold, J 20, 2:4
HEIDEL, SAMUEL
- Takes out final naturalization papers, O 17, 1:6
HELMUTIKER (OMS), EVA L
- Death, Ap 3, 1:5; obit, Ap 3, 1:5; funeral,
- Ap 5, 3:6
HELMUTIKER, JACOB
- Money suit vs exes F Otsiu settled, J 19, 1:8
- Arrested on charge of assault and battery on Sidney
- Warren, U 21, 3:6; pleads guilty to charge, U 22, 3:6
HELMUTIKER (OMS), HATIE J
- Death, M 12, 1:6; funeral announcement, M 13,
- 8:3; funeral, M 15, 1:4
HEIB, W V
- Denies den accusations of shoplifting to assure
- state repub victory, G 20, 2:5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1930 | HELLER, WILLIAM  
Awarded collection suit by William C. Kittelberger, Jr.  
Laws collection suit brought by William C. Kittelberger, Jr.  
Defendant to suit arrested, N 25, 1:2  |
| 1930 | HERBERGER, J.  
Named in collection suit by George  
Injured when milk wagon upset, Jy 21, 1:1 |
| 1930 | HENDELE, WM. J.  
Named in collection suit by Henry  
Injured when horse runs away, O 20, 2:4 |
| 1930 | HEIL, LOUIS  
Fined for assault and battery, S 20, 1:7 |
| 1930 | HENDRICKSON, ROBERT (Rheinland)  
Sued for trespass, Jy 21, 1:1 |
| 1930 | HERBERT, K.  
Defendants to suit arrested, N 25, 1:2 |
| 1930 | HERBERT, LEOPOLD  
Named in collection suit by Joseph Vogt  |
| 1930 | HERR, JAMES  
Sued for assault and battery, O 20, 1:4 |
| 1930 | HERRING, A. C.  
Named in collection suit by Henry  |
| 1930 | HERRICK, B. C. AND CO  
Minor property damage suit against Israeli  |
| 1930 | HERRICK, HARRY  
Named in collection suit by Henry H. Clark estate  |
| 1930 | HERRICK, R. H.  
Named in collection suit by William H. Clark estate  |
| 1930 | HERRICK, SONS  
Property damaged by fire, Ag 10, 1:6 |
| 1930 | HERRING, S. B.  
Named in breach of peace, O 16, 1:11 |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1933 | HEMMINGER, BERNARD  
Named in collection suit by Anthony  |
| 1933 | HEMPP, JOSEPH, SR (Winston)  
Named in collection suit by Anthony  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1935 | HEPPLER, GEORGE  
Named in collection suit by George  |
| 1935 | HEPPLER, KATE  
Named in collection suit by William H. Fedder  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1940 | HENNEFORD, FRANCES  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1940 | HENNEFORD, WALTER  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1945 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1945 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1950 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1950 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1955 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1955 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1960 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1960 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1965 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1965 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1970 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1970 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1975 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1975 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1980 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1980 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1985 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1985 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1990 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1990 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1995 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 1995 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2000 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 2000 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2005 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 2005 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2010 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 2010 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2015 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 2015 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2020 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
| 2020 | HENNEFORD, WM.  
Named in collection suit by Frances  |
HERRINGTON, ANNIE
Fatally burned while playing with torch light
when clothing ignites, Ja 22, 1:3
HERRINGTON, (Kent)
Arrested for disorderly conduct, F 27, 2:3
HERNDON, JOHN (Unmarried)
Named in damage suit brought by Mrs Susan Shay,
N 30, 2:2
HERNDON, JOHN S
Suit against Milton Lance and George Neimhower
withdrawn, Ja 22, 1:8
HESSENDEN, JOHN
Files cross petition against Emma S Stever in
suit of F. C. Howard, O 5, 1:3
Estate names Emma S Stever in collection suit,
O 7, 1:4
HESSER, KATE
Suit brought by Mary Ann Whall dismissed, F 24,
4:4
HESHA, MILLER J (East Liverpool)
Injured, wife killed on trolley when struck by
street car, O 1, 1:4
HESSET, FRAZ
Dismissed from vagrancy charges, S 25, 4:5
HESSEY, THOMAS (Richfield)
Carriage stolen, My 31, 4:3
HESSEY, ELI
Dies, sum of money found among his belongings,
O 20, 2:2
HETTRICK, RAY
Addresses 15th Ohio dist missionary conf of
Disciple ch on evangelism, Ap 20, 4:3
Sermon, My 8, 4:4
HETTLE, EARNEST
Held on robbery charges, N 2, 4:5; chg dismissed,
N 3, 3:2; N 4, 1:3
HETTLE, FRANK, JR
Warrant issued on assault and battery, O 28,
1:6; fined and sentenced to house for assault on mother,
O 28, 1:6
HETTLE, LUCY
Death incorrectly reported as Herrick in previous
article, Ja 25, 4:3
HETTLE, HENRY
Disappears, found in Chicago, N 20, 2:6
HESTON, STEVE C
Closes down Andrew mills, O 20, 2:3
HETTLE, JN H (Summerside)
Appled vice postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland,
N 17, 2:2
HIGGINS, SAMUEL (cont)
Guy Falls against H E Williams, Ap 27, 1:4
HIGH SCHOOL BLUS (Louisville)
Damaged by fire, N 28, 2:3
HIGH ST
Ord to proceed sprinkling passed by council,
Ja 20, 4:4
HIGH ST CH OR CHRIST
Bd of trustees calls Rev C J Tanner as pastor,
My 8, 4:4
Observes Children's day, Ja 12, 4:4
Rev C J Tanner delivers introductory sermon,
Ag 7, 4:4
Ladies' Missionary soc holds annual meeting,
O 12, 1:5
Ladies' Aid holds annual meeting,-secret officers,
O 26, 1:2
Plans dedication services, N 27, 4:2
Distribute donations among needy families,
N 30, 1:5
Program of entertainment given, O 2, 1:6; holds
entertainment, O 27, 8:2
Program for dedication, O 2, 3:2; dedicated,
O 4, 4:4
Concert program listed, O 6, 1:6
HILLISH, BENJAMN AND WILHELM
Suit brought against O R Burn et al, answer
filed, Ja 13, 3:4
HILLISH, WILHELM; See Hibbert, Benjamin
HILLISH FAMILY
Holds reunion, Ag 31, 1:5
HILL (SEW),
Quater from circle of Tammany Hall seen as break
in power trust, ed, Ja 13, 2:1
HILL, ANNA C
Estate exec; Mansfield Summer files final court,
O 8, 1:4
HILL, ANNA K
Motion sustained in collection and equitable
relief suit brought by Hiram E Hill, Ja 3, 1:7;
suit dismissed, appeal notice given, O 20, 1:6
HILL, DAVID E
See also HILL, David E and George C
Appled trustee of Summit County Children's home,
N 7, 3:3
Venture due accusations of shop closing to assure
state refusal victory, U 28, 1:3
Donates $500 to aid needy, U 28, 4:3
HILL, DAVID E AND GEORGE R
Named with others in receivserhip suit brought by
George F Sperry estate, N 8, 1:6
HILL, FRANK
Adver files final estate acct, N 3, 4:4
HILL, GEORGE R. See HILL, David E and George R
HILL, NELLY
Fugitive Atlanta forger arrested in Cinti
gambling raid, U 1, 2:2
HILL, NEILLAN
Arrested and chg with disorderly conduct,
Ja 29, 1:6
HILL, NINNAS
Motion sustained in collection and equitable
relief suit brought against Anna K Hill, Ja 3,
1:7
Divorce suit against wife Anna K pending,
O welfare appil guardian of children, O 25, 1:5;
divorce dissolved, given notice of appeal,
O 25, 1:6
HILL, J C (Owensville)
Appled vice postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland,
N 17, 2:2
HILL, JOHN R
Granter pension, O 22, 3:3
HILL, MARY (Alliance)
Beaten and robbed, N 8, 2:3
HILL, PATRICK, JOHN P (Clev)
Exonerated in death of Francis Antonio Carizzo,
Ja 7, 8:6
HILL, PHILLIP (Belleville)
Escapes from Belmont county jail, Ge 6, 2:8
HILL, WILLIAM K (Snowly)
Escapes after fatally shooting wife and Mrs
Samuel Blake, O 7, 3:7
HILL, SEWARD PIPE WORKS Co
Plant flooded by Gey river waters, My 18, 1:1
East End shops close, S 1, 1:1; resume operations,
S 26, 1:5
Property damaged, Bert Caine arrested, N 3, 3:2
HILLIER, JACOB
Chg with failure to keep child in school, case
HILLS, HENRY
Death, Ag 25, 1:8; blog, Ag 25, 3:2; funeral,
Ag 26, 1:4
HILTON, FRANK
Drowned in wreck of 35 ton Richmond at Van Buren
Point (OH) during storm on Lake Erie, O 16,
2:3
HISLEMANN, GEORGE C
Opens new drug store on South Main st, Ap 11, 4:2
HISLERIGHT (MRS), JACOB
Funeral, Ap 1, 8:8
HITCH, A W
Wanted as fish and game warden before Squaw
Hoffman, Ap 20, 1/6
HITCHCOCK, CHARLES
Found beaten, facts unknown, Jy 22, 1/6
HITCHCOCK, H H
Named in collection suit by Franklin W Kremer
and Abraham Harnoy, Ag 14, 1/3; files answer,
N 4, 1/5
HITCHCOCK, LUCIUS W
Two pictures accepted for exhibition by the
Salon in Paris, Ap 15, 1/2
HITZ, JOHN
Granted pension, D 22, 3/3
HIXT, JOHN
Arrested on disorderly conduct charge, dismissed,
Jr 19, 1/3
HIXON, S W
Son injured in fall from tree, O 9, 1/8
HOASMAN, SAMUEL
Funeral, S 20, 3/4
HOBART, ADAM
Injured while fighting fire at Old Fellows
Erump, F 15, 1/8
HOBART, PETER
Attempts suicide by drowning, freed from vagrancy
chep, Ap 6, 1/3
HODGSON (UK), JAMES F (Bellaire)
Breath of poison suit brought by Lyda Anderson
settled, Je 24, 2/7
HODGKIN, CHARLES
Funeral, Jr 3, 2/3
HODGKINHIT, S H (Wadsworth)
Wine collection suit against J O Brown, O 14,
11/3
HODGKINSON, WILLIAM
Cola ticket office destroyed by fire, N 27, 3/3
HOGAN, JOHN (Canton)
Hold on robbery dchp, W 20, 2/3
HOGUE, JACOB
Committed from vagrancy chp, O 2, 1/6
HOGUE (Jr), HUBERT
Asea robbery attempt, Je 6, 4/3
HOGG (CUPT), HENRY (Cleve)
Appr of police, Je 22, 2/1
HOGG, FERDINAND
Naturalized, Ag 12, 1/7
HOGG, GEORGE
Dismissed from assault and battery chp, O 19,
1/4; 1/5
HOGG, MILES
Names City of Akron in property damage suit,
Mr 27, 1/7; suit answered, O 25, 1/5
HOGG, WILLIAM
Suit brought by State of Ohio dismissed, N 28,
1/6
HOGG, AARON (Wellington)
Attempts suicide by cutting throat, N 20, 2/2
HOGAN, GEORGE (Fairfield Twp)
Bailbnd, N 23, 2/4
HOGAN, GUSTAVE F
Arrested for assault on wife and released on
bail, Je 21, 1/4; fined, Je 22, 1/6
HOGAN, HARRY
Injured with wife and child in train-truck
collision near Elwood, 0 9, 4/8
HOGAN, JACOB
File suit partial act, Ag 18, 1/5
HOGAN, JOHN (Cleveland)
Brews in Muskingum river, yr 24, 3/4
HOGAN, KATE
Names Geo Publishing Co in damage suit, D 8,
2/4
HOGAN, OLIVER (Koester)
Injured in fall from window, Ag 18, 2/8
HOGAN, PETER (Wadsworth)
Rescued from suffocation in mine, Je 24, 2/6
HOGAN, PETER H
Refuses chps he campaigned in Akron saloons,
Mr 28, 1/3
HOGAN, WILLIAM H
Names John T Williams and R G Thomas in
presidential note suit, Ag 4, 2/4; answer filed
by R G Thomas, O 9, 1/5
HOGAN, WILLIAM H
Epidemic rift in Fortage tump, Hancock county,
O 1, 2/2
HOGAN (CUPT), ISAAC
Asea ordinance violation, 0 20, 4/6
HOGAN, RUFUS
Released from vagrancy chp, N 28, 4/3
HOGAN, RUFUS
Bailbnd, Mr 23, 2/4
HOGAN, RUFINAND
Fined for intoxication, F 22, 4/3
HOGG, ISAAC (Galilee)
Killed in runaway, Jy 7, 2/2
HOGG, JOHN
Arrested for drunkenness, F 20, 1/6; fined and
sentenced, F 21, 1/2
HOGG, WILLIAM
Threatened with gun, Joe Fisher held, M 2, 4/3
HOGG
Symptoms of deadly cholera found at Wooster,
Ag 4, 2/5
HOGAN, JOHN
Arrested for intoxication, S 21, 1/8
HOGAN, JOHN (East Liverpool)
Child dies from black scarlet fever, 0 30, 2/3
HOGAN, MICHAEL
Squad when swanr sinks near Long Point (O Y),
O 17, 3/5
HOUDALE (OY), V B
Talks on medical science before Homopathic
Medical Soc of Eastern Ohio, Ap 20, 3/3
HOLDEN, ROBERT (Wadsworth)
Horses killed by falling from trellis, 0 17, 5/2
Hand is cut off by feed cutter, Je 21, 3/4
HOPPE, ALVA
Funeral, V 1, 2/3
HOPPE, JOHN
Killed when train jumps track at Clew, Jr 22, 1/6
HORSBERG (OY), HERMAN (Cleve)
Fatally shoots Theodore Neison, Jr 24, 1/6
HOT, CHARLES (Piqua)
Rae damaged by fire, O 27, 2/3
HISTORY
Joint resolution introduced in house to secure
Ilokomotive used by Andrew's Raiders for
historical exhibit, Ap 18, 3/5
HOLLAND, GEORGE (cont)  
Affidavit filed by Sherbondy charging malicious destruction of property, Je 17, 12:5; chg of malicious destruction of property dismissed, Je 23, 1:2

HOLBERT, ELENA  
Arguments before house com on need of tariff, Apr 20, 2:1; address on tariff measure for revenue and protection approved, Ir 5, 22, 2:3
Criticism for endorsement of protective tariff and endorsement of Neal for gov, Ed 5, 2, 2:2

HOLLENBUSH, ELIZABETH  
Money suit against Wendel Mangold settled, Ja 27, 3:4

HOLMFIELD, ERNEST  
Fined for intoxication, O 13, 1:5

HOLSTEIN, ISADORE  
Names Robert McIlhenny estate in property suit, Ap 5, 1:4  
Names Sarah K McIlhenny in suit, answer and cross petition filed by William McNeal, N 11, 1:4

HOLLAND, CATHARINE  
Affidavit of prejudice filed in suit against David Holland, N 2, 1:7

HOLLAND DAVID  
Affidavit of prejudice filed in suit brought by Catherine Holland, N 2, 1:7

HOLLAND, MAE  
Mae not robbed, Frank Sims arrested, Jy 29, 1:2

HOLLIDAY, J. (West Newark)  
 Held after fight with David Cochran, Ap 29, 2:7

HOLLIDAY, JEREMIAH  
Deaths, Ap 19, 2:5; will filed for probate, Ap 20, 4:4
Will admitted for probate, John H Hollard appd executor, My 5, 3:1

HOLLISTER, S. W.  
 Accepts call as pastor of St Paul's ch, My 8, 1:6
Senor, O 23, 4:4

HOLLWAY, C. A.  
House damaged by fire, Je 10, 1:2

HOLLWAY, JERWIN W  
Repet candidate for 4th ward councilman defeated by dem William H Hollaway, Ap 4, 1:2

HOLLWAY, GEORGE (Creston)  
Rogues demolished when struck by train, O 21, 3:7

HOLLWAY, Q B  
Infant daughter Cary Marie dies, O 9, 1:8; funeral, O 10, 4:4
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HOLLOWAY, W. T (Colfax)  
Names Robert McIlhenny candidate for cemetery trustee  

HOLLOWAY & SAVANAN  
Named in collection suit brought by W C Shear, Mar 24, 1:2
Names Thomas Roche in collection suit, My 1, 1:5

HOLMES (Br)  
Celebrated terms promotion of mental powers through age, Je 3, 2:1

HOLME, BETTIE  
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Ja 10, 1:1

HOLMES, CHARLES (Warren)  
Arrested for assault on George Campbell, S 16, 7:2; S 19, 7:2

HOLMES COUNTY  
Bill passed in non authorizing bond issue by Hurst to meet outstanding indebtedness, F 1, 2:5

HOLMEHURF, J. C (North Amherst)  
Dry goods and grocery store destroyed by fire, N 1, 4:6

HOLT, ALBERT T  
Death, My 11, 1:8; My 12, 1:6

HOLT, FRED (North Amherst)  
Baker shop destroyed by fire, N 1, 4:6

HOLTON, F H  
 Inventor rubber mattress, applies for patent, S 1, 1:2

HOLZER, LOUIS (Romwood)  
Injured when run over by coal car in mine, Ap 22, 8:3

ARRESTED and fined for assault, Ap 31, 4:3

HOGG & LOAN ADS  
Eleven officers, Je 14, 1:2
Management and progress praised, Ja 14, 1:3
Financial report shows excellent record, My 3, 1:3
With Delia Kent, W T Thomas, and Cynthia Wettach named in collection suit by John W Watts, My 31, 1:4

HOGG, C. B.  
House damaged by fire, Je 10, 1:2

HOLWAY, URBAN W  
Repet candidate for 4th ward councilman defeated by dem William H Hollaway, Ap 4, 1:2

HOLWAY, GEORGE (Creston)  
Rogues demolished when struck by train, O 21, 3:7

HOLWAY, Q B  
Infant daughter Cary Marie dies, O 9, 1:8; funeral, O 10, 4:4

HOPKINS, J M  
Sentenced on suspicion chg, O 3, 1:2

HOPKINS, RODGELL  
Partial estate acct filed, Jy 22, 1:6
Guardian files partial acct, Jy 20, 1:7; Jy 21, 1:7
Guardian Melissa Brattin files final acct, D 29, 1:6

HOPPER, CLAY (Toledo)  
Pronounced dead, returns to life, Ja 10, 3:4

HOPKINS, CONNIE  
Infant son dies, funeral, N 25, 1:5

HORN, CHARLES F  
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, N 25, 1:7

HORN, FRED N T  
Injured in fall on sidewalk, Jy 27, 3:5

HORN, HARRY (Reading)  
Killed in explosion which destroyed drying house of Consolidated Fireworks of North Am, Ja 30, 1:6

HORN, ORAH  
Deaths, My 4, 1:7; general, My 4, 7:2

HORNE, W T  
Drove over railroad tracks, My 20, 2:2

HORNE, W & B (Cont)  
Addresses repub club meeting at Barberton, O 13, 1:1

HORSE  
Bill passed in house requiring licensing of stallions intended for breeding purposes, F 8, 2:3
Stallion Sidney purchased for $27,000 by George E Hammond, N 1, 3:2
Bill to prohibit docking of tails passed by sen, N 30, 1:4

HOPKINS, J M  
Punished for burglary, Jy 29, 1:2

HOPKINS, RODGELL  
Partial estate acct filed, Jy 22, 1:6
Guardian files partial acct, Jy 20, 1:7; Jy 21, 1:7
Guardian Melissa Brattin files final acct, D 29, 1:6

HOPPER, CLAY (Toledo)  
Pronounced dead, returns to life, Ja 10, 3:4

HOPKINS, CONNIE  
Infant son dies, funeral, N 25, 1:5

HORN, CHARLES F  
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, N 25, 1:7

HORN, FRED N T  
Injured in fall on sidewalk, Jy 27, 3:5

HORN, HARRY (Reading)  
Killed in explosion which destroyed drying house of Consolidated Fireworks of North Am, Ja 30, 1:6

HORN, ORAH  
Deaths, My 4, 1:7; general, My 4, 7:2

HORNE, W T  
Drove over railroad tracks, My 20, 2:2

HORNE, W & B (Cont)  
Addresses repub club meeting at Barberton, O 13, 1:1

HORSE  
Bill passed in house requiring licensing of stallions intended for breeding purposes, F 8, 2:3
Stallion Sidney purchased for $27,000 by George E Hammond, N 1, 3:2
Bill to prohibit docking of tails passed by sen, N 30, 1:4

Henry Caul sits exiled, J M Falkner and Clinton Hiccock arrested, Youngstown, Ap 22, 2:7

RACING  
Bill to class as races fraudulently passed by legis, Ja 5, 1:7
Proposed cowboys race from Chandron (Che) to Chicago (III) protested, ed, My 19, 2:1
Harold Chief owned by Joe Thomas wins trei at Rensselaer meet, Jy 1, 7:2
Disappearance of old fashioned milked cited, ed, Jy 25, 2:1
Grand circuit race open at Cleve, Jy 26, 3:2; close, Je 29, 8:1

W H Wright's Lucy Page wins stake, S 28, 1:10
Results at Summit county fair, O 9, 1:7
HORSES - RACING (cont)
Summit county fair sponsors race, O 6, 1:4; results, O 6, 1:7
Summit county fair results listed, O 7, 3:1

HOBST, JOHN R
With Jasper & Kempel names James Himer and Kate
Sent in collection suit, S 26, 1:7

HODGSON, THEOBURG
Appled to U S Anti-Trust assn to reseg Ohio, J 21, 1:2

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds annual meeting at 5th, F 10, 4:4
Holds meeting, W 18, 2:4
Holds meeting at Tallmadge, hears Rev Charles
Gulick talk on agr labor, Ap 13, 2:4
Reps shortage in apple crop, My 11, 2:3
Holds annual strawberry meeting at Tallmadge,
J 23, 2:3
Holds Aged men
Holds meeting at Tallmadge, displays produce,
J 15, 3:7
Holds meeting at Springfileld, or Fern pups travels,
Ag 10, 3:4
Holds meeting, S 14, 4:5; O 13, 2:3
Holds meeting at Tallmadge, W 9, 4:3
Holds meeting at Tallmadge, C L Barnes speaks
on horticulture, w 14, 4:4

HORTICULTURE
Subject of C L Barnes's speech at Tallmadge
meeting of Summit County Horticultural soc, 
J 14, 4:4

HORST GO (Count)
Assigns, O 24, 2:4

HOSCE, HARRY
Pleads not guilty to chg of bastardy, case contd,
J 11, 1:8; fined and sentenced for non-support,
J 26, 4:4; release sought by wife, Huy, D 25, 1:4

HOSLER, JOHN
Debt, J 6, 1:7; funeral, J 13, 4:6
Will admitted to probate, F 2, 4:4; Jacob
Krumwiede, apptd amt of estate, F 20, 4:2

HOSMA, SOLENA
Named in suit brought by estate adr John
Krumwiede, approaching apptd, J 2, 1:3

HOSKINS, ELMA
Funeral, N 13, 1:6

HOSPITALS
Proposal made by various secret societies to erect contagious diseases hospital, ed, 
J 30, 2:1

HOSPITALS (cont)
Plan to build contagious disease hospital discussed
by city council, J 26, 4:4
Inst for epileptics completed at Gallipolis,
Ag 19, 7:3

HOTELS
Cons of new hotels to overcome crowded conditions
favored, ed, My 13, 3:1

HOTT, FRANK (Clev)
Missing son Stanley allegedly slain, Oliver
Johnson held, Mr 6, 3:3

HOTTMEN, LEMER R
Losses collection suit brought by Cyrus L
Manheister, N 13, 1:4

HOUGH, JOHNNY (Clev)
Sought in murder of wife, O 8, 3:3
HOUGHTON, (Babson)
Arrested on assault chg, N 5, 1:2

HOULAHAN, FRED J
and KEENE S
William F Williams apptd guardian, N 27, 1:7
HOUSMAN, SAMUEL C
Will admitted to probate, O 8, 1:7
Ade Sarah Houlahan files inventory of estate,
N 20, 1:7

HOUSTON, D. D. (Brooklyn)
Killed when struck by train, J 11, 3:4

HOUSTON, FRANK
Arrested for non-support, Ag 24, 1:6

HOUSHER, URSUS C
Appld mayor pro tem by Mayor L D Hatters, My 10, 1:7

HOUSHER, ORR AND MARY, JAMES
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, F 25, 1:5

HOUSHER, ORR AND MARY, KIRKIN
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, D 11, 1:8

HOUSHER, PETERICK
Named by John Murphy in violation of conr suit,
Ag 10, 1:5; appeals suit, S 7, 1:3; files
answer, U 1, 1:5

HOUSHER, JEJAB
J A
Populist candidate for 4th ward bd of educ
defeated by Geo Louis Lacombe, Ap 4, 1:4

HOUSHER, JACOB
Held for disorderly conduct, J 13, 1:1; case
delayed, J 14, 1:7; removed from city prison to county
infirmary, J 15, 1:3

HOUSIER, J A
Named in suit brought by estate adr Jacob
Krumwiede, approaching apptd, J 2, 1:3

HOUSIER, JAMES J.
Sent to prison for contempt, J 1, 1:3

HOUSIER, JULIUS JAMES
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie A, Ap 27, 1:4

HOUSIER, JULIUS JAMES (cont)
3d; case dismissed, Jy 5, 1:7

HOUSING
Break-up of Mrs Y's miserable tenement system
listed, ed, J 7, 2:2

HOUK, HARRY ISAC
Arrested for intoxication, S 13, 1:6; fined,
S 14, 3:3

HOUK, AARON (Kudrow)
Arraigned on drag of rape filed by Angie Heath,
Ap 24, 2:3

HOUK, (Rob)
Engaged in brawl with like branch, F 10, 4:4

HOUK, (Miss), CATHERINE (Chapman Mills)
Burned when afficted with seizure, N 4, 2:5

HOUK, (Miss), FAY (Madison County)
Escapes punishment from Whitecaps after wife's
plea, J 27, 2:3

HOUK, ELIZABETH C.
See Howard, Frank D and
Elizabeth C

HOUK, FRANK D
See also Howard, Frank D and Elizabeth C

Howard, Jacob and Lucinda Wernitz in
collection suit, Ap 13, 1:7; win suit, J 19, 1:7; owes
judgment suit against Jacob and Lucinda Wernitz,
O 20, 1:7

Howard, Emma J Stever, John Horsemhealthe and others in
collection suit, Ag 17, 1:7;
J Horsemhealthe estate files cross
petition, O 5, 1:3; default made to N H Snyder
in suit against Emma J Stever and others, O 17, 1:8;
property ordered sold at sheriff's sale, 
S 24, 3:3

Howard, Thomas McMillin in collection suit, D 1, 1:5

HOUK, J D (Sutton)
Arrested in robbery of Lake Shore rer cars, N 16, 3:5

Howard, John
Arrested for disorderly conduct, released on bond, 
U 26, 3:5

Howard, Lewis
Dismissed from non-support chg, O 12, 3:3

Howard, ST
Failure to remove sand and snow criticized, ed, 
J 26, 4:1

HOUW, C S (Clev)
Elected vice pres of Clay Civil Engineers' club, 
Mr 15, 1:2

HOY, F W (Medina)
Raggy damaged by runaway horses, Ap 25, 4:2

HOY, FRANK
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, F 21, 1:2; sen-
tenced for vagrancy, F 22, 4:3

HOYLE, HENRY
Galgery, D 21, 3:7

HOY (ASST ADJ-GEN), JAMES E
Should be next adj-gen, ed, J 13, 1:3; 2:1; apptd adj-gen by gov, Jl 14, 2:3

HOPKIN, H N (Cuyahoga)
People's candidate for council defeated by
music reform candidate H I Clarkson, Ap 4, 1:7

HORSE, MILDRED
Named in equitable relief suit by John Robb, dis-
missed, J 13, 1:3

HOS, NATHAN
With John Wall and Superior Horse Nal co named
in promissory note suit by Cassandra B
Seabury, Jy 31, 1:7; suit brought by Cassandra B
Seabury dismissed, O 20, 1:4
Named with others in promissory note collection
suit brought by Elijah Lyman, Ag 10, 1:6; suit
settled, O 5, 1:3

HÖWELL, ANTHONY
Appled U S comm to Cardiff (Gales), My 12, 1:3

HORNE, JOHN (Cross Keys)
Rents cattle killed and stolen, N 18, 2:3

HORN, CHARLES (State Mills)
Injured when horse runs away, N 22, 1:4

HORN, CHARLES AND HARVEY (Portage Lakes)
Cottage damaged by cyclone, M 24, 3:5

HORN, HARVEY, See Harvey, Charles and Harvey

HORN, (Miss), JENNIE A
Claim against City of Akron settled by council, 
Ap 11, 4:3

HORN, JOHN H
Res robbed, Ag 10, 1:6

HORN, W OTIS
Donates 10 sacks of flour and 30 sacks of cor-
meal to Union Charities assn, D 18, 4:6

HORNE, W H (Cuyahoga)
Res robbery attempted, S 10, 4:4

HOSHIR, SARAH G
Estate executors file partial acct, N 16, 1:7

HORLAND, BRADFORD
Names F Schumacher Milling co in collection suit, 
Ag 14, 1:7; deft files answer, My 15, 1:3
HUNT, CHARLES  
Chg of assaulting Brian Smith dismissed, My 29, 1/3

HUNT, FRANK  
Death, My 10, 4/3; funeral announcement, My 12, 2/2

HUNT, FRED  
Injured in train collision at Monroe, 0 23, 3/4

HUNT (MS), FRED (Leslie) (Cleve)  
Suffolk and son infant daughter in apt house fire, 0 23, 1/1; My 24, 3/1

HUNT, HARRY (Lawsville)  
Robbed, 5 18, 3/7

HUNT, JAMES  
Sought by police on robbery chg, Ag 4, 4/3; arrested, Ag 8, 1/5; chg dismissed, Ag 9, 1/6

HUNT, JOHN  
Held on assault chg, My 25, 1/6

HUNT, JOSIAH and LELA  
Injured in PRR train wreck at Monroe Falls, Jy 25, 1/1

HUNT (MS), JOSIAH (ELLA). See Hunt, Judson

HUNT, LUCIUS  
Names Anna B and W S Rhodenbaugh in property sales suit, Ag 16, 1/8

HUNT, TONY  
Attempted robbery of restaurant frustrated, Je 28, 4/2

HUNT, WILLIAM  
Fired for intoxication, Ja 10, 4/2

Sued for divorce by wife Emma, My 8, 1/7

HUNT, L & O & CO (OH Vernon)  
Livery stable robbed, D 31, 4/6

HUNT, ALBERT  
Sentenced to 30 yrs for vagrancy, D 6, 1/5

HUNTER, ALEXANDER (North Ashle)  
Saloon destroyed by fire, N 1, 4/6

HUNTER, DOCK (Dalton)  
Accidentally wounded while hunting, D 1, 2/2

HUNTER, HARRY  
Vagrancy chg dismissed, D 30, 1/6

HUNTING  
Hunters criticized for violating hunting season laws, 1tr, Ap 5, 4/1

LAW VIOLATIONS  
Sportsmen urged to report game law violations, 1tr, D 25, 4/3

Charles and Harvey Drumshack arrested and fined for hunting on Sunday, N 13, 1/3
IRISH, WILLIAM P (cont) relief suit, s 6, 1, 16; temporary injunction case continues, s 16, 1, 17

IRISH FEDERATION, N.
Notifies fall branch holds meeting at Cinti, s 13, 2, 14

IRON & STEEL INDUS
Hubbard Iron Co dismisses all employees who are not members of Amalgamated union, f 28, 2, 3

Iron & Steel workers strike at No. 1 blast furnace, s 17, 1, 6

Manufacturing Valley rolling mill to close pending settlement of scale question, s 20, 3, 5

Crandall Rolling Mill co signs new wage agreement, s 30, 3, 4

Youngstown puddlers urge finishers to accept new wage reduction, s 21, 3, 3; finishers agree, s 21, 3, 3

Loyalty of Clev members of Amalgamated iron & Steel workers cited, s 22, 4, 2

Lauffer mill milliners walk out, Martin's Ferry, s 2, 1, 5

Puddlers wages ascertained, Youngstown, s 3, 3, 3

Union iron & Steel co requests meeting with finishers' union can, Youngstown, s 6, 3, 2

Andrew Bros co confronted with union trouble, Youngstown, s 10, 3, 3

Youngstown developments show misunderstanding on wage scale, s 15, 7, 4

C. & L Youngstown wages made to meet price paid in non-union mills, s 20, 3, 3

Competence terms accepted in scale rate for puddling, s 20, 4, 7

Netta Standard Iron & Steel co locks out employees and closes down mill when Amalgamated union refuses to grant reduction in sheet iron scale, Martin's Ferry, s 21, 5, 5

Puddlers at Brilliant fight wage reduction, s 27, 3, 5; Brilliant Iron works closed, employees demand restoration of wage cut, s 28, 3, 4

Mellville Plate & Sheet Iron co post notices of general reduction in wages, s 1, 1, 2

Youngstown workers' petition urging defeat of Wilson bill praised, s 19, 1, 21

Various Martin's Ferry co resume operations, s 20, 3, 1
1890

JONES, JAMES
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Oc 27, 1/2
JONES, JAMES C
Sued for divorce by wife Carrie M, Jy 11, 1/3
JOURDAN, JAMES
Granted pension, D 22, 3/3
JOURDANT, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Oc 27, 2/3
JOURNAN, G W
Held on disorderly conduct chg preferred by Carrie Hallett, Jy 15, 1/3; fined for disorderly conduct, Je 14, 1/2
JOURNANT, STEPHEN
Arrested at Mango Junction on robbery chg, D 28, 2/3; deserted captured at Mango Junction, D 29, 2/2
JOURNANT, WILLIAM E
Named in collection suit by Mary F Jeppett and Henry and Nancy Plum, D 19, 1/4; 1/5
JOURNANT & MURPHY
Names W G Good & Co in collection suit, Ag 3, 1/1
JOURNANT 44TH
Residents ask for fire cistern, Jy 17, 1/3
JOURNANT, HUBERT
With Robert Hart and James Peck named in property lease suit by MYRA MOYCO, Jy 31, 4/2
JONES, (Loyama)
Killed when threshing machine boiler explodes, S 15, 1/2
JONES, (Gavema)
Suit for Frank W Spencer on illegal arrest chg dismissed, Ag 13, 4/5
JONES, (Gezama)
Res rgb, Ag 16, 3/3
JONES, ALFRED
Sentenced to Boys’ Industrial school for truancy, F 15, 4/2; taken to Lancaster on truancy chg, F 16, 4/2: refused admittance to BIS because of smallpox in Arow, F 17, 4/2; petition by father to take his East returned, Mr 15, 1/6; sent to BIS after failing to accept suspended sentence, Mr 16, 4/3
JONES, ANDREW
Killed with son C P in train collision near Fortuna, N 10, 2/8
JONES, BILLY
Beaten, Jnkel Dreaman held, Ap 4, 3/2
JONES, CHARLES
Sentenced to st gang for vagrancy, U 27, 8/3
JONES, CHARLES (Findlay)
Held in robbery of Daniel Hallwell, U 14, 2/3
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JONES, CHARLES (Findlay) (cont)
held to grand jury on ball on dragging and robbing chg, U 18, 2/4
JONES, CHARLES II
Fal treatment by FRES CLEVELAND criticized, ed, My 24, 2/2
Swindled, Prince M Norris arrested, Jy 18, 1/6; fraud suit against Prince M Norris settled, Jy 19, 4/2
JONES, CHARLES W (Fort Seneca)
Urged, Ag 15, 2/3
JONES, DANIEL (Barbary)
Sentenced by alleged agent for wholesale grocery co, U 27, 2/4
JONES (Offi), DAVID
Urged when steamers sink near Long Point (N Y), D 17, 3/5
JONES, E H
Infant son Howard missing, My 31, 4/2
JONES, EDWARD
Suicide, Jl 17, 2/5
JONES, ELIZABETH
Names Samuel Arnold et al in partition suit, F 14, 1/5; Nelson E Slabach aptly guardian for Harry Chandler and Forest Snyder during suit, Ap 11, 1/7; receipt of loans confirmed, part of land ordered sold, My 9, 1/5; partition suit settled, U 18, 1/7
JONES, ELLEN M
Names Houston O and Winifred H Thornton in fore-closure suit, S 27, 1/5; wine suit, J 4, 1/6
JONES, EMER
Beaten and robbed at Kalapana (Ind), S 15, 4/1
JONES, EMMA
Acquitted of assault chg, Jy 8, 2/3
JONES, FRANK (Middletown)
Arrested on chg of cruelty to animals and abusing an officer, U 29, 2/2
JONES, H E (Cola)
Motion for new trial overruled, execution date set, Mr 21, 3/5
JONES, J
Suspected of theft from Emil Beger, Jp 28, 1/2
JONES, JOHN
Arrested for vagrancy, dismissed, My 31, 1/3
JONES, JOHN A
Arrested for vagrancy, dismissed, My 31, 1/3
JONES, JOHN D
Natualized, N 7, 1/4; N 10, 1/4
JONES, JOSEPH
Held for damaging st car, Ag 3, 1/2; with Joseph Kauney, John Greenert, and William Robinson fined for clinging to st car in motion, Ag 4, 1/7; held for jumping on st car, transcript from docket filed, Ag 12, 1/7; dismissed from chg of jumping on car, D 3, 1/4
JONES, MARTHA H
Claim against city dismissed, Jy 26, 1/6
JONES, MRS A (Cola)
Wine 3rd place in interstate Gratsial contest, My 5, 1/5
JONES, W C (Caley Top)
Res rgb, My 10, 1/1
JONES (Offi), WILLIE (Kent)
Returns after ejaculation with John Gross, N 11, 8/5
JONES, OTTO (Nevada)
Killed in train-boat collision, U 21, 2/2
JONES, PATRICK (Wilmington)
Shot by Will Tribble during fight, Jp 26, 4/5
JONES (Reg), A A
Recognized and ordained as pastor of Second Baptist ch, My 26, 4/3
Gives modern dancing void of religion, Jy 31, 4/5
JONES, R J
Arrested for violating fish laws, Ag 24, 1/5; released on bail, Ag 25, 3/2; arraigned, dismissed, Ag 30, 1/3
JONES, RESE (Alliance)
Res rgb, Mr 16, 2/7
JONES, THERDO
Fined for intoxication, S 28, 1/7
JONES, THOMAS (Guy Falls)
Res owned by James Peebles damaged by fire, D 27, 7/3
JONES, THOMAS J (Nevada)
Uses from heavy lifting in coal mines, Ag 5, 2/2
JONES (Offi), W M (Guy Falls)
Celebrates wedding anniv, N 27, 3/5
JONES (Gen), W W
Wine collection suit brought against Peter Lambert et al, My 8, 2/2
JONES, WILLIAM (Springfield)
Killed in train collision near Fosteria, N 10, 1:2
JOSSELYN, H A N D M.K.
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, 6 14, 1:4
JOSSELYN, H S
Horse stolen, 6 11, 1:7
JOYCE, H. W. F.
Fined for intoxication, 6 21, 4:3
JOYNT, H B
Bound to probate on chg of obtaining bond and lodging under false pretenses, F 13, 1:2; fined, 6 29, 1:2
JUDGE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, J 5, 1:3
JUM, ELIZA (Bayrona)
Wins damage suit against TD&O Ry co, D 15, 2:2; 6 16, 2:2
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KABRAS, YOKA
Fined on chg of larceny, J 5, 1:3
KAISER, AUGUSTA A
Wins partition suit against Mary S Gross et al, dept appeals, M 22, 1:1
KAISER, ELIZA
Adjudged insane, taken to asylum, A 12, 2:7
KAJAHU, PRINSSES
Consolidated over probable loss of minership of Kajalu, ed, N 2, 2:1
KAMER, FRANCIS
Funeral, N 15, 1:6
KANALY, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, J 15, 1:3
KANE, JOHN
Held on larceny chg, A 31, 3:3; fails to appear for trial, S 5, 2:2
KANE, JOHN
Funeral, O 25, 4:2
KAPELL, C W
Robbed, money returned by one early, A 15, 1:5
KARR, AUGUST
Death, M 18, 1:6; funeral, M 19, 1:6
KARR, FREDERICK
Dismissed from chg of vagrancy, F 20, 1:6
KASID, KISITIS
Dismissal partnership with brother Frederick C, F 21, 3:5
KASID & HESS
Named in collection suit by Harry Townsend, 6 10, 1:6

KASCHEN, RITTA (Cont)
Released from jail, recharged on chg of robbing Louis Geissman res, S 15, 3:3
KASHER, ED
Identifies robber, J 13, 1:1
KASSON, A
Aptd coroner's clerk, J 3, 1:6
KASSON, EMIL
Uninactive
Kaskins doing undertakin work for Herron bd of health, N 24, 3:1
Ambulance damaged when team runs away, no one injured, A 6, 4:3
Elects dirrs and officers, J 14, 1:6
KATZNER, EMMET & JOHN
Arrested for breathing in canal, Ernest pleads guilty and is discharged, J 10, 1:3; John fails to appear for trial, J 10, 1:3; John dismissed, J 11, 1:6
KATZLER, JOHN (Chesterfield) Killed when threshing machine engine explodes, A 2, 2:2
KUFAHWA, M N
Held for passing worthless check to Black Bear halt store, J 31, 4:4; fined, A 1, 4:3
KUFAHWA, MONK, RISA & DKN
J B Brown aptd guardian, M 10, 1:2; M 19, 3:1
KUFAHWA, ELIZA
Partition suit brought by Susannah Meyrick settled, J 28, 1:5
KUFAHWA, MICHAEL
Pleads not guilty to chg of obtaining goods under false pretenses, case confd, N 13, 1:6; case confd, N 14, 1:3; dismissed from false representation chg, N 15, 1:6
KUFAHWA, SUSANNA
Loss of property sales suit brought by Susan Meyrick, A 28, 1:2
KUFAHWA, WILLIAM
Suit brought by John Kreuder, petition and waiver filed for properly sale, M 30, 1:6; private sale ordered, J 1, 4:3; sale confirmed, deed ordered, J 2, 1:5
KUHNER, JOHN C
Injured when thrown from train near Nova, 6 13, 1:4; died from injuries reed in fall from train, 6 14, 1:2; funeral, 6 16, 1:3; inquest held, 6 17, 4:3
KURTIS, EDWARD
Death, J 23, 1:2; blog, J 23, 1:8; funeral, J 24, 1:2

KAUTH, EDWARD
Adam Breiner aptd exec of estate, legal notice, J 25, 3:6; will admitted to probate, J 25, 4:4; inventory filed, F 1, 4:3
KAUTH, THERESA
Petition for injunction and equitable relief filed in suit against Adam Breiner, D 20, 1:6; injunction and equitable relief restraining order allowed, D 26, 1:6
KAVANAUGH, JOHN
Sentence for vagrancy, 6 9, 1:7
KAVIRI, FRANK
Sentenced to st gag for intoxication, J 19, 1:2
KAY, JOHN
Injured when thrown from wagon, N 11, 1:3
KEAG, ARTHUR MILLS. See Amos Keagy Mills
KEAN, GEORGE (Berkeley)
Horse damaged when struck by lightning, J 20, 4:3
KEAVY, JOHN
Arrested for disorderly conduct, released on bond, J 26, 3:5
KEAVY, "GOO" (Berkeley)
Barber shop robbed, M 6, 2:6
KEAVY, JOHN
Recovers her 2 wandering children, N 2, 1:2
KEAVY, PAT
Dog with theft of dogs by W N Morgan, 6 30, 1:1
KEAVY, PATRICK
Estate exec filed final acct, J 21, 2:2
KEAVY, GORDON BURCHELL WORNS
Bldg destroyed when blown over by wind, J 27, 2:4
KERRY, JOSEPH
Held for damaging at car, A 3, 1:2; with John Greene, William Robbins, and Joseph Jones fined for clinging to st car in motion, A 4, 1:7
KECK, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, M 20, 1:3
KECK, GEORGE W
Injured while wrecking house, M 30, 1:6
KECK, IRA
Held on chg of assault with intent to kill, M 1, 3:3; trial postponed pending investigation, M 2, 4:3
KECK, WALTER (Berkeley)
Sentenced for burglary, M 20, 3:2
KEEGER, WILLIAM (Colesville)
Found dead, S 23, 4:2
KEFFER, MARY
Drowned near Manatee (Mich) in wreck of SS Minnehaha during storm on Lake Erie, J 16, 2:3
KEENER, PHILIP
Guaranteed L & O files partial acct, Ag 18, 1:5
KELEY CLUB
Elects officers, Je 6, 3:3; endeavors to raise funds to help care for alcoholic addicts, F 7, 4:6; praised for its work in helping alcoholics, 12, F 18, 2:4
Holds entertainment, Ap 7, 1:7
Holds special meeting, Je 6, 1:2
Holds reunion, Ag 21, 1:7
Holds meeting, formation of auxiliary postponed, Ag 25, 3:1
KELEY IND CO
Holds stockholders meeting at Guy Falls, elects officers, Je 3, 1:4
Holds annual reunion at Silver Lake, Je 20, 1:4
Branch at Marion (Ind) to be organized by W.O. Gamble and others, N 24, 1:2
KELING, N.S.
Killed in train collision near Fostoria, N 10, 2:8
KENAN, ALICE (Bellevue)
Injured when sleigh overturns, Ja 7, 1:3
KENAN, JAMES (Lincoln)
Arrested on suspicious charge, O 18, 2:3
KENAN (Wesley), MARTIN
Frustrates attempted robbery, S 27, 2:3
KEEN, CHARLES
Held on charge of murdering John Hutt, My 15, 1:1; arraigned, pleads not guilty, My 17, 1:1; coroner's inquest, July 14, 2:2
Kenyer, E.W. (Toledo)
Injured when sleigh overturns, Ja 7, 1:3
KENNEDY, JAMES (Lincoln)
Arrested on suspicion charge, O 18, 2:2
KENNEDY, M.D., MARTIN
Frustrates attempted robbery, S 27, 2:3
KEENER, CHARLES (cont.)
pleads guilty, witnesses testify, case continued, Ag 20, 1:6; trial closed, sentence pending, Ag 23, 1:4; sentenced for manslaughter, Ag 26, 1:11; taken to penitentiary, S 7, 1:3
KEENER, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, Ag 5, 1:2
KEENING, TIM
Vagrancy charge dismissed, N 3, 3:2
KEEPER, WILLIAM (Thornapple)
KEFFER, FRANK (Canton)
Vagrancy charge dismissed, N 3, 3:2
KELSO, GUY (Woodworth)
Vagrancy charge dismissed, N 3, 3:2
KESSLER, SUESON
Trustees files final acct of fund provided by will, F 28, 4:2
KEETNER, FRANK
Sued against City of Akron settled, Je 7, 1:8
Bidy damaged by fire, O 20, 1:3
KEITH (Wesley), CHARLES (Lincoln)
Injured when sleigh overturns, Ja 7, 1:3
KEILY, KARL (Nepeland)
Livery stable destroyed by fire, D 21, 3:5
KELAMES, J.H.
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & western RR co in collection suit, L 2, 1:7
KELLAR, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, Je 26, 1:3
KELLAR, HARRY
Tricks of magician J. Casper Kellar described, Je 17, 6:1
KELLAR, J. CAPER
Skill as magician complimented, ed, My 26, 2:1
Suit against City of Akron settled, Je 7, 1:8
KELLER, (Pennsylvania)
Child injured by fall into cellar, O 28, 4:5
KELLER (OES), AMELIA
Death, O 2, 1:4; funeral, O 2, 1:8
KELLER, ADAM J
Arrested on charge of depriving wife of food and clothing, O 4, 1:2; arraigned or non-support charge, case continued, O 5, 1:6; tried on charge, conviction withheld, O 6, 1:8; fined for non-support, O 7, 1:2; O 10, 1:6
KELLEY, EMMA (North Georgetown)
Sentenced to penitentiary for forgery, D 12, 2:1
KELLEY, M.D. AND MADGE, CHARLES (Lincoln)
Injured when struck by switch engine, Je 22, 2:5
KELLEY, FRANK (Congress Lake)
Fatally injured by jump from moving train, F 11, 8:1
KELLEY, ANNA
Partition suit against John Kelley et al. settled by agreement, O 21, 1:6
KELLEY, ELIZABETH
Inventory of estate filed, F 25, 8:5
KELLEY, FRANK (Canton)
Injured while fighting fire at Old Fellows temple, F 15, 1:18
KELLEY, JOHN
Partition suit brought by Anna Kelley settled by agreement, O 21, 1:6
KELLEY, FRANK (Canton)
Injured while fighting fire at Old Fellows temple, F 15, 1:18
KELLEY, JOSEPH
Sustained in motion of Nicola Guarneri for new trial, L 14, 1:5
KELLEY, LUCIA (Alliance)
Tries to escape, robbery, B 19, 4:4
KELLEY, MARY
Fined for drunkenness, F 20, 1:6
KELLEY’S ISLAND LINE CO (Sandusky)
Boys marooned line co., L J Johnson & co. & business of Samuel Hunt, M 14, 2:5
KELLOGG (Evel), (Youngstown)
Res robbed, U 30, 2:3
KELLOGG, LIZZIE A
With Mary Helen Wright charge good & co in collection suit, Ag 4, 1:5; files cross petition against Jack Good in suit of City Nail bank, L 2, 1:3
KELLOGG, POLLY
With Rosamond Beck charge Fred R Gaffney and John Meng in collection suit, S 23, 1:8; S 26, 1:7
KELLY, THOMAS (Hamilton)
Found guilty of murder, for new trial charged, O 29, 2:2
KELLY, WALTER
Charge of intoxication dismissed, Y 12, 1:1
KELLY, CHARLES (Cleveland)
Sentenced for burglary, O 1, 2:3
KELLY, G
Arrested with Michael Wellinger, discharged, F 20, 1:6
KELLY, EMMAD (North Georgetown)
Sentenced to penitentiary for forgery, D 12, 2:1
KELLEY, FRANK (Canton)
Killed by contact with live wire, F 8, 3:2
KELLEY, A.D. (Genoa)
Res robbed, Ag 16, 3:3
KELLY, JAMES (Fremont)
Injured in fall from train, M 22, 3:3
Fined for intoxication, Ag 24, 1:5
Released from vagrancy charge, O 18, 4:3
KELLY, JOHN
Dismissed from vagrancy charge, F 24, 4:12
KELLY, THOMAS
Sentenced to jail for vagrancy, M 6, 2:3
Suit brought by Eli J. Ormster settled, D 4, 1:6
KELSO, CHARLES (Kent)
Res damaged by fire, Ap 8, 1:8
KELSO, SAMUEL
Captured after wandering away from county infirmary, N 7, 4:2
KEMMER, JOHN J, JACOB T., AND WARNER
Guardian John J. Kemmer files final acct, D 30, 1:7
KEMPER, ADAM
Shoe store robbed, Ed Henry arrested, fined, and sentenced, Ag 1, 4:3
KEMP, CAPER L
With John H. Horst names James Aikin and Kate Sentel in collection suit, S 26, 1:7
KEMP, CHARLES W
Suit of execution brought by MacKenzie & co dismissed, Ja 5, 1:4
KEMP, J.L.
Barn owned by Mrs. Walter damaged by fire, N 13, 4:2
KEMP, JOSEPH, JR
Arrested in fall, Ag 26, 8:2
Injured in fall, Ag 26, 8:2
KEMP, JOSEPH (Tokyo)
Resotted dir of city infirmary, M 30, 1:4
Nature of duties revealed, J 1, 2:2
Endorsed for distribution of contemplated republican charity fund, Jtr, N 11, 8:1
KENG, DAVID W
Loses judgment in suit brought by James Lossa, O 19, 1:4; 1:5
KENNEL, JACQUE
Use in Chicago by aphyasitation, Ap 10, 3:4
KENNAM (EL COLO), (Cleveland)
Nominated as 5th regt ORO, M 30, 3:3
KENNEDO, HUGO (Cleveland)
Placed in charge of assignees George H. Schmidt, J 10, 1:4
KENNEDY, CHARLES F (Canton)
Killed in assault on Officer Stacy, N 20, 2:1
KENNEDY, J F
Burnt damaged by fire, Jy 5, 1:2
KENNEDY, W A (Galion)
Defended by check forgery, G L Watts arrested, Ag 17, 3:2
KENNEDY, WILFORD J (Toldeo)
Res robbed, U 7, 3:6
KENT, OHIO
H W Flowers replaced as fireman by Lon Fessenhen, Ja 10, 4:1
Fire burns No 2 electors offices, F 9, 4:3
Dem caucus nominates candidates, M 20, 3:4
Repub caucus nominates candidates, M 20, 3:4
Incomplete election returns, Ap 4, 3:3
Women propose to vote, N 7, 1:2
Glass factory destroyed by fire, N 13, 4:3
KENT, SELLA
With O P Thomas, Cynthia Wetlach, and Home Bldg & Loan named in collection suit by John W Watts, D 31, 1:4; settles suit, U 8, 1:4
KENT, ELIZA
Will and application for probate filed, notice ordered, U 20, 1:6; obit, U 23, 7:3; will admitted to probate, Russell H Kent, Flora K Paige, and Ella M McNaughton appointed executors, U 25, 1:6
KENT HS
Senior class elects officers, Ja 12, 4:6
J C Cole refuses position of principal, Ja 27, 4:3
KENT LIBRARY
Issues reap, F 4, 8:1
KENT MILITARY BANK
Elects officers and directors, Ja 12, 4:6
KENT, R H
Denies dem accusations of shop closing to assure state repub victory, G 28, 2:6
KENT (OHIO), MCDONELL
Estate, funeral, U 12, 1:5
KENT WHEEL CLUB
Organizes, elects officers, Ag 3, 4:3
KENTON, OHIO
Bill authorizing transfer of stipulated funds passed by house, M 1, 2:3
KENTUCKY LEADER
Souvenir edition praised, ed, My 12, 2:1
KEMMON, WILLIAM H
Injured with son when struck by runaway horse, F 6, 4:6
KEMMON, WILLIAM H (Columbus)
Hon, memorial meeting for Rutherford B Hayes, Je 30, 2:6
KELLEY (COSHOE)
Censored for not holding past morten in Carl Garten death, ed, My 27, 1:1; delay in investigation criticized, M 29, 2:2
KELLY, JOHN, FLORA, JUAN JOAN H
Named in collection suit by H H Smith, S 14, 1:2
KELLY, CRUX
Names Cursy & Rockmaster in collection suit, Ag 2, 4:5
KELLY, FLORA
See Kelley, Adam
KELLY, HATTIE
Names Huston Thornton in bastardy suit, Ag 20, 1:2
KELLY, HOUSTON
Names Jane Cornman in partition suit, priv sale of property ordered, F 19, 2:3
KELLY, JOHN D
With Nicholas Rufener named in land tenancy suit by Frederick Ruckly, M 17, 1:5
Named in damage suit by Mr and Mrs Nicholas Rufener, M 23, 1:3
KELLY, JOM M, SEE KELLY, ADAM et al
KELLY, OTIS L
Funeral, N 20, 1:8; will filed, N 25, 1:5
KELLY (OHIO), PERRY M (Lovina)
Death, U 27, 1:1; 1:8
KELLY, SIMON P
Suit brought by Charles Seitzer, motion filed to modify ct decree, M 23, 1:2; motion to modify decree sustained, Je 3, 1:1; losses judgment in suit brought by Charles Seitzer, property sold at sheriff's sale, Ja 24, 1:5; losses property sales suit brought by Charles Seitzer and collection suit brought by Sylvester Kepler, Ag 7, 1:8
KELLY, SYLVESTER
Wins collection suit against Simon P Kelley, Ag 7, 1:8
KEMP, ED
Plants guilty to chg of disorderly conduct, case postponed, U 12, 4:6
KEMMEN, HAZARD
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg in John McCarroll injuries, U 11, 1:6; fined for fighting, U 12, 1:6
KEMP, MAT G
Guardian appointment, My 9, 4:3
KEMP, GRACE Y RUTHBEL
Sought by Youngstown authorities, believed to be runaway, Ja 30, 4:4
KEMP, MABEL
See Kemp, Grace Y Ruthbel
KENDALL, ALPHEUS
Arrested on chg of non-provision for family, U 9, 1:7
KENDALL, WILFRED
Guardian J W Wells files final acct, U 27, 1:7
KENT, JOSEPH
Wins common law judgment in suit brought by Van Campen & Stump, G 27, 1:7
KENTON, FRED (Canton)
Killed when struck by train, M 18, 7:4
KETNER, CLARENCE (Upper Sandusky)
Will robbed, Ju 6, 7:3 (3:3)
KEVILLE, ANNA
Damage suit against MLE & RR co dismissed without prejudice to plead, U 26, 1:6
KEVILLE, THOMAS P (Ravenna)
Estate names MLE & RR as cos in damage suit, Je 29, 1:7; Je 1, 1:7; Ja 31, 1:7
KEYS, J S
Losses common law suit brought by L C Miller,
KELLER'S STONE WORKS (Newark)
Damaged by fire, M 15, 2:4
KING, SAMUEL (Pleasant Tap)
Injured while tightening bolt when wrench slips, N 20, 2:2
KING, M F
Injured while pulling pin on freight car, Ja 3, 4:2
KIDDER, GEORGE G
Death, F 30, 1:8; 3:1
KIDDER (OHIO), CHARLES
Arrested on chg of attempting Hallow'en prank, N 2, 4:5
KILDALING
Mayacker kidsnaps adopted son Fred Wegmiller, Ag 22, 1:4
Johnson, Nelson sought, Ice Creek, Ag 31, 3:5
Hartman Wilson abducted, C C Adelsperger arrested, Springfield, O 25, 3:3
KINER, HARRY
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, S 22, 1:7
KIND, GEORGE (Galt)
Injured by passing train while leaning from engine cab, My 8, 1:4
KILLUND, ELIZABETH
Partial acct of estate filed, Ap 29, 1:4
KILGORE (OHIO), Omer
Quar for cong advocated, ed, Ja 31, 2:2
KILLESTER, HARRY
Foot crushed between freight cars, Ap 6, 4:12
KILLEN, WILLIAM H
Arrested on chg of non-provision for family, U 9, 1:7
KILLEN, H N
KILLINGER, JOSEPH
Fined and sentenced for assault and battery, N 15, 4:3
KILLINGER, EDWARD
Injured when thrown from cart, N 15, 1:6
KILLINGER, JOE
Charged with assault of Rill Morgan, N 15, 1:6
KINHAL, J H
Wins 3rd place in Interstate Grandatical contest, My 5, 1:5
KIMBEL, DML
Killed, wife injured in train collision near Massena (III), S 19, 1:1
KINDLE, J W (Logan)
Killed with son in boiler explosion, U 20, 2:2
KING, CSW
Sentenced to work on srs for vagrancy, U 7, 1:4
KING (OHIO), A H (Cinti)
Beaten, James Wilson held, Je 16, 2:8
KING, ALEX
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 8:4
KING, CHARLES L
Error suit filed by Werner Priesting and Lieblinggraphing co, judgment affirmed in circuit ct, Ap 22, 1:4
KING, GORDON
Accidentally shot by William M Ka rson while hunting, Racoon island, U 30, 2:2
KING, J H (Fairsville), assault case dismissed, O 31, 3:1
KING, JOSEPH
Killed in train collision near Ravenna, S 21, 1:1; inquest reveals his negligence, O 5, 2:4
KING, LEVIN
Death, U 29, 1:3; funeral, U 29, 4:5; 4:7; obit, U 23, 7:5
KING, MICHAEL (Sandusky)
Arrested by steam, Ap 11, 2:5
KING, THOMAS
Assaulted, Andrew Jomme fined, Je 13, 1:1
KING, C A & CO (Toledo)
Ripe fruit crop rots, country faces probability of decreased wheat production, by R, 1/6
KING, WILLIAM C
Equitable relief suit brought by Fainsville Rail bank, repaid of referee affirmed, My 15, 1/3; assignment, note validity action brought by J A Pagel, appeal to sup ct filed by plain, Je 26, 1/1
KINGS SUGAR, CIRCUS OF
Hold 2nd semi-annual meeting, 0 12, 3/2
KING, REGINALD
Hold meeting, W 20, 2/2
KING, ANDREW W
Wife, S 19, 1/8; 4/2
KING, CHARLES (Youngstown)
Resigns from fire dept, My 24, 2/4
KING, SETH (Cantonland)
Name does not co in damage suit, 0 14, 2/3
KINSEY, FRANK (Lima)
Recaptured after escape from Toledo asylum, Jy 21, 3/4
KINSEY, JOHN (Mentor)
Saloon raised, arrested on illicit distilling charge, N 8, 2/2
KINSEY SHADY CO
Suit vs Edward G Kubler remanded for trial on bond, Ap 22, 1/7
KINSEY, JOHN
Appled opt of constr on vs bldg at Wausau (O C) by Sec Carlisle, Je 29, 1/6; Je 24, 2/8
KINZI, LILLI
Injured in car collision, N 11, 1/7
KIPINER, WILSON
Collection suit brought by Judson O Heron to be dismissed if not answered by first day of next term, N 20, 1/6
KIRBY, JOHN (West Richland)
Loss suit brought by L & K Ward, Je 21, 2/4
KIRBY, J S
Arrested for intimidation, Ag 11, 1/1; fined, Ag 12, 1/3
KIRBY, THOMAS
Will filled for probate, W 22, 1/6; funeral, W 23, 4/5; will filled for probate, John Kirby apptd executor, W 28, 1/6
KIRKER, CHARLES (East Liverpool)
Injured on train when struck by at car, 0 1, 1/4
KIRK,
Killed in train collision at Conneaut, N 28, 1/3
KIRK, GEORGE
Kirkman ex rel W S Kirk files final acct, N 22, 1/7
KIRKMAN ART TILE & POTTERY CO (Barberton)
Ripe on condition of business, Ja 11, 1/2
Hold annual meeting, elects dir, Ja 25, 1/1
Plant destroyed by fire, N 6, 1/6; ins adjustm ent denied, N 31, 2/8
Damage suit brought by F S Hoover begun, amended petition filed, My 17, 1/6; My 10, 1/2; win suit, My 20, 1/1; judgment ordered on verdict, My 24, 1/1
KIRK, W F
Property suit against John and Mary E Rake estate transferred to common pleas from probate ct, Ap 26, 1/4; exceptions to final acct heard in ct, Je 10, 1/1
KISTNER, ALBERT (Canton)
Assaults wife, Jy 28, 4/3
KITTLESBERGER, WILLIAM C
Name William Keller in collection suit, N 13, 1/3; wins suit, F 27, 1/4
KITTINER, FRED (Cleveland)
Res, barn, and gristery destroyed by fire, Jy 27, 4/5
KITTINER, ALMA (Massillon)
Files suit to recover money lost in poker game, W 27, 2/3; Jy 30, 2/3
KITTINER, JOHN
Final acct of estate sold, N 31, 4/1
KITTREDGE, N
Injured when train leaves track at Lindsay, Ag 7, 2/3
KLAGE, C A
With Frederick Rauhl liable for debt assumed in constr of ice and coal plant following promise of financial backing by Mrs Spring, Ag 25, 1/5; named with Rauhl in collection suit brought by Philip Yockey and C H Smith, Ag 22, 3/3
KLAGE, MARY L AND WILLIAM
With Frederick and Emma Rauhl and Fairbanks, Morse & Co named in collection suit brought by R R Stein, A M Gale, and C W Seiberling, Ja 31, 1/8
KLAGE, WILLIAM
See also Klages, Mary L and William
Granted patent on bicycle support, My 27, 1/8
Named in collection suit brought by August Vissman, N 1, 1/8; supplemental petition filed in patent infringement suit brought by August Vissman, N 10, 1/5
KLAGE, GEORGE & CO
Wagon floated, Ja 7, 1/2
Increases ice storage qtrs, Ja 12, 4/4
Armed coal car by city cops, 0 23, 1/2
Donates coal to needy families, N 24, 1/4
KLATZ, EDWARD (Canton)
Found guilty of grand larceny, Jl 11, 2/3
KLEIN FAMILY, See Becker-Klein-Beal Family
KLEVEN, HENRY (Cleveland)
Cut wife's throat, attempts suicide by cutting, Jl 19, 3/1
KLING, CLINT
Thrown from runway sleigh, uninjured, F 2, 1/6
KLING, GEORGE W (Toledo)
Shot and fatally wounded, wife arrested, N 4, 7/5
KLING, JACOB
Missing, Ja 23, 2/1
KLING, LEONARD
Names Fred Ham in collection suit, N 27, 2/1
KLING, MATHA (Gay Falls)
Missing, apparent victim of drowning when thrown from buggy into river, My 9, 1/1; search continues, My 11, 1/6; My 12, 1/5; search for body in Gay river, My 15, 1/2
Mother Mrs Caroline Kline offers reward for information as to whereabouts, My 24, 1/3; body found in Gay river, My 28, 1/1; disappearance cleared up, ed, My 29, 2/2
Funeral, My 30, 1/7
Application for estate ad in filed, Ag 2, 1/5; order ad, Ag 3, 4/3
KLING, MARTIN
Assaulted, Ja 11, 3/2
KLING, SUSIE
Injured in fall, U 30, 1/6
KLING, TRICYCLE (Cuyahoga)
Arrested for highway robbery, Ja 30, 4/3
KLING, WILLIAM (Tribele)
Shot, Samuel Gallagher alleged to be assailant, U 12, 2/2
KLING, CHARLES L
Suit against Werning Printing & Lithographing co appealed to sup ct, My 30, 1/3; correction of error in previous issue: No allegation of dishonesty made by plaintiff in suit against Werning Printing & Lithographing co, My 31, 1/5; suit dismissed, 0 23, 1/7
KLINGER, JOHN
Death, Je 27, 1/6; funeral, Je 29, 1/7
KLIER, ALBERT
Suicide, 0 12, 2/2
KLOTT, ALBERT
Filed for intoxication, My 8, 1/6
KNAPP, C W
Wife, Ja 19, 1/7; will filed for probate, F 27, 1/6; Flora Knapp appd ad of estate, N 10, 3/8; ad of files reft, My 25, 3/4
KNAPP, FRANK J
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1/1; losses suit, Jy 14, 1/4
Res robbed, S 30, 8/2
Names Diamond Pottery co in collection suit, U 21, 1/6
KNAPP, KITTHE (Seville)
Win gold medal in oreational contest, F 18, 1/5
KNAPP, JOHN W
Appld chief shop of shops and factories by Gov McKinley, 0 6, 1/2; 0 8, 2/3
KHODERBROCH 12 C (Cleveland)
Storage house destroyed by fire, Ag 3, 4/6
KNIFFLER, GRAND
Injured when train leaves track at Lindsay, Ag 7, 2/3
KNIGHT, C M
Criticizes Akron's water supply, Jr, Je 18, 4/5
KNIGHT, KITTHE
Injures Mrs Bessie Creamer by dropping her on porch, My 23, 1/1
KNIGHT CHELY, WILLIAM
Speaks before Cuyahoga prob mystery, S 21, 4/4
KNIGHTS OF LABOR
Harbors union elects com for Labor day celebra, Ag 22, 4/5; accepts invitation from Central Labor union for participation in Labor day celebration, Ag 26, 1/6
Aron Harbors' union admits Gay Falls to membership in preparation for Labor day parade, Ag 28, 1/6
Ust 47 holds meeting, S 5, 2/4
Dissolution anticipated by UMA Pres John McBride, N 30, 1/6
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN HALE
Grand chapter of Ohio holds 11th annual session, elects officers, S 6, 1/2
KNIGHTS AND LAWATS OF HANNAK
Hold picnic at Long Lake, Je 29, 1/4
Agenda Lodge No 360 holds meeting, appd town fete com, Jr 8, 3/1; 7/1
Agenda Lodge No 360 holds meeting, N 13, 4/5
Hold regular business meeting, N 18, 7/2
Agenda lodge holds meeting, 0 9, 7/2
233a

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF HONOR (cont)
Agenda lodge elects officers, O 13, 4:4

KNIGHTS OF THE MACHINERS. See Musicians, Knights

KNIGHTS OF MALTA
Akeron lodge addressed by Frank T Ripley on spiritualism, J 9, 2:7
Kent lodge organizes, No 4, 4:1
Kent lodge instituted, J 17, 4:1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
Mogadore lodge No 462 holds annual banquet, J 4, 3:4
Akeron lodge installs officers, Ja 5, 4:2
Northern Ohio dist holds meeting in Clev, Ja 26, 4:3
Akeron div No 21 elects officers, F 14, 1:7; F 18, 7:2; installs officers, No 7, 1:1
Sheridan lodge at Hudson dedicates new hall, J 5, 3:4
Favorably inclined toward Guy Falls as site for proposed orphans’ home, J 7, 1:2
Clerks urged to subscribe to bonus fund for locating orphans’ home in Guy Falls, ed. J 16, 2:1; members act to get orphans’ home located at Guy Falls, No 10, 1:1; arrange campaign to secure orphans’ home blog funds, No 22, 1:9; subscriptions assured, Ap 21, 1:8
Orphans’ home com examines Guy Falls site for proposed institution, J 25, 1:8
Attends special service at Universalist ch, addressed by Rev J F Thompson, No 8, 2:6
Chooses Guy Falls as site for orphans’ home, My 18, 1:4; location in Guy Falls approved, My 20, 2:1
Akeron delegates leave for Grand lodge meeting at Clev, My 22, 1:6; Grand lodge conf at Fiqua endorses Guy Falls site for home, My 25, 1:1
Akeron delegates return from Fiqua, make report, My 26, 1:2
Aetola lodge elects officers, Je 7, 1:5
Akeron uniform rank observes memorial, Je 19, 1:2
Grand lodge bd of dirs inspects Guy Falls site for proposed orphanage, Je 22, 1:2
Second reg uniformed rank hears chaplain’s annual address, Je 26, 4:5
McPherson lodge installs officers, Jy 5, 3:2; Jy 7:2
Second reg uniformed rank forms into 3 battalions, Jy 20, 4:3

1880

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS (cont)
Uniform Rank lodge div No 21 elects W L Walters dist Ill, Ag 8, 4:2
Orphans’ home com considers site for inst, Ag 21, 3:6; holds meeting, favors purchase of Cook property, Ag 25, 1:2
Courtly warned in selection of orphans’ home, ed., Ag 30, 2:1
Panorama lodge No 303 protests removal of orphans’ home from Cook property, S 26, 3:2
Orphans’ home bd holds meeting at Clev (Clev Plain Dealer), S 17, 3:3; chooses Springfield as site for home, S 25, 1:2
McPherson lodge No 63 holds meeting, elects officers, U 8, 1:4; U 9, 7:2
Akeron lodge No 603 elects officers, U 18, 4:6

UNIFORM RANK DIV
 Election of maj for 2nd regiment ends in deadlock, Ag 10, 1:4; elect Maj E W Whitney at Clev meeting, D 2, 1:6
Akeron div holds meeting, H 7, 4:2
Holds business meeting, H 9, 7:1

PYTHIAN SISTERS
Delegates leave for Grand lodge meeting at Marysville, M 22, 1:6; Grand assembly of Ohio elects officers, closes conv, M 25, 4:5
Sponsors bus carnival, Ag 16, 4:4
Sistershood Loose assembly holds meeting, N 13, 4:6; U 9, 7:1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS USE CO
Leses collection suit brought by Mrs Annie Valentine of Ravenna, D 22, 3:1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS OF OHIO
Incorporates, Ag 1, 3:5

KNIGHTS TEMPULAR. See Masons

KNOEBEL, JULIUS
Funeral, M 3, 3:4

KNOX (ORM), MARY
Trails concludes on disorderly conduct chg, J 33, 1:8; dismissed from chg, J 4, 1:8
Denies misconduct of daughters Mary and Minnie, D 21, 1:4
KNOX, MARY
Missing, D 19, 1:2

KNOTT (ếnRAS), A C (McKethner)
Missing, S 4, 4:5

KNUE, JOHN
Robbed, Ag 24, 1:5

1883

KNODE, ANTHONY
Saloon robbed, Philip Lyons fined and sentenced, D 6, 1:5

KODI, CHRIS AND MARY
Named in collection and foreclosure suit brought by Eva Wells, N 8, 1:4
Named in collection suit by Albert Monroe, N 16, 1:7
Named in collection suit brought by Blue Rand co, N 27, 1:4

KODI, JOHN
Arraigned, fined for non-support, Ag 14, 1:2
KODI, MARY. See Koch, Chris and Mary
KODI, PHILIP
Arrested for larceny, case cont'd, Jy 3, 1:5; acquitted, Jy 5, 1:3
Loses collection suit brought by William F Monroe, Jy 7, 1:4; appeals suit, Jy 7, 1:8
KODI, J 8 CO (Martins Ferry)
Wine property damage suit against CLW r-r co, S 28, 4:7

KODER, EDWARD
Assaulted, 2 held, Jy 10, 1:3

KOECHER, GEORGE
Naturalized, Jy 21 (20), 1:8

KOECHER, JOHN
Infant son bitten by raccoon, M 30, 3:4

KOELLER, JOHN
Files attachment proceedings against George and Mary Oliver, Jy 24, 1:5
Named in lien foreclosure suit brought by Charles Cornish, Jy 28, 1:5

KOHL, JOHN
Team of horses runs away, damages wagon and buggy, Jy 4, 4:1
Plans to build 45 houses on property in South Akron, Ag 27, 4:2

KOLB, JOSPEH
Arrested and fined for intoxication, D 30, 8:3

KOSUTH, LOUIS
Discusses home rule for Ireland, My 12, 2:1
1893 KESSER, JOHN
Dissolved from vagrancy chg, Ju 10, 8:3
KRAFT, THEODORE
Loses equitable relief suit to Maria Bonfime, Ja 12, 1:3; suit settled, Ap 19, 1:2
KRAAI, EMMA
Chicken coop robbed, George Stevens arrested and sentenced to 6 years workhouse, S 11, 1:6
KRAAI, REINHARD
Granted naturalization papers, J 23, 1:5
KRANIK, OTTO
Injured when finger is caught in machine, Ja 24, 1:2
KRAMER, CAROLINE
Estate adver files final acct, Je 7, 4:5
KRAMER, GOTTLIEB
Fined for intoxication, My 8, 1:6
KRAITZ, GEORGE F
Names Horace Engraving Co & S Worthington Paper Co in collection suit, S 10, 1:7; Worthington Paper Co files answer and cross petition, U 13, 1:3
KRAUS, ALBERT
Dissolved from vagrancy chg, N 23, 1:8
KRAUS, HENRY
Finds safe and money drawer lost following fire which destroyed clothing store, Ag 26, 1:3
Null bid of fire underwriters offers reward for capture of inconnellists, N 7, 1:8
KRAUSE, LAWRENCE
Burned by fire, U 21, 1:5
KRAUSE, E & CO
Suit against J H Derhammer dismissed, Ap 28, 4:4
KREID (MARIE), (Clara)
Infant daughte Marie burned to death when fire ignited clothing, N 22, 7:8
KREID, JOHN C. See Kraus, John C.
KREIDER, ISAAC (Wadsworth)
Injured when struck by falling plank, U 30, 8:5
KREIGEAUHM, JOHN W
Brings suit against Samuel Shoemaker, property appraised at $75 dollars, Ju 7, 1:6; private sale order issued, Ju 18, 3:3; sum suit, Ag 3, 4:3
KREIGEAUHM, M C (Millheim)
Res robbed, Ag 16, 4:5
KREIDER, FRANKLIN W
With Abraham Hershey names H H Hitchcock in collection suit, Ag 14, 1:2; answer filed, N 4, 1:5
1893 KESSER, JOHN
Suits brought by Chauncey R Haverstick, decision of lower ct affirmed by circuit ct, Je 28, 1:15
KESSER, ALBERT F
Arrested on chg of working on Sunday, F 3, 1:6; dismissed with costs, F 10, 1:7
KIESER, ELMER (Elden)
Shot when gun accidentally discharges, U 26, 2:3
KUHNE, FRED
Bakery wagon damaged in runaway, Ag 22, 4:6
Moves bakery business to new bldg, U 20, 4:2
KUHNA, CHARLES
Names Ernest Sommer in property damage suit, Ju 6, 1:2; suit opened, Ju 11, 1:4
KUHN, WALT
Estate adver aptd, N 21, 3:7; files inventory, Je 14, 1:2
KUMER, THOMAS
Jewel, N 14, 1:3; 1:8
KUNER, JACOB FAMILY
Holds reunion at Loyal Oak, Je 12, 1:1
KUNDE, ED
Robbed, swears out warrant for arrest of Henry Fuller, N 24, 2:6
KUMLER, JOHN
Child dies, funeral, O 14, 8:3
KUNG, DANIEL (Sandusky)
Business purchased by Kelley's Island Lme co, N 14, 2:5
KURTZ, JACOB
Collection suit against Jacob E Boecker settled, no record, My 12, 1:3; suit settled, My 18, 1:3
KURTZ, THEODOR
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1
KUSHN, MELCHER & CO
Replevin suit against W J Brossell settled, Je 3, 1:7
KUZ, CLARENCE (New Berlin)
Killed in fall under wagon wheels, O 13, 3:6

1893 LABOR
Annual report submitted by state comm, Ju 13, 1:4
Prize essay by John O Huyson "Rights and Duties of Labor" presented, Ja 14, 4:2

1893 LABOR (cont)
Bill passed in house correcting assessments and fines from miners' wages, F 1, 2:5
Warmed to assist lawless and anarchistic leaders, F 3, 2:1
Bill passed by sen to correct existing wage and hour abuses against miners, F 25, 2:7
Slackers' union approves enforcement of 8-hr day, Ap 21, 4:1
High rate of pay to U S farm labor compared to other countries, Ap 26, 2:1
Lack of serious trouble on May day praised, ed, My 4, 2:1
Amor workingman's living conditions higher than England's, ed, My 6, 2:1
Unions, strikes, and boycotts upheld by Minn sup ct, ed, Ju 22, 2:1
Decrease in wages seen inevitable under tariff reforms, ed, Ju 22, 2:1
Rusoph party champions protective tariff, ed, Ag 22, 2:2
Protection of rights seen in rusoph platform, ed, O 4, 2:2

1893 LABOR LAW
Bill establishing legal holiday passed by sen, N 26, 1:4; Ap 13, 1:2
Celebration planned, My 6, 8:3
Proclamation issued by Gov McKinley, Ag 21, 3:6
Mens and merchants urged to participate in parade, ed, Ag 30, 2:1
Celebration described, S 5, 1:1
Parade revd, S 5, 1:1

1893 LABOR RELATIONS
Bill passed in house establishing local bd of arbitration, F 1, 1:2
Bill passed in house establishing state bd of arbitration, F 2, 2:5
Workman's house bill enacted by U S sen, M 8, 1:2
Employer and employee property called inseparable, ed, O 4, 2:1

1893 LABOR UNION
Use of violence and other irregular methods criticized, ed, Ja 21, 4:2
Investigation of hoarded money imput to anrs, ed, Ag 23, 2:1
Maxwell bankers' arm announces action of Knights of Labor in commending Gov Altgeld for pardoning anarchists, S 14, 2:3; withdraws from K of L (Maxwell Independent), S 14, 3:4
Youngstown Roughers' and Finisters' union vote to stand by Aggiamated assay, N 9, 2:7
LABOR UNION (cont)

Urged to protest Wilson tariff bill. Ed, p. 16, 2:1
LADEY, MMW E
Names City of Akron in property damage suit. Je 16, 1:1
LADEY, GWAY G
LADEY, HENRY
LADEY, WILLIAM
Prohibitionist candidate for 4th ward assessor defeated by dem William Fink, sr. Ap 4, 1:3
LADEN, M E (Baltimore)
App'd postmaster, Je 9, 3:5
LADY'S AID SOC
ELECTS delegates to state conv. My 10, 1:3
ELECTS div. officers; elects delegates to state conv. Je 23, 1:2
LADY'S EDUCATIONAL SOC
ELECTS officers. Ap 6, 1:3
LADY'S LITUANIAN SOC
ELECTS officers. J7, 8:2
LAFAYETTE, MARTIN A AID SOC
Dismisses collection suit against Charles H Jennings et al. N 13, 1:4
LAFAYETTE, J M
Quarreys on res destroyed by stone. Je 22, 1:4
LAFAYETTE, N
Killed when train leaves track at Lindsay. Ap 7, 2:3
LAFAYETTE, S B
Files compromise in damage suit against City of Akron. My 3, 1:3
PERSONAL injury suit brought by Laura Elta Waltz settled. Je 15, 1:7
Res damaged by fire. D 10, 1:3
LAFRANIER, LOUIS (Clev)
Losses land title suit against Lake Shore &cr co. D 28, 4:7
LAFRANIER, MMW
Death by hanging suicide verdict returned by Coroner Houston Kepler. Je 6, 1:2
Funeral. Je 7, 1:4
LA GRAYE
Epidemic rapid growing. N 22, 1:8
Epidemic rapid at North Springfield. D 9, 3:7
Epidemic rapid, D 15, 3:5
LAF R KNERR
Dissolution of partnership notice. Ap 1, 7:3

1860

LAFLIN (ORC). LADDER
Form basic partnership with Wettie R Lash, Mr 3, 4:2
LAKE COUNTY
Bill passed in sen relieves Mentor tax. Frank M Call from payment of 33,302.23. F 2, 5:7
Bill passed in sen authorizing Fairview lake to issue $6,000 in bonds for road improvements. F 8, 2:3
LAKE, CAJORIS
Confined to N Y State asylum, adoption of children contested. Ap 26, 7:1
LAKE, ELLA C
D M Weaver app'd guardian, other guardian app'd for sisters. S 7, 1:2
LAKE BRAID ASSN (Ravena)
LAKE, ERIE, ALLIANCE & SOUTHERN RY CO
Collection suit and petition for arrest of personal property brought by New York Central Trust co. N 22, 2:3
Named in mortgage foreclosure suit brought by Sumner R Stone, N 22, 2:3
Named in action started by Central Trust co of N Y to have reor applaud. N 24, 2:7
LAKE, ERIE & WESTERN RY
Trail continues in injuction suit brought by firmen and engineers. Toledo, Mr 38, 3:2
Clay tracks inundated and traffic blocked by flood waters. Mr 17, 1:7
Freight train taken over by troops. 8 captured. Ashlandula, Ap 12, 8:5
Leaves personal damage suits brought by John H H Comay estate, Mary Fisher, warren B Fetter, and Katharine and Patrick Taylor, Toledo, S 25, 4:5
Wm land title suit brought by Louis Laffrancier, Clev. G 28, 4:7
Freight train seized by troops at Clay, N 3, 3:5
Cars robbed at Ashlandula, 1 U Howard and C Taggart held. N 16, 2:5
LAKE ERIE PARK CO
Renovates pk, increases sport facilities. Ap 13, 1:4
STARTS constr of bicycle truck. Mr 4, 1:2
Opens season. My 27, 1:5
Sponsors program for celebration of Independence day. Jy 5, 1:1

1861

LACK (ORC). LADDER
Applies Jacob Stambaugh supt and mgr. Mr 2, 1:4
LAM, LEVI L. See Lamb, Levi Levy
LAMB, LYMAN LEVI
(Known also as Stonewall J Defence and Cameron Elliott)
Prominent Akron man disappears after drawing large sum of money from Chicago bank. Ap 19, 1:1
assumed to have extorted large sum from Chicago bank. Ap 23, 1:1
disappears after cashing bad draft, accused of fraud. F 20, 1:1
said as confidence man, Ap 21, 1:1
identified as small man with Charles E Wiltte, search continues. Ap 22, 1:1
search for alleged confidence men continues. named in collection suit by Frank W Judge. F 24, 1:4
hunted swindler believed to be mob confidence man Elias Radcliff. Ap 27, 1:6
Halford identified as go-between of Jacob Newman of Canisteo (N Y). O 11, 1:4
indicted in Chicago on chg of obtaining money by false pretenses. O 12, 1:3
LAMBERT, CHRISTIAN
Named by C A Hamley lumber co in collection suit. F 11, 1:4
F 23, 1:8
suit dismissed. Je 30, 1:8
Assaulted by William Wallace. O 25, 1:8
LAMBERT, JUNE Gatesville)
Arrested in murder of Mrs Frank Hughes. S 22, 2:6
LAMBERT, FREDERICK
Losses collection suit brought by Gen W W Jones. M 8, 2:2
LAMBERT, LEVI (Tiffin)
Wm personal damage suit against Nickle Plate rer. My 35, 4:1
LAMIN, ORCHARD
Accidentally shoots and kills Peter Mussell. Je 6, 1:6
LAMPE, H H (Lasalle)
Saloon destroyed by fire. O 30, 2:2
LANG, JOHN
Elects officers at reorg meeting. Ap 30, 3:2
LANCOTT, GEORGE
Elects officers at reorg meeting. Ap 30, 3:2
LANCOTT, CHARLES W (ORC)
Death. My 8, 1:8
Funeral. My 9, 1:3
LANE, MILTON
Suit with George Heinemann brought by John S Herrald withdrawn. Je 22, 1:8
LANE, MILTON AND LUCINDA
Named in collection suit by trustee of Buchtel estate. A 6: Eiserer, O 28, 1:6
LANEY, HENRY C
Vagrany chg dismissed. O 30, 1:6

1862

LANIGER, HENRY C (cont)
Sentenced to labor as sta for vagrancy. 0 5, 4:2
LANE, GEORGE
Fined and sentenced on suspicion of attempting robbery of Dr D S Howard, S 20, 1:7
LANE, HARRY
Dissolved from vagrany chg. F 24, 4:2
LANE, J A
Praises Columbian exposition. My 27, 3:5
LANE, J A
Corrects errors in news item concerning Chicago world's Fair. My 29, 2:2
Views on World's Fair praised by Chicago Inter-Ocean, ed. Je 5, 2:1
Celebrates 70th birthday anniv. Je 29, 1:3
Sees Chicago world's Fair visit educational. S 28, 1:4
LANE SIMPSON (cont)
Refuse to accept resignation of Rev Henry Preserved Smith. F 2, 4:5
Prof Henry P Smith resigns. My 13, 4:1
Criticized for refusing to accept when presented resignation of Dr Henry Preserved Smith, ed. Je 14, 2:1
Theological students boycotted by fresh ch. S 13, 4:3
LANG (ORC). DMM (Mechaniscow)
Arrested for throwing boiling water into face of Nathan Nare's daughter. Jy 22, 3:3
LANG, WARREN
LANG, PHILLIP
Pleads not guilty to pocket-picking chg. Je 17, 1:4
Released on bail. Jy 20, 1:6
Convicted for pocket-picking. Je 24, 1:3
Sentenced. Je 30, 1:3
LANG, WILLIAM "USH"
Allegedly fleeces Ed Riley in fake foot race. My 19, 3:2
Arrested and fined for assault and battery. Je 5, 1:2
Arrested on conspiracy chg for York (Penn) authorities. Je 12, 1:5
habeas corpus proceedings deferred. Je 15, 1:7
appeals to Gov McKinley to revoke warrant on chg. Je 16, 1:1
requisition papers for return to Penn on conspiracy chg revoked by Gov William McKinley. Je 17, 1:7
LANIGAN, FRANK L (Lima)
Died of embolism investigated by grand jury, N 16, 2:5
Named in collection suit by Mrs. Haroot, N 20, 2:2
Indicted on charge of embezzling Lima Natl bank and
Cola-Lima & Muncie RR, N 24, 2:7; two in-
dictments of embezzlement found by grand jury, N 25, 2:5
LANIGAN, NELLY LOUISE
Widow, M 21, 1:4; bugging, M 21, 1:8; funeral, M 23, 1:2
LANIGAN, ANDREW
Opened new cigar store, O 19, 4:2
LANIGAN, (Ravena)
Found not guilty of concealing stolen property,
Ja 25, 4:1
LANIGAN, FRANK
Dismantled on charge of obstructing train tracks,
O 4, 1:5
LANIGAN, W.E.
Injured with wife and baby in runaway, Ag 24, 1:6
LANIGAN, E.M.
Stolen and robbed at Valparaiso (Ind.), S 15, 4:1
LANIGAN, LUCIE
Fined for intoxication, S 13, 1:8
LANGUAGE
Ability to read and write as well as speak deemed
necessary for foreign interpreter, ed, Jy 27, 2:1
LANIERT, ONE ALFRED, RICHARD P.
With J.A. Keller and Otto Mutual Rigby & Loan ass'n
named in collection and foreclosure suit by Warren Backman,
S 10, 3:4; S 20, 3:7; properly ordered sold, O 10, 1:7
LANING, HARRIET
Estate under Edward Oswalt files partial acct,
N 16, 1:8
LANITZ, ALICE C
Names City of Akron in property damage suit,
Je 16, 1:1
LANITZ, CHERO (Lima)
Injured when horses ran away, Jy 30, 2:5
LANITZ, HILTON
With George Heimann named in collection suit
brought by John Flower, Je 21, 1:6
LANITZ, WILLIAM
Names City of Akron in property damage suit,
Je 16, 1:1
LANITZ, WILLIAM (Agg)
Burned by fire, Ag 10, 4:4
LANITZ, JAMES (Meritor)
Burned by fire, Jy 28, 2:3
LANFORT (fay), E.
Spoke at laying of cornerstone of new Trinity
Reformed ch, Jy 3, 2:2
LANFORD, MARTIN K & SON CO
Names Charles W. Jenkins, Horan Falor, Charles
Hunsecker, and Harrison Traveling Bag co
in collection suit, Je 27, 1:5
LANZENLE, JOHN
Arraigned for vagrancy, dismissed, Ag 27, 3:5
LARIN, JOHN (Studeberville)
Scalded to death by steam, Ap 11, 2:5
LARINO, T.J.
Names Joseph Robinson co in salary collection suit,
Jy 7, 4:1; mis suit, Jy 12, 1:4
LARIN, ANNA
Steal step stolen, O 26, 1:2
LARIN, AUGUST A (Carbon)
Killed when struck by train, N 8, 4:5
LARIN, JOHN
Fined for disorderly conduct, O 14, 1:2
LARIN, JOHN S (Caine)
Robbed, 13 men arrested and fined, M 3, 3:2
LASH, JOHN
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, N 26, 1:8
LASHKURIS, NICHOLAS
Ordered by city court to remove goods from sidewalk,
Jy 7, 1:3
Names in collection suit by Nicholas Gomes,
Ag 3, 1:4; Ag 4, 1:5; loses suit, Ag 20, 1:5
LATHAM, ADAM
With A.F. Nied named by E.C. Kohler in appeal of
money action suit, Jy 7, 1:4
LATHAM, STEPHEN
Names John E Wise in real estate suit, Ag 8, 1:4
LATINER, F.C. (Ashfield)
Names Ish Jollification con of Ashfielda in dam-
age suit, My 18, 2:8
LATINA MEXICANA
Renewal of friendly v S-Chile relations seen,
ed, Jy 39, 2:1
LATTINGER, JOHN J SHOE CO
Names Jacob Goebel et al in collection suit, S 20, 1:3
LATTINGER, MARGARET B
Acted of guardianship filed, Ag 12, 1:7
LAVIN, HARRY S
Held on robbery chg, S 8, 1:1
LAVIN, ORS
Injured in train wreck at Pana (Ill), F 8, 1:11
LAVIGAN (MR), (Studeberville)
Ran Downtown
Burned by fire, Ag 16, 3:3
LAVON, HARRY NILES
Missing, Jy 21, 2:2
LAVON, FRED
Missing, Jy 13, 1:3
LAVON, LOUIS
Demanded for 4th word bid of deed defects
W H Gobler and 2 others, Ap 4, 1:3
LAVON, WILHELM & CO (Willington)
Unclaimed, Pierce assessed, O 27, 2:3
LAVON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Injured in furnace explosion, Ag 12, 2:2
LAVON, ELIZABETH
Named in judgment suit by Akron Rigby & Loan ass'n,
N 14, 1:7
LAWEN, JAMES
Motion and affidavit in aid of execution filed.
In suit brought by Eliza Laverty, My 9, 4:3
Arrested for failure to construe as ordered,
case contd, Ag 5, 1:2
With Otto and Augusta Nanne named in property
rights suit by Henry L. George and Mary Hentz,
Ap 27, 1:7
LAWEN, JOHN
Loses foreclosure suit brought by Akron Lumber co,
Ja 25, 1:4; dismissed in appeal to suit
brought by Akron Lumber co, O 6, 1:5
Fined for intoxication, M 13, 3:3
Appeals to ct for aid for children in care of
divorced wife, Ag 5, 1:2
Names William Huster in collection suit, Ap 20,
4:2; loses verdict, Ap 24, 1:5
Named in eviction suit by Charles McGuire, Ap 25,
1:2
Held for assault and battery, Jy 5, 1:3; transcript
from mayor's ct filed, Jy 8, 2:2
Arrested for disorderly conduct, case contd,
Jy 17, 1:8
Seeks to remove divorced wife from county
infirmary, Jy 25, 4:2
Suit against Vandevoet dismissed, Jy 31, 1:7
Fine and suspended sentence imposed 2 yrs ago
for pointing firearms ordered enforced, Ag 7,
3:4
Arrested on charge of assault and battery on wife
Susan, O 27, 3:3; held on chg, O 28, 7:3;
admitted to hall, N 7, 1:4; sentenced to work-
house, N 14, 1:2; 1:3
Sued for divorce by wife Susan, N 14, 1:7
LAWRENCE, JOHN, ROSE, AND SUSAN
Named with 3 others in judgment suit brought by
Akron Rigby & Loan ass'n, N 14, 1:7; final rep
of rear confirmed, O 23, 1:5
LAWRENCE, ROSE
See also Laverty, John, Rose, and Susan
Assailed, Joseph Bagley held, Ag 4, 4:3
LAWRENCE, SUSAN
See Laverty, John, Rose, and Susan
LAWRENCE, PATRICK
Fined for intoxication, Jy 3, 1:5
LAVITI, LOUIS
Fined for peddling without license, N 6, 1:2
LAW, Injured in train collision at Belmont, Jy 26,
4:5
LAW LIBRARY ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY
Elects trustees, M 27, 1:8
LAW AND ORDER LEAGUE
Urges enforcement of Sunday observance law
governing liquor sales, N 20, 1:5
LAWHEAD, HARRY B
Arraigned on robbery chg, S 9, 1:7; held on chg,
S 11, 1:3; bound to common pleas ct on charge of
robbing Adams Express co, S 15, 1:1; indicted
for grand larceny, O 10, 1:4; pleaded not guilty,
O 29, 1:7; demands trial by jury, O 27, 1:8;
jury drawn, N 1, 1:8; jury listed, N 7, 1:4;
jury named for trial on chg of assisting Frank
X Breake, N 9, 1:2; trial on robbery chg con-
tinues, N 10, 1:5; jury retires, N 11, 1:4;
convicted of robbing Adams Express co, fined
milion for new trial, N 13, 1:4; motion for new
trial filed by his atty, N 15, 1:5; motion
heard, N 24, 2:6; motion for new trial over-
rulled, sentenced to penitentiary, N 27, 1:7;
taken to penitentiary, N 28, 1:7
LAWER, PATRICK
Funeral, Je 23, 1:2; will filed for probate,
Ja 28, 1:7; James lawery appd exec of estate,
Ja 29, 1:6
LAWRENCE, A.G.
See Gaylord, Henry
LAWRENCE, M.E. OWLINS (Marshall)
Arrested in Terrain Philips (Ind.), Jy 1, 3:3
LAWRENCE, M.H.
App'd to US anti-trust ass'n to rape Ohio, Jy 21,
1:2
LAW AND LEISURE
Nineteen-yr franchise bill criticized, ed,Ja 5, 2:1
Legs interviewed on pending bills and views, ed,
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LECLAIR, FRANK AND ULRICH
Arraigned robbery chg; My 5, 1/2; sentenced to workhouse for petit larceny, My 6, 2/3
Sought on stealing chg, father arranges settlement, G 20, 1/5
Plead not guilty to chg of assault and battery on Sam Williams, trial set, N 20, 4/2; acquitted on chg, N 10, 5/5
LECLAIR, ULRICH, See LeClair, Frank and Ulrich
LECO, Funeral, G 20, 4/2
LECLERC, Funeral, G 20, 4/2
LEHMANN, F
Charg with disorderly conduct, released on bond, G 30, 1/12
LENNOX, LOUIS B & CO (Clev)
Names Felsky & Fink in realtet suit, G 20, 4/2
LEIBER, HIRAM F
Losses collection suit brought by R H Koons, G 7, 4/2
LEIBER, NEDDIE M
Forms business partnership with Mrs Albrighta A.
Laidlaw, G 3, 4/2
LEIBY, MILDEN N
Sued for divorce by wife Rosa L, G 25, 1/2
LEIGHTON, GEORGE
Funeral, G 20, 3/3
Corn B Laidgham apptd executors of estate, appraisers apptd, N 10, 3/4
LEIGHTON, GEORGE (Cont)
Indicted for looting trees of Wm's home, G 20, 3/3
LEIST, ISAAC BREITWE (Cont)
Names Mrs Mary Devine in collection suit, G 20, 4/1
LELAND, SAMUEL
Phelps
 Lectures on Scotland before North Hall ME ch, G 4, 2/3
LEMON, HARRY N
Sues Miss Ellen M for divorce, G 21, 1/6
LEMON, JAMES
Mention made by B of LE to advance case of enginer from circuit at Toledo, G 20, 2/1
LEMON, (Toledo)
Appeal on conviction of refusing to move Lake Shore train containing Ann Arbor cars, G 9, 3/3
LEONE, ANTIN, See Leake, Anton
LEON, DAVID
Injured when thrown from horse, My 12, 1/8
LEOPOLD, W
Acquitted of blackmail chg, G 20, 4/2
LEOPOLDO, DAVID N
Stealing chg dismissed on payment of costs, F 4, 1/6
LEOPOLDO, JOSIAH (Clev)
Injured when scaffold collapses, G 14, 1/4
LEOPOLDO, JOSEPH & CO
Names Michael W and Nancy Metzler, Michael Hurdle, and Johnson A in collection suit, N 12, 1/6; suit settled, G 14, 1/3
LEGER, JOHN H (Clev)
Elected school board auditor, G 20, 4/3
LEIPPER, JOHN
With J F Keyrick files answer to rescissip suit brought by A W Bassage against AMBrr co, G 11, 1/5
LEIPPER, PETER
Losses land condemnation suit brought by AMBrr co, G 21, 1/7; files motion to pay judgment in suit brought by AMBrr co against Henry Weber et al, G 30, 1/6
LEIPPEY, Case aptd at Napoleon, G 25, 3/6
LEITCH, PETER
Straw stolen, G 21, 1/3
LEROY, JOHN
Bill passed in state sen for relief of taxo tress, G 3, 2/3
LEKEL, ANTON
Robbed, G 20, 4/3
LELIE (MEG) (FRANK)
Qualified to write on love, courtship, and marriage, ed, G 4, 2/1
LEISSER, JETTY
With others named in partition suit by Samuel Lesser, G 5, 5/5
LEISSER, SAMUEL
Names Betty Lesser et al in partition suit, G 5, 1/4
LEKim, (Toledo)
Appeal on conviction of refusing to move Lake Shore train containing Ann Arbor cars, G 9, 3/3
LENEFF, (Toledo)
Acquitted of blackmail chg, G 9, 2/2
LEVY, ELIZA, See Levy, Eliza
LEXETT, LEONARD
Devere granted wife Effie, G 14, 1/7
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LEONARD, LEO (BEV), WILLIAM JAMES (cont)
Speaks on historical interest of Canterbury Cathedral, G 31, 4/4
LEONARD, R P
Amber filed by Ohio Nat Bldg Co Loan ass in suit brought by Warren Rockmuller, G 19, 1/4; G 14, 1/4
LEOPOLDO, DAVID N
Stealing chg dismissed on payment of costs, F 4, 1/6
Liquor Dealers' ASN
Petition for abdication of music in saloons, Ju 3, 1:2
Exec com holds meeting, discusses politics, elects J W Whitaker sec, Ju 29, 1:3

Liston, Leonard (Ernest)
Concert, F 25, 1:2
Liston, Alfred (Alfred)
Robbed, N 10, 2:8

Liston, Robert (Mr Pleasant)
Assaulted allegedly by Mrs Carrie Buckirk, W 27, 2:4

Literary Soc (Churubusco Center)
Organizes, elects officers, Ja 11, 3:5

Literary Soc (Loyal Oak)
Elects officers, Ja 19, 4:5

Literature
Abolishment of demoralizing and trashy literature urged, ed, W 20, 2:1

Little (Oxy), G K
Sermo, F 6, 4:1

Holds farewell service at First UB ch, M 8, 3:2

Little, John
Applies to dept of indus relations bd of arbitration, My 9, 1:2

Little, Robert
Killed in train collision at Rarden, S 6, 3:5

Little, Howell & Co (Clev)
Name Seaman & Smith co in attachment suit, N 3, 3:4

Livermore (AOS), Harry A
Delivers lecture at Universalist ch on travel experiences, U 13, 1:5

Livingston
Citizens complain of slaughter house west of Aurora, Ju 11, 1:4

Lla
Garfield chapter 377 gives concert, N 18, 1:8

Llewellyn, Edward L

Held on robbery chg, W 8, 1:1; arraigned on chg, S 9, 1:1; held on chg, S 11, 1:3; dismissed from chg at request of Adams Express co, S 15, 1:1

Lloyd, Billy
See Crawford, George (Cont)

Lloyd, Fred (Teinburgh)
Injured by cutting self with corn knife, U 21, 3:4

Lloyd, Lewis (Marbore)
Uses as result of gunshot wound, U 21, 2:2

Lloyd-Bowker Co (Youngstown)
Employees return to work after sanitation increased hrs, Ag 15, 3:6
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Lofting
Special house com investigates alleged corrupt use of money in securing passage of McWear bill, M 9, 1:8
Bill for force registration of all lobbyists introduced in house, Ap 7, 1:2
Bill to force registration of all persons interested in legislation introduced in house, Ap 8, 1:5

Local Option
Repeal and passed by Hudson council, saloon regulation and introduced, My 22, 2:4

Losh, Frank C
Estate named in collection suit brought by John L Chapman, Je 7, 1:6; estate losses claim, My 7, 1:6

Losh, Frank
Named in property sale suit by John L Chapman, Ju 14, 1:4

Lockhart, A W, See Lockhart, R W

Lockhart, R W (Hudson)
Arrested on chg of contributing to delinquency of minor, bound to prove ch, My 9, 4:3; trial on chg of permitting minor to play billiards on farm, My 15, 1:3; transcript of evidence filed, My 17, 2:6; warrant issued on chg of unlawfully permitting minor to play at game of pool, My 19, 2:6; placed not guilty, date of trial set, My 19, 3:1; on trial by jury for allowing minor to play pool, My 31, 1:5; found not guilty, Je 1, 1:6; 4:3

Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of
Trial of 8 members for refusing to handle Am. Arbor rr freight cars shows union not broken, Toledo, M 30, 3:2

Hold meeting at Toledo to attempt reinstatement of Lake Shore rr engineers, Ap 17, 3:3; appearance of gen advisory com forecasts trouble, Ap 19, 3:5; advisory bd meets, plans large ry union counsel, prevents drive on Lake Shore rr, Ap 20, 3:3

Files motion to advance case of Engineer James Lemon from Toledo circuit ct, Ap 26, 3:2

Locomotive Firemen, Brotherhood of

Rev Harper to testify in injunction suit against Chiefs Arthur and Surgent, Toledo, M 23, 3:3

Logue, H N (Glen Lake)
Robbed, Ju 15, 1:4

Loeffler, Fred (Normark)
Attempts suicide by shooting after alleged shooting and wounding of Lena Linder, Je 23, 2:2
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Loydler, Mary (Hansberry)
Adjourned in absentia, F 16, 1:8; application for admission to asylum filed, F 17, 4:5; warrant on lunacy chg returned, F 24, 4:4

Loling, C
Bakery wagon damaged when horse runs away, 0 11, 1:3

Loper, John
Fined for intoxication, 0 9, 3:2

Loganville, Albert (Allison)
Fined for violating prohibition ord, Ag 22, 2:7

Logman, Albert C
George F Perkins appd exec of estate, My 13, 7:6; exec files inventory, My 30, 1:6

Logman, J E (Hamilton)
Appd postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, Je 13, 1:2

Long, B J
Fined for intoxication, F 10, 1:7

Long, Charles
Sentenced to st gng for vagrancy, 0 6, 1:5

Long, David
Injured when thrown under wheels of st car, 0 18, 3:4

Long, Julia A
Final acct of estate filed, Ja 31, 4:1

Long, Lumer (Washington)
Escapes from county jail, Ag 30, 3:1

Long, Harry
Arrested on chg of embezzlement, F 2, 2:6; trial on embezzlement chg begins, F 6, 1:6

Long, Harry (Grant)
Arrested and fined for throwing stones at train, My 6, 3:2

Long, Jerry A
Notified to appear in court and operation of st rr, Je 17, 7:6

Appd rear of Akron Iron co, U 22, 1:5

Long, John

Names Michael and Eugene Irmer in collection of foreclosed mortgage suit, Je 26, 1:1

Long, Margaret S

Names Levi and Emma Lessor in dower collection suit, My 21, 1:7

Long, Miller (Toledo)
Stabbed to death by son (Samuel), Ja 20, 2:2

Long (Wes), Stephen (Burrill)
Files from burns suffered when clothing catches fire, D 23, 7:2

Long, Terry
Fined for intoxication, My 17, 1:8
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Long, William

Suicide, F 16, 3:1

Long, William (Coles)
Injured when scaffold collapses, Ju 14, 4:4

Long Lake Park Co
Partial sale of assets made by assignee R T Udoham, F 15, 1:2; rep't of sale of chattels submitted, F 18, 4:3; assignee files rep't on sale, My 13, 2:2; assignee and rep't of claims filed, Ag 9, 1:5; partial rep't filed, Ag 21, 1:6

Long Lake Park
Opens for season, My 31, 1:4

Longshore, J L (Gray Falls)
People's candidate for cemetary trustee defeated by music reform candidate W T Holloway, Ap 4, 1:7

Loomis, Charles
Applies for patent on st car ticket case, Ja 21, 1:5

Loomis, Frank
Seizes new hose nozzle, M 25, 1:1

Perfected smoke protection helmet, S 25, 4:2

Loomis, Frank E

Jewelry stolen from safe in Neyer Watters's office, N 17, 1:6

Loomis, Harry E

Assigns assets, F 13, 1:3; L E Watters appd assignee, F 15, 2:3; files inventory of assets, F 27, 1:4; file set for election of trustee, My 1, 1:5

Suit brought by Thomas Hardy dismissed, Je 9, 1:7

Loomis, Harry E & Co

Partnership dissolved, Ja 4, 3:6

Harry L Loomis and Harry K Cleveland purchase controlling interest in coal co, Ja 12, 1:4

Assigns assets, F 13, 1:3; assignee appd, F 14, 1:5; L E Watters appd assignee, F 15, 2:3; files inventory of assets, F 27, 1:4; files application to sell chattels, F 28, 4:2; assignee ordered to sell certain chattels, N 1, 1:5

Named by Akron Savings Bank in collection suit, F 15, 1:2

Assigns coal dealers arrange to resume business, N 2, 1:5

Rept of debts and liabilities filed by assignee, Ap 14, 1:7

With Harry K Cleveland loses collection suit brought by Akron Savings Bank against Excelor Coal Co, Ap 28, 1:7; motion for order to make payment on coal lease overruled, My 1, 1:5
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LOOMIS, HARRY E & CO (cont)
Named in petition filed by Occidental Coal co asking removal of L. E. Wheller as co. My 4, 1:6
My 5, 3:1
Assignee of L. E. Wheller files partial acct., U 5, 1:5
Exceptions to partial acct filed by Occidental Coal co, D 20, 1:6; exceptions certified to common pleas ct, O 26, 1:6; O 27, 1:7
LOOMIS, HORACE J
Executor of estate files inventory and sale bill, F 16, 4:3
LOOMIS, J F (Wadsworth)
'Story Ridge fire destroyed by fire, U 8, 4:3
LOOMIS, JAMES
Wife judgment in suit against David W Kegel, D 19, 1:4; 1:5
LOOMIS, L W (Gay Falls)
People's candidate for council defeated by music reform candidate S F Frey, Ap 4, 4:1
LOOMIS MIKE (Audubon)
Engine house damaged by fire, U 8, 4:5
LOUP, BENJAMIN (Allegheny)
Injured when run over by train, W 1, 3:2
LOVER, CITTA (Neenah)
Grossly assaulted, Henry Reed held, U 12, 2:4
LOWERY, MARY (Moscow)
Killed when kicked by horse, D 12, 1:4
LOWEN SAVINGS BANK CD
Seized in attachment against Nall Vapor Stove & Wig co, Cyra, Ag 9, 2:7
LOREY, (Steubenville)
Grocery and dry goods store destroyed by fire, Ag 10, 3:3
LOREDAY, FREDERICK D
Gives character impersonations, F 18, 7:4
LORE, JOHN
Granted permission by city courts to remove part of South Main st sidewalk, Jr 15, 8:6
LOUGEBERGER, WILLIAM
Named in suit brought by August Mah, arrested on chg of resisting serving of attachment papers, My 9, 1:5
Names Reese Purine in reappraisal suit, My 12, 1:2; reappraisal suit against Reese Purine goes on trial, My 17, 3:6; losses suit, My 18, 1:2
LOURIS SHE LD (Ravenna)
Increases capital stock, Jr 15, 4:3
Loud, James Welsh Owen Day held, Jr 26, 1:5
LOUSE, LOUIS
Names Akron Iron co in personal damage suit, Jr 27, 3:4
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LOVELAND, ANDREW (Glenister)
Mortally shot in gun fight, 8 participants held, C 27, 2:4
LOVELL (1869), WILLIAM (Gerber)
Held by police while awaiting ward from husband, F 21, 1:2; held on larceny chg, F 25, 3:2; husband wants her returned to Lounds, F 23, 4:3; placed under bond on larceny chg, F 24, 1:6
LOW, M CLAYTON
Death, S 27, 1:6; S 28, 3:4
LOWE, JAMES
Killed near Milton when train crashes through treble, Ag 17, 3:3
LOWE (Rev), H W
Owes submission and obedience necessary for happy marriage, Ag 28, 4:8
LOWTET, (Clay)
Arrived to death in aprt house fire, W 23, 1:11
LOWRY, ROYAL A
Names James and Caroline Snyder in collection suit, N 16, 1:7
LOWRY, HIGH
Injured in train-at car collision, N 11, 1:8
LOWDY, BEA A
With 6 others named by George P Sperry estate in reversion suit, N 8, 1:6
LOWTHER, CHARLES
Released from suspicion of robbing freight cars, U 20, 3:2
LOWTHER, SAMUEL
Fined for keeping son out of school, N 14, 1:11
LOYAL, CHARLES
Arrested from vagrancy chg, N 22, 1:6
LOYAL TEMPEMA LEGION
Elects officers, N 13, 1:3; O 3, 4:2
LUBY, PATRICK (Vapakona)
Stain and robbed, N 7, 2:4
LUCAS COUNTY
Bill authorizing bond issue for court house caused by passive loss in court, No 1, 1:6
LUCAS
Wins suit brought by Naston, N 28, 1:6
LUCAS (Rev), C S
Served before Ministerial Assn of Clergy of Ohio
LUCAS, THOMAS (New Chambourg)
Came before Ministerial Assn of Clergy of Eastern Ohio, Ag 30, 4:3
LUCAS, THOMAS (New Chambourg)
Chosen to be a member of the convention to ordain ministers
LUCY, CHARLES (Kent)
Injured while crossing, U 9, 2:3
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LOVE, GEORGE W (Cola)
Arrested on chg of stealing poultry, Jr 8, 3:4:7
LOUSE, FRANK (Sallustian)
Injured when shot while hunting, Jr 19, 3:1
LOUSE, JUSTUS (North Amberst)
Grocery destroyed by fire, N 1, 4:6
LOUSE, LUCIAN L
Attempted suicide by shooting, U 5, 2:4
LOUSE, FRANK
Named in collection suit by Jacob J Armbruster, Jr 24, 1:5
LOUSE, CHARLES (Dayton)
Sought in shooting of Albert Shafer, Ag 18, 4:5
LUKA, JOHN
Fined for attacking John Dick, N 11, 1:2; N 13, 1:6
LUKEBERGER, WILLIAM
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg following fight with John Voyer, Ag 25, 4:3; fined, Ag 22, 3:5
LUNG, LEE (Napoleon)
Repaid a loan, Jr 24, 3:6
LURKIN, ARTHUR (known also as Arthur Doudbrook)
Sentenced for stealing from Anton Leake, S 28, 4:3
LURKIN, FRANK
Injured when caught in machinery at the Twine and Corrugation works, Jr 26, 4:2
LUZ, LUZ
Brands repl that she will resign as member of USA failure, U 21, 1:3
LUTIS, CURTIS
Returns home from trip to Outagamie
LUTIS, WALTER
Evans Chappell estate sold, Jr 9, 3:8
Evans names John Northland and William and Napoleon Weidler in suit filed on appeal from justice ct, My 5, 1:5
LUTIS, ARTHUR
Served as justice of the peace in this town
LUTIS, ARTHUR
Served as justice of the peace in this town
LUTIS, HENRY
Arrested on chg of violating prohibition laws, Jr 22, 1:5; motion for new trial overruled,
LYON, A C (Oglesbrow). isioned, S 19, 4:4
LYON, ELMER E
Names Luther and Caroline Hammond in collection suit, S 8, 3:4

LYON, HENRY
Injured in car train wreck at Monroe Falls, J 25, 1:1
LYON HOUSE (Cleveland). 1
Destroyed by fire, S 30, 1:4
LYONS, PHILLIP
Fined and sentenced for robbery of Anthony Rossick saloon, J 6, 1:5

MACLEAN (Holland). 1
Fills on suit to prevent CAC ry co issuing bonds for property improvement, U 1, 1:5, 2:2
MAHON, THOMAS (Mansfield). 1
Plant investigated by State Dairy Food Com in T & M case following cheese poisonings, J 10, 2:6

MALLISTER, ANNA
Suit vs City of Akron settled, J 21, 1:7; waive restraining injunction against city, N 29, 1:7; injunction contd, Ap 1, 7:2
Damage suit against Mrs Ackerman dismissed, O 3, 1:4

MALLISTER, JAMES B
Applet at Summit county deputy sheriff confirmed, My 18, 1:2

MALLISTER, V K
Assigned to Peninsula ME ch, O 20, 4:5

MAUPIN, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, S 22, 4:4

MAUNDER, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, N 15, 1:6

MAUNDER, RICHARD
Fined for intoxication, F 10, 1:7

MAUNDER, RICHARD
Released from vagrancy chg, My 8, 1:6

McCABE, W R
Names PWN cc in collection suit, O 2, 1:7

McCABE, WILLIAM H
Presents plans for reform of local govt, J 10, 3:15
McCABE, WILLIAM H
Dem candidate for council 4th ward, defeats

MCCAIN, WILLIAM
Estate Liverpool funds embrazed, Curtis Perdue bought, My 31, 2:6
Clerk tender elects officers, O 16, 3:6

MCCRARY, C F (Youngstown). 3
Named in damage suit brought by Susan Blystone, D 14, 2:3

MCCARTY, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, J 29, 1:4

MCCARTY (OR). C C
Sermon, Ap 24, 4:3

MCCARTY, WILLIAM
Names PWN cc in collection suit, D 2, 1:7

MCCLELLAND, HENRY (Kent). 1
Injured in re yard, N 11, 3:2

MCCLELLAND, WILLIAM
Damage suit against City of Akron settled, My 8, 1:3, 4:3
MCCLELLAND, WILLIAM (Cleveland). 1
Shot in gun fight with Uriah Greggs, J 12, 2:2; J 14, 2:2; murder, Uriah Greggs held, J 16, 7:4

MCCLOUGH, ROBERT
Burned by hot steel in Newburg explosion, Ag 8, 1:8

MCCONKEY, FRID
Fined for driving through funeral procession, Ap 20, 2:7

MCCOY, CLARENCE L
Guardianship with others, petition for transfer of funds filed, transcript from Crawford county probate ct (Akron), J 21, 1:6; petitioned for guardianship to custody of J H Kitchens, Jy 27, 4:2

MCCONKEY, WILLIAM E
Inventory of estate filed, F 11, 1:6

MCCUNE, ROBERT
Round to common pox ct on forgary chg, D 30, 2:2

MCCURL, EDWARD

MCCURTIS, EDWARD

MCCUTCHEN, EDWARD

MCCUTCHEN, DAVID
Benevolence for benefit of the poor, praised, N 24, 2:1

MCCULLOCH, WILLIAM E
Estate admin accepted, Ag 11, 1:5

MCCULLOCH, ELIZ
Adm Russell McGollan's petition to sell real estate heard and order issued for plat to file bond, N 14, 1:7; names Russell McGollan in suit, bond furnished and order of pub sale issued, N 20, 1:7; win suit, O 20, 1:6

MCCULLOCH, RUSSELL
Named in suit by Ella McGollan, bond furnished and order of pub sale issued, N 20, 1:7
Losse suit brought by Ella McGollan for sale of property, D 28, 1:6

MCCullough, JAMES C
Sought for contracting debt in opening of billiard hall and failure to fulfill cont, Ag 23, 1:6; found in Pittsburgh (Penn).
MCCLINTON, JAMES C (cont)
Ag 26, 3:5

MCCLINTON, RANDALL
Vice candidate for 3rd ward assessor defeated by
repub A J French, ap 4, 1:3

MCDOUGAL, VAN
Killed when run over by train near Monday Station,
Mo 3, 3:7

MCDOUGALL (GJ), E. J (Traffic)
Names City of Tiffin in damage suit, D 14, 2:2

MCDOUGAL, ROBERT
Wins dance suit brought by rear Edward A
Mclean, v 12, 1:3

MCDOUGAL & FOUTS (Callow)
Purchase Bowser Leader, s 23, 4:2

MCDOUGAL, JOHN
Named in injunction suit by Charles S Parson,
ag 10, 1:6; Parsons granted injunction, ag 11,
1:3; sale of partnership assets ordered, ag 12,
1:3

MCDOUGAL, C.
Arrested and fined for assaulting Adam Helzel,
D 11, 4:2

MCDOUGAL, JAMES
Arrested on suspicion of shooting Alexander
Rom, s 18, 1:3; has epileptic seizure pre
ceding arraignment for murder suspicion, s 18,
4:5; discharged from attempted murder suspicion,
s 20, 1:3

Dismissed from intoxication charge, op 3, 1:2

MCDOUGAL, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, op 26, 1:3

MCDOUGAL, RAY (Urban)
Robbed, ag 0, 2:5

MCDOUGAL, INVESTING MACHINE CO
Losses infringement suit against Allisum, Miller &
co in Nashville (Tenn), Joe 28, 4:3

MCDOUGAL, MARY ELLEN
Death, Joe 3, 1:2; bisog, Joe 3, 1:7; funeral, Je 7,
3:2

MCDOUGAL, JOHN
Taken to insane asylum in Cleve, F 15, 1:2;
escape, recaptured (Cleve Leader), N 3, 3:4

MCDOUGAL, M.
Collection suit against John and Daniel Mcclary,
defs file appeal, My 8, 1:3

MCDOUGAL, MATHEN
Arrested on disorderly conduct charge, case contd,
My 24, 1:3; fined for disorderly conduct, My 25,
1:6

1890

MCDOUGAL, MICHAEL N
Names McGary in collection suit, My 26, 1:3

MCDOUGAL, PATRICK
With People’s Savings bank and Anna H He Coughen
named in property sales suit by Lewis C Miller,
ag 25, 1:4

MCDOUGAL, ALMA
Held in alleged robbery of Lida Clark, ag 21,
1:5; returns stolen property, case dismissed,
ag 22, 3:5

MCDOUGAL, C.
See McCracken, William V

MCDOUGAL, WILLIAM (Toldeo)
Wrongly, located in San Francisco, N 9, 2:4

MCDOUGAL, WILLIAM V
With George Silley and McCracken & Sample in
collection suit by F J Queere, op 9, 1:5

MCDOUGAL, WILLIAM
Wrongly, brought by Newton Chalker, default judgment
and sale of attached property ordered, op 25,
1:6

MCDOUGAL & SAMPLE
Awarded railroad constr contr by Akron & New
Castle ry co, N 10, 1:3

MCDOUGAL, N
Named in collection suit by N Chalker, attachment
filed, S 5, 1:4

MCDOUGAL, N
Named in collection suit by F J Queere, op 9, 1:5

MCDOUGAL, N
Named, N 6, 1:4

MCNAB, ARTHUR (Wilmingto

Wrong verdict in property damage suit filed
against Alfred Williams and Henry Turner, N 3,
3:4

MCNAB, THOMAS
Robbed, My 4, 1:2

MCNAB, THOMAS W
Named in collection suit by Blue Pond Park co,
S 9, 1:6; N 20, 1:6

MCNELIIUE (MOS), ROBERT (WY)
Death, Je 17, 3:6; bisog, Je 18, 4:3; funeral,
Ja 19, 4:1; Ja 20, 4:2

MCNELIIUE, CHARLES
Names John Lowery in eviction suit, Ap 25, 1:2

MCNELIIUE, CHARLES N and W
Named in judgment suit by Akron Bldg & Loan assn,
N 14, 1:7; issue suit, op 19, 1:7

MCNELIIUE, W.
See McCune, Charles W

MCNAB, MARY (Canton)
Held in assault on Clara Murphy’s daughter, D 14,
2:3

MCNAB, JAMES
Sentenced to work on sta for vagrancy, D 7, 1:4

MCDOUGAL, IRENE
Injured in train wreck near Johnson, Je 9, 3:1

1890

MCNEIL, WILLIAM (cont)
by Gov McKinley, makes money restitution, per,
Je 14, 1:4; conviction approved, ed, Je 14, 2:1

McKINLEY, William
Resignation as sec of Ohio repub league pending,
D 6, 2:1; offers resignation, Je 8, 1:4

Indictment and trial for embezzlement revd, op 4,
1:5; prosecution on embezzlement charge bared in
vindication of repub state admin, ed, op 4, 2:1

Indicted for presenting false vouchers and
obtaining money by false pretenses, D 14, 1:3

MCNAGA, (Catawa)
Ras robbed, N 1, 2:7

MCNAGA, AUSTIN
Fined for intoxication, D 18, 1:4

MCNAGA, H L
Examines James L Starkey regt shortage in
McNage, acts while in coach of Fulton county,
N 9, 1:6

MCNAGA, JERICO (Alliance)
Found dead, believed victim of epileptic seizure
or suicide, N 31, 3:3

MCNAGA & JASINSON (Canton)
Name store robbed, S 19, 4:1

MCNAGA, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Je 17, 1:8

MCNAGA, RIDEFORD
Fined for intoxication, N 12, 1:3

MCNAGA, WALTER
Named in collection suit by Frank U and Elizabeth
C Howard, N 11, 1:5

MCNAGA, WILLIAM
Named in collection suit brought by William
Taylor Sons & co, D 4, 1:6

MCNAGA, WALTER
Damaged by fire, D 2, 3:6

MCNAGA, ROBERT
Estate named in property suit by Isaac
Hobart et al, D 5, 1:4; heirs petition to
reduce widow’s allowance, Je 1, 4:3; cross
petition and answer filed by w v Jackson, S 15,
1:7

MCNAGA, SADIAH
Names Globe Accident ins in collection suit,
Je 16, 1:3

MCNAGA, william
Nam in suit brought by Isaac Hobart,;
answer and cross petition filed by William
McNall, N 11, 1:4

MCNAGA, (Genevieve)
Robbed, S 19, 4:1

MCNAGA, ROBERT
Death, Ja 3, 1:3; bisog, Ja 3, 1:7

MCNAGA, MICHAEL
Sale of real estate confirmed in suit against
MCDONNELL, MICHAEL (cont.)
- William Wade, My 17, 1/6
- MARGIOTI, JANE E.
  Fined for disorderly conduct, J 20, 1/6
- MCGUIRE, WILLIAM (Stiffrin)
  Children from family org, Ag 25, 7/2
- MCFARLANE, JAMES A
  Named in relief and property sales suit by
  Katherine Monahan, Jy 24, 1/5

MCFARLIN, FRANK
- Held on larcenychg, Ag 31, 3/3: acquitted, S 5, 2/2
- Fails guilty to veh of disorderly conduct, case postponed, J 12, 4/6
- MCFARLIN, JOHN
  Found in yd injured and unconscious, police
  Investigate, Causin Franks & 7 others arrested, u 11, 1/5; dies from injuries, u 30, 1/3
- MCFARLIN, NORA
  Grocery store window broken by vandals, Ag 2, 4/2
- MCFEELY, JAMES
  Fined for fighting, J 13, 1/6
- MCFARLEY, JAMES
  See also Mcllroy, John & Daniel
  Awarded bank delay improvement cont, S 18, 1/5
  See bitten by dog, G 8, 4/2
- MCGARTY, JOHN & JENNY (Known also as Mcllroy girls)
  Appeal collection suit brought by Michael N
  Mcllroy, My 8, 1/3
- MCGARTY, JOHN
  Named in collection suit brought by Michael N
  Mcllroy, My 26, 1/3
- MCGANN, A A (Cobapple)
  Appell postmaster by Floss Grover Cleveland, u 1, 2/3
- MCINTYRE, ALICE & MATTIE
  Rescued after boat capzies at Marblehead, Jy 23, 2/4
- MCINTYRE, MATTIE.
  See also Alice, Alice & Mattie
- MOFFIT (AK), J W
  Speaks before Clev preby, S 21, 4/4
- MCLaur, THOMAS
  Fined for intoxication, J 7, 4/3
- MCGILLIN, CHARLES
  Arrested on charge of stealing Charles H Andrews's
  ring, released on bond, J 2, 1/8; released
  from larceny chg preferred by Charles H Andrews,
  u 11, 8/2
- MCGILLIN, KATHERINE
  Fined for drunkenness, F 13, 1/2

1900

MCGILLIN, KATHERINE (cont.)
- Fined for intoxication, My 15, 1/1
- Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Jy 6, 3/5
- MCGILLIN, MARY
  See Helen, Mary
- MCGILLIN, THOMAS
  Fined for intoxication, J 1, 1/4
- MCGILPH, JOHN
  Names Guy Falls River & Naticke co in personal
  injury suit, Jy 30, 1/6
- MCGINN, MATT
  Taken to insane asylum in Cleve, F 15, 1/2
- MCGINN, WILLIAM
  Estate exec C H Slattery files partial acct.
  J 30, 1/2
- MCGINN, WALTER
  Rearessed on request of father, Ag 9, 1/6
- MCGINN (MRS), KATHERINE THOMAS
  Death, J 27, 1/6; funeral announcement, Ag 28, 1/6; James M McGinn apptd asst of estate, Jy 13, 6/3
- MCGINN, CHARLES
  Arrested on assault & battery chg, D 4, 1/2; dismissed, S 5, 1/3
- MCGINN, JAMES
  Fine in injunction suit against Patrick Love, Jy 30, 1/3
  Named in collection suit by Sidney Edgerton, S 23, 1/8
  Brings suit against Patrick Love for decree fixing line of excavation in repl of referee, J 26, 1/8
- MCGINN, JOHN
  Fined for intoxication, My 10, 1/3
  Fails not guilty of intoxication, S 21, 1/8; fined, S 22, 4/4
- MCGINN, STEPHEN C
  Named in collection suit by Blue Pond Park co, G 9, 1/6
- MCGINN, ARCHIE
  Arrested for larceny, Ag 4, 4/8; arraigned, Ag 5,
  1/2; Ag 26, 1/5; sentenced, Ag 30, 1/2; taken
to Reno's insane asylum at Lancaster, S 7, 1/3
- MCGINN, MARY
  Fined and jailed for intoxication, H 14, 3/3
  Fined for intoxication, Jy 9, 1/4
- MCGINN, CATHERINE
  Death, J 26, 1/6; will and application for
  probate filed, Ag 4, 8/2
- MCGINN, J
  Promoted to ag of Cols office of Wells Fargo
  Express co, My 3, 4/3

254a

MCGREGOR (MRS), CLARA (nee Carolliton)
- Killed when clothing catches in revolving shaft, N 1, 4/5
- MCGREGOR, JOHN
  Denies dem of shop closing to assure
  state repub victory, J 20, 1/4
- MCGREGOR, WILLIAM (Canton)
  Arrested in robbery of & assault on Joseph
  Saunders, N 26, 2/5
- MCKINNON, J F
  Praised for stand taken against political
  clipes in passing of bills, ed, J 4, 2/1
- MCGUIRE, (Catharburg)
  Taylorshop & 2 other stores destroyed by fire, S 30, 1/4
- MCGUIRE, EDWARD
  Fined for intoxication, Q 30, 1/6
- MCGUIRE, ELLA
  Order for private sale issued in suit brought by
  Lizzie McGuir, F 26, 4/2; H 1, 2/6
- MCGUIRE, HENRY
  Fined for intoxication, Ag 24, 4/1
  Fined for intoxication, Jy 17, 1/8
  Fined for intoxication, O 9, 2/2
  Fined for intoxication, O 25, 1/8
- MCGUIRE, JAMES
  Affidavit and motion in aid of execution filed in
  suit brought by Thomas Koss, Jy 18, 3/5;
  proceedings dismissed, J 22, 1/6
- MCGUIRE, JOSEPH
  Held on chg of robbing Frank Mason res, Ag 29,
  1/3
- MCGUIRE, LIZZIE
  Order for private sale issued in adrr suit
  against Ella McKee et al, F 26, 4/2; H 1,
  2/6
- MCGUIRE, JOHN
  Missing, D 11, 2/3
- MCGUIRE (MRS), OLMER PLAIN
  Assaulted allegedly by Mrs Carrie Revis, D 27,
  2/4
- MACHINE TOOLS & DIES
  Rachel wrench invention brings patent to
  Gettysburg, J 2, 3/3
- MCGOVERN, IRA (North Springfield)
  Child injured by piece of chipped crockery,
  Ag 4, 7/1
- MCGOVER, GEORGE
  Killed when he falls from train at Hubbard, D 11,
  2/3

254b

MCKENNEY, EDGAR
  Granted pension, J 22, 3/3
- MCKENNY, FRAK
  With CEBL ry co and V H Winwright purchases
  land for coal mines, J 8, 2/3
- MCKINSTRY, WILLIAM (Chapwick)
  Injured when horse falls, Jy 13, 3/2
- MCKINSTRY, JOHN
  Fined for intoxication, O 10, 1/6
- MCKINSTRY, WILLIAM
  Insamned from oxilla chg, N 15, 2/4
- MCKLE, ELIZABETH
  Appd to bd of trustees of State Univer, F 24,
  3/2; again confirmed by sen, F 25, 2/7
- MCKLE, MAE
  Drinks carbolic acid by mistake, recoverers, N 27,
  1/2
- MCKLE (MRS), PATRICK
  Funeral, N 13, 4/3
- MCLEROY, MARY
  Fined for intoxication, O 2, 1/6
- MCLAYE, JOHN
  Fine and jail sentence for crime against rights
  of suffrage and freedom of the ballot praised,
  ed, J 14, 2/1
- MCLAYE, WILLIAM
  Accidentally shoots Martha King while hunting on
  Racoon island, S 30, 2/2
- MCLELLAN, ALEXANDER
  Resc naturalization papers, N 3, 1/5
- MCLELLAN, JOS (Cambridge)
  Res damaged by storm, Ag 2, 2/2
- MCLEW, WILLIAM
  Assaulted, George Hearst held, Jy 27, 1/3
- MCELROY, JOHN (Warren)
  Killed when struck by train, Ag 10, 4/4
- MCELROY, ROBERT
  Names Sandsbury waterworks in property damage suit,
  D 26, 2/3
- MCEWEN, MINE (Known also as Charles Roberts)
  Sentenced for suspicion, wanted on burglary chg
  by Lima authorith, S 16, 3/5; ordered re-
  leased, D 20, 4/2
- MCKENNY, JAMES E
  Fined for disorderly conduct, F 1, 1/8
MACHINERY & CO

Suit of execution against Charles W Kempel and others dissolved, Ju 5, 3:4

MADIXON, MOSES (Harrsville)

Escapes from jail, My 26, 3:1

MACKEY, WED. See Mackey, William Albert

MACKEY, WILLIAM ALBERT (toaster)

Married, N 21, 1:3; correction: Injured, not murdered, N 22, 2:4; shot at building by unknown assailant, N 22, 2:4; shot and wounded by unknown assailant, N 23, 2:4; reward offered by county coroner for arrest of assailant, N 27, 2:2

Name of son, William Albert, Jr.

MACK, WILLIAM (toaster)

Murder, N 21, 1:3; correction: Injured, not murdered, N 22, 2:4; shot at building by unknown assailant, N 22, 2:4; shot and wounded by unknown assailant, N 23, 2:4; reward offered by county coroner for arrest of assailant, N 27, 2:2

Mackey, William Albert, Jr.

Praised for message to assembly and ideas for balancing budget, ed, Ja 4, 2:1

URGEO Improvement of Ohio roads in address to state agr conv, Ja 13, 3:5

Congratulated upon his 50th birthday, ed, Ja 30, 2:1

Appointed Joseph A Farnier trustee of Ohio State uni, F 8, 1:4

Praised for refusing proffered aid during financial difficulties, ed, F 20, 2:2

Hawked by failure of Robert S Walker, denies he will resign gubernatorial office, F 21, 1:1; F 22, 1:1; praised, ed, F 21, 2:2

Asks assets, F 22, 1:1

Replied to hold $100,000 life ins policy of Robert S Walker as security, F 25, 3:4

Business ability upheld, ed, M 1, 2:2

Knowledge of tariff credited to advice regarding its importance given by Ex-Francis W, M 9, 2:2

Honesty in handling pub contributions praised, M 13, 3:1

Funds to pay his debts raised by unsolicited pub contributions, M 13, 3:3

Commented on his views on control of pub affairs by dem party, ed, Apr 5, 2:1

Reappoints William & Nelson chief at school of workshops and factories, Apr 8, 1:5; Apr 12, 2:2

Reappoints Harry Minor and L. A. Koons to state bd of parsins, Apr 8, 1:5

Appoints Charles Foster and Joseph Bishop to state arbitration bd, Apr 8, 1:5

See William H Niles' name to son for appital as supt of ins, A 13, 1:2

MARKLIN, WILLIAM, JR (cont)

Discusses proposed new tariff bill and its effect on business at East Liverpool, M 29, 7:2

Plan to have simple, inexpensive inauguration praised, ed, M 6, 2:1

Begins increased tariff, Jr, M 8, 2:1

Com from Colis bd of trade makes plans for inauguration ceremony, U 11, 2:3

MARKLIN TARIFF BILL

Endorsed as a sure move, ed, M 12, 2:1; vindicated of chg that it will impede trade, ed, M 13, 2:1

MARKLEY, N.J.

Horse and wagon recovered, Ja 13, 3:4

MARKLIN, H. L (Findlay)

Injured in fall from scaffold, Ja 13, 3:4

MARKLIN (OG), (Springfield)

Refractions of children by unknown youth, U 10, 3:2

MARKLENT, FRANCIS H

Name estate of John W Weyrick and Adm Susanna Weyrick for acct and collection, F 21, 1:3; deft files answer, M 29, 1:7

Named by John Minkin in suit to dissolve partnership, F 22, 1:4

Equitable relief suit brought by John Minkin, rear's rev't approved, My 16, 1:3

MARKLENT, HOBBS

Refused writ of habeas corpus by Ohio sup ct in seeking release from penitentiary, N 29, 2:2

MARKLENT, JOHN

Name Francis H Minkin in suit to dissolve partnership, F 21, 1:4

Fills equitable relief suit against Francis H Minkin, rear's rev't approved, My 16, 1:3

MARKLENT, ROBERT S

T W Vukman released from restruction, My 11, 1:6

MARKLENT, ROBERT (Six Points)

Killed when struck by stone thrown from oil well, O 4, 2:6

MARKLENT, ISAAC E

Assigns, legatees million app'd assignee, Je 2, 1:6

MARKLENT, J. H

Assigns, Charles L McIlhinney app'd assignee, Je 2, 1:6

MARKLENT, J. H (Canton)

Assigns, Charles L McIlhinney app'd assignee, Je 2, 1:6

MARKLENT, J. H (Canton)

Assigns, Charles L McIlhinney app'd assignee, Je 2, 1:6

MARKLENT, N. G (Leavittsburg)

Killed by train, U 10, 3:4
MANNAN, JOHN

MCKINNON, JOHN (Barborton)

Repsptd postmaster, G, 6, 1:5
MCKINNONG, BENJAMIN

Cigar store robbed, Ag 10, 4:1
MCEWAN, DAVID (East Fowl Con)

Declare order formula used by Thomas H Mcllroy & co illegal, N 31, 3:3
MCEWAN, WILLIAM

Fined for intoxication, S 18, 3:5
MCEWAN, WILLIAM

Files answer and cross petition in suit of Theodore Holstein against Sarah W Mckinney, N 11, 1:4
MCDONALD & URBAN SAFE & LOCK CO (Hamlin)

Appts Howard Douglass assignee, Jjy 29, 1:2; 4:3
MCDONALD, D J (Continu)

Ruptt indicted for lustng treas of Widows of Home, N 30, 2:3
MCEWAN, GRANT C

Legal notice to creditors, Ja 24, 3:7
MCEWAN, ISAC

Fined for intoxication, D 7, 8:3
MCEWAN, S C

Presents plan for reform of local govt. critizes present officials, Jr, Ja 14, 3:3
MCEWAN, J C BOILER WORKS

Notification to increase bd of dir., Mr, 14, 3:6
Majority of employees remain as, Je 4, 6, 1:2
Stables damaged by fire, Ju 4, 1:6
Bergharty thwarted by watchmen, Ag 12, 8:1
Prospects for winter business good, N 9, 1:6
MCOJOLLY, WILLIAM (Amelia)

Fattly injured in fall through trap door, D 20, 2:2
MCFARLANE, JENNIE

Vagancy chg dismissed, N 4, 1:8
MCFARLANE, GEORGE (Bellville)

Escapes from Belmont county jail, Je 6, 2:8
MCFARLANE QUARTETTE

Praised for fine singing at GSR admirals (Canton Repository), My 6, 4:5
MCGAHEY, JOHN

Fined for intoxication, My 29, 1:3
MCGAHEY, KATRINE (Toledo)

Wins personal damage suit against Lake Shore rr co, S 23, 4:5
MCGAHEY, JOHN

Death, Ap 17, 1:8; bing, Ap 17, 1:8; funeral

1893

MCGAHEY, JOHN (Continu)

MCHUGH, JAMES K (Fort Clinton)

Aptd postmaster, My 5, 2:4
MCKAY, ALEXANDER

Papalist candidate for 1st ward council defeated by repub H F Miller, Ap 4, 1:2
MCKAY, PEARL

Revels paper before Young woman's Christian Temperance Union conf, Ap 4, 3:1
MCKENZIE, CATHERINE

Suicide, My 15, 1:6
MCKENZIE, CHARLES (Orville)

Assaultd by unnamed tramp, N 20, 2:2
MCKENZIE, FRANK

Names Pittsburgh, Akron & western rr co in collection suit, J 2, 1:7
MCKENZIE, JOHN (Alliance)

Fined for violating prohibitory ord, Ag 22, 2:7
MCKENZIE (Osh), (Sherman)

Res robbed, N 36, 1:6
MCKINZIE, LIZZIE (Canton)

Killed when struck by train, N 4, 2:7
MCKINZIE PLAINING MILL CO (Continu)

Makes assignment, Jjy 11, 2:8
MCELHANY, WILLIAM

Names J F Falkenberg and brother F S in collection suit, Mr 10, 1:2

MAGAZINES

Cosmopolitan, rev, My 5, 2:3
Forum, rev, My 5, 2:3
MAGUS, J A

Makes donations to poor, U 6, 7:5
Plans to donate $50 from ruffle to Union Charities assn, U 38, 4:6
MANN (OSS),

Burned when dress ignites from kitchen stove, N 24, 2:6
MANN, ANN M

Death, U 7, 1:7; bing, U 7, 1:8; funeral, U 9, 1:5
MANN, GEORGE

Assaulted, William H Christone fined, Ag 23, 3:5
MCKINZIE, JOHN (Continu)

Fattly injured when attacked by bull, O 6, 3:1
MCDONALD

Aptd union depot night policeman, Ap 12, 1:4
MCDONALD, JOHN (Cota)

Res robbery attempted, O 23, 7:1

1893

MCDONALD (Osh), JOHN AND MARY (Continu)

Injured when at car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
MCDONALD, MARY, See McKinley, (Bela)

MCDONALD, JOHN (Continu)

Appeal of land suit brought by Charles C Young reversed, N 28, 3:3
MCDONALD V MILLING HILLS (Youngstown)

Contemplates further reductions after Assailed Finishes accept 125 wage rate, S 29, 2:6
MCDONALD, AUGUST

Names William Loudenberger in suit, My 9, 1:5
MCDONALD, JOHN (Continu)

Ord to establish grade from Market to Mill st passed by city council, Jjy 21, 4; Jjy 23, 3:8
MAIL

McCook City Clerk E A Cook arrested for violation of postal laws, S 2, 2:6
MALLET, GEORGE

Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct, My 24, 1:3
MALL, JOSEPH

Injured when struck by pick, S 7, 4:3
MAIN ST

Growth as business center between Mill and Market st noted, My 12, 1:1
Ord for sprinkling and appt of sprinkling bd passed by city council, My 23, 1:7
Ord sanctioned to assess residents from Chestnut to Boston st for seasonal sprinkling, Ag 11, 2:6
MAIN ST ME CH

Sponsors lecture by Rev E J Smith on Southern Civil war prisons, Ap 5, 4:3
Ladies Aid soc elects officers, Ap 11, 1:3
Chair plans cantata, U 9, 2:4; presents Belle dupree, Jjy 13, 7:4
Validation program, U 16, 8:4
MAHON, JOHN

Arrested for sodomy, Ag 23, 4:3; indicted, O 19, 1:4; pleas not guilty, trial set, O 21, 1:1; dismissed from chg, O 24, 1:5
MAHONEY, EDWARD

Injured in getting off train, O 25, 1:4
MAHONEY, MARY

Estate filed partial acct, Ag 5, 1:3
MAHONEY, PATRICK (Kestner)

Dismissed from vagancy chg, O 4, 1:2
Busted insane when picked up in bloody condition, O 4, 2:6
MALLISON, C P

Son injured when kicked by horse, S 21, 1:7

MALLOY, JOHN R

Forfeits proposed tax increase on the Dow law, N 28, 3:3
MALONE, JOHN

Fined for intoxication, N 10, 4:3
MALONE, PATRICK AND THOMAS

Fired an charge of disorderly conduct continued, My 29, 1:3; fined for throwing stones, My 11, 1:3
MALONE, THOMAS (Alliance)

Killed when he falls under train, Ja 4, 3:2
MALONEY, JOHN, See Harrington, (Giant)
MALONEY, MARIE (Continu)

Killed when st car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
MALDON, THOMAS

Fined and sentenced for disorderly conduct, Jjy 22, 7:4
MALLA, KNIGHTS OF, See Knights of Malta
MALTBY, MARIA J

Sup ct affirms decision of circuit ct in suit brought by MALLISON, co, My 24, 1:1
Names Sperry Sewer Pipe co in resecthip suit, S 12, 2:6; named in counter-acc of conspiracy by George F Sperry estate, S 16, 1:7; resecthip suit defed, O 2, 1:3; issues resecthip suit, O 3, 1:4
MANCESTER, HARRY

Geta himself with knife, Ap 17, 1:2
MANDEBA, CYRUS L

Nine collection suit against Elmer K Hettenstein, N 13, 1:4
MANDEBA, DAVID

Arrested for insanity, taken to county infirmery, Jjy 21, 1:6
MANGERBA, JOHN

Suit against City of Akron dismissed, My 22, 1:1
MANKO, WILKIE

Money suit brought by Elizabeth Holdenbaum settled, Ja 27, 3:4
MANNING OIL CO (Findlay)

Control secured by Standard Oil co, Ap 29, 3:5
MANN, BARRETT (Toldeo)

Arrested for attempting to murder wife, O 16, 3:1
MANN, CATHERINE

Guardian appointed, My 2, 1:1; application for guardian filed, My 3, 4:4; application rejected, My 9, 1:5; application heard, no appalt, My 13, 6:3
MANN, FRANK (Toledo)

Robbed, Harry Glick and John Bartel held, Ap 17, 3:2
MANN, GEORGE
Incorporated, John S Green held, Jy 29, 1:6
MANN, WILLIAM H
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Jy 16, 1:1; loss suit, Jy 14, 1:4
MANNEL, ALEXANDER AND ANTHONY
Violate fish law, released on bail, Ag 24, 1:5; Ag 25, 2:3; arraigned, Alexander fined, Anthony dismissed, Ag 30, 1:3
MANNEL, ANTHONY. See Mannel, Alexander
MANNING, CHARLES (Elyria)
Slay wife and Mrs N R White, commits suicide, N 7, 2:7
MANNING, WILLIAM
Sentenced for besieging, S 13, 1:8
MANN, WILL
Missing, J 30, 2:2
MANSFIELD, OHIO
Bill repealing authorization to secure location of railroad shops passed in house, M 3, 2:3
MANSFIELD ASYLUM
Bill to limit costs introduced in house, Ap 25, 2:6
MANSFIELD CATH EDWINIAH CO
Completed, M 24, 3:2
MANSFIELD NEWS
Comended for urging legislature to modify libel law in favor of newspapers, ed, J 13, 2:2
MANSFIELD REFUNATORIUM
Request to create deficiency for cost of considered, Ap 10, 7:3
MANN, JENNIE (Cont)
 Arrested for marriage with Harry Le Ferre, released, Jy 17, 1:3
MANN, COURT
Released from jail after serving sentence for assault and battery, Jy 20, 1:6
MANTON, HENRY B
Sentenced for keeping house closing to ensure state rape conviction, D 28, 2:5
MANTON, IRVIN
Stabbed demolished when horse runs away, no one injured, D 21, 1:3
MANTON, JOHN T
Catherine Manton applied executor of estate, D 22, 1:6; Harry B Manton files application to be released from bond of executor Catherine

1893

MANTON, JOHN T (Cont)
Manton, J 20, 1:6
MANNEL, ALEXANDER. See Mannel, Alexander
MANNEL, ANTHONY. See Mannel, Anthony
MANN, ASHER. See Mannel, Anthony
MASTERS. ASHER OF AARON
Organizes, elects officers, Ap 4, 1:6
MANUFACTURERS MUTUAL FIRE ASS
Oater judgment rendered by state app. court, N 7, 1:6
Collection suit brought by Jessie H Thomas et al settled, My 1, 3:4
Losse judgment brought by Lyonsburg Drug store, Jy 11, 1:3; files petition for new trial, Jy 12, 1:1; circuit court overruled, Jan 30, 1:3
HARRIS, JAMES E
Loss suit brought by exec E P Otto, Je 12, 1:5
HARRIS, ROBERT C
Final act of estate filed, Jy 31, 1:6
HARRIS, JAMES E
Named in collection suit brought by Oliver Moore, estate, My 13, 1:6
HARRIS AND WARES
Bill introduced by See Phillips to wipe out Green's Green in Brown county, Jy 18, 1:4
Bill passed in state that marriage does not disqualify woman from administering or executing doffs, J 1, 2:5
Bill passed in house of power adding imprisonment to penalty for illegally solemnizing marriages, F 9, 1:4; F 10, 2:3
Bill introduced in house to raise cost of licenses, F 21, 1:5
Subject of lecture by Rev R H Bennett at North Hall MC ch, F 25, 2:4
Women advised to visit ct rooms before accepting a husband, Jy 11, 1:5
Submission and obedience deemed necessary for happiness by Rev F W Love, Ag 28, 2:6
George Ritter demanded of money in marriage arrangement, Warren Smith sought, Mils, S 6, 3:5
Notes:
Within the scope of this listing refer to names listed here
Abbott, Lula 6. See Clark, Archie B
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Nan, Anna. See Faller, Charles
Ingehard, John; Mary Williams, Ap 26, 4:1
Ingeroll, Albert C; Minnie Blanket, My 29, 13
Ingram, Addie. See Price, Herman O
Jackson, Else. See Gary
Jackson, Frank; Elizabeth Snyder, N 20, 1:7
Jackson, Frank T; Mary Jenkins, N 22, 2:3
Jackson, James Birt; Edith Hixson, Ap 29, 1:4
My 11, 1:2
Jackson, Mary. See Glass, Hayden
Jacobson, Lena. See Hansen, Nelle
Jacobson, Peter; Helvet Sky, M 14, 1:8
Jocoby, Mandy L; Mavis Harce, N 13
Jones, Elmer E; Restric C Maloney, O 27, 1:13
O 35, 1:3
Journals, Frank D; Alice M Miller, My 31, 4:3
Jenkins, Mary. See Jackson, Frank T
See (G) Walter; Nellie B Hard, N 16, 1:2
Johnson, Anna. See Wormen, Frank
Johnson, Charles S; Laura L Hartung, O 18, 11, 11
O 19, 1:7
Johnson, George Gervis; Alice Sow, Ap 10, 2:7
Johnson, James T; Viola Lancer, Ap 20, 1:6; My 1, 4:2
Johnson, Lewis; Adelia Ebbert, O 14, 7:5
Johnson, Martha. See Pratt, Andrew
Johnson, Mary C; See Nelson, Julian
Johnson, Susan. See Clark, Joseph A
Johnson, Thomas E; L Costes, 9 22, 1:2
Johnson, William; Isabella Brown, 24, 2:3
Johnson, Yvonna. See Stilther, Maxa
James, Bertha. See Stauffer, George J
James, Willy. See Susan Pariseau, Jan 3, 11, 1:7
James, Mary H. See McCullom, James S T
Jen, George W; Susie C Turner, O 19, 1:8; 20, 1:3

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Keller, Ada C. See Fossum, William F
Keller, Charles; Alice G Goodin, Ap 5, 1:6
Kelli, Karl. See Kifer, Karl
Keller, Carl. See Kifer, Karl
Kifer, Carl; Grace Starzter, Ap 11, 1:2; Ag 12, 1:6
Kelli, George; Sadie Ledger, N 4, 3:5
Keller; Ada C. See Fossum, William F
Keller, Charles; Alice G Goodin, Ap 5, 1:6
Kelli, Karl. See Kifer, Karl
Keller, Carl. See Kifer, Karl
Keller, Frank S; Patricia Walter, Ja 18, 1:6
Keller, Lena. See Chapin, Harrison H
Kelley, Lizzie E. See Newr, John O
Kelley, Mary A Connelly, Ap 25, 1:8
Kelley, Lizzie E. See Newr, John O 9, 8 16, 1:2
Kelley, Karl H; Mose Harrington, Ja 16, 1:6
Kemperling, Charles; Grace Putnam, My 1, 1:6
3:10; My 13, 1:3
Kemp, Henry A; Anna M Ley, Ja 13, 1:2
Kemp, John E; Carole Lucille Church, S 27, 4:4
Kent, Delia. See Russell, W A
Keppler, Lizzy. See Hurd, Joseph
Keppler; Samuel A; Maggie G Sopp, G 27, 1:2; 1:4
Karlester, G; Caleb; Lizzie L Kogham, D 21, 1:8
D 26, 4:3
Kleiner, Edward. See Lovern, Edward
King, Benjamina; Carole Patricia, S 30, 3:6
King, Emma. See Beecher, Joseph
King, Mabel F. See Reed, Thomas F
Kirk, Grace M. See Hall, Arthur A
Kirchheider, Edward; Ella Burnett, My 25, 1:3
Killing; Emma; Jamine Maloney, N 2, 1:8
Klingman, Maud. See Houghton, George L
King, Lucie Ebell; Hesse Miller, O 28, 1:8; 3:3
Knap, Frank J; O 9, 3:5

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Knapp, George A; Effie J Lang, S 14, 1:1
Knapp, Margaret. See Keily, William H
Knapp, Park; Nellie Dickinson, S 6, 1:5; S 26, 3:4
Koehl, Joseph; Silvia Rotherbart, O 3, 1:6
Koehl, Robert; Maggie McAlvery, My 34, 3:1
Koonlton Ger, Frank H; Letitia E Hardy, N 16, 1:5
Koch, Charles; Maggie Howard, Ap 10, 1:2; Ap 11, 1:5
Koch, Jacob; Elsa Sessour, F 6, 1:6
Kolmar, Leslie. See Sieberl, Ernest
Kolmar, Emma. See Pfeiffer, George
Kop, Anna. See Grotz, Christian
Koplin, Louise A; Helen Parker, My 12, 1:4
Koplin, Lewis D; Blanche L Leth, S 27, 4:4
O 30, 1:8
Kraft, Charles G; Mary A Hatchler, Ja 10, 1:7
Krause, Adam W; Estha J Bowers, Ja 10, 1:2
Ja 15, 1:6
Kreider, Lea May. See Darling, William G
Kress, Mary. See Harroch, Robert
Kramer, James E; See Smith, Forest S
Krause, Charles A; Jennie Roderbaugh, Ap 28, 1:8
Kryder, Harvey; Catherine O Vane, N 14, 1:8
Kuhn, Carrie C; See Roberts, Walter A
Kurtz, Mary. See Ollerton, William B
Kutella, Eugenie; Ellen Goudie, O 14, 1:6
Labour, George H; Dora E Kamada, O 18, 1:1
Labour, John A. See Faber, John A
Lacom, Laura; Alice Moore, F 16, 1:6; 1:7
Lalhe, Lena. See Siefert, Joseph
Laffey, Henry A; Jennie Hunt, Ja 7, 4:3
Laffey, Henry A; Jennie Hunt, Ja 8, 3:2; 5:2
Lair, Laura E. See Griffith, William H
Lamb, William; Laura Workman, O 21, 8:4
Lamford, Mary. See Hse, William
Lambright, Iras; Mrs Hannah Facker, G 7, 1:7
Lambright, O Grant; Mabel Runyan, My 10, 1:2; My 11, 1:6
Lambright, Charles W; Frances Donovan, F 14, 1:6
Lance, Viola. See James, John O
Landes, Millen R; Carl. See Eaton, Elizabeth Roeder
N 25, 1:3
Lanc, Charles W; Frances Donovan, F 14, 1:6
Lance, Viola. See James, John O
Landes, Luisa V. See Ogle, Dean L
Lamp, Minnie. See Selman, William
Lappin, Emory; Mary Belfountain, N 4, 1:3
Lanham, Malcolm. See Blackburn, John
Larson, Peter; Olin Peterson, N 29, 1:8
Lattmanner, Thomas. See Philipps, Julius
Laxton, Frances Lotta. See Donahue, John T
Leach, Albert; Mary Ann Bates, F 20, 1:3, 1:7

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Leach, Almone; Zelma Martin, Ja 16, 1:6; Ja 26, 1:8
Leder, Sadie. See Keith, George
Lee, Fannie. See Bestwick, Edwin
Lee, Harriet. See Hart, Arthur
Lee, John; Mollie H Davis, O 7, 1:5
Lee, Ralph; Hester Parkinson, Ap 24, 1:5
Lee, William; Eliza Woolson, N 9, 1:6
Lees, James; Lottie Kincler, Ap 6, 1:1
Levers, Sherman; Hola Friend, O 9, 1:5
Lefum, Lizzie, See Hummel, Daniel
Leith, Blanche E; See Kaplan, Lesta B
Leith, Harriet S; Mora E Hoc, N 20, 1:8; Ap 5, 4:4
Leitch, Clara. See Lewis David
Lealand, Elva. See Meloney, Lumin W
Leander Ross. See Church, Edward
Leats, Anna. See Goodwin, Jacob
Leats, David; Clara Leitch, O 27, 1:7
Leaves, Larry L; Harvey Rönneback, N 2, 4:10
Ley, Anna M. See Kemel, Henry A
Lubert, Wesley; Minnie Frank, O 21, 1:6
Lurie, Charles H; Georgia A Haumond, S 11, 1:2; S 15, 4:2
Lurie, Edward; Gertrude Arnst, My 10, 1:2; My 11, 1:2
Lindley, Samuel B; Eva E Spellman, Ap 25, 1:6
Litteil, Elga. See Sengerter, T
Logan, Alice M; See Bradford, Harry A
Long, Effie J. See Knapp, George A
Loomis, Lillian F. See Sir Louis, John
Loose, Louise. See Middelstadt, Albert
Luby, Effie. See Baker, Byron
Lowe, Celie. See Parker, Albert
Lowe, George; Josie Thoman, O 9, 1:4
Lurie, Carrie. See Shelby, Frank E
Lothier, Eliza J. See Schaffer, Howard
Luccas, Ernest; Lousia Dye, O 30, 1:6
Ludlow (Rev), Arthur C; Rose Elizabeth Roeder
N 25, 1:3
Lunch, Charles; Lizzie Everes, Ap 12, 1:3
Lunemann, Jacob; Nettie Hertenberger, F 25, 2:3;
H 3, 2:8
Luts, David; Alice Stry, S 5, 3:2
Lutz, Grant; Nettie Barton, O 13, 7:1
Lyons, James W; Jesse V Richardson, Ja 7, 1:8
Lyons, Laura J. See Hartenstein, Jacob H
McGowan, Eila J. See Rodenberger, Charles
Mackey, Amy. See Harper (Rev), William G
Mackey, Mary May. See Harper (Rev), William G
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Wise, Elizabeth C. See Reed, Luther B
Wieland, Carrie A. See Batts, Marion M
Winkler, Jacob H; Nettie E Fontaine, O 18, 1:1
  O 21, 1:5
Winkler, Lottie. See Less, James
Wissmukinder, Kate. See Wiedeman, Charles
Wise, Catherine O. See Kryger, Norey
Wise, George; Gertrude A Saw, N 14, 1:8
Wise, Martha Mary. See Weyers, Charles Orlando
Wise (Mrs), Sarah. See Royer, Edward
Wise, Wilbert G; Lima F Fillip, O 26, 1:8
Witt, Ada. See Bentley, John L
Wolf, Alice M. See Brown, Lesta N
Wolf, Ella K. See Engle, Henry C
Wolf, Frank; Ella Smith, O 30, 1:6
Wolf, Frank A; Nona C Breckenridge, Jan 17, 1:2;
  Jy 19, 3:3
Wolf, William J; Mary A Huta, O 14, 1:7
Wool, Charles; Ella Schmidt, N 4, 8:4
Hoexter, Austin F; Elta Allyn, S 6, 1:5; 3:3
Horneman, Laura. See Lamb, William
Huron, Herbert; Maila L Stanford, Jan 14, 1:2
Hurstberger, Netta. See Wartemberger, Netta
Northen, Frank; Anna Johnson, M 3, 1:0
Northington, William; Mildred Brown, Sep 9, 1:6
Wright, Elberta C. See Hine, Elton R
Wright, Marcus H; Florence M Drinkwi
Wüchter, Lotta M. See Kellar, Charles Sanford
Nygaard, Leo. See Shum, Romeo R
Hym, Gertrude. See Tucker, Robert
Yama, May A. See Myer, Neola A
Ream, Lillian E. See Hine, Charles W
Yonker, Laura. See Patterson, William
Tosti, Florence & Perrich. See Tosti, William B
Tosti, William B; Florence & Perrich Tosti, Jan 21,
  1:4; Je 30, 1:4
Young, George S; Nellie Stue, N 21, 1:5; N 22,
  1:2
Ziegler, Nina. See Thomas, Lewis
Jaker, Lyman C; Nellie Patta, My 29, 1:3
Zimmerman, Andrew; Emma Hardgrove, Je 5, 2:7
Zittel, Anna Mary. See Fisher, John A
WARRRER, HENRY E
Death, F 13, 1:5; blog, F 13, 1:7
WARRIOR, THOMA
Arrested for assault and battery, Ja 22, 1:6;
  arraigned, released on bond, Ja 24, 4:2
WASH, IRA (Kent)
Harms stolen, F 15, 2:5
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MARNIN, WILLIAM (Kawamea)
Res рождения attempted, N 7, 4:1
MARNIN, JOHN
Death, F 16, 1:7; 2:6
MARNIN, SCOTT W
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western rr co in collection suit, v 2, 1:7
MARNIN, THOMAS
Res robbed, M 19, 1:6
MARNIN, FIELD & CO
Carload of freight on Erie rr burned at Kent, Ag 4, 2:6
MARNIN, (Cumannville)
Held on robbery chg, N 21, 2:3
MARNIN, UELL AND LARA (East Liverpool)
Injured on trestle when struck by st car, U 1, 1:4
MARNIN, NATHAN
Hired by Northfield bd of edu to teach spring school term, Ap 27, 3:4
MARNIN, JOHN
Wife default judgment against John Spade, jr, Je 27, 1:5
MARTIN, LAFAY
Jr 4, 15, 1909; appointed exec of estate, N 18, 1:5
files inventory, U 7, 1:5
MARTIN, MARSHAL
Named in appropriation suit brought by Akron & New Castle rr co, My 22, 1:1; date set for preliminary hearing, My 23, 1:4; hearing continues, Je 1, 4:3; continues, Je 16, 5:5
MARTIN, O (Genova)
Res robbed, Ag 15, 3:3
MARTIN (Mrs), REBECCA MAY
Death, blog, Ag 11, 3:5; funeral, Ap 12, 2:7
MARTIN, SAMMY
Will filed for probate, N 18, 1:5
MARTIN, W W
Injured in train wreck near Hudson, Ja 26, 1:1
MARTIN LAPE SONS & CO
Loses collection suit against C H Jennings et al, Ag 12, 1:3
MARNIN, Names Bradlock et al, cause heard and order of
  pub sale issued, O 26, 1:6
MARNIN, ARNOLD E (Findlay)
Damage suit against City of Findlay filed in sum court, O 14, 2:3
MARNIN (Mrs), CATHERINE (Merrill)
Injured when struck by train, U 28, 2:8

1893

MARDIN (OR AND MRS), J S (Kawamea)
Celebrates 24th wedding anniv, N 22, 8:3
MARDIN (C), U
Res robbed, O 11, 1:6
MARDY DAY NURSERY
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, O 3, 4:3
Members entertained by Mary Miller, N 27, 1:5
Activities summarized, N 30, 1:8
Plans annual linen sale and program, O 5, 1:4; holds linen sale, O 15, 1:7
MARTIN HOUSTON SS
Sunk in Ohio river by the ice floe at Conti,
  Ja 10, 3:3; 6:7
MASON, C. A (Cleves)
Will for horse stealing, S 21, 2:3
MASON, CHARLES W (Braceville)
Robbed, Ag 15, 2:2
MASON, JOHN
Res robbed, William Bensmorent and 3 others
  held, Ap 29, 1:3
MASON, GEORGE (Cavs)
Accidently shot fatally by Ralph Smith, O 3, 1:1;
  Smith arrested, O 4, 2:6
MASON, JAMES (Gallipolis)
Stake John Calvin, N 21, 2:3
MASON, JOHN (Kitttsville)
Arrested on grand larceny chg, O 21, 2:5
MASON, W S
Missing man found, N 2, 1:5
MASON, WILLIAM
Fitted for begging, Je 7, 4:3
MASON (MRS), WILLIAM
Repub candidate for marshal duties in Huffman
  Harrison, Apr 4, 1:1
Blog, Ag 6, 2:5
Takes oath of office as chief of police, Ap 11, 1:5
Election praised, ed, Ap 11, 2:1
Honored by city officials and police force, O 13, 7:1

1893

MASON, FREE AND ACCEPTED ORDER OF
Relief assn of Akron lodge elects officers at annual meeting, Ja 10, 1:6
Lodge members entertained by Barbarton
  lodge, N 3, 1:4
Adamsburg Lodge No 577 holds entertainment and banquet, Ap 26, 1:5
Ohio grand lodge holds meeting at Celrv, ELECTS OFFICERS, O 20, 3:1
Adamsburg lodge holds meeting, installs officers,
  O 15, 4:2
Lodge No 83 elects officers, U 20, 7:3

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Pittsburgh commandery No 1 guest of Cleve Oriental
  commandery, Je 27, 2:7
Ohio grand commandery opens annual conclaves at Celrv, O 11, 4:3
Akron commandery No 25 elects officers, N 2, 4:3;
  holds installation of officers, O 7, 1:4

NOBLES OF THE MYSTIC SHRINE
Imperial council of North Aner of the Ancient
  Arabic Order Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, opens
  meeting at Conti, Ju 13, 2:2

ROYAL ARCANA
Holds literary entertainment for benefit of poor,
  N 27, 2:8
Provincial council No 16 elects officers, O 18, 4:4

MASSAGNETTI
Mayor Nathan Matthews, jr's candidacy for gov
  reduced, repub victory contemplated, ed, Jy 22,
  2:1
MASSIE, DAVID M
Rapport as trustee of Ohio State uni con
  firmed by sen, F 8, 2:3
MASSIE, EDWARD
Pestivanty convict attempts suicide by stabbing,
  O 3, 2:8
MASSILLON, OHIO
Bd of health passes resolution requiring all
  school children to be vaccinated before
  January 8th, O 23, 7:2
MASSILLON ASLAM
Trustees file 1st annual rept, O 7, 3:4
MASSILLON WATER SUPPLY CO
Incorporate, S 20, 4:2
MASSILLONIAN
Purchased by C Y Murphy, Ja 23, 2:2
One daily and weekly newspaper suspends pub,
  N 4, 1:2
MATTISON, ESTELLA G
Death, O 9, 1:04, b, W 9, 1:08; funeral, D 12, 1:13; b, W 12, 4:13
MATTISON, A H
Names Michael Reilly and Charles E Starks in collection suit, N 30, 11:5
MCCURDY, FRED (Clev)
Killed in attempt to stop runaway train, O 21, 2:00
MCELROY (MCS), F
Robbed, mattress returned, J 24, 4:14
MURRER, LUCY (Muskill)
Files complaint against Fred Hockan for burglary, Ag 18, 4:5
MULBERRY, GEORGE J
Suicide, Ag 14, 1:17
MURRER, CHRISTIAN J
Files for selling liquor on Sunday, N 16, 1:4
MOWAEN, J. A.

Estate under George Forbes names Robert W Thompson in collection suit, N 15, 1:15
MOWAEN, ISAC B
George Forbes applied assignee, final rent filed, Ag 22, 1:4
MOWAEN, SADIE
Estates under C. B. Brown files final acct, O 26, 1:17
MOWELL, FRANK (Diamond)
Killed by shifting train, O 26, 3:12; killed while attempting to board freight train, O 27, 2:4
MOWELL, R B (Mansfield)
Robbed, Edward Price held, J 17, 3:4
MAY, R A
Granted patent for air blast furnace, J 3, 3:3
MAY BROS & CO (Cont)
Assign, Ag 15, 3:7
MAY DAY
Lack of serious trouble by labor praised, ed, My 4, 2:1
MAY & FISHER
Explains bill submitted to bid of educ for repair of school furnaces, M 30, 3:4
Collection suit against Jacob Meahl settled, M 28, 1:4
MAYRIN, FRANK (Toledo)
 Held on insanity chg, J 13, 2:2
MAYRIN, FREDERICK N
Property damage suit against OACG ry co appealed, J 26, 2:17
MAYO, JAMES
Injured in train collision, O 20, 1:15
MAY'S RESTAURANT (Cont)
Attempted robbery frustrated by dog, J 26, 2:2

MATTHEWS, JAMES
Trails continuos on disorderly conduct chg, J 13, 1:13; fined for disorderly conduct, J 14, 1:18
MATTHEWS, ZELLER
Requisition sought by Ind gov after indictment on chg of attending price fight, N 10, 4:4

MATTHEWS, MAY
Death, O 5, 1:18; funeral, D 5, 4:14
MATTHEWS, THOMAS E. See Masterson, Helena A
MATTHEWS, THOMAS K
Died with failure to provide for family, pleads not guilty, Ap 26, 3:3; dismissed from support chg, My 4, 3:1
Warrant issued charging assault on Mrs Katherine Brown, My 13, 1:18; rearrested on assault and battery chg, N 4, 1:2; given 10 days to make up costs, N 6, 1:12
MATTHEWS (DEPUTY DSP), Testifies before McDonald investigating commission, Je 6, 1:16
MATTHEWS, EDWARD
Candidate for 6th ward assessor defeated by repub Walschewski, Ap 4, 1:3
MATTHEWS (REV), EDWARD
Death, O 30, 1:15; obit, O 30, 1:15 funeral, O 30, 8:2
MATTHEWS, JAMES
Trial continuos on disorderly conduct chg, J 13, 1:13; fined for disorderly conduct, J 14, 1:18
MATTHEWS, ZELLER
Requisition sought by Ind gov after indictment on chg of attending price fight, N 10, 4:4

MAY'S (KENT)
Bank robbery, S 16, 3:14
MEAD, J O (Hudson)
Res robbery attempted, J 6, 4:3
MEAD, JOHN (Hudson)
Store robbed, Edward Snell held, F 9, 4:2
MEAD, O (Clev)
Disconnected from suspicion chg, O 6, 1:8
MEADE, TRUMAN G (Erie)
Appeal postmaster, O 20, 2:4
MEADOWS, SAMUEL
Drowned at Van Woren Point (Y M) in wreck of SS Jean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie, O 16, 2:3
MEAK, JACOB
Collection suit brought by Toplin, Rice & co settled, My 1, 3:4
Collection suit brought by May & Fishberger settled, My 1, 3:4
MEAK, ROBB & CO
Loses collection suit brought by Citizens Savings & Loan assn, My 11, 1:6; My 16, 1:3
MEAS
Ord to prohibit slaughtering without permit within city limits passed by council, N 17, 3:5
MECHM, RUSSELL (Kent)
Killed in fall from ladder, J 28, 1:6
MECKLEY, J S
Stole robbed, O 11, 4:2
MEDICAL UNION, UNION OF NORTHEASTERN OHIO
Holds annual meeting, officers elected, F 15, 3:4
MEDICAL PROFESSION
Bill passed in sen requiring doctors to report contagious diseases, F 3, 2:3
Bill to form state bd of examiners passed by house, Ap 6, 1:5
Or criticized for killing debtor patient, ed, J 20, 2:1
Bill regulating the practice of med in state adopted by Ohio Academic of Med, O 11, 2:3
MEDICAL SCIENCE
Subject of talk by Dr V B Henderson to Homoeopathic Medical Soc of Eastern Ohio, Ap 20, 2:3
MEDICINE
Bill passed in house forbidding newspapers to publish ads of patent medicines for private diseases, F 2, 1:8
Bill passed in house making it unlawful to advertise cures for private diseases or contracptives, F 3, 2:3

MADILLY, WILLIAM H (Erie)
MELVILLE CO
Opens week's engagement at Acad of Music, O 4, 1:2
261a
METZLER, MICHAEL W
Makes property assignment to Johnson A Aragon, N 15, 1:5; Aragon appld agst assignee, N 18, 1:7; files inventory and application for order of private sale, N 18, 1:8; N 20, 1:7; files schedule of debts and liabilities, sale of chattels confirmed, N 21, 1:5; suit brought by Joseph Leonel A for execution of assignor filed, u 6, 1:3; settled, u 14, 1:7
METZLER, NANCY AND MICHAEL W
Named as Johnson A Aragon and Michael Handle in collection suit brought by Joseph Leonel A, N 15, N 18, 1:5; suit settled, u 14, 1:7
METZLER, WILLIAM W
Suing brought by exec John C Frank dismissed, M 8, 4:3
MEXICO PIANO FACTORY (Canton)
Destroyed by fire, F 1, 1:3
MEXICO
Experiences of exploration trip related by George Good, F 4, 3:3; Boundary line monuments erected by US described (ed, Dallas News), Jy 29, 2:5
MIEZEL, W (Ft Recovery)
Beaten, Smith brothers sought, M 6, 2:5
MICHENER, HARRY
Cases C113 C=workmaster in collection suit, A 2, 4:5
MIDCLINION, ARTHUR
Res robbed, Ag 18, 4:2
MIDCLINION, JULIUS
Appld police in dept by Mayer L D Watters, M 18, 1:4
MIDCLINION, OHIO
Will passed in ren authorizing bond issues for sewer and streets improvements, F 9, 2:4
MIDCLINION M/W CO CARRIERS' UNION
Incorporated, M 25, 4:4
MIIKE, HENRY (Canton)
Injured when tank explodes, S 18, 2:4
MILL (RM), N 0 (Ravena)
Recently elected coroner of Puttage county fails to qualify, M 23, 4:3
MIEZEL, ARRESTED AND FINED FOR FIGHTING, M 21, 1:8
MIEZEL, ALIXA (Pembina)
Captures eagle, M 26, 1:1
MILLFIELDS, LEE K
Denies den of accidents of shop closing to assure state repub victory, M 28, 2:5

261b
MILLER, FRANK (Oswego) (cont)
Committed to Alliance insane asylum, D 9, 6:5
MILLER, FRANK (Kent)
State finds cause against MILEM co, D 19, 2:4
MILLER, GEORGE
Nominated in real estate div suit by Mary Wagner and other, Ag 7, 1:8; sale of premises confirmed, deed and distribution of proceeds ordered, N 13, 1:4
MILLER, GEORGE (Canton)
Suing held on robbery chg, D 13, 2:4
MILLER, GEORGE (Phillipstede)
Suing held on chg of incest with mother, M 15, 2:2
MILLER, ORIS (Canton)
Suing, M 28, 4:5
MILLER, ORIS AND MARIA
With Charles A and Alfaretta Noe Named in suit appealing priority of liens, M 3, 4:4
MILLER, GERTRUDE
Suing, D 20, 2:2
MILLER, H C (Green Twp)
Household goods destroyed by fire, Jy 17, 1:2
MILLER, HARRY
Arrested for vagrancy, discharged, Ag 14, 4:3
MILLER, HARRY G
Judgment suit against George M and Margaret Freer appealed, Jy 25, 1:2; appeal dismissed, Ag 28, 1:7
MILLER, HARRY (Ft Recovery)
Arrested by train engine, M 29, 1:1; Vagrancy chg dismissed, G 2, 1:6
MILLER, HARRY (Ft Recovery)
Ordered to appear in court, M 30, 1:2; sued in collection suit, P 22, 1:6
MILLER, CHARLES (Youngstown)
Attempts suicide by shooting, M 28, 2:3
MILLER, CHARLES H
Suing, A 1, 7:7; funeral, A 1, 7:2
MILLER, CHARLES J
Death, D 7, 1:5; blog, D 7, 1:6; funeral, D 7, 1:8
MILLER, DAVID
Pesticidal stard harvesting with falsifying act for sec purchased, J 6, 1:6
MILLER, ELIZABETH
Death, D 12, 1:8; funeral, D 13, 1:7; will and application filed for probate, G 28, 1:6
MILLER, FRANK (Knoesworth)
Admitted to asylum for lunacy, M 17, 2:3
MILLER, J R
Named in collection suit by Harry Townsend, D 01, 1:6

MILLER, JACOB (Cuy Falls)
Fatally injured in cane-knife, F 10, 4:1

MILLER, JACOB
Funeral, D 12, 2:2

MILLER, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Nora, Ag 1, 1:2

MILLER, JOHN (Canton)
Injured when oil tank explodes, S 16, 2:4

MILLER, JOHN, SENTIT
Gives lecture on immigration before audience at North Hill ME ch, N 25, 2:3

MILLER, JOHN T
Estate adver files partial acct and affidavit, N 13, 1:4

MILLER, JOHN R
Emma Miller appd adm of estate, authorized to settle claim of Keller Brick co, M 26, 1:2

MILLER, JOHN V AND THEODOR W
Lewis C Miller appd guardian, J 7, 1:6

MILLER (OES), NATE (Cleveland)
Killed when run down by cable car, Griesman and Hughes held on manslaughter chg, J 12, 2:5

MILLER, LEWIS C
Critical in the question of his tax returns (Irl, Akron Uae), F 21, 2:4; defended from criticism of tax returns, ed, F 21, 3:4

Grants patent on grain-binding harvester, M 28, 1:4

Real estate recovery suit brought by State of Ohio settled, J 2, 1:7; J 3, 1:7

Appled guardian of John V and Theodore W Miller, J 7, 1:6

Names Anna M Dvoracek, Patrick McGovern, and People's Savings Bank in property sale suit, J 25, 1:4

Considerable free trade cause of financial panic, Ag 22, 1:7

Wins cognitio note suit against J J Keys, Ag 28, 1:2

Blog, S 12, 8:1

With Taplin, Rice & Co requests to have J A Law appd rear of Akron Iron co, request granted, D 12, 1:5

Lists reason why he had rear appd for C Aultman & Co of Canton, U 12, 1:6

MILLER, JOHN
Two-year-old child dies, funeral, J 30, 8:5

MILLER, WILLIAM
Death, M 29, 1:2; funeral, N 29, 1:8; will admitted to probate, A 22, 1:3; executor L Miller appd estate executor, A 26, 4:2; filed inventory, M 21, 1:6

MILLER, WILLIAM A
Papal candidate for 5th ward bd of edc defeated by den Andrew Angeles, A 4, 1:3

MILLER (OES), NINNIE
Held for disorderly conduct, J 7, 4:3; pleads guilty to disorderly conduct, ordered to pay costs, J 30, 1:3

Arrested on 2 disorderly conduct chps, U 5, 1:6;

Fined on one chp, D 10, 1:6; other disorderly conduct case dismissed, D 26, 7:3

Names Alice Tevsh in disorderly conduct chp, D 0, 3:2

MILLER, N W
With Thomas B Williams, Charles F Shaw, M Frost, A Betts, R F Brown, and T R Rosedale incorporates to build elec interurban ry, D 19, 3:3

MILLER, P L
Fined for intoxication, M 29, 3:4

MILLER, RAL
With others ors C T Brandon Wfg co, D 22, 1:1

MILLER, PETER L
Fined for intoxication, M 9, 4:3

MILLER, RICHARD
Arrested on assault and battery chg, M 5, 1:2;

Held in assault on Solomon Neal, placed under bond, M 5, 2:3; dismissed from assault chg, M 8, 1:6

MILLER, S
Killed in Ford theater disaster at Washington (D C), J 10, 7:2

MILLER, SNAKE (Gaystown)
Robbery attempt, S 19, 4:4

MILLER, SNAKE D
Released from penitentiary, blog, D 30, 2:2

MILLER, SIDNEY (Waterford)
Beaten by unknown assailant, N 25, 2:4

MILLER, STREET
Dismissed on chg of raising vouchers in hearing before penitentiary bd of apxrs, J 9, 1:7

MILLER (OES), SUSAN
Death, J 3, 1:3; funeral, J 3, 1:7

MILLER (OES), STEPHENS (Alliance)
Limo as result of visiting World's Fair, N 30, 2:4

MILLER, THEODORE W.
See Miller, John V and Theodore W

MILLS (OES), NINNIE
Funeral, M 26, 2:5

MILLS (REY),
Speaks on training of children at Matt Ewbank League conv in Clev, J 1, 3:3

MILLS, ALICE
Named in collection suit by W Thomas McElhany, J 12, 1:3

MILLS, ALICE
Death, F 21, 2:4; funeral, F 22, 1:8

MILLS, ALMA
Named in personal damage suit brought by Frank T Otis, J 1, 1:5; files slander suit as answer and cross petition, J 1, 1:7; deffered to cross petition in suit brought by Otis, J 14, 1:4

MILLS, BERT
Removed from drumming, J 24, 1:5

MILLS, BIRD
Held on robbery chg, N 2, 4:5; chg dismissed, N 3, 3:2; N 4, 1:3

MILLS, EDWARD
Funeral, M 30, 1:6

MILLS, HARRY F
Held in assault on Fred Hodeman, D 14, 1:5;

fined for assault and battery, D 15, 4:4

MILLS, T A (Adams Mills)
Appled postmaster by Feed Grover Cleveland, N 17, 2:2

MILLS, WILLIAM
Infant daughter scaled, M 17, 1:4
Infant daughter Myrtle dies, M 28, 1:8; 3:4

MILLSON (REY), AMER (Ravenna)
Res robbed, M 2, 4:1

MINER, FRANCES
Personal damage suit against Israel Revell opened, J 13, 3:3; suit settled, J 17, 1:4

MINER, HARRY
Ruptured to state bd of pardons by Gov William McKinley, Ap 5, 1:2; reappointed confirmed by sen, Ap 8, 1:5

MINES AND MINING
Bill passed prohibiting deductions from wages of employees for damage to equipment, J 31, 3:2
MINES AND MINING (cont.)
Dissens among Colorado silver miners discussed, ed., Jy 22, 2:1
Populist party criticized for inciting Kansas strike, ed., Jy 27, 2:1
Local mines close because of scarce money, Jy 30, 4:2
Coal operators refuse proposal of Hocking Valley miners, Ag 24, 2:2
Shenandoah strike settled, Ag 29, 2:5
Coal operators resettled at Sherrittsville, S 16, 2:7
Cotton miners agree to resume work in acceptance of pay proposals, D 7, 3:7
Exec. com. of Ohio Miners deny proposed reduction in wages, D 7, 2:3
Summit County Chief Imp Robert H. Hazelton makes 18th annual report, D 12, 4:4

MINISTERIAL ASSN
Plan pub demonstration in behalf of temperance to be addressed by Rev. Howard H. Russell, N 27, 2:2

MINISTERIAL ASSN (Kent)
Organizer, My 17, 2:8

MINNICH, JACOB
Injured while repairing rr engine, N 18, 7:3

MINDEHAVA 35
Wrecked near Maniste (Mich.) in storm on Lake Erie, John Rafferty and John Rafferty, Jr., Mary Kervis, and William Wilkerson drown, Capt. William Parker rescued, D 10, 2:3

MINNER, WYNN (Laetonia)
Sued for divorce by wife June, J 30, 2:3

MINOGUE, DANIEL (Coles)
Jail sentence increased for throwing vitriol on fellow prisoner, D 19, 2:5

MINOR, GEORGE (S)
Death, F 16, 1:6; funeral, F 18, 7:5

MINN, JOHN
Dismissed from vagrancy charge, N 29, 1:8

MINDA, ASAM (Olmsted)
Held for robbery of Henry Starkey res, N 22, 2:3

MINDL, SOPA E
Guardian files final acct., My 6, 4:3

MINDL, GRANT (Canton)
Released on horse stealing charge, Mr 10, 1:2

MINDL, J S
Death, blog., J 7, 2:5

MINDL, JACOB (Mogadore)
Burnt damaged by windstorm, Je 2, 2:2

1903

MILLER, JOHN
Exec. of estate Wayne S Fry files partial acct. and affidavit for extension of time, D 14, 1:8

MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES
Dr. John A. Wilson denounces Rev J. O. Ashworth for impersonating missionary, Hoover, D 21, 2:5

MITCHELL, F. J (Cont.)
Indicted for looting treas. of Wiscon. home, D 30, 2:3

MITCHELL, CARET. JOHN
Drowned when steam sinks near Long Point on Yo, D 17, 3:5

MITCHEL, THOMAS
Vagrancy chg. dismissed, D 26, 4:3

MITCHEL, WILKAM (Kila)
Burned with child in attempt to start fire with kerosene, G 11, 4:3

MITCHEL, WILIAM (Cleburne)

MITCHELL, WILLIAM F (Delaware)
Arrested for companionship with Jennie Vincent, ship's ball, Jy 22, 3:4

MITCHELL
Injured in train collision at Greens, N 28, 1:3

MIX, E.
Held in Galicia (Austria) on chg of being a Russian spy, N 22, 2:4

MIX, JULIA (Kent)
Named in allotment of affricut suit brought by Mrs. Minnie A. Martin, N 22, 3:3; N 22, 4:3

MIX, L C (Kagawuana)
Shot while trespassing, property owner Louis Kain held, Ag 25, 2:6

MIXER (9RS), GEORGE (Canton)
Mrs. Mixer and 2 daughters robbed, D 26, 2:3

MIXER, DANNIEL (Teensburg)
Injured when kicked and trampled by cow, D 4, 4:1

MIXER (RSR) & WILLS, L L
Appeal verdict in suit brought by John H. Watts, Ag 30, 1:2; suit brought by John H. Watts dismissed, D 26, 1:6

MIXER (RSR), EMMA (Teensburg)
Wrongly damaged by fire, My 15, 4:3

MIXLER (WJ) (WVA)

MIXLER, C.V.
Verdict of collection suit vs Finkle Caracas appealed, F 25, 1:6; lawsuit, O 6, 1:6

1904

MIXLEY, W. C (Kent)
Named in collection suit brought by Akron Elec. Mfg Co., J 3, 1:3;

MIXLEY, W. C (Ohio)
Named in collection suit brought by Akron Elec Co., J 3, 1:2; suit dismissed, O 5, 1:5

MIXLEY, W. C (Kent)
Named in collection suit brought by Webster, Camp & Lane Machinco. Co., N 6, 4:2

MIXLEY, W. C (Kent)
Named in collection suit brought by Webster, Camp & Lane Machinco., N 8, 8:4

MIXLEY, W. C (Kent)
Named in collection suit brought by Standard Hardware Co., N 13, 1:3

MIXLEY, W. C (Kent)
Named in collection suit brought by Akron Elec Mfg Co which files motion for new trial, D 7, 1:5; motion for new trial overruled, D 23, 1:5

MIXLEY & SILSBY
Named in collection suit by Ongston Buggy Co., N 6, 8:4

MIXLEY, ED
Injured while coupling rr car on Erie yard, N 17, 4:2

MIXLEY, H. C and W A
Injured in Paw train wreck at Monroe Falls, Jy 25, 1:1; Jy 25, 1:1

MIXLED, A. W. A.
See Node, H. C, and W A

MIXLED, HENRY (Dayton)
Borne when gasoline is thrown on hose and lighted by companion, Jy 28, 3:2

MIXLEY, ROBERT T
False final acct. filed, My 13, 2:2

MIXELT, DAVID (Gallipolis)
Falsely injured when boiler explodes, S 28, 2:4

MIXER, OHIO
Citizens plan to hold mass meeting to consider question of inc., Ag 25, 2:5

MIXTER DISTILLING CO.
Named in rear suit by Sigmund Weckner, J 1, 1:1; reissue trial held, Jy 17, 1:8; W.E. Slabaugh admitted, Jy 20, 1:5

1905

MOM, JAMES L
Pendency of sentence commuted by Gov. William McKinley, My 22, 1:17

MOLSKE, JOSEPH
With Anton Visofsky and Joseph Sawianski named in injunction suit by W. C. Molley & Co., S 2, 7:3

MOLL, D.C.
Suicide, D 16, 3:6

MUNDAY, EARNEST DAVIS (Renawana)
Accidentally shot and wounded by Arthur Daniels, O 25, 1:8

MONEY
Fred Roth and Rob Wilhelme (John R. Roberts) arrested in Cinti on chg of counterfeiting, F 14, 2:2

P SCHMIDT
Swindled by bogy reg for ABF, F 15, 3:5

Lymon L. Lamb manages fake draft in Chicago bank, drift, Ap 30, 1:1

Ed Riley allegedly fleeced by Sam Lang in fake foot race, Youngstown, My 18, 3:2

Tom Roberts purchases stolen property, Je 3, 2:5

Jule Gigant defrauded of 50 cents, William Brewer and Clifford Brown arraigned for obtaining money under false pretenses, Jy 14, 1:7

Phoebe Simon defrauded with forged mortgage, Charles A. Stillman bought by Cinti police, Jy 24, 4:4

Charles H. Jones swindled, Pryce H. Morris arrested, Jy 38, 1:8

Jetta allegedly swindles Greek store, Ag 21, 4:3

Mrs. Northern defrauded, John Dawson arrested, Fomeroy, Ag 31, 3:5

F. J. Ray victim of short change racket; A Manson sought, S 5, 3:1

Fred R. Gaffey arrested on chg of forging John Young's signature to note, S 17, 2:3

William Whited; victim of attempted extortion, James Rutherford and wife disappear, South Salem, S 13, 2:2

Tom Vanderpool arrested at Vernilion on attempt to pass counterfeit coins, O 6, 3:2

Jacob Newman swindled, Lymon L. Lamb held at Detroit (Mich.), O 11, 1:4

E. J. Harper swindled, Canton, O 17, 2:3

Richard A. Neile arrested on chg of passing counterfeit coins, N 7, 1:3

Henry Brown fleeced by unknown man, Springfield, N 17, 2:3
HONEY (cont)
1st Johnson attainted in Dayton by voodoo doctor, N 20, 3:2
Alvin Godfrey and George Crawford (Billy Lloyd) held at Cinti on chg of counterfeiting, S 5, 1:2
Many counterfeit silver dollars reported in city, U 6, 1:2
Value as medium of exchange subject of address by G A Vise to farmers last conv at Springfield, J 13, 7:2
John Fox victim of bank jinx, Lima, D 16, 7:4
Counterfeiting plant discovered at penitentiary, prisoner John Johnson identified with scheme, D 15, 2:4
W A Milliken held on chg of making counterfeit money, J 20, 2:4
MOORE, H & CO (Coles)
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3
HONG, JOHN
Claims Fred R Gaffney forged name to note, S 12, 2:3
Named with Fred R Gaffney in collection suit brought by Rosamond Peck and Polly Kellogg, S 20, 1:8
Named with Fred R Gaffney in collection suit brought by Sarah C Bremmer estate, S 26, 1:7
Named with Fred R Gaffney in collection suit brought by Charles Eiselburn, O 2, 1:3
Named with Fred R Gaffney in collection suit brought by Edwin Myers, O 7, 1:4; files answer, O 17, 1:9
MONKSTAFF, JEO
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ap 29, 8:2
MONOT, FRANK
Suicide, F 10, 3:8
MONSMA, JOHN E
Address of dea meeting, N 6, 1:5
MOUNDS, LEVI
Divorce granted wife Florence A, D 22, 1:6
MORRIS, CARVILLE
Injured in fall from circus apparatus, J 16, 4:4
MORRIS, EDWARD E (Oak Harbor)
Killed when boiler blow at Scott Ventur's sawmill explodes, N 30, 3:1; O 1, 2:2
MORGAN, T E
Named for completion of 30 yrs as pastor of First Congregational ch, por, Ap 1, 7:1
MORGAN, GEORGE, T E
Seren, M 25, 4:3
Denied for completion of 30 yrs as pastor of First Congregational ch, por, Ap 1, 7:1
MORGAN, GEORGE, T E (cont)
Paper on the preparation of sermons read at Evangelical Alliance meeting, M 8, 1:7
Seren, My 15, 2:3
Honorary D degree conferred by Oberlin coll, J 20, 1:3
Discusses sinful procedure and consequences of gambling, J 17, 4:5
MORIS, H & CO
Cigar store robbed, J 12, 1:0
Files attachment suit against property of J S Englebard, O 3, 1:2; suit void of chattels, O 4, 1:5
MONTANA
Right to copper exhibit at World's Fair upheld, ed, J 1, 2:1
MONTGOMERY, JULIUS (Kalamazoo)
Slaughter, Joseph Bedenacker arrested, N 16, 4:4
MONTGOMERY, GEORGE H, L, and MARY
Name Otto and Augusta Haas and James Lawry in property rights suit, Ap 26, 1:7
MONTGOMERY, HENRY
See also Montagno, George, Henry L, and Mary
Reap candidate for constable defeated by dem Peter Ralston, Ap 4, 1:1
MONTGOMERY, MARY
See also Montagno, George, Henry L, and Mary
MONTGOMERY ROAD (Hamilton County)
Bill passed in sen authorizing improvement, F 4, 2:2
MORALAND, COLORED CONCERT CO
Presents concert, J 6, 4:4
MONUMENTS AND STATUES
McCord hill passed by leg, M 9, 1:7
Approp over to provide monument at Chickamauga battle site unanimously approved in state legis, M 25, 1:4
Bill to erect memorial tablets to Ohio soldiers recommended by sen com on military affairs, M 30, 1:4
Statues of Grant and 3 other Chasmen to be removed from World's Fair ground and taken to Cols, N 16, 2:5
MORDA, FRANK L (Stokes)
Arrested on chg of selling liquor in local option town, D 6, 1:46; found guilty on liquor law violation chg, D 7, 1:5; convicted, filed motion for new trial, D 8, 1:4; sentenced on amended chg, D 14, 1:7
MORDA, MARY A (cont)
Je 5, 1:5; suit reversed and remanded from circuit to lower ct, D 6, 1:5
MORDA, MARY
Fined for intoxication, Ap 3, 4:3
MORDA, OLIVER
Estate named R D Ward in money suit, Ju 21, 1:7
Estate named by Summit county in collection suit, Ju 30, 1:3; loss delinquent tax suit to county, F 23, 1:8
Estate names James E Marquill in collection suit, My 13, 1:6; names Solomon F Garmon in money suit, Je 12, 1:5; names Moses M and Mary A Behner in collection and foreclosure suit, O 14, 1:3
Exec Nathan Morse, eqy files partial acct and affidavit for time extension, N 16, 1:7
MORDA, SISTERS (Covington)
Robbed, O 17, 2:3
MORDA, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, N 22, 1:6
MORDENDE, ELI C
Names Delaware St by co in personal damage suit, O 30, 2:3
MURALS AND MURALLITY
Sen defeats bill prohibiting married men from calling on single girls, M 22, 1:7
Bill making it a misdemeanor for married man to pose as single defeated by sen, M 23, 1:5
Bill making married man liable to fine and imprisonment for deceiving women passed by sen, M 28, 1:4
J & Clark bound over on morals chg, D 15, 2:2
MORGAN, ALBERT
Names Christ Koch in collection suit, N 16, 1:7
MORGAN, GEORGE (Clev)
Fined and sentenced on theft chg, Ja 5, 4:2
MORGAN, JOHN
Suspended from chg of playing football in pub park, S 21, 1:8
MORGAN, PATRICK (Clev)
Held on murder suspicion chg, coroner's office gathers evidence, Ja 4, 3:6; blood stain found on clothes, Ja 7, 2:5; files notice that case will be carried to top ct, O 2, 7:5
MORGAN, PATRICK (Stevensville)
Murdered, S 20, 4:3
1903

MORRIS, R (con't)
by C B Squire, Je 16, 1:5
MORRIS, FRYE W
Named in collection suit by Jones & Parker, 
N 25, 1:7
MORRIS named in judgment suit by Charles Corwin, Ap 8, 
1:7; damaged, N 9, 1:5
Arrested for making false report of fire to Mrs Corwin 
under false pretenses, released on bond, Ap 10, 1:8
Nominated for recovery of suit by M H Long Stock Inc co, 
Ja 15, 4:3
With 8 others named by Charles Corwin in lien 
foreclosure suit, Je 28, 1:5
Wines collection suit brought by William T Jones, 
Ja 13, 1:3
Arrest for obtaining money for false injuries, 
Ja 26, 1:8
Fraud suit brought by Charles H Jones settled, 
Ja 16, 4:2
Arraigned on forgery charge, Ag 8, 1:5; skips bond, 
Ag 12, 1:4
Loss collection suit brought by Charles Corwin, 
D 30, 1:7; D 12, 3:3
MORRIS, S
Named on chg of assaulting James West, D 28, 2:3
MORRIS, THOMAS (Coles)
Electrocuted when he accidentally switched live 
wire, Ja 11, 1:2
MORRIS, THOMAS (Youngstown)
Names Ohio Sun in attachment suit, W 20, 4:6
MORRIS, FELIX C (Coles)
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3
MORRISON, CALVIN
Res robbery attempted, intruder William Gray 
shot and injured, D 30, 2:4
MORRISON, DOUG (Ontario)
Boarding house destroyed by fire, My 9, 3:2
MORRISON, EDWIN J
Secures naturalization papers, N 3, 1:5
MORRISON, E (State Mills)
Injured when horse runs away, N 22, 1:4
MORRISON, JOSEPH, See Babcock (Maj), Joseph
MORRISON, MICHAEL (Youngstown)
Killed when struck by train, D 25, 7:2
MORRISON, WILLIAM
Arrested on suspicion, Je 6, 3:2; sanity examination 
ordered by probate ct, Jy 7, 1:2
MORRISON, WILLIAM M
Exception to final acct of I C Gibson, petition for 
guardian filed, D 10, 1:8

2004

MORAN, WILLIAM F
Wine collection suit against Philip Koch, Ja 7, 
1:5; suit appealed, Ag 7, 1:8
MORAN (MS), WILLIAM
Injured in fall on pavement, F 10, 1:5
MORE, JAMES
Arraigned on suspicion in robbery of Ella Baker, 
bound to grand jury, Ag 24, 1:5
MORE, JOSEPH
Suit filed against Catherine Proctor, order of 
appraisal returned, M 13, 2:2
MOREAU, ALICE
Fled not guilty to larceny chg, Ja 14, 1:7
MORENO, LEWIS (Coles)
Died in robbery of Daniel Thomas, N 30, 3:2; 
and identified as participant in 
robbery of Daniel Thomas res, D 1, 2:3
MORETON, J H
Fatai injured in PW train wreck at Munroe Falls, 
Jan 25, 1:1
MORELL, JOHN B
Death, Ag 10, 1:8; funeral, Ap 11, 3:4; funeral 
time change, Ap 12, 4:2; Fedella Morel appeals 
ax to estate, appraiser calls, My 23, 1:4; 
3:4; files inventory, Ja 2, 1:5
MOREY, A E
Celebrates 44th birthday, Ap 11, 1:5
MOREY (AND MISS), A E
Celebrates 23rd wedding anniv, N 10, 1:2
MOREY, WILLIAM
Sentenced for intoxication, My 3, 4:4
Hold on intoxication chg, My 10, 1:3
MORGAN, C R
With H V Fouchet and Horace Henshaw buy Samh 
and Mathew hardware business, W 9, 1:2
MORGAN (GEN), GEORGE N
Hoss, Ja 26, 3:3; funeral, Ja 29, 1:4
MORGAN, HENRY
With 3 others files answer and error petition 
in suit of Lilly, Buckett & co against Jacob 
Good, My 26, 1:7
MORGAN, JAMES
With Akron Clay co named in collection suit by 
Adam Weintraub, injunction granted, My 4, 1:6
MORGAN (GEN), THOMAS J
Praised, resignation as Indian war regretted, 
ed, F 17, 2:2
MORGAN, W J (Clew)
Apt house destroyed by fire, N 23, 1:11; W 24, 
3:1

2005

MORGAN, WILLIAM
Apt deputy sheriff, D 10, 1:8; assaulted, Joe 
Killiam charged, N 15, 1:6
MORGAN, O F (Boiler Co)
Elects officers, M 7, 1:8
MORGAN ENGINER CO (Alliance)
Names Columbia Exposition co in damage suit, 
B 8, 2:3
MORGAN, FOUCHET & CO
Ravaged, John Daniel arrested, Ag 28, 1:6
MORRIS, M J (Clev)
Apt in fitness & Spencer assignee of furniture 
store, Ag 1, 2:4
MORRISONS
Post-polymamous marriages performed by Pres 
Harrison, ed, Ja 5, 2:1
MORRILL, J R (Chatham Center)
Apt in vice president by Pres Grover Cleveland, 
D 1, 2:3
MORRIS, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication and disorderly conduct, 
Jy 27, 7:1
MORRIS, DAVID (Newcomerstown)
With family poisoned by cheese, Ja 10, 2:5
MORRIS, E P
Fruit stand robbed, My 3, 1:1
MORRIS, GEORGE (Dayton)
Following coroner's inquest Dr Miller and 
A A Stewart declared guilty for his death, 
Add 15, 2:2
MORRIS, HENRY
Killed near Millen when train crashes through 
trestle, Ag 17, 3:3
MORRIS, J E
Wine judgment against F S and J F Falkenberg, 
N 14, 1:4
MORRIS, R
Attacked at Oxford Retreat for insane, 
D 26, 2:3; D 30, 2:2
MORRIS, WILLIAM
Named in collection suit, D 14, 1:7
MORRIS, JOHN
Fined for vagrancy, D 22, 3:4
MORRIS, LEWIS
Hold on chg of grand larceny, Ja 10, 3:5; 
Included, Ja 15, 1:5; placed guilty, Ja 14, 1:7; 
Sentenced to jail on breaking and stealing chg, 
Ja 19, 1:8
MORRIS, R
Names E E Jones in affidavit of attachment, 
Ja 15, 1:6; served notice of ownership of merchandise

2006

MORGAN COUNTY
Election preliminaries listed, Mt Gilmore, N 9, 2:3
MORGAN, CLARENCE (Round Head)
Fatai injured in bldg collapse, Ag 11, 2:4
MORGAN, WILLIAM M
Injured in PW train wreck at Munroe Falls, 
Ja 25, 1:1
MORGUE, JESUS L
Injured in train collision near Manteno (III), 
S 19, 1:1
MORSO, NATHAN
Named assignee of property by Charles S Heller, 
W 15, 1:5
MORTGAGES
Bill passed in sen providing that notes falling 
due on legal holidays may be paid the following 
day, F 1, 2:5
Bill providing for filing passed by sen, N 1, 
2:2
Bill to change method of making record of chattels 
introduced in legs, M 11, 1:3
MORTON, DAVID
Threatened with gun, Joe Fishen held, My 2, 4:3
MORTON, EDWARD L
Names CAC re insolvent suit, makes dismissal 
of dirs and appel of rec, Ja 11, 1:3; dissatisfied 
with management of CAC, ed, Ja 12, 
2:1; chgs of mismanagement denied by Pres 
Nicholas Monswaur, Ja 13, 4:4
Granted st permission to examine co books, 
Ja 31, 3:5
Amzer filed in repossuit suit against Clay, Akron 
& Co re co, F 13, 1:6
Suit petitioning for repossuit of stockholders 
to selling shares, Henry S Ives gain control 
(Clew leader), F 17, 1:7
MORTON, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, G 6, 1:8
MORTON, J STERLING
Selection as sec of agr criticized, ed, N 22, 
2:2; criticized for denouncing agr organ, ed, 
W 16, 2:1
MORTON, N T (Crawford Co) (Cont)
Assigns, Ag 17, 2:8
MOSES
Critiqued for affiliation with Nace Smith, ed, 
Ag 23, 2:1
MOSBEE & CO (Clev)
Names A M Fallis in repulsion suit, D 4, 1:5
NATIONAL (cont)

DAYTON
W J Alexander slain and robbed, James Shy injured, 8, 7, 2

SUMMERTON
Mrs George Chamberlain allegedly administered poison to son, attempts suicide by same method, F 25, 3, 2

ELIDA
Mrs George Chamberlain allegedly administered poison to son, attempts suicide by same method, F 25, 3, 2

ELIDA
Clara Weiler arrested in slaying of infant, Ag 22, 2, 6

ELVIRA
Charles Manning slays wife and Mrs W R White, commits suicide, N 7, 2, 7

FULTONHEIM
Mrs C J Weaver drowns self and 2 children, Je 12, 2, 4

GALLIPOLI
Lincoln Slattery slain, alleged assailant Milton Towsey captured, Jy 14, 4, 4

GEORGE
James White shot, Charles Thompson sought, N 18, 7, 3

GETTYSBURG
Kevin Vechelser slays, Robert Todd held, N 8, 2, 2

GLOSTER
John Harris shot and killed in gun fight, Andrew Loveland and Frank James mortally wounded, 8 participants arrested, D 27, 2, 4

GREENWOOD
Mrs Adam Smith shot, husband sought, N 23, 2, 3

HAMPTON
Lewis Verbrugt shot, Harry Skinner sought, N 13, 4, 4

IRVINGTON
George McClellan slain, Robert Browning gives self up, Ag 15, 2, 2

LANANG
John C Shuler slain, res damaged by fire, D 23, 1, 5

LENCION
Henry Pullen slain and killed by burglar, D 13, 2, 4
MURDERS (cont.)

LUNA
Murder of Elijah Amough attempted by unknown person, N 17, 2:2

WOUNDED
Daniel Nevevenger killed and robbed by highwayman, N 31, 3:2

WATERFORD
Unidentified man, Ag 24, 2:2

MARKET
Mike Haas and wife slain near Markt, Ja 24, 3:1

FORT LEE
Unidentified infant found in stroller on Erie rr track, Jy 17, 1:3

FEDERAL
Isaac Ray slain by unknown assailant, O 13, 3:6

RIPLEY
Mrs A J Wagner stabs 2 children, commits suicide, O 24, 2:6

SAVAGE
Mat W Sullivan stabbed, Edward Bennett arrested, S 22, 2:4

RIVERVIEW
William Griffith, believed robbed and thrown on rr track, N 28, 1:3

STEUBEN
Patrick Novan beaten to death, S 26, 4:3

TOLEDO
Miller F Long stabbed to death by son Samuel, Je 20, 2:2

Reese Sharp slain, Christopher Schueler commits suicide, N 3, 3:5

George W Kline shot and fatally wounded, wife arrested, N 4, 7:5

VALLEY JUNCTION
William Shumard slain by unknown assailant, S 20, 4:2

WAFONDA
Patrick Ruby slain and robbed, N 7, 2:4

WASHEN
Alfred Lewis arrested following exam of wife's exhumed body, Je 10, 3:1

WAUSEON
Frank Hayes kills wife, commits suicide, Jy 10, 2:2

1933

MURDERS (cont.)

WARTERLY
William K Hill escapes after shooting wife and Mrs Samuel Blake, O 7, 3:7

WILLIAMSBURG
Irma Kernan shot by Milo Wilson, S 25, 2:6

WOOSTER
Bert Manley, N 21, 1:3

YOUNGSTOWN
James Campbell held after fatally shooting wife and wounding Patrick Dinyey, O 10, 3:4

ZANEVILLE
Wms Clare E Haverdo, 2 children, commits suicide, N 15, 4:4

Mrs Phillips shot, Frank Hughes and Dave Lambert arrested, S 22, 2:6

DODD, JAMES
Death, My 15, 1:2; exhumed, ed, My 31, 2:1

MURPHY, GEORGE (Kent)
Slashed and wounded by unknown man, My 2, 2:4

MURPHY, AARON (Adams Mills)
App'd vice postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, N 17, 2:2

MURPHY, C W (Massillon)
Purchased Massillonian, Je 23, 2:2

MURPHY, CLARA (Canton)
Daughter assaulted, Harvey McCarthy held, O 14, 2:3

MURPHY, ED (Springfield)
Held on robbery chg, F 14, 2:2

MURPHY, EDWARD, JR
Viewed as successor to Frank Hiscreek in U S assn, Ja 6, 2:1

MURPHY, GEORGE C (East Liverpool)
Clothing store robbed, O 27, 2:4; O 28, 2:3

MURPHY, JAMES (Barnesville)
Hei'd on chg of robbing Copenhagen store, O 26, 2:3

MURPHY, JAMES
Killed in train collision, near Edgmont, O 2, 1:4

MURPHY, JOHN (Cleveland)
Killed when struck by train, N 10, 3:5

MURPHY, JOHN F
Names Frederick Houser in violation of contr. act, Ag 10, 1:5; suit appealed by Houser, S 7, 1:3; answer filed by deft, O 1, 1:5

MURPHY (MCK), W M
Res robbed, N 21, 1:6

MURPHY, MIGUEL (Clay)
Injured in windstorm, My 23, 1:3

MURPHY, PATRICIA
(Mrs) 59, 1:3

MURPHY, PATRICK
Took to penitentiary for murder of brother, Ja 26, 2:6

MURPHY, TERESA
Fired for intoxication, Jy 13, 1:1

MURPHY, THOMAS (Clevel)
(Mrs) also as Thomas Rourke

Wanted for assault on F A Weithoff, Jy 27, 3:4

MURPHY, T B & SIM (East Liverpool)
Grocers arrested on chg of violating law regulating sale of oleomargarine, Ja 19, 2:2

MURRAY, ANDREW
Dismissed for vagrancy chg, S 26, 3:3

MURRAY, GEORGE
Jailed, F 13, 4:1; funeral, F 10, 4:1

MURRAY, JAMES
Robbed, Dennis O'Connor held, Ag 31, 3:3

Injured in fall on rr tracks, O 6, 1:3

MURRAY, THOMAS
Fired for disorderly conduct, My 1, 3:3

MURRAY, THOMAS
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 25, 1:8

MURRAY, A & CO
Names A M Fishburn in collection suit, My 8, 1:4

MUSIC
Og of Akron concert orchestra planned, My 11, 1:5

Prof Elmer endowing in bringing noted artists to Akron, N 17, 1:6

MUSIC TEACHERS ASSN, OHIO
Convent at Dayton, J 16, 1:3

MOSSY, MARTIN
Fired and sentenced for stealing, S 25, 4:5

Gas searched in robbery of Louise Sauer, O 13, 4:4

MOSSER, HARVEY
Decision reserved in replevin suit brought by Shawn, Goding & Co, My 9, 1:5; plaintiff to file amended petition, deft excepted, My 16, 1:9; suit dismissed, O 8, 1:4

Assn'ge suit against C A Nightman et al., appeal filed, My 16, 1:3

Total begins on contempt of ct chg, Je 17, 1:7; contempt of ct case postponed, Je 19, 1:7; affidavit in prejtg filed, Jy 24, 1:8; contempt case again postponed, Jy 26, 1:1

Named in replevin suit by Childs, Groff & Co, O 25, 1:5

MOSSER, HARRIEY (cont.)

Named in collection suit by Daniel S Short, O 8, 1:3

MOSSER, OSCAR
(Mrs) also as St Finkard

Vagrancy chg dismissed, S 25, 1:7

MOSSER, PETER (Cleveland)
Accidentally killed when gun is discharged by Lumen, Ja 6, 1:6

MOSSER & CO (Canton)
Piano factory destroyed by fire, F 2, 3:2

MOSSON, GEORGE (Alliance)
Tenders resignation as pastor of discip ch, F 7, 2:3

MOSSON, WILLIAM A
Losses collection suit brought by Theodore Robinson, Ja 31, 1:6

MOTTILO (OR AND MS), FRD
Celebrate 40th wedding anniv, F 23, 1:4

MOSER, CHARLES
Assigned costs for assault and battery, Ap 14, 1:2

MUTUAL BENEFIT INS CO

C S Ferguson apt'd mgr of Akron office, N 1, 1:3

MURR, L D (Lima)
Store damaged by fire, Je 14, 2:5

MURR, A J (Waynburg)
App'd postmaster, N 21, 2:3

MURR, ALBERT (Stam)
Injured when drunkhead on rr car explodes, Ag 23, 4:6

MURR, ALLEN D
Statement that state conv proved disapp. corroborated, ed, Ag 11, 2:1

MURR, ARTHUR E and LUMBY
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:3

MURR, B D
Apt'd apt'g of Greenwich schools, Ap 21, 1:6

MURR, BURTON D (Hartville)
Represents Buchtel co in state arbrital contest, places 4th, F 17, 1:4

MURR, CLarence
Shoe store robbed, Jy 31, 1:6

MURR, CHARLES
See also Myers, Charles and Flora

Named in failure to fulfill contr suit brought by George H Allen, Je 21, 4:1

Suit brought by Julia Cranham dismissed, U 1, 1:5

MURR, CHARLES and FLORA
With Thomas Lumbar & Bigg co named in foreclosure
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MIRS, CHARLES AND FLORA (Cont.)
Miss brought by Akron Wldg & Loan assn, Je 19, 1:7
MIRS, CHARLES (Cont.)
Injured by horse, Age 4, 2:6
MIRS, CROSS

Drowned in Ohio river at Wolf Island (111) in attempt to escape from river-packet boiler explosion, My 8, 3:5
MIRS, CRIS (Formerly)
Trial brought by F S Collin continues, Jy 26, 2:5
MIRS, ELIN
Names Frederick R Goodey and John Hong in collection suit, O 7, 1:4; answer filed by John Hong, O 17, 1:8
MIRS, F W
Approves address of I E Holden to house case on tariff measure, Ibr, S 22, 2:3
Grillets preventions by ways and means case is not yet to come on Wilson tariff bill revision, Ibr, O 21, 3:2
MIRS, FLORA, See Myers, Charles and Flora
MIRS, FRANK (Alliance)
Fatally injured in fall under train, S 22, 2:4
MIRS, FRANK (Former)
Injured in boiler explosion, Ag 10, 4:4
MIRS, GEORGE

Suit brought against William Pink, Jr dismissed, My 29, 1:4
Property attached on respite given Herman Newhard, Je 20, 1:3
MIRS, GEORGE A

Suit by State of Ohio dropped, Jy 26, 1:4
Names John Flower in collection suit, Ja 28, 1:5
Injuries against John Flower, motion for new trial filed, Je 13, 1:7
Named by Hiram Himes in collection suit, Ap 18, 1:2
Engaged in making merchants' collections, attempts to collect by law suits opposed in resolution adopted by Akron Mercantile assn, Ap 20, 1:7
Injunction cont'd in case brought by Akron Mercantile assn, My 6, 1:6
In suit brought by A L Lyke and Akron Mercantile assn defts file motion for restraining order, My 26, 1:3
Lease suit against J Koch & Co, Je 7, 1:8
Named in respite suit brought by Frank B Carr, Je 21, 1:3

1893

MIRS, GEORGE A (Bellevue)

 Held on stealing schg, O 19, 1:6; pleaded not guilty, case cont'd, O 20, 3:2; trial cont'd, O 21, 7:3; re-arraigned on stealing schg case, cont'd, O 24, 1:6; larceny case cont'd, O 30, 1:6
MIRS, GUSTILB

Slapped, assailant George Singler sentenced, Jy 14, 1:7
MIRS, HATTIE C

Estate ador William M House involved Mary E Myers et al in suit to sell real property, answer and waivers of summons filed by deft, Je 26, 1:1
MIRS, HEDWIN (Incesto)
Injured when stone falls on foot, O 18, 4:4
MIRS, I S
Announces opening of new clothing store, F 14, 1:6
MIRS, JACOB

Past proofs by authorizd, Ap 6, 1:1
MIRS, JOHN

Assailed by Dr F B Collin, O 20, 8:1
MIRS, LILY

Arrested on assault and battery schg, Ja 20, 1:3
Losses, foreclosure suit brought by Joseph Gars, Mr 7, 1:2
Robbed, S 7, 4:3
MIRS, LILLIS

Order of appraiser vaulted in suit brought by Louis Farlett, My 9, 1:6
MIRS, LOUIS Y

Death, Ja 18, 1:4; blog, Ja 18, 1:6; funeral, Ja 18, 4:2
MIRS, LUTHER M (Fondly)
Missing, believed to have perished in World's Fair fire, Jy 24, 1:5
MIRS, MARTIN

Arraigned on disorderly conduct schg, case cont'd, Ag 15, 4:5; acquitted, discharged, Ag 17, 1:2
MIRS, MARY

Estate ador Leon Schneidert files final acct, N 20, 1:7
MIRS, MARY E

Named by ador of Hattie C Myers ador of estate William M House involved Mary E Myers et al in suit to sell real property, files answer and waivers of summons, Je 28, 1:1
MIRS, PHILIP B

James B Myers apptd ador of estate, N 24, 2:6
MIRS, ROBERT A

With Herman O Deederle forms gen ins partnership,
1950
NEW YORK TIMES
Criticism of Tom L. Johnson on high sugar tariff criticized, N 11, 2:1

NEW YORK WORLD
Criticism for dissemination of false news, ed, F 2, 2:2

Tenth avs. issue complemented, ed, My 9, 2:1

NEWELL, LOUIS T
Loss divorce suit brought against wife Sarah R., J 7, 1:7

NEWARK & GRAVYVILLE ELEC ST Ry CO
Elects N R Kassman dir, J 6, 3:6

NEWARK ICE & COLD STORAGE CO
Plant destroyed by fire, S 9, 2:4

NEWHAN, HENRY
Replenished on property of George A. Myers, J 26, 1:3

NEKOMO, F E
Names F J and Catherine Burgess and Lerky Hanson in collection suit, J 31, 1:7

NEWALL, C T L
Names Albert A Hineke in suit for equitable relief, F 9, 1:8; losses suit, Ap 22, 1:7

NEWALL, JERRY
Named in damage suit brought by City of Akron, S 21, 1:7

Newton, J B
Injured in train wreck near Hudson, J 26, 1:1

NEWELL, WILLIAM
Fixed for intoxication, My 6, 1:6

NEWTON, THOMAS (Clay)
Injured in fall from bridge, J 16, 3:4

NEWMAN, PATRICK
Injured when caught in walking machine, Ap 24, 1:1

NEWMAN, JACOB
Defrauded of money, Lyman T Lamb identified and held at Detroit (Oak), D 11, 1:4

NEWMAN, WALLACE
Bitten by dog, J 18, 4:3

NEWSPAPERS
Recovering others unfairly in ees deemed detrimental to oon circulation, ed, J 7, 4:1

One organ, publishing methods criticized, ed, J 20, 2:1

Bill introduced in house exempting writers from divulging informants' names, F 10, 1:8

R I paper's inaccurate articles criticized, ed, Ap 24, 2:1

Story about sea serpent satirized, My 10, 2:1

Value of reading cited in good fortune of Alfred Boston, ed, J 17, 2:1

1953
NEWMAN, WILLIAM (Quarry)
Named in mortgage suit brought by E W Grimes, N 16, 4:4

NEVIN, DANIEL
Divorce suit brought by wife Leah M dismissed, My 5, 1:5

NEWMAN, PHILLIP
Names Marion Web in damage suit, appeal, J 26, 1:4; Ap 24, 1:4

NEVILLE, F
Sermon, S 2, 4:4

NEVILLE, PLATE RR
Trucks involved in Clev. and traffic blocked by flood waters, My 17, 1:7

Lossed personal damage suit brought by Levi Lambrick of Tiffin, My 26, 3:1

NEUMAN, ELIOT
Guardian Nancy Hickson files final and partial accts, D 27, 1:7

NEVILLE, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Nora, My 9, 1:3

NEVILLE, JOHN
Fixed for intoxication, Ap 24, 1:5

NEOH, A F
With Arthur Latham named in appeal of motion action suit brought by E K Kalber, J 7, 1:4

NEILL, UEL
Indicted on burglary and larceny charg, J 13, 1:13; fined and sentenced, J 20, 1:6

NEVERSON, JOHN
Fixed for intoxication, D 27, 8:3

NILL, CONRAD
George Hill accepted deed of estate, D 15, 1:5

NINNISI, SAP
Incomplete election returns, Ap 14, 2:3

NIHURBAH, A O
Assignee files final report and resignation, Charles Hetz appointed trustee, My 5, 3:1

NIXON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Sentenced to jail for stealing chicken, D 21, 2:2

NICHOLS, A H
Appled to some one of Blake League of Bldg & Loan assoc, Ag 22, 1:4

NICHOLS, ROBERT HARRY
Name given Raymond Watson when adopted by Mr and Mrs Andrew H Wilson, J 26, 1:1

NIBLE, LINDA A
Estate trustee files partial acct, My 23, 1:4

NIXOP, ORI AND KNSI, DANIEL
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, Ag 22, 3:3
1893
Ohio (cont.)

Agriculture, Dept of

Sen com on finance says office of state chemist would save money, Ap 11, 1/6

Appraisers and Assessors, Bd of

Bd of appraisers and assessors organization nearing completion, Ap 26, 3/1

Abridgment, Bd of

Charles Foster and Joseph Bishop nominated to bd by Gov William McKinley, Ap 6, 1/2; nomination confirmed by sen, Ap 8, 1/5

Judge Seely N. Oseen appointed to bd by Gov William McKinley, Ja 1, 2/1

Bond issues & Levies

Bill passed by legis making appropriation for use of sinking fund com, Ja 25, 2/2

Charities and Correction, Bd of

Holds meeting at Dayton, George F. Hamm offers satisfactory ventilation for county and state bldgs, N 23, 2/4

Rept on maintenance of county infirmaries, O 30, 1/3

Computes cost of maintaining and improving children's homes in state, O 30, 2/3

Children's Homes

Bill increasing number of trustees passed in house, F 8, 1/4

Clemency, Bd of

Harry Werner and L. H. Koons released by Gov William McKinley, Ap 5, 1/2

Comprise, Dept of

Insurance Division

William H. Habbs name sent to sen by Gov William McKinley for appt as ins. div., Ap 13, 1/2

Bldg & Loan Division

Inspection rept, Ap 24, 2/1

Summary of 2nd annual rept, Ap 27, 3/4

Constitution

Section 634 of revised statutes amended by house, Ja 7, 2/3

Viewed as lacking elasticity to cope with contingencies, amendment advocated, Ap 28, 1/5

Submission of amendment to electorate voted by legis, Ap 22, 2/2

1892
Ohio

Agriculture, Dept of

Sen com on finance says office of state chemist would save money, Ap 11, 2/6

Appraisers and Assessors, Bd of

Bd of appraisers and assessors organization nearing completion, Ap 26, 3/1

Abridgment, Bd of

Charles Foster and Joseph Bishop nominated to bd by Gov William McKinley, Ap 6, 1/2; nomination confirmed by sen, Ap 8, 1/5

Judge Seely N. Oseen appointed to bd by Gov William McKinley, Ja 1, 2/1

Bond issues & Levies

Bill passed by legis making appropriation for use of sinking fund com, Ja 25, 2/2

Charities and Correction, Bd of

Holds meeting at Dayton, George F. Hamm offers satisfactory ventilation for county and state bldgs, N 23, 2/4

Rept on maintenance of county infirmaries, O 30, 1/3

Computes cost of maintaining and improving children's homes in state, O 30, 2/3

Children's Homes

Bill increasing number of trustees passed in house, F 8, 1/4

Clemency, Bd of

Harry Werner and L. H. Koons released by Gov William McKinley, Ap 5, 1/2

Comprise, Dept of

Insurance Division

William H. Habbs name sent to sen by Gov William McKinley for appt as ins. div., Ap 13, 1/2

Bldg & Loan Division

Inspection rept, Ap 24, 2/1

Summary of 2nd annual rept, Ap 27, 3/4

Constitution

Section 634 of revised statutes amended by house, Ja 7, 2/3

Viewed as lacking elasticity to cope with contingencies, amendment advocated, Ap 28, 1/5

Submission of amendment to electorate voted by legis, Ap 22, 2/2
ELECTIONS

Electoral bill introduced to repeal poll tax, Ja 24, 1:2
Bill introduced in house to regulate acceptance or rejection of votes, Ja 31, 1:2
Bill passed in house providing payment to Colo. Poorman for services as supervisor of elections, F 23, 1:2
Bill amending Australian ballot law passed by house, Nr 1, 1:2; still providing for correction in Australian ballot act passed by sen., Nr 1, 2:1
Amendment to Australian ballot law discussed, Nr 2, 1:3
Bill to change opening and closing hours of polls introduced in house, Ap 6, 1:7
Bill pleased with large showing in spring elections, repubs claim gains, Ap 6, 1:7
Reform in convs urged, ed, My 10, 2:1
Old members of gen assembly face strong opposition in both parties, My 20, 7:2
Twenty-fourth and 26th dist conv nominates Friend Whittlsey for sen., My 27, 1:1
Opening of repub campaign in Akron called boon to city, ed, Ag 11, 2:2
R epub victory predicted (ed, The Inter Urban), Ag 15, 2:2
Campaign policy of both parties outlined, repubs well organized, Ag 26, 6:1
R epub criticism of fraudulent Dubois gang endorsed, ed, O 14, 2:1

OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
R epub ticket endorsed as assurance of indus prosperity, Jr 14, 3:6
Voters urged to thwart indus depression by endorsing repub ticket, ed, O 16, 2:1
Overthrowing of inefficient dem admin predicted, ed, O 16, 2:1
Dubois gang urged to offer proof of indus depression accusations made against repub party, Jr 17, 2:1
R epub victory predicted, O 21, 3:6
North Hill repubs held meeting, O 26, 1:5
Doubts and politics discussed at repub meeting in Guy Falls, O 27, 1:7
David E Hill and 16 other actors deny dem accusations of shop closing to assure repub victory, O 28, 1:3
Dem party void of harmony, ed, O 30, 2:2
Paul E Werner interviewed on dem free trade policy, O 30, 4:3
Farmers urged to vote for repub candidates, ed, N 1, 2:2
R epub state exec cam wanes against over-confidence, urges repub voters to go to polls, N 1, 3:5
R epub and dem campaign contracted, N 4, 1:1
R epub ticket endorsed for assurance of property values, ed, N 6, 2:1
Heavy Cinth vote held cast, N 7, 1:6
R epub candidates win in Summit county in incomplete returns, N 8, 1:5
Tabulation of repub pluralities in city and county, N 8, 1:5
Revised tabulation of repub pluralities in city and county, N 8, 3:8
Summit county vote listed by precincts and wards, N 8, 6:1
R epub rec returns, N 8, 6:1; celebrate victory, N 8, 6:1
Dem rec returns, N 8, 6:2
Magaz. C. F Stoddard commends for conduct of campaign in repub victory, N 8, 6:1
Magaz urges repub to celebrate victory by providing needy families with food, N 10, 1:5
R epub victory called prelude to establishment of progressive tariff, ed, N 10, 2:2
State and Summit county returns listed, N 11, 1:3
R epub party complimented on victory, N 11, 1:5
Repubs urged to celebrate victory by providing for needy, Jr 14, N 11, 8:5
Reelection of McKinley assured by ex-Marshall
Ohio's William Voincourt Ongert, ed. 7, 1:3
Use candidate Neal's defeat urged, ed. 10, 2:1
Edward J. Brucken and 2 other candidates discussed,
10, 4:7
Jimmie Campbell promises support of Larry Neal,
ed. 22, 2:2
Neal addresses opening of dome state conv at
Newark, 14, 1:3; criticized for inability to
answer Gov McKinley's tariff arguments, ed.
14, 2:2
Popularity of nominees William McKinley and
Lawrence T Neal compar ed, ed. 15, 2:1; Neal's
endorsement of free trade criticized, ed. 15,
2:1
Lawrence Talbot Neal urged to explain dem tariff
policy, ed. 27, 2:2; criticized for exploiting
patrimony of grandfather (ed. Dayton
Journal), 30, 2:1
Gov William McKinley refutes charge of opponent
Neal, ed. 29, 1:3
Neal criticized for endorsing free trade, ed.
29, 2:2; deemed failure of dem candidate,
record broken, 30, 1:1; withdraw from scheduled
final debate with opponent Gov William
McKinley, 4, 1:7
McKinley's popularity over opponent Larry Neal
apparent, ed. 5, 2:2; Neal criticized for
peddling falsehoods, ed. 7, 2:2; admits probable
defeat and defeat of dom state ticket,
10, 1:2
Gov William McKinley endorses protective tariff
at Ironon meeting in criticism of opponent
Lawrence T Neal, ed. 14, 1:1; Neal wished more
successful Appeal campaign than former dem
candidate, ed. 18, 2:3; criticized for attributing
indus depression to repub party,
20, 1:7; free trade policy criticized, ed.
20, 2:2; ed. 23, 2:2; ed. 30, 2:2; criticized
for failure to endorse veteran legis, ed.
31, 2:2
Gov William McKinley's reelection over opponent
Lawrence T Neal predicted, ed. 21, 3:5; size of
crowds at Neal's and McKinley's campaign meet
ings compared, ed. 23, 2:1
Neal persists in campaign in effort to reduce
Gov McKinley's contemplated plurality, ed.
30, 1:4
McKinley issues rebuke to dem party for destroying
pub confidence, ed. 5, 2:2

McKinley's reelection predicted, ed. 14, 2:5;
addresses large crowd in opponent Neal's home-
town of Chillicothe, 16, 1:7; addresses
enthusiastic crowd at Cadiz, 17, 1:6; at
Goshen, 18, 1:3; at Woodfield, 39, 1:2
Statements by dem charging repubs with closing
factories as a cause workers to vote for McKinley
refuted, ed. 16, 1:1
8 Dolliver campaign for Gov McKinley, ed.
20, 1:3; McKinley addresses large crowd at
Cambridge, ed. 20, 1:5; ed. 21, 1:4; at Newark,
21, 1:5
Size of crowds at Lawrence T Neal's and Gov
McKinley's campaign meetings compared, ed.
23, 2:1
McKinley endorsed by Ohio and Penna mrs, ed.
23, 2:2; defended against lies hurled by dem
dem, ed. 23, 2:3; denouncing advice to
delay to the r television till after election,
ed. 24, 1:1; addresses crowd at Westmont,
ed. 24, 1:3; at Hilliard, ed. 25, 1:2
McKinley's trade protection platform upheld, ed.
24, 2:2
One party criticized for diverting attention from
campaign by attacking Maj Dish, ed.
24, 2:2
Gov McKinley visits null Soldiers' Home at
Dayton, ed. 25, 1:2; warns repubs of over-confi
27, 1:1; delivers campaign speech at
Alliance, ed. 30, 1:3; at Tiffin, ed. 31, 1:2;
at Meigs, ed. 31, 1:4; at Greenville, ed. 32, 1:4
Working people urged to support tariff protection
by voting for Gov McKinley, ed. 26, 2:5
Gov William McKinley's reelection assured by
overcoming of odds, ed. 27, 1:4; urged at 4th
ward repub meeting by George W. Storer and Col
W. S. Fawcett, 27, 1:6; assured, ed. 30, 2:2;
urged to restore confidence and prosperity in
Amer indus, ed. 31, 2:2; urged, ed. 3, 2:2;
predicted in revue of campaign in Cipip, ed. 3, 1:7;
urged, 10, 4, 2:1; urged to assure protective
tariff and null prosperity, ed. 5, 2:2
Gov William McKinley endorsed by Atkinson, ed.
27, 2:3; greeted by enthusiastic crowd at
Ashland, ed. 29, 7:2; endorsement by veteran
precincts, ed. 30, 2:2; greeted by veteran
crowd at Richmond (ind), delivers campaign
speech at Camden, ed. 31, 1:6; endorsed at repub
meeting at Bath Center, ed. 32, 2:5; carries
Franklin county, ed. 32, 2:3; rec. plurality in
Hamilton county, ed. 32, 2:5
Lawrence T Neal persists in campaign to reduce
McKinley's probable plurality, ed. 30, 1:4
Worshippers urged to vote for Gov McKinley, ed.
30, 2:1; large plurality urged, ed. 30, 2:2
Closing of factories to assure reelection of Gov
William McKinley deemed ridiculous, ed. 31,
2:2; dem accusations of repubs closing nation's
factories to assure reelection of McKinley
denied, ed. 31, 2:2, 2:2; dem dig that
closing of mills and factories to pal more
refuted, ed. 32, 2:2
Reelection of Gov William McKinley urged to
assure good fortune to business, ed. 32,
1:2; urged by Sen Sherman, ed. 32, 2:4
Rev P. J. Macbin delivers campaign speech, ed.
4:4; Gov William McKinley relected in incompl
returns, ed. 5, 1:1; majority tallied at least
80,000, ed. 6, 1:1; relected in incompl
returns, ed. 6, 1:1; carries com dist, ed.
6, 1:1
Gov McKinley's reelection compared with previous
elections, ed. 6, 1:1, 2:1; 4:4; given plurality in
Portage county returns, ed. 8, 2:2; relected in incompl
returns, ed. 6, 1:3; ree. 87,000 plurality from one-third of state, ed.
8, 3:1; plurality increases, ed. 3, 1:1
Plurality of 35,000 predicted for Gov William
McKinley, ed. 1; Liverpool repubs 771 gain, ed.
8, 2:2
Four hundred precincts lost for Gov William
McKinley, ed. 2; 950 precincts lost repub,
5, 2:1; 29 Cuyahoga county precincts
lost 7,000 plurality, ed. 2, 2:3; 14,000 plurality
predicted in Cuyahoga county, ed. 3, 2:2;
1500 plurality in Franklin county, ed. 8, 2:2
McKinley given ovation on expectation of reelec
8, 3:2
Two hundred thirty precincts lost Gov
William McKinley leading, ed. 8, 2:2
McKinley leads Summit county in incompl
returns, ed. 8, 3:2
 Gov William McKinley's and Lawrence T Neal's
pluralitys listed by counties, ed. 9, 1:1
Gov William McKinley's plurality estimated
82,000, ed. 9, 1:1
Gov William McKinley relected by 80,000 plurality
over Lawrence Neal, ed. 9, 2:3
Ohio - Elections - Governor (cont)

Gov. McKinley's plurality above 81,000 in official returns, N 10, 1:2; N 14, 1:3
Gov. William McKinley reelected by 84,837 plurality, N 10, 3:2
Gov. McKinley congratulated by Mrs. Garfield after re-election, N 11, 7:4
Gov. McKinley's plurality discussed, ed, N 14, 2:1
McKinley elected in official returns, N 10, 1:3; N 20, 1:4
Election of Gov. McKinley praised, U 6, 2:3

Judiciary

Judge Gary endorsed for reelection, ed, J 3, 3:1

Lit-Governor

Rep. S. T. Purcell plans to announce candidacy, Je 6, 1:1

C. W. F. Dick of路线town soldiers' pension, Silver Lake, S 14, 3:1; C. T. Taylor's campaign speeches ridiculed, ed, S 14, 3:1; campaign deemed failure, ed, S 27, 2:1; called lurid extraordinary, ed, S 27, 2:2

Lit-Gov. Harris reelected by enthusiastic Kent crowd, S 28, 1:16; addresses enthusiastic Warren crowd, S 28, 1:16; refutes story of opponent C. T. Taylor in Ellyria speech, S 29, 1:13; addresses enthusiastic crowd at Bowling Green, O 7, 1:13; gives campaign address at West Union, O 10, 1:12; continues campaign in Portsmouth speech, O 11, 1:13; gives campaign address at Waverly, O 12, 1:4

C. W. T. Taylor's campaign called failure, S 30, 1:12; Taylor rebuked by M. C. Dick for accusing rebels of fostering Indian depression, O 16, 1:15; criticized for inability to prove accusations against rebels, ed, O 19, 2:2

Lit-Gov. Harris contests C. T. Taylor's accusations against C. T. McKinley, O 17, 1:1; Taylor's pension suspension accusations denied by M. C. Dick, O 24, 1:1

Harris addresses Woodfield crowd, O 19, 1:12; addresses large Cambridge crowd, O 20, 1:15; addresses crowd at Wilmington, O 24, 1:13; contests story of C. T. Taylor in Greenville speech, N 2, 1:4; delivers campaign address at Cuyahoga, N 3, 1:6

Col. William Amstutz Taylor's all career ridiculed, Harris's all career upheld, ed, O 24, 2:1

Ohio - Factory & Blog Inspection, Dept. of (cont)

Industrial Relations Div

W. Z. McDonald reappointed chief by Gov. William McKinley, appointed confirmed by cen, Ap 8, 1:15; Ap 12, 2:2

John Little appointed to Industrial Relations bd, My 6, 1:2
Capt. E. F. Slack appointed state imp of Workshops and Factories, S. Z. McDonald offers resignation, J 8, 1:4

Div of Mines annual report filed, O 17, 2:3

Finance

Bill passed in senate increasing salary of sup'lt, Ap 3, 2:3
State of report, F 6, 3:2
Bill introduced in house preventing suits of state suits from drawing more than stipulated fees, F 21, 1:5
House concurs completion of work on gen appropriation bill, F 28, 3:4; bill introduced in sen, Mr 1, 1:2; declared handled with utmost skill, Mr 2, 2:3

Estimated revenues less than state expenses, Mr 9, 1:7

General appropriation bill passed, Mr 16, 1:2
Legislature faced with serious financial problem, Mr 20, 1:7

Present general assembly increases local state indebtedness, Mr 23, 1:5

Affairs in precarious condition, Mr 25, 1:4

Deficiency appropriation bill introduced in house, Mr 6, 1:7; sen amendments rejected by house, Ap 14, 1:5; bill passed by legis, Ap 15, 1:1
Auditor's report, S 8, 1:4

State Treas. Cope submits annual report, recommends provision be made to increase receipts for gen revenue fund, O 11, 1:4

Aud presents estimated budget for coming yr, O 29, 1:6

Fish and Game Comm

O. T. Senter appointed local comm by Gov. William McKinley, My 20, 8:2

W. E. Hanks appointed state comm, D 29, 2:2

General Assembly

Accepts resignation of Hon. S. T. Taylor, studies bill providing offices for county treas in towns of over 3,000 pop, Ap 4, 1:3

Activities ended, J 6, 2:6

Rept on 70th gen assembly, J 12, 2:2

Ohio - General Assembly (cont)

John F. Woods and Robert Parlock elected dorckeepers, J 12, 2:2
Resume of day's proceedings, J 14, 4:4; J 17, 1:5; J 18, 2:13; J 18, 1:5; J 20, 2:3

Criticized for continuing session after announcement of ex-President Hayes's death, J 21, 7:4
Resume of day's business, J 24, 2:5; J 25, 1:4; J 26, 1:21; J 28, 1:16; J 29, 2:3

Criticized for abolishing free press system, ed, F 13, 2:1

Many bills urged long session, F 14, 1:3; speeds action on bills in preparation for adjournment, F 16, 1:3

Rumor of clique forced to pass or defeat bills for monetary profits expected to bring investigation, F 18, 1:5

McGree bill repealing Garber tax and salary act expected to meet with opposition, F 23, 1:4; completes plans for attending inauguration of Grover Cleveland as U S pres, F 25, 1:1

Rumors of bribery in repeal of Garber tax discussed, F 25, 7:3

Summary of activities, Mr 3, 2:3

Summary of meeting, O 14, 1:3

Summary of bills introduced and passed, B 21, 1:6

Petitions and protests, B 21, 3:2

Resume of business, Mr 23, 1:5; Mr 24, 3:4

Seventieth gen assembly not a caucus legis, Mr 25, 1:4

Specialization advanced on adjournment, Mr 28, 1:5

Summary of bills considered, Mr 29, 1:8

Resume of business transacted, Mr 31, 1:5

Summary of bills awaiting action, Ap 1, 1:4

Group picture taken, 10 horses of Ohio's 7th regts battle pose for separate photo, Ap 8, 1:5

Resolution to adjourn, Ap 11, 2:6

Criticized for passing mad bill, Mr 13, 3:7

Business session reviewed, Ap 15, 1:2

Summary of activities, Ap 22, 2:2

Prepares to adjourn, resume of business transacted, Ap 25, 1:5

Cen report on corruption chs, Ap 25, 2:2

Resume of proceedings, Ap 26, 3:2

Rushes business to conclusion for adjournment, Ap 27, 1:3

Adjourn, sec ceremonies conclude session, Ap 27, 1:7

Resolution for bimetal session praised, ed, O 27, 2:1

Resume of 70th session, O 29, 1:7
HOUSE
Rev of bills before house at present session, Ja 7, 1:6
House finance com reports, Ja 10, 1:7
Organizes finance com, Ja 11, 2:2
Bill introduced to regulate sessions of the assembly, Ja 31, 3:4
Bill passed regulating resignation procedure, F 3, 2:3
Adopts resolution to investigate action of members in passage of McKeene bill, F 23, 1:2; 1:6
Resume of bills introduced, F 28, 1:6; 2:6
Resume of bills and resolutions introduced, F 28, 2:6
Introduces bill providing for sine die adjournment, F 28, 3:4
Resume of bills introduced, M 1, 2:3; M 2, 2:3
Hear Griffin and others discussed, M 4, 7:4
Bills introduced, M 7, 1:5; M 10, 1:2; M 17, 1:5
Resume of business transacted, M 24, 3:4
Permitting bills to pass house by suspension of rules called dangerous practice, Ap 10, 1:5
Candidate for speaker's job Repr Dave Taylor defeated by Judge Burrough, Ap 10, 3:5
Clark of house opens bids for elec device for recording vote of members, D 1, 2:3
Ndulaph withdraws as candidate for speaker, D 30, 1:1
Nominate speaker and other officers, D 30, 1:1
Speaker expected to be Alexander Russell, D 30, 2:1; selection of Russell endorsed, ed, D 30, 2:1
Resume of day's business, D 30, 7:4

SENATE
Bill introduced to increase salaries to $1,200, F 10, 1:8
Summary of bills passed, M 10, 2:5
Activity summarized, M 15, 3:3
Resume of business transacted, M 25, 1:1; Ap 24, 3:3

GOVERNOR
First annual message to general assembly, complete message pub, Ja 3, 3:3
Lack of power and authority criticized, ed, F 2, 2:1
Bill to make personal staff members of ONG considered by legts, M 30, 1:4

HEALTH, DEPT OF
Proposed legs to remove from pol influence discussed, M 2, 1:3
Appointed of ur Caxton to state bd ruled illegal by Allt-Fen Richards, My 9, 1:6
Joseph Hartwell applied to bd by Gov McKinley, N 15, 1:2
Holds meeting, grants local bds power to extend operation of compulsory vaccination law until June 8th, D 8, 1:2
Demands enforcement of laws relating to sanitary conditions and vaccination, D 8, 1:5
Files 8th annual report with gov, v 23, 2:6

LEGISLATURE
See General Assembly

LOCAL GOVT
Bill passed by sen allowing appropriations for maintenance of county children's homes, Ja 12, 2:2
Plan for reform presented by Mayor W H Miller and 11 others, M 14, 3:1
Bills passed in sen forbidding top officials to have financial interest in pub contracts, F 3, 1:7
Providing for employment of counsel for county officials using or being used, F 3, 2:3
Authorizing Clay county to employ a clerk, F 3, 2:3; permitting music power to regulate smoke and steam whistle nuisances, F 8, 2:3
Independence of munits discussed, F 13, 1:1
Subject of address by H C Sanford at MCA, F 14, 4:5
Legs proposed to permit trustees of state instead to fix salaries of stenars, F 16, 1:4
City councilman opposes passage of iden bill providing for a uniform salary, F 21, 1:3
Joint com on music reform meets, elects officers, F 21, 1:6
Bill affecting county officers' salaries passed by house, F 22, 3:2; F 23, 3:3
Joint rebup and dem com on music reform meets, discussion listed, F 24, 1:1; appts sub-com to study Youngstown plan of gort and suggest plan for Akron, F 27, 1:1; progress of joint com noted and praised, ed, F 27, 2:1; sub-com prepares report and praised, m 29, 1:3; joint com adopts music reform bill, M 1, 1:1; M 3, 1:6

MARINE CORPS
Bill introduced to establish 3 battalions in state, F 21, 1:5

NATIONAL GUARD
Holds annual meeting at Toledo, elects officers, Ja 12, 1:8; choice of Akronites praised, ed, Ja 12, 2:1

OHIO - LOCAL GOVT (cont)
Bill passed in house creating office of hamlet treas, F 25, 2:7; extending power of hamlets, F 25, 2:7
Bill extending term of county clerks passed by sen, M 1, 1:2
Youngstown bill proposed amended as formulated in Akron's bill for music reform, M 2, 1:6
Music reform bill listed, M 4, 2:1
Iden's bill to provide uniform councilman's salary passed by sen, M 5, 1:2
Study of music reform bill by Akron citizens urged, ed, M 5, 2:1
Bill requiring employment of police matrons in 5 cities passed by house, M 28, 1:4
Bill allowing issuance of bonds for improvements by towns or towns considered by sen, M 30, 1:4
Bill passed by sen to prohibit music councils from bunching ors when voting on them, M 30, 1:4
Three bills introduced in house to reduce amount of work in legis by stopping bills for local legs, Ap 5, 1:7
Bill to permit music reform in Youngstown and Akron amended by legis, Ap 13, 1:1
Hays joint resolution for amendment to provide single legis dist passed by house, Ap 15, 1:2
Geyer resolution to provide for submission of amendment to special elections passed by sen, Ap 15, 1:2
Youngstown Akron music reform bill lobbed against by Sanford and William 0 Dobson, Ap 17, 1:6
Youngstown Akron music reform bill amended by sen, passed by house, Ap 19, 1:1
Text of music reform bill as passed by legis, Ap 21, 4:1
Bill to permit passage of bond issues during epidemics passed by sen, Ap 25, 2:5
McKeene &imulator for Garner introd as means for maintaining salaries, ed, Ap 25, 2:2

OHIO - NATIONAL GUARD (cont)
Staff selection from commissioned officers instead of civilians as advocated by Col E C Brush praised, ed, Ja 13, 2:1
Go 8 and 8th regt band held regimental election, Ja 27, 3:3
Praised for duty in preventing anarch, ed, F 4, 2:2
Commissioned officers fore org, elect officers, F 17, 4:5
Bill introduced in house providing that gov's staff shall be ONG officers, F 4, 2:1
Bill passed by sen to provide for appts of 2 additional gov aides, F 25, 2:7
Eighth regt divided into 3 battalions, F 25, 8:1
Go 8 8th regt holds annual election, officers selected by balot, M 10, 1:2
Battery F holds test, M 28, 4:1
Lt-Col Koonan nominated col of 5th regt, M 30, 3:3
Membership of 8th regt band increased, Ap 4, 2:7
Bill to establish naval reserve in connection with ONG for lakes patrol defeated in house, Ap 6, 1:2
Bill for improvement of Norwalk encamp grounds passed by sen, Ap 6, 1:2
Bill to relieve counties and local taxpayers of expense for maintaining armories introduced in house, Ap 11, 2:6
Go 8 inspected, Ap 11, 3:5
First issue of Ohio Guardsman read by local members, Ap 14, 1:2
Battery F holds inspection, Ap 25, 4:2
Capt John C, Go 5, resigns, C F Lee elected 2nd 21st, Wadsworth, Ap 29, 4:2; Fred Fisk elected capt, My 6, 3:2
Rept of adj-gen praised, ed, My 5, 2:1
Appt of non-commissioned officers in Go 8 8th regt, My 16, 2:2
Eighth regt to go to Otago for annual encampment, My 23, 1:5
Proposed visit to World's Fair not definite, My 25, 1:4
Eighth regt promotions, My 31, 4:3
Armories cannot be built by state for lack of funds, M 2, 1:5
Battery F accepts GAR invitation to participate in
OHIO-

NATIONAL GUARD (cont.)

Canton Independence Day celebration, Jul 10, 1:1
Adjutant now to inspect local units, Jul 16, 1:3; annual tap of Akron units held, Jul 17, 2:6
Third inf to hold annual encampment in Chicago, Jul 23, 2:2
Planes Chicago encampment of 8th, 2nd, 17th, and 14th regts, Jul 26, 1:5
Applaws and assignments of 8th regt announced, Jul 29, 4:3
Battery F 65th starts overland to Canton, Jul 3, 1:1
First regt and others of Akron perform in show battle, Jul 5, 2:1
Col George R. Strayer and 2 others appointed to assign new uniforms, Jul 6, 1:3
Toledo cadets leave for Chicago camp, Jul 15, 3:6
Fifth regt officers fire losses apportioned, Jul 19, 4:2
Arranges world's Fair trip, equipment shortage cited, Jul 22, 1:4
Disparres Dayton crowd antagonistic to murderers of Charles Eager, Jul 24, 4:4
Orders for annual encampment of 9th battalion, 5th regt issued, Jul 26, 4:1
Eighth regt given military celebration on eve of leaving for Chicago, Jul 29, 3:3
Eighth regt returns from world's Fair, Aug 2, 1:8
One hundred-second regt holds annual reunion, Aug 7, 1:4
Battery F encamps at Newark, Aug 21, 1:2
Used for annual encampment of 9th battalion, 5th regt issued, Aug 26, 4:1
Eleventh regt holds reunion;再见 suspensions of pensions, Aug 31, 1:6
One hundred-fourth regt holds annual reunion at Canal Fulton, Sep 1, 1:4
Attitude toward reorganization of Gov McKinley ascen-
ted, ed. Sep 8, 2:2
One hundred seventy-seventh regt holds reunion at Jefferson, Sep 14, 2:3
Twenty-first holds annual reunion at Drayton Falls, Sep 28, 1:2
Capt George C. Cramer forwards resignation from Co B 8th reg, Sep 3, 4:4
Sixth Ohio cavalry holds reunion at Galion, Sep 30, 4:4
Co F, 1, and L of 8th regt held gry imp, N 2, 1:2
Law authorizing colonel-in-chief to brigades guard considered by gov and adj-gen, N 4, 1:2
Peter Pfeiffer's resignation as 2nd Lie of battery F first light art accepted, N 10, 1:2

SUITS AND CLAIMS

Case appealed by A. V. N. Harris, Sep 9, 1:4

SAND LAND COM.

Gathers bill abolishing office passed by sen, Sep 12, 1:2

TREASURY DEPT

Meets payroll with gold, Aug 17, 2:2

OHIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Reissues license for Summitt College Abstract to print, U 3, 8:6

OHIO ASSOC PRESS

Incorporates, Aug 10, 2:5

OHIO-ARMS & CLAIMS (cont.)

Land dispute with Valley ry co given to courts, Jul 26, 1:2
Suit against George A. Myers dropped, Jul 26, 4:4
Judgment suit brought by Albert W. Hawk affirmed, Aug 22, 1:7
In suit by Ontonlak Clark on error lower cl't's decision affirmed, Aug 22, 2:6
Sup of ins wins verdict in suit to compel filling of nests by Eagle Ins co of Canton, Aug 25, 1:4
Real estate recovery suit against Lewis Miller settled, Sep 2, 1:7; Sep 3, 1:7
Names Elizabeth Urban in suit, def't's motion to quash information overruled, Jul 28, 1:5
Injunction sought by T. A. Hollinger to restrain Food and Dairy Co. Mr. McNeal from rep'g re vinegar sold by him, Aug 1, 1:4
Suit brought by John Lavery dismissed, Aug 31, 1:7
Suit against Cyrus Evans dismissed, Aug 5, 2:2
Case vs. M. C. Johns goes to common pleas clt, Aug 12, 1:3
Names Toledo, Westfield & Ohio r.r. co in property removal suit, Sep 23, 4:2
Winn impeachment suit against Joseph C. Prine, Sep 6, 1:5
Motion for hearing allowed by co ct in collection suit brought by Summit county against Charles S. Cob, Aug 31, 1:4
Food Co. McNeal wins injunction suit against Ohio Valley Vinegar co, Sep 14, 4:3
Suit against Hoffman dismissed, Sep 20, 1:6
Names FOREST r.r. co in property reclassifying suit, Sep 20, 2:4
Names Coats, Hamilton & Dayton ry co in master suit, Sep 22, 3:3

SUPREME COURT

Joint res providing for com to prepare plans and estimates for new bids offered by Stroud, F 28, 3:4

SWAMP LAND COM.

Gathers bill abolishing office passed by sen, Sep 12, 1:2

TREASURY DEPT

Meets payroll with gold, Aug 17, 2:2

OHIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Reissues license for Summitt College Abstract to print, U 3, 8:6

OHIO ASSOC PRESS

Incorporates, Aug 10, 2:5

OHIO-ARMS & CLAIMS (cont.)

Land dispute with Valley ry co given to courts, Jul 26, 1:2
Suit against George A. Myers dropped, Jul 26, 4:4
Judgment suit brought by Albert W. Hawk affirmed, Aug 22, 1:7
In suit by Ontonlak Clark on error lower cl't's decision affirmed, Aug 22, 2:6
Sup of ins wins verdict in suit to compel filling of nests by Eagle Ins co of Canton, Aug 25, 1:4
Real estate recovery suit against Lewis Miller settled, Sep 2, 1:7; Sep 3, 1:7
Names Elizabeth Urban in suit, def't's motion to quash information overruled, Jul 28, 1:5
Injunction sought by T. A. Hollinger to restrain Food and Dairy Co. Mr. McNeal from rep'g re vinegar sold by him, Aug 1, 1:4
Suit brought by John Lavery dismissed, Aug 31, 1:7
Suit against Cyrus Evans dismissed, Aug 5, 2:2
Case vs. M. C. Johns goes to common pleas clt, Aug 12, 1:3
Names Toledo, Westfield & Ohio r.r. co in property removal suit, Sep 23, 4:2
Winn impeachment suit against Joseph C. Prine, Sep 6, 1:5
Motion for hearing allowed by co ct in collection suit brought by Summit county against Charles S. Cob, Aug 31, 1:4
Food Co. McNeal wins injunction suit against Ohio Valley Vinegar co, Sep 14, 4:3
Suit against Hoffman dismissed, Sep 20, 1:6
Names FOREST r.r. co in property reclassifying suit, Sep 20, 2:4
Names Coats, Hamilton & Dayton ry co in master suit, Sep 22, 3:3

SUPREME COURT

Joint res providing for com to prepare plans and estimates for new bids offered by Stroud, F 28, 3:4

SWAMP LAND COM.

Gathers bill abolishing office passed by sen, Sep 12, 1:2

TREASURY DEPT

Meets payroll with gold, Aug 17, 2:2

OHIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Reissues license for Summitt College Abstract to print, U 3, 8:6

OHIO ASSOC PRESS

Incorporates, Aug 10, 2:5
1900

OHIO PENITENTIARY - PAROCHIAL, PAROCHIAL, AND COMMUNITY.

William Schilling, Ag 1, 3:5
Warren Dahl, Ag 5, 3:3
Peter Schaeffer, O 27, 1:8
Arthur Reeves, O 11, 2:2
Benton Perry, O 28, 2:3

OHIO PROGRESS (Cleveland)

Dismantled by fire, Ag 16, 3:3

OHIO PROTECTIVE TRADE LEAGUE

New name of former Protective Tariff League, N 23, 2:4

OHIO RIVER

Ice floes damage coal fleets in river at Cinti, Ja 7, 2:3; damage and sink vessels and barges, Minford co hit hardest, Ja 9, 2:4
Ice floes continue to accumulate threatening 2nd catastrophe, Ja 10, 3:4
Closer to river traffic at Bellaire, Ja 12, 3:2
Shipping of coal retarded by accumulation of huge ice mass, Ja 13, 3:5
Rapid dry at Gallipolis, local business depression expected as result, Ag 22, 2:7

OHIO SCIENTISTS

Neighborhood meeting, elect officers, hear Dr E W Clappole's address on Ohio, Ja 7, 3:5

OHIO SOC OF N Y

Invites Press to meet to note call for address at banquet, O 1, 2:2

OHIO SOUTHERN R CO

Boats stranded at Beaverwv, 2 held, Ag 8, 3:3; 7:3

OHIO TATTOOING

Named 5 others in collection suit by Powell, Rickette & Black (Ohio State Journal), Ag 31, 4:6

OHIO STATE JOURNAL

Ed misinformation criticized, ed, Ja 6, 2:1

OHIO STATE UNIV

Joseph B Foraker appointed to be of trustees by Gov McKinley, F 8, 1:4; John T Mack appointed, F 24, 3:2
Bill to form reorganization of bd of trustees amended by sen, M 30, 1:4

OHIO STEVENS

Residents petition city council for improvement, Ja 16, 3:5

OHIO SUN (Youngstown)

Assigns, ed, N 30, 2:1; internal dissension blamed for financial loss, ed, O 1, 2:1

1900

OHIO SUM (Youngstown) (cont)

Purchased by L A Vanbough and others, will be moved to Kansa City, O 11, 2:2
Named in attachment suit by Thomas Morris, O 29, 4:6

OHIO SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSN

To be observed by Luhi Ch Sunday School at Loyola, Ja 16, 1:5

OHIO UNIV (Athens)

Files annual report, N 27, 2:2

OHIO UNIVERSITY

Reports receipts and expenditures for past year, N 28, 2:3

OHIO VALLEY FARM CO

Ordered said at auction by ct to satisfy creditor, Edgar Frazier resigns as recr, M 15, 2:4

OHIO VALLEY VINEGAR CO

Losses incurred by association bought by Food Coop Or McNeal, N 24, 4:3

OHIO MUSELION UNIV

Ex parte application for reorganization of, M 19, 2:1

OHIO OHIOAN SUFFRAGE SOCIETY

Open meet, M 11, 3:3

OHIO WOMEN GRANDS ASSN

Elects officers, Ja 14, 2:3

OHIO UNIVERSITY

Injured in fall from plank, Ja 28, 1:4

OHIO LINDSAY 

App points 10th Ohio dist collector of internal revenue, M 15, 7:3

OIL AND OIL INDEX

New well in East End topic of conversation, M 25, 4:5
East Akron well drilled in search for gas, Ap 3, 2:6
East End well down 270 ft, Ap 6, 1:2

OHIO STATE JOURNAL

Amount of profits in N E Ohio wells questioned, ed, Ja 12, 2:1
Drilling suspended at Brieana till lands arrive, M 3, 1:6

OHIO DRILLING

Struck on property of Nicholas Stonewall near Robertsville, M 6, 2:3

OHIO SUN (Youngstown) (cont)

Struck on Siberting farm, Ag 21, 1:1; unexpected success of Siberting well discussed, ed,

1900

OHIO SUN (Youngstown) (cont)

Purchased by L A Vanbough and others, will be moved to Kansa City, O 11, 2:2
Named in attachment suit by Thomas Morris, O 29, 4:6

OHIO SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSN

To be observed by Luhi Ch Sunday School at Loyola, Ja 16, 1:5

OHIO UNIV (Athens)

Files annual report, N 27, 2:2

OHIO UNIVERSITY

Reports receipts and expenditures for past year, N 28, 2:3

OHIO VALLEY FARM CO

Ordered said at auction by ct to satisfy creditor, Edgar Frazier resigns as recr, M 15, 2:4

OHIO VALLEY VINEGAR CO

Losses incurred by association bought by Food Coop Or McNeal, N 24, 4:3

OHIO MUSELION UNIV

Ex parte application for reorganization of, M 19, 2:1

OHIO OHIOAN SUFFRAGE SOCIETY

Open meet, M 11, 3:3

OHIO WOMEN GRANDS ASSN

Elects officers, Ja 14, 2:3

OHIO UNIVERSITY

Injured in fall from plank, Ja 28, 1:4

OHIO LINDSAY 

App points 10th Ohio dist collector of internal revenue, M 15, 7:3

OIL AND OIL INDEX

New well in East End topic of conversation, M 25, 4:5
East Akron well drilled in search for gas, Ap 3, 2:6
East End well down 270 ft, Ap 6, 1:2

OHIO STATE JOURNAL

Amount of profits in N E Ohio wells questioned, ed, Ja 12, 2:1
Drilling suspended at Brieana till lands arrive, M 3, 1:6

OHIO DRILLING

Struck on property of Nicholas Stonewall near Robertsville, M 6, 2:3

OHIO SUN (Youngstown) (cont)

Struck on Siberting farm, Ag 21, 1:1; unexpected success of Siberting well discussed, ed,
O'NEIL, MARY (cont)
GIRLY (CITY-GEO)
Retaining position as corp lawyer criticized ed, Apr 21, 1/2
Position as counsel to great corp criticized ed, Apr 26, 2/1
O'NEIL, WILLIAM (Circ)
Fatally injured in windsor, My 23, 1/3
O'NEIL (P.E.), (Olana)
Res robbed, N 22, 2/4
O'NEILL, DANIEL
Named by Mary Harby in money suit, Ja 28, 1/5
Named by L Charles Scrobbell in suit for assag and assault of ross, F 18, 1/7; action dismissed by plntf, U 5, 1/5
Purchases Berrbaron Brick & tile co, F 24, 1/6
Awarded considr for const of mill at constit, J 26, 1/2
O'NEIL, ED
Aptd day policeman at Union depot, Ap 12, 1/4
O'NEIL, EUGENE
Paint shop destroyed by fire, N 15, 1/7
O'NEIL (O'MS), LUCINDA (Martin's Ferry)
Saw and Gallagher in death liability suit, Ap 15, 2/4
O'NEIL, MICHAEL
Named in collection suit by estate of L J Dyson, F 20, 1/1; files demurrer to petition of Lucretia S Dyson, N 20, 1/4
O'NEIL, PHILIP
Fined for intoxication, N 30, 4/1
O'NEIL, TIMOTHY (Bridgeport)
Killed by train, Ja 10, 2/5
O'NEIL, WILLIAM
Injured while lying horse to tree, Ja 29, 1/1
W 88, 1/7
Stockholders hold meeting, exec officers, Ja 5, 1/4
O'NEIL'S HOUSE (Fayette)
Destroyed by fire, D 9, 2/5
O'NEIL HOUSE (New Philadelphia)
Destroyed by fire, N 15, 1/2
O'NEIL's
Times of Normaly, rev, D 21, 1/5
O'NEIL & O'NEIL, (Loyal Oak)
Celebrate 30th wedding anniv, D 9, 3/5
O'NEILL, ASH, DDS
Hold annual contest at Marietta, Buchtel hall places 4th, F 17, 1/4
1933
O'NEIL'S, (O'NEIL'S)
Sought in embezzlement of Wells Fargo Express co, G 18, 1/8
O'NEIL, ALMA E
Suit brought by Chester Orutt, appraisers app'td, J 1, 4/3
ORDER OF BY CONDUCTORS
Toledo cases continue, secy repts on membership, My 13, 7/4
O'REGAN
Citizens criticized for taking unfair advantage of Easterners, ltr, My 13, 6/8
O'Reilly, J N
Held as disorderly conduct app't, J 27, 8/3
O'SHAUGHNESSY, M J
Govt architect criticized for specifying Scotch product for govt jobs (O'leary Commercial Buil'ton), Ap 22, 3/8
OPHEUS CLUB (Cinci)
Incorporated, N 31, 3/2
O'BRIEN, W P
Child injured in train wreck near Fort Wayne (Ind), F 23, 3/2
O'BRIEN, J. F
Bldg destroyed by fire, F 27, 3/3
O'Rourke, H M
Horse in mud, shot by officer, M 22, 4/4
O'ROURKE, GEORGE
Arrested for intoxication, Ag 19, 1/4; fined, Ag 31, 4/3
OTTAWA TIP
Trustees authorized to transfer funds according to bill passed by sen, F 25, 2/7
OTT, FRANK T
Named in personal damage suit, J 5, 1/5; named in slander suit as answerer in cross petition, J 14, 1/7; files demurrer to cross petition, J 14, 1/4
OTT, RYAN (Mound)
Missing, F 18, 3/8
O'VEFEES, B B
Unnatural and vigor, F 20, 1/6
O'VEFEES, W A
Unnatural and vigor, F 20, 1/6
O'VEFEES, W A
Unnatural and vigor, F 20, 1/6
O'VEFEES, W A
Unnatural and vigor, F 20, 1/6
O'VEFEES, W A
Unnatural and vigor, F 20, 1/6
O'VEFEES, W A
Unnatural and vigor, F 20, 1/6
P & W (Olavenna)  
Damage suit filed by Beales settled, Ja 20, 3:3  
PAVUCCO, C S (FAIR STORE (Clew))  
Robbed, Ja 10, 3:3  
PAXTON (CPT), WILLIAM  
Rescued from drowning in wreck of SS Mongolia near Mamallest, Maine (during) store on Lake Erie, O 10, 2:3  
PAY, TIM  
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 3, 2:2  
PARKER, WILLIAM  
Nine equity suit brought by Abraham Miller, F 27, 1:4; injunction and equitable relief judgment for plf, O 26, 1:1  
PAT, ALBERT T  
In suit brought by David R Paige common pleas ct decision affirmed, Ap 22, 2:6; suit dismissed, O 23, 1:7  
Decision deferred in assignment suit brought by Fairview Natl Bank, My 9, 1:5  
Assignee's collection suits against Thomas W Cornell, O 11, 1:1; and George W Crouse contd, N 12, 1:3  
Loan collection suit brought by Robert Tate, O 23, 1:1; suit dismissed, O 26, 1:6  
Named with others in collection suit brought by Second Natl Bank of Warren, N 20, 2:3  
PAT, JAY R  
Named by Matthew Spelcy of Canton in judgment suit, Ju 17, 1:7  
Suit vs Albert T Paige, assignee, on error, common pleas ct decision affirmed, Ap 22, 2:6; suit dismissed, O 23, 1:7  
Files appeal of note validity action to sup ct in assignment of King Varshick co, Ju 26, 1:1  
Presses claim against City of N Y to effect settlement of delinquencies against huntington estate (Cleav Plain Dealer), N 7, 1:8  
Offer of claim settlement accepted by Second Natl Bank of Warren, First Natl and Western Reserve Natl banks refuse offer, N 26, 2:3  
PAY, JOHN (Clew)  
Mailing when schooner founders, O 23, 1:2  
PAY, IRENE CO  
Name changed to Standard Home co by stockholders, Ap 10, 2:8; Ap 14, 1:8  
PAY, CAREY & CO  
Named with 5 others in collection suit brought by
PARKS, GEORGE (Guy Falls) (Cont)
Ag 4, 1:7
PARKS, STELLA (Cont)
I11 from eating heatoaks, N 15, 8:2
PARKS (G.R), T C
Explains method of admitting applicants to City
hall, Jr 5, 1, 3:2
PAWS FURNALD, T C
Ambulance cuts into hay wagon, Ag 22, 3:3
PARELIE, HENRY (Hitman)
Assigns grocery business to Jacob H Smith. S 2,
7:3; inventory filed by assignee, S 21, 1:6; assignee files financial statement, 4 3, 1:4
PARR, JESSE E
Names Clark & Bishop in collection suit, My 13,
1:6
PARRISH, D.MART
Gun wounded, Ja 5, 1:7
PARRISH, (Cont)
Fireman will rob, Ag 18, 1:1
PASONS, CHARLES S
Names John McConnell in injunction suit, Ag 10,
1:6; injunction granted, Ag 11, 1:3
Names John McConnell in collection suit, ordered
to sell partnership assets for disposal, Ag 12,
1:9
PARVIN, S H & SONS (Cont)
Application for rear granted, S 6, 4:3
PASSION PLAY
Subject of lecture by Prof Turner at St Bernard’s
school, Jr 24, 4:5
PATRIOTIC GIRLS SONGS OF AMER
Hold 2nd anniv party, D 16, 3:4
PATTERSON, FRANK
Drowned at Van Buren Point (N 7) in wreck of
SS Dean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie,
D 16, 3:4
PATTERSON, WILLIAM
Sued for divorce by wife Minnie, M 25, 1:7
PATTERSON, C & C (Closed)
Removal as gen mgr of FTFWMM is not for alleged
embezzlement sought by bondholders, Jr 14, 1:2;
file lien against FTFWMM co, Jr 17, 2:2
PATTERSON, H (Closed)
Shot at by unknown assailant, N 27, 2:2
PATTERSON, GEORGE (Guy Falls)
Music reform candidate for bd of educ defeats
people’s candidate Robert Rod, Jr 4, 1:7
PATTERSON, JAMES L (Cambridge)
Son killed by lightning, Jr 1, 2:5

1893

PATTERSON, RALPH (Lovettsville)
Robbed, S 16, 3:7
PATTERSON, ROBERT
Injured when thrown from rr coach near Kunery.
Ag 7, 1:3
PATTERSON, OHIO
Business dist destroyed by fire, S 19, 2:3
PATTERSON, N
Committed for officially proclaiming Fenn ny day
at World’s Fair, Ohio Gov urged to do likewise,
S 24, 2:1
PATTERSON, OLIVE
Injured in train collision near Monticello (Ill),
S 19, 1:1
PATTERSON, WILLIAM
Divorce granted wife Minnie, J 36, 1:1
PARK, ORIS, CLARA (Cont)
Injured with 5 children when st car crashes into
canal, S 5, 6:6
PARK, WALTER (On Vernon)
Missed, M 20, 7:3; reward offered for information
of whereabouts, M 26, 4:3; believed found in Kansas City, J 28, 3:5
PARKS, JOHN (Bridgeport)
Stole. John Bolicka sought, S 6, 5:5
PAULING, OHIO
Business black destroyed by fire, J 24, 2:3
PAULING, JAMES
Sentenced to st gang for vagrancy, D 27, 8:3
PAULING (Doer), HARRY W
 Introduced bill providing reimbursement for
election contests, F 4, 2:2
PAYNE, GEORGE (Silver Lake)
Held with others on chg of robbery, D 28, 1:8
PAYNE, RUFUS (Cont)
Found frozen to death in repair shop, J 17, 3:3
PAYNE, WILLIAM H
Finger amputated in buzz saw, M 21, 1:4
PEABODY & ALLEN BRASS CO
Offered Fostoria plant for establishment of wagon
factory, J 22, 3:4
PEACEFUL WAR
Early development of submarine as ultimate means
to peace urged, ed, Ag 26, 2:1
Ten nations’ sending naval flotilla to Amer to
celebrate peace praised, ed, Ag 28, 2:1
PEACOCKS
Full Delaware apple crop, J 20, 2:1
Good local crop forecast, ed, J 27, 2:1
PEAK, IRVING (Creston)
Killed when run over by rr car, Jr 29, 4:4

1893

PEALEY, CHARLES (Allegheny)
Grabs to death when he falls into master wheel
of mill, N 23, 2:4
PEARCE, H V (Oberlin)
Injured in fall on icy pavement, D 12, 2:2
PEARCE, HENRY SONG (Cont)
Shots done belting factory, J 28, 2:8
PEARL, LEWIS (Cleveland). Groomed as Lewis Grady;
Arrested on chg of robbery, D 12, 2:2
PEARL S. SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN (Cont)
Names Henrietta Barnes in collection suit, S 10,
3:3
PEARL (LIT)
Arctic exploration party discussed, ed, My 30, 2:1
PEASE, FRANK
Damage suit brought by Tillie Workman dismissed,
J 30, 1:3
PEBBLE ROK OIL & GAS CO
Brings in heavy-producing gas well near Berea,
J 28, 3:2
PICO, DAVID T
Loss suit against Lucius McField, motion for
new trial filed, J 20, 1:5
PICO, JAMES
With Robert Joint and Robert Hart, named in prop-
erty lease suit by Hyppane co, J 31, 4:2
Hel for robbing Mary Daniels chicken coop,
D 18, 1:2; pleading not guilty to chicken-stealing
dhg, case contd, D 19, 4:3; sentence commuted,
D 21, 7:3
Sentenced on assault and battery dgh, D 26, 3:2
PICO, N D (Streetehouse)
Store robbed, J 7, 4:3
Store robbed, N 2, 4:1
PICO, ROYAL
With Fally Kellogg and Sarah C Bremer names
Fred R Saffy and John Week in collection suit,
J 23, 1:8; S 26, 1:7
PICO, WILLIAM H
Estate final acct and agreement of settlement
filed, J 19, 1:3
PICO & IRWIN
Names Lucius McField in suit, F 10, 1:44; suit
appealed, F 26, 1:8
PEBBLES ONSI, ANDREW
Death, M 9, 4:6; funeral, M 10, 4:4
PEBBLES, JAMES (Guy Falls)
House occupied by Thomas Jones damaged by fire,
D 27, 7:3
PEEL, JOHN LAM. See Blair, John

1893

PEFFER, GEORGE (Bradford)
Injured when run over by rr switch engine, D 2,
1:5
PEFFER, MARY (Bradford)
Granted patent on improved pecker, F 22, 4:1
PEFFER, HARVEY
Injured when train leaves track at Lindsay, Ag 7,
2:3
PELHAM, GEORGE N
See Cleon C tiles, F 23, 1:8; funeral, F 24, 1:7
PELHAM & CO’s CORRECTIVE INKST
O Hudak relates types of punishment used in
Tennessee prisons in Cons meeting, J 7, 1:4
Bill introduced in house limiting use of ink and
wagons goods, F 4, 2:2
Bill to allow damages to innocent persons
eroncously sentenced to Ohio insts prepared by
house, M 23, 1:9
Bill to repeal parole laws read in legis, Ap 8,
1:5
Bill to provide cumulative workhouse sentence
enacted into law, Ap 14, 1:5
PELHAM, LUCINDA
Granted pension, U 7, 4:2
PELHAM, E W
Fusses worthless check to Round hotel, Ja 6,
1:4
PELFREY, JESUS AND JOY L
Estate named by Summit county in collection suit,
J 20, 1:3; partial acct filed, Ap 29, 1:4; suit
against Wullie Ferguson dismissed, J 5, 1:5; trustees F H Knapp files final report,
U 28, 1:8
PELFREY, JOY L. See Pendleton, Jesusu
PELMER, CONN. MAYSTER
Reply to Free Cleveland re protection of Chinese
in Gre criticized, ed, My 5, 2:1
PENN (Closed)
Urged to purchase tract of land at Valley Forge,
ed, F 25, 2:2
PENNA & LAKE ERIE RR CO
Named in personal damage suit brought by
Catherine Owsca of Youngstown, D 30, 2:2
PENNA MUTUAL INS CO
Names William H Hahn in suit, sup cl allows
motion for alternative writ of mandamus, D 21,
3:5
PENNA & OHIO CANAL
Replacement by rrs revd, J 29, 3:1
PENNA RR CO
Praised for raising employees’ wages, ed, Ap 21,
2:1
### 1803

**PEOPLE’S SAVINGS BANK (cont.)**

Adams to be made deft in equitable relief suit brought by A C Robbener over James H Durham, My 5, 1,5

Files answer and cross petition in assignment suit of A L Bowman, My 1, 1,7

With Anna M Bowers and Patrick McCourt named in property sales suit by Leona C Miller, My 26, 1,4

**PEOPLE’S SAVINGS BANK (Northville, Penna.)**

Names F A and John F Selberting and Alton St ry in co in collection suit, S 10, 2,4

**PEYTON, D W**

Injured in train collision at Laudenville, F 3, 3,3

**PERRY, WALTER**

Held on chg of robbing Frank Mason res, Ag 29, 1,3

**PERRY, CURTIS (East Liverpool)**

Sought in connection with beheading of Knights of Maccabees funds, My 31, 2,6

**PERKINS, (Broome)**

Attempted card game fraud, frustrated by Charles Switzer, My 19, 1,7

**PERKINS**

Urges free trade for Amer and states foreign mfrs should be chgs for U S imports, lit, U S 9, 4,6

**PERKINS (Centerville, Charles E**

Appoint as chief engineer for state bd of pub works confirmed by sen, Jn 11, 1,4

Speaks on test in propulsion of canal boats by electricity, W 21, 1,4

**PERKINS, HENRY**

Elected delegate to represent mfrs at meeting of state bd of commerce, W 21, 1,4

**PERKINS HILL LIME CO**

Organizes, Je 13, 1,6

**PERKINS ST**

Residents petition city comrs for water main between Ashby ave and Arch st, Jy 8, 1,8

**PERKINS ST BRIDGE**

Damaged by fire, Jy 13, 1,5

**PERKINS, ISAAC**

Partage county infirmary inmate bequeathed $40,000, My 6, 3,4

**PERSON, KATE**

Fired for law conduct, S 20, 1,7

**PERSONS**

Arrested on chg of keeping brothel, O 11, 4,1; fined, jailed when unable to pay, O 12, 1,3

### 324a

**PERICH, PAUL A**

Sued for divorce by wife Mary, Ap 5, 1,4; divorce granted, wife awarded res and custody of children, Ag 14, 1,2

**PERETTA, MACK**

Fined and sentenced to Clev workhouse for begging, Ap 20, 2,7

**PERFET, WILLIAM**

Fined and sentenced for loiter, My 1, 3,3; sentenced to Clev workhouse, My 2, 1,2

**PERU**

Sec of State Breese upheld in protest against treatment of U S consular agent, ed, Ap 11, 2,1

**PERUS, BENJAMIN**

Fined for soliciting, U 28, 2,3

**PERY, ED (Fayette)**

Home store destroyed by fire, O 9, 2,5

**PERY, EMMA (Lincoln)**

Injured when horses run away, Je 30, 2,5

**PERY (Mrs), HELEN**

Injured when thrown out of cutter, O 11, 2,3

**PERY, L W (Granville)**

Store robbed, U 27, 2, 0; U 28, 2,3

**PERRY, JOHN L**

Fined and sentenced for disorderly conduct, F 20, 1,6

**PETERSON, CHARLES**

Sentenced to labor on sts on vagrancy chg, U 11, 4,16

**PETERSON, CHARLES (Boston, Tex)**

Appoint special deputy sheriff, My 15, 1,7

**PETERSON, E R**

Arrested on robbery chg, released on bond, My 22, 3,4; fined and sentenced, Je 6, 1,1

**PETERSON, HENRY (Marysville)**

Accidentally killed while playing with gun, Ag 15, 3,5

**PETERSON, HENRY**

Dismissed from vagrancy chg, S 5, 2,2

**PETERSON, LOUIS**

Naturalized, Jy 14, 1,14

**PETE, WILLIAM H**

Fined for intoxication, My 8, 1,6

**PETTLIN CALIF BREAKFAST FOOD CO**

Purchased by Auer Cereal co, N 28, 1,3

**PETTIT, MINNIE**

Fined for lighting, Ag 23, 4,3

**PFENNER, AUGUSTUS**

Rescued from drowning, Ja 11, 4,1

**PFENNIG, CHARLES**

Injured while at work on reel, Je 9, 1,2

### 1804

**PEGMAN, LOUIS (Jefferson County)**

Nine sheep killed by dogs, N 16, 2,5

**PEINSINGER, CHARLES**

Injured while at work on reel, Je 9, 1,2

### 1903

**PFANNER, AUGUSTUS (cont.)**

Institute, Ag 4, 4,3

**PFLEIDER, CHARLES**

Named in collection suit by Oliver S Jacob, Ag 18, 1,5

**PFLEIDER, LOUIS**

Purchases property of Christ Lambacher, Ja 6, 4,1

**PFLEIDER, PETER**

Resignation as 2nd It of Matt F First Light Art, Ohio Well lured arrested, N 10, 1,2

**PFLEIDERER, JULIANE**

Assaulted, Katherine Belle arrested, Ap 3, 3,4; case dismissed, Ap 27, 1,4

**PFLEGMER, E C**

Venues cut upon convictions of shop closing to assure state repub victory, O 25, 2,5

**PFLEITZ, (Ozark)**

Resigned as 2nd It of Matt F First Light Art, Ohio Well lured arrested, N 10, 1,2

**PFUNK, LOUIS**

Death, O 7, 1,8; funeral, O 8, 1,8

**PHALEN, ANNE (Cola)**

Fattyly burned when clothing ignites, M 17, 2,5

**PHILOCRATS**

Hill to increase necessary experience from 3 to 5 yrs introduced in sen, Ap 6, 1,7

**PHILOCRATS**

Bill to regulate physicians’ requirements passed by sen, Ap 14, 1,5

**PHILLIPEAUX, JOHN (Toldeo)**

Shot and wounded, held for robbery of Smell’s saloon, Ag 25, 2,6

**PHILLIBOCK, BROOKMAN M**

Sued for divorce and alimony by wife Myrtle L, Ap 28, 1,8; divorce granted, Je 7, 1,7

**PHILLIS, WILLIAM (Cana Fulton)**

Injured when crashed at Mingwood mine, O 19, 1,6

**PHILLIS, WALTER (Ozark)**

Injured as killing at Mingwood mine, O 19, 1,6

**PHILLIS, WILLIAM (Cana Fulton)**

Injured when crushed at Mingwood mine, O 19, 1,6

**PHILLIS, WALTER (Ozark)**

Injured as killing at Mingwood mine, O 19, 1,6

**PHILLIS, WILLIAM (Cana Fulton)**

Injured when crushed at Mingwood mine, O 19, 1,6

**PHILLIPS, JEROME**

Performs with spiral lover at Lakeside pk, Jy 10, 2,2

**PHILLIPS, JOHN**

Dismissed from vagrancy chg, N 27, 4,3

**PHILLIPS (Mrs), (Granville)**

Shot to death, Frank Hughes and John Lambert arrested, S 22, 2,6
PIATT (COUNSEL), JOHN JAMES
- Possible dismissal by dem admin rebuked, ed, Js 25, 2/1
- FIDELATRY CLASS CO (Circeville)
- Shuts down, U 29, 2/2
- FIDEL, FREDDYX
- Application to have guardian appointed by
  O P Chamberlin, S 22, 1/7
- FIDEL, (Wellington)
- Assessed for defrauding Launon, Wandochee & co
  with milk, O 27, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS
- Vaccines chrg dismissed, Ap 26, 4/3
- FIDEL, (Ontario)
- Injured when struck by falling plank, N 23, 2/3
- FIDEL, (Gadsden)
- Injured to a labor on vagina chrg, U 11, 4/6
- FIDEL, F, P
- Dismissed from vagina chrg, Ja 31, 2/7
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Death, Ja 7, 11/4; blog, Ja 7, 1; funeral, Je 17, 6/3
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Get fall on knife, Ap 6, 2/3
- FIDEL (WANG), HANNAH C.
- Gives lecture before head of med on uses of
  sex in med science, Je 16, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS A.
- Reasons for index prosperity attributed to
  lack of European competition, N 11, 1/4
- FIDEL, WILLIAM
- Named in property damage suit by Nicholas
  Tressell, Ja 17, 4/3; seized suit, Ja 21, 1/3;
  Ja 21, 1/3
- Sued for divorce by wife Sarah J, Ag 11, 1/3
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Death, Ag 25, 1/8; funeral, Ag 25, 3/2
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- PIONEER BLOCK
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- PIONEER BREWING CO
- Damage suit brought by Ernest Schneider, Ja 9,
  1/7; seized suit, Ju 11, 1/3
- PIONEER Wash. Bank, (Oak Medina)
  Organizes, obtains charter, Ja 16, 4/3
- PIATT, A. J.R. (West Liberty)
  Held in assault on Grant Jackson, U 27, 2/3
- PIATT, (COUNSEL), JOHN JAMES
- Possible dismissal by dem admin rebuked, ed,
  Js 25, 2/1
- FIDELATRY CLASS CO (Circeville)
- Shuts down, U 29, 2/2
- FIDEL, (Wellington)
- Assessed for defrauding Launon, Wandochee & co
  with milk, O 27, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS
- Vaccines chrg dismissed, Ap 26, 4/3
- FIDEL, (Ontario)
- Injured when struck by falling plank, N 23, 2/3
- FIDEL, (Gadsden)
- Injured to a labor on vagina chrg, U 11, 4/6
- FIDEL, F, P
- Dismissed from vagina chrg, Ja 31, 2/7
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Death, Ja 7, 11/4; blog, Ja 7, 1; funeral, Je 17, 6/3
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Get fall on knife, Ap 6, 2/3
- FIDEL (WANG), HANNAH C.
- Gives lecture before head of med on uses of
  sex in med science, Je 16, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS A.
- Reasons for index prosperity attributed to
  lack of European competition, N 11, 1/4
- FIDEL, WILLIAM
- Named in property damage suit by Nicholas
  Tressell, Ja 17, 4/3; seized suit, Ja 21, 1/3;
  Ja 21, 1/3
- Sued for divorce by wife Sarah J, Ag 11, 1/3
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Death, Ag 25, 1/8; funeral, Ag 25, 3/2
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- PIONEER BLOCK
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- PIONEER BREWING CO
- Damage suit brought by Ernest Schneider, Ja 9,
  1/7; seized suit, Ju 11, 1/3
- PIONEER Wash. Bank, (Oak Medina)
  Organizes, obtains charter, Ja 16, 4/3
- PIATT, A. J.R. (West Liberty)
  Held in assault on Grant Jackson, U 27, 2/3
- PIATT, (COUNSEL), JOHN JAMES
- Possible dismissal by dem admin rebuked, ed,
  Js 25, 2/1
- FIDELATRY CLASS CO (Circeville)
- Shuts down, U 29, 2/2
- FIDEL, (Wellington)
- Assessed for defrauding Launon, Wandochee & co
  with milk, O 27, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS
- Vaccines chrg dismissed, Ap 26, 4/3
- FIDEL, (Ontario)
- Injured when struck by falling plank, N 23, 2/3
- FIDEL, (Gadsden)
- Injured to a labor on vagina chrg, U 11, 4/6
- FIDEL, F, P
- Dismissed from vagina chrg, Ja 31, 2/7
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Death, Ja 7, 11/4; blog, Ja 7, 1; funeral, Je 17, 6/3
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Get fall on knife, Ap 6, 2/3
- FIDEL (WANG), HANNAH C.
- Gives lecture before head of med on uses of
  sex in med science, Je 16, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS A.
- Reasons for index prosperity attributed to
  lack of European competition, N 11, 1/4
- FIDEL, WILLIAM
- Named in property damage suit by Nicholas
  Tressell, Ja 17, 4/3; seized suit, Ja 21, 1/3;
  Ja 21, 1/3
- Sued for divorce by wife Sarah J, Ag 11, 1/3
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Death, Ag 25, 1/8; funeral, Ag 25, 3/2
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- FIDEL (WANG), LAURA
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- PIONEER BLOCK
- Damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1/1
- PIONEER BREWING CO
- Damage suit brought by Ernest Schneider, Ja 9,
  1/7; seized suit, Ju 11, 1/3
- PIONEER Wash. Bank, (Oak Medina)
  Organizes, obtains charter, Ja 16, 4/3
- PIATT, A. J.R. (West Liberty)
  Held in assault on Grant Jackson, U 27, 2/3
- PIATT, (COUNSEL), JOHN JAMES
- Possible dismissal by dem admin rebuked, ed,
  Js 25, 2/1
- FIDELATRY CLASS CO (Circeville)
- Shuts down, U 29, 2/2
- FIDEL, (Wellington)
- Assessed for defrauding Launon, Wandochee & co
  with milk, O 27, 2/3
- FIDEL, THOMAS
- Vaccines chrg dismissed, Ap 26, 4/3
- FIDEL, (Ontario)
- Injured when struck by falling plank, N 23, 2/3
- FIDEL, (Gadsden)
- Injured to a labor on vagina chrg, U 11, 4/6
- FIDEL, F, P
- Dismissed from vagina chrg, Ja 31, 2/7
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Death, Ja 7, 11/4; blog, Ja 7, 1; funeral, Je 17, 6/3
- FIDEL (WANG), SADIE B.
- Get fall on knife, Ap 6, 2/3
- FIDEL (WANG), HANNAH C.
- Gives lecture before head of med on uses of
  sex in med science, Je 16, 2/3
PLAYS

Type presented by Academy of Music, criticized, ed., N 21, 1:1

REVIEWS AND NOTES

Blue Jeans, N 25, 4:3

Anny Lay, Ap 1, 3:3

Gus Mahr, D 6, 1:4

Coronation on the Crown of Virtue, My 24, 1:2

Crawford's Clause, Ap 18, 1:6

Cuddy Nolan, Ap 1, 3:3; Ap 10, 1:2

Dazzler, Ja 25, 3:3

Diamond Breaker, scenes criticized, My 17, 4:3

Fable Romant, Ja 4, 1:4

Fast Hall, My 6, 3:3

Faust, N 25, 3:5

Fireighted, Ja 7, 2:1


Gilded Fool, Ja 18, 4:4

Girl Spy or heroine of Chickamauga, Ap 21, 1:2

Grey Harry, Ja 13, 2:4

Hamlet, F 21, 3:3

His Wife and His Shoes, N 20, 1:7

Hole in the Ground, N 11, 3:3

Irish Statesman, Ap 1, 3:3; Ap 7, 2:3

Jane, N 18, 2:2


Kajakas, F 27, 1:4

Limited Hall, N 28, 1:6

Little Niggl, Ap 1, 3:3

Little Iris, Ja 6, 3:6

Lord Nooney, F 22, 1:3

McCarthy's Mishaps, F 23, 3:2

Man from Boston, Ja 26, 1:5

Merchant of Venice, N 14, 1:2

My Official Wife, N 25, 3:5; My 31, 1:6

Old Homestead, U 10, 3:7

Paul Runner, F 1, 3:6

Power of Money, Ja 29, 1:5

PLANTER FAMILY

Futally stabbed, Henry Wehrman alleged to be assailant, N 22, 2:2

PLATT, THOMAS C

Injunction suit against Summitt county dismissed, My 27, 1:7

PLATTSBURGH V. KIDNAP SOC

Holds annual picnic, Ja 24, 4:2

PLATTSBURGH JOURNALS

Holds meeting, elects officers, U 2, 1:6

POLICE

Type presented by Academy of Music, criticized, ed., N 21, 1:1

REVIEWS AND NOTES

Blue Jeans, N 25, 4:3

Anny Lay, Ap 1, 3:3

Gus Mahr, D 6, 1:4

Coronation on the Crown of Virtue, My 24, 1:2

Crawford's Clause, Ap 18, 1:6

Cuddy Nolan, Ap 1, 3:3; Ap 10, 1:2

Dazzler, Ja 25, 3:3

Diamond Breaker, scenes criticized, My 17, 4:3

Fable Romant, Ja 4, 1:4

Fast Hall, My 6, 3:3

Faust, N 25, 3:5

Fireighted, Ja 7, 2:1


Gilded Fool, Ja 18, 4:4

Girl Spy or heroine of Chickamauga, Ap 21, 1:2

Grey Harry, Ja 13, 2:4

Hamlet, F 21, 3:3

His Wife and His Shoes, N 20, 1:7

Hole in the Ground, N 11, 3:3

Irish Statesman, Ap 1, 3:3; Ap 7, 2:3

Jane, N 18, 2:2


Kajakas, F 27, 1:4

Limited Hall, N 28, 1:6

Little Niggl, Ap 1, 3:3

Little Iris, Ja 6, 3:6

Lord Nooney, F 22, 1:3

McCarthy's Mishaps, F 23, 3:2

Man from Boston, Ja 26, 1:5

Merchant of Venice, N 14, 1:2

My Official Wife, N 25, 3:5; My 31, 1:6

Old Homestead, U 10, 3:7

Paul Runner, F 1, 3:6

Power of Money, Ja 29, 1:5

PLAYS

Rancid for the Lion Hearted, Ap 8, 3:4; Ap 14, 1:8

Royal Pass, F 3, 4:4

Shadow Detective, My 6, 3:3; My 13, 3:4

Sho, N 23, 1:5

Silver King, F 2, 1:5

South before the war, U 12, 4:3

Tar and Tarter, N 25, 3:15; N 26, 1:2

Tweedro, N 13, 1:8

Uncle Tom's Cabin, N 25, 3:15

Uncle's Darling, F 16, 4:3

Vingintus, Z 13, 1:4

Pleasant Valley W. D. (Kernery)

Parsonage destroyed by fire, N 20, 3:2

PLIGHT AND STRUGGLE

Sold to pubs of Amor Non-Conformist, Tiffin, J 7, 1:6

PLUM, CHARLES (Guillette)

Appled chief of police, N 30, 2:2

PLUM, CHARLES A (Aurora)


PLUM, HENRY AND NANCY

With Henry F. Jenitt names William E. Johnston in Kennialoone suit, O 19, 1:4; O 16

PLUM, LEVI (Kent)

Injured when attacked by cow, F 11, 3:2

PLUM, NANCY. See Plum, Henry and Nancy

Plumb, William (Harston)

Assaulted by Policeman James Ully, arrested on charge of fighting and resisting an officer, U 28, 2:3

Plumwood, S. L. (Wellman Center)

Sought for allegedly inciting to riot, F 10, 3:8

POCKET, EMMAH

Assaults wife, arrested, fined, and sentenced, N 20, 1:3

POCKET (GEN.)

Assails as adj-gen, Ja 13, 1:9; resignation deemed proper, ed., N 25, 1:3; accepted by gov., Ja 14, 2:3

POFT, CHARLES L

Held on bigamy chg, Ja 9, 4:3; charges contricted by father-in-law J. Babcock, Ja 10, 4:4; denies accusation of father-in-law in pre-trial testimony, Ja 24, 2:2; indicted on charge of bigamy, Ja 13, 3:9; pleads guilty, Ja 17, 1:4

POINT, Wm. (Everett)

Injured when horse falls on him, Ja 29, 2:4

POCONO GRANGE, SUMMIT COUNTY

Hold annual meeting at Darrewill, Ja 25, 2:6

Holds meeting at Ostrum Corner, F 27, 4:4

Holds meeting at Copley, Ap 5, 2:4

Rochester meeting revd, Je 7, 4:4

Holds meeting at Everett, Ja 18, 4:4

Holds meeting at Tallmadge, Z 6, 2:4

POCUTS, JACOB

Suit against William F. Snyder dismissed, F 6, 4:2

POGSON, JOHN (St. Paris)

Store robbed, U 11, 2:3

Store robbed, U 16, 2:2

POPORN

Bill fixing weight per bushel passed by house, Ap 6, 1:2

POPULATION

Conti race with Cleav discussed, ed., Ap 17, 2:1

POPELIS, MARY

Cleav, Ap 17, 2:1

POPELIS PARTY

Judge John Martin being seated as dem elector predicted to terminate party, ed., Ja 25, 2:2

Kansas populists criticized and condemned, ed., F 21, 2:2

Will hold convention to nominate city and ward ticket, N 18, 1:2

Challenges republics and deems to poll debate, republics decline, N 20, 3:4

Room predicted, ed., Ap 25, 2:1

Idea to demonstrate gov't ownership cited, ed., My 26, 2:1

Summitt county elects delegates to state conv., Ja 3, 3:5

State conv theories heard, Je 8, 4:4

Criticized for imperiling govern of Kansas, ed., Je 8, 2:2

Criticized for lowering wage level of Kansas farm labor, ed., Ja 10, 2:1

Excessives criticized, ed., S 25, 2:1

Downfall predicted, ed., N 17, 2:1

PORTAGE COUNTY

Dr. H. H. Weir upset coroner by coroners, Ap 7, 2:7

E. W. Manoss and 2 others campaign for probate judge, Je 11, 4:5

C. H. Brown and M. H. Garrison begin campaign for treas., Ja 13, 4:3

Repub conv nominates friend Wittlesley for state sen., Ja 26, 1:1

Frank Edwards attempted escape from jail thwarted, S 30, 2:6

Frank Edwards escapes from Ravenna jail, O 4, 1:2

Entire repub ticket elected, N 8, 2:3; returns listed, N 10, 4:1
PORTAGE TWP.
Rep. causus nominates ticket, Mr. 22, 1:3
Official candidates’ list as certified by bd of elections, Mr. 25, 3:1
North Hall residents seek to lrc dist outside city limits, Ap 11, 1:3
PORTAGE SUMMIT FOUNDER ASSN
Sus’l meeting, elect officers, Mr. 18, 2:1
PORTER (Miss), ANELLA
Death, D 13, 1:6; funeral, U 14, 1:6
PORTER, ANDREW H
Fined for intoxication, Jy 3, 1:5
PORTER, BENJ
Fined and sentenced for prostitution, My 20, 1:3
PORTER, FREDDICK
Sued for divorce by wife Claudia M., F 10, 1:4
Arrested on chg of neglecting to provide for wife and son, Mr. 3, 4:3; Mr. 4, 8:13; arraigned on non-support chg, released on bond, Mr. 15, 1:3
PORTER, JAMES A
Guardian files partial acct, F 10, 2:4
PORTER, JAMES L
Name Mary Tarde in property settlement, order of appraisal returned, order of pub sale issued, N 16, 1:7
PORTER, JOHN C (Harrison Twp)
Tobacco warehouse destroyed by fire of incendiary origin, U 30, 2:2
PORTER, MARIL (Copperville)
Buried to death when schoolhouse is destroyed by fire, F 2, 2:4
PORTER, NELSON
Name Margaret Dessel in collection suit, N 20, 1:6
PORTER, SAMUEL E
Wife suit brought by Guy Fisher co, D 25, 1:5
PORTER, SARAH A
Named in real estate recovery suit by estate of W. S. Bigelow, Ag 3, 4:2
PORTER PAPER CO
Losses owned note judgment suit brought by Ry Speed Recorder co, Ag 2, 4:2
PORTLAND, ME
Refusal of dem candidate to take office when elected mayor under fraudulent methods praised, ed, Ap 25, 1:3
PORTLAND, ORE
Praised, fir, Mr. 25, 3:7
PORTSMOUTH
Frank Blair, Joseph Wood, and Nelson Smith escape
PORTSMOUTH
(Cont)
From jail, U 22, 3:3
PORTSMOUTH FINEFLOX WORKS
Closes plant, D 21, 2:2
PGRS OF A
Holds regular business meeting, H 10, 7:2
PORT, FRED COY (Fallal)
PORT, HARRY
Fined and sentenced for disorderly conduct, S 13, 1:8
PORT, THOMAS
Names S Lanning in collection suit, J 7, 1:2
POSTOFFICES. See U 5 - Postal Service
PORT, HENRY
Fined for disorderly conduct, J 20, 1:3
PORT, JOSEPH (Clay)
Res destroyed by fire, S 28, 3:1
PORTER, WALTER B (Toledo)
Wife personal damage suit brought against Lake Shore r r co, S 25, 4:5
PORTS, (Cleveland)
Cloth store destroyed by fire, Ag 16, 3:3
PORTS, CLAYTON
Owed with disorderly conduct, case conld, J 21, 1:4; pleaded guilty, fined, J 22, 1:6
PORTS, ELLI
Estate exec Len Seayhart files final acct, U 15, 1:3
POHUTKAR, DEW
POHUTKAR, H W
With C. W. Morgan and Horace Hunsicker boys Smith and Hazel company hardware, Mr. 9, 1:2
POULTRY AND KENNEL CLUB, AURORA
Selects judges for annual show, N 2, 4:3
Plays annual exhibit, D 10, 1:4
Hold annual show, J 22, 1:7
POULTRY AND PET STOCK ASSN, NORTHWEST
Makes arrangements for 5th annual show, J 8, 1:2; appoints com for conduct of new bd on fairgrounds, J 5, 1:3
POULTRY, PET STOCK, AND KENNEL ASSN, NORTHWESTERN OFFICERS elected at meeting, F 21, 1:6
POWELL, (Miss)
Removed to county infirmary, J 2, 4:4
POWELL, J N
Killed in train collision near Mantua (III), S 19, 1:1
POWELL, JACOB W W
Arrested in assault on Louis Walle, D 20, 1:5
POWELL, JOHNETTE & BLACK
Names Ohio Southern ry co in collection suit (Ohio State Journal), Ag 31, 4:6
POWELL, JOHN D
Lectures on non-religious topic at High St Ch of Christ, J 14, 2:5
POWELL, RICHARD
Sentenced for vagrancy, U 15, 4:4
POWERS, V R (Kent)
Discharged as fireman at music pavilion and light plant, J 10, 4:6
POWELL, E H & SINS (Lifton)
PRATT, CHARLES R
Sued for divorce by wife in New Haven (Conn), N 3, 3:4
PRATT, T A
Injured by fall on sidewalk, F 21, 4:2
PRAIRIE (Miss), LAMBERT
Funeral, N 4, 8:6
PRAIRIE, SABRA
Ann of estate appointed, U 14, 1:7
PRETTE, C. L. (Monroeville)
App’d postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, J 13, 1:2
PRETTE, PERRY
App’d assignee of L. C. Beardley & co, J 13, 4:1
PRESTONIAN CH
Sixth ward holds annual meeting, elects officers, My 19, 1:2
PRESTONIAN CH (Caldwell)
Damaged by storm, U 2, 2:2
PRESTONIAN CH (Covina)
Ministers’ votes condemn Prof Briggs and H.P. Smith bible doctrine, Mr. 18, 1:4
Elects delegates who oppose Prof Henry Preserved Smith’s heresy teachings, Ap 20, 3:3
Ohio synod convenes at Gunti, N 11, 3:1; sustains suspension of Prof Henry Preserved Smith, D 14, 2:6; adjourns conv, adopts resolution, N 10, 3:5
PRESTONIAN CH (Springfield)
C 54 & elects officers, Ap 19, 2:6
Installs Rev Clark pastor, J 14, 1:6
PRESTONIAN CH (Undersmoke)
Horse, harness, and carriage stolen, J 8, 1:8
PRESSLER, BEN (Chillicothe)
Robbed, Ag 16, 4:5
PRICE, A E
Sought in connection with fraudulent clothing, F 20, 1:3
PRICE, CHARLES
Property sold in suit brought by exorcist E. Slaton, deed ordered, Ap 9, 2:3
PRICE, CHRISTIAN AND ELIZABETH
Judgment of lower ct affirmed, causes appeal from peremptory, F 15, 1:2
PRICE, CHRISTINA AND ELIZABETH
Named in collection suit by David Goldie, S 25, 1:7
PRICE, EDWARD (Massillon)
Held in robbery of R. D. Maxwell, J 17, 3:4
PRICE, ELIZABETH. See Price, Christmas and Elizabeth
PRICE, JACQ (Foggstown)
Attempts suicide by cutting throat, U 11, 2:2
PRICE, JOHN (Kenton)
Injured when re box car overturns, Ag 21, 4:6
PRICE, JOSEPH C
Supt of st’s named in outer suit brought by Summit County Prosec Samuel G. Rogers, My 12, 1:3
Named in salary termination suit by City of Akron, Jy 7, 1:7
Files denial of allegations made in petition to remove him from office of st supt, Jy 19, 1:8
Losses injunction suit brought by City of Akron, S 21, 1:7
Losses impeachment suit brought by State of Ohio, D 6, 1:5
PRICE, MORRIS
Case brought against Samuel and William Wilkins, appeal filed, J 19, 1:9; wins judgment suit against Samuel and William Wilkins, depts file motion for new trial, D 12, 3:3; wins second judgment suit, U 22, 1:5
PRICE, SUSAN (Cleaveland)
Injured in fall while walking down stairs, N 9, 1:4
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Telephone and 3 others cons to agree to use each others poles, July 13, 3:5

PRYOR, JAMES
Injured when train derailed at Baldwin Station (Pittsburgh), 12, 11, 1:2
PRYOR, NATHAN (Medina)
Sued for divorce by wife Mary L., July 15, 2:2

PROCTOR, CATHERINE
Property suit brought by Joseph Mare and others against Union County Infermory, sale of real estate asked, May 8, 4:3; order of appraisal returned, July 12, 2:2
PROCTOR & GIBBIE (Los Angeles)
Names Michael Mark estate in contempt in infringement suit, July 25, 4:5
PRODUCE EXCHANGE (Clay)
Sells Hudson branch, 19, 29, 4:5

PROHIBITION PARTY
Holds conv at Ravenna, delegates to state conv selected, June 8, 2:2
Summit county pro-conv activities listed, July 3, 2:5
Summit county delegates to state conv named, July 10, 1:7
Open state conv at Cleav, July 27, 1:5; 3:5
Holds open air mass meeting, July 5, 3:2
Critiqued for overshaking indus issue with temperance, 1hr, 5:30, 3:1
Condemned as cranks of one and rogue parties, 1hr, 5:4, 2:2
Holds meeting at North Springfield, June 11, 4:6

PROSPERITY
Relation with tariff and commerce revd, July 6, 3:2

PROTECTED HOME CIRCLE
Akon circle No 54 elects officers, Aug 12, 7:11; holds meeting, 9, 7:1

PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE
Holds conv meeting at Cleav, elects officers and future cons, name changed to Ohio Protective Tariff League, N 20, 2:4
FORD, D. W.
Death, July 20, 4:3; funeral, July 25, 4:1

PUBLIC LIBRARY, AKRON
Contemplated bill should be impressive, July 19, 2:3

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Telephone and 3 others cons to agree to use each other's poles, July 13, 3:5

PEERLESS SEPTIC TANKS
Mrs. Charles Watters dies, July 18, 1:8

PICKENS, S.
Identified as unknown man killed by train, July 25, 4:8

PILLIK, IRENE (Lebanon)
Shot and robbed, 12, 12:4; 13, 1:4

PILLMAN PALACE CAR CO
Named in property recovery suit by Isaac C. Alden, July 18, 1:4

PILLMAN PALACE CAR CO
Sells recovery suit brought by I. C. Alden, Aug 23, 1:2

PINKERTON, B. W. (Umbrella Green)
Names Leonard Straton in damage suit, July 27, 2:3

PUNY, HENRY
Death, June 1, 1:3; por, July 1, 1:8; funeral, July 2, 1:4; obit, July 2, 4:3

PURDIE, REBECCA
Named in replenish suit by William Lauderberger, July 12, 1:2; suit goes to trial, July 17, 3:6; win suit, July 18, 1:2

PUSHER'S CLEVELAND
Concludes 50th annual session at Ravenna, Aug 27, 2:5

RIDDLE, W. C.
Suicide, July 15, 4:4

PUT-IN-BAY & SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC
Organized by S. B. Herder, Aug 15, 3:7

PUTNAM COUNTY
Examiners L. Starkey reports shrinkage in acres of ex-owners L. L. Parker, Cranston, and H. L. McConnell, Aug 9, 9:6
PUTT, JOHN R. AND RODALIE J.
Named in Orin C. Baker in lien suit, Aug 18, 1:7
PUTT, MAY E.
Guardian William A. Putt files final acct, Aug 22, 3:4
PUTT, RODALIE J.
Sees Putt, John R
PUTT, T. H.
Injured in train collision at Loudenville, July 3, 3:2

PYTHIAN SISTERS, INC.
See Knights of Pythias, Pythian Sisterhood
PYTHIANS, KNIGHTS OF.
See Knights of Pythias
RAILROADS AND RAILROAD INDUS

Bill to compel cos to equip cars with air brakes introduced by Sen E L Lampson, Ag 9, 1:1

July 27, 1:1

Big four switches class conr violation.

Bill providing free passes to members of Ohio legs indicated, Ag 22, 1:5

Lake Shore Engineers' Brotherhood rules challenged by committee in Am rail strike trial, Ag 23, 1:2

Big four switches strike ended, Ag 22, 1:1

Engineers and firemen of roads connecting with Am rail support strikers, Ag 3, 3:2

Engineers of Lake Shore rr plan formal request, for return of jobs, Ag 7, 1:2

Bill giving cos authority to control car lighting passed by sen, Ag 12, 1:1

Action of advisory bd of B&LE prevents strike on Lake Shore, Ag 20, 1:3

Fare of cos' service increased, Ag 21, 2:1

Clev and Pittsburgh work train crew demands more money, Ag 27, 2:5

New line from Mallet Creek to Clev planned by Erie cos, Ag 3, 1:3

New depot planned by A&N, My 13, 1:1

New trains scheduled for Valley and B&O lines, new time tables given, My 13, 1:3

RAILROADS AND RAILROAD INDUS (cont)

Train of light travel, rates to be maintained, My 13, 1:6

Emp Flyer trip from Chicago to N Y T decreased, Ag 30, 2:1

Eastern dist criticized for high rates to world's Fair, ed, Je 12, 3:1

Amon & New Castle rr settles cancer workers' strike, Je 16, 1:3

Fare reduction to world's Fair seen good move to traffic, ed, Je 20, 2:1

Strike in Erie yards at Kent, Je 22, 3:3

Amon & New Castle granted permission by city council to cross certain st, Je 27, 1:7

Wooster & Niskaying valley rr co awards contract for all to build extension line from Wooster to Millersburg, Je 28, 1:6

World's Fair transportation time schedule discussed, ed, Je 6, 2:1

1883

1883
RATHFORD, MICHAEL (North Lawrence)
Injured by fall of coal, N 15, 2:4
RATHWELL, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ap 15, 1:3
RATHWELL, WILLIAM H
Names of Akron in property damage suit, Ju 16, 1:1
RATHWELL, CHARLES A
Takes out final naturalization papers, O 26, 1:6
RAILSFORD
Nominated in collection suit brought by Philip Tockey and SC Smith, Ag 22, 3:3
RAILSFORD, DAM AND FREEMAN
With William and Mary L Klages and Fairbanks, Horse & Co named in collection suit by N R Steiner, A M Cole, and C W Setherberg, Ag 31, 1:8
RAILSFORD, FREDERICK
Saw also Rauliff, Emma and Frederick
Liable with CA Klages for debt assumed in care of ice and coal plant following promise of financial backing by Mrs Spring, Ag 19, 1:1
RALEIGH, CHIST
Injured when bicycle crushes into delivery wagon, O 12, 1:8
RALEIGH, OHIO
Named by Frank Holden in personal injury suit, Ju 5, 2:6; wins suit, N 15, 6:1
List of election offices to be filled, M 16, 4:4
One caucus nominates candidates, M 20, 3:3
Repub caucus nominates candidates, M 20, 2:3
Probationists nominate candidates, N 22, 1:5
RALEIGH HS
Holds graduation exercises, Ju 16, 4:3
N J Lodge elected principal, Ju 15, 4:1
RALEIGH MINE CO
Purchased by Frank Trotter and George Gamble, F 16, 2:2; 4:6
RALEIGH STREET MINE CO
Opens plant, O 1, 1:5
RALEY, ALICE
Raped (Slidell)
Arrested for offense of capture of his murderer, O 14, 8:4
RAY, F J
Defrauded by money exch, A Munson sought, S 5, 3:1
RAY, FRANK (Kellersburg)
Arrested on chg of stealing, O 30, 2:2
RAY, ISAAC (Vanbentern)
Slain by unknown assailant, O 13, 3:6
RAY, LOUIS (Maleware)
Sentenced to life term in penitentiary for murder of James Mapp, Ju 30, 2:3
RAY (Mosley), J S (Clay)
Raped, Ag 10, 2:7
RAY, WILLIAM
Fined for intemperance, M 10, 1:1
RAYMOND, J S
Died in suit of Fairview Hail bank against King Vanish, action for discussion of appeal granted, S 28, 3:3
RAYMOND, RICHARD
Ordered to leave town for vagrancy, O 9, 3:2
RAYMOND, WALTER J
Sent to penitentiary, N 20, 2:2
RAVERUS, CHARLES
Arrested on assault chg, O 9, 4:2
RAYMOND, THOMAS C
With F C Whittier buys control of Hoover Daily and weekly Repub, M 23, 2:3
Praised for good work done while with Akron Beacon and Republican, ed, Ja 3, 2:1
READ, M C (Hudson)
Res robbery attempted, Je 6, 5:4
READING, W L
Named by Thomas F Scanlan in suit, dismissed, Je 6, 2:2
READING
Good selection of books advocated by Rev Henry R Bennett, O 26, 4:3
READINGS OR CO
Collapse described as retributive justice for injustices committed, ed, Fe 21, 2:1
REAL ESTATE
Bill to transfer land from David Tart to Carroll county authorized by house, Ja 13, 2:2
Bill passed in senate authorizing guardians to lease real estate of wards with privilege of purchase, F 1, 2:5
Legis proposed to regulate recording of deeds, F 16, 1:4
Continuous flow of transfers held to be splendid barometer of city's sound prosperity, ed, M 2, 2:2
Expansion predicted by various dealers, M 4, 7:1
Property transactions recorded, M 24, 4:3; M 25, 3:4; Je 8, 1:6; Je 20, 1:8
Citizens warned against ticket sales conducted by Mrs E S Hill and 3 children, O 30, 4:1
Steady buying and selling of homes during slump
REAL ESTATE (cont)
Noble by Akron dist real estate salesman, N 24, 1:6
Urged to endorse uniform simple methods of transfer at conv, ed, Ag 7, 2:1
REAL, RICHARD
Feature article on poetic life, por, My 10, 3:2
REALTY, MABEL (Canton)
Injured while working in rr yards, N 8, 5:3
REAM, CATHERINE
C C Faster apptd ad of estate, final statement filed, Je 16, 3:5
REAMS (Mosley), JOHN
Death, My 20, 1:8; My 24, 2:5
REAMS, JOHN
Beaten by non-union worker at Ohio Iron Works, M 11, 2:3
REAMS (MURDOCH), JOHN
Proposed leg to survey river lands discussed, M 7, 1:5
Importance of irrigation in west cited, ed, Ag 16, 2:1
RED CROSS
Tuscola community celebrates 5th anniv, O 21, 1:2
RED CROSS, TUSCOLA
Tuscola community celebrates 5th anniv, O 21, 1:2
RED CROSS, TUSCOLA
Tuscola community celebrates 5th anniv, O 21, 1:2
RED CROSS, TUSCOLA
Tuscola community celebrates 5th anniv, O 21, 1:2
RED CROSS, TUSCOLA
RELIGION (cont)
Jr, 11, 4:5
Free discussion of Sunday closing of World’s Fair
approved, ed, Jr, 3, 2:2
Discord between Baptist pastors continued
by Rev C. Carson and Rev Clement Hall, Jr, 28, 3:4
Sam Jones’ reaffirmation of Rolling Green (Eng)
praised, ed, Jr, 36, 2:0
Argument over everlasting punishment contend, Jr, 42, 4:4
Arguments against everlasting punishment stated,
Jr, 42, 4:5
Universalist belief on everlasting punishment
stated, ministers’ statements contrasted,
Jr, 42, 4:5
Gl individal’s effort to separate church and state in
Eng approved, Jr, 20, 2:1
Loss cited as great danger in baccalaureate
sermon by Rev Dr. Fulton of Princeton, ed, Jr, 21, 5:1
Various church activities, Jr, 9, 7:3
RELIG (Quakertown)
Held for shooting Constable L. C. New with
beating, Jr, 25, 2:0
RECTOR, EDWIN
Concert, F, 4, 1:4
Violin concert, N, 27, 1:3
RENAY, PATRICK
Injured when kicked by horse, Jr, 18, 4:3
RENAY, CHARLES AND MARY
Estate admin and appraisals added, Jr, 21, 1:6
RENNY, MARY
See Rens, Charles and Mary
RENNY, M C
Suggests plan to collect revenue from disposal of
city’s refuse, Jr, 25, 4:1
RENO, H.
Appointed state fish and game commissioner, Jr, 29, 2:0
RENS, F.R.
Killed when struck by train, Jr, 4, 8:6
RENS, CLAUDE
Death, M, 10, 1:0; funeral, O, 10, 4:3
RENS, EDWIN
Arrested on assault and battery charge, Jr, 9, 3:2;
arranged, case closed, O, 10, 1:6; discontinued,
O, 11, 4:4
RENS, EDWIN (Penndale)
Fined and jailed for intoxication, N, 3, 2:5
RENS, WILLIAM D
Arrested and fined for fishing with gill net,
Ag, 31, 1:4
REPUBLICAN PARTY (cont.)
November 29, 1923
Canton warned against overconfidence in state election, S 24, 3:5
Organizes repub club at Battle Creek, S 29, 1:8
Pep rally deemed champion of team voters, ed, S 30, 2:3; repub club holds meeting, G 11, 1:3
Barber club holds meeting, addressed by R G Herry, O 13, 1:4
An endorsement of protective tariff, O 31, 4:4
Vindicated of false imputations depression accusers, ed, O 10, 3:2
Holds mass meeting at Greensboro, G 19, 1:3
Unequal champion of labor, ed, O 21, 2:3
Holds meeting at Northampton, M 23, 1:2; at Capel, M 22, 1:3; at Manchester, O 28, 1:7
Vindicated of false imputations depression accusers made by Akron Daily Times, ed, O 26, 2:3
Holds meeting at Isändig, G 29, 4:4; at Capel, O 28, 4:5; at Stow, O 28, 8:3; at Tallmadge, M 28, 8:3
Fourth week holds meeting, hears addresses by Judge E W Stuart and Dr L S Dwight, G 28, 8:3
Holds meeting at Mansfield, M 30, 1:8; at West Richfield, O 30, 1:8; at Mogadore, O 31, 1:2
Party deemed champion of safe legs and prosperity in repeal of Sherman Law, ed, O 31, 2:2
Rupub club holds meeting addressed by Victor B Holliver and Charles Baird, N 1, 1:1; N 3, 1:3
Holds meeting at Steel's Corners, N 1, 1:3
Holds meeting addressed by H Clay Evans at Gay Falls, N 3, 4:3
Holds meeting addressed by Judge E W Stuart at Monroe Falls, N 3, 4:4
Clinton repub club holds meeting, N 3, 4:4
Holds meeting at Bath, N 3, 4:4; at Strong Hill, M 4, 1:7; at Coventry, N 4, 1:7; at Hametown, N 4, 1:7; at Madison, N 4, 1:7; at Northampton, N 4, 1:8
Negro repub addressed by Rev R C Ramson and Judge W B Tibbals, N 4, 3:1
Holds meeting at Wadsworth, N 4, 3:2; at West Richfield, N 4, 8:4; at Springfield, N 6, 8:1; at Tallmadge, N 6, 1:1; N 7, 1:7; at Youngstown, N 7, 4:2; at Gay Falls, N 7, 4:5; at Bath Center, N 9, 4:6
Gay Falls celebrates election victories, N 10, 1:6

REPUBLICAN PARTY (cont.)
November 30, 1923
Ohio holds victory party, program outlined, N 15, 1:3
RESEARCHERS
Repairing by state bd of public works opposed by Lewistown public, destruction threatened at Bellefontaine, M 13, 7:7
RESULT, C.W.
With John H Sample named in collection suit by German Savings Bank of Pittsburgh, N 10, 1:5
RESTOR, R. No 5
P H Hoffman appointed guardian, X 27, 2:2
RETAIL CLEAVER PROTECTIVE AGN, AARON
Organizes, elects officers, Je 24, 1:5
RETAIL STORES AND TRADE
Shoe dealers agree to close all day July 4th, Y 1, 1:3
Advised to prepare for coming demand for all kinds of manufactured articles, ed, N 20, 2:1
Local citizens urged to patronize local stores, N 24, 1:2
Citzens urged to patronize Akron merchants, ed, N 25, 2:1; N 25, 8:3
RESULT, C.
Prostitute admitted to 5th ward assessor defeated by unnamed viii, A 4, 1:3
REX, HARRY (Cleveland)
Killed in sawmill boiler explosion, A 20, 1:6; ed, 1:7
REYNOLDS, WM
Wine collection suit brought by William Weirick, Y 21, 1:2
Wine collection suit brought by Christ Rogers, Y 21, 1:2
REYNOLDS, ISAAC
With A B Williams names Isaac Rider 4 co in appeal of money action suit, W 7, 1:4
REYNOLDS, J.W. (Ironone)
Taken to Athens asylum, W 21, 7:2
REYNOLDS, JOHN (Massillon)
Killed when run over by train, O 21, 3:3
REYNOLDS, ORIS
Loses judgment suit to Harry O Blakesly, D 13, 1:3
REYNOLDS, JOHN
Arrested in R Freeman robbery, G 23, 1:2; fined and sentenced for larceny, O 25, 1:2
REYNOLDS, CANIO
Estate ader Henry Lutz names Catherine and Lewis Frank in collection suit, o 6, 1:6

RIGGINS, FRED
Names Akron Gas & Oil co in wage suit, Y 24, 4:2;
Wage suit, verdict appealed, A 18, 1:8;
D 23, 1:7
RIGGINS, MILTON H
Sued for divorce by wife Alice, W 28, 1:2;
Separation granted, Y 7, 1:7
RIGGINS, SIMON
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, F 27, 1:4; wins suit, G 6, 1:5
RIDGE ISLAND
Defeat of dem plan to gain control of gen assembly approved, ed, Je 3, 2:1
Sen and house differences on adjournment program discussed, ed, Je 5, 2:1
RIGDEN, ANNA B and IVY S
Named in property suit brought by Lutie Hunt, A 16, 1:8
RIGDEN, ANNA B and IVY S
Passed under bond on chg of willful neglect, M 1, 1:2; dismissed with costs, M 2, 4:2
RIGDEN, JACOB
Fined for disorderly conduct, F 20, 1:6
RIGDEN, SIMON
Wins property damage suit brought against City of Akron, Je 15, 1:7
RIGDEN, THOMAS
Candidate for 3rd ward assessor defeated by reup A French, A 4, 1:3
Horse killed when struck by lightning, Je 22, 1:4
RIAL, BUD (Coles)
Requisitioned from ind on assault and battery indictment, A 16, 3:3
RICE, ALFRED
RICE (Cox), AMOS
Funeral, O 28, 4:5
RICE, GORDON
Will and application for probate filed, D 6, 1:8
RICE, PHEE O
Will admitted to probate, O 26, 1:6
RICE, TOM
Sentenced for vagrancy, U 12, 4:6
RICE (Stokes), COLE
Destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3
RIDOUT, J H
Urges when steamer sinks near Long Point (NY),
RICHARD, J N (cont.)
17, 3:5

RICHARDS, ADELAIDE
Death, My 16, 1:8; funeral, My 17, 4:2; will and application for probate filed, My 19, 3:1; will probated, My 22, 1:1; Victoria Richards appointed executrix of estate, My 22, 3:5; appraisers appointed, My 23, 1:4; estate inventory filed, Ju 8, 1:5

RICHARDS, ANDREW J
Damage suit brought by Margaret Burke settled, Je 9, 1:7

RICHARDS, GEORGE O
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1; loss suit, Ju 14, 1:4

RICHARDS, J W (Drumery)
Names John J Spade, Jr in promissory note suit, Ju 26, 2:5

RICHARDS, JAMES (Crom City)
Slain, Harry Ingrassia sought, S 7, 3:4

RICHARDS, JAMES O
Adjudged insane, Ap 11, 1:3

RICHARDS, JOSEPH
Arrested on chg of disorderly conduct, pleaded not guilty, U 26, 3:2; held on chg, U 27, 8:3

RICHARDS, LUCIA J
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1; loss suit, Ju 14, 1:4

RICHARDS, W E
Obtains warrant for arrest of wife for cruelty to child, My 6, 1:4

Named in attachment suit by Adolph Edle & Co., Ju 1, 1:3

RICHARDS (MRS), W E (MUTH A)
Denies allegations of cruelty to step-children, dismissed from cruelty chg, My 7, 3:3

RICHARDS, W K
Appointed freight and passenger agent of CAC's re, My 10, 2:5; resigns, G 27, 2:5

RICHARDS (MRS), WALTER (Cont.)
Injured when car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6

RICHARDS, F E (Gay Falls)

RICHARDS, W W
Losses money suit brought by Edwin S Feik, F 16, 1:8

RICHARDS, J A Co
Names W W and Jacob Good in aid of execution suit, Ag 9, 1:5

1890

RICHARDSON J & CO (cont.)

WRIT filed 4th file answer and cross petition in foreclosure suit brought by City Natl bank and Chasming Lilly & Co., S 6, 1:8

Files motion to make party defendant in suit of Chasming, Lilly & Co vs Jacob Boos, S 26, 1:7

RICHARDSON, W M & CO
Money suit against W M Slabough settled, Je 5, 1:5; N 6, 1:4

RIOFIELD GRAVE
Elects officers, Ja 4, 2:4

RIOFIELD RESIDENT ASST
Organizes, elects officers, My 31, 2:7

RIOFIELD TWP
Official candidate list as certified by bd of elections, My 25, 3:1

RIFER, JAC (Wadsworth)
Injured in fall from tree, My 23, 1:6

RICHARD (MRS), CARRI L V
Peace tribute to musicians at Spiritualist camp in Lake Brady park, S 9, 3:5

RICKER, ELIZABETH
Death, My 15, 1:5; funeral announcement, My 15, 1:8

RICKER, JOHN
Takes out final naturalization papers, O 26, 1:6

RICKERSON (MRS), Funeral, U 16, 3:5

RICKET, A K
Wins property sales suit against Caroline Chamberlin, Ap 22, 1:4

RIDDLE, JAMES S (Glovezma)
Sells stock of trotting horses to Charles Merta, F 4, 8:5

RIDER (Sgt), HOBART
Suicide, U 27, 1:3

RIDER (REV MS), W H
Explain Christianity in foreign countries, I11r, Ja 14, 8:5

Elected to membership to Amer Inst of Christian Philosophy, Ja 27, 1:2

RILEY, F MARION

RILEY, MA
Wife collection suit against N C Elliot & Co., O 19, 1:4; 1:5

RILEY, WALTER
Assaulted and battery chg dismissed, N 6, 1:2

RILEY, W E (Lerenvon)
Convicted on robbery chg, N 30, 3:3

RINK, HELEN
Named in property conversion suit by Wadsworth Ammerman, Je 26, 1:2; suit settled, Ju 12, 1:12

RINK, W H (Ohio)
Named in alienation of affection suit brought by Lorna Lyon, O 35, 2:6

RINLEY, W R (Forestills)
Beaten and robbed, U 27, 2:4

RINEHART, S A (Northfield)
Attempted robbery of res frustrated by W B Elliott, Je 17, 1:1

RINEHARD, FRANK
Arrested for obtaining goods from Mrs Henry D Bennett under false pretenses, Ag 5, 1:2
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RINEHARD, FRANK (cont.)
Arraigned for obtaining goods under false pretenses, affidavit demurred, case contd., Ag 7, 3:4

RINEHARD, A B
Election canv assr for Akron Belling co, Je 1, 1:3

RINEHART, FRANK
Arrested for stealing on warrant sworn out by James Smurthwaite, N 25, 1:3; case contd, N 27, 4:3; dismissed, U 9, 1:7

RINEHART, JAMES (Guernsee)
Fined and sentenced for Sunday liquor sale, Ja 20, 4:5; Ju 21, 4:5

RINEHART, W C
Resignation as gen assr of CAM co viewed with regret (Caled Dispatch), Ag 26, 3:4

RIOTS
Between laborers and teamsters at Mark Center, Jacob Pubekszt sought for alleged inciting, F 18, 3:8

Foreign workers seen as cause of riots by N Y's unemployed, ed, Ag 18, 2:1

Clee mob attacks of laborers, S 6, 1:2

List of worse students fights high school boys as result of football game, S 26, 3:4

William Rider stabbed during Gallipolis riot, NE ch damaged, John Croomwell and others held, U 29, 4:6

RIPELY, FRANK T
Addresses Knights of Malta on Spiritualism, Ja 9, 2:7

RIVIERS (MRS), N E
Injured in train collision at Ironwood, O 23, 3:4

RITCHIE (MRS), A
Receives lost pocketbook, My 31, 1:3

RITCHIE, LETTIE
Hired by Northfield bd of ed to teach spring school term, Ap 27, 3:4

RITCHIE, LEWIS ANDREW
Adjudged insane, Je 10, 1:1; pronounced insane by Dr W Sperry, Je 27, 2:4; lunacy warrant to convey to asylum at Clev returned, Je 19, 1:3

RITCHIE, SAMUEL J
Names Judge Stevenson Burke in acct of damage suit, Je 30, 1:1; Ju 11, 1:3; demurrers and motions filed by Charles W Virginia and 5 others, O 23, 1:7; motion filed for Cornwell estate, N 8, 1:4

Suit for dissolution against Canadian Copper and Anglo-Amer iron dismissed, F 28, 1:7
RITCHIE, SAMUEL J (cont.)
Reason for favoring bi-metallic in currency commended, ed, Je 21, 2:1
Cross petition filed in suit against James B.
McAuliffe overruled (Clev Leader), O 10, 4:2
RITCHIE, SARAH
Death, Ja 31, 1:6; funeral, Ag 1, 4:2
RITCHIE, (Gella)
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3
RITTENHOUSE, GEORGE E
Suit brought against William Hoge, recor confirmed, My 25, 1:3
RITTEN, J (Dr.), (Outworth)
Success in Grant, O 19, 7:5
RITTEN, DAVID
Estate’s application for private sale of stock
granted, F 24, 4:4; sale of stock confirmed, F 25, 4:2; order filed final act, My 26, 4:4
RITTER, FRED (Upper Sandusky)
Bread destroyed by fire, N 11, 2:2
RITTEL, FRIDESTON J
Assignee A K Kreisingham files partial act, J 15, 1:5
RITTEL, IVY
Injured in fall from train, Jy 9, 1:4
RITTEL, JAMES (Ravenna)
Pardon recommended, wife and Mrs Florence Gally
admit conspiracy, O 14, 2:4; pardon urged by state bd of paroles, U 20, 3:2; pardon on sentence for rape recommended by br, O 21, 2:4
RITTMER, COGER
Hold on chg of stealing John Bolender’s horse, U 16, 1:4
RITSON, JOHN
Injured when sleighing from st car, Ag 22, 2:4
RIVERS AND WARRIORS
Bill passed in sen authorizing 5-yr cent for
draining of river and harbor in Toledo, F 3, 2:3
RIZZO, AUGUST
Fined for cruelty to horses, S 16, 1:2
ROACH, BILL (Matron)
Arrested on chg of killing farmer Vandenk, J 2, 1:5
ROACH, WILLIAM N
Dem and repub parties criticized for combined
efforts to elect to U S sen after he admits being abductor, ed, N 10, 2:1
ROADS
Improved highways urged, ed, Ja 18, 2:1
Good and bad compared, cartoon, Ja 18, 2:4
ROADS (cont.)
Legis compelling use of wide tires advocated, ed, N 4, 2:2
Movement for good roads throughout country
praised, N 22, 2:1
Cost of different types compared, J 6, 2:1
ADAMS COUNTY
Bill authorizing constr of free pow from
Manchester to Brown county pow passed by sen, F 28, 2:6
GEORGE COUNTY
Cost of free road provided for in bill passed by
sen, F 25, 2:7
HAMILTON COUNTY
Bills stopped in last minute session of Legis,
Ap 27, 1:8
MASSACHUSETTS
Measures for traffic regulation approved, ed,
Ja 12, 2:1
MICHIGAN
Improvement plans praised, ed, Ap 24, 2:1
OHIO
Improvement urged by Geo McKinley in address to
state agr conv, Ja 13, 3:5
Resolution providing for use of convict labor
in constr introduced in house, F 28, 1:1
Bill regulating payment for convict passed by sen,
N 1, 2:3
Cones formed for improvement of roads throughout
country, J 19, 1:1
SUMMIT COUNTY
Residents favor improvement, ed, Ja 16, 2:2
Keys and means of improving discussed by A H
Kelle, F 11, 3:1
Continued improvement urged, ed, N 2, 2:1
Improvement and upkeep discussed (icy cities)
World, M 7, 4:4
Poor condition of road along north shore of
Springfield lake protested, 1br, N 29, 2:6
Viewers for road constr from city limits to
Summit lake appr by county courts, J 6, 1:1
New road over Copley made granted by county
courts, J 6, 1:1
Better maintenance urged, ed, Ja 10, 2:1
WOON COUNTY
Road near Garden lake sinks, covered with water,
O 10, 4:4
ROADS, JAMES
Killed when struck by train, S 16, 1:2; S 18, 1:5;
funeral, S 19, 4:2
ROADS, MARGARET E
Granted pension, U 22, 3:3
ROADS
Equitable relief suit filed against Minor Howe
-dismissed, Ja 13, 1:3
ROADS
Appraisal of estate ordered, appraisers appr,
F 24, 4:4
New appraisal ordered by ct, Ap 8, 1:7; re-
appraisement filed, Ap 19, 1:2
Estate under files complaint charging Mary E Robb
with concealing assets, Ap 19, 4:3
Estate named by Humphrey Turbine co in suit to
have widow’s power reduced, Ap 28, 1:8; Ap 29, 1:4
Motion to rev allowance to heirs overruled, My 1, 3:4; allowance for widow and children over-
ruled, My 3, 4:4
Adm act healed in part and contd, My 10, 1:5;
hearing on exceptions to act contd, My 17, 2:6; sale of patents confirmed, My 23, 1:4
Estate settlement pending, Je 9, 1:7; exceptions
to final account filed by Charles H Meyer,
W F Kimm, and Humphrey Migg co heard in ct,
Je 10, 1:1
Application for leave to sell desolate claims
filed, Je 27, 1:5
Order for public sale of estate issued by ct,
Ja 20, 1:8; Jy 21, 1:8
ROADS, VESTY E
Properly brought by W F Kimm transferred to
common pleas from probate ct, Ap 26, 1:4
Grant leave to file answer to cross petition by
Citizens Savings’ Loan assn in suit
brought by ad of Stephen Gostke estate,
My 9, 1:5; motion for new trial overruled,
deff excepts, My 16, 1:3
ROBBERS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons
listed are victims. Follow-up stories are
indexed under names of individuals involved
Ohio listed 3rd in prevalence of train robberies,
ed, Jy 20, 2:1
Unknown man attempts suicide as aftermath
of having pocket picked, Wellington, Ag 12, 8:5
Man stolen from Valley freight ry car by tramps
on route from Clev, Ap 14, 1:2
ROBBIES
Horse stealing epidemic, O 31, 1:5
Corg urged to pass laws to protect passengers
against train robbers, ed, N 14, 2:1
Springfield farmers organize to bring burglars
to justice, N 16, 2:5
Rog Caldwell introduces bill in cong to protect
and express us against train robbers,
N 10, 1:2
Hamilton county farmers organize vigilance com
to apprehend thieves, N 23, 2:4
ARION
Klagen Coal & Ice wagon lost, Ja 7, 1:2
South Akron GAIC depot, Ja 13, 1:4
John Blacker Band Box saloon, nothing taken,
Frank Young and Frank Clarke held, Ja 13, 1:7
H S Taylor office, Ja 27, 1:6
Mrs Lois Seward and Mrs Martha Irving res, Clinton
Smith held, Je 27, 3:2
Charles Foster’s room, Alexander Bown held,
F 1, 1:8
John Huntington’s body allegedly robbed of
clothes, F 4, 1:7
Fred Roberts, Lewis Slack and Rebecca Forney
hld, F 20, 1:6
J Durham saloon, John Sayers held, N 3, 4:4
Steiner & co real estate office, M 9, 2:2
Oyer Fillmore res arrest, N 13, 2:5
Mrs Caesar Frost, Anthony Rader sought, N 14, 1:4
Mrs Ella Taglin res, H 16, 1:2
Salmon Bure arrest, W 21, 3:4
L L Miles res, C 25, 1:2
John H Helmleber’s pigeons stolen, N 20, 1:1
W H Hotchkiss res, N 20, 1:1
E Smith res, Ap 7, 1:5
George A Green res, Ap 8, 7:1
George Wolfe saloon, Michael Mullany arrested
and freed, N 11, 3:2
C W Kappell, the city returns funds, Ap 15, 1:5
Daniel and Abraham France burns, Ap 15, 1:8
L Spielberger barn looted, Ap 17, 1:2
Sam Kines ware room looted, Ap 17, 1:2
George Rock res arrest, Ap 24, 2:2
Harmonic soc funds stolen, August Birmeyer
sought, Ap 25, 4:5
Dr C E Dean, William F Adams held, M 2, 4:3
E P Morris fruit stand, M 3, 1:1
Dr A E Falts, M 3, 1:2
Thomas Hallan, M 4, 1:2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1892</th>
<th>AURON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
<th>1893</th>
<th>AURON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>347a</td>
<td><strong>ROBBERS — AURON (cont.)</strong></td>
<td>347b</td>
<td><strong>ROBBERS — AURON (cont.)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erie ry depot, My 4, 2/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Valley ry co, S 13, 3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R Thompson carrier pigeons, My 5, 2/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Martha Tomsen thurts pickets, S 13, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Thompson beaten and robbed, My 8, 1/3</td>
<td></td>
<td>H C Sanford, S 14, 1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L C Siebert barber shop, My 15, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adam Bishop, S 14, 1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph H Harter res, Lena Alexander arrested and sentenced to jail on petit larceny charge, My 18, 1/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deaton, S 14, 1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Sullivans bicycle stolen, My 20, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>McLandrett &amp; Kephlin saloon, S 15, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fox res, J 1, 1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ed Thompson thurts attempt, S 15, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles H Andrews ring stolen, Charles McSinnas arrested, Je 2, 1/8</td>
<td></td>
<td>E E Hardy res, S 16, 1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashland Hardware store, 2 suspects held, Je 9, 1/6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr U S Bowman thurts attempt, S 22, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H Monroe &amp; Co cigar store, Je 12, 1/8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hales jewelry store, S 26, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E B Carlson barn attempt, J 16, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Harriett Keenman frustrated attempt, S 27, 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F A Fauser res, Je 20, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>J H Eitling store, S 27, 4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C H Haven res, Je 20, 1/3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Lopes saloon, S 27, 4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J H Hanson res, Je 20, 1/3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Lescle, Anna Trusky, and Anton Lunsky (boundover) sentenced, S 26, 4/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Magie res, Je 24, 1/5</td>
<td></td>
<td>R S Jeffwood, S 30, 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emil Boeger money stolen, L H Wyberg and J Jones suspected, Je 28, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Knapp, S 30, 8/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lewis Dunnus cigar stand, Je 28, 1/7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ernest Dillus shoe repair shop, S 3, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tony Hunt restaurant attempt frustrated, Je 28, 4/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Oda, Tom Ford arrested, S 4, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Bichol hummock, Je 29, 1/5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Moore res, S 6, 4/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Steele arrested for stealing boat, J 3, 4/3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Hacket thurts attempted robbery of store, S 9, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M J Foster store, Yoga Kabaska arrested, S 5, 1/3</td>
<td></td>
<td>CAM coal train, S 10, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Thompson burned stolen, J 8, 1/6</td>
<td></td>
<td>H S Jeselkyn store, S 11, 1/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Pressel horse, harness, and carriage stolen, J 8, 1/6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Judge U L Hanson res, S 11, 1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dan Reeser buggy, J 11, 4/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>J S Eitling store, S 11, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chaoboulan, J 12, 1/7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Louis Samuel, Martin Hubley res searched, S 13, 4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louis Zeller barn, J 12, 4/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Daniels chicken coop near Loc 1, Herbert Geist, Robert Hart, and James Feck held, S 10, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Halsey bicycle, J 13, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dye &amp; Whitney grocery, S 10, 1/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E H Jones store, J 13, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Margaret Ailbe res, S 10, 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Kate Hepler, Playford Washington held, J 14, 1/7</td>
<td></td>
<td>George Huffman, S 20, 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henty, Charles Lacy accused, J 15, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>J Weiss shoe repair shop, S 20, 1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Haire’s dog, Cornelius Harlin and Charles Ruchel held, J 15, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hyman &amp; Co freight car, S 20, 4/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Inkepke res, J 17, 1/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frank &amp; Hyman grocery, S 21, 4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Smiths res, J 17, 1/1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Lohrer, S 22, 4/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capt J H Chandler res attempt foiled by sister’s screams, J 17, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>M Frederick, John Rhinehart arrested, S 20, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry Vogt, J 19, 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Coal Co store, S 22, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W T Webb res attempt, J 19, 4/2</td>
<td></td>
<td>William Greer robbed and beaten, S 23, 4/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs H E Helman’s hummocks returned, J 24, 4/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dales store attempted, S 25, 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs H E Helman’s hummocks returned, J 24, 4/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anderson Larnes’s store shop stolen, S 26, 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs F Hendon, mattress taken and recovered, J 24, 4/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>L C Miller res, S 11, 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs F Hendon, mattress taken and recovered, J 24, 4/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>J H Bradford barber shop, S 11, 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs F Hendon, mattress taken and recovered, J 24, 4/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Henry Schreiner gate stolen, Earnest Hertzel, Bud Talbot, and Bud Mills held, N 2, 4/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALLAN**

|       | A A Greene, Florence Voncruff and sister |       | C W Greene, Florence Voncruff and sister |
|       | Amsd a held, J 14, 4/4 |       | Amsd a held, J 14, 4/4 |
|       | Wesley Johnson and Russ Jones res, S 16, 2/7 |       | Wesley Johnson and Russ Jones res, S 16, 2/7 |
|       | Miller & Wise hardware store, S 14, 3/3 |       | Miller & Wise hardware store, S 14, 3/3 |
|       | Leslie Kelley thurts attempt, S 19, 4/4 |       | Leslie Kelley thurts attempt, S 19, 4/4 |
|       | Mary Hill beaten and robbed, N 8, 2/8 |       | Mary Hill beaten and robbed, N 8, 2/8 |

**ASHLAND**

|       | William Harvest burg, S 25, 4/3 |       | William Harvest burg, S 25, 4/3 |
|       | Freeman Caine barn, John J Fisk held, S 25, 2/4 |       | Freeman Caine barn, John J Fisk held, S 25, 2/4 |

**ASHGROVE**

|       | Smith house annex attempt thwarted, Robert Rowe arrested, S 11, 2/5 |       | Smith house annex attempt thwarted, Robert Rowe arrested, S 11, 2/5 |
|       | Lake Shore rr car, I W Howard and C Taggart held, N 25, 2/5 |       | Lake Shore rr car, I W Howard and C Taggart held, N 25, 2/5 |
ROBBERIES (cont)

ASHGABERG
A T German res, Marshall Hamil shot in attempted
arrest of burglar, Jy 28, 4:5

BERKELEY
Harry Rauhan horse and buggy stolen and dammep,
Smarts sought, Ap 10, 4:3
Joe Andrews barber shop, My 6, 2:8
Exum blacksmith shop, Jy 27, 8:3
NMPD depot, Jy 27, 8:3
J D Boswell meat mkd, Jy 27, 8:3
Johnson Bros hardware store, Jy 27, 8:3
Meth Episcopal ch, Jy 27, 8:3

BARNESVILLE
Opperman & Co store, James Murphy and James
Williams held, Jy 28, 2:3

BATH
Jo and Mose Elam's gen store, Jy 18, 1:2

BEECHGROVE
Ohio Southern railroad cars looted, Jerome
Warren and "Doc" Gillam held, Jy 8, 3:2

BEXHORST
Alfred Snyder, Jy 27, 2:4

BEDFORD
FH D Neel res, Jy 22, 2:4

BEUNENHURST
Mary Hill tortured and robbed, N 9, 2:7

BLUE
K V Fried, Eliza Cressinger held, Mr 23, 1:2

BOISE
Cary, S 20, 3:5
Thomas Smith grocery store, S 20, 3:5

BOSTON
Oscar Baker's room, F 13, 4:2
Dolander & McDonald res, Mr 1, 2:7

BRAZIL
Charles N Mason, Ag 15, 2:2

BRYNFIELD
Ernest Heber's horse, Mr 2, 1:4; Mr 3, 4:1

BROOKFIELD
John Reeder res, J 11, 2:3

CANAAN
Joe Steiner horse and carriage, Jy 12, 2:4; buggy

CANTON
Harvey X Young's room ransacked, F 27, 1:1
Wanderly & Wemser, Ag 16, 4:2
Joseph Samler beaten and robbed, John Owen,
Richard Guigley, and William McMillin held,
J 16, 2:5

Celerin and Ivey wagonload of gebers and George
and Charles Koonsbrick, William Saltman,
William Hocking, and Marshall Brown held,
J 20, 2:3

Coln
C C Cook res, J 11, 2:2
J H Bros grocery, George Miller and J W Bowman
held, J 13, 2:4
Mrs George Mizer and 2 daughters, U 28, 2:3
Louis Thoman grocery, U 29, 2:3
William Hartman, J 30, 2:2

CELINA
John S Lamell, 13 men arrested and fined, Mr 3,
3:2

CHAUTAUQUA
William West res threated, Ag 15, 3:8

CINCINNATI
Short Line depot, N 30, 2:2
Super Bros jewelry store, F 16, 3:1
Wall street jewelry store, J 29, 2:5
George Mason, Ag 30, 2:2
Louis Gurney res, Nita Kanne and 4 others
arrested, S 15, 3:3

CIRLES
W P Haswell res, Ag 26, 2:3
H M Rife res, Ag 29, 2:3

CLAYTON
George Hull beaten and robbed, N 25, 1:2

CLEVELAND
E R Hull & O'Shea store, George Moran fined and
sentenced, J 5, 4:2
C S Padlock for store, J 10, 3:3
William Brooks shot by holdup gang, F 14, 3:3
Arthur A Schulte, A C Condon held, Jy 15, 1:2
Mrs J A Ray, Ag 20, 2:7
Edward E Hoblitzel, J 11, 4:3
Myron T Herrick thwarts robbery of Clev store for
Savings, N 10, 1:4; N 11, 7:5

CLEVELAND (cont)
George W Green, J 12, 1:8
Dorothy Tanning mill, Woodland Ave cementery,
and Metro co, U 16, 2:4

COLUMBUS
Harrington jewelry store, Ag 16, 2:7
Mrs H P Taylor, S 2, 2:2
Fr Els res attempt, N 23, 1:2
Daniel Thomas and wife tortured and robbed, N 27,
4:5
d John Mahoney res, J 29, 7:1

CIPLEY TAP
W S Jones res, Jy 10, 1:1

CREST
Miller Bros home store, Ap 3, 3:3
Attempt to steal money from express office falls,
Ap 22, 4:7

CYNAGU FALLS
Cattie res, S 30, 1:5
J M Reid wayside shop, U 27, 7:3
M Schloss cler thing store, U 27, 7:3

DALTON
McMillin & Jones home store, S 19, 4:1

DANVILLE
Alfred Lester, N 18, 2:8

DAYTON
Adams Express co wagon, Ag 10, 4:4

DEXTER
Jo and J F Boles store entered, N 15, 2:4

DOOLSTON
Rr depot, S 14, 1:5
Harper Bros shoe store, S 19, 4:1
J A White horse and buggy, D 13, 1:4

EARLWOOD
Ag r depot, N 25, 8:5

EAST LIVERPOOL
George C Murphy clothing store, U 27, 3:4; Will
Hubbard held, U 28, 2:3

EASTON
Easton r depot, S 14, 1:5

ELBERTA
M S Fred, Thomas Ryan, Thomas D'OShea, and
John Burke held, Jy 20, 2:2

GALLATIN
John Hubert and "Tricky" Klein arrested, Jy 29, 4:3

GERRIT
J P Harris store, S 28, 2:4
CRF r depot, S 29, 2:4; S 30, 3:5
Harris grocery store, S 30, 2:5

FAIRLAWN TAP
George Hoffman, N 23, 2:4
John Hageman haycount, N 23, 2:4
Joseph L Symms chicken coop, N 23, 2:4
John Borland barn, N 23, 2:4

FINLEY
David N Taylor, wife sought, N 23, 2:3
William Hallwell, George Carlin and Charles
Jones held, Jy 14, 2:3
J C Huffer res, J 15, 3:5

FISKORIA
Palace hotel, Morgenhauer block, and Earl House,
S 20, 2:3
M A Rally beaten and robbed, J 27, 2:4

FREDERICKSBURG
Benjamin Havinston res, Jy 10, 2:5; 3:1

GAGEFIELD
P and 2 stores, O 1, 2:2

GENEVA
D Martin res, Ag 16, 3:3
Dr J R Kelly res, Ag 16, 3:3
Major Jones res, Ag 16, 3:3
O W Grant res, Ag 16, 3:3

GENT
Rev Breitman barn, N 25, 4:4

GRAYVILLE
L W Perry store, J 27, 3:4

GREEN TAP
Farmer's crops in Green and 2 other towns, Ag 18,
1:1

Schen Heinres, N 28, 3:3

HAMMOND'S CORNERS
C N Jagger res, My 26, 1:2

HAYESVILLE
J W Brunt drug store, O 25, 3:3

HERON
Strawton store and Ernie r depot, N 23, 2:4

HINESVILLE
Peter Painter res, O 27, 3:5
ROBBERIES - HAMMOND (cont)
G J Spellman res, Burton Ray escapes, U 28, 2:4

HAMILTON
John Head store, Edward Shee held, F 9, 4:2
C A Campbell business block, N 13, 3:2
J L Quieman res, My 27, 1:3
H H Chamberlain res, My 27, 1:3
Dr Lodge res attempt, Je 6, 4:3
M C Head res attempt, Je 6, 4:3
Charles Ellsworth res attempt, Je 6, 4:3
Hite barn, Je 6, 4:3
J J Head res attempt, Je 6, 4:3
Ernest Fillius safe, D 22, 1:2

HINTON
Depot robbed of mail bags, U 28, 4:7

JEFFERSONVILLE
Issac Becco res, D 16, 2:2

KENT
Ira Marks' harness, F 15, 2:5
Farmer Kastler robbed by gypsies, N 21, 1:4
Mrs Turner res robbed, other houses looted, Ap 25, 2:2
Henry Snyder beaten, My 25, 1:6
C M White attempted holdup frustrated, Je 24, 8:4
Mr's restaurant attempt frustrated by dog, Je 26, 2:2
City Tree Wright cow stolen, Jy 7, 4:3
Ernest box car, Aq 1, 4:1
Parsens plantin mill, Ag 18, 1:1
William Goldsmith bakery frustrated, Ag 26, 2:5
Dan Shea room looted, William Bell held, S 2, 7:1
May's bakery, S 16, 3:4
Mrs. Merrill's room, S 16, 3:4
Percy Nash res, S 16, 3:7
Wein hardware store, D 26, 1:2
Mrs L M Marchal attempt, U 29, 1:1
Eugene Oliver attempt, U 29, 1:2

KENTUCKY
James Beets attempt, shoots and wounds robber, N 30, 3:2
R 1, 1:6

KIRKLAND
William McSherry res, N 24, 1:7

LAKE
John Ralston barn, D 27, 8:6

1903

Lancaster
Charles Tower, Joseph Staff held, N 18, 2:3
LEAVITTSVILLE
Harry Hunt and Ralph Patterson, S 16, 3:7
LEBANON
Harry Fullen shot and robbed, U 12, 2:4
LINK
Charles Spalding beaten and robbed, My 25, 3:1
Edward Mende, N 14, 2:2
Rev R J Thompson res, James Bryan held, N 30, 2:1
Harry Clinebach, U 15, 2:4
Robert Roanres res attempt, U 16, 2:3
LINCOLN
A H Asherson res, N 27, 2:2
LIVONIA
Louisville res, G O Sheffler held, Je 30, 1:6
McKINNON
Pa, N 25, 2:4
MADISON TWP
J Q Bate barn, S 1, 3:3
MANSFIELD
R B Maxwell, Edward Price held, Ja 17, 2:4
George E Wilkins jewelry store, Ap 29, 3:3
MARION
Joe Hartman saloon robbed, D 22, 3:1
Joe Barton saloon, D 23, 7:2
MASON TWP
J O Duffield res, U 23, 7:1
MARSVILLE
Dr S A Bellin horse and cutter, Harry Hoover of Findlay confesses theft, D 12, 2:2
MASON
Mrs S A Bellin horse and cutter, Harry Hoover of Findlay confesses theft, D 12, 2:2
MILLERSBURG
Wheeling & Lake Erie ticket office, D 23, 7:2
MIDDAY
John Silcox and Charles and Aas Boudreau, John Whitfield and John Shaffer arrested in Akron, D 21, 2:3
MUGLEPORT
Strawberry drug stores, D 25, 2:2
MULLERSBURG
Peter Painter res, D 26, 1:1

1903

MILLIN
Ben Fressler, Ag 16, 4:5
H C Freytaghaus res, Ag 16, 4:5
H L Wilson res, N 11, 4:5
MCGOWAN
Jacob Wise hotel and saloon, Falty Heigarter sought, D 23, 1:1
MOUNT KERNON
L G Hunt & Coivery stable, D 31, 4:6
George Simpkins, William Bicker and George Cunningham held, U 28, 2:2
MURRY FALLS
George North res, Jy 12, 2:4
NEWARK
William Symsge grocery store, A W Taylor held, U 11, 2:2
L W Perry store, U 28, 2:3
NORTH SPRINGFIELD
H H Schomp res, Ag 22, 3:3
George Garber, U 29, 3:5
Clark wolf harness, D 4, 1:4
Mrs Lydia Terrick barn, N 26, 4:6
NORTHWEST TWP
A G Bellin horse, S 26, 4:3
NOTTINGHAM
S A Remar res attempt, Je 17, 1:1
ODELL
Goodrich Book store, Frank Under arrested, U 20, 2:2
OLD FORGE
Mrs Turner chickens, Ag 15, 4:3
GRAVEY
Moore sisters, O 17, 2:3
ORANGE
Henry Starkey res, Adam Whitlec held, N 22, 2:3
PENNSYLVANIA
O H Honkey, My 27, 7:1
PIQUA
David Elliott, U 16, 2:4
Mrs Lavinia Carlin res, U 26, 2:3
PORTLAND
John Wilton saloon, D 25, 7:2

1803

PATTIES CORNER
William Thomas and Davis res, D 19, 2:4
PARKER
L H Bean, N 23, 3:3
John Gibson res attempt, Ap 27, 2:5
Landing shoe factory, James Welch John Udy held, Je 26, 1:5
Pierce Converse robbed and wounded, wounded assailant Frank Edward held, Jy 25, 4:3; 7:2
I H Spangler horse and buggy, U 18, 1:8
L B Sherman res, D 26, 4:2
Rev Andrew Willson res, N 2, 4:1
William Marsh res attempt, H 7, 4:1
Mrs Adeline Sutton, N 10, 4:3
R W Van Peter beaten and robbed, U 22, 3:3
PITTSBURGH
Samuel Miller res, James Thompson held, Jy 26, 4:5
E A Spade gen store, Ag 26, 3:2
Christ Orsner res, D 25, 1:6
Huntsberger's wagon, N 4, 8:4
ST PAUL
John Poorman store, U 11, 2:3
Poorman store, U 30, 2:2
SALINEVILLE
Morris res attempt, William Bray, intruder, shot and injured, D 19, 2:4
SHARON TWP
D A Docher's chickens, D 14, 8:3
SHERMAN
Mrs Maddigan res, N 16, 1:6
SILVA CREEK
MFG freight car entered, 5 escape, Ap 17, 4:2
R H Lodge, Jy 15, 1:4
Weighting machine, Ag 9, 4:3
Garrett, George Payne held, U 28, 1:8
SOUTHEAST RICHFIELD
Clay Jasper, My 31, 4:3
S B Whitaker horse and harness, My 31, 4:3
Irwin Hershberger carriage, My 31, 4:3
SOUTH FORK
William Featherstone, Julius Heidger's 2 sons held, U 19, 2:4
SPRINGFIELD
Goode res, Ed Murphy and William Jones held,
ROGERS, LUCINDA (cont.)
Served in civil service term approved, ed.

ROSEVELT, THEODORE (cont.)
My 5, 11
ROXIE CLUB
Hold meeting, S 2, 25
ROOT-TEA-WA HERB CO
Loss verdict in collection suit brought by S E Allen, M 21, 17
ROXON, ALBERT

Date set for trial on theft charge, Je 17, 11; bound to probate ct, Je 19, 11; requested petit jury, ct, Je 22, 11; served counsel to the state, Je 26, 11; taken to Lancaster, Je 17, 12
ROXON, ALBERT

Notice: The Albert Roach residing on Silver st is not the Albert Roach said to be bound over to probate court in the issue of June 19th, Je 24, 12

ROXY (Peoria, Ill., Clev)
Claims 60.2 of mayor, Ap 11, 11

ROUSE, ALBERT

Fined on assault chg, Ja 3, 11; taken to Clev workhouse to work out fine for assault, Ja 4, 4, 3

Dismissed from stealing charge, Ag 30, 3, 3

ROUSE, E S
Injured, fingers crushed, D 23, 8, 5
ROSE, ED
Injured when clothes catch in machinery, J 24, 1, 2

ROSE, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, O 23, 1, 2
ROSE (OMA), KELLEN
Dismissed as miner of lead and Diam Asylum by trustees, M 20, 2, 2
Testifies at trial of suit of lead and Diam Asylum Clerk, held on chg of cruelty to inmates, incompetency, and mismanagement, O 21, 3, 5
ROSE, W F (Cont.)
Injured when steam boiler explodes, O 23, 4, 5

ROSENBURG, ANTHONY
Named in equity suit by William Calbert, warrant for spousal abuse, J 14, 1, 4

ROSENBERG, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Catesia, M 25, 1, 3

ROSENBERG, BARNETT
Injured in P&H train wreck at Morrow Falls, J 25, 11

ROSENBERG, T R

With Thomas B Williams, Charles F Shaw, H W

ROSS, T R (cont.)
Miller, M Frost, A Beltz, and W W Brown incorporate to build electric interurban ry, D 10, 3, 3
ROSS, M
Injured by striking piece of steel, J 31, 4, 2
ROSS, NARRIS (Cleveland)
Arraigned with 5 others on misdemeanorindle chg, D 30, 2, 3
ROSS, F S
Suit appealed by W C Mobley & Co, S 7, 1, 3
ROSS, JASPER S
Searl delivered to Ministerial Asst to Disciples of Christ of Eastern Ohio, Ag 20, 4, 3
ROSS, JOHN
Arrested for throwing stone in William Brown's eyes, S 22, 1, 2; chg of assault, released on bond, S 23, 8, 2
ROSS, MICHEL
Collection suit against P&H Ry co filed, decision appealed, Je 24, 1, 3
ROSS, PATRICK
Names John H Sample in summary note collection suit, Ag 3, 1, 4; confirmation of sale, distribution of assets and possession of premises ordered, O 31, 1, 4
ROSS, ANTON (Springfield)
Stabbed in assault by R Raffaelli, J 27, 2, 7
ROSS, A E
Arraigned for horse stealing at Carto (III), N 22, 2, 3
ROSS, JOSEPH
Finds not guilty to stealing chg, case contd, O 25, 4, 3; sentenced for stealing, O 27, 3, 3
ROSS, JOHN R (State Mills)
Blew, believed to have fallen from boat, J 20, 1, 4
ROSTETER, WILLIAM (Alliance)
Fined for violating prohibition ord, Ag 22, 2, 7
ROSTOCK HOTEL
Victimized with bad check by C W Pendleton, J 6, 1, 4
ROSTOCK, MAX
Arraigned on perjury chg, M 11, 2, 2; perjury chg dismissed, M 17, 4, 2
Collection suit against Theodore Varumme heard, decision without, M 13, 1, 2
ROSS, CALVIN
Arraigned on complaint of Anna Graham and fined for using bad language, J 29, 1, 6
ROSS, ED (Canton)
Injured when elevator falls, N 9, 2, 4
Roth, Fred (Cont.)
Arrested on charge of counterfeiting, F 14, 2:2

Roth, W. C
Files deed of assignment, v 20, 1:4; Arthur J.
Roylance apptd assignee, D 24, 1:5; assignee
files statement, N 2, 1:7; grocery purchased
by Frank A. Rodwell and Samuel Shaffer, N 18, 1:4; assignee
issued order allowing private
sale of chattels, N 18, 1:5; returns order,
property sold, sale confirmed and application
to determine priority of liens filed, N 20, 1:7

Rothrock, W. H
Res robbed, N 28, 1:1

Rueda, Antonio
Adjourned insane, F 28, 4:2

Ruecker, Thomas. See Murphy, Thomas

Rudge
Vine collection suit from Wallace, M 18, 1:3

Rueda, John
Death, ¼ 2, 1:5; funeral, ¼ 2, 7:5

Ruw, Jacob
Partial act of estate filed, J 29, 1:2

Rue, Levi (Natasha)
Buggy damaged in mummy, Ag 9, 4:5

Rue, Richard
Rese naturalization papers, N 1, 1:8

Rueh, Robert (Kathabula)
Arrested for attempted robbery of Smith house
area, ¼ 11, 2:5

Ruesch, John
Let sold at sheriff sale, J 17, 3:6

Rush, Charles
Death, May 29, 1:4; correction of error made in
previous issue: Funeral services held under
auspices of Wash Camp No 5 of A and Sons of
Veterans, M 31, 1:5
Cause of death explained, ¼r, 1:1; ½; funeral,
J 1, 1:7

Rummel, J. W (Lima)
Assigns furniture business by Conrad Bieber, Jr.,
J 19, 2:5

Rumley, W. H
Expenses in contest appropriated by bill passed
by house, J 12, 2:2
Admitted to the bar, J 5, 1:2

Ruloff, Esther J
Runs candidate for 5th ward bd of educ defeats
Charles Paschol and 2 others, Ap 4, 1:3

Rumnow, John (Cont.)
Injured in bldg collapse, Ap 25, 3:2

Rugg, Mrs. G. B. (Khyo)
Injured, under, ¼ 3, 1; ½; tow, D 28, 4:8

Rugger, John
Injured in auto, ¼ 1, 1:6

Ruel, Anton
See Mason

Ruelvaq, Mrs. D. G.
Christiansville

Ruh, John
Fined for fast driving, J 8, 1:3

Ruhm, Jesse R
Sued for divorce by wife Anna, M 27, 1:7

Ruder, John
Arrested on disorderly conduct charge following
talent with William Lunderberger, Ag 21, 4:3; arrested
for assault, battery, and disorderly
conduct, Ag 22, 3:5

Rueh, Nancy
Grant to pension, D 22, 3:3

Rulz, Edna
Plaint not guilty to charge of neglecting family,
case continued, J 26, 1:5; discharged on payment
of costs, J 26, 1:5

Ruling, Louis (Canton)
Arrested on charge of burglary, N 24, 2:7

Rudio, Ferdinand
Loans equity suit brought by James Glenn, sale
ordered, ¼ 3, 1:6; motion to set aside sale, 
¼ 28, 1:7

Ruch, Frederick
Names John P. Kaplan and Mrs. Nicholas
Saffan in land-tenancy suit, ¼ 17, 1:5

Rudolf, Francis A
Files petition asking release from court with
Joseph Dickerso, ¼ 25, 1:7; debt files
amended, ¼ 25, 1:7; suit settled, ¼ 5, 1:5

Ruhmann, Fred
Assaulted, William Elsleb and arrested and fined,
¼ 19, 1:3

Rueschley, Charlie (Northern Star)
Injured when he threw firecracker into fire,
¼ 30, 2:2

Rueck, John
Completes machine which he claims solves perpetual
motion question, ¼ 28, 1:6

Rueck, Margaret
Grant to pension, ¼ 23, 3:3

Ruehren, Milton (Glendine)
Killed in railroad car collision, J 14, 3:4

Ruffin, Mrs. G. B. (Khyo)
Named in John P. Kaplan in land-tenancy suit
brought by Frederick Ruchty, M 17, 1:5

Rumnow, John P
In damage suit, ¼ 23, 3:3

Ruhm, John
Injured when run over by railroad train, W 1, 1:3

Rue, E. N
Death, M 18, 1:3; J 10, 1:7

Rupert, Eliza N
Married, J 17, 6:3

Rupke, John (Greenbush)
Killed by train, D 18, 2:4

Rupert, George
Death, M 18, 1:3; funeral, J 17, 1:8

Rupp, John (Stationary)
Found guilty of arson, sentenced, D 1, 3:1

Ruppert, William M
Sued for divorce by wife Eva, M 16, 1:7; held
on disorderly conduct charge, M 16, 1:3; suit
for divorce filed by wife Eva, J 26, 1:7;
suit heard, judgment reversed, J 30, 1:7;
wife refused divorce, J 3, 1:1

Rush, Charles (Kent)
Arrested for beating man Claude, M 19, 3:3;
arranged on non-support charge, released on
bail, Z 20, 1:2; fined for striking man, Z 23, 1:6

Rush, Frank (Kent)
Burned by exploding cannon, J 6, 4:4

Rush (Os., No. 8)
Sale on delinquent assessed before House-
paths (Fed Soc of Eastern Ohio, J 19, 1:3

Rusg, Jerome H
Examination, N 22, 2:2

Ruxton, John
Mental illness and attendant incapacity to
create more literary work lamented, ed, J 7, 4:1

Russell, David
Fined for intemperance, J 7, 1:3

Russell, John
Vagrancy charge dismissed, N 4, 1:8

Russell, B. P
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western Railroad in
co in collection suit, ¼ 2, 3:7

Russell, Clyde (Collins)
Accidentally shot and killed while cleaning gun,
¼ 2, 2:2

Russell, Elizabeth
Vine collection suit against John Russell, D 19, 1:1;
1:4; 1:5

Russell, Ephraim D
Arraigned on non-support charge, case contd, S 5, 3:1;
1:3; fined, ¼ 6, 4:2

Russell (Rev.), Howard H
To speak in behalf of temperance at pub demon-
stration planned by Matiners' Asso, N 27, 2:2

Russell, James
Dissolved from vagrancy charge, J 31, 2:7

Russell, John
Names Arthur J. Royle assigns of grocery,
A 15, 1:5; Royle apptd, Ag 17, 1:7; assignee
files statement, Ag 28, 1:3; applies for per-
mission to sell chattels, S 1, 1:1; sells
grocery stock, ¼ 18, 1:6

Loans collection suit brought by Mrs. Elizabeth
Russell, O 19, 1:4; 1:5

Russell, Levi
Death, ¼ 25, 1:8; funeral, D 27, 4:2

Russell, Warner (Canal Fulton)
Arrested for robbery, escapes, J 19, 3:3

Russell & Co (Oatsville)
Leaves prevented, city merchants agree to accep-
ted notes, J 6, 2:3; shuts down, Ag 12, 2:3

Russells, Ohio
Bond issue for constable of town hall authorized
by same, J 13, 2:2

Russia
State rebuffs reef of bad agr crops, ed, J 17, 2:1
RYAN, THomas (Elctora)
Arrested on robbery chg, J 20, 2:2
RYAN, THomas (Youngtong)
Arrested on robbery chg, U 7, 2:3
RYAN, TIM (Ravena)
111 from taking horse medicine, My 9, 4:1
RYAN, WILLIAM J. (Owen also as Harry Williams
and Harry Long)
Fired for misbehavior, F 7, 4:2
RYAN, JOHN
Sentenced to jail for vagrancy, My 6, 2:3

S

SAIL, LEOHARD (Asaster)
Has robbed, suspect held, N 15, 2:4
SASSETT, H C (Cassay Top)
Farm purchased by Frank A Seiberling and Frank A Wilcox, No 2, 1:6
SAD IRON WORKS CO (Ravena)
Plant damaged by fire, My 9, 4:1
SALER, OLIV L.
Appts to bd of coos, Ap 22, 1:5; resigns, S 16, 1:6; praised for resignation from bd of city coos, ed, S 16, 2:2
Schnin disk screen for sewer, My 17, 1:7
SALER, H W
With Minor J Allen and William H Miller named in personal damage suit brought by Jeremiah Selin, My 2, 1:1
SAGERSVILLE ROPING SLATE CO
Names Aars & Herpin in collection suit, N 6, 1:4; D 10, 1:7
SAGERSPERG
Concludes concert at Clay, Jy 15, 2:7
SAGE, ARTHUR
Rese naturalization papers, N 4, 1:5
SAGE, CLARENCE
Returned from Martins on jumping board hall, J 18, 1:10
ST BERNARD ROMAN CATH CH
Holds picnic at Camp lake, Jy 26, 1:6
ST BERNARDS SCHOOL
Sponsors lecture on the Passion Play by Prof Turner, Jy 26, 4:5
ST COLUMBIA CH (Clay)
W P Gunther chosen architect for proposed new structure, F 27, 4:6
ST GEORGE, SONS OF.
See Sons of St George

ST JOHN'S ME CH (Clev)
Organ damaged by fire, Jy 27, 3:5
ST JOHN'S LUTHERAN GYM SOCIETY
Organizes, D 9, 3:5
ST MARK'S, OHIO
Fountain square destroyed by fire, Ap 12, 1:4
Hill authorizing bond issue for cost of elec.
lit and power plant to go on, My 3, 2:3
Investigation of river pollution ordered by state
bd of health, O 27, 3:4
ST MARK'S CATHOLIC CH
Young Ladies Socially soc holds social, D 13, 2:5
ST PATRICK'S DAY
Feature article, N 17, 2:3
Observ'd by Irish, N 18, 7:4
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CH
Confirmation services will be conducted by the
Rev Rev William Andrew Leonard, My 9, 5:6; holds
confirmation service, Rev Rev William A Leonard
preaching, My 6, 2:2
Calla Rev C W Hollister as pastor, My 8, 1:6
Gives Cantata Performance or Crown of Virtue,
My 27, 1:4
Holds picnic, My 1, 1:6
Rev A C More installed as assistant rector, Jy 31,
4:5
Ladies Aid soc elects officers, N 8, 8:2; gives
musical program and supper, N 17, 4:3; holds
sala, gives entertainment, D 22, 1:4
Brotherhood of St Andrew chapter 580 holds
musical and soc, N 16, 1:2; holds annual
meeting, elects officers for coming yr, N 15, 1:6
Presents Christmas cantata, program outlined,
D 28, 2:5
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL GUILD
Sunday school organized and officers elected,
J 3, 3:2
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL PARISH
Electa vestryman, Ap 3, 3:3
ST PETER'S CH (Cleavland)
Holds law fete, Jy 10, 1:2
ST SEBASTIAN SOCIETY VYES (Saline)
Incorporates, N 31, 1:4
ST TIMOTHY'S EPISCOPAL CH (Massillon)
Coronation for new ch laid, Jy 7, 1:4
ST VINCENT DE PAUL'S CH
Conducts Palm service, N 27, 4:2
Tradesmen instructed to remove stone wall to
prevent accidents, Jy 12, 1:2

ST VINCENT DE PAUL'S CH (cont)
Begin extension of steeple, Jy 27, 4:3
SALEM WORKS (Saline)
Discharge wire drawers for refusal to accept
wage reduction, O 7, 3:7
SALES, WILLIAM (Ionia)
Hold on chg of striking wife, Jy 23, 2:2
SALTER, JOHN
Bound to common pleas cht on chg of burglary by
R W Herkimer saloon, N 6, 1:4
SALEM
Movement to repeal Bayou's midnight closing
and opened, Jy 18, 2:4
Mayor requested to draw up and prohibiting use
of music, Jy 12, 1:2
Keepers held stae meeting, urge enforcement or
repeal of prohibition law, D 14, 2:5
Tabulations of bit tax law show decrease, N 6,
3:6
Gallipolis gambling ruled illegal by circuit ct,
N 9, 3:4
Number of saloonkeepers caused by financial
condition to go out of business, ed, O 6, 2:1
Many Youngstown saloons close because of low tax
law, D 7, 3:4
Keepers donate liberally to aid poor, O 14, 4:2
SALTOWN, WILLIAM (Canton)
Held on robbery chg, N 20, 2:3
SALVATION ARMY
Teaooms burned attacked when meeting is in
session, N 22, 2:3; serves dinner to poor
children, D 2, 2:2
SAIN, CHARLES
Named for intoxication, D 19, 4:3
SAPEL, JOHN
Named in promissory note collection suit by
Patrick Roas, Ap 3, 1:4; continued for sale,
distribution of assets, and possession of
promises ordered, D 31, 1:4
Files answer in money suit brought by first
Halt bank of Akron, N 10, 3:4
Named in collection suit by First Halt bank of
Allegheny (Penna), N 25, 1:7; sale confirmed,
deed ordered, decree for distribution issued by
agreement, O 20, 1:8
With C W Reesly named in collection suit by
German Savings Bank Co of Pittsburgh (Penna),
N 10, 3:5
SAMPLER, (Clay)
Burned in rescuing daughter from ap house fire,
D 24, 3:1
SAMPSON, OH Pleasure to
Assaulted, allegedly by Mrs Carrie Buskirk, D 27, 2/4
SAMES (MRS), ANNA (Clay)
Killed when struck by train, J 12, 3/1
SAMS, OLIVER
Telegrams wife after voluntary absence, 0 9, 1/8
SANKS, ABERG
Raped, H 15, 1/8
SANDERS, JAMES
Trial on chg of stealing coat from John Watkins cont'd, J 26, 1/8; J 27, 1/2; case discont'd, settled out of cl, J 1, 1/2
SANDERS, ROBERT (J 26, 3/4)
Named for slander in damage suit brought by George Hallick, D 15, 2/2
SANDERS, WILLIAM (Youngstown)
Assaulted by escaping gas, D 7, 3/4
SANDSON, ROBERT
Arrested in Adams County robbery, Ag 2, 1/7;
taken to Clev workhouse, Ag 3, 4/2; released, Ag 31, 1/5
SANDUSKY, OHIO
Bill passed in sun amending fire dept pension laws, F 28, 2/3
Named in property damage suit brought by Robert McAlvy, D 28, 2/3
SANDUSKY FISH CO
Incorporated, J 10, 3/8
Tug Aggie seized by Canadian authorities at Point Island, crew held on chg of fishing in Canadian waters, W 22, 2/4
SANDUSKY INS CO (Toledo)
Rearosed, M 11, 3/3
SANDUSKY IRON & MANOR ELEC RD CO
Named in attachment suit by Arrow Car co, Ag 15, 4/2; J C Gillis retailed app'd rear, Ag 22, 2/4
SANDUSKY, MILAN & HORNIR ELEC RD CO
Named in property damage suit by Erie county presa, J 28, 1/3; J 29, 2/2
SANDUSKY SAVINGS BANK
Placed in hands of rear, J 5, 1/4
SANDUSKY SOLICITORS' HOME
Trustees criticized for not reporting deficiencies, J 10, 2/5
SANDUSKY TOOL CO
Resumes operations, D 10, 3/4
SANDWICH ISLANDS
Annexation by US favored, ed, J 31, 2/1; advocated, ed, F 2, 2/2
SANDSKY, LUCIUS
Nine Robinson Bros in personal injury suit, Ag 11, 1/7; suit called, Je 16, 1/1; leave granted to plead to sign petition, D 26, 1/6
SANDERSON, ANDREW
Pension in radius of garbage and refuse disposal, W 4, 4/8
SANDERSON, HENRY C
Delivers address at YMCA on music gawl, F 14, 4/5
Damage suit against City of Akron settled, My 8, 1/2; 4/3
Article on legal decisions on Am-Abor and Lake Shore strike published in Journal of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engrs, Je 10, 1/1
Robbed, S 14, 1/1
Sauce for repair case against canal boat T Harvey, O 25, 4/2
SANITATION
Bill passed in house providing for codification of sanitary law discussed, W 2, 2/3
Bill to permit music guilds to submit bond issues during epidemics passed by sen, Ap 25, 2/5
Lack of sewer connections deemed cause of many dyspepsia cases, O 1, 4/2
SANITATOR CO (Cleveland)
Incorporated, Ap 7, 2/4
SAND, JOSEPH
Bill to permit change of family name to Sarnor passed by sen, Ap 13, 1/1
SANTON, BLANCHE
Death, Je 18, 1/5; funeral, Je 17, 4/2
SAPP (OR), L (Clev)
Accused of criminal carelessness in poison death of Mrs Gusty Snyder, F 28, 2/2
SARGENT, WILLIAM
Drowned at Vn Akron Point (OH) in wreck of S S Dean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie, O 16, 2/3
SARGENT, A H
Named to Akron health bd by city council, My 2, 1/4
SARGENT, O F
Distribution of proceeds ordered in suit against Clever Chambers, F 14, 1/5
SARGENT, JOHN (Cleveland)
Injured in fall, Ap 28, 4/5
SASS, OHAILIES (Youngstown)
Killed in mine coal bank, D 20, 2/2
SATOLLI (OHIO), P
High Catholic churchman criticized, ed, My 4, 2/1
SATTERLY, JOSEPH
Name Robinson Bros co in personal injury suit, Ag 11, 1/7; suit called, Je 16, 1/1; leave granted to plead to sign petition, D 26, 1/6
SAUER, H N
Injured in railway, O 28, 1/2
SAUER, ANDREW (Savings Bank (Defendant))
Fails, Je 5, 1/8
SAUER, JOHN
Fixed for drunkenness, F 11, 1/7
Heald on chg of larceny in robbery of J Harvey saloon, W 3, 3/4
SAUER, JULIUS (Newark)
Named for theft charge, J 13, 3/2
SAUER, CHOLAS
Sentenced to workhouse for petit larceny, My 6, 2/3
Fixed for intoxication, D 26, 3/2
SAUER, JOSEPH (Canton)
Beaten and robbed, John Owen, Richard Gagley, and William Mengero arrested, N 16, 2/5
SAUKON BRO'S
Duty collision with wagon, J 21, 1/4
SAVAGE, (Williamsport)
Injured in fight with cousin Underwood, J 12, 2/6
SAUER & TRUST CO
Suit against R W Harrington and others, sold cleared and deed ordered, D 26, 1/6
SAUER & TRUST CO (Cleveland)
Names Jacob and Catherine Good in promissory note suit, cross petition filed, Ag 20, 1/7
SAUER, JOHN
Fixed for intoxication, Ja 12, 1/8
SAUER, JOSEPH
Named with Andrew Yaskaski and Joseph Milekis in injunction suit brought by W C Hobley & Co, S 2, 7/3
SAUER, WILLIAM T
Suit against Adela E Speasord, property sale confirmed, J 5, 2/4
Property suit brought against Harriet Hall, real estate sale confirmed, My 8, 4/3
Chgg with contempt of cl for sitting in wrong place, Je 13, 1/7; case postponed, Je 19, 1/7; chg dismissed, Je 26, 1/1
Sawed for divorce by wife Sophia, W 2, 7/1
SAUER & KRIEGLER (Kent)
Delivery wagon wrecked by storm, My 24, 3/5
SAUL, ELIAS J
Partition and deed ordered in suit brought by Henry & Jones, Ap 28, 1/7
SAUL, HENRY B
Partition and deed ordered in suit brought against Elias J Jones, Ap 28, 1/7
SAUER, HERBERT S
Announced as new age of Akron Printing and Pub
co, J 5, 2/1
SAND, NARIEY (Yugoslavia)
Referenced, ed, F 14, 2/2
SCHAFF, JOHN (Clay)
Arrested on chg of inciting labor riot, S 7, 3/4
SCHIFFEiffel, N Y residents plan celebration for sinking ship, ed, My 30, 2/1
SCHAFFNER, THOMAS F
Name W L Reading in suit, dismissed, J 8, 2/2
SCHAFFNER, FRED
Injured while playing on gym bar, Ag 26, 8/2
SCHRAFF, FREDERICK
Four new cases filed, J 12, 4/2
Two cases filed at Hudson, quarantine imposed, J 13, 4/2
Case filed, J 13, 4/2
Case filed, J 14, 1/2
Treatment and seriousness discussed, F 6, 4/3
Epidemic at Hudson, F 16, 3/4
New cases listed, M 1, 1/5
Care against spread of disease through contact urged, N 8, 1/4
SCHREIBER, ELIZA
Named in real estate recovery suit by estate of Walter S Biglow, Ag 3, 4/2
SCHMAN, CASPER W
Divorce granted wife Claribel, J 12, 1/4
SCHMIDT, ELI
Ava (Ohio) resident found starving in Chicago, N 25, 2/5
SCHAFFNER (MRS), BARBARA
Killed when struck by train, M 13, 1/4
SCHNEIDER (MRS), BARBARA
Death declared accidental in coroner's verdict, M 16, 3/3
Amer's motion to settle case against CANC co granted, Ag 20, 4/4; amer Michael Shaner files inventory and final acct, J 14, 1/4
SCHNEIDER, GEORGE C
One candidate for 3rd ward council defeats W P Deland and 2 others, Ap 4, 1/2
SCHNEIDER, HENRY (Cleveland)
Saloon and music store destroyed by fire, Ag 10, 2/3
SCHNEIDER, PETER
Application for pardon to be made by Harry Riney, Ap 4, 3/8; pardoned from penitentiary, O 27, 1/8
1923

SCHILLING, GEORGE
Drowned at Van Wagon Point (N Y) i kn of SS Dean O'reilly during storm on Lake Erie, O 36, 2:3

SCHILLING, WILLIAM
Pardoned after conviction on larceny dgy, Ag 1, 6:5

SCHILLER, PHILIP
Arrested for assault on Henry, Ag 18, 1:3; fined, Ag 19, 1:15

SCHMIDT, FRANK
Obituary as John C Krakauer

SCHMIDT, FREDERICK
Killed on 360 near Nova, identified by wife, N 7, 1:2, 1:3

SCHMIDT, FREDERICK
Reprint of letter describing marriage ceremony and a music festival in Germany, 11r, Ap 17, 2:5

SCHMIDT, JOSEPH (Bemington Top)
Injured when meat hook in fall from barrel in meat house, N 17, 2:5

SCHOLLER, ALBERT
Fined for fighting, Ag 14, 4:3

SCHOLLER, JOHN
Granted pension, D 22, 3:3

SCHOLLER, JOHN (Clev)
Injured when struck by st car, Ja 23, 2:2

SCHOLLER, GEORGE
Drowned in well of Phoenix Brewery, Ag 7, 1:7

SCHOLLER, CHARLES
Arrested on chg of stealing at car, date of trial set, Ja 17, 2:5; bound to common pleas on chg, Ja 17, 1:2; pleaded not guilty to indictment, O 23, 1:1

SCHOLLER, GEORGE (Cuyahoga)
Barn and contents destroyed by incendiaric fire, O 12, 3:2

SCHOLLER, JOSEPH (Cuyahoga)
In store robbery, O 27, 7:3

SCHOLLER, MANSION
Named in collection suit brought by Nathaniel Myers, My 8, 8:13

1924

SCHMITT, JOSEPH
Arrested for assault and battery, battery, Ag 2, 1:7

SCHMITT, POLICE CHIEF, (Clev)
Resign, Ja 20, 2:1

SCHMITT, AURORA (Clev)
Robbed, A C Farnham, Ja 15, 1:12

SCHNEIDER, CLAIR
Named in judgment suit by R W Thompson, N 14, 1:17

SCHNEIDER, SYLVIA
Estate ad 8 B Wellesire files bill of sale, N 25, 1:7

SCHNEIDER, UNREST
Wine damage suit against Phoenix Brewing co, Ja 9, 1:17; John 11, 1:3

SCHNEIDER, PETER
Names City of Akron in collection suit, F 2, 4:3

SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM
Alleged to have attempted suicide by poisoning, Ja 15, 1:3

SCHNEIDER, CHARLES
Names Daniel O'Meara in suit for accounting and applet of ever, F 10, 1:7; action dismissed by plaintiff, O 5, 1:5

SCHNEIDER, LOUIS
With Frank Sell names Summit County in injunction suit, Ja 12, 1:3

SCHNEIDER, HENRY (Strandonville)
Supt of Ave Glass works resigns, O 23, 7:2

SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM
Denies suicide rumor, Ja 16, 1:7

SCHNEIDER, GEORGE (Cuyahoga)
Barn and contents damaged by incendiaric fire, O 12, 3:2

SCHNEIDER, JOHN
Killed when caught in pulley of sawmill machinery, Ja 6, 2:5

SCHNEIDER, HENRY
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 25, 1:8

SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM
Hearing in error case against F Schneider Milling co begun, Ap 28, 1:10; error suit ended, Ap 22, 2:5; appeal to sup of filed by plaintiff, Ja 28, 1:1

SCOFF, JOHN
Named in collection and foreclosure suit brought

1925

SCHRITZ, JOHN (cont)
by Cornwell estate, N 10, 1:5

SCHOOL
Summertown school suspected, ed, Ja 17, 2:1

Compulsory vaccination of school children ruled by state bd of health, O 27, 2:4

AKRON
Attendance at start of new term shows decrease, Ja 4, 1:2

Attendance improving, regi Supt Elias Franzel, Ja 5, 1:3

Supt Franzel gives instructions concerning conduct of schools during smallpox epidemic, Ja 20, 1:4; recommends establishing of maternal school, 11r, 1:7

Parents urged to patronize local schools, ed, N 10, 2:1

Inefficiency of county system criticized, 11r, N 11, 3:7

Citizens sign petitions seeking new bd, N 20, 3:4

Plan to celebrate Arbor day, Ap 27, 4:2; observe Arbor day, Ap 28, 3:2

Additional bids urged, M 10, 2:1

Observance of Memorial day ordered by Supt Franzel, My 27, 3:2

Closing work and schedule of exercises given, Ja 16, 1:5

High school attendance compared with other Ohio cities, ed, Ja 22, 2:1

Water turned off for failure to pay bills, Ag 17, 1:3

Teachers' exam conducted by city bd of school examiners, Ag 31, 1:5

Reopen, attendance increase rapid, S 5, 3:2; S 6, 3:4

Condolence by Akron Daily Democrat for failing to provide free books refused, ed, O 13, 2:1

Board of Education

Dissesses absence, venue to pay bills, studies heating costs, Ja 4, 1:7

Resume of regular meeting, Ja 10, 1:5; F 1, 4:4; F 15, 1:3; rect of school sept, F 15, 1:3

Resume of business transacted, N 1, 4:4; M 15, 1:7; N 26, 4:4; Ap 12, 1:3

A J Ramsey announces candidacy for clerk, Ap 7, 4:4

Architects' plans for annexes at Crosby and Allen schools adopted, Ap 12, 1:3
1903

SCHOOLS - BARBERTON

Bid of educ bonds sold to W J Hayes, Ja 3, 1/6

DAVIS

Hammond’s store pub monthly attendance rept, O 4, 1/4

CANTON

Bill reducing bd of educ membership and providing for election passed by house, N 1, 2/3

Bid of educ embossed, Oliver F Shawl ntel held, S 19, 1/4

CLINTON

Dir elec, financial repts given, Ap 19, 2/5

COPPERVILLE

Bldg destroyed by fire, Kabel Porter and John Johnson burned to death, Melvin and Charles Chambers severely burned, D 2, 2/4

DIAMONDA FALLS

Oberlin Arbor day, Ap 26, 2/2

Bid of educ appr Fannie Lefevre and Bertha Freeman teachers, Ja 5, 1/4

Frank Stuart elected dir, Ap 13, 4/2

GREENVEX

D O Myers applied sup, Ap 21, 1/6

HOLLINGER DIST

S P Waymundo elected dir, Ap 19, 2/5

KERSH

Board of Education

Elect officers, Ap 20, 1/8

Reemploys entire staff of teachers, My 24, 3/5

Employ James E Coke as principal of he, My 31, 4/3

Elects W J Dodge principal, awards heating contract to Bennett & Pack, Je 6, 6/4

Dr J W Davis truss, S 2, 7/1

KIRKBY

John H Loper elected book custodian, S 20, 4/3

MACEDONIA

Closed due to black diphtheria case, S 20, 1/2

MARTIN’S FERRY

Closed for duration of diphtheria epidemic, S 26, 4/3

MILLIKEN

Principal H W Hahn dismissed, N 26, 2/4

1903

SCHOOLS (cont)

MAHONING

T J Shawe resigns as sup, D 2, 1/5

NEWARK

Capt F S Steele reelected teacher of penmanship and drawing, Je 25, 1/3

NORTHFIELD

Hattie Martin and Lottie Riddle hired by bid of educ to teach spring term, Ap 27, 3/4

Closes as teachers visit World’s Fair, D 11, 4/5

OHIO

Daughter bill restricting occupation of state corps passed, Ja 10, 1/7

Legis prohibiting state corps from serving in private or pub schools passed by house of repres, Ja 11, 2/2

Bill to prevent cor patients from holding any other position while in office passed by house, Ja 24, 1/2

Bill passed by legist making appropriation for support of common schools, Ja 25, 2/2

Legis proposed to establish kindergarten in major cities, F 4, 1/1

Bill introduced in sen regulating number of dir in trms, F 10, 3/2

Justice for rural schools advocated, 1br, F 11, 3/7

Bill providing for free books not expected to pass, F 18, 1/5

Proposed legis discussed, F 23, 1/7

Griffin bill to provide free text books defeated by house, Ap 13, 1/1

Effort made by house to repeal law abolishing top bds of educ, N 20, 1/7

Bill to provide for uniform teachers’ exam passed by house, Ap 25, 2/6

Bill to establish kindergarten classes passed by legis, Ap 27, 1/8

Celebration of Arbor day praised, ed, Ap 27, 2/2

PARADISE

German Lutheran school held exam, N 24, 1/4

German Catholic school employ new teaching staff, Ap 31, 1/4

PIQUA

Bill authorizing bond issue for conct of new bldg passed by house, F 9, 2/4

ROSTOWN

Principal K W Hahn dismissed, N 26, 2/4

1903

SCHOOLS (cont)

SANDUSKY

Prof E J Dyeves reelected sup, N 22, 4/3

Order requiring vaccination of school children resigned by city council, D 12, 2/2

SMITHFIELD TWP

Bill creating special dist passed in house, N 3, 2/3

SPRINGFIELD

Bid members and levies for yr listed, Ap 19, 2/5

SUMMIT COUNTY

Frederick Schene applied to bd of exam, S 2, 7/3

Better system of top supervision explained, 1br, N 18, 2/7

UNION COUNTY

Og of use of Darby top funds by Luth parish school substanated by investigator N S Matthews, My 4, 2/4

UNITED STATES

Pope’s attitude on educ of Cath children in pub school system approved, ed, Ap 10, 2/1

System to be examined by English mission, Je 27, 2/2

WINFIELD

Closed by diphtheria epidemic, D 17, 2/3

WEXNA

Capt F S Steele reelected teacher of penmanship and drawing, Je 25, 1/3

SCHERING, CHRISTOPHER (Toldeo)

Murrer Hess Sharp, comits suicide, N 3, 3/5

SCHREINER, HENRY

Sue stolen, Earnest Hertzel, Bud Talcott, and Bud Williams, N 2, 4/5

SCHREINER & PFEIFER

Name Charles A and Ellen Norris and William Wolf in collection and real estate conveyance suit, N 3, 1/5

SCHROEDER, GEORGE A

Sed for divorce by wife Mary Katherine, N 22, 1/7

SCHROEDER, EUGENE H

Abba H Vaugh appointed guardian, Je 19, 12/4

SCHROEDER, RALPH

Suicide, D 26, 3/4

SCHROEDER (CON), WILLIAM

Addresses Buckley post No 12 and Buckley Relief corps CAR, Ja 7, 7/2
SCHNEIDER (INDOR), WILLIAM (cont)
Estate exec files final account, My 25, 3:4
Honored by Buckley post GAR, 5 2, 1:4
SCHOPF, F H (North Springfield)
Res robbery, Ag 23, 3:3
SCHROEDER, GEORGE
Nelson for new trial on chg of opening saloon on election day overruled, Je 20, 1:2
SCHROEDER, LOUIS (Suffield)
Robbery attempt frustrated, Mr 10, 4:2
SCHULZ, CARL (Willimantic)
Injured when caught in fodder cutter, O 30, 2:3
SCHULZY, GAINEY H (Cuy Falls)
Missing, believed thrown from buggy into river, My 9, 1:1; missing, search continues, My 11, 1:6; My 12, 1:5; search for body in Cuy river continues, My 15, 1:2; My 25, 2:2; reward offered for recovery of body, My 31, 1:3; disappearance cleared up, Je 1, 1:8
SCHULZ (ORG), CHARLES
Insulted, beats and throws assistant out of depot, D 8, 2:4
SCHULTZ, HENRY (Dunson)
Injured when scaffold collapses, Je 14, 1:6
SCHULTZ, MICHAEL (Lebanon)
Beaten by elder brother, F 9, 3:3
SCHULTZ, F R (Marion)
Arrested for horse stealing, Ag 17, 3:2
SCHUMACHER, FERDINAND
Prohibitionist candidate for last ward councilman defeated by repub W F Miller, Ag 4, 1:2
Money suit brought against Wille Ferguson, petition dismissed, Je 5, 1:5
Demand against and investment of borrowed money cause of financial distress, ltr, Ag 10, 4:3
Success of oatmeal mfg business related, Ag 22, 1:7
Feature article on early career, Ag 23, 2:4
Mgr, 3 12, 6:4
Defends adm of Bucshel call Press Cone, ltr, O 26, 4:3
SCHUMACHER (ORS), FERDINAND (Hermon)
Death, Je 1, 1:4; obituary, Je 2, 1:1; funeral, Je 2, 1:3; Je 3, 1:7; 3:7; will filed, Je 7, 2:6
SCHUMACHER, WILLIAM (Cov)
Killed when drawn into machine at Clew Paper co, Je 17, 2:5

1893

SCHUMACHER, P MILLING CO
Name collection suit by Bradford Holcomb, Ag 14, 1:7; filing answer, My 15, 1:3
SCHUMACHER, P MILLING AGB
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Je 9, 1:2
Holds annual picnic at Silver Lake, Ky 17, 1:4
SCHUMACHER & GAMMETER
Bldg damaged by fire, Otto Jenosch overcome by smoke, Mr 31, 1:8
SCHUMANN BLEUQUINETTE
Concert, Ap 28, 1:4
SCHUMANN, A (Cont)
Injured in bldg collapse, Ap 25, 3:2
SCHUMPACK, JACOB
Wins collection suit against Aaron White Sand & Slime co, Ag 27, 1:7; decision appealed, S 25, 1:17
SCHUMPMERGER, L V (Youngtown)
Res robbed, N 29, 2:5
SCHUTTLE, CHARLES
Escapes from Marseilles jail, Je 10, 2:5
SCHWAN, EDMUND C
Name collection suit against Valetta White Sand & Slime co, Ag 27, 1:7; decision appealed, S 25, 1:17
SCHWAN, GEORGE H (Cov)
Appeal assignee of Kermud House, My 10, 1:4
SCHWARTZ, LEO (Ledyard)
Robbed, John Hayer and "Bulky" Klime arrested, Je 20, 4:3
SCHUMER, WILLIAM E (Canton)
Sentenced to penitentiary on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, N 24, 3:5; taken to penitentiary, N 24, 2:7
SCHUTZ, DIER
With Jesse E and Annie Ryeer named in collection suit by Salam W Nelson, N 20, 1:6
SCHUMRINGER, ALEXANDER
Escapes from Cells jail, Je 26, 3:1
SCHUSTER (ORG), HENRY
Injured when car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
SCHWARTZ, F
Sentenced of money by bogus receipt at ARR, F 15, 3:5
SCIENTIFIC CLUB
Sponsors address by Prof E W Clapp on power of environment over heredity, F 9, 4:4
Holds meeting, hears address on physical con at of the ear by Dr Kent 0 Falls, Ap 13, 4:4

1892

SCIENTIFIC CLUB (Cont)
Exec com holds meeting, N 4, 1:3
SCIOTO GAZETTE
Conducts with Cheilchottic Leader, known as Leader-gazette, N 20, 2:2
SCIOLO (ORG)
Leaves along west side deemed property of state, S 24, 2:2
SCOTT, BEAUNO (Cont)
Plays 5th annual conv at Springfield, pari, My 9, 2:4
SCOTT, WILLIAM
Subject of lecture by Samuel Philips Leland before North Hill ME ch, Ap 4, 2:3
SCOTT, EDWARD (Cont)
Found guilty of grand larceny, O 11, 2:3
SCOTT, FRED
Sought on assault chg, O 31, 4:3
SCOTT, HARRY
Placed guilty to chg of larceny, F 27, 1:2; fined and sentenced to Clev workhouse, F 28, 1:6
SCOTT, JAMES (Alliance)
Injured when struck by cannon, Je 10, 2:5
SCOTT, PETER
Fined for intoxication, My 29, 1:3
SCOTT, R
Fined for intoxication, My 3, 4:4
SCOTT, SHEPPARD (Tolland)
Missing, S 14, 1:4
SCOTT, W B (Norwich)
Stare robbed, O 20, 2:2
SCOTT (GIRLS, Hosmer)
Press of Hosser call invited to give address at banquet to be given by Ohio soc of N Y, D 1, 2:2
SCOTT (ROV), CURING
Criticize ARR for statements concerning Bapt Ministers’ conf, ltr, N 30, 3:3
SCOTT (ROV), JACSON
Sentenced for vagrancy, O 12, 4:6
SCOTT (ROV), TULLY
Fines verdict in damage suit brought against Joseph G Empht, F 1, 1:3
SCOTT (ROS), (Owens)
Debated, John Damson arrested, Ag 31, 3:2
SCOLLEY, PATRICK
Injured in brain collision, O 20, 1:5
SCOLLEY, PATRICK
Injured in brain collision, O 20, 1:5

1894

SCOTT, RALEIGH (Cont)
In 1894, 7:1; verdict appealed by Charles Templeton, O 30, 1:7

SCOTT, HARRY

SCOTT, LAFAYETTE (Cont)
In 1894, 7:1; verdict appealed by Charles Templeton, O 30, 1:7
SEIDELING, JOHN F (cont.)
Head of West Exchange at firm reshuffling, D 0, 2, 6
Comments on business and economic conditions of nation, N 27, 1, 6
SEIDELING, NATHAN
Estate execuses James F and M A Seibeling file partial acquits and affidavit for extension, D 8, 1, 4
SEIDELING FAMILY
Helds reunion, Jc 28, 1, 4
SEIDELING, J F & CO
Names Akron Supply co, AMC and MPR and 20 other, D 10, 6, 1
Receives car of lumber from Akron Supply Co, Jc 19, 3, 5
Names filed in suit against Akron Supply co and others, F 13, 1, 3
Named in personal damage suit brought by Conrad Camp, S 10, 2, 1; suit heard, D 10, 2, 1; losses suit, D 10, 1, 2; plaint files motion for new trial, D 10, 1, 2; motion for new trial granted, D 10, 2, 1
Grant of right-of-way for at train line by Guy Falls council, Jc 9, 1, 4
Named in damage suit by John Busak estate, S 10, 1, 5
Ader of East Gravel estate George C Kohler granted authority to compromise claims against co, N 23, 1, 7
Flame to resipn, D 8, 6, 1
Named in collection suit brought by DAMC re co, D 10, 2, 1
SEIDENDIHL MILLING CO
Settles collection suit with George D Nichols out of cl, Jc 12, 1, 3
SEIDENBURG MILLING CO
Settles collection suit with George D Nichols out of cl, Jc 12, 1, 3
SEIDENBURG MILLING CO
Settles collection suit with George D Nichols out of cl, Jc 12, 1, 3
SEIDENBURG MILLING CO
Seated by guards, dropped causing flow when oil in LittleGuy river, H 12, 4, 4
SEITZ, GEORGE
Estate inventory filed, F 1, 2
SEITZ, GEORGE
Distilled from tobacco, D 10, 8, 3
Fixed for intoxication, D 10, 1, 5
Sentence for assault, battery and, and cutting with intent to wound in assault on Seitz Hymers, Jc 11, 1, 5; taken to Clev hospital, H 10, 1, 17
SEIL, FRANK
With Louis C Schmidt names Summit county in tax inspection suit, Jc 12, 1, 3
Names nelson S Swiat in restraining suit, order contd, Jc 13, 1, 3
SEJBAK, WILLIAM
Seized wife for divorce, N 17, 2, 3
SENGER, WILLIAM
Pat Cheney and William Half escape from Tiffin jail, A 23, 2, 1
Named in collection suit brought by Andie Uhlbrich, D 11, 1, 3
County court issues bail for names of John Carman and Fred Lawrence are set to be paroled, D 27, 2, 4
SENGER COUNTY MUTUAL FIRE INS CO
Bill introduced in legis to revive charter, Jc 10, 1, 1
SEND, ERWIN
Arrested in robbery of John Head store, D 9, 4, 2; bound to appear on charge of larceny and assault and battery, D 10, 1, 3
SENGEN, NANCY
Name property for property claim from City of Akron, F 25, 1, 6; D 27, 1, 6; award of jury confirmed, City of Akron ordered to pay claim, F 25, 2, 2; city appeals decision, N 3, 1, 8; wines lost suit, N 2, 1, 6
SEND, KATE
With James Atwood named in collection suit by Casper L Kempel and John R Hurst, S 25, 1, 7
SENTINEL, JOSEPH
Named in collection suit by Henry Snyder & Wilcox Mfg co, D 1, 1, 2
Bill to permit changing of family name to Seymour by motion, H 7, 1, 2
SENTER, B T
Appled fish and game near by Gov William McKinley, D 20, 1, 2
SENTHORE, ANGELINE
Death, Jc 26, 2, 2; will, Jc 26, 1, 8; funeral announcement, F 4, 3, 4; funeral, F 4, 2, 1
SENTHORE, JUSTINE
Sought on theft charge, escape after chase by sheriff, Jc 15, 1, 6
Hunts from Clev city prison, Jc 11, 1, 2
Arraigned at Dayton for embezzlement, Jc 17, 1, 2; brought from Clevcourt for embezzlement, Jc 17, 1, 2; arraigned for embezzlement, cas contd, Jc 18, 1, 4; admitted to bail, Jc 19, 1, 5; dismissed from embezzlement charge, D 19, 1, 4; 1, 5
SERFASS, ADAM H
Estate files final acct, Jc 25, 1, 6
SERFASS, NICHOLAS (Clev)
Debtors when boat over turns in rescue attempt, D 19, 1, 7
SEWELL (Owens) v. MAY WRIGHT
Addresses 325 1st St, Middletown, CT, 06457
Since 1961
Agreed by deed of estae execs, Ag 13, 2

SEWELL, L. H.
Presents plan for relief of local gvt, 1st, Ja 14, 3, 4

Named by Thomas H. Naughton in collection suit, My 1, 3, 4; loss suit, My 31, 1, 5
With William H. Staller and wife named in collection suit by Aaron Bigg & Loan assn, Ag 10, 1, 8
Named in collection suit by Blue Pond Park co, 0 9, 1, 6

SANDER (Owens), LOUIS
Res robbed, Ja 27, 3, 2

SOMER, J. HARSHON
Wine ejectment suit against Nancy Crawford, My 13, 7, 3

SEDEN PIGE
Due denunciation of smer pipe for Scottish pipe deemed pitiable demography, ed, Ag 12, 2, 1

SEDGE, A.
Ord reappling and providing for constable in dist No 0 passed by council, F 24, 3, 8

Resolution to constable servo from west line of Valley st to natural water course passed by council, Ap 1, 7, 7; Ap 14, 3, 6

Ord passed for special assessment to constable along Dixon place to Carroll st, for special assessment to construct along parts of each and Market sts, for constable along parts of case ave and approved at 11, 2, 1

Residents of South Akron protest constable of sewer on South Main and other st, My 9, 3, 4

Title given for constable of forge at sewer, My 11, 1, 4

W E Young aspt to secure right-of-way for Wolf Lodge sewer, My 11, 1, 4

Resolution passed by council for freeholders' rem on estimated assessment for constable on case ave and approved at 11, 2, 1

Named by Aaron Library bd by city council, My 2, 1, 4

Named in equity suit by Daniel Ackerman, F 8, 1, 4; suit dismissed at plaintiff's cost, F 15, 2, 3

SCHAEFFER, A.
Ord 25, 7; suit dismissed at plaintiff's cost, My 20, 7, 5; notice of estimated assessment for constable in Marshall ave, Je 10, 7, 5

Ord to issue bonds for constable in Oakdale ave passed by city council, My 19, 3, 6; bids asked for on bonds for constable, My 20, 7, 5; notice of estimated assessment for constable in Oakdale ave, Je 10, 7, 5

Constable of sewer in Sherman st planned by city council, My 25, 1, 8

Special tax levy for constables in Croyse and 2 other areas passed by city council, Je 2, 3, 6

Ord passed to assess property owners for constable of sewer on Main st by council, Je 9, 3, 6

City cem 0 S Sadler invents disk screen, Jy 17, 1, 7

Bids asked for constable of sect 5-7 on Exchange st, of sect B of Arlington st between Johnson st and Second ave, of sect 5 of Arlington st from Market to N 17, 3, 6

Ord passed by council for special assessment for constable in Arlington st from Market to Johnson st, in Arlington st from Johnson to Second ave, and in Exchange st from Broad st, N 21, 1, 7

Bids asked for on bonds for constable in Oakdale and approved at 11, 2, 1

Ord for special assessment for constable along Dixon place to Carroll st, for special assessment to construct along parts of each and Market sts, for constable along parts of Case ave and approved at 11, 2, 1

Sho Finest sentence on perjury charge at penticounty, under ruling by Ohio supreme court, No 30, 1, 3; rearrested and returned to penticounty to finish term for perjury, No 30, 1, 3; rearrested and returned to penticounty to finish term for perjury, No 30, 1, 3; rearrested and returned to penticounty to finish term for perjury, No 30, 1, 3

SWAN, JOHN
Arrested and fined for calling Hannah Hutchins bad name, Ag 5, 3, 4

SWANK, (Troy)
Murder trial, confesses, Jy 22, 2, 2

SWARM (Owens), CLARENCE (Havana)
Injured when horse runs away, Je 2, 1, 4

SWINGET, J H (Coralville)
Horse and buggy found near Tallmadge, O 20, 1, 6; O 31, 1, 5

SHARP, BESSE (Toledo)
Murdered by Christopher Scholinger, N 3, 3, 5

SHARP, CHARLES
Wine damage suit against CASR cc, O 2, 2, 2

SHARP, FRED
Popular candidate for 6th ward council defeated by repub H W Hart, Ap 4, 1, 2

SHARP, THOMAS (Cleveland)
Identified as body found at Sherman House in Redwood, N 7, 2, 2

SHATTUCK, JACOB
See Shaffer, Jacob

SHATTUCK, C F
Claw house taken over for mortgage claims by Blumenthal Bros and Falsehend Bros & co of N Y, O 21, 1, 4

SHATTUCK, CHARLES (Ontario)
Ejects plaintiffs, Ja 21, 3, 2; shuts down, Ag 1, 4, 4

SHAW, (Stanimorel)
Res destroyed by fire, Ag 16, 3, 3

SHAWEL, OLIVER P (Grevenia)
Missing, S 24, 1, 2; still missing, S 15, 1, 4
S 16, 2, 3; S 18, 1, 5; S 19, 1, 4; chgd with embezzling Canton school bd funds, store attached by Joseph Wise, S 19, 1, 4; missing, S 20, 4, 3; disappearance remains mystery, S 21, 1, 4; friends try to explain absence, O 12, 1, 3; amount victim recovers money in lawsuit (Kuhn), O 18, 1, 8

SHAW, (Owens), Funeral, Ja 11, 3, 5

SHAW, JOHN
Arrested and fined for calling Hannah Hutchins bad name, Ag 5, 3, 4

SHAW, (Troy)
Murder trial, confesses, Jy 22, 2, 2

SHAW (Owens), CLARENCE (Havana)
Injured when horse runs away, Je 2, 1, 4

SHAW (Owens), CLARENCE (Havana)
Injured when horse runs away, Je 2, 1, 4
SHAW, A (Ada)
Burned by fire, Aug 30, 4:4

SHAW, CHARLES
See Low, H W (Osage)

SHAW, CHARLES F (Carlos)
With Thomas B Williams, W M Miller, W Frost, A Betts, R W Brom, and T R Rosendale incorporates to build elec interurban, O 18, 3:3

SHAW, CHET
Salary collection suit against Akron Gas & Oil co settled, Je 12, 1:4

SHAW, GEORGE (Gallia County)
Stabbed at Clipper Mills by unknown assailant, 0 26, 3:4

SHAW, HURLEY
Harley Wyckoff, paid guardian, Ja 6, 4:1

SHAW, WM
With G D (Giva)
Decision reserved in epsilin suit against Harvey Mouser assignee, My 8, 1:5; summary maintained, plaintiff to file amended petition, dft excepted, My 26, 1:5; dismisses suit, 0 8, 1:4

SHAY, JAMES (Dayton)
Robbed and beaten by 2 unknown men, 0 7, 2:4

SHAY, SUSAN (Mahrer)
Name John Herrold in damage suit, N 30, 2:2

SHEA, DAN (Kent)
Room leased, William Bell held, S 2, 2:1

SHEA, MICHAEL O'DONNELL
Appoint as messenger to Free Grove Cleveland praised, ed, My 10, 2:2

SHEAFT (Miss): (Clay)
Estate damage suit against Penna rlr co settled, Ju 8, 2:2; 7:2

SCHILLER, SIMON (Salinaville)
Captured by police and held on chg of murdering James Barnes, F 18, 3:6

SCHUPP
Frighted Leech Lamb owned by Victor Grable, N 24, 1:2

Bill providing settlement by county courts for sheep killed by dogs passed by house, My 26, 2:1

SCHWERER, JOHN
Found drowned in lake at Soldiers' home, believed suicide, 0 2, 1:5

SHEATON, CURTIS (Gatesville)
Attempts to frustrate by burning D C Stonecreek's tea
teachers' qualifying exam in his place, Ap 17, 2:2

SHEFFLER, O D
Held on chg of robbing Louisville po, Je 30, 1:6

SHELDON, OCTAVIAN
Suffolk v F Stilbaugh settled, Je 7, 1:8

SHELDON, WILLIAM H
Suffolk v Ed Pringle settled, Je 7, 1:8

SHELDON PETE: FUR FACTORY (Kent)
Close plant temporarily because of financial crisis, Ap 2, 1:5; L P Peters applied reap, Aug 12, 1:2

SHELDON, E H (Goldfield)
Injured when kicked by horse, Ju 24, 4:4

SHELDON, FRANK AND HENNA
Pardonably conduct chg dismissed, S 14, 3:3

SHELDON, HENNA: See Sheldon, Frank

SHEPHERD, W E
Awarded costs for carrying mail, AG 9, 1:7

SHEPHARD, F
Sentenced to 60 days for vagrancy, 0 5, 4:2

SHEPHERD, FRANK (Carlos)
Murdered, body burned in straw stack, Ag 26, 2:6

SHEPHERD (Rev), J F
Exposes ex-Pre V Rutherford B Hayes, Mr 13, 4:3

SHERON, Myr, 1:3; My 29, 2:5

SHERON on evictions, Ju 3, 2:2

SHERON on pasteur of First United Brethren ch, S 5, 3:2

SHERON: JOHN (Wellston)
Injured in fight with Tia Nash, Ag 5, 3:3

SHERARD, HENRY
Fined for jumping in moving train, S 29, 1:1

SHERARD, C C
Named in collection suit by Jeremiah Oline and creditors of A W Fishburn, Ap 24, 1:1

SHERARD: See damaged by lightning, Ju 3, 1:4

SHERARD: See damaged by lightning, S 3, 1:3

SHERARD: See name of George Weyhe and George Holman in property damage suit, Ju 15, 1:2; suit dismissed, Je 17, 12:3

SHERARD BROTHERS
With Frank Hafkeniester granted patent on pneumatic tire, May 22, 1:5

SHERARD HILL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Christmas holiday program, Ja 3, 4:4

SHERARD: See Children's day, Je 19, 3:4

SHERARD (GK)
Builds new home in Washington D C, 0 10, 5:7

SHERARD (GK) v Ghent
Repub principles defended, ed, 5, 2:2

SHERBERY (GK)
Urges candidacy of Gov William McKinley for pres, N 8, 3:7

SHERMAN, HENRY F
Death, Je 3, 5:5; Mr 14, 2:5

SHERMAN, LESTER B (Gatesville)
Res robbed, O 26, 4:2

SHERMAN: See James Rowly held, 0 2, 8:6

SHERMAN BRIGADE
Names date for Ashland reunion, Je 20, 2:5

SHERMAN SHIPBUILDING ACT
Repeal probabilities questioned, ed, Ju 19, 2:2

SHERMAN: See James Rowly held, 0 2, 8:6

SHERWOOD (Gen) J R (Canton)
Names J J Clark in personal injury suit, Ju 2, 2:1

SHERY, PATRICK
Injured in fight with Theodore Knauss, F 6, 1:3

SHERARD (Miss), MAGGIE
Suicide, Je 6, 1:3

SHERLIS, A W (Carlos)
Injured on blacksmuling attempt chg against Wilber F Eberly, S 30, 3:6

SHERLIS (Miss), B. See Shields, W S P

SHERLIS, HENRY B (Chicago)
Protests innocence of kidnapping chg, 0 27, 2:4

SHERLIS, PETER
Granted pension, 0 22, 3:3

SHERLIS (Miss), SHARON (Cudahy)
Holds 6th annual family reunion, Ju 19, 4:4

SHERLIS, W S P AND MISS B
Injured in train collision at Monroeville, O 23, 3:4

SHERLIS, WILLIAM (Sidney)
Burned to death at Smothers farm when he faints and falls into brush fire, N 15, 2:7; N 17, 2:2

SHERLING BRGS

SHERMAN, CHARLES F
Name FARM rlr in collection suit, 0 20, 1:6

SHERMAN, ROBERT (Barbabetville)
Elopes with Mrs Rosalee Holder, N 22, 7:4

SHERMAN, C L
Named in collection and foreclosure suit brought by Carroll estate, N 10, 1:5

SHERMAN ORPHEUM, W O
Excepted avoided from real estate article in the Convention Circular, Ap 14, 2:3

SHERMAN AND SHIPPS
Expression of policies of repub party during

SHIPS AND SHIPBUILDING (cont)
Inauguration of W A Emery Merchant Marine praded, ed, F 23, 2:1

Loss of Harmon as prophet of evil, ed, Mr 15, 2:2

Breakdown of passenger ships criticized, ed, Ap 11, 2:1

Further shortening of time and space in record voyages of Campania and N Y boats, ed, My 15, 2:1

Wooden vessels believed obsolete, ed, Je 1, 2:1

Voyage to end for reopening of station there discussed, ed, Je 20, 2:1

SHIPBUILDING
Development in interior of country discussed, ed, Ag 19, 2:1

Speed premium clause in coast trade, ed, U 21, 2:1

SHIRL, DANIEL S
Files answer and error petition in suit of Lilly, Brackett & co against Jacob Good and others, S 25, 1:7

SHIRL, WILLIAM
Injured in jump from train, 0 13, 4:3

SHIRTH, EDWARD (Logan)
Adjudged insane, Ap 7, 2:7

SHIVES, L M
Reelected asup of Sandozky pub schools, Mr 22, 4:3

SHOF, LEARER F
Named in injunction and equitable relief suit by Barrett Brewing co, 5 26, 1:7; demurrer sustained, 0 4, 1:6

SHOF, W F (Carlos)
Arrested on forgery chg, 0 12, 1:2

SHODHOFER, G S (Inland)
Injured when he slips and falls, D 23, 4:5

SHODHOFER, JACOB
Mary Showman appel adzes of estate, Ag 17, 1:7; Ag 26, 7:5

SHOES
Blocking machine predicted to supplant bootblacks, 0 5, 2:2

SHOOF, FRANK
Injured by blasting gas at Akron Gas works, Mr 13, 8:1

SHOF, DANIEL S
Name Harvey Mouser in collection suit, 0 8, 1:3

SHOF LINE BY
Train jumps track near Attica, 2 persons injured, N 24, 3:3

Shoaf depot robbed, N 30, 2:2
SLOTTER, A J
Injured in train collision near Mantua (I11.), 1 10, 1;1

SMAWTET, PHILLIP E
Estate files final acct, Ag 9, 4 2

SMAKEL, SAMUEL
Property appraised at 75 dollars in suit brought by J V Kretzhoem, Dy 7, 1;0; private sale order issued, Jy 18, 3;3; loss property sale suit, Ag 3, 4 3

SMIYER, WILLIAM
Granted pension, 0 22, 3;3

SMOKE, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 3 2

SNEET, T J
Allegedly assaults Anna Brauer, resigns as mpt of Miamisburg schools, 0 2, 1;5

SNEID, JOHN C (Langen)
Suicide, Ja 17, 5 3

SNEIZ, CARL
On trial, rex damaged by fire, 0 23, 1;5

SNET, GEORGE
Burned by fire, Jy 24, 2 4

SNIER, JESSE
Barber shop robbed, My 15, 1 2

SNOCK, JACOB AND REBECCA
Fined for disorderly conduct, Jy 1, 1;4; Jy 9, 1;4

SNOCTONROER, E J (Koontz)
Robbed, N 30, 5 3

SNOFFED, CHARLES
Files warrants for arrest of George Smith and father on theft chg, Jy 25, 4 4

SNOFFER, W (Coles)
Finds abandoned infant on doorstep, 0 2, 3;5

SNIII, J (United States)
Appd postmaster, Ap 15, 3 8

SNOW, J L
Assaults Steele, 0 31, 1;5

SNORII, AGER AND SAD (Koontz)
Arrested for robbing freight cars, 0 20, 1;5

SNOOR, SAM. See Shunklin, Ager

SNOOT, GUSTAVE HENRY
Criminal case voided under order of estate, N 13, 1;4

SNUT, ALICE
Assaulted, Arthur Freer arrested and fined, Ap 5, 3 4

SNUT, CHARLES
Appd gen mgr Baker & McCullar co, Ap 29, 1;3

SNUT, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ap 24, 4 1

SNUT (HS), MARY
Assaulted, Arthur A Freer sought, Ag 12, 1;5

SNUTZ, SASSON J
Suicide, J 13, 2;3

SNUTZ (CINCO)
Political methods criticized, ed, Ap 12, 2 1

SICKELS, HARRY (Portsmouth)
Injury on assault and battery chg, V 1, 3 2

SCHOOL, GEORGE
Paid for drunkenness, N 6, 1;4

SCHOOL, WILLIAM (Guy Falls)
Injured in fall at Slew, S 5, 4 2

SCHOOL, JOHN
Injured by blazing gas at Akron Gas works, My 12, 0 1;0; with John Grether and Horace G Bender named in dissolution suit against Strobe Sign co brought by Frank Rettennyder and William Howard Eddy, Je 10, 1;1

SCHLHER, JOSEPH
Burned by fire, Jy 24, 2 4

SCHERL, L E
Barber shop robbed, My 15, 1 2

SCHICK, JACOB AND REBECCA
Fined for disorderly conduct, Jy 1, 1;4; Jy 9, 1;4

SCHMID, HENRIETTA (McCullar)
Robbed, N 30, 5 3

SCHMIFRED, CHARLES
Files warrants for arrest of George Smith and father on theft chg, Jy 25, 4 4

SCHRABER, (Covrett)
Killed in fall between cars, Ap 14, 3 2

SCHMACHER, W (Coles)
Burned by gun powder, S 23, 1;3

SCHMACHER, JOHN (Kingsport)
Robbed, 0 14, 2 3

SCHMACHERS, ROBERT (Lousia)
Death, Ap 21, 1;6; funeral, Ap 24, 1;4

SCHMACHER, RARE (Cant)
Injured when blistered boiler explodes, 0 23, 4 5

SCHMBS, JOHN (Ravenna)
Fined and sentenced for larceny, M 15, 4 1

SCHMBS, JOHN (J Canton)
Rescued from drowning by wife, Jy 10, 3 2

SCHMBS, JOHN
Held for disorderly conduct and violating quarantine, Jy 13, 1;1; dismissed on chg of entering quarantined house, Jy 14, 1;7

SCHMBS, JOHN T
Wine sale suit against William J Frank, M 31, 1;5

SCHMBS, P J
Fined for intoxication, 0 6, 1;8

SCHMBS, PHRENA (Cant)
Deported of money by forged mortgage, Charles B Shilson sought by police, Jy 14, 4 4

SCHMBS, WILLIAM
Son arrested J Strengers to death, Ag 14, 1;2

SCHMBS & CO
Names Frank & Labash in collection suit, Ap 22, 7 4

SCHMBS, DONA (Alliance)
Injured by moving machine, Jy 1, 3 3

SCHMIDT, J S (Wood Ridgefield)
Appd postmaster, Jy 22, 1;6

SCHMITZ, GEORGE (Canton)
Raped, William Sunder and George Cunningham held, 0 20, 2;2

SCHNOFER, JACOB
Killed in train collision near Mantua (I11.), S 19, 1;1

SCHOB, GABRIEL, known also as Charles Evans
Sought after sponsoring fraudulent foot race, Ag 31, 1;4

SCHOB, ERNEST
Drowned in Huron brewery pond, Jy 10, 3 1

SCHOB, JOHN, 10, 1;3

SCHOB, AUGUST
Succeeded by Mrs Mary Wheeler as matron of Akron hosp, N 26, 2;5

SCHOB, CHARLES (Marysville)
Attempts to kill sister Helia, D 8, 2;4

SCHOB, GERHARD
Phillis Wagner appd adver of estate, M 10, 3;8; files inventory, Jy 7, 4 5

SCHOB, WILLIAM (Marysville)
Arrested dist wine sales contest, given banquet, Je 15, 1;2

SCHOB, AUGUST
Succeeded by Mrs Mary Wheeler as matron of Akron hosp, N 26, 2;5

SCHOB, JOHN
Injured in fall through skylight, Jy 28, 1;4

SCHOB, AUGUST
Case milled on motion of pres atty, M 24, 1;3

SCHOB, EDWARD
Fined and sentenced by probate ct, M 29, 1;2

SCHOB, JOHN
Assaulted, Michael Goldie fined, brother James held, S 19 (13), 7 2

SCHOB (GRO), L E (Clermont)
Burned by fire, 0 31, 1;4; N 4, 8 4

SCHOB, MARIE
Injured when struck by windlass crane, Je 10, 1;3

SCHOB, WILLIAM
Injured in train-buggy collision, Je 10, 1;2; correction of article in previous issue: Injured on Erie and not CM&Stp, Je 14, 4 1

SCHOEFL, E T
Elected matron of Deaf and Dumb asylum, N 20, 2;2

SCHOB, EDWARD
Granted patent on ey accident-prevention device, Ap 10, 4 2
SIN, JOHN (Athens)
Killed when struck by train, Jy 7, 2:2

SIZOV, GEORGE C
Named with John H. Brutten in collection suit brought by Almeza S. Ely, Jy 17, 4:3; Jy 21, 4:2

SIZER & BRATON
Assignee files reply of claim presented, Jc 23, 1:16

SISK, MAGGIE
Fined for fighting, Ag 23, 4:3

SITTON (Mc), & (Canton)
Injured in fall from stairs, D 29, 2, 2:3

SKINNER, JAMES (Comp)
Held in connection with shooting of Marion Sprigg, Ag 31, 3:5

SKILDER, (Stenning Top)
Killed, son injured, when throwing engine exploded, Ag 2, 2:2

SKINNER, CHARLES
Named in collection suit by Afton L. Wya, S 27, 1:5

SKINNER, HEY (Hamilton)
Sought in matter of Lewis Verbridge, N 13, 4:4

SLEIGHT, C V
Money suit brought by W. H. Richardson & co settled, Jc 5, 1:5; N 6, 1:4

SILVERMAN, N E
Order for sale issued in suit against Charles Prince, appraisers uptd, F 28, 4:2; results in sale of property, Ag 7, 1:3
Suit brought by Octave Shibley settled, Jc 7, 1:8

Names John Bauerle in injunction suit to prevent removal of whiskey from Negadore distillery warehouse, N 23, 4:3

SILVERSTEDT, R T
Names P.A. & in collection suit, U, 20, 1:6

SLACK (CAPT), E M
Aptd state taxp of Workshops and Factories, Jy 8, 1:4

SLACK, LEON
Name of chg of Fred Roberts robbery, F 20, 1:6

SLACK, LEON
Held on larceny chg, F 23, 3:2

SLATER (REV), T H
Sermon, S 25, 4:4; O 23, 4:4

SLEIGHT UNION
Anounces 9 hrs constitutes day's work, Ap 29, 3:5

SLEIGHT, JEH
Negoccy chg dismissed, J 18, 4:2

SLEIGHTER, LINCOLN (Gallipolis)
Slate, alleged assignat Milton Tomsley captured, Jy 14, 4:4

SLEIGHTER, MIR
Assaulted, S 10, 3:3

SLEIGHTER, WILIAM
Papist claim for 1st ward assessor defeated by Alfred Baldwin, Ap 4, 1:3

SLAUGHTERBACK, FRED (Fostoria)
Burned when oil well boiler explodes, O 25, 3:3

SLEY, PATRICK
Hearing postponed on chg of assault and battery, Jy 6, 3:5

SLEY, PATRICK
Held on chg of reckless driving, case contd, My 13, 1:8

SLUM
Destruction by fire seen as good riddance, ed, Jc 13, 2:1

SLUSSER, L O
Injured when kicked by horse, S 30, 1:6

SMALLEY, W A (Upper Sandusky)
Res damaged by fire, O 4, 2:6

SMALLFOX
Victims improving, people exposed to disease quarantined, Jc 3, 1:4; new cases reported in city, Jc 9, 1:8; seven more cases, Jc 10, 1:4; precautionary measures against disease are urged in ABN news item produce beneficial results, ed, Jc 10, 2:1
Illness best prevented by vaccination, ed, Jc 10, 2:2

Quarantine released, no new cases reported, Jc 11, 1:1; epidemic possibilities discussed, ed, Jc 11, 2:1; one death, one new case reported, others quarantined, Jc 12, 1:1; epidemic threat well under control, ed, Jc 12, 2:1; two new cases reported, Jc 13, 1:1; epidemic in schools impossible, ed, Jc 13, 2:1
One new case reported, others being investigated by Bd of health officials, Jc 14, 1:1; epidemic possibilities fought with rigid rules issued by Bd of health, Jc 14, 1:3; epidemic believed to be under control, 3 new cases and 2 deaths reported, Jc 16, 1:1; epidemic rapid under control, Jc 17, 1:3; vaccination to stop spread of disease recommended, ed, Jc 17, 2:1

Epidemic situation unchanged, Jc 18, 1:7; epidemic caused by body found in Taplin Rice & co plant
SMITH, CHARLES (cont.)
Roasted in common pleas ct on chg of storing at
car, Jy 21, 1/2
Fined for intoxication, Je 20, 1/2
Arrested and fined for intoxication, arrested,
and fined and sentenced for larceny, Jy 29, 1/2;
taken to Clay workhouse by Marshal William
Young, Jy 29, 1/2
SMITH, CHARLES (cont.)
Injured when at car crashes into saloon, 5 5, 5/6
SMITH, CHARLES (Washington)
Arrested for stealing, Ag 3, 3/5; sentenced to
penitentiary for robbery of Carroll Express
office, 9 22, 2/2
SMITH, CHARLES C (Cola)
Arrested for assault, N 25, 2/1
SMITH, CHARLEY (South Charleston)
Burned by fire in war between saloonists
and prohibitionists, J 28, 2/2
SMITH, CLINTON
In robbery of Mrs Louis Smear and Mrs
Martha Revina, Jy 27, 3/2; sentenced and
fined on larceny chg, Jy 28, 3/2
SMITH, DAVID C
Assaulted, J 28, 3/2
SMITH, DAVID D (Ravenna)
Burned by fire, N 22, 8/3
SMITH, "DEACON" (Ravenna)
Fatally injured when caught in copwhips, Je 12,
1/4
SMITH, E
Res robbed, Ap 7, 1/5
SMITH (RoY), E J
Lectures on Southern Civil war prisons at South
Main St ch, Ap 5, 4/3
SMITH, ED
Tried on larceny chg, sentence reserved, Jy 31,
1/7
Sent to jail for six months, Ap 23, 1/6
Creates some while intoxicated, N 9, 1/2
SMITH, EDWARD
Appeal petition against William Carnicke dis-
missed, Jy 5, 1/5
SMITH, ELI AUQ GIAN I
Named by Byron T Hamlin in suit to force ac-
cy of nde fire, N 24, 3/1; sheriff ordered to
sell up implements and fertilizers without
appraiser, Ap 6, 1/2; compromise and al-
lowance of claims ordered, My 12, 1/3
SMITH, ELIZA
Wanted by JFT, apptd as chg of estate, appraiser
1890
SMITH, ELIZA (cont.)
Appointed, Je 23, 1/6; adver files inventory, Jy 10,
3/3
SMITH, EMIL
Sentenced for intoxication, Jy 23, 1/3
SMITH, EMM
Estates file final acct, Jy 19, 1/3
SMITH, F C
Robbed, 2 tramps arrested on suspicion, 6 9, 7/1;
tramps released, 6 11, 1/6
SMITH, FRANK (Botan)
Purchases Ferry & Parmaise store, 6 20, 4/4
SMITH, FRED and GEORGE
Name in warrant charging theft brought by
Charles Siegfried, Jy 28, 4/4; father Fred
arranged with son George on robbery chg,
Jy 20, 8/2; Jy 31, 1/7; held on theft chg,
Jy 31, 4/4; fined on chg, Ag 1, 4/3
SMITH, FRED C
Eggs stolen from house, 6 14, 1/4
Elected cashier by dir of Second Natl Bank,
6 25, 3/3
SMITH (RoY), J
Coal yard damaged by fire, 6 8, 3/4
SMITH, GEORGE
Freed from vagrancy chg, Ag 6, 1/3
Placed in jail for vagrancy, Ag 10, 1/8
Believed kicked to death by attendant at Dayton
asylum, Jy 8, 3/4; 7/4
SMITH, GEORGE, See Smith, Fred and George
SMITH, GEORGE and JAMES
Arrested on chg of storing at car, disposition of
case continued, Je 17, 12/3; bound to common
plea chg on chg, Jy 21, 1/2; plead not guilty,
Jy 21, 1/1
SMITH, GEORGE W
Estate adver files final acct, Jy 17, 1/7
SMITH, H A
Fined and sentenced for attempted assault,
Jy 10, 1/8
SMITH, HARRIET
Wanted, Jy 26, 11/1
 Wife of Fred Smith's partner, Jy 26, 11/1
Will deemed void by court, Jy 3, 1/1; will not to
be admitted to probate, Jy 8, 2/2
SMITH, HARRY
In nght, Ed Dulan arrested, Jy 12, 1/3
SMITH, ISON (Clester)
Arrested on murder chg in drowning of Kittie
Harris's newborn infant, N 20, 3/2
SMITH, MARY W
Injured in HWI train crash at Narrows Falls, Jy 25, 1:1

SMITH, HIRAN A
Aptd agent for French mfr of candy, D 27, 1:1

SMITH, NELSON
Escapes from Portsmouth jail, O 22, 3:3

SMITH, O J
Injured in fall from ladder, M 17, 2:6

SMITH, EDWIN. See Smith, Eli and Edith
SMITH, RALPH (Cola)
Accidentally but fatally shoots George Mann, J 3, 1:1; arrested, O 4, 2:6

SMITH, REUBEN W
H B Foster apptd adm of estate, appraisers apptd, J 26, 1:1; adm files inventory, private sale of chattels granted, Ag 4, 4:2

SMITH, RAL M
Suit against Lucinda Rogers, sale of real estate confirmed, deeds ordered, M 9, 1:5

Addresses mass meeting of endorsement of railroad, Ag 24, 4:3

SMITH, ROBERT C (Chapman)
Aptd postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, D 1, 2:3

SMITH, S S
Named in collection suit brought by Luther Hammond, O 18, 1:7

SMITH, SAMUEL
Death, M 24, 1:8; blog, M 25, 1:2

SMITH, SARAH J
Adm suit vs Henry M Smith estate, real estate sale confirmed, deeds ordered, Ap 25, 4:2

SMITH, T P. See Smith, J and P

SMITH, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, Ap 26, 4:3

Fined for intoxication, My 15, 1:1

SMITH, THOMAS (Boston)
Grocery store robbed, S 29, 3:5

SMITH, THOMAS
Suicide, M 22, 3:5

SMITH, W H
Names Adam, Pius and John M Kepler in collection suit, S 14, 1:2

SMITH, WALTER
Sentenced to workhouse for petit larceny, M 6, 2:3

SMITH, WASHINGTON (Niles)
Sought for defrauding George Rolfe, S 6, 3:5

SMITH, WILLIAM
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, case contd, Ag 19, 4:6

Arraigned for using obscene language, discharged, J 21, 4:3

Chg dismissed, O 2, 1:6

SMITH, WILLIAM (Barberton)
Escaped to death in vol, Ap 6, 1:1

Estates names Amer Fireboard co in damage suit, S 10, 3:4; suit removed to US ct, D 17, 1:8

SMITH & CURTIS
Names William Pink, Jr assignee in receiver suit, Ag 16, 4:3; S 15, 1:8

SMITH & HOLLIN
Announces sale of hardware business to Horace Hunsicker, C R Morgan, and H V Pocheat, M 9, 1:2

SMITH HOUSE ANNEX (AshTabula)
Attempted robbery thwarted, Robert Rowe arrested, D 11, 2:5

SMITH, Reuben
Rapid for beating child, to be investigated, Jy 3, 1:3

SMITFIELD TWP
Bill authorizing assessment for cemetery purposes passed by house, M 3, 2:3

SMOKING
Elimination in city studied, methods used elsewhere outlined, J 11, 4:4

City coons appoint investigators for abatement of nuisance, J 21, 1:5; coons to recommend consuming devices for manufacturers, J 24, 1:3; coons' effort to regulate consumption hindered by city ord, J 29, 1:2

Ord prohibiting regulations for mrs indefinitely tabled by council, S 10, 3:2

SMITH (WIS.), JERSEY (City)
Killed by dose of narcotics, in Cass Hamlin held, D L & S Rapid chgd with carelessness, F 28, 3:2

SMITH, MARY
Arrested for maintaining brothel, son Cameron convicted of soliciting chg, S 30, 1:3

SHELL, (Toledo)
Saloon robbed, John Phelan held, Ag 25, 2:6

SHELL, DESE (Memphis)
Injured by hot steel in explosion, Ag 8, 1:8

SHELL (OHIO), G 1400 (Houston)
With James E Wiggins and W V Brown named in damage suit by W A Moody, O 26, 4:8; property attached, O 30, 2:2

SMOKER, J
Ritten by dog, Jy 19, 1:1

SMOCK, DAVID
Wife collection suit against E A and Sophia Garvan, M 17, 1:7

SMOLKEL, GEORGE (Cleve)
Granted soldier's pension, refuses to cash voucher, Jy 22, 3:5

SMOKER, CASE (Edison)
Killed in jump from train, Jy 7, 2:2

SMOKER, FRANCIS
Suit on error brought by Andrew Jackson, judgment affirmed by circuit ct, Ap 22, 1:4

SMOKER, HARRY W
Rapid in Gulf of Mexico, drowning feared, F 14, 1:1; searching vessel begins journey to Britton Island, F 15, 1:7; missing with A A Bartlett, rapid to be safe at Scranton (Ohio), F 16, 1:5; congratulated for escape from store, ed, F 17, 2:2

Rapid trip with A A Bartlett to Florida related, feature article, Ap 15, 3:1

SMOKER, EMMA
Funeral, D 26, 4:4

SMOKER, ALBERT
Vagrancy chg dismissed, S 22, 4:4

SMOKER, ALFRED (Denton)
Rapids, N 27, 2:4

SMOKER, BENJAMIN
Motion for new trial overruled in money suit brought by Oliver Harter, F 10, 1:8

SMOKER, CATHERINE
Suit brought by City of Akron, application to assess compensation filed, M 15, 1:1; date of hearing set, M 22, 1:1; vmt suit, M 23, 1:4; condemnation suit brought by City of Akron settled, M 26, 1:3

SMOKER, CHARLES L (Oroway)
Names Susan Terrick in collection suit, J 17, 6:4; case settled, J 26, 2:5

SMOKER, DAVID
Rapped, property recovered, Jy 24, 4:4

Arraigned for depositing filth on sta, case contd, Ag 24, 1:5; fined for failing to clean out vault, Ag 25, 4:3

Pleads not guilty to chg of maintaining nuisance, final set, N 9, 1:4; chg of maintaining nuisance dismissed, N 30, 1:6

SMOKER (OHIO), DAVID ELIZABETH J

SMOKER, E (Barberton)
Fined for assault on Frances Gaulman, J 14, 3:3; dismissed from chp, J 25, 1:2

SMOKER, FOREST D
W E Slaibagh apptd guardian, Ap 19, 4:3

SMOKER, FRANK (Kent)
Burned by exploding cannon, Jy 6, 4:4

SMOKER, GEORGE B (Youngstown)
Aptd postmaster, D 21, 2:2

SMOKER, H L
Refuses effort to force him to resum Buckelew accusations against Buckelew cell, Jy 18, 1:8

SMITH, MARY
Sentenced to st gang for vagrancy, D 27, 2:8

SMITH, EDEN
Funeral announcement, M 26, 1:5

SMITH, HENRY
Money suit vs Catherine Schaper dismissed, Jy 19, 1:8

SMITH, HENRY (Kent)
Beaten and robbed, M 26, 1:8

SMITH, JACOB
Returned to county infirmary for intoxication, M 8, 1:6

SMITH, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, D 26, 3:2

Names Pittsburgh, Akron & western rr in collection suit, U 30, 1:7

SMITH, JAMES H and CAROLINE
Named in collection suit brought by Royal A Lowry, N 16, 1:7

SMITH, JOHN (Findlay)
Burned while pouring oil on fire, D 26, 3:3

SMITH, JOHN C
Death, Jy 25, 1:2; blog, Jy 25, 1:8; funeral, Jy 27, 3:5

SMITH, LEONA (Deltus)
Injured when sleigh overturned, J 7, 1:3

SMITH (OHIO), MAGNOLI
Death, Ag 26, 1:7; funeral, Ag 28, 1:8

SMITH (OHIO), MARGARET
Injured by fall, N 25, 4:5

SMITH, WALTER
Estate final acct filed, Ap 25, 1:4

SMOKER, MELINDA
Case against Benjamin Baker contd at cost of plaintiff, N 12, 3:3

SMOKER, MICHEL
William A and Isom S Snyder apptd adm of estate,
SPERRY, IRA P. (cont.)

Necrology and obituary suit by Mrs Virginia F.

SPERRY, IRA P.

See also Sperry, Henry B., Ira B., and Virginia F.

SPERRY, IRA P. (cont.)

Necrology and obituary suit by Mrs Virginia F.

SPERRY, IRA P.

See also Sperry, Henry B., Ira B., and Virginia F.

SPERRY, IRA P. (cont.)

Necrology and obituary suit by Mrs Virginia F.

SPIRITUALISM AND SPIRITUALISTS

Subject of Frank B. Ripley's address to Knights of Malta, Je 9, 1:7

SPIRITUALISTS open summer camp meeting at Brady Lake, G, 3, 2:11; 3:4; held meeting, Je 17, 4:3; meeting called for Ezra 24, 1:5

SPIRITUALISTS hold meeting at Lake Brady (Clev Leader), Ag 24, 4:5

Lake Brady camp meeting terminates, S 5, 1:4

Org ends summer camp session, Mrs Cora V. Richards pays tribute to musicians, S 9, 3:5

Meditation's tricks exposed in address by N E Feltz, O 13, 1:5

SPIRITUALISTS OF ARON, FIRST SOC OF

Pass resolution protesting legal licensing all mediums, Ap 3, 3:4

SPITZER & CO

Buy American city bonds issued to finance Spruce at parking and sewers, Je 12, 1:4

SPOCKCHOW, CHARLES (Limu)

Beatcn and robbed, My 25, 3:1

SPOCKCHOW, FRANCES ELAINE SANFORD (Kent)

Celebrates 10th birthday, blog, D 32, 3:5

SPOCKCHOW, WILLIAM (Conti)

Shc, William Hughes held, O 29, 2:3

SPOTT, JOHN

Estate exec files final acct, Ju 24, 1:5

SPRING, CHARLES. See Spache, Charles "Dock"

SPRING, GEORGE (Kent)

Burned by exploding cannon, Ja 6, 4:4

SPRING, JOHN E

Prohibitionist candidate for 2nd ward assessor defeated by repub Joseph Moore, Ap 4, 1:3

SPRING, JERRY

Dismissed with 3 others from vagrancy chq. F 15, 4:2

SPRING, LIBERACE, M. L

Assignee issued permit for sale of property in suit against Romano B. Jollouf, G 9, 4:2

SPRING, L. ROMANZO BRYANDT

Names Romano B. Jollouf in liquidation suit, sale of property confirmed, F 15, 2:3

SPRING, MARION (Cont)

Shop damaged by fire, My 24, 1:3

SPRING, MARION (Cont)

Shop damaged by fire, My 24, 1:3

SPRING, JERRY

Arrested on chg of assault and battery, My 20, 1:5

SPRING, DAVID

Arrested on chg of intoxication, My 11, 3:3
SS MAAX. See Nysk SS
SS SILWOOD. See Silwood SS
SLIMWOOD SS
Wrecked at Latakia Falls in Ohio river, no one injured, N 13, 2:1

STAFS, F 1
Injured in FVW train wreck at Monroe Falls, Jy 25, 1:1

STAYNE OR HISGD, JACOB
Beaten, Ja 30, 3:5; funeral announcement, Jl 21, 2:2; funeral, F 1, 4:3; wills filed for probate, F 10, 2:4; wills admitted to probate, F 15, 4:3

STOCK, JOHN
Arrested insane, F 11, 1:4; returns to work, F 13, 1:3

STACY, (Canton)
Assaulted, Charles F Kennedy and 11 others held, N 20, 1:3

STADEN, JOSEPH AND NANCY A
Named 5 others in collection and foreclosure suit brought by Cornell estate, N 10, 1:5

STADEN, NANCY A. See Stadden, Joseph

STAKEL, MATTHEW
Funeral, A 1, 4:2

STANFORD, JOSEPH
Escapes from penitentiary, M 27, 3:3

STATE (CITY CLERK), GEORGE V (Fainesville)
Missing, Jy 29, 3:3; arrested at Denver (Col) for embezzlement while Fainesville city clerk, Jy 6, 1:7; returned to Fainesville, indicted for embezzlement and grand larceny, Jy 20, 2:1; Jy 21, 2:7

STARK, CA B (Barberton)
Store building destroyed by fire, Jy 14, 1:6

STARK, WILLIS F

STAKEL, MATTHEW
Drowns when he leaps into water, Jy 31, 4:3

STALLMAN & STARR (Cali)
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3

STALL, FRID ANA LUCATTA
Named by the Heary, Snyder & Wilson Mfg co in equity suit, F 11, 1:4

STALL, LUCATTA. See Stellan, Fred and Lucetta

STARK, JACOB
Apptd solt and mgr of Lakeview Coal Co, M 2, 1:4

STAM, SAVILLA
Suit for sale of real property brought by Philip Nagoury, Jy 22, 1:6

STANDARD COAL CO
Horse stolen, O 23, 1:2; 4:1

STANDARD HARDWARE CO
Corporate name, formerly Paige Bros co, Ap 10, 3:8; Ap 14, 1:8

Names Charles Calahan in collection suit, S 15, 1:8; suit settled, N 11, 1:4

Names M J W C Mohlby in collection suit, N 13, 3:3

STANDARD OIL CO
Secures control of Manhattan Oil co at Findlay, Ap 26, 2:5

ASTAHEIN (COS), E W (Coburna)
Attempts suicide by shooting, Ap 14, 3:3

STANFORD, CATHERINE
Guardian files partial acct, F 10, 2:4

STANFORD (CITY), LELAND
Trustee, ed, Jy 22, 2:1

STANKER, JOHN
Populist candidate for 2nd ward of educ defeated by repub L C Miles, Ap 4, 1:3

STARKLEY, A M
Named with E E Levis in appeal suit brought by D H Reed, F 21, 1:3

STARKLEY, FRANK (Georgia)
Burned destroyed when struck by lightning, Jy 28, 4:3

STARKLEY (JST), WALTER T (Lower Saline)
Resigned from Co 27th Inf Ohio Natl Guard, O 7, 2:3

STARGIELDS, LOUIS
Given citizenship papers, M 6, 7:3

STANTON, (Owling Green)
Injured when roof of ch house bldg collapsed, O 10, 7:4

STANTON, A M

STAPLE, JACOB
H B Cochran apptd solt of estate, M 2, 4:2; files rep, M 3, 4:6

Estate named in collection suit by Fred E Wood, Jl 31, 4:2

STAR CLUB
Holds entertainment for benefit of Ladies' Aid soc, u 23, 3:2

STAR DRILLING MACHINE CO
To display products at World's Fair, M 17, 2:6

Collection suit against H J Van Campen settled at plaintiff's cost, N 22, 1:15

STAR GLASS WORKS
Reorganizes Newark plant, N 17, 2:2

STAR POTTERY CO (Crawfordsville)
Closets sold, O 15, 3:3

STARK, CHARLES
Fined for assault, F 14, 1:7

STARK COUNTY
Unofficial election pluralities given, N 9, 2:3

STARK COUNTY FAIR
Held at Canton, sheds and stock damaged by fire, S 29, 2:6

STARK, DAVIES
Fined for assault and battery, M 14, 3:3

STARK, KATE
Injured by fall on pavement, F 10, 1:5

STARK, JULIE
Estate files final acct, Ap 8, 4:2

STARK, HENRY (Clayburg)
Res robed, Adam Mahler held, N 22, 2:3

STARKS, CHARLES H
Named with Michael Reilly in collection suit brought by A H Mattson, N 10, 1:5

STARK (OR AND MS), D L (Hudson)
Celebrate silver wedding anniv, O 24, 3:3

STARK, HENRY
Suicide, Ap 12, 2:7

STARR, N (Conit)
Arrested on suspicion chg in robbery of Louis Seissman res, S 15, 3:3

STARR, JAMES M (Piano Co)
With Lucius McElroy named in contrt suit by Anna M Deaconcy, Jy 7, 1:4

STATE BANK (Tippecanoe, N Y)
Names E L Harper & co of Canton in collection suit, O 7, 3:1

STATE BANKING ASSN
Holds annual banquet in Clwy, O 13, 1:5

STATE AID OF HEALTH, MIL. ASSN OF
Holds meeting in Canton, discusses cholera, M 13, 3:3

STATE INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSN
Holds meeting at Gambier, adopted const, Ap 10, 1:6

STATE SAVINGS, BLDG & LOAN CO (Cali)
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3

STATE SCHOOL EXAMINERS' ASSN
Elects officers, u 20, 2:3

STATE SUFFRAGE ASSN
Delaware county rep, M 16, 2:6

STATE TRADES AND LABOR ASSEMBLY
Elects officers, Jy 7, 8:6

STEAK, EDWIN

Named in collection suit by F O Howard, M 17, 1:7; 2:7; H Norschenherz estate files cross petition, O 5, 1:3; named with George Getz and L B D Reese in collection suit brought by John Norschenherz estate, O 7, 1:4; default made to W H Snyder in suit brought by F O Howard, O 27, 1:8; issues property settlement suit brought by Jacob Selveter, sale of property ordered, D 19, 1:7

STEAD, CHARLES (Martin's Ferry)
Injured in cave-in of sewer excavation, S 29, 2:3

STEAD, W. T
Speech on aid to Chicago poor criticized, ed, D 26, 2:1

STEARS, JOHN
Fined for intoxication and stealing, N 20, 1:5

STEEL, C H
Arrested for illegally disposing of mortgaged property, Jy 11, 4:2

STEEL, CHARLES
Criminal case dismissed, Jy 14, 1:4

STEEL INDIAN
Walnut at Jamesville plant of Ohio iron and Steel co disastrous for workers, ed, Jy 17, 2:1

Youngstown operators refuse to sign new scale, Jy 20, 2:3

Wage cut causes dissension in Youngstown unions, Jy 20, 2:1, Jy 21, 2:2

STEEL, ASSAILED BY J L SHAW, O 31, 1:5

STEEL (OMS)
Testifies in investigation of alleged unto treatment of Alexander Lindsay at Lancaster Boys' Industrial school, O 19, 3:3

STEEL, CHARLES
Arrested for robbery, M 3, 4:3; released from boat-stealing chg, Jy 18, 4:1

STEEL, DOROTHY
Funeral, A 22, 8:2

STEEL, EDITH
Assisted aid of marshal to recover stolen clothing, D 13, 2:8

STEEL (CORT), F 6

Rescued teacher of penmanship and drawing in
STEINER, E. F. G. (cont.)
Zenda and Newark pub schools, Je 25, 1:3
STEINER, LUCIA (cont.)
Named in collection suit by Thomas A. Dissmore, Ap 24, 1:1
STEINER, THOMAS (Guy Falls)
Farm buildings destroyed by fire, Ag 23, 1:5
STEINER, THOMAS (Oxford)
Sued by Almense by wife Mary, O 7, 2:4
STEINIG, GEORGE
Estate lines supplemental final act, F 3, 4:2
STEINER, JACOB
Horse and buggy stolen, N 13, 1:2
STEINER, WILLIAM H.
Name Charlotte B. Buschel in recovery suit, Ja 20, 1:6
STEIN, MAGDALENA
Mary Van Winkleman applied estate executors, N 28, 7:6
STEIN, MARY
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Je 16, 1:1
STEIN, A. A.
Assases, My 30, 3:5
STEINDORF, GEORGE F.
Names Akron Reed and Rattan co in collection suit, Ap 22, 7:4; motion overruled, O 17, 1:8; ordered to give security, O 18, 1:7
STEINKEGGER, GEORG (Westville)
Daughter fatally burned, S 6, 3:5
STEINHORST, LOUIS
Injured in FW train wreck at Munroe Falls, Jy 25, 1:1
STEIN, JOSEPH (Canal Fulton)
Horse and carriage stolen, Jy 12, 2:4; buggy recovered, Warren Russell arrested, escapes, Jy 19, 3:3
STEINER, LIZZIE
Named in collection suit by Henry Tommend, O 11, 1:6
STEINER, N. R.
Horse electrocuted, Mr 9, 1:6
STEINER, N. R.
With A. H. Cole and C. W. Sutherland, names Frederick and Emma Rainwater, William and Mary L. Klages, and Fairbanks, Horse & co in collection suit, Ag 31, 1:8
Named in collection suit by Henry Tommend, O 11, 1:6
Dennis denounces accusations of shop closing to assure state repub victory, O 28, 2:5

STEINER & CO
Losses at state office robbed, Mr 9, 2:2
STEINER, John
Injured when foot catches in saw, Ag 25, 7:2
STEINER, HENRY W. (Clayton)
Saloon robbed, S 19, 4:4
STEINER, W. H.
Given leave to file answer and cross petition in collection suit brought by Akron Bldg & Loan assn against N. H. Miller et al, O 21, 1:6
STEINER, WILLIAM H.
Wins property damage suit against Elmer Waldman, Ag 3, 1:2
Apptha L. L. Sevier assigned for painting business, Ag 16, 1:8
Named with wife and L. O. Sevier in collection suit brought by Akron Bldg & Loan assn, Ag 18, 1:8
L. O. Sevier applied assignee, S 8, 3:4; N 27, 3:6; assignee's sale of chattels confirmed, S 5, 1:5
STELLS, H. (Kawanna)
Shot and wounded while playing with gun, My 10, 1:1
STEGGERDA, AGNES
Issue's statement to correct false impressions of org, Mr 19, 1:6
Organizes, elects officers, Mr 27, 1:4
STEECH, WILLIAM
Killed in fall from house, Je 21, 2:2
STEVILLE, DELIA CO
Awarded verdict in injunction suit brought by Babcock & Wilson, Mr 1, 1:5
STEB, GUSTAVE (Clev)
Names William Mason in collection suit, S 22, 1:7
STEB, JAMES
Injured at Hollister when thrown between 2 cars in mine car collision, N 23, 2:3
STEBBINGS, JOHN (Lima)
Injured with son when struck by train, Je 22, 2:5
STETTLER, JAMES
Judgment suit appealed by Akron Gas & Oil co, O 16, 1:3
STEVENS, OHIO
Bill authorizing transfer of funds passed by house, Mr 3, 2:3
STEVENS, U. E.
Rushed, O 20, 3:3
STEVENS, J.
Injured in train collision at Munroe Falls, O 23, 3:4
STEVENS, N.
Stolen in Clev workshop for robbery of Emma Kohl's chicken coop, S 11, 1:6
STEVENS, JOHN (Cleveland)
Arrested for property destruction, U 23, 7:1
STEVENS, JOHN M.
Killed by wreck engine, My 22, 1:2; investigation into death conducted by Coroner K. Herb, My 27, 7:2; death ruled natural by Coroner K. Herb, My 29, 1:2
STEVENS, JOHN L.
Upheld for declaring a U.S. protectorate over the Hawaiian Islands, ed, F 10, 2:2
STEVENS, JOHN W.
Names Lutusering McBride in libel suit, S 18, 3:4
STEVENS, L. E. (Coles)
Appeals collection suit against John C. Wheeler, S 21, 3:3
STEVENS, MICHAEL
Fired for intoxication, My 29, 1:3
STEVENS, PHILIP
Injured when train leaves tracks at Lindsay, Ag 7, 2:3
STEWART, WALTER (Cuyahoga)
Wounded while playing with revolver, U 20, 2:2
STEVENS, M. A. (Dayton)
Pleads not guilty to murder, Je 26, 4:5; plea quashed under indictment for manslaughter, released on bond, Ag 10, 4:4; deemed responsible for homicide of George Harris after coroner's inquest, Ag 15, 2:2
STEWART, GEORGE
Death, My 6, 3:2; will filed for probate, My 10, 1:3; will admitted to probate, My 13, 6:3; My 15, 1:3; will probate, Everett F. Taylor applied assignor, My 17, 2:6
STEWART, HARRY (New Philadelphia)
Released on bond in murder of Emma McDonald, Je 15, 4:1
STEWART, J. E. (Stevy Ridge)
Appplt vice postmaster by Pres Grove Cleveland, N 17, 2:2
STEWART, JOHN
Vagrancy charge dismissed, F 25, 8:2

STEWART, JOHN (cont.)
Fined for selling goods without license, N 16, 4:3
STEWART, L.
Fired in FW train wreck, Jy 25, 1:1
STEWART, STEFANN (Coles)
Appplt heard A. Young, Je 27, 1:4; Jy 28, 1:3
STEWART, W. L.
Adm. issue collection suit brought by Wilson H. Finkley, My 17, 1:6
STEWART, WILLIAM (Clifton)
Deals Charles Crockett, Ag 10, 4:4
STEWART, WILLIAM (Coles)
Gripes self to get out of prison work, Ag 26, 2:6
STRAIGHT, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, S 14, 3:3
STRAIGHT, S. (Ludlow)
Injured by fall on board covered with frost, O 20, 3:3
STRAITS, JOHN
Names Cassidy & Buckmaster in collection suit, Ag 2, 4:5
STINNET, W., HENRY
Sunset, Jy 20, 1:3
STANION, BRIG (Kawanna)
Damage suit against Frank R. Cart open, Ja 24, 4:7; Ja 26, 4:7
STANION, A. T. (Hudson)
Rushed, O 26, 2:2
STAPP, THOMAS
Ponounced insane, O 24, 1:5
STARR, WILLIAM L.
Sued for divorce by wife Barbara, Ag 22, 7:4; suit dismissed, My 20, 1:1
STARR, JAY (Wilmington)
Injured when scaffold falls, Jy 22, 3:4
STARR, LEANER (Gowling Green)
Name in damage suit brought by B. M. Purdy, U 27, 2:3
STANER, FRANK
Suicide, O 10, 2:5
STANER, PETER
Name in suit he fed in appeal of civil suit, Ja 6, 3:5
STARRINGTON, JOHN (Coles)
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Je 25, 1:6
STAPF, A. J.
Arraigned for non-support, freed on mo's trial, Ag 17, 1:2
STRAUBERG, GEORGE
Death, O 27, 19: 5/6; son of David Frank files
Inventory, N 16, 1

STRAIN, JOHN W
Names Daniel and Stanie Ackerman and Charles
Esselin in collection suit, W 8, 1:7; wins suit, N 20, 1:4; motion to set aside judgment
filed by debtors, J 30, 1:7; sheriff's sale confirmed, O 11, 5:16; assigns lumber business
to A E Kling, D 21, 1:1; assignee files statement, N 3, 1:7; files order for private sale
of chaff, N 9, 1:3; private sale ordered, N 10, 1:4; property sold to Hankey Lumber co,
n 27, 1:7

STREADOR, (Julian)
Store room robbed, N 25, 2:4

STREET RAILWAYS
Bill giving municipalities power to grant 99 yr
rights granted, F 2, 1:1
Legs proposed to permit cities to issue 99 yr
franchise, F 4, 1:1
Legs proposed to require that cars be equipped
with windshield, F 4, 1:2
Bill introduced in senate regulating music fran-
chises, F 8, 2:3
Factory for refiling cars now in operation, F 10,
3:7
Proposed legs repealing Ketzel law discussed
by legs, W 7, 1:5
Bill to allow const and operation of additional
lines over other cos right-of-ways defeated by
legs, W 23, 1:5
Bill to place schools on all cars for operators' pro-
tected passed by legs, Ap 12, 1:3
Bill to force cos to provide schools for their
operators during winter passed by house, Ap 13,
1:1
Bill to permit cos to change fare rates after
changing motive power passed by house, Ap 13,
1:1
Enforcement of rule to prohibit standing on car-
platforms urged, ed, Ap 14, 2:1
Amended bill to prohibit lines from increasing
fares as expansion takes place passed by house,
Ap 18, 1:1

1913

STREET RAILWAYS (cont)
Bill to permit expansion into country dist to
enable freight handling discussed in house,
Ap 20, 1:5
Passage of bill to give at 8 yrs right of eminent
domain favored, ed, Ap 20, 2:2
Bill to force cos to put screens on cars to pro-
tect motorists passed by legs, Ap 20, 3:2
Fare rate increase due to cost of lines is
claimed, ed, Ap 20, 2:1
Charles Lannus applies for patent on ticket case,
D 21, 1:5

ARSON
Guy Falls & Akron St Ry & Power co and 3 others
claim right-of-way on proposed Akron, Guy Falls,
Silver Lake route, J 19, 1:1
Council adjourns without settling franchise
question, J 31, 1:3
Application given for leave to constr elec rr
on main st, others, F 7, 4:6
Council wards to move carefully in awarding
franchise, ed, F 8, 2:1; praised for careful
consideration of franchise awarding, ed, F 21,
2:1
Application from J A Long and E L Babcock to
constr and operate ry, F 21, 1:6
Akron & Gay Falls Ry & Power co franchise
continues, N 11, 1:5
Action on franchise bids submitted by J F Seber-
lng and Akron & Gay Falls Ry & Power co delayed until legal views can be secured, Ap 11,
4:3
No action taken in constr of bridge over new out
near city limits, N 12, 1:2
Service to theater patrons criticized, ed, Ap 14,
2:2
John F Seiberling granted franchise for Akron-
Gay Falls line, Ap 18, 4:4
General Electric's proposed system praised, ed,
Ap 24, 2:1
Problems of Akron, Gay Falls co considered by
city council, My 15, 1:5
Competing lines favored, ed, My 18, 2:2
Four service by Akron St Ry co criticized, ed,
My 23, 2:1
Disagreement between city council and city com-
mittee on franchise of Seiberling line in city
predicated, My 26, 2:1
City council fails to act on franchise, My 30,
1:4
Council presents or granting J A Long and E L
Babcock franchise for at rr on Main and Furnace

1913
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STREET RAILWAYS - ARON (cont)
Ord granting right to constr 1/4 mile by Gay
Falls council, N 11, 7:5
Ord granting right to constr 1/4 mile by Gay
Falls council, ed, Ap 4, 2:2
Seiberling co granted right-of-way by city, J 9,
1:4
Gay Falls and Akron St Ry & Power co exten-
sion of line to Akron city limits, N 30, 3:4
Delay in constr criticized, ed, Jy 18, 2:1

FREDMONT
Ord granting Fremont St Ry co privilege of
equipping lines with elec passed by council, D 14,
2:2

MAGILLON
Elect. line opened to asylum site, D 31, 4:6

STIBLE, MARY
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 2, 1:8

STICLES (MRS.), W F
Helds annual dancing carnival, My 5, 3:1

STIGMELT, H N
Injured in train wreck near Johnson, J 9, 3:1

STILES, W C
Mrs personal damage suit brought by Allen R
Brown, W 7, 2:3

STINE, ELIZABETH
Funeral, W 16, 4:2

STINE, MAGDALENA
Death, N 13, 1:5; funeral, N 13, 1:6; will filed
for probate, N 23, 1:7

STIVERS, ANDREW (Wilmingtom)
Injured when scaffold falls, Jy 22, 3:4

STOBBS, ETHEL
See Stobbs, John and Esther

STOBBS, JOSEPH
App'd guardian of John and Esther Stobbs, N 10,
1:6

STOBBS, JOHN AND ESTHER
Nanita Stobbs app'd guardian, N 10, 1:6; files
inventory, N 23, 1:6

STOCK, SIDON
Sets collection suit against Pittsburgh & Wester-
nernrr co, N 13, 1:4

STOCKS, KILLED WHEN CHEEPAKE & OHIO FREIGHT TRAIN JUMPS TRACK AT MEDWAY, D 8, 2:1

STOCKING, HARVEY M
Estates adm'r and, Jy 18, 3:3

STOCKINGS, A M (Thompson)
App'd vice postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland,
D 1, 2:3
STOCKS AND BONDS
Bill passed by house validating rf refunding bonds issued in Wayne county and authorizing sale of Wester & Lodi rr to R & D, 21, 1/4
Bill introduced in house to compel foreign corps to give bond equal to capital stock, F 10, 1/8
Bill passed in house regulating increase of capital in corps, F 26, 2/7
Bill to legalize pool selling postponed by sen, A, 6, 1/7
Crisis in prices reached, improvement believed to follow, ed, My 5, 2/2
Loss of value on N Y stock discussed, ed, J 3, 2/1
STODDARD (Capt), G W
Drowned at Van Buren Point (N Y) in wreck of SS Dean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie, O 16, 2/3
STODDARD (Capt), G W. See Stoddard (Capt), G W
STOSLE, BILL
Fixed for intoxication, JY 27, 4/1
STOLL, FRED
Case by Henry Snyder & William Mfg co settled, costs paid without record, R 11, 1/6
STOLOSHORE (Mrs), CHRISTIAN (Sic)
Burned to death when clothing catches fire, Ap 11, 2/8
STOMPS, RISE (Guyton)
Injured when wagon falls down bank, U 30, 2/2
STONE (Capt)
Laughter at by citizens as victim of train robbery, ed, J 1, 2/2
STONE, EMMA
Fixed for disorderly conduct chg preferred by Mrs Cilla Davis, J 3, 8/4
STONE, E W
Injured in fall from cart, Ap 8, 7/3
STONE ORS, LUCINDA
Death, O 13, 1/6; blog, O 13, 1/7
STONE, NELSON B
Beg, N 8, 1/7; seditious, N 9, 1/8; funeral announcement, N 10, 1/2; funeral, par, N 13, 1/7; will filed for probate, N 15, 1/5; N 16, 1/7; will admitted to probate, N 20, 1/7; Elizabeth H stone appnt executrix of estate, O 5, 1/5
STONE, S N
Stable purchased by Shilling Bros, Ap 13, 3/2
STONE, SIMON W
Name New York, Lake Erie & Western ry co in damage suit, Ap 20, 1/4
STUKA, SUMMER R
Name Lake Erie & Alliance & Southern by co in mortgage foreclosures, N 22, 2/3
STONKICHT, RONNIE
Finds abandoned baby on doorstep, JY 14, 1/6
STOKER, FRANK
Involved in train wreck near Johnson, Je 9, 3/1
STOKES, ELI (Sic)
Bound to ct on chg of assault with intent to kill, O 26, 4/2
STOKES, NICHOLAS
Oil struck on property near Robertsville, My 6, 3/2
STOKES RIDGE MINE (Kawarau)
Owned by J P Lewis, destroyed by fire, O 8, 4/3
STOKES, D C
Attempts to take place at Curtis Sheehan's at teachers' qualifying exam, fraud discovered, Ap 17, 2/2
STOKES MILL, AUGUSTUS AND EMMA
Guardian files partial acct, My 13, 2/2
STOKES, HELEN A
Pupil recital, J 3, 1/3
STOKES, JESSE B
Name estate of G G Cannon in recovery suit, Ap 10, 1/3
STOKES (MRS), W S (OWAY A)
Death, O 20, 1/5; funeral announcement, D 27, 1/5; funeral, D 27, 1/8
STOKES, LOUIS
Discharged from vagrancy chg, N 22, 1/6
STOKES, FRED
Elected rep to grand jury meeting at Massillon by Akron lodge no 180 Sons of St George, J 2, 2/8
STOKES, CLARENCE
Assault and battery chg dismissed, N 6, 1/2
STOKER, LEROY
Fixed on petit larceny chg, Ja 31, 1/2; F 1, 4/3
STOKER, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie T, My 5, 1/8
STOKES TOP
Owns and publishes combine, nominate ticket, N 20, 1/3
Official candidate list as certified by bd of elections, N 25, 3/1
STOKES RY EMPLOYEES OF AMER, ALLEGIATED ASSN OF PROHIBITIONISTS
Decides to affiliate with Amer Fed of Labor, O 12, 3/5
Holds last annual conv at Cleve, O 12, 4/1
STOKES, MARGARET
Masonic dir of Melville co leaves city, U 7, 1/7
STOKES
Ord for improvement of Sherman and other sts passed by council, F 21, 4/4
Ord for assessments to improve Market to st. north of market st passed by council, My 5, 2/6
Resolution passed by council for freedom's report of estimated assessment for improvement of Arch st, My 13, 7/6; for reforms to Baldt at, My 13, 7/6
Toledo cem's com inspect st-cleaning equipment, Je 14, 1/2
Council passes ord to improve 6 sts, Jy 5, 1/4
Cease bids on cleaning and sweeping advd for city cem's, Jy 8, 1/8
Formation of bur for removal of obstructions from sidewalks urged, ed, Jy 11, 2/1
Bids for curvey of sidewalks and crossing asked by city cem's, Jy 14, 3/6
Bids for sweeping and cleaning paved sts in city asked by city cem's, Jy 14, 3/6
Council criticized for retaining sanction of new sidewalk obstruction ord, ed, Jy 18, 2/1; sanction of sidewalk obstruction and urged, ed, Ap 8, 2/2
Citizens believed eager for cleaning service, ed, Ap 18, 2/1
STRADEL, JOHN
STRADEL, JOSEPH
Chg with failure to keep son in school, son arrested, Ap 21, 1/7; fixed for failure to provide for son, son resea suspended sentence to reform school, Ap 22, 1/6
STRADEL, JOSEPH, JR
Arraigned on larceny chg, Ap 21, 4/3; resea suspended sentence to Boys' Indus school, Ap 22, 1/6
STRADEL, LUCINDA
Fixed and sentenced for law conduct and keeping brothel, My 1, 3/10; sentenced to Cleve workhouse, My 2, 1/2
STRADEL, JULIA (Cindl)
Loss of promise suit brought by Luella Wallis, W 29, 2/2
STRADEL BROTS CLOTHING STORE (Tiffin)
Rebort attempt frustrated by Edward Ball, Ball
STUBBS, JOHN

Adr Hugh Love files estate inventory, N 10, 1:4

STURGIS, JOSIAH (Lancaster)

Hold on chg of robbing Oakele store, N 18, 2:3

STURGIS, WILSON (Lincoln)

Petition filed against Lee E J Halter, sale of real estate found necessary, apptors apptd, My 9, 3:11; sale ordered and made, My 10, 1:5

STULL, CALVIN

Arrested on child-abandonment chg, released on bond, Ja 23, 1:3; convicted, motion for new trial filed, Ja 25, 1:3

Arrested on non-support chg, O 23, 1:7

STULL (Miss), FERDY (Aliance)

Injured when thrown from carriage, N 27, 2:2

STUMP, WILLO (Lincoln)

Fatally injured when struck by train, Ap 18, 3:4

STUMP, LEVY

Adm S C Sump files partial estate acct and affidavit for extension of time, O 11, 1:8

STURGEON, JOHN (Lincoln)

Found guilty of embezzlement, N 25, 2:5

STURGEON (Mrs), LENA

Injured in bar train wreck at Monroe Falls, Jy 25, 1:1

STURGEON, SAMUEL H

Named in stock-subscription suit brought by Aaron and Canton Check Register co, Je 6, 4:3; imnes suit, granted stay of execution, Je 23, 1:7

STURGEON, CHARLES

Fined for disorderly conduct, O 11, 4:6

STURGEON, C C


STIDER, CHARLES

Estate under files partial acct, F 17, 4:5

STIDER, EMMA S

Named in promissory note suit by Louisa E Doyle, files cross petition, Ap 26, 1:7; property ordered sold at sheriff’s sale, O 24, 3:9

Money suit brought by Jacob Betewell settled, N 5, 1:4

STIDER, JAMES W

Granted pension, N 22, 8:2

STUR, SUSANNAH

Estate property sale confirmed, Ap 29, 1:4

SUBER, HENRY

Early development as ultimate means to peace urged, ed, Ap 26, 2:1

SUFFERANCE

Women’s proposed school suffrage law criticized, 1hr, O 22, 2:8

Dough for equal rights for men and women upheld, 1hr, O 22, 3:4

Women’s privileges in Minnesota described, 1hr, F 22, 4:4

Writer’s 1hr to comp criticized, ed, M 17, 2:1

Defeat of bill in Ohio legis criticized, 1hr, M 24, 2:3

Subject of lecture by J J Billingsly before Epworth League audience of North Hill Mch ch, Ap 22, 7:2

Kent women’s com circulates paper for franchise, N 3, 1:1

SISU

Shortage report, S 23, 1:3; famine continues, merchants assured of early shipment, S 26, 1:2

SULLIVAN, JAMES (Toldeo)

Burned in gas tank explosion, Ja 30, 3:3

SULLIVAN, J J

Nomination as trustee of Sandusky Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Home confirmed by sen, Ja 11, 2:2

SULLIVAN, JOHN (Fremont)

 Held on chg of breaking into freight cars, O 30, 2:3

SULLIVAN, JOHN L

Cited as example of effects of drunkenness, ed, Ja 26, 2:2

Arrested for disorderly conduct, released on bond, O 26, 3:15

SULLIVAN, MILDRED

Fined for disorderly conduct, D 11, 4:6

SULLIVAN, TON

Dismissed from vagrancy chg, N 27, 4:3

SULLIVAN, WILLIAM H (Sandusky)

Fataiely stabbed, Edward Bennett arrested, S 22, 2:4; stabbing deemed act of self defense in coroner’s rept, S 23, 4:2

SUMLIFFIELD, E

Apptor recall of Toledo & Ohio Central Extension rr, N 15, 2:4

SUMERS, PATRICK

Final naturazation papers, Ag 4, 4:4

SUMERS (DR), WILLIAM

Funeral, N 27, 4:3

SUMMIT COUNTY

AUDITOR

Col C W F Dick resigns, John Grether takes oath, S 11, 3:5

SUMMIT COUNTY – AUDITOR (cont)

New office holders criticized for inefficiency, ed, O 12, 2:2

CHILDREN’S HOME

D E Mill aptd trustee, N 7, 3:3

M J Betts aptd dir, Je 4, 1:5

COMMISSIONERS

Nomination of those favorable to road constr urged, 1hr, Ag 25, 4:4

Investigation of affairs conducted by com, 2 minor offenses disclosed, O 21, 1:7

CORNER

H A Kasson aptd clerk, Ja 9, 1:6

ELECTIONS

General

Successful candidates sworn into office, Ja 3, 3:2

County bd of elections divides Coventry Dp into 2 precincts, F 27, 1:6

Citizens’ return to republican party discussed, ed, Ag 7, 2:2

Dem nominations deemed futile, advised to desist from expenditures, ed, Ag 25, 2:1

Department state supervisors of elections organized, Ag 31, 1:8

Campaign speeches by dems permitted, ed, S 21, 2:1

Dem party ridiculed for nominating opponents’ cash-out candidates, ed, O 10, 2:2

Dem party criticized for deceiving voters in previous election, ed, O 25, 2:3

Doctrine and politics discussed at republican meeting in Gay Falls, O 27, 1:7

Voters urged to thwart dem boziness, ed, W 1, 2:1

Rec平凡tion of republican candidates urged, ed, N 2, 2:1

Rep ticket endorsed, ed, N 3, 2:1

Rep to overwhelm dem boziness, ed, N 4, 2:1

Voters warned against abuse of county funds by dem office holders, ed, N 4, 2:2

Tabulation of republican pluralities in city and county, N 8, 1:5

Rep candidates elected in incomplete returns, N 8, 1:5

End of bosses rule seen as voters endorse repub ticket, ed, N 8, 2:1

Revised tabulation of republican pluralities in city and county, N 8, 3:8

Aaron Wagner commended for campaign, N 8, 6:7

SUMMIT COUNTY – ELECTIONS – General (cont)

Bid of elections canvasses city and county vote, N 9, 1:7

Dem party criticized for unprincipled campaign against republican candidates, 1hr, N 9, 2:5

Bid of elections finds discrepancy in election returns, N 10, 2:2

Repub arrange victory celebration to benefit charity, N 11, 1:1

Clark

Clark appolts listed, O 9, 3:2

Nathaniel P Goodwin endorsed for reelection, ed, O 18, 2:2

Oaths of endorsing repeal of Garber law against County Clerk Nathaniel P Goodwin deemed false, ed, O 19, 2:2

Nathaniel P Goodwin endorsed for reelection, ed, O 26, 2:1; ed, O 28, 2:1

Clark of cts Nathaniel Perkins Goodwin endorsed for reelection, ed, N 2, 2:3

Commissioner

Jonathan Breiter endorsed for election, ed, O 28, 2:1; ed, O 29, 2:3

Jonathan H Breiter endorsed, ed, N 2, 2:3

Dem Primary

Nomination results listed, S 18, 1:6

Infirmity Dir

W H Jones vindicated of non-action chs, ed, O 13, 2:2

Sgt William H Jones endorsed as repub candidate, 1hr, O 27, 1:5

William H Jones endorsed, ed, N 2, 2:3

Judiciary

Dem candidate for common pleas ct judge Henry K Sauder condemned, S 20, 2:1; candidacy for probate judge deemed a joke, ed, O 13, 2:2

Judge Edward W Stuart endorsed for reelection to probate ct, ed, O 10, 2:2; reelection to probate ct endorsed, ed, O 12, 2:2; endorsed for election to probate judge, ed, O 18, 2:2

Oaths of endorsing repeal of Garber law against Probate Judge Edward W Stuart deemed false, ed, O 19, 2:2

Judge Stuart delivers campaign address at Mogadore, O 21, 1:5

Edward W Stuart endorsed for reelection, ed, O 28, 2:1; campaign for reelection at Inland, O 28, 4:4; campaign for reelection, O 30, 8:3
SUMMIT COUNTY - ELECTIONS - Judicial

embraced for reelection, ed. N 3, 2:2
Judge Edward W. Stuart delivers campaign address at Huron Falls, N 3, 4:4

Peoples Conv
Nominates J. J. Reilly for reg'r, S 15, 1:6

Pros Conv
Pros Alfy Samuel G. Rogers criticized for rebuking tax expenditures, ed. 27, 2:2; for increasing burden of taxpayers, ed. 38, 2:2

Prohibitionist Conv
Nominates candidates, S 2, 1:4

Recorder
Benjamin F. Clark and James L. Porter endorsed, ed. 3, 2:3
Negs of endorsing repeal of guber law against Recorder Benjamin F. Clark deemed false, ed. 10, 2:2
Benjamin F. Clark endorsed, ed. 25, 2:1; ed. 28, 2:4
Benjamin Franklin Clark endorsed as friend of workingmen, ed. 30, 2:3; endorsed for reelection, ed. 2, 2:2

Respub Conv
Election of officers and canes, nominates candidates, S 2, 1:1
Nominated, candidates nominated deemed best reps of people, ed. 5, 2:1
Showed enthusiasm in preparing for McKinley day after election candidates, S 5, 5:1

FINANCE
Receipt of tax collection for February, F 28, 1:2
Auditors find treasurer's balance book, M 7, 1:2
Auditors apply by probate of verify records, make report, S 6, 1:8

INFORMATION
Dir's report approved by county commissioners, M 9, 1:3
Jail
Improvements advised by grand jury, M 3, 1:1
PENSIONS
ED
Electors, J 12, 1:7
REGISTRAR
Annual report completed by county registrar B. F. Clark, J 15, 1:7
SHERIFF
P. M. Duffy appointed special deputy sheriff, M 24, 1:4

1903
SUMMIT COUNTY - SHERIFF (cont)
James R. Mullarkey appointed as deputy confirmed, My 18, 1:2
J. H. Thomas, Charles Nettles, and Albert Harris appointed special deputies for Coventry twp, J 3, 1:1
William Morgan appointed deputy sheriff, O 10, 1:8

SUITS AND CLAIMS
Named in tax injunction suit by Frank Seil and Louise C. Schmell, J 12, 1:3
Names Oliver Moore in estate collection suit, J 30, 1:3
Names Joy A. Pendleton in estate collection suit, J 30, 1:3
Names James A. Pendleton in estate collection suit, J 30, 1:3
Losses demanded against City of Ann Arbor, F 1, 1:3
Widow delinquent tax suit against estate of Oliver Moore, F 23, 1:8
Auditor C. W. Fisk named in mass action by S. S. Gobb, Ap 12, 1:7
Salary collection suit brought by C. S. Gobb, open, testimony given, Ap 13, 1:7; motion for hearing allowed by sup ct, O 31, 1:4
Infringy dir's property suit against Catherine Proctor, sale of real estate, My 11, 1:3
Injunction suit brought by eastern union telegraph co dismissed, My 27, 1:7
Injunction suit brought by Adams Express Co dismissed, My 27, 1:7
Injunction suit brought by Thomas C. Platt dismissed, My 27, 1:7
Money suit brought by Mary A. Moore, judgment rendered on demurrer, dismissed, J 5, 1:5; suit reversed and removed from circuit to lower ct, O 6, 1:5
Injunction suit brought by O. C. Basinger, J 28, 1:8
Names in tax suit by estate of T. W. Cornelius, J 20, 1:7; J 21, 1:7
Names in assessment suit by Cordelia N. Thompson and 23 others, O 3, 1:7; suit filed anew, O 1, 1:5
Comes in to thwart payment of law librarian's salary contended, ed. 0, 24, 2:3
Names in injunction suit brought by William Brotz, N 22, 1:7

SHERIFF
William G. Geyser resigns as assistant, Ap 8, 8:3
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SUMMIT COUNTY - TREASURER
Robert L. Andrew takes oath of office, S 5, 1:4

VISITORS, ED OF
Mrs. Katherine L. Griswold appointed to be, My 1, 1:4
L. C. Miles appointed member, Ap 30, 1:2

SUMMIT COUNTY ABSTRACT CO
Deed filed by Emma L. Newman in suit brought by Ohio Savings Bank, ed. 3, 1:8; amended, Ap 17, 1:4
Completes records for Summit County, My 3, 1:6
Stockholders meet, elect dirs, My 4, 2:3
Holds meeting, elects officers, My 5, 1:1
Holds meeting, N 11, 1:2
Assumes control of plant formerly operated as Ohio Abstract Co, O 2, 8:5

SUMMIT COUNTY BAR ASSN
Elects officers, J 9, 1:2

SUMMIT COUNTY ENSIGNIAL ALLIANCE
Appoints to solicit signatures for law and order league constitution, elects officers, ratifies entertainment limitations, J 9, 1:6

SUMMIT COUNTY FAIR
Program and officials, S 27, 1:7

SUMMIT COUNTY FAIR
Race entries listed, O 2, 1:5
Exhibitions arranged for opening, O 3, 1:5; open, O 4, 1:3
Display described, O 5, 1:1
Attendance reported higher than last year, O 5, 1:1
Sponsors baby contest, day's events outlined, O 6, 1:1
Clubs, O 7, 3:1
Races commended by sporting journals, O 23, 4:3
Financial report, O 28, 7:3

SUMMIT COUNTY FARMERS' INST
Issues financial report from Guy Falls here, J 14, 8:3

SUMMIT COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOC
Prepares annual meeting and election of officers for Feb meeting, J 13, 3:4

SUMMIT-KEUKA COUNTY FARMERS' ASSN
Commemorates Commodore Perry's victory at Cadiz's Grove meeting, S 11, 4:4

SUMMIT COUNTY MINISTRIAL ALLIANCE
Addressed by Rev. E. H. Willard on church and charity, D 10, 4:1

SUMMIT COUNTY TEACHER'S ASSN
Holds bi-monthly meeting, D 18, 3:4

SUMMIT OIL AND GAS CO
Incorporates, J 9, 1:7; organizes, J 10, 1:4
Decides to proceed with drilling of well at the White grocery, F 1, 1:2
Leases 900 acres between Ravenna and Kent, F 10, 4:8
Holds meeting, D 18, 1:2

SUMMIT SAW MILL CO
Holds annual meeting, elects bd of dirs, J 11, 1:1
Resumes work, O 9, 4:2
Donates 25-ton car of coal to Union Charity assn, O 28, 1:1

SUMMIT ST
Improvement comm. awarded to Lawrence Hallinan, My 19, 3:4
Residents petition comm. to clean culvert between Mill and Market sts, J 15, 6:6

SUMMER, CHARLES
Fired for drunkenness, F 30, 1:6

SUMMER, ELIZABETH
Named in property suit by Alfred Were, S 20, 1:1

SUMMER, LOUISE
Robbed, Martin Hovey's res searched, O 13, 4:4

SUMMER, MARSHFIELD
Repub candidate for 6th ward assessor defeats William W. Crooks and 2 others, Ap 14, 1:3

SUMMER ST
Sale opened for grading and grading from each to South st, Ap 14, 3:8
Notice of estimated material for improvements, J 10, 7:5

SUMMERSTOWN
Residents petition against grading, Ag 14, 1:2

SUN PUBLISHING CO
Named in damage suit brought by Katie Hoffman, O 8, 2:4

SUN VAPOR ST LIGHT CO (Canton)
Just a nan appt'd res by request of Alice N. Chase, U 13, 1:4

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE
Origin of Sabbath question, Itr., My 27, 6:2
Opening of Chicago World's Fair on Sunday approved, ed. J 13, 2:1

Law enforcement in Gals praised, ed. J 13, 2:1; Gals satisfied, ed. J 20, 2:1
Proposed opening of Chicago World's Fair condemned, ed. J 6, 2:2
SUNDAY OBSERVANCE (con't)
Gala Grand Opera house ordered to stay closed, N 20, 2:6
Enforcement of law regarding liquor sales urged by Law and Order League, N 23, 1:5

SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Cooperation by teachers and superintendents stressed, N 15, 7:5
SUNDAY SCHOOL SAFETY (Aiken)
Sponsors talk by Bishop J H Vincent on Sunday School work, Ja 14, 4:2
Helds only meeting, W 14, 1:2
Helds discussion on improving interest in Sunday School classes, Je 7, 4:4
Helds only meeting, S 26, 4:5

SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, SUMMIT COUNTY
Plans annual sessions, Je 1, 3:4
Holds annual come to Gay Falls, Je 5, 1:6
SUMMAR & LYON (Garberton)
Laundry destroyed by fire, W 6, 1:2

SUPERIOR HORSE NAIL CO (OLL)
With Nathan J Howe and John Wolf named in promissory note suit brought by Cassadine & Seabury, Jy 31, 1:7
Named in promissory note collection suit by Elisha Lyman, Ag 10, 1:6

SUPERIOR MINING CO
Named with J F Satherling in collection suit brought by Tuscaramus Coal and Iron co, O 3, 1:4

SUSAN A HESTPHEN (Toldeo)
For store damaged by fire, F 11, 7:3
SUTHERLAND, WILLIAM (Normal)
Wins damage suit against IMO RR, N 16, 2:5

SUTLIFE, JOHN S
Death, D 20, 1:8; funeral, D 20, 4:2
SUTTEN (ORS), KAUMLINE (Ravenna)
Fired for assault on son of L William, Jy 13, 4:3
Robbed, N 10, 4:3

SUTTON, BETSY (Peru Tap)
Sentenced when forced to sign note to purchase sawing machine, S 7, 3:4

SUTTON, W M (Putnam County)
Indicted on embezzlement, D 6, 2:5; indicted on 24 charges of embezzlement, U 7, 2:4

SUTTON, JOHN
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Je 27, 1:2
SWAGER, OLIVER (Round Head)
Fatally injured in bldg collapse, Ag 11, 2:4
SWAIN, Stolen watch returned, Ja 19, 1:1
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SWAIN, MATTIE
Ja 2, 2:8

SWAIN, EFF CO
Files cross petition in suit of Lilly, Beckert & co against Jacob Good and others, O 5, 1:3

SWAIN, CHARLES (Galena)
Injured when struck by bucket, D 1, 2:2

SWANN, CHARLES
Names Glenn S Williamson in promissory note suit, Ap 5, 2:3

SWANN, GEORGE
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ag 5, 1:2

SWANN, PHEBE A
Wins injunction and equitable relief suit against Charles Randall, Ja 13, 1:3

SWANN LAW (Fos CO
Wins suit against Akron Elec Mfg co, D 11, 1:8

SWEET, JOHN
Awards verdict in damage suit brought by Tolly Scobier, F 1, 1:3

SWETZ, Sought for stealing Harry Rushman's horse and buggy and wrecking it near Garberton, Ap 10, 4:3

SWERZECK, ARTHUR
Funeral, Je 14, 2:5

SWERZECK, ELIZA
Celebrates 60th birthday anniversary, Ap 28, 1:5

SWIARTZ, JOHN

SWIARTZ, JOHN (Titon)
Robbed, son John and Walkie missing, O 27, 2:3

SWIARTZ, JOHN, SR
Application for appointment of guardian, O 2, 1:3

SWIARTZ, WILLIAM
Fined and sentenced to workhouse for disorderly conduct, M 14, 1:1

SWENBERT, GEORGE B
Seventh SUNDAY (Davison Church)
Jamestown dist (W V) conference, Lutheran pastors held mission meeting, Ja 25, 1:5

SHEPHERDSVILLE, KENTUCKY
Arrested on disorderly conduct charge in cause of John McFarlin injuries, D 11, 1:6; charge with disorderly conduct, case postponed, U 12, 4:6

SHEPHERD, FRANK
Killed in rail accident at Bravelle, Je 5, 2:6

SHEPPARD, R. HENRY (Cincinnati)
Killed and robbed by highwaymen, M 31, 3:2

SHEPHARD, MIRIAM (Kronen)
Convicted of highway robbery, makes effort for new trial, O 10, 3:4

SNELLING, MENTICE (Tallmadge)
Arrested on chg of overdriving horse, pleads not guilty, O 11, 4:2; fined for overdriving horse, O 13, 1:6

SNELLER, CHARLES (Columbiana)
Frustrates card game fraud attempted by Perkins, M 19, 1:7

SNEED, JOHN (North Springfield)
Wins judgment suit against Simon T Kegler, Ja 24, 1:5

SNELLER, OSCAR
Dismissed from theft chg, N 16, 4:3

SNEDDEN, Eliza Delaware
Meat act destroyed by fire, Ag 16, 3:3

SHIFT, MIKE
Dismissed from chg of vagrancy, F 10, 4:1

SHIFT, JOHN
Enters Akron area, M 13, 1:1

SHGARDT, A (Copley)
Burned damaged by storm lightning, M 24, 2:5

SHGARDT, A. KEENER
Applies Harvey Masser assigns, Ag 8, 1:5

SHOP, ANDREW (D & R)
Paint shop damaged by fire, M 22, 1:2

SKYES BROOK (West Richfield)
Wagon damaged in runaway, Ag 9, 4:6

SKALL, CHERLE
Aged instructor of piano at Buchtel hall, N 14, 1:2

SLYSTATE, TONY
Suicide, J 6, 2:2

SMITH, JOSEPH L (Fairfield Tap)
Chicken coop robbed, N 2, 2:4

SMITH, OZIEL M (Clevel)
Grows in rescue attempt when boat overturns, M 18, 1:7

SMITH, WILLIAM (Newark)
Grocery store robbed, A N Taylor held, D 11, 2:2

SMITH, ALEX (Cuyahoga Falls)

SALL, SIGMUND F
Bill passed in house authorizing change of name to Sigmond F Hayes, F 25, 2:7

T & O RR CO
Freight train derailed near Johnson, N 9, 3:1
Loss of damage suit brought by Eliza Jump of Buckley, U 15, 2:2

TAGGART (ORS), J S
Injured in fall on dem cellar steps, D 9, 2:4

TAGGART, WILSON S (Ed Clairesville)
Sentenced to penitentiary for forgery, N 22, 2:3

TAGGERT, C (Ashtabula)
Arrested in robbery of Lake Shore RR cars, N 16, 2:5

TASTERT, PATRICK (Ashtabula)
Held with son Ed on robbery chg, N 20, 2:2

TALCOTT, BIRD
Held on robbery chg, N 2, 4:6; chg dismissed, N 3, 3:2; N 4, 1:3
TALLMADGE, OHIO
Official candidate list as certified by bd of
elections, No 25, 2:1
TALLMADGE AVE
Proposal to make it into bvd discussed, My 23,
1:5
Gd to establish grades from Main to Howard sts
promulgated by council, No 10, 3:5
TALLY, N
Awarded conr by Wooster & Tusking Valley rr
co to build extension of line from Wooster
to Millersburg, Ja 28, 1:6
TAUNGE (REV),
Criticized for seeming lack of Christian fortude,
ed, No 6, 2:2
Rumored salary offer ridiculed, ed, My 22, 2:1
TAMANY
Control of N Y City criticized, ed, Ap 25, 2:1
Role of New York City called disgraceful, Je 17,
2:2
TAPICCO, OHIO
Quarantined against smallpox, O 17, 2:3
TAYLOR, ANN L
Appraisers of estate apdx, r 30, 4:2
TAYLOR, WILLIAM B
Endorsement as solider candidate for postmaster
urgent, 1lr, Ap 13, 2:3
TANNIS,
Fatefully crushed in CNEC train wreck at Fairlandle
coming, Jy 21, 1:3
TANNER, E W
Sought as pastor of Holy St Dk of Christ by bd of
trustees, My 8, 4:4; welcomed by High St
ch, called scholarly Christian worker, ed,
Ag 7, 2:1; assumes duties, delivers sermon,
Ag 7, 4:4
Sermon on educ of U S Negroes, N 6, 4:4
TANNER, H C
Beat by train conductor, Jy 5, 1:2
TANNER, GEORGE
Negro chg dismissed, F 25, 8:2
TANNER, H W
Wagon damaged when struck by car, O 25, 1:4
TANNER, P E & 0
Wagon damaged when struck by runaway team, F 21,
1:2
TANNER, FRANK
Arrested in Chicago for Dayton authorities on
murder chg, 1, 7, 2:4
TAPLINCOR, ELI
Res robbed, M 16, 1:2
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TAPLIN, JAMES B
Granted patent on hnd friction cluch, Ja 6, 1:4
Reports made on his illness condemned, 1lr,
Ja 18, 4:3
Death, Ja 23, 1:1; obituary, por, Ja 23, 1:8
Taplin, Rice & co employees pay tribute, Ja 24,
1:5
Funeral, Ja 25, 1:2; will filed for probate,
Ja 29, 3:4; will admitted to probate, F 6, 1:7;
I2; inventory of estate filed, F 24, 4:4
TAPLIN, JOHN L
Death, O 10, 1:4; funeral announcement, O 19,
1:3; funeral, O 25, 1:3
TAPLIN, RICE & CO
Employees pass resolution honoring James B
Taplin, Ja 24, 1:5
Holds annual meeting, elects dirs and officers,
Ja 30, 1:3
Collection suit against Jacob Neahl settled,
My 1, 3:4
Molding-dept bldg damaged by fire, Ag 3, 1:4
With Lewis Miller requests that J A Long be adpt
reas of Akron iron co, U 12, 1:5
TARRIFF
Use organ of a comparing quarantine and high
protective tariff ridiculed, ed, Ja 28, 4:1;
criticized for proposing increase in duty on
breakfast beverages, Ap 25, 2:1
Free list because of McKinley law affecting
balance of trade, reason supported, ed, Ap 29,
2:1
Idea and opinions of repub leaders expressed
by Gov McKinley, ed, My 5, 2:2; McKinley law
supported, ed, My 9, 2:1
Lack of cooperation in cong in passage of bill
predicted, My 10, 2:2; trouble predicted for
cong in carrying out platform pledge, ed,
My 22, 2:1
Seen as main issue of repub campaign, Je 7, 2:1
Free trade policies taught in Akron calls criti-
cized, ed, Je 13, 2:1
Question on foreign aids goods and duty placed
on tea, coffee, and sugar discussed, ed,
Je 27, 2:2
Free trade condemned, ed, Ja 1, 2:1; deemed cause
of England's poverty by R Haffield and T L
Sedgwick, Jy 1, 3:1
Assessment made on dem policy of non-interference
urged, ed, My 20, 2:1; Ja 21, 2:1
Policy of dem party criticized, ed, Ag 2, 2:1;
thought cause of depression, ed, Ag 3, 2:1;
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TARIFF (cont)
McKinley tariff abolition urged, ed, Ag 4, 2:2
Gov McKinley calls dem policy of free trade
impediment to business, ed, Ag 7, 2:2
J R Walker commented for chgs against dem free
trade policy, ed, Ag 14, 2:1
Repub party called champion to aid business
depression, ed, Ag 14, 2:1
Dem persistence in free trade policy dome of
party, ed, Ag 18, 2:2; free trade ridiculed,
ed, Ag 17, 2:1; believed cause of financial
panic by Lewis Miller, Ag 22, 1:7
Sen Frye urges resolution to avoid change, ed,
Ag 22, 2:1; probability of contd protection
discussed, ed, Ag 25, 2:2; lower protective
system chaotic for indus, ed, Ag 28, 2:2;
protection thought necessary to maintain high wage
level, ed, S 30, 2:2; to maintain indus pros-
perity, ed, O 4, 2:1
Protection saving of workman, ed, O 5, 2:1
Protection deemed essential to stability of Amer
indus, ed, O 6, 2:1; essential for maintaining
Amer wage standard, ed, O 6, 2:1; essential
to stability of Amer home, ed, O 6, 2:2; neces-
sary for high wages, ed, O 9, 2:2; protection
deemed beneficial to workman, ed, O 10, 2:2;
endorsed by mass repubs, ed, O 11, 2:2; deemed
necessary for high wage standard, ed, O 14,
2:3; protection deemed necessary for higher wage
level, ed, O 15, 2:2; necessary for in-
creasing employment, ed, O 17, 2:2; for higher
wage standard, ed, O 19, 2:2; for high wages in
iron and steel indus, ed, O 25, 2:1
Assurance of protection urged for return of prosper-
ty, ed, O 14, 2:3; desire for protection
deemed cause of revolutionary war, ed,
O 18, 2:2
Protective levy favored in speeches by Maj F C
Bryan, Judge E W Stuart, and Charles Baird,
O 17, 4:4
Protective tariff favored, dem admin policy
scared for business slump, ed, O 21, 2:2; free
trade policy of dem party criticized, ed, O 23,
7:6; protective policy considered unjust to
working class, ed, O 25, 2:3
Protection believed dependent on steady flow of
capital and employment security, 1lr, O 25, 1:1
Nineteen Akron cos see dem proposed free trade
policy responsible for indus depression, O 28,
1:1; workmen urged to assure high wage level
by voting for protection, ed, O 28, 2:3
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TARIFF (cont)
Free trade threat cause of existent lower wage
level, ed, O 30, 2:2
Dems' proposed free trade policy called cause of
exist days depression by Paul E Werner,
O 30, 4:3
Dem policy responsible for indus depression, ed,
N 6, 2:2; resolution of Gov William McKinley
to abolish free trade urged, ed, N 8, 2:2
Contemplated tariff reduction causes indus
depression, ed, N 6, 2:3
Dem voters protest against free trade policy, ed,
N 11, 2:1; partly warned against execution of
proposed free trade policy, ed, N 11, 2:2
Dem threat of revision criticized, ed, N 15, 2:1;
effort by dem members of cong to pass rev bill
criticized, ed, N 27, 2:1; Wilson tariff bill
criticized, ed, N 35, 2:1
Gov McKinley's speech against Wilson bill praised,
ed, N 28, 2:1; new measures proposed for
passage opposed, ed, N 29, 2:1; proposed bill
and effect on business discussed by Gov
McKinley at East Liverpool rally, N 29, 7:2
Reform will bring about indus struggle, ed, O 2,
2:1
Wilson bill protested by Youngstown workers and
afrs of iron and steel indus, D 3, 2:1
Specific method of levying duties on standard
units of measure praised, ed, D 4, 2:1; ed
valuable method of putting foreign value on
articles condemned, ed, J 4, 2:1
Wilson bill with exception of sugar clause
approved by Lawrence T Neal, O 8, 1:4; bill
denounced by employees in various East Liverpool
cos, O 7, 3:4
Increased tariff urged by Gov McKinley, 1lr,
O 8, 2:1
Wilson bill criticized, ed, O 9, 2:1
Free trade for Amer, tax on all foreign afirs
who import into U S urged, 1lr, O 9, 4:6
Defeat of Wilson bill urged, ed, O 15, 2:1; labor
unions urged to protest against bill, ed, O 16,
2:1; effect of bill on agf indus discussed,
D 16, 3:5; effect on labor, wages, and indus
predicted, ed, O 16, 2:1
Wilson bill condemned by E F Pfeiffer, O 18, 1:2;
by William D Hoover, O 18, 1:2; by iron and
steel workers of Youngstown, ed, O 19, 2:1;
by Central Labor union and local Amalgamated
asn, O 20, 1:4; opposition by working men
urged, ed, O 19, 2:1
TARIFF (cont.)
Men who framed Wilson bill criticized, ed, p 19, 2:1; opposition by Akron labor urged, ed, p 20, 2:1; defeat of bill urged, ed, p 21, 2:1
Prevarications by ways and means come in to cong re Wilson bill revision criticized, 10r, p 21, 2:2
Citizens urged to assist in defeating Wilson bill, ed, p 26, 2:1; working people urged to aid in defeat, ed, p 26, 2:1; pub protest urged, ed, p 27, 2:1; veto urged, ed, p 28, 2:1
Amr Protective Tariff league pleads for aid in defeat of Wilson bill, ed, p 29, 2:1; citizens urged to protest passage of proposed bill, ed, p 30, 2:1

FIREWARE
Benefits to Mrs. Proctor, p 21, 2:1

IRON
Reduction deemed prelude to lower wages, ed, p 19, 2:1

RICE
Protection criticized by La planters, p 12, 2:1

SUGAR
Protection criticized by La planters, ed, p 12, 2:1; increase in revenue by home criticism, ed, p 10, 2:1;
Protective policy condemned as conducive to higher consumer prices, ed, p 25, 2:1

NY Times criticism of T. Johnson on high rates criticized, ed, p 15, 2:1

TIN PLATE
Effects of Sec Carlin on place to place list opposed, ed, p 24, 2:1
Attempt by Sec Carlin to conceal facts criticized, ed, p 24, 2:1
Ridicule begun by dem campaign criticized, ed, p 27, 2:1
Dem attack criticized for impeding Amer tin plate index, ed, p 5, 2:2

Wool
Abolishment deemed pernicious to farmers, ed, p 10, 2:1
Lower prices cause depression in index, ed, p 31, 2:2
Tariff favored, ed, p 3, 2:2
Ohio growers condemn dem free trade policy, ed, p 1, 2:1
Free admission of foreign product will ruin index, ed, p 2, 2:1
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TARK, EMER A
Sought for impropriety U S officer and blackmailing farmers, p 30, 1:2

TARK, WM
Adjudged insane, p 25, 1:7

TATE, R M
Names John Allen and Joseph Fileman in collection suit, p 25, 1:3

TAYLOR, C
Mime collection suit against Albert T Page, p 21, 1:1; mime suit against Albert T Page, p 25, 1:6

TAXATION

Reason for omission of back tax on Cornell estate from county courts report explained, ed, p 6, 2:2
State rep shows city has law rate of 24 mills, p 20, 3, 1:6
Potential revenue advocated as decisive factor in granting franchise for street railways, ed, p 31, 2:1
Comparison of Akron rates and revenue with large Ohio cities, ed, p 31, 2:1
Resolution adopted by dem providing for revision of tax list, p 1, 2:5
Bill passed in house provides that contractors receipt shall operate as license in payment of special assessment, p 1, 2:5
Bill passed in house making mandatory the advertisement of delinquent tax list, p 1, 2:3
Legis proposed to require listing of notes on duplicates, p 4, 1:1
Bill introduced in sen provides for payment by someone other than property owner, p 9, 1:3
Bill introduced in house providing for 1 per cent tax on bonds and promissory notes, p 10, 1:8
Sen com reports favorably on bill to tax telephone and other utilities, ed, p 10, 1:3
Bill introduced in sen providing for payment by foreign corps, p 16, 1:5
Bill introduced in house providing for taxation of telegraph and express co, p 21, 1:4
Nevils bill for proposed taxation of utilities discussed, p 21, 1:4
Britain amendment to give legis full tax power passed by house, considered by sen com, p 15, 1:2
Bill to tax telephone, telegraph, and express coin passed by legis, p 25, 1:4
Street car exempted from bill to tax telephone, telegraph, and express coin, p 25, 2:5
Appl of com to study Ohio's evils approved, ed, p 8, 2:1
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TAXATION (cont.)

Holding of Valley v co appraised by aud of county by court, p 10, 1:1
Annual levy by county comrs, p 6, 1:1
New law objected to by legis, p 26, 1:5
Hamilton county repels delinquency due to financial depression, p 17, 3:2
State tax com's proposed changes in levying taxes condemned, ed, p 26, 2:1

BICYCLE
Ohio legis plans tax, p 11, 1:3

CORPORATIONS
Bill taxing franchises and corporate holdings praised, ed, p 1, 2:2
Bill passed providing assessments for telephone and other utilities, p 23, 1:2
Bill seeking to tax out-of-state cars introduced in Ohio legis, p 11, 1:3
Nichols bill to increase state's duplicate receipts back to house, constitutionality questioned, ed, p 15, 1:1
Bill to tax express, telegraph, and telephone coin discussed in legis, p 26, 1:5; amended and passed by house, p 26, 1:5
Unfair tax laws that cause capitalists to move out of state criticized, ed, p 27, 2:1
Bill recently passed by legis to tax utility coin to be tested in court, p 27, 3:4

INCOME
Support by Pres Cleveland criticized, ed, p 26, 2:1
Sec of State Taylor makes last gry payment to treat, p 16, 1:4

INHERITANCE
Sen passes Holcomb's house bill calling for 25% on collateral rate, p 12, 1:5
Inheritance tax to relieve state financial problems proposed, ed, p 27, 2:2

LIQUOR
Due law receipts for half year listed, p 6, 3:4
Increase sought by MCA and WCU praised, ed, p 26, 2:1

PATENT MEDICINE
Scheme of admin criticized, ed, p 12, 2:1

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Provisions of county bill lists, p 13, 1:2

PERSONAL PROPERTY

PROPERTY
Increase in Summit county receipts reported by and's office, p 9, 1:7

RAILROAD
Disorders appear in rail figures, p 4, 1:3
CSP and CMR mileage assessment for Ohio fixed by county audts, p 8, 4:3
CSP property in Ohio appraised by county audts, p 13, 1:3

REAL ESTATE
Refurb bill introduced in house of rep, p 6, 3:5
Rem of equalization increases taxes on new structures, action deemed satisfactory, p 20, 1:3
Rem of comrs approve ord to levy tax for mining purposes, p 31, 1:2
Council fixes 1893-1894 levy at 9 mills, p 1, 1:3
Summit county collection report, p 21, 1:6
Council condemned for deferring special assessments, ed, p 22, 2:1

SALON
Proposed increase in laws to increase collection verified by John R. Hall, p 23, 1:3
Due law causes closing of many Youngstown saloons, p 7, 2:4
Higher rate endorsed by wealthy Toledo saloon-keepers, p 23, 2:6

SCHOOL
Counties unjustly taxed to support others urged to fight for an amendment (ed, Dayton Journal), p 3, 2:2

TELEPHONE
Central Union Telephone's Summit county apportionment discussed, p 6, 4:3

Tobacco
Bill to tax wholesale cigarette dealers passed by house, p 30, 1:4
Bill to repeal dealers' tax in Holcomb law passed by sen, p 25, 1:4
Passage of bill to repeal dealers' tax in legis, p 25, 2:5
Repeal of cigarette tax law criticized, ed, p 26, 2:1
State instructions for tax collection read by county audts, p 15, 1:3
TAXATION - TOBACCO (cont)
Declared tax on wholesale and retail sale, p 19, 2/9
Bill taxing wholesale and retail dealers seen as
curtainline of sales, p 22, 3/8
Abolition of wholesalers proposed to evade
effects of law (Cleveland Leader), p 28, 4/4
Three retailers take out licenses on Sat, p 1, 1/4

UTILITIES
Bill introduced in sen to amend specified section
of laws to include pub utilities, p 1, 1/1
Bill introduced in sen to invite time entire property,
p 2, 1/1
Possibility of Nichols bill discussed, p 13, 1/1
Bill to tax telephone, telephone, express, and
street ready at ready favorably to house, p 14,
1/5

VENDORS
Bill to license transient merchants praised, ed,
p 20, 2/2
Bill to permit to license transient mer-
chants pass by house, p 20, 2/2
TAYLOR, Verdict against U S Postal employees appealed
by deft, p 8, 2/2
TAYLOR, A V (Necular)
Field for robbery oif, p 11, 2/2
TAYLOR, CARLIE V
Sentenced to prison, p 23, 3/3
TAYLOR, J(IVID H (Findlay)
Robbed, wife sought, p 23, 2/3
TAYLOR, E W
Inc in pub co with Charles W Seaward, p 12, 1/4
TAYLOR, EDWARD E
Sue brought by Capron & Gurtin, suit in aid of
execution, p 24, 1/6; suit dis-
mised at plaintiff's cost, p 14, 1/8
TAYLOR, OSCAR, FRED
Death, p 19, 1/8; funeral, p 20, 4/2
TAYLOR, OSCAR, W (Cola)
Robbed, p 5, 2/2
TAYLOR, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, p 10, 1/7
TAYLOR, JOHN
Forced by police to stop working on Sunday, p 19,
1/3
Injerd by falling mad, p 2, 4/2
TAYLOR, JOHN THOMAS (Kendworth)
Arrested and fined for assaulting James Heath,
p 28, 3/7
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TAYLOR, LEE
Injerd when struck by thrown stone at Lynn
Mason, p 1, 3/5
TAYLOR, CHARLES, HESTER
Oldest living ex-member of legisla-

ted on visit to capital, p 25, 1/1
TAYLOR, PATRICK (Toledo)
Wives personal damage suit against Lake Shore r
p 3, 23, 4/5
TAYLOR, RICHARD
Missing, p 36, 2/3
TAYLOR, SIMON
Defended in collection suit, p 4, 1/4
TAYLOR, WILLIAM
Named in collection suit by First National Bank of
Almshouse, p 24, 1/4
TAYLOR, WALTER
Granted pardon by Gov McKinley, p 14, 2/2
TAYLOR, ELLA (Col.)
William Anahas
Criticized for pledge of dom, p 17, 1/1
Militar service mocked, p 15, 2/1
TAYLOR, WILLIAM & Co.
See William Taylor Son & Co
TAYLOR, WILLIAM & CO.
Names Sheriff William Williams in collection suit, p
10, 1/6
TAYLOR, WALTER
Named in collection suit, p 4, 1/6
TEACHERS AND TEACHING
D C Stares' attempts to take teachers' exam
for Curtis Sheetein, fraud discovered, p
Ravena, p 17, 2/2
Bill to provide for uniform teachers' exam
passed by house, p 25, 2/8
Robert Cowder speaks on teachers and cooperation
with students at 18ch, p 20, 4/3
Exam for state certificates held, p 27, 2/3
TEACHERS' ASSEMBLY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Hold bi-monthly meeting, p 25, 1/3; p 18, 1/4
Resume of meeting, p 23, 3/3
TEACHERS' INSTITUT, COUNTY
Hold meetings at Gallipolis, p 24, 2/8
TEACHERS' INSTITUT, SUMMIT COUNTY
Open annual meeting, p 14, 1/7; Dr S Findley
and others speak, p 19, 1/7; sanctions new
method of voting for officers, p 17, 1/7;
and, p 18, 1/7; charge session; p 10, 1/7;
registration list given, p 19, 3/2
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TEACHERS' INSTITUT, SUMMIT COUNTY (cont)
Hold bi-monthly meeting, p 26, 7/2
TEEN, MICHAEL (Cleve)
Feel frozen, p 28, 3/3
TENNY, CHARLES
Suicide, p 3, 2/4
TEPLE, ARBON
Urgs nomination of county coroner endorses road
construct, p 1, 25, 4/4
Files cross petition in land suit brought by
Crench against PAW ry Co, p 29, 1/7
Urgs city council to provide source of pure
water to prevent spread of infectious disease,
p 12, 3/3
TEPLE, FRANCES
Sued for divorce by wife Laura M, p 24, 1/3;
divorce granted wife, p 21, 1/1;
ask decree of alimony be revoked, p 22, 1/5;
wife given notice of appeal in vacated alimony suit, p 23,
1/5
TEPLE, J. F
Partnership with C F Bavington and A M Brown dissolved, p 11, 1/6
TEPTER, H F
Arrested for assaulting Morris Geiger, p 21, 2/6;
trial for assault and battery continues, p 24,
3/3; arranged for assault and battery, trans-
crypt filled, p 5, 1/3
TEPPHAN, FRED C
Populist candidate for state ward bid of educ-
defeated by republicans, p 4, 2/3
TEPPE, WILLIAM
Fined for game law violation, p 17, 3/3
TEPPER (KREV), GEORGE W
Inn on mission work in Galion and India, p
20, 4/2
TELEFOPHONES, ORDER OF OR
Summit City Gay 227 org elects officers, p 27, 1/5
TELEGRAPH
Cooperation of Assoc Press and Western Union in
bringing telegraphic news to NIR poured, p 19,
2/2
TELEGRAPHIC
Cooperation of Assoc Press and Western Union in
bringing telegraphic news to NIR poured, p 19,
2/2
TELEPHONES
Bill introduced in sen to regulate rules, p 10,
2/3
Cleve Camp Distance Telephone co granted franchise,
p 5, 1/4
Edgnd by destructed by fire, p 2, 1/8
First connection from Akron to New York made, p 6, 1/1
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TELEPHONES (cont)
Wadsworth citizens organize to construct telephone
exchange, seeks franchise from city council, p 13,
3/8
Communication between Cinti and Akron opens, p
14, 4/2
TEPPHAN
Subject of speech by Rev Dr H W Bennett before
WCTU meeting, p 10, 1/5
TEPLE, CHARLES
Losses collection suit against Second Natl bank,
appeals case, p 7, 1/5; appeals judgment
against won by Second Natl bank, p 30, 1/7
TEPPER, E G, SEE GEY, J H
TEMPELTON (HER), ANN D
Singing praised, p 17, 1/3
TERRELL, SIMON
Infant daughter ill from swallowing strychnine,
p 22, 1/3
TERRY, MARGIE
Collection suit brought by George Heppleman dis-
missed, p 9, 1/7
TEWARS
Simon French ill as result of stepping on rusty
nail, Madison county, p 14, 2/2
TELZERN, J
Arrested and fined for fighting, p 21, 1/8
TEXAS
Criticized for illegalizing lynching, ed, p 25, 2/2
THOMAS HERMAN
With Humbolt Gravel form joint singers' soc, p
22, 4/1
THANKSGIVING DAY
Proclamation issued by Gov McKinley, p 14, 4/1
Celebration compared with that of older times,
p 30, 1/8
Observeance dissolved, p 29, 2/1
Bad effect on overeating on thanksgiving day
satirized, cartoon, p 29, 3/4
THAYER, FANNIE EDWARDS
Named first Natl Bank of Houstok Falls (K N)
in money suit, demurrer overruled, p 13, 1/3;
issue set, p 3, 1/8
THAYER, HERMAN
Infant dies, funeral, p 14, 2/4
THAYER, JOHN (Elyria)
Arrested for highway robbery, p 29, 4/3
THEATRE, MECHANIC'S ASR OF U S, GROVE LODGE OF
Open 3-day session at Cleve, p 24, 1/6
THEIR, HERMAN
Wine collection suit against Ed E and Anna Har,
THOMAS, GEORGE H (cont)  
- Machine co against C F Corlatt and self, 5 30, 7 3
THOMAS, HATTIE  
- Death, S 26, 3 2; funeral, S 26, 3 5
THOMAS, JESSIE H (Coventry Wn)  
- Collection suit with others against Mrs H M F arrow settled, N 1, 3 4
THOMAS, JOHN D  
- Apptd special deputy sheriff, Jy 3, 1 1
THOMAS PHILLIPS CO  
- Stockholders held meeting, reelection officers, Jy 5, 1 4
THOMAS, CHARLES AND GEORGE  
- Named in property damage appeal suit brought by Albro Carr, Jy 10, 1 7
THOMAS, CYRUS (Gallopia)  
- Sought in murder of James White, N 10, 7 3
THOMAS, EMILIA M  
- With 23 others names Sumitt county in assessment suit, O 10, 1 7; answer filed by Sumitt county, O 10, 1 7
THOMSON, EMMA (Ravena)  
- Res and barn destroyed by fire, Ap 27, 2 5
THOMSON, EDD  
- Threws attempted robbery, S 16, 8 3
THOMSON, FOREST B, JOHN W, WHITIE P, AND MARIE GUARDIAN J L Thompson files final acct, D 10, 1 8
THOMSON, FRANK  
- Furnished transportation to Itusville (Penna) by poor dir Joseph Kendall, Jy 29, 1 4
THOMSON, GEORGE, See Thompson, Charles and George
THOMSON, GEORGE W  
- Fined for drunkenness and disorderly conduct, N 28, 1 8
THOMSON, H  
- Names Clement Schneider in judgment suit, N 14, 1 7
THOMSON, HARRIET A  
- Estate 2nd will filed for probate, M 20, 1 1; will filed, M 20, 2 2; 2nd will probated, M 27, 1 8; will filed, M 30, 1 8; Charles H Bass apptd admin of estate, M 31, 1 5; appraisers named, J 1, 4 3; estate named with Cara Ellsworth, Mrs Harvey Wedworth, First Cong Ch of Hudson, and Cleve Old Ladies Home in will validity suit brought by Robert W Thompson, Jy 6, 1 1; estate exec files inventory, Jy 14, 1 4
THOMSON, JESSIE (cont)  
- ESTATE of Newlin Mulliner's, Jy 26, 4 5
THOMSON, JOHN  
- Captured after escape from wayne county jail (Sycamore Crescent), S 7, 2 8
THOMSON, JOHN A (Stapley)  
- Shot and wounded,_market st_bradford held, D 3, 2 2
THOMSON, JOHN W, See Thompson, Forest B
THOMSON, J O (Canyon)  
- Held to secure of tranquill Mulliner's, Jy 26, 4 5
THOMSO, CHARLES, See Thompson, Forest B
THOMSO, JOHN W, See Thompson, Forest B
THOMSON, R A (Cola)  
- Named to death when Outtinden bldg is destroyed, N 27, 3 3
THOMSON, RAY, See Thompson, Forest B
THOMSON, ROBERT N  
- Names Harriet A Thompson estate, Cleve Old Ladies' Home, Cara Ellsworth, Mrs Harvey Wedworth, and First Cong Ch of Hudson in will validity suit, J 6, 1 1; Jy 13, 3 3
THOMSON, WILLIAM  
- Names Clement Schneider in judgment suit, N 14, 1 7
THOMSON, W L (Cola)  
- Injuld in re: cable collapse, Ap 25, 1 4
THOMPSON, WILLIAM N  
- Fined for intoxication, Jy 13, 1 1
L D THOMPSON MFG CO (Cont)  
- Incorporates, N 31, 3 2
THOMSON, HUSTON

THOMSON, OLIVER N

THOMPSON, JAMES
Killed at Leota, Rolling mill when soybean oil burst, Ag 8, 2:7

THORN, THOMAS J
Proposed repeal of Sherman law hindrance to present monetary stringency, Ag 4, 3:2

THORNEYHILL, ELLEN
Death, Jy 24, 1:8; blk, Jy 24, 4:2; funeral, Jy 26, 2:5

Estate adar aptd, Ag 3, 4:3

THURMAN, ALEX
Proposed repeal of Sherman law hindrance to present monetary stringency, Ag 4, 3:2

THURSDAY, GEORGE J
Death, Jy 24, 1:8; blk, Jy 24, 4:2; funeral, Jy 26, 2:5

Estate adar aptd, Ag 3, 4:3

THURSDAY, SMOKEL S (Inland)
Aptd postmaster, My 12, 1:4

THURSTON, AMOS AND MARY
Guardian files final acct, Jy 23, 1:6

THURSTON, ALFRED J
Death, O 30, 1:2; blk, O 30, 1:8; funeral, N 1, 3:4

THURSTONE, ALBERT T
Sheep killed by unknown person or persons, D 30, 7:4

TIBBALLS, KELSEY
Addressed Negro repub meeting, N 4, 3:1

TIBBALLS, NANCY M
Named in suit against collection agent, Ap 10, 1:6

TICKNER, H A
Names John S Hart and Abram Stroud co in collection suit, My 25, 1:2; appeal suit fromet co, Jn 12, 5:1; sale suit, D 22, 1:5;

TMT & TIND INDUSTRY
Storm damage property in area, My 24, 3:1; investigation of Sankey river pollen ordered by state bd of health, O 27, 3:4

Named in damage suit brought by Mrs E J McGallum, Jn 14, 2:2

TAFF AIR WORKS
Charles J Fleming apptd recr, S 26, 3:2

TAFF BREWING CO
Barberton bldg destroyed by fire, Jn 14, 1:8

TAFF & FOSTORIA RY CO
Discontinue conatr for lack of funds, Ag 8, 2:8

TAFF & FOSTORIA CONSOL RY
Begin operations on new rr, D 5, 2:5

TAFF & INTERURBAN CONSOL RY CO
Incorporated, Jn 20, 2:2

TAFT, T. O (Guy Faller)
People's candidate for councilman defeated by minor reform candidate C P Richardson, Ag 4, 1:7

TALBOT, W (Colma)
Stabbed by unknown assailant, Ag 8, 2:3

TILLILLAND, EDWARD
Suicide, Jl 7, 3:1

TILLMAN, CLAYTON W (South Carolina)
Cited for surrendering Negro to mob, ed, My 11, 3:5

TILLMAN, JAMES F
Deemed trustee to repub party, ed, Jl 6, 2:1

TILTON, SARAH (Chaffield)
Causes arrest of W J Frey, O 29, 2:2

TIME
Sen passes bill adopting Central Standard time for all of Ohio, Jn 12, 1:8; bill defeated by house, Jn 13, 2:2; bill passed by house, F 8, 2:3; bill making Central Standard time official for Ohio passed by state legis, M 30, 1:1

Change to CST not completed by all business houses, Ag 4, 3:5

Akon jewelers adopt Standard time, schools and churches follow suit, Ap 5, 1:6

Standard time schedule adopted for Akron schools by bid of edc, Ap 12, 1:3; Ap 13, 2:2

TODD, WILLIAM
Injerd When sleigh is struck by interurban car, Jn 19, 1:1

TOLEDO, OHIO
Criticized for leniency to dishonest officials, ed, F 24, 2:1

TOOLEY'S, GEORGE (Campbell)
Killed by gas explosion, O 13, 3:3

TOPPING, GEORGE (Campbell)
Killing, M 30, 2:2

TOOTHACH, BILL
Injerd When sleigh is struck by interurban car, Jn 19, 1:1

TOORIAH, HANNAH (Calloway)
Injerd When sleigh is struck by interurban car, Jn 19, 1:1

TOYNBEE, HENRY (Ontario)
Develops case of hydrophobia, Jn 14, 4:4

TUCKER, ALBERT F
Foreclosure and equitable relief suit against Rufus O Booth settled, Jn 5, 1:5

TUGAW, GEORGE
Named in damage suit by James E Rigle, Jn 15, 1:5

TUNNEY, PATRICK
Shot, James Campbell held, M 10, 3:4

TUPPOCANCE, OHIO
Damaged by fire, G 20, 2:7

TURFING
Opposed, ed, M 6, 2:1

TUPPER, JOSHUA
(Unionville)
Infant fatally burned, Jn 20, 3:1

TITHE BILL
Bill concerning filing deed of assignment passed by house, Jn 26, 1:2

TTA, MARY
Fined for intoxication, Jn 10, 1:3

TUCECCO
Bill introduced in sen providing for licensing of warehousemen, weighers, and inspectors, ed, F 7, 2:1

TUCSON
Farmers' loan & trust co of N Y, S 2, 7:3

TURKEY, NORTHERN & OFFICIAL R R
Named in foreclosure suit by Farmers' Loan & Trust co of N Y, S 2, 7:3

TURKISH COMMERCIAL
Embrazed, V H Woddick arrested, My 20, 4:5

TURLOCK, OHIO CENTRAL EXTENSION RR
Placed in hands of recr, T Summerfield, M 15, 2:4

TURLOCK, ST LOUIS & KANSAS CITY R R
Purchases new engines, Turlock, Jn 14, 2:4

TURLOCK & WALKERINO VALLEY R R
Refuses to pay rental fee to state for road highway, reappraised of property planned by state, Jn 14, 3:4

TURLOCK, WALKERINO & OHIO RR
Named in property removal suit by Atty-Gen Richards, S 23, 4:2

TUTLE, ELIJAH
Elected Ohio rep-at-large, J 7, 1:5

TUPPER, JOSEPH (Tupper)
Carriecer pigeons stolen, My 5, 4:2

TULL, THOMAS
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct, My 6, 1:4

TULLY, JAMES
Arraigned, pleas not guilty, Jn 29, 1:6

TUPPER, JOSHD (Bowling Green)
Killed by gas explosion, O 13, 3:3

TOPPING, GEORGE (Campbell)
Killing, M 30, 2:2

TOOTHACHE, BILL
Injerd When sleigh is struck by interurban car, Jn 19, 1:1

TODD, WILLIAM
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 30, 1:6
TRANSPORTATION - AGSON (cont)

Ainslie, Cleve capitalists bid for it, Ja 11, 1:1
Adoption of slave ry re gradient, Ag, Ja 11, 1:1
Arrow St ry co and others continue to seek franchise
to line to Silver Lake, Ja 26, 1:8
West Excelsior petition for st at car line from
Bemuya to home st, Jy 5, 1:2
Hallman threatens when urging ads for bids in
concessions of car line on W Excels, Stj 7, 1:5
Owners of new franchise will ask for right-of-way
on certain std, S 6, 1:6
Three bids for company and operation of st ry
line opened and referred to council, S 25, 1:4
KENT
Kent Belt Line St ry petition council for
right-of-way to construct car line, Jy 5, 1:3
RAVENNA
Petition for right-of-way to construct st at car line
reocd by ass, Ja 5, 1:6
TRANSUE, ELIZA J
Named in collection and foreclosure suit brought by
Cornell estate, N 10, 1:5
TRAVEL, ALONZO (Silver Creek)
Injured when alighting from st car, O 28, 3:7
TRAVELER
Subject of John A. McCallan's address to Amurites,
T 7, 1:4
TREULLERS, Wm CO
Named in collection suit by Odessa Nasteller,
Ag 24, 1:4
TRAVERS, A M
Injured in train wreck at Pana (I11), F 8, 1:1
TRAVERS, ROBERT N
Pardon rejected by pardon board, Ja 14, 2:3
TRAVERS, WIRT
Sold confirmed and deed ordered in suit against
George Steedman, Ag 28, 3:4
TRAVIES, GEORGE
Sold confirmed and deed ordered in suit brought by
Reid Travis, Ag 20, 4:1
TREASH, JOSEPH
Motion to set aside default filed in suit brought by
S J Abbott, D 11, 1:6
TREAT, FREDERICK C
David B. Taylor estate at Grand Island, Ja 16, 1:3
TREAT, JOSEPH A
Suit brought by S T J Abbot, appeal dismissed,
My 1, 2:4; motion for reinstatement granted at
TREAT, JOSEPH A (cont)
Treat to plant, O 26, 1:6
TREAT, W.E
Estate adver and appraisers averted, Ag 5, 1:3
Amer home and Amer stockoom, Ag 6, 1:5
TREEL, WILLIAM
Named in collection suit by Harold Nasteller,
O 28, 1:1
TREES, GEORGE
Sold confirmed and deed ordered in suit brought
by Reid Travis, Ag 20, 4:1
TRESELDEN, JACOB
Horse returned by gypsy, Jy 10, 1:5
Sued for being thrown from mine car, O 15, 1:3
TREVES, NICHOLAS
Named William Philo in property damage suit,
Jy 17, 4:3; win suit, Jy 20, 1:3; Jy 21, 1:3
TRIBLE, WILLIAM (Trinidad)
Shows Fred Jones during fight, Jy 26, 4:5
TRINITY LUTHERAN CH
Bible class holds 2nd annual meeting, Ja 3, 1:1
Ladies Aid soc elect officers, Ja 3, 1:6
Hold 1st annual roll call, Ja 3, 1:6
Sponsored ad for sale by W L Barnett, F 14, 4:4
Sunday school holds Rev Sunday, N 27, 4:2
Praised for aid to destitute family, provision
for city aid to needy orphan, ed, N 11, 2:1
Orch gives concert, Ja 3, 1:3
Observe Children's day, Ja 26, 4:3
Sunday school primary dept holds annual picnic at
Lakeview pk, Ja 28, 1:4
Normal class holds picnic, Jy 1, 1:6
Holds annual picnic, Jy 12, 1:2
TRINITY LUTHERAN CH (cont)
Christian Endeavor soc hands meeting, Ag 14, 4:5
Ladies' Home and Foreign Missionary soc elect
officers, S 11, 1:3
Bible class hands soc, N 16, 1:2
Plans concert, program lists, N 30, 4:2
Ladies Aid soc elect officers, O 21, 1:5
Gives Christmas festival, program outlines, O 29, 4:3
TRINITY REFORMED CH
Lays cornerstone of new bldg, addressed by Revs
E. O. Wettach, E. L. Garn, and E. E. Willard, Jy 3, 2:8
Apologetic, Ja 12, 1:2
Five members, 2nd entertainment, O 20, 3:2
Holds only communion, N 6, 4:5
Gives Thanksgiving entertainment, O 1, 1:5
TRINITY, MARY E
Transcript of will filed for record, O 30, 1:8
TRITT, W.R
Application for guardian filed, N 4, 1:5
TRITT, SAMUEL
Final acct of estate filed, Ja 31, 4:1
TROY, PAULINE
Chop with disorderly conduct, dismissed, Jy 8, 1:5
TRUER, FRANK
Purchases Ravenna Roller Mills, F 15, 2:2; 4:6
TRUSSELL (Aspinwall)
Organizes, elects officers, Ap 20, 1:2
TRUDEL, DAMEL (Dayton)
Three children dead, 2 illl from corrosive
substance poisoning, investigated, Jy 15, 3:8
TRUDEAU, (Taneka County)
With brother paroled from jail on disorderly
conduct charge, O 27, 2:4
TRUMBULL COUNTY
Bill introduced in house relieving Vernon imp
trusts bondmen of default, Ja 31, 3:4
TRUMBULL AND MARKING MISSIONARY SOC
Requested income from Youngstown business block
by Thomas Davis, W 14, 2:5
TRUMBLE, WESLEY G
Sued for divorce by wife Hattie Elizabeth, Ja 21, 1:7; divorce granted, Ma 29, 1:4
TRUSCOTT, DAMEL (Clay)
Makes gen assignment, O 3, 2:3
TRYON, JOHN B
Wins suit brought by John Green, O 13, 1:7
TRYON, JESSE
Estate adver and Jesse Tryon files final acct, D 22, 1:6
TUCKER, Constantine
Named in collection and foreclosure suit by
Aron Biag & Loan assn., N 7, 1:4
TUCKER (MRS), Rosa M
See also Tucker, Henry and Rosa M
Named in assignment suit by Bittman & Son, settled claim, Ag 5, 1:2
TUESDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
Song recital, Me 23, 1:4
Presents concert, Aep 25, 1:3
Music, My 25, 1:5
Elective officers, S 27, 3:4
Program for yr outlined, N 18, 7:4
Plans Christmas concert, D 9, 7:4; holds concert, D 22, 1:4
To give New Yr concert, D 25, 1:3
TULL, Leslie (Cont)
Injured when car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
TULL, James
Fined for disorderly conduct, U 27, 8:3
TULLIDGE, Henry A
Names College Grove Lake co in collection suit, Ja 22, 1:3
TULLIS, Ann B
Estate exec files final acct, My 5, 3:1
TURK, Dennis (Hudson)
Held for obstructing drunk on premises of John H. Chapman, Ja 23, 1:3; warrant issued for arrest, Je 22, 1:6; tried for obstructing drunk, case contd, S 21, 1:6; suit appealed from Hudson pr 1, N 3, 1:5
TURK, Carl (Cont)
Milk wagon wrecked by runaway team, N 11, 3:2
TURK (MRS), Old Forge
Chickens stolen, Ag 15, 4:3
TURK, Clarence
Injured when caught in machinery of nursery-ground, S 13, 1:6
TURK, George W
With S C Armstrong announces opening of brokerage firm, N 17, 1:2; to open an office at Champaign, Je 19, 1:7; granted leave to file cross petition, Jy 3, 1:6; files cross petition, D 23, 1:7; granted divorce and custody of children, D 23, 1:5
TURK, Henry and Rosa M
Named in collection and foreclosure suit by Aron Biag & Loan assn., N 7, 1:4
TURKING (MRS), Rosa M
See also Tucker, Henry and Rosa M
Plaints guilty to assault and battery chg, fined, Ja 27, 3:2
Named in attachment suit by Bittman & Son, settled claim, Ag 5, 1:2
TUESDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
Song recital, Me 23, 1:4
Presents concert, Aep 25, 1:3
Music, My 25, 1:5
Elective officers, S 27, 3:4
Program for yr outlined, N 18, 7:4
Plans Christmas concert, D 9, 7:4; holds concert, D 22, 1:4
To give New Yr concert, D 25, 1:3
TULL, Leslie (Cont)
Injured when car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
TULL, James
Fined for disorderly conduct, U 27, 8:3
TULLIDGE, Henry A
Names College Grove Lake co in collection suit, Ja 22, 1:3
TULLIS, Ann B
Estate exec files final acct, My 5, 3:1
TURK, Dennis (Hudson)
Held for obstructing drunk on premises of John H. Chapman, Ja 23, 1:3; warrant issued for arrest, Je 22, 1:6; tried for obstructing drunk, case contd, S 21, 1:6; suit appealed from Hudson pr 1, N 3, 1:5
TURK, Carl (Cont)
Milk wagon wrecked by runaway team, N 11, 3:2
TURK (MRS), Old Forge
Chickens stolen, Ag 15, 4:3
TURK, Clarence
Injured when caught in machinery of nursery-ground, S 13, 1:6
TURK, George W
With S C Armstrong announces opening of brokerage firm, N 17, 1:2; to open an office at Champaign, Je 19, 1:7; granted leave to file cross petition, Jy 3, 1:6; files cross petition, D 23, 1:7; granted divorce and custody of children, D 23, 1:5
TURK, Henry and Rosa M
Named in collection and foreclosure suit by Aron Biag & Loan assn., N 7, 1:4
TURKING (MRS), Rosa M
See also Tucker, Henry and Rosa M
Plaints guilty to assault and battery chg, fined, Ja 27, 3:2
Named in attachment suit by Bittman & Son, settled claim, Ag 5, 1:2
TUESDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
Song recital, Me 23, 1:4
Presents concert, Aep 25, 1:3
Music, My 25, 1:5
Elective officers, S 27, 3:4
Program for yr outlined, N 18, 7:4
Plans Christmas concert, D 9, 7:4; holds concert, D 22, 1:4
To give New Yr concert, D 25, 1:3
TULL, Leslie (Cont)
Injured when car crashes into saloon, S 5, 6:6
TULL, James
Fined for disorderly conduct, U 27, 8:3
TULLIDGE, Henry A
Names College Grove Lake co in collection suit, Ja 22, 1:3
TULLIS, Ann B
Estate exec files final acct, My 5, 3:1
1930

UNITED STATES - POSTAL SERVICES (cont)

Stony Ridge
E F Metzger appointed postmaster and J E Stewart
vice-postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, N 17, 2:2

Summerside
I D Turner appointed postmaster and J H Hewitt
vice-postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, N 21, 2:2

Thompson
Robert C Smith appointed postmaster and A M Stackings
vice-postmaster by Pres Grover Cleveland, U 1, 2:3

Thorndike
Wesley After appointed postmaster, Ap 15, 2:6

Tuscarora
J F Reiser appointed postmaster, N 21, 2:3

Twining
F M Nelson appointed postmaster, Ag 23, 3:3

United States
Issues civil service exam bulletin, Ju 25, 1:5
H H Burrow appointed postmaster at Netts, 3 other
appointees announced, My 12, 1:4
Pres Cleveland’s proposed plan of handling
petroleum discussed, ed, My 17, 2:1
Postmaster-General Rusk’s order of office critic-
ized, ed, Je 16, 2:1
Method of replacing 4th class postmasters critic-
ed, ed, Je 21, 2:1
John W Kimsey appointed post of post master clerk
by Sec Carlisle, Je 23, 1:6; Je 24, 2:8
Mailing of free matter criticized, ed, O 7, 2:1

Upper Sandusky
Po robbed, Je 10, 2:5

Wadsworth
Postmaster’s salary increased, Je 20, 1:3
B F Summertime appointed postmaster, U 23, 7:3

Wayne County
Po discontinued, N 23, 2:3

Waukena
A J Myers appointed postmaster, N 21, 2:3

Wellston
Frank A Hendrick appointed postmaster by Pres Grover
Cleveland, Je 13, 1:2

TREAS, DEPT OF
Appoint of Scott Hale as assistant sec approved,
ed, My 9, 2:1

U S EXPRESS CO
Bread wagon damaged when hit by st car, Ja 20, 1:6
Wagon damaged when upset, Ja 20, 4:2

U S GLASS CO
Teffin factory destroyed by fire, My 23, 1:4
Names Akron Hardware co in collection suit, D 12,
3:3

U S MARBLE CO
Incorporates, Je 28, 1:5

U S POSTAL CO
Appeals verdict against employees in damage suit
brought by Taylor, My 8, 2:2

U S SCHOOL FURNITURE CO (Buffalo, N Y)
Awarded contract for school desks by Akron bd of
education, U 27, 1:4

U S STONEWALL CO
Dirt held meeting, elect officers, Ja 5, 1:4

UNITED STATES ARSENAL
A Lincoln Command and Women’s Vet Relief union
hold joint meeting, elect com, Ag 30, 3:2

Wellsboro
Frank A Hendrick appointed postmaster by Pres Grover
Cleveland, Je 13, 1:2
VACATIONS
Subject of session by Rev J F Shepherd, Jy 2, 5

VACINES AND VACCINATION
Urged as preventative of epidemics, ed, Ja 24, 2:2

Mode of vaccinating Turkish hare cited, ed, Jy 29, 2:5

State board of health adopts compulsory vaccination
rule to prevent spread of smallpox, G 20, 1:4

Compulsory vaccination for all school children
ruled by state board of health, G 27, 3:4; bd of
health recs notice of compulsory vaccination
for school children, N 4, 7:2

State bd of health advises tmps on proceedings
to enforce law requiring school pupils to sub-
mit to vaccinations, N 8, 4:5

Order requiring vaccination of children in pub
schools rescinded by Sandusky city council,
D 12, 2:2

VACLAV, JOHN (Youngstown)
Sentenced to jail for stealing chickens, D 21, 2:2

VACANCY
Circular issued by Geo Leeming of Han instructing
him to police officers not to molest tramps
arrested, ed, D 15, 2:1

VALENTINE, ANTON
Facing for fighting, Ag 10, 1:3

VALENTINE, EDWARD
Names PAW in collection suit, D 21, 1:6

VALENTINE (McG), FRANK (Ravenna)
Wine collection suit from Knights of Pythias Inn
ca, D 22, 3:1

VALLIS, OSCAR
Death, S 27, 1:8; blog, S 27, 4:2; funeral
announcement, S 28, 4:2; funeral, G 4, 1:7

VALLIS, W R
Damage suit against City of Akron settled, M 8, 1:3;
1:4

VALLEY RR CO
Fails to reach agreement with state bd of pub
works on value of land occupied by it in Akron,
J 19, 1:5; land dispute with State of Ohio
given to courts, J 26, 1:2

Car robbed, J 27, 3:4

New equipment put in operation, F 7, 1:3

Resolution to force payment of back rent for use
of state land adopted by sen, M 30, 1:4

Suit vs Thomas Lumb & Wigg & co on error affirmed
by circuit ct, A 22, 1:4

VALLEY RR (cont)
Flame in service between Cleve and
Canton, Ap 25, 4:4

With AU and BRD rrms named in appropriation
suit by Akron & New Castle rr, Ap 28, 1:8;
petition and price filed, Ap 29, 1:4; holdings
appraised by aud of counties traversed by line,
M 10, 1:1; suit brought by Akron & New
Castle rey co contd, M 11, 1:6; Central
Trust co of NY m莫名 deff, M 20, 2:2; hearing
contd, M 30, 1:6

Day valley damaged by flood waters, M 17, 1:7;
trains tied up by high water of Cuyahoga river,
M 18, 1:1; trains resume operations between
Valley Junction and Cleve, M 19, 1:1; reap
$100,000 damage by recent flood, service res-
umed, M 20, 1:3

Fire train wrecked, wo one injured, M 29, 1:4

Names RLbEM and NWY RR co and Amer Car real
co in injunction suit, J 1, 1:1; injunction
suit contd, J 4, 1:7; restraining order contd
against NWYED and NWYCO, J 10, 1:1; restraining
order petition brought by James Christy
filed, J 19, 1:7; plnt's injunction contd,
J 20, 1:3

No one injured in train collision at Cascade
Mills, J 10, 1:2

Clay depot damaged by fire, J 16, 1:2

Cars derailed, J 26, 1:5

Named in personal injury suit by Thomas McDonald,
J 28, 1:8

Mace stolen from car by tramps on route from
Clev, Ag 14, 1:2

Robbed, S 15, 3:3

Names Akron St ry co in collection suit, G 6, 1:5

Breaking of axle rod disables engine, no one
injured, N 8, 1:5

VALLEY ST
Ord to establish grade passed by city council,
M 16, 4:3

VALLEY & TERMINAL Ry Co
Pay employees back wages, A 16, 1:1

VALIN, ALVIN
J A Breslawnia, J A Breslawnia
Appointed as ambassador to Italy disapproved, ed,
S 22, 2:2

Refusal by Pres Cleveland to insist on confirmation
of ambassador praised, ed, S 5, 2:1

VALETT, ELLIE, see Mrs Valette

VALETT, WILLIAM
Names A M Fishburn in collection suit, M 8, 1:4

VANDERLIE, THEODORE
Collection suit brought by Max Rostock heard,
decision withheld, M 13, 1:2

WARNER, CHARLES T

With Henry H Hooker, Felo Hey, Daniel Fulmer,
and Fred Rhodes names Akron Oil & Gas co in wage
suit, J 26, 4:2; wins recovery suit against
Akron Gas & Oil co, verdict appealed, A 10,
1:8; pleading filed by Akron Gas & Oil co, D 23,
1:7

WARNER, H D

Losses collection suit brought by L W Irish, F 15,
2:3

Collection suit brought by Star Drilling Machine
co settled at plnt's cost, D 22, 1:5

WARNER, H D & CO

Named in aid of execution suit by Oll Well Supply
co of Penna, J 2, 1:6; losses suit brought by
Oll Well Supply co, J 2, 1:7; oil well machin-
ery sold at sheriff's sale on execution secured
against them by Oll Well Supply co, J 15, 1:7;
sells tools at sheriff's sale, J 17, 1:2

WARNER & STORP

Loses conveyance suit brought by
Kesselsa & co, D 17, 1:8

WARNER, FREDERICK

Injured when grind-stone burst, J 28, 1:4

WASSON, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, J 16, 1:4

VARNISH

ARON

Freezes two windows broken, M 1, 2:6

Peter Brecht flower beds damaged by small girl,
J 12, 1:2

James Viola property damaged by 2 children,
J 25, 1:3

J S Tugler property damaged by several small
boys, J 26, 1:8

Wicky McFarlin grocery store window smashed,
A 2, 4:2

Aron St ry car damaged, motorist injured, Curt
and Herbert Haldeman, J ed, 4:4

J S Tugler property damaged by several small
boys, J 26, 1:8

Davidson & Co. store window smashed, A 2, 4:2

Aron St ry car damaged, motorist injured, Curt
and Herbert Haldeman, J ed, 4:4

J S Tugler property damaged by several small
boys, J 26, 1:8

Wicky McFarlin grocery store window smashed,
A 2, 4:2

Aron St ry car damaged, motorist injured, Curt
and Herbert Haldeman, J ed, 4:4

J S Tugler property damaged by several small
boys, J 26, 1:8

Davidson & Co. store window smashed, A 2, 4:2

Aron St ry car damaged, motorist injured, Curt
and Herbert Haldeman, J ed, 4:4

J S Tugler property damaged by several small
boys, J 26, 1:8
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VETERANS - MEXICAN WAR (cont)

Pensions
Old methods of delay seen in revocation order, ed, My 15, 2:1
Gen John C. Black's receipt of pension criticized, ed, Je 23, 2:1
Payment suspension by Gov causes demonstration, Je 3, 1:3

*Method of admin handling criticized, Je 15, 2:2
Annual Ohio rept, My 10, 4:5

Hoke Smith's order to drop pensions criticized, ed, My 31, 2:2
Abraham Lincoln command No 1 WMU adopts resolution against payment casuals, Ag 2, 1:7
Extension of age limit commended, ed, Ag 15, 2:1
Natl Encampment of WMU adopts resolution to abolish suspensions, ed, Ag 20, 2:2
Twenty-sixth regt WMU adopts resolution denouncing suspensions, Ag 31, 1:8; suspension criticized, ed, Ag 31, 2:1

Dew admin urged to restore suspended pensions, ed, Je 2, 2:2
Unfair of cmb party deemed remedy for suspensions, ed, Je 5, 2:2
Bill to defer suspensions endorsed, ed, S 5, 2:1
Sec Hoke Smith's pledge to adjust claims called fair means of restoring suspensions, ed, S 9, 2:1

Use admin denounced for suspensions, S 9, 7:3; W 4, 1:7
Summit county suspensions deemed indicative of Dem admin policy, suspended veterans listed, S 11, 1:7

Pres Grover Cleveland criticized for suspensions, ltr, S 16, 3:2

Continued suspensions arouse antagonism, S 26, 2:2

Case cited in criticism of suspensions, ed, O 18, 2:2
October rept, N 4, 7:5

Pres Cleveland's message to congress stating most pensions are frauds criticized, ed, O 12, 2:1
John Schlegel, John B & Hill, Jacob Gaiser, James W Johnston, John Hiltz, Homer Roper, Karmania E Krouk, Eugenia McIntosh, Carrie V Taylor, Margaret Googe, Peter Cakous, and William Schrader granted pensions, O 22, 3:3

MEXICAN WAR

Pension roll has shrunken than when involved in conflict (ed, Natl Tribune of the GAR), S 28, 3:2
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VETERANS - MEXICAN WAR (cont)

2:2

VETERANS, SONS OF: See Sons of Veterans

VETERINARIANS

Bill to regulate veterinary surgery amended by sen, Ag 6, 1:7

VIAL (MRS.), FRANK

Hold meeting annu, u 20, 2:2

VILLA, ART

Injured by fall down stairsway, O 10, 1:5

VILLIS, JAMES

Property damaged by 2 children, Je 15, 1:3

Files application for release from bond of Chas Chas of Joe, S 1, 1:5

VILLIS, MOS, L

Res damaged by lightning, Je 3, 1:4

VICE

Massachusetts commended for raiding gambling and other disruptive houses, ed, Ag 1, 2:1

VIDEGY, J H

Injured when train is derailed at Lafayette (ind), My 6, 3:4

VIDES (Studevenville)

Stable destroyed by fire, Ag 26, 2:6

VIDES, NATHAN

Fired for disorderly conduct, Ag 5, 1:2

Sentenced to workhouse for prostitution, O 12, 4:6

VIDES, NELLIE, (known also as Nellie Van Arsdale)

Fired for intoxication, O 25, 1:8

VIDOR, OSCAR

Arrested for vagrancy, discharged, Ag 22, 3:5

VILLARD, ALFRED (Washington)

With Henry Turner loses verdict in property damage suit vs Arthur McCrory, N 3, 3:4

VINCENT (BISHOP), J H

Served, Je 16, 2:5

Speaks on Sunday school work at Sunday School. Dept's ann, Je 16, 4:2

VINCENT, JAMES (Ironton)

Captured at Fortimately for mail robbery, O 31, 3:1

VINCENT, JENINE (Belleme).

Arrested for companionship with William F Mitchell, skips bail, Je 22, 3:4

VINCENT, NATHAN (Springfield)

Shot when gun accidentally discharged, O 20, 3:3

VINSON COUNTY

Citizens circulate petitions for abolition, Je 7, 2:2

VIONELL, JOHN

Vagrancy charge dismissed, N 4, 1:8
VODKERSKY, ANTON
Named with Joseph Samuels and Joseph Malinski in injunction suit brought by N C Halley & Co., 5 2, 7:3; appeals suit, 5 9, 7:1; depts file answer, 0 5, 1:3; restraining order continues, 0 5, 1:3

VOELGEL, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, M 21, 2:6
Fined for intoxication, Ap 24, 4:1

VOGT, HENRY
Robbed, Jy 19, 1:2

VOGT, JOSEPH
Names Leopold Herbergs, CABC ny, and Akron Union Dept co in damage suit, J 30, 1:3

VODLIER BLOCK (Fiqua)
Damaged by fire, U 27, 2:3

VOLKHAUSEN, FREDERICK
Suicide, Je 30, 1:3; property found on body deposited, J 8, 2:2

VRAI (Chief)
Weekly funs embossed, Van Kansky sought, Ja 13, 1:7

VLE, JOHN (Cola)
Injured by falling load of iron, Jy 27, 3:3

VON ALT, FELIX
Win judgment in suit against William and Augusta Ebelholt and William H Evans Bldg & Loan assn, D 8, 1:3

VON KLEIN (Dd), CARL (Clay)
Burned in apt bldg fire, M 24, 3:1

VON KLEIN (Cont)
Sought in embellishment probe of Volksfreund, Ja 13, 1:7; sought on embellishment chg, Ja 14, 2:6

VON LENGENBE, F. A. G
Discusses ornamental method of garbage and refuse disposal, 1Tr, Ja 21, 3:6

Drawings of Blue pond discussed, Je 2, 1:2

VON LIEBENBURG, OTTO
Indicted for forgery and fraud chgs, Ja 13, 1:3; pleads guilty to obtaining goods under false pretenses, J 37, 1:4; sentenced, J 19, 1:8

VON MEYER (Bovard, Bovard & Clay)
Uses from overdose of morphine, Ja 27, 1:3

VORIS (Caude), A C
Opens May term of L & M & C common plea ct in Elyria, My 6, 1:3

VORIS, E F
Endorses protective tariff at Coventry tvp repub meeting, D 17, 4:4

WAGGONER & ANDERER (Clay)
Fined for con of 2 newspapers, O 3, 2:6

WAGNER & AMIS (Clay)
Increases capital stock, renamed German Consol Newspaper co, D 3, 2:3

WAGNER, ADAM
Freed from vagrany chg, M 14, 3:3

WAGNER (Dd), FRANK S
Files chgs demanding removal of Charles Foster as trustee of Toledo Insure Asylum, Ja 26, 1:2

WALES
Increase urges, 1Tr, N 23, 4:3

WAGNER (Dd), A J (Tiptoe)
Fatally stabbs her 2 children, commits suicide, O 24, 2:8

WAGNER, CHARLES C
Restatment of papers, N 1, 1:8

WAGNER, CHARLES E
Suit against Victoria C, judgment by default, D 20, 1:5

WAGNER, LILLIE
Appellated summary judgment of bd of comrs, My 25, 1:3

WAGNER, MARY
With 13 others named Freeman Miller and 5 others in real estate div suit, Ag 7, 1:8; sale of premises confirmed, deed and distribution of proceeds ordered, N 13, 1:4

WAGNER, MICHAEL (Harass)
Farm bids, contents destroyed by fire near Massillon, Ag 20, 7:2

WAGNER, V T
Files property motion in suit brought by Denver Chapman, O 25, 3:7

WAGNER, W (Dd)
Employees of Milburn wagon co strike for increased wages, Toledo, J 12, 2:6; Milburn Wagon works shuts down, J 21, 3:4

WAGNER, ANSON
Commodated in campaign in repub county victory, N 8, 6:7

WAGNER, PHILIP
Add files petition for sale of real property in suit against Savilla Stane, Je 22, 1:6

WAINRIGHT, MARTIE
Commodated for performance in play Frau Frau, O 27, 1:5

WAINWRIGHT, W H
With Frank McIntosh and one other purchases land for coal mines, N 8, 2:3

WALTER, WILLIAM F
Sued for divorce by wife Laura, N 2, 1:5

WALLEY (Gk), Colorado
Endorsement of free coinage of silver rebuked, ed, J 13, 2:2

WALLIS, J. W
Admin declared to share blame for Denver bankruptcies, ed, J 21, 2:1

Wardens for ejecting and maltreating news reporter, ed, Jy 31, 2:1

Opposition to free coinage of silver discussed, ed, Ag 19, 2:1

WATI, CHARLES M
Discusses ways and means of improving roads of Summit county, F 11, 3:1

Applies to staff of Columbian expo under Dir Gen George R Lewis, Ap 20, 1:3

Relates extortion practices at World's Fair, My 5, 4:3

In suit against Lucia Hawkins et al A W Hawkins made party deft, case confirmed, My 16, 1:3

WAITE, WILLIAM
Fine for intoxification, M 10, 1:1

WASSER, H W
Appellate police pros by Mayor L B Watters, M 10, 1:7

Released from restraints of MidKnight Bane, My 11, 1:6

WATKINS, HERBERT
Heirs give site for new YMCA bldg, M 4, 8:5

WATKINS, WILLIAM
Fine for intoxication, Je 13, 1:3

WILDERNESS
Group's contemplated emigration from Eur to North Caroline praised, ed, Ap 15, 2:2

WILDSMITH, CURTIS & HERBERT
Held for damaging at car, Ag 2, 2:2; plead not guilty when arraigned for slugging at el car in motion, trial date set, Ag 4, 2:7; held for jumping at el car, case filed on transcript, Ag 24, 1:4

Dismissed from chg of jumping at car, U 3, 1:4

WILDSMITH, HERBERT
See Waldsmith, Curtis

WILDSMITH, JOHN
Fined for driving through funeral procession, Ap 20, 2:7

WILDELL, ANTON
With Anthony Ralloy loses ward of injection suit brought by William Hazen, J 10, 1:3

With A W Ralloy named in property damage suit by William Hazen, S 25, 1:5

WILDELL, JACOB
Burned by fire, N 14, 1:2
WALKING CANAL
Special com investigates alleged occupation by Toledo, Ohio Valley & Walking Canal, F 2, 1-6
WALKER, (Clifton)
Missing after robbery of John Swartz, D 27, 2-3
WALKER, (Clyde)
Shot, arrested in murder of James Clifford, J 26, 1-8
WALKER, CHARLES
Fatally injured in train collision at Canti, N 7, 2-5
WALKER, FRANK B
Divorce suit brought by wife Minerva dismissed, J 11, 1-3
WALKER, GEORGE W
Names CAG re co in personal injury suit, O 7, 1-5
WALKER, HARRY
Held on chg of assault and battery, F 10, 4-1; bound to probate ct on assault and battery chg, F 18, 1-3; chg dismissed, Ap 27, 1-4
WALKER, J H
Chs against dem free trade policy, ed., Ap 14, 2-1
WALKER, ROBERT L
Business failure causes monetary loss for Gov William McKinley, F 10, 1-6; puts Gov McKinley on verge of ruin, F 20, 3-1; life ins policy for $100,000 paid by Gov William McKinley as security for debts to creditors, F 25, 2-4
WALKER (MG), T W
Describes woman suffrage conditions in Minnesota, N 1, F 22, 4-4
WALKER, WILLIAM
Injured in train wreck near Hudson, Ja 26, 1-1
WALKER, S
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Ja 16, 1-1
WALKER, WILL
Injured by whip seen while working, N 28, 1-4
WALKER, WILLIAM E
Shot and wounded when gun accidentally discharges, Ap 31, 4-3
WALL, CARLTON
 Held for stealing, S 8, 3-4; arraigned on theft chg, case contd, S 16, 1-7; sentence suspended, S 18, 2-4
WALLACE
Leaves collection suit to Rowan, M 18, 1-3
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WALLACE, (Squire), (formerly)
Injured in boiler explosion at Camp Creek, Ap 4, 2-5
WALLACE, CLARENCE
Fined for disorderly conduct, M 28, 1-1
WALLACE, H H
Named by W H Elliott in equity suit, F 16, 1-8
WALLACE, HARRIET (Neidick)
Barn leased by Walter Elliott destroyed by fire, S 5, 3-1
WALLACE, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, M 29, 1-3
WALLACE, ROBERT
Missing, O 18, 1-2; returns home, O 19, 4-5
WALLACE, SAMUEL
Granted transportation to return to Penna, Ja 6, 1-1
WALLACE, V H (Hammondsville)
Loss real estate, S 12, 4-3
WALLACE, WILLIAM
Assaults Orist Lambacher, O 25, 1-8; arrested on assault and battery chg, O 25, 1-8; pleads not guilty, case contd, O 26, 4-3; fined for assault, O 30, 1-6
WALLACE, ELIOTT & Co
Files cross petition in suit of Chamber, Lily & Co against Jacob Good and others, O 9, 1-5
WALLACE MG & MINING CO (Hammondsville)
Incorporated, M 25, 4-4
WALLIS, GEORGE J
Suicide, M 16, 1-4
WALLIS, JAMES
Suicide, M 15, 1-8
WALT, ST
Ordinance to establish grade passed by council, Ja 17, 4-9; Ja 20, 3-6
WALTZ, JOHN
Res destroyed by fire, O 5, 1-4; 1-6
WALTZ, ROMAN
Death, S 29, 1-8; funeral announcement, S 29, 4-1
Philip P rock appld admr of estate, N 2, 3-5; files inventory and appointment, N 3, 1-4
WALTZ, Injured when upskid while playing football, Ja 9, 1-3
WALTZ, HARRY E
Patrick S Waltz appld admr of estate, Ap 12, 3-6; Ap 13, 2-3; files inventory, M 9, 4-3
WALTZ, THOMAS
Addresses dem meeting, N 6, 1-5
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WALSH, THOMAS (Raymond)
Loss 3 estate trusteeship suits against James W Holcomb, O 31, 4-3; damage suit against James W Holcomb dismissed, N 1, 4-5
WALSH, THOMAS F
With Samuel Higg, W J Randolph, and C E Babcock files answer in suit brought by Village of Gay Falls against H E Williams, Ap 27, 1-4
Ordered to lower dam in contempt proceedings, O 7, 1-4
Criticism against repub party for causing indus depression refuted, ed, O 25, 2-3
Admin Innes suit brought by Helle Howard, O 5, 1-5; motion for new trial overruled, O 20, 1-6
Damage suit against NYERAM re co dismissed, O 22, 1-5
WALTER, JOHN H
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Ja 16, 1-1
WALTERS, ALICE (Martin's Ferry)
Accidentally shot and killed while playing with shotgun, U 7, 3-4
WALTERS, JAMES R
Confronted with 2 legal wives, Ja 17, 4-4
WALTERS, JESSE (Findlay)
Unsuccessful murder case reopened after drunk reveals story, M 20, 1-4
WALTERS, REMA
Named in collection suit brought by Calvin P Humphrey, M 21, 1-6
WALTERS, SIMEON
Naturalized, O 27, 1-8
WALTERS, WILLIAM
 Arrested and fined for fighting, J 18, 4-3
WALTER, PETER
Vagrancy chg dismissed, Ap 5, 3-4
WALTZ, RICHARD
Adopted by Andrew H Wilson and wife, name changed to Robert Henry Nahl, Ja 26, 1-1; correction of previous article: Adopted by Andrew H Wilson and wife should read adopted by Andrew H Wilson and wife, Ja 27, 1-4
LALTZ, LAURA ETA
Personal injury suit against S B Lafferty settled, Ja 15, 1-7
LALTZ, CELIA (Cont)
Wine breach of promise suit against William Stibray, N 26, 2-2
LALTZ, PERRY
Drowned in Summit Lake, Ja 19, 1-1; accidental drowning is verdict of coroner, Ja 20, 1-3;
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WALTZ, FERRY (cont)
Funeral announcement, Ja 20, 1-3; funeral, Ja 22, 1-4; inventory of property found at inquest filed by Coroner Houston Kaplan, Ja 23, 1-6
WALTZ, REINHARD
Burns and contents destroyed by secondary fire, S 5, 3-3
WARNER, JEFFERSON
Names City of Akron in property damage suit, Ja 16, 1-1
WARNER, R W
Forms law partnership with W E Young, O 2, 1-4
WARNER, Injured in fall from embankment, J 25, 4-8
WAPAKONETA WHEEL WORKS
Assumes operations, J 28, 2-4
WARD, ED LUTHER (Springfield)
Will be brought from Ind to face counterfeiting chg, U 1, 2-3; found guilty of counterfeiting, O 16, 7-4
WARD, FRANK
Arrested on chg of fast driving and intoxication, M 10, 1-5
WARD, L D (West Rifles)
Wine suit against John Kirby, Ja 21, 2-4
WARD, R D
Named by Oliver Moore estate in money suit, Ja 21, 1-7
Assigns to F D Thexton exec, O 22, 1-5
WARDEN, WILLIAM
Fined for fighting, N 6, 1-2
WARE, NATHAN (Mechatstown)
Daughter's face disfigured, Mrs Emma Long arrested, N 10, 1-1
WARMAN, INC (Williamsburg)
Fattally shot by Milo Wilson, S 26, 2-8
WARMER (MG), (Kent)
WARMER (MG), (Mt Tabor)
Wheat, M 28, 1-6; general, N 27, 1-6; 3-5
funeral, N 26, 2-18
WARMER, ANNE E
Readmission to Clevel asylum applied for on affi
vait forwarded by Dr Varian Rome, Ja 3, 1-1; demed insane, application filed, forwarded to Clev for readmission, Ja 5, 1-5
WARMER, JUAN
Death, M 25, 1-6; funeral, M 30, 3-5; estate appraisers appd, Ap 22, 1-4; wife Ellen appd adm, N 23, 1-7
WAGNER, Essie
Intoxication chg dismissed, M, 26, 3:3
Ordered out of city for intoxication, M, 27, 4:3
WAGNER, Harry
Res damaged by fire, U, 12, 1:4
WAGNER, John
San of Ernest dies, Ja 30, 1:6; funeral F 0, 2:5
WAGNER, John H (Glen)
Held on chg of issuing rr passes illegally, D, 7, 2:3
WAGNER, Sarah
Estate ad in J W Buchanan files final acct, N 25, 1:7
WAGNER, Eugene (Beverwood)
Held in box car bindings, Jy 8, 3:3; 7:3
WASKY, John
Fined for intoxication, S, 5, 2:2
WASSLER, Fomer (Matt)
Rabbed by gypsies, M, 21, 1:4
WATKINS, Charles (Python)
Loses collection suit brought by Charles L. Falk, appeals, S, 19, 1:6
WATKINS, Mathew (Washtenaw)
Appr for a deficiency by Free Grover Cleveland, D, 1, 2:3
WASHBURN, Anna M
Named in lien foreclosure suit by Charles Cornelius, Ja 28, 1:5
WINS, judgment suit against James R Morris, M, 30, 1:7
WASHBURN, Daniel B
Estate execs a H Malison files account of final distribution, D, 26, 1:6
WAGNER, John
Injured when he slipped and fell, Ja 21, 8:2
WAGNER, William
WINS verdict in injunction suit vs Antun Waldegard and Anthony Fell, Jy 10, 1:3
Names Anthony E Faulcy and Antion Waldegard in injury damage suit, S, 25, 1:5
WASHING, George
Elected, ed, F 22, 2:2; blog, por, F 22, 2:4
WASHING, George
Sentenced for intoxication, Je 23, 1:3
WASHINGTON, Robert
Sought in stabbing and wounding of Hobart Farnish, M, 5, 1:7; sought on assault chg, Jy 6, 3:3
WASHINGTON FIRE INS CO
Asgnrs, D, 19, 2:5
WASHINGTON FIRE INS CO
Rapid listed for press by Ohio for ins law violation, chap, with violation by state sect of ins, M, 6, 1:4
WASHINGTON
Losses in insurance suit against Pittsburgh, M 7, 4:2
WASHINGTON, F B (Esses)
Losses overcharge Ohio Farmers Ins co, J 3, 4:2
Names James A Hamilton in libel suit, Je 27, 3:5
WATER
Held and use described, feature article, M, 6, 2:7
WATER
Bill passed in sen permitting munics to extend waterworks 4 miles beyond cor limits, F 10, 2:3
ARSON
City faces shortage, citizens urged to conserve energy, Jy 20, 1:3
Conservation of supply urged, ed, Ja 20, 2:2
Proposed plan of damming Little Cay river as means of supply for Akron industrially, ed, F 15, 2:2
Fire bursts, floods Perkins St bridge, M 14, 1:1
Suggested use of Little Cay river water criticized, ed, M 21, 2:1
Use of Springfield Lake for public drinking supply advocated, problems cited, ed, Ap 11, 2:1
Pure supply advocated, ed, Ap 13, 2:1
Filtration recommended, ed, M 10, 2:1
Water mains and fire hydrants ordered in Bank Alley by city comrs, M 23, 1:8
Inquiry instituted by Akron and state of health in condition and source of supply furnished by Akron Water works co, M 27, 3:3
City comrs instructed to compel Akron Water Works Co to obey orders from council, M 30, 1:4
Declared pure by Water Works Co, M 37, 2:2
Supply criticized, lr, M 10, 4:5
Supply deemed OK by city comrs, S 30, 1:3
City council urged to provide source of pure water to prevent spread of infectious diseases, lr, D, 12, 3:1
BURLINGTON
Supply rapid polluted by press of state of health of Cooklin, M, 9, 3:3
WATER
(C)lude
Bill passed by sen authorizing issuing of bonds for waterworks extension, F 1, 2:5
Creekside
Supply rapid polluted by press of state of health of Cooklin, M, 9, 3:3
EAST LIVERPOOL
Reservoir damage creates confusion, Je 1, 3:3
UPPER SANDUSKY
Supply rapid polluted by press of state of health of Cooklin, M, 9, 3:3
MIDDLETON
New waterbnd construction in square, Jy 1, 7:5
WATER WORKS CO
Investigation starts by city comrs and others, M, 5, 1:1
Damaged suit brought by Frank N. Fuchs, decision reserved, Je 23, 4:4
WATERMAN, Lasson
Widow Angelina E Waterman elects to take under will, J 7, 4:5
WATERS, John
Sues wife Cara for divorce, J 20, 2:2
WATERVIL, Louis (Greenlaw)
Injured when thrown from buggy during runaway, Ap 23, 3:3
WATKINS, George and Elizabeth
Fined for precipitating neighborhood fight, Ap 25, 2:2
WATKINS, Robert L
Contents consumption not contagious, ed, Jy 28, 2:2
WATSON (Woolsey), M J
Vicarized in check fraud, F 14, 1:7
WATT, Cornelius E
Appr as R S appy for dist of N Ka criticized, ed, M 5, 2:2
WATT, John
Injured by fall into pit, S 25, 1:5
WATKINSON (Woolsey), Anna L
Arrested on chg of robbing res of Louis Geissman, S, 15, 3:3
WATERS, Charles
Wife, M 28, 1:3; funeral, M 18, 1:8
WATERS, Henry
Sued for divorce by wife Hannah M, Ap 3, 1:8
Trial continues, Jy 17, 1:8; divorce granted
WATERS, Henry (cont)
Wife, Jy 10, 1:7
WATERS, John
Wagon mulltially damaged, Albert Goodall, John Belan, and 2 others held, N 2, 4:5
WATERS, John (Cadiz)
Stable destroyed by fire, F 21, 2:6
WATERS, John J, Jr (Lima)
Deserted by wife, S 9, 3:8
WATKINS (NIV), Lucien D
Prepares plan for reform of local govt, Jy 14, 3:5
WATTS, James (cont)
Nomination candidates' backing by liquor dealers criticized, ed, M 20, 2:1
Nomination for mayor defeated by repub Peter Hoffman, by 11 votes, Ap 4, 1:1
FBI supporters criticized, ed, Ap 4, 2:1
Blog, por, Ap 4, 2:5
Addresses vote victory celebration, Ap 8, 1:1
Takes oath of office, Ap 11, 1:5
Promised repub support in promoting welfare of Akron, ed, Ap 11, 2:1
Renewals as req of Loomis & Co asked in petition filed by Encelator Coal co, M, 4, 1:6
Urge to attend duties of office, ed, M 27, 2:1; neglect of duties criticized, M 29, 2:2
Ridiculed, fulfillment of duties awaited, ed, Je 1, 2:1
Neglect of office criticized, ed, Je 1, 2:2; cont'd absense from duty criticized, ed, Je 15, 2:1; absense from duty disapproved, ed, Je 15, 2:1; absense from duty ridiculed, Je 17, 2:1
Announces he will not consider any unsignaled communications, Je 21, 1:8
Criticized for condoning unprincipled local govt practices, ed, Ap 5, 2:1; for failure to fulfill social obligations, ed, M 5, 2:2
Struck with stone thrown by unknown assailant, D 25, 1:2
Office robbed, jewelry belonging to Harry Loomis stolen, H 17, 1:6
Reps additional losses in office robbery, N 21, 3:3
Named in property sale suit brought by assignee Louis E Wilhelms, U 19, 1:7
WATTS, L C (Galion)
Arrested for forgery, Ap 17, 3:2
WEATHER & WEATHER CO
Architects win second prize in internall-school building design contest for World's Fair.
Mr 17, 3:4
Employed as architects for Bruswick Ave Cong ch in N Y City, U 26, 8:3
WEATHER, SINGER & WILLIAMS CO.
Names Fred Stahl in equity suit, F 11, 1:4; case against Fred Stahl settled, costs paid without
record, Me 11, 1:6
Names Joseph Semenov in judgment collection suit, Ap 1, 7:2

WEATHER
Past and present winters compared, 1br, Ja 21, 8:7
Icy tracks cause delay in train schedules, F 2, 4:3

ARIZON
Blizzard riptd, Jl 10, 1:4; cold wave continues, Jl 19, 1:4;
old snow immerses efficiency of rr, Jl 12, 1:5; sufficiently cold, ed, Jl 13, 2:1
Melting snow causes traffic tie-ups, F 10, 4:3
Blizzard strikes, transportation hindered by drifting snow, F 26, 3:5
Storm damage depleted, ed, My 10, 2:2
Akrion Keller factory destroyed and Phoenix black
damaged by windstorm, My 23, 1:1
West Hill dist damaged by storm, 8 35
Morrison fruit trees destroyed, J N Layfer res damag, Jl 22, 1:4
Storms damage Etiee roads at depot, Ja 26, 1:6
Storms damage streets, corre investigat complaint, Jl 27, 2:7
Usta compiled for a period of 11 yrs, U 2, 3:2
Kearns-Gorshet Battle works destroyed when
bloom over by wind, U 27, 2:4

BELLAIRE
Temperature registers 10 below zero, Jl 19, 2:2

BELL COUNTY
Heavy damage riptd from wind and hail storm, Jl 30, 2:3

COLDWELL
Presb ch and F F Renwick, William Gidden, and
Jude Moles residences damaged by storm, Ag 4, 2:2
Storm destroys ch, Ag 8, 2:5

CINCINNATI
Coldest day riptd, Jl 12, 3:4

CLEVELAND
John Cole killed, William O'Hallia fatally injured, 5 Johnson and 2 others injured in windstorm,
My 23, 1:3

COLUMBUS
Crops damaged by lack of rain, Ag 16, 3:3

DUPREE
Storms damage crops, My 24, 2:6

FLINT
ME ch damaged by storm, My 24, 3:1

FREDON
Storm damage area property, My 24, 3:1

KENT
Smyer & Koefef delivery wagon wrecked by storm, 
My 24, 3:5

MARINETTA
River frozen over for first time in 20 yrs, 10
inches of snow, Ja 17, 3:3

MARION
High water threatens Etiee r. r ca traffic, My 3, 1:3

MEXASWIRE
Jacob Misher and Etiee barns damaged by wind
storm, Je 2, 2:2

NORTH SPRINGFIELD
Arildness riptd dry wells, Ja 27, 2:5

OHIO
Spring rains and thaws delay r r traffic, F 7, 1:3
Floods delay traffic, F 10, 1:6
Arildness impedes bearing of apple and potato
crews, F 24, 4:5

PAULING
John Gage killed and N R Crawford fatally inju
jured in elec store, Je 27, 1:5

PORTAGE COUNTY
Heavy damage to fruit by hailstorm riptd in Kent,
My 23, 1:8

PORTAGE LAKES
Charles and Harvey Lowe's cottages damaged by
cyclone, My 24, 3:3

TIPPIN
Storm damage property area, My 24, 3:1

WEATHER - TIPPIN (cont)
Worst Christmas ever celebrated in history of city, u 27, 2:4

TOLEDO
Lake Erie frozen from Detroit river to Put-In-Bay, 
Ja 24, 2:7

WAYNE COUNTY
Rept on devastation caused by floods, My 30, 7:1

WILLIAMSON
Tornado damage town, My 6, 1:2; damage by tornado described, 1br, My 13, 4:1

WEATHER, A CLINTON
Money suit against Aaron G Weaver appealed, Jl 9, 1:4

WEATHER, AARON G
Money suit brought by A Clinton Weaver appealed, Je 9, 1:4

WEATHER, LAMOND,
Promotion to rear adm in U S Navy praised, ed, 
Je 30, 2:1

WEATHER, C J (Fulton)
Brooms and 2 children, believed temporarily
imprisoned, Je 12, 2:4

WEATHER, CLAIR E
Brooms 2 children, commits suicide, Je 15, 4:4

WEATHER, D E
Estate adver files final acct, u 27, 1:7

WEATHER, GEORGE
Injured when horse runs away, sleigh damaged, 
Jl 7, 1:1

WEATHER, GEORGE C
Assigned for riding on top of r r passenger
coach, case contd, Ag 26, 1:8; discharged
after arrainment for clinging to moving train,
Ag 28, 1:2

WEATHER, GEORGE T
Names Weising & Lake Etiee r r co in personal
injury suit, 1br 21, 2:3

WEATHER, JOSEPH
Suit brought against Sylvanian weaver, private
sale ordered, My 30, 1:6

WEATHER, MARION
Killed in r r train collision at Rarden, C 6, 3:5

WEATHER, MIKE
Arrested on intoxication chg, Mr 10, 1:5

WEATHER, SYLVANIAN
Suit brought by Joseph Weaver, private sale
ordered, Mr 30, 1:6

WEATHER, WILLIAM N
Josiah weaver upld ader of estate, appraisers
WEISS, GEORGE W
Repos for 1stward bd of educators
Dee Himes and 2 others, Ap 4, 1:3

WEISS, HOWARD
Death, My 3, 4:3; obit, My 5, 4:4; funeral, My 8, 4:1

WEISS POTTERY WORKS
Resumes work, G 9, 4:2

ACME MILLER (M.K. AN MS), FIELD
Adopted son Fred kidnapped by mother May Deck
er (May White), Ag 22, 1:4; wins custody of May
Deckers' son, Ag 29, 1:1

NEVINS & WISEMAN (Oklahoma)

Store entered, nothing taken, Ap 12, 2:7

NEVR (MRS), DANIEL (Cincinnati)
Injured in fall from tree, Ju 20, 4:4; Ju 21, 4:4

COOKS, SHERMAN (Lithonia)
Set on fire by Robert Todd, N 8, 2:12

MADHUMUN, CHARLES

Drowned in horse bakery pond, Je 10, 3:1

SHEAVER, JOHN
Frustrates robbery of res, U 1, 2:2

HEUG, CLARA (Ohio)
Arrested in staying of infant, Ag 22, 2:6; pleas
not guilty to murder, remained to jail under
bond, Ag 24, 2:6; pleas not guilty to 2nd
degree murder chg, U 2, 2:2; indictment on chg
of murder nailed, held on chg of manslaughter,
U 7, 2:4; sentenced to penitentiary on man-
slaughter chg for killing her baby, U 12, 2:4;
rec'd at penitentiary, U 21, 2:3

WEHR, MINNESOTA (Findlay)
Victim of uns fraud perpetuated by John Blair
Coyne (Peel), D 15, 3:2

WILLIAM, WILLIAM

Unlawfully conduct chg dismissed, S 14, 3:10

okia, HENRY H
Compensation case brought by Akron & New Cast
er, jury selected, Ap 14, 1:17; Peter Lepper
files motion for judgment, My 30, 1:6

KENNEDY, A

Fired for abusing horse, Ju 27, 4:3

ESC, Hiram G

Emma & Stone in collection suit, Ap 4, 2:5;
suit appealed by Akron & White Sand & Stone
Co, S 7, 2:3; appeals damage suit brought against
Amor & White Sand & Stone Co, S 25, 1:7

WEILS (MRS), T E

Celebrate 10th wedding anniv, My 4, 1:4

Res damaged by fire, N 21, 1:3

WEILS FAXER EXPRESS CO

J MacNervey promoted to mdg of Gal's office, My 3,
4:3

Conti office embezzled, William Orchard sought,
D 18, 2:3

WEILS, CHARLES AND ANN

Arrested on charges of disorderly conduct and
assault and battery on Johnnie Stapp, cases
contd, Je 9, 1:4; Charles fined for disorderly
conduct, Anna released, Je 20, 8:3

WEILS, DAVID (Coles)

Wagon destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3

WEILS, ED

Sentenced to st labor on vagrancy chg, U 11, 4:6

WEILS, HARRY

Fined for disorderly conduct, V 27, 8:3

WEILS, JAMES

Fined for vagrancy, U 22, 3:4

WEILS, JAMES (Nashvill)

Fined for intoxication, U 30, 8:5

WEILS (CITY SUCCITORS), JAMES V

Unemployed for city solicitor defeats repub
Major F. C. Syim, Ap 4, 1:1

Respect, Ap 4, 2:5

Demands AAR rep of agent at end of Akron Daily
Dem, U 7, 3:4

Addresses dem victory celebration, Ap 8, 1:1

Attempt to retract statements made to dem
newspaper ed criticized, ed, Ap 8, 2:1

WEILS, L S

Killed by Indians at Farmington O Hl, My 4, 1:6

WEILS (MRS), MARY E


WEILS, PATRICK (Toogtown)

Fined on robbery chg, U 16, 2:4

WEILS, WILLIAM

Dismissed from vagrancy chg, F 21, 1:2; sen-
tenced for vagrancy, F 22, 4:3

WEILS CING CH

Purchases site for consit of ch, Ju 13, 1:5

WEILS MISSOURI (Toogtown)

Requested income from business property by
Thomas Davis, U 15, 3:3

WELTON, C G

Names owners of Herriman canal boat in collection
suit, S 19, 1:5

WELTON, JAMES (Clint)

 Held in assault on A H King, Je 16, 2:8

WELTON, FABY

Burned when he throws oil on fire, N 21, 1:4

WELTON (MRS), DANIEL (Westfield)

Injured in fall, Ju 14, 7:3

WELTY, HARRY (Kanawha)

Burned in mine by coal gas explosion, Ap 8, 3:3

WENTWORTH, GEORGE

Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, O 2, 1:6
WESTBROOK, GEORGE
Arrested for disorderly conduct, 0 3, 1:2

WESTERFIELD, AMBrose (Kent)
Missing, raped seen in Akron, N 26, 3:4

WESTERFIELD, SHARON
Fined for swearing, Jy 5, 1:3

WESTERGREN, Authorities, Injured in train collision at Loudonville, F 3, 2:3

WEST, CARRILS (Sudworth)
Assaulted, James Goldie held, U 2, 8:5

WEST, HARRY
Killed in train wreck near Johnson, Jy 9, 3:1

WESTCOTT, J E
Assigns file final rept, Ag 22, 1:4

WEST, A H
Injured when train leaves track at Lindsay, Ag 7, 2:3

WEST, CELESTE (Chillicothe)
Death caused by accidental overdose of morphine, Jy 14, 2:3

WEST, ELAINE
Appt constable in chg of grand jury, My 2, 1:1

WEST, FRANK
Return from Ind to Loundon county on chg of burglary and larceny demanded, N 16, 2:5

WEST, JAMES
Stabbed, S Harris held, N 26, 2:3

WEST, WILLIAM (Charlton)
Robbery of res thorium, Ag 19, 3:8

WEST CONGREGATIONAL CH
Standing comm appted, F 13, 1:2

WEST, WILLIAM (Loudon)
Saves concert, My 30, 1:4

WEST presents benefit concert, Jy 27, 1:5

WEST co.
Assists electors, O 21, 2:6

WESTERFIELD, Eden
Christian limestone sec to sponsor lectures, O 15, 1:3

WEST END PARK
Grading completed by bid of pk co., Jy 4, 4:2

WEST ON PENDICHTY
Awarded cont to Van Born from Works of Clay to build 50 cells, Jy 9, 1:6

WEST VIRGINIA & OHIO WHOLESALE GROCERS
Oaths with selling wholesalers coffee, U 21, 3:5

WESTBROOK, AHM
Injured in train collision near Louisville, F 2, 1:5

WESTERFIELD CO
Galb bldg destroyed by fire, N 27, 3:3

WESTERFIELD ESTATE CO
Incorporates, U 9, 1:6; electors electors, O 13, 7:2

WESTICK, JACOB (Kent)

WEST LINDEN CO
Rebuilt after fire, plant equipment and system read (The Amer Carpet and Upholstery Trade), Jy 10, 2:4

WEST LINDEN ACADEMY (Hudson)
Appeals for books written by its own teachers and pupils, Jy 23, 2:4

WESTON, ATTORNEY, N AIR (Karnen)
Refuses to accept offer in settlement of claim made by David H. Fage, N 30, 2:3

WESTON RESIDENT FURNITURE CO
Purchased by William Garfield and F A Judge, N 26, 4:2

WESTON UNION TELEGRAPH CO
Toledo office tries to force operators to sign affidavits to refrain from union activities, N 27, 2:2

WESTPHAL, EDWARD
Estate files final acct, Ag 22, 1:4

WESTPHAL, FRANK
Fleeing when hiring farm hand, Jy 3, 1:3

WESTRICK, CYNTHIA
With Stella Kent, D W Thomas, and Home Bldg & Loan assoc named in collection suit by John W watts, S 31, 1:4

WESTRICK, EDWARD
Victim of ins fraud perpetrated by John Blair (Coyle) (Paul), U 10, 3:2

WESTRICK, GEORGE
Named with George Rubin in property damage suit brought by Urbie Sherbon, Je 15, 1:2

WESTRICK, GEORGE
Affidavit filed on chg of malicious destruction of property, Je 17, 12:3; property damage suit dismissed, Je 17, 12:3; chg of malicious destruction of property dismissed, Je 23, 1:2

WESTRICK, JACOB
Estate wins suit filed by Susan Uphoke to break will, F 9, 1:8

WESTRICK, JACOB (cont)

WESTRICK, JOHN V
Estate named by Francis M McNight in suit for accts and collection, F 21, 1:3

WESTRICK, JOHN W
Sues county created in suit brought by McNight, N 23, 1:7

WESTRICK, GEORGE
Partition suit against Liz Kaufman settled, Jy 28, 1:5; wins suit, Ag 30, 1:2

WESTRICK, F F
With John Loper files answer to receivership suit brought by A X Hemage against Akron & New Castle rco, S 11, 1:5

WESTRICK, WILLIAM
Losses collection suit against Chapman and 2 others, Jy 31, 1:2

WEST, AUDREY
Partial acct of estate filed, Jy 29, 1:2

WEST, WILLIAM (Yellow Springs)
Sought for murder, lynch mob led by Negro vigilance com, Ag 16, 3:2; captured following murder assault, Ag 19, 2:5

WHITE
Good crop rapdt, Ap 22, 1:3

WHITE, WILLIAM (Yellow Springs)
Return from Europe seen as aid in U S financial crisis, ed. Je 30, 2:1

WHITEHURST, KENNETT
Sold on robbery chp, N 23, 2:3

WHEEL, BERYL
Elec officers, Jy 11, 4:5

WHEEL, ED (Alliance)
Fined for violating prohibition ord, Ag 22, 2:7

WHEELER, F D

WHEELER, G A
Injured when hay slides from wagon, S 1, 1:2

WHEELER, F D
Assaulted, Dan Woods arrested, G 30, 1:3; robbery chp dismissed, N 9, 1:6

WHEELER, JEAN
Uses after eating soup, Jy 7, 2:3

WHEELER, JOHN C
Collection suit by L E Stevens appealed, S 21, 3:3

WHEELER, N
Drums at Van Born Point in f in wreck of S S Dean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie, G 18, 2:3

WHEELER (JCBY), MARY
Succeeds Rachel Simes as matron of Akron hosp, N 24, 2:5
WHEELER, S S (Lima)
Elected pres of First National Bank, N 21, 2:3
WHEELER, WILLIAM J
Fledged not guilty to disorderly conduct charge, N 1, 1; acquitted, N 3, 3:2
WHEELER, WILLIAM
Arrested for disorderly conduct, O 15, 1;4; sentenced, O 16, 8:6
WHEELER, WHEELOCK (Ilseda)
Damaged by fire, N 17, 1;5; collapse demolishes 2 adjoining bluffs, N 22, 3;3
WHEELER BRIDGE AND TERMINAL RY CO
Losses collection suit brought by Amy D Gilmore of Norton's Ferry, N 6, 2;6
WHEELER & LACKEE T ENTERPRISE
Nemed in personal injury suit brought by George T Weaver, N 21, 2;3
Massillon ticket office robbed, D 23, 7;2
WELBY, MICHAEL
Arrested on warrant charging disorderly conduct by wife, F 23, 4;2; found guilty of disorderly conduct, motion for new trial denied, F 24, 1;6
Suicide by wife, Isabella A, N 2, 1;5; wife granted alimony pending litigation, N 4, 7;2; suit dismissed by plaintiff, O 23, 1;5
WELCH, JOHN (Lima)
Injured in crane accident, O 11, 2;5
WELTON, ANDREW
Estate exec William McGrew files final acct, O 7, 1;5
WESTER, WILLIAM A
Guardian files final acct, F 11, 1;6
WHITAKER, JONATHAN
Life sentence commuted by Gov McKinley, J 19, 2;5
WHITCRAFT (POULTONER), (Ruth)
Gen store robbed, D 18, 1;2
WHITCRAFT, S B (Southeast Richmond)
Horse and harness stolen, M 31, 4;3
WHITE, C M (Kent)
Attempted holdup by unknown persons frustrated, J 24, 8;4
WHITE, MRS ELIZABETH AND FRANK
Injured in FN train wreck at Morrow Falls, J 25, 1;1
WHITE, ELLEN
Addresses first session of MCTU conf, Ap 7, 1;1
WHITE, FRANK. See White, Eliza and Frank
WHITE, HARRY
Injured when struck by bicycle, Jy 13, 1;8
WHITE, JAMES (Gallipolis)
Shot and killed, Charles Thompson sought, N 10, 7;3
WHITE, JAMES P, JR
Named by Orin C Rubin in lien suit, F 10, 1;7
WHITE, JOHN
Escapes from Circleville jail, U 13, 2;4; U 15, 3;3
WHITE, MAX
Fined for disorderly conduct, O 17, 1;8
WHITE, MAY, See Decker, May
WHITE, MILDRED
Guardian's suit against Abraham Brumbaugh settled, M 26, 1;3
WHITE, MILDRED
Sue on sword conduct charge, J 5, 1;4; fined, J 5, 4;2
WHITE, MRS R (Ravenna)
Lien assmt, O 8, 1;2
WHITE, Myra: See Decker, May
WHITE, MAY, See Decker, May
WHITE, MILDRED
Guardian's suit against Abraham Brumbaugh settled, M 26, 1;3
WHITE, MILLIE
Held on sword conduct charge, J 5, 1;4; fined, J 5, 4;2
WHITE, MRS, See Decker, May
WHITE, MILLIE
Guardian's suit against Abraham Brumbaugh settled, M 26, 1;3
WHITE, MILLIE
Injured in runaway accident, M 24, 1;8
WHITE, MRS, See Decker, May
WHITE, MRS, See Decker, May
WHITE, MILLIE
Loses damage suit to Robert McBride and others, O 13, 1;3
WHITE, MILLIE, MRS
Purchases Akron News co, N 7, 4;2
WHITE, MRS, FRANK (Springfield)
Named in suit brought by C C Funke for equitable div of profits, M 12, 2;2
WHITE, MILLIE, HENRY
With S W Wilson named in affidavit for placing amm on sidewalks, M 22, 1;5
WHITEFIELD, JOHN (Mogadore County)
Arrested in Akron for stealing turkeys from John Silcox and Charles and Joe Ruggan, O 21, 7;3
WHITELAW, HENRY
Date set for trial on charge of constern amm without permission, M 23, 4;3; M 24, 1;3
WHITE, DAVID
Fined for fighting, S 18, 3;5
WHITESTONE, AGA
Rea damaged by fire, Ag 30, 1;2
WHITEN, J A (Daytona)
Horse and buggy stolen, O 13, 1;4
WHITMAN & BARNES W M CO
Announces tentative plans for plant at Chicago (III), J 31, 1;8
Holds annual meeting, F 6, 1;5
Elects officers, decides to erect new plant in Chicago (III), F 6, 1;4
Signs contract for const of plant at West Pullman (III), F 17, 1;3
Damage suit brought by James S Turner dismissed for want of pra, M 3, 1;8
Holds annual meeting, elects dir and officers, S 6, 1;2
Exhibit at Chicago World's Fair commended, O 9, 3;3
New factory in West Pullman (III) compared with Akron Factory, N 17, 1;4
WHITMORE (COUNCILLOR), GEORGE T
Probable selection as pres of council praised, ed, Ap 10, 2;2; elected pres of council, Ap 16, 4;5
Voters denounce call of shop closing to assure state repub victory, U 20, 1;4
WHITMORE, RICHARD
House owned jointly with Mrs Lucinda Graber ordered burned by bd of health when fumigation for smallpox found impractical, Ap 17, 1;2
WHITMORE, ROGER (Springfield)
Property damage suit brought by Mary C Cahill settled, F 2, 1;5
Blind destroyed by fire, J 7, 3;4
WHITTON, S O (Vandisburg)
Shot at by unknown man, O 5, 2;4
WHITMORE (Owensville), E W (Cleve)
Elected maj 2d battalion Knights of Pythias, D 2, 1;6
WHITMORE, WILLIS (South Solon)
Victim of attempted murder extortion, James Anderford and wife disappear, S 12, 2;2
WHITMORE, MRS, JOHN
Injured in fall, S 2, 1;6
WHIT, JOSEPH
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & Western railroad co in collection suit, U 2, 1;7
WHITMAN, N H
Sures, O 9, 4;4
WHITTON, DAVID
Celebrates 40th birthday anniv, M 28, 1;3
WHITTING, F C
With Thomas C Reimold buys control of Wooster Daily & Weekly Repub, M 23, 1;3
WHIT, MAY ANN
Suit against Kate Herbert dismissed, F 24, 4;4
WHITFORD, WILLIAM H
Funeral, J 12, 2;5
Mary Ann owed suit of sale, J 13, 1;3
Petition for assignment of over filed by admr, Mary Ann owed, J 25, 3;5
Estate names Joseph Hickenlooper in collection suit, F 27, 1;4
Index Mary files for increase of yearly allowance, My 3, 4;4
WHITTON, ISAC
With City of Akron and Akron water works co named in personal injury suit brought by Frank N Fuchs, J 14, 4;3; suit comd, J 26, 1;3; decision reserved, J 22, 4;4
WICK BANKING & TRUST CO (Clev)
Rents property mortgage of and from Cottage Grove Ice co, J 10, 1;5
Revs' sale, N 28, 3;6
WIDOW, CCI (Sandusky)
Announces failure, J 7, 8;6
WIDOW, WILHELM
Funeral, U 23, 4;6
WILKES, EMILY
Arrested on assault charge, Jy 17, 4;1; fined for assault, Jy 18, 1;3
WIDMAN, GURL C
With Ralph G Grahamloses collection suit brought by Elizabeth Herrill, Ag 7, 1;8
WIDMAN, CHARLES
Funeral, J 10, 1;3
WIDMAN'S HONE (Cleve)
Treason report to have been losted, O J Mackale, w B Burnell, Paul Orosley, F J Mitchell, W A Thompson, and George Leighton indicted, U 30, 2;3
WIDMANN, E D AND FRANK (Cleve)
Injured in blodg collapse, Ap 25, 3;2
WIDMANN, FRANK. See Wintner, E D
WIDDOWSON, SAM
Wardroom losted, Ap 17, 1;2
WIDTEN, F A (Cleve)
Assaulted, Thomas Murphy (Cleve) held, Jy 27, 3;4
WIGGINS, SERMON: Retirement from the field of prophecy regretted, ed, J 5, 2;1
WIGGINS (Estate, Anna) (Cleve)
Names weber in damage suit, U 26, 2;2
1939
WILSON, HENRY C (cont)
Henry Gille, Ap 5, 2,6

WILSON, ISAC N
Appeals damage suit against Clem, Akron & Cols
for co., Ju 3, 1,6

WILSON, A J
Embezzled, Frank Earensburger arrested, Ju 28, 1,6

WILSON, LOUIS J
Uses in attempts to escape, F 11, 1,5

WILSON, CHARLES
Names E A Chamberlain et al, order to execute
will issued, F 10, 1,7

WILSON, GEORGE
In suit against Helen Wilson decision of JP ct reversed,
Ju 23, 1,6

WILSON, LOUIS
Year in runaways, driver injured, O 12, 1,3

WILSON, LOUIS SR
Employed as cook of school convent by Bd of ednc.,
My 24, 1,4

1940
WILSON, LOUIS E
Assignee names William Hettler in property sale
suit, Ju 19, 1,7

WILSON, ROBERT (Cont). (Owmen also as John R
Roberts)
Arrested on chg of counterfeiting, F 14, 2,2

WILSON, LOUIS & SON
Names Charles Caldwell in collection suit, S 16, 1,7

WILKER, ALEXANDER
Dismissed from suspension chg., W 1, 1,7

WILKIN, ROBERT (Cambridge)
Killed when thrown from carriage, Ju 7, 2,8

WILKING, HILDY (Kent)
Injured when thrown from wagon, My 15, 7,2

WILKINSON, GEORGE N (Massfield)
Jewelry store robbed, Ap 19, 1,3

WILKINSON, ANNA
Dismissed on burglary chg, O 4, 1,6

WILKINSON, MAE
Weth, O 11, 1,6; bsg, O 11, 1,6; funeral,
O 12, 1,8; will filed, O 12, 3,2

WILKOFKYS, SADIE
In case with willis vs Price, Morris appeal filed,
O 19, 1,6

LOUIS, GEORGE
Fined on chg of violating load weight limit,
F 3, 1,6

LOUIS, H
Assignments, order of appraisal issued, O 30, 1,7

WILKOFKYS, PHILIP
Outbuildings damaged by fire, Ju 14, 1,6

WILKOFKYS, SMY
Weth, O 26, 1,6

WILKOFKYS, N
Fined for intoxication, Ag 2, 1,7

WILKOFKYS, GEORGE
Arrested on chg of hiring assassin to kill
Albert Mackey, W 27, 4,16; arrested in Kansan
and as suspect in shooting of Mackey, W 28, 2,3

Fremont county opens on chg of shooting with intent
to kill William Albert Mackey, W 2, 7,2

Named in ex vorn by Mrs Sarah Small in damage suit by H Hagen, Ju 29, 4,6

WILKOFKYS, ALBERT
Arrested George F and Marie Miller names Charles
and Alfarra Wightman in suit appealing priority of liens.
M 3, 4,4; assignement filed in common pleas
ct., M 4, 7,2

WILKOFKYS, CHARLES A
Named George F and Marie Miller and Alfartra
Wightman in suit appealing priority of liens.
M 3, 4,4

WILKOFKYS, A
Suit brought by Harvey Maxwell, appeal filed.
My 15, 1,3

Assignee Harvey Maxwell files claim in chgs presented,
Ag 19, 1,5

Amended petition filed in suit brought by Chiles,
Gio & Co., O 20, 1,8

WILKOFKYS, H
Applies as assistant sec to 4 5 treasy dept
approved, ed, O 9, 2,1

WILKOFKYS, HURRY
Condemns title of Lul upon Gov William McKinley.
Ju, W 27, 3,6

WILCOX, M & CO.

WILCOX, SAMUEL
Adopt Raymond Watson and change name to Robert
Harry Haw, My 3, 1,1

WILCOX, J.W.
Named in property possession suit brought by
City of Akron, J 30, 1,7

WILCOX, FRANK A
With Frank A. Gathorne purchases farm of W C
Sackett in Copley, My 2, 2,1

WILCOX, FRANK A
Runs rebrief suit against Akron Savings bank,
J 31, 1,7; additional ct order granted to recover,
Ag 16, 1,8

Jumps own accusations of shop closing to assure
state rapid victory, O 26, 1,4

WILCOX, HENRY C
Adopt suit vs Henry Gille et al, property sold to

WILLIAMS, GEORGE  
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, J 11, 4:6

WILLIAMS, HARRY  
See also Ryan, William J  
Fired on disorderly conduct chg, F 2, 1:3

WILLIAMS, HARRY  
Released from vagrancy chg, J 10, 4:3

WILLIAMS, J H  
Names Pittsburgh, Akron & western rr co in collection suit, U 2, 1:7

WILLIAMS, JACOB (Gallipolis)  
Killed by premature coal bank explosion, S 14, 2:2

WILLIAMS, JAMES (Gurdonville)  
Hold on chg of robbing Oppenheimer & Co store, U 28, 2:3

WILLIAMS, JOHN (Galgana)  

WILLIAMS, JOHN K  
Made party deft in foreclosure suit brought by John H Willingerger against Belle L Wyke, M 26, 1:1

WILLIAMS, JOHN T & HAD HARRY  
Named in promissory note suit brought by Jacob A Kohler, Je 3, 1:7; lone suit, Ju 5, 1:7; Ag 28, 1:2  
with R G Thomas named in promissory note suit by William H Hoffman, Ag 4, 2:4; answer filed by R G Thomas, O 9, 1:5

WILLIAMS, L H (Hamilton)  
Named defendant in suit of Ohio G A R, M 10, 2:3

WILLIAMS, LEWIS (Cambridge)  
Infant daughter ill after eating campfer gum, N 17, 2:2

WILLIAMS, MARY. See Williams, John T

WILLIAMS, ROBERT (Massillon)  
Fattily injured in storm, U 22, 3:1

WILLIAMS, THOMAS II (Cincinnati)  
With Charles F Shaw, W A Miller, M Frost, A Beets, R W Brown, and T B Rosendale incrs to build elec interurban ry, U 19, 3:3

WILLIAMS, WALTER  
Names P & H in collection suit, J 20, 1:6

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM  
Praised for hiring ex-sherriff Bunn to run his office, ed, J 3, 2:2

Named in collection suit by William Taylor Son & Co, Ag 10, 1:6

Citizens' Savings & Loan assn files answer in suit brought by William Taylor Son & Co, S 30, 7:13

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM  
Fleas not guilty to malicious destruction of property chg, case contd, U 27, 2:3; chg withdrawn, O 27, 3:3

WILLIAMS, SHERIDAN WINS (Ravenna)  
Resumes operations, N 20, 4:3

WILLIAMS (MRS), LUCINDA (Wayne)  
Injured with 4 children when explosion is thrown against stove, U 16, 2:3

WILLIAMS, GEORGE S  
Named in promissory note suit by Ernest Swan, Ap 5, 2:3

WILLIAMS (Ravenna)  
Horse injured in runaway, Ja 9, 1:6

WILLIAMS (DEW), E R  
Sermon, F 27, 4:2  
Discusses history of Reformed ch at annv celebration, Ap 24, 4:4  
Speaks at dedication and laying of cornerstone of new Trinity Reformed ch, Ja 3, 2:2  
Sermon, Ju 10, 4:2  
Addresses Summit County Ministerial Alliance on church and charity, U 18, 4:1

WILLIAMS, HARRY (Kent)  
Injured in fall down stairs, M 30, 2:6

WILLIAMS, L (Ravenna)  
Son assaulted, Mrs Adeline Sutton fined, Ja 13, 4:3

WILLTE (GEO.), A A  
Lectures on sunshine, N 21, 3:3

WILLS (MRS), ASIA  
Elected president of Ohio G A R, M 10, 2:3

WILLIAM J AXELOM CO (Cleveland)  
Mills damaged by fire, J 27, 3:5

WASHINGTON  
Town damaged by tornado, M 6, 1:2

WASHINGTON, JAMES (West Union)  
Convicted murderer removed from jail to place of safety, mob violence feared, U 30, 7:4

WASHINGTON, PAX (De Lamar)  
Held as witness against Addis Lewis who is held on robbery chg, Ju 14, 2:3

WASHINGTON, (Ice Creek)  
Sought in肾脏ping at Johnson, Ag 31, 3:5

WASHINGTON (Cincinnati)  
Lack of preparation for debate criticized, ed, Je 12, 2:1

WASHINGTON, ALBERT  
Sentence for assault and battery, S 30, 1:3

WASHINGTON, ALFRED  
Heaten, warrant issued for arrest of John Wilson, J 11, 4:6

WASHINGTON, CHARLES  
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 4, 1:8  
Fined on chg of assault and battery, U 10, 8:6

WASHINGTON, FRANK C  

WASHINGTON, GEORGE  
Fined for selling goods without license, N 16, 4:3

WASHINGTON, GEORGE (Ravenna)  
Heaten and arrested in saloon fight, Ap 14, 3:1

WASHINGTON, GEORGE C (Clev)  
Sought an alleged check forgery chg, N 17, 2:3

WASHINGTON, HARRY C  
Suicide, F 13, 3:4

WASHINGTON, HELEN  
Suit brought by George Wilhlem, decision of JP ct reversed, Ju 23, 1:3

WASHINGTON, ISAC  
Sued for divorce by wife Ella, Ap 17, 1:4

WASHINGTON, JACOB (Youngsters)  
Hotel and saloon robbed, Fatty Heinergerd sought, o 23, 1:1

WASHINGTON, JAMES  
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 4, 1:8

WASHINGTON, JOHN  
Fixed for intoxication, F 8, 1:5  
Attempts assault on harren, J 14, 1:3; held on assault chg, pleads not guilty, J 3, 1:7; arraigned on assault and battery chg, Ag 21, 1:5; indicted, O 10, 1:4; pleads not guilty, case transferred to prob ct, O 23, 1:7; fails to appear in ct, N 1, 1:8; held on assault and battery chg, N 7, 1:4; fined, N 8, 1:6  
Named in collection suit by Philip Seizler, N 13, 1:4

WASHINGTON, JOHN A (Wooster)  
Denounces Rev J O Akenhurst for missionary frauds, D 21, 7:3

WASHINGTON, JOHN E  
Issued warrant for marking words on school house,
WINDUS, HARRY
Sells business to Christ Ilimmer, Jr, 1, 13
WINE, CATHERINE
Guardian William J Wines files final act, 0 39, 1, 8
WINE, JOHN
Injured when kicked by horse, Ap 1, 7, 2
WINFILED, OWLES (Agatha)
Accidentally shoots self, 0 13, 3, 3
WINFIELD, JOHN (Wadsworth)
Cipher for robbery, sentence suspended, 0 26, 3, 7
WING, FRANK
Wins time price in Akron Bicycle club race, Ju 24, 1, 7
WINFRED, E. (Cinti)
Burglar destroys by ice flies, Ja 8, 2, 4
WINSTON, WILLIAM (Wadsworth)
Cipher for instigation, F 18, 3, 2
WINSTON (MOS), CATHERINE
Arrested on chg of robbing res of Louis Geiman, 0 15, 1, 3
WINZLER, ED (Dayton)
Injured when finger catches in ring of hitching post, 0 27, 3, 4
WINN
Praised for his work as Ohio rep, M 4, 7, 4
WINFIELD (MOS), CATHERINE
Wife of William chg of driving heifer on sidewalk preferred by Peter Dech, Je 10, 8, 3; fined with son for driving cattle over pub sidewalk, Je 13, 1, 3
WINTREBERT MILLERS' LEAGUE
Elects L.C. Miles treasurer, other officers chosen, Mr 25, 1, 11
WINFORD, ANNA
Injured while sliding, Ja 30, 4, 2
WINIK, CLARENCE (Tampkins)
Personal injury suit against Fenn & Co settled, Je 26, 3, 1
WINSMAN, KATHERINE
Names James A. McFallen in relief and property sales suit, Ju 24, 1, 5
WINTERS, A.
Address Toledo crew of Ohio 8ldd Aussie league, Ap 16, 6, 1
WINTERS, HARRY
Sells business to Christ Ilimmer, Jr, 1, 13
WISE, CATHERINE
Guardian William J Wines files final act, 0 39, 1, 8
WISE, JOHN
Injured when kicked by horse, Ap 1, 7, 2
WISE, JOHN
Named in suit brought by John B. Bowers, confirmation of sale and execution of deed ordered, F 20, 1, 11
WISE, LEONARD H. (Canton)
Named in real estate suit by Stephen Latham, Ag 15, 1, 4
WISE, LEONARD H. (Canton)
Arrested for carrying concealed weapons, Ag 9, 1, 3; fined, Ag 10, 1, 5
WISE, JOHN
Claimant to estr. of deceased's job attempts to meet Joseph C. Price from suit of his job in suit of proceedings, Ap 18, 1, 8; continues effort to hold at estr.'s job despite passage of music reform bill which terminates office, Ap 19, 1, 11; prepares out of estr.'s job against Joseph C. Price, Ap 19, 1, 11
WITZ, ANTON
Named in Akron in imprisonment suit, Ju 5, 1, 7
WOLF & JONES (Greenville)
Tobacco warehouse destroyed by fire, Ju 27, 1, 2
WOLFCOTT, G. R.
Served, Ju 8, 3, 16
WOLFE, GEORGE
Resigns chg of James Geib, Je 24, 1, 6
WOLKE, CLARENCE
Serves when hand is caught in snowboard wheel, Ju 17, 4, 2
WOLFE, ALFRED
Death, F 25, 1, 5; funeral, M 3, 2, 8
WOLFE, JOHN (Cincinnati)
Injured by moving machine, Ju 15, 3, 2
WOLFE, MORLEY
Killed with brother in boiler explosion at Camp Creek, Ag 4, 1, 5
WOLF, ARTHUR
Fined for selling clothing without license, N 28, 1, 5
WOLF, AND
Names George Wolf in suit for partition of estate, D 2, 1, 7
WOLF, CLARK (North Springfield)
Harmess stolen, D 4, 1, 4
1893

WOMEN
Accomplishments of Amer. and Spanish women compared by Princess Julianne, Jl 24, 2:1
Winning 3 scholarships at fashionable school, Jl 24, 2:1
Present generation better developed physically than their grandmothers, ed. Jl 25, 1:4
French court ridiculed for taxing women for permission to wear pants, ed. Jl 25, 1:4
Employment increases financial independence, ed. Jl 18, 2:2

WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
Appeals to Akron for aid in memorial fund drive, Jl 7, 1:3
Suit of jail and prison work makes plea for women becoming equal to men in political field, Jl 24, 2:4

WOMEN'S COLUMBIAN EXPO ASN
Holds meeting, Jl 13, 2:1; F 24, Jl 2; Hr 9, 2:2
Sends exhibit of Summit county women's work, Ed 27, 2:3

INDIANA
Rearge, elects officers, Jl 12, 1:2

WOMEN'S COUNCIL
Holds meeting, Jl 13, 2:1; F 24, Jl 2; Hr 9, 2:2
Sends exhibit of Summit county women's work, Ed 27, 2:3

WOMEN'S RELIEF CORPS. See Grand Army of the Republic - Women's Relief Corps

WOMEN'S RELIEF CORPS (Guy Falls)
Celebrates anniv, Jl 8, 2:4

WOMEN
Urged to go west because low ratio of women to men, Jl 10, 2:1
Plan to become equal to men in political field, Jl 26, 1:4

WORLD'S" (c) , ANN
Funeral, F 11, 3:2

WOOD, DANIEL
Injured when brass cap of cartridge explodes as it strikes stone, D 8, 2:4

WOOD, JOHN
Arrested and fined for disorderly conduct, M 4, 1:4

WOODS (OAKLAND) , JOHN
Recn unon letter containing smallpox records from
WARREN, TILLIE
Damage suit against Frank Fasse dismissed, Jl 30, 1:3

WORLD'S EXPO. See Chicago World's Fair

WORLD'S FAIR. See Chicago World's Fair

WORLD'S WORST CHRISTIAN TEMPESTOS UNION
Aeon union to observe call for all day prayer meeting, Jl 21, 4:2

WORLDO, BERTIE
Fined for drunkenness, F 24, 4:2

Bulent, Thomas Cochran arrested, F 19, 2:4

Fined for intoxication, My 25, 1:1

Fined for intoxication, My 25, 3:2

Committed to Clay workhouse, Jl 24, 1:2

Arrested and sentenced to workhouse for intoxication, Je 24, 7:4

Fined for intoxication, S 11, 1:6

Arrested on intoxication chg, case contd, D 9, 3:2

Sentenced for intoxication, D 10, 1:6

 Held on chg of intoxication, case contd, D 7, 1:4

WORON, GEORGE

Severs connection with Thomas Bly & Lumbar co, F 14, 1:2

Claim Price H Morris obtained money under false pretenses in real estate deal, Ap 10, 1:8

Certiﬁed claim against Morris was satisfactorily settled, Ap 12, 3:2

WORON, SIDNEY

Death, John Reichert and John Heffner alleged assailants, U 21, 3:6

WORSTED, QUEEN

Name of traveler's loss co in collection suit, Ag 24, 1:4

WORTH (MS), MARY

Death, My 18, 1:2; funeral announcement, My 18, 1:6

WORTHINGTON, PLAYERS

 Held for larceny in Mrs Kate Kohler res robbery, Jl 14, 1:7; bound to probate ct under bond on larceny chg, D 15, 1:3; pleaded guilty, sentenced, Jy 15, 1:6; ﬁled transcript, Jy 16, 3:3; sentenced to Reaps' Indian school, Jy 21 (20), 1:7; conveyance to Lancaster warranted, executed, Jy 26, 1:2

WORTHINGTON, THOMAS

Trial on chg of cruelty to animals contd, Je 7, 4:3

WORTHINGTON, GEORGE CD

Named by F E Kahler & Co in infringement suit, Jy 13, 1:6

WORTHINGTON, S PAPER CO

Files answer and cross petition in suit by George F Kratz against Aeron Engraving co, U 13, 1:3

WRESTLING

John N. Lawton vs E Dimes, Ap 12, 2:2

WRIGHT (MS), JAMES (Cheskie)

Fatally injured in explosion at Scott Winne brand, N 30, 3:1; scalp when boiler ﬂue explodes, U 1, 5:2

WRIGHT, GEORGE (Marquette)

Fatally injured in explosion at Scott Winne brand, N 30, 3:1; scalp when boiler ﬂue explodes, U 1, 5:2

WRIGHT, JAMES (Marquette)

Fatally injured in explosion at Scott Winne brand, N 30, 3:1; scalp when boiler ﬂue explodes, U 1, 5:2

WRIGHT, GEORGE (Marquette)

Fatally injured in explosion at Scott Winne brand, N 30, 3:1; scalp when boiler ﬂue explodes, U 1, 5:2

WRIGHT, J. HENRY

Married to widow of Anthony J Dresd commander, ed, Jy 8, 2:2

WRIGHT, MARK (Summitville)

Beaten and robbed, Frank Fire and James Beig held, D 12, 5:4

WRIGHT, LEE (Golds)

 Held in robbery of Daniel Thomas, N 30, 3:2

WRIGHT, LEE (Evans)

Severed main artery in wrist, D 1, 1:5

WRIGHT, MARY A

Name of City of Aeron in property damage suit, N 25, 1:7

WRIGHT, MARY HELEN

With Lizzie A Kellogg names Good & Co in collection suit, Ag 4, 1:5; ﬁles cross petition against Jacob Good and others in suit of City Natl bank, G 2, 1:3

WRIGHT, WILLIAM

Sentenced to st labor on vagrancy chg, D 11, 4:6

WICKER (MS), GEORGE H (Wadsworth)

Apol village clerk, Ag 23, 4:4

WICKER, MINNIE

Files cross petition in suit brought by Houston 0 Thornton and others, D 20, 1:4

WICKER, WILLIAM

Named with E A Eberly in collection suit brought by Eli J Baxewriter, N 29, 1:7

WILL, GEORGE

Sentence for cruelty to animals contd, Je 7, 4:3

WILLIAM, GEORGE

Named by F E Kahler & Co in infringement suit, Jy 13, 1:6

WILLS, GEORGE (cont)

Fined, Ap 11, 3:2

WILLS, LOUIS

Assaulted, Jacob W W Powell arrested, D 20, 1:5

WILLIAMS, A

Injured when scaffold collapses, My 15, 1:2; injured in fall from scaffold, My 10, 3:3

WINAND COUNTY

Jail delivery thwarted, S 21, 2:3

Jail delivery thwarted, S 25, 4:5

WINANDT COUNTY BANK (Upper Sandusky)

Appell 2 reverse, Ag 1, 3:3

WANT, JOHN


Nancy J Wyant, apptd adm of estate, Ap 25, 4:2

WATT, SAMUEL

Name equity relief suit against Eliza J Holbrook, Je 23, 1:3

WICKERT, JOHN

Named in real estate recovery suit by estate of Walter S Rigelman, Ag 15, 2:6

WYNAN (MS), JAMES

Funeral, Ag 15, 2:6

WYCOFF, JOHN

Damage suit against City of Aeron, motion sus- tained, plntf accepts, My 16, 1:3

WYCOFF, LUCY V

Estate adm books inventory and pub sale hill, Jy 20, 4:2

WYBROG, E H

Suspected of theft of money from Elmer Roep, Je 28, 1:2

XANTHINE

Leisure Res Rev 0 S Bates, N 21, 1:4

XENA ROYALTY AND SAILORS' HOME. See Soldiers' and Sailors' Home (Senia)

YACKOFF

Close racing contest contemplated between America and Great Britain, ed, Ag 24, 2:1; Ader victory deemed challenge to English in

YACHES (cont)

future contests, ed, O 14, 2:4

YALE UNIVERSITY

Students'pluck praised, ed, Je 25, 2:1

YANKEE, MARY

Named in property settlement suit by James L Fortier, order of appraisal returned, order of pub sale issued, N 16, 1:7

YAVIT, JACOB

Suicide, F 22, 2:6

YEAGER, ALBERT

Uses wife's name for divorce, Je 6, 2:7

YELLOWSTONE NATL PARK

Described in lecture by Dr W H Bennett, Ap 6, 4:4

YERICK, ALMA

Houston Kepler and Joseph Faust apptd wardens of estate, My 25, 3:4

YERICK, LUIA J

Guardian William Yerick ﬁles formal suit and resignation, My 22, 3:4

C C Foster apptd guardian, My 22, 3:4; ﬁles inventory, Je 16, 3:5

YERICK (MS), EMMA (North Springfield)

Barn robbed, N 10, 4:6

YERICK, JEREMIAH

Estate loses verdict in collection suit brought by Mary Smith, M 24, 1:3

YERICK, SIMON (Broomey)

Named in collection suit by Charles L Snyder, Je 17, 6:4; suit settled, Jy 20, 2:5

YERICK, WILLIAM

Injured when trampled by horse, Ap 21, 1:2

YODER, PHILIP

With C H Smith names Klages and Rauﬀ in collection suit, Ag 22, 3:3

YODER, CLAUDE (Wadsworth)

Beats assaultant in ﬁght, O 30, 2:7

YODER, JAMES (Wadsworth)

Injured in fall, Jy 8, 2:3

YOFFETT, HARRIS

Dismissed from intoxication chg, S 5, 2:2

YOUNG, WALSER (Apameus)

Shot and wounded by incendiaries who then set ﬁre to John Evans res, M 25, 4:4

YORK, ANDREW

Prohibitionist candidate for 5th ward bd of ed defeated by dem Andrew Angell, Apr 4, 1:3

YORK, CURIS W

Fined not guilty to non-support chg, N 9, 1:6; chgd with failure to provide for family, case contd, N 14, 1:3
YOUNG, WILLIAM
File for intoxication, S 21, 1-8
YOUNG MARSHALL'S CLUB
Holds annual New Year ball, J 3, 1-2
Holds meeting, O 17, 1-4
Holds dance, D 31, 1-5
Holds ball, N 30, 1-3
Holds dance, N 12, 1-5
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSN
Applies to select site for new bldg, J 31, 4-3
Lime state conv. classes, cons selected, F 14, 2-2
Sponsors address on music given by H C Sanford,
F 14, 4-5
New bldg, Illus, F 18, 3-4
Announces plans for proposed new bldg, F 28, 1-4
Given site for new bldg by heirs of Horace S
Habridge, M 4, 8-5
Sponsors lecture by Prof J F Upholbe on secret
of character building, M 9, 1-5
People's lecture course holds concert, M 16, 3-3
Holds meeting, discusses bldg plans, M 18, 7-3
Farms bible study class, M 23, 4-5
People's course concludes with concert by
Syracuse Utsu Choir and Dance club, Ap 8, 1-4
Bed of dirs meets, Ap 13, 3-2
Opens new quarters, Ap 24, 1-5
Meets, elects new bed of dirs, M 4, 1-5
Bed of dirs meets, elects officers, M 26, 1-1
Standing conv called by bed of dirs, M 15, 1-6
Sponsors Iam teta, J 18, 1-6
Contemplates quitting local activities because of
financial difficulties, S 11, 1-3: support of
citizens asked to avert contemplated suspension,
S 14, 2-1; members fight against threatened
involuntary, S 14, 3-3: adopt plan to solve
financial difficulties, S 18, 1-8
Citizens urged to aid solvency, I 10, 23, 3-1
Resume of business, M 26, 4-2
Efforts to increase whiskey tax praised, ed,
M 24, 2-1
YOUNG MEN'S YWCA ASSN
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, O 2, 4-2
YOUNG WOMEN'S CLUB
Holds annual meeting, O 13, 1-2
Arbor branch No 31 organized, J 24, 1-7
elects officers, O 22, 1-4
Dramatic club presents play The Water, U 30, 1-3
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CHRISTIAN UNION
Ends 3-day meeting, elects officers, S 6, 3-2
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION, NORTHEASTERN OHIO
Program of 4th annual conf outlined, Ap 4, 2-4;
3-2
Z
ZAMERER (Mrs), R (Clatske)
Death, J 13, 1-7; obit, J 13, 1-8; funeral,
J 14, 1-5
ZANESVILLE, OHIO
Sheriff's office files collection suit against
J A Bremer, M 13, 2-2
ZIBAN, WILLIAM (Cleveland)
Shot and wounded by bullet fired at target,
O 27, 2-3
ZIMMER, ANNE
Necessity of property sale found in suit brought
by William Zehnder, F 20, 4-2; uses William
Zehnder, real estate sale confirmed, deed
ordered, A 12, 1-7
ZIMMER, JOHN
Adm of estate files additional bond, N 2, 4-3;
files partial acct, time extended, J 18, 3-3;
adm William Zehnder files final acct, N 15,
1-4
ZIMMER, OTTO and CHARLES
Anna Zehnder appointed guardian, O 26, 1-6
ZIMMER, WILLIAM
Necessity of property sale found in suit against
Anna Zehnder, F 20, 4-2; files acct, order of
pub sale issued, N 2, 4-3; real estate sale
confirmed, deed ordered, Ap 12, 1-4
ZICK, JOHN
Fined for assaulting John Lula, N 11, 10
Fined for fighting, N 13, 1-9
ZIELER, SHERMAN
Served from vagrancy chg, M 13, 2-3
ZIEGLER, WILLIAM F (Lancaster)
Resigns as Fairfield county treas, S 16, 2-4
ZIMMER, CHARLEY (Clev)
Injured in baseball game, J 14, 3-3; 4-5
ZIMMER, CHRIST
Purchases business from Harry Winter, J 1, 1-3
ZIMMERMAN, BURTON
Sued for divorce by wife Hattie May, Ap 7, 1-8;
suit dismissed, O 20, 1-4
ZIMMERMAN, CHARLES
Fixed for destroying property, J 26, 1-3
Fixed for fast driving, M 1, 1-7
ZIMMERMAN, CHRIST
 Arrested on fast driving chg, J 31, 1-7; fined
for fast driving, J 31, 1-4
ZIMMERMAN, HENRY AND MARY M
Named by Charles Dressler in foreclosure suit,
J 30, 1-3; loses suit, Ap 28, 1-7
ZIMMERMAN, J P
Correction of error in previous article: Speech
made by J P Humphrey, not J P Zimmerman, M 3,
1-1
ZIMMERMAN, JOHN
Discharged for vagrancy, F 10, 1:7
Arrested on chg of fishing with gill net, S 29, 1:1
Acquitted of horse-stealing chg, 3 29, 3:1
Evidence for horse-stealing, arrested, 6 20, 1:4;
pleads not guilty, trial date set, 6 21, 1:1;
Trial on horse-stealing chg opens, 6 27, 1:6;
Convicted, 6 28, 1:8; new trial contemplated,
6 31, 1:4; motion for new trial sustained, N 3, 1:5

ZIMMERMAN, MARY M. See Zimmerman, Henry

ZIMMERMAN, WILLIAM (Green Springs)
Fattily injured while coupling rr cars, 4 23,
4:6

ZIMMERMAN, WILLIAM B
Missing, F 2, 4:3

ZINCK, CASPER
Opens new brush shop, 6 13, 8:2

ZUM, V
Wrecks at Van Buren Point (NY) in wreck of SS
Dean Richmond during storm on Lake Erie, 6 30, 2:3

ZION ARMS CH
Holds benefit concert, Ap 5, 1:5
Plans Christmas celebration, program given, 12 21,
1:5

ZITTEL, CORNAD
Partial acct of guardianship filed, F 15, 2:3

ZITTEL, AUGUST
Finds not guilty to 2 indictments of arson,
9 21, 1:1

ZOLLARS, E V
Addresses 15th Ohio dist missionary conf of
Disciple ch on Christianity, Ap 20, 4:3